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PREFACE
This volume contains the full-length papers presented in the Proceedings of the 3rd SouthEast European Conference on Computational Mechanics (SEECCM III) that was held on June
12-14, 2013 on the Kos Island, Greece.
SEECCM III, is a special interest conference of ECCOMAS and IACM. Following the growing
success of International and National Conferences on Computational Mechanics worldwide,
the National Associations of Computational Mechanics of the South-East European countries
decided to launch an initiative to promote achievements in Computational Mechanics in the
South-East European Region. The first conference of this series was held at Kragujevac,
Serbia in 2006 and the second on the island of Rhodes, Greece in 2009. The purpose of the
Conference is to encourage research and development among young researchers, stimulate
education in Universities and disseminate modern trends amongst scientists and engineers
in the growing field of Simulation-Based Engineering Sciences. The SEECCM III Conference is
supported by the National Technical University of Athens, Greece, the University of
Kragujevac, Serbia, the Middle East Technical University, Turkey, the Greek Association for
Computational Mechanics, the Serbian Association for Computational Mechanics, the
Turkish National Committee on Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and the John Argyris
Foundation.
The editors of this volume would like to thank all authors for their contributions. Special
thanks go to the colleagues who contributed to the organization of the Minisymposia and to
the reviewers who, with their work, contributed to the scientific quality of this e-book.

M. Papadrakakis
National Technical University of Athens, Greece
M. Kojic
Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Serbia
I. Tuncer
Middle East Technical University, Turkey
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Abstract. Meshless methods have a number of virtues in problems concerning crack growth
and propagation, large displacements, strain localization and complex geometries, among
other. Despite the fact that they do not rely on a mesh, meshless methods require a
preliminary step for the identification of the correlation between nodes and Gauss points
before building the stiffness matrix. This is implicitly performed with the mesh generation in
FEM but must be explicitly done in EFG methods and can be time-consuming. Furthermore,
the resulting matrices are more densely populated and the computational cost for the
formulation and solution of the problem is much higher than the conventional FEM. This is
mainly attributed to the vast increase in interactions between nodes and integration points
due to their extended domains of influence. For these reasons, computing the stiffness matrix
in EFG meshless methods is a very computationally demanding task which needs special
attention in order to be affordable in real-world applications. In this paper, we address the
pre-processing phase, dealing with the problem of defining the necessary correlations
between nodes and Gauss points and between interacting nodes, as well as the computation
of the stiffness matrix. A novel approach is proposed for the formulation of the stiffness matrix
which exhibits several computational merits, one of which is its amenability to parallelization
which allows the utilization of graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate computations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In meshless methods (MMs) there is no need to construct a mesh, as in finite element
method (FEM), which is often in conflict with the real physical compatibility condition that a
continuum possesses [1]. Moreover, stresses obtained using FEM are discontinuous and less
accurate while a considerable loss of accuracy is observed when dealing with large
deformation problems because of element distortion. Furthermore, due to the underlying
structure of the classical mesh-based methods, they are not well suited for treating problems
with discontinuities that do not align with element edges. MMs were developed with the
objective of eliminating part of the above mentioned difficulties [2]. With MMs, manpower
time is limited to a minimum due to the absence of mesh and mesh related phenomena.
Complex geometries are handled easily with the use of scattered nodes.
One of the first and most prominent meshless methods is the element free Galerkin (EFG)
method introduced by Belytschko et al. [3]. EFG requires only nodal data, no element
connectivity is needed to construct the shape functions. However a global background cell
structure is necessary for the numerical integration. Moreover, since the number of
interactions between nodes and/or integration points is heavily increased, due to large
domains of influence, the resulting matrices are more densely populated and the
computational cost for the formulation and solution of the problem is much higher than in the
conventional FEM [3].
To improve the computational efficiency of MMs, parallel implementations like the MPI
parallel paradigm has been used in large scale applications[4], [5] and several alternative
methodologies have been proposed concerning the formulation of the problem. The smoothed
FEM (SFEM) [6] couples FEM with meshless methods by incorporating a strain smoothing
operation used in the mesh-free nodal integration method. The linear point interpolation
method (PIM) [7] obtains the partial derivatives of shape functions effortlessly due to the
local character of the radial basis functions. A coupled EFG/boundary element scheme [8],
taking advantage of both the EFG and the boundary element method. Furthermore, solvers
which perform an improved factorization of the stiffness matrix and use special algorithms for
realizing the matrix-vector multiplication are proposed in [9], [10]. Divo and Kassab [11]
presented a domain decomposition scheme on a meshless collocation method, where
collocation expressions are used at each subdomain with artificial created interfaces. Wang et
al. [7] presented a parallel reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM), using a particle
overlapping scheme which significantly increases the number of shared particles and the time
for communicating information between them. Recently, a novel approach for reducing the
computational cost of EFG methods is proposed by employing domain decomposition
techniques on the physical as well as on the algebraic domains [12]. In that work the solution
of the resulting algebraic problems is performed with the dual domain decomposition FETI
method with and without overlapping between the subdomains. The non-overlapping scheme
has led to a significant decrease of the overall computational cost.
The present work aims at a drastic reduction of the computational effort required for the
initialization phase and for assembling the stiffness matrix by implementing a novel node
pair-wise procedure. It is believed that with the proposed computational handling of the
pre-processing phase and the accelerated formulation of the stiffness matrix, together with
recent improvements on the solution of the resulting algebraic equations [12] , MMs are
becoming computationally competitive and are expected to demonstrate their inherent
advantages in solving real, large-scale engineering problems.
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2. BASIC INGREDIENTS OF THE MESHLESS EFG METHOD
The approximation of a scalar function u in terms of Lagrangian coordinates in the
meshless EFG method can be written as
u ( x ,t )= ∑ Φi ( x ) ui ( t )
(1)
i ∈S
where Φ i are the shape functions, u i are the nodal values at particle i located at position
x i , and S is the set of nodes i for which Φ i ( x ) ≠ 0 . The shape functions in eq.(1) are only
approximants and not interpolants, since u i≠u (x i ) .
The shape functions Φ i are obtained from the weight coefficients w i , which are functions
of a distant parameter r =∥xi −x∥/ d i where d i defines the domain of influence (doi) of node
i . The domain of influence is crucial to solution accuracy, stability and computational cost,
as it defines the degree of continuity between the nodes and the bandwidth of the system
matrices.
The approximation u h is expressed as a polynomial of length m with non-constant
coefficients. The local approximation around a point x̄ , evaluated at a point x is given by
u hL ( x , ̄x )=pT ( x ) a ( ̄x )
(2)
where p( x) is a complete polynomial of length m and a( ̄x ) contains non-constant
coefficients that depend on x
a ( x̄ )=[ a0 ( x ) a1 ( x ) a 2 ( x ) … am ( x ) ]

T

(3)

In two dimensional problems, the linear basis p( x) is given by
pT (x)=[ 1

x

y ] , m=3

(4)

and the quadratic basis by
T
2
2
(5)
p (x)=[ 1 x y x y x y ] , m=6
The unknown parameters a j ( x ) are determined at any point x , by minimizing a
functional J (x) defined by a weighted average over all nodes i ∈ 1,… , n :

n

2

n

2

J ( x ) =∑ w ( x−x i ) [ u hL ( x i , x )−ui ] =∑ w ( x−xi ) [ pT ( xi ) a (x )−u i ]
i=1

(6)

i=1

where the parameters u i are specified by the difference between the local approximation
u ( x , ̄x ) and the value u i while the weight function satisfies the condition w (x−xi )≠0 . An
extremum of J (x) with respect to the coefficients a j ( x ) can be obtained by setting the
derivative of J with respect to a ( x ) equal to zero. This condition gives the following
relation
A (x)a (x)=W ( x ) u
(7)
where
h
L

n

A (x)=∑ w ( x−x i ) p ( x i ) pT ( x i )

(8)

W ( x )=[ w ( x−x1 ) p ( x1 ) w ( x−x 2 ) p ( x 2 ) … w ( x−x n ) p ( x n ) ]

(9)

i=1

Solving for a ( x ) in eq.(7) and substituting into eq.(2) the approximants u h can be defined
as follows:
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u h ( x ) =pT ( x ) [ [A ( x ) ]−1 W ( x ) u ]

(10)

which together with eq.(1) leads to the derivation of the shape function Φ i associated with
node i at point x :
−1

Φ i ( x ) =pT ( x ) [ A ( x ) ] W ( xi )

(11)

A solution of a local problem A (x) z=p( x) of size m×m is performed whenever the
shape functions are to be evaluated. This constitutes a drawback of moving least
squares-based (MLS-based) MMs since the computational cost can be substantial and it is
possible for the moment matrix A (x) to be ill conditioned [2].
The Galerkin weak form of the above formulation gives the discrete algebraic equation
Κ u=f
(12)
with
Κ ij =∫ ΒΤi E B j d Ω

(13)

f i =∫ Φ i ̄t d Γ +∫ Φ i b d Ω

(14)

Ω

Γt

Ω

In 2D problems matrix B is given by

[

Φi , x 0
Bi = 0
Φi , y
Φi , y Φi , x

]

(15)

and in 3D problems by

[ ]

Φ j ,x
0
0
0
Φ j ,y
0
0
0
Φ j,z
Bi =
Φ j ,y Φ j ,x
0
0
Φ j ,z Φ j ,y
Φ j ,z
0
Φ j ,x

(16)

Due to the lack of the Kronecker delta property of shape functions, the essential boundary
conditions cannot be imposed the same way as in FEM. Several techniques are available such
as Lagrange multipliers, penalty and EFG and FEM coupling.
For the integration of eq. (13), virtual background cells are considered by dividing the
problem domain into integration cells over which a Gaussian quadrature is performed:

∫ f ( x ) dΩ=∑ f ( ξ J ) ωΞ det J ξ (ξ )
J

Ω

(17)

where ξ are the local coordinates and det J ξ ( ξ ) is the determinant of the Jacobian.
3. GAUSS POINT-WISE FORMULATION OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
The stiffness matrix of eq. (13) is usually formed by adding the contributions of the
products BTG EBG of all Gauss points G to the stiffness matrix according to the formula:
K=∑ BTG E BG =∑ Q G
G

G

(18)

where the deformation matrix BG is computed at the corresponding Gauss point. The
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summation is performed for each Gauss point and affects all nodes within its domain of
influence. Compared to FEM, the amount of calculations for performing this task is
significantly higher since the domains of influence of Gauss points are much larger than the
corresponding domains in FEM as is schematically shown in Fig. 1 for a domain discretized
with EFG and FEM having equal number of nodes and Gauss points. Throughout this paper
we do not address the issue of accuracy obtained by the two methods with the same number of
nodes and Gauss points.
In FEM, each Gauss point is typically involved in element-level computations for the
formation of the element stiffness matrix which is then added to the appropriate positions of
the global stiffness matrix. Moreover, the shape functions and their derivatives are predefined
for each element type and need to be evaluated on all combinations of nodes and Gauss points
within each element. In EFG methods, however, the contribution of each Gauss point is
directly added to the global stiffness matrix while the shape functions are not predefined and
span across larger domains with a significantly higher amount of Gauss point-node
interactions.

(a)

(b)

4x4 Gauss Cell
Fig. 1: Domain of influence of Gauss point

in (a) EFG; (b) FEM, for the same number of nodes and Gauss
points

Although, in EFG methods there is no need to construct a mesh, the correlation between
nodes and Gauss points needs to be defined. This preliminary step before building the
stiffness matrix is implicitly performed with the mesh creation in FEM but must be explicitly
done in EFG methods and can be time-consuming if not appropriately handled. For the
aforementioned reasons, computing the stiffness matrix in EFG meshless methods is a very
computationally demanding task which needs special attention in order to be affordable in
real-world applications.
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(a)
Fig. 2: Domain of influence of node

(b)
(a) EFG; (b) FEM, for the same number of nodes and Gauss points

3.1. Node-Gauss point correlation
In the initialization step, the basic entities are created, namely the nodes and the Gauss
points together with their domains of influence. The domains of influence define the
correlation between nodes and Gauss points. With the absence of an element mesh, the
correlation of Gauss points and nodes must be established explicitly at the initialization phase.
A first approach is to search on the global physical domain for the Gauss points belonging
to the domain of influence of each node. This approach performs a large amount of
unnecessary calculations since the domains of influence are localized areas. In order to reduce
the time spent for identifying the interaction between Gauss points and nodes, the search can
be performed on Gauss regions.
A rectangular grid is created and we refer to each of the regions defined as a Gauss region.
Each Gauss region contains a group of Gauss points. Given the coordinates of a particular
node, it is immediately known in which region it is located. The search per node is conducted
over the neighboring Gauss regions only instead of the global domain. Thus, regardless of the
size of the problem, the search per node is restricted on a small number of Gauss regions.
The time required to define correlations in three 2D and three 3D elasticity problems with
varying number of degrees of freedom (dof) are shown in Table 1. The 2D problems
correspond to square domains and the 3D to cubic domains, with rectangular domains of
influence (doi) with dimensionless parameter 2.5. These domains maximize the number of
correlations and consequently the computational cost for the given number of nodes. In these
examples, each Gauss region is equivalent to a single Gauss cell. Thus, in the 2D examples
each Gauss cell contains 16 Gauss points ( 4×4 rule) and in the 3D examples 64 Gauss
points ( 4×4×4 rule). The examples are run on a Core i7-980X which has 6 physical cores
(12 logical cores) at 3.33GHz and 12MB cache. Each node can define its correlation
independently of other nodes, which is amenable to parallel computations.
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Example

Nodes

Gauss
points

2D-1
2D-2
2D-3
3D-1
3D-2
3D-3

25.921
75.625
126.025
9.221
19.683
35.937

102.400
300.304
501.264
64.000
140.608
262.144

Search Time (seconds)
Global
Regioned
Regioned
Serial
Serial
Parallel
23
1,3
0,5
300
3,4
1,0
836
5,4
1,4
7
3,7
0,9
45
7,8
1,7
157
15,7
3,3

Table 1: Computing time required for all node-Gauss point correlations

With the implementation of Gauss regions, the initialization phase of EFG methods in
complex domains takes less time than FEM, since the generation of a finite element mesh can
sometimes be laborious and time consuming [13]. At the end of the initialization step each
node has a list of influencing Gauss points and each Gauss point has a list of influenced
nodes.
3.2. Performance of the Gauss point-wise approach
The performance of the Gauss point-wise approach in the CPU is shown in Table 2. The
proposed Gauss point-wise (GP) approach is compared with the “conventional” one which is
a first approach that does not include several optimizations.
Example

dof

2D-1
2D-2
2D-3
3D-1
3D-2
3D-3

51.842
152.250
252.050
27.783
59.049
107.811

Time (seconds)
Gauss
points Conventional GP
Proposed GP
102.400
107
12
300.304
313
34
501.264
502
53
64.000
2.374
241
140.608
6.328
616
262.144
13.302
1.165

Ratio
9
9
9
10
10
11

Table 2: Computing time for the formulation of the stiffness matrix in the CPU implementations of the
Gauss-point wise approach

4. NODE PAIR-WISE FORMULATION OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
An alternative way to perform the computation of the global stiffness matrix is the
proposed node pair-wise approach. The computation of the global stiffness coefficient K ij is
performed for all interacting i− j nodes and is formed from contribution by the shared Gauss
points of their domains of influence. Fig. 3 depicts two interacting nodes as a result of having
common Gauss points in the intersection of their domains of influence and one node that is
not interacting with the other two.
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Interacting nodes

Non-interacting nodes

Fig. 3 Intersection of domains of influence

4.1. Computation of global stiffness coefficients for each interacting node pair
The computation of the stiffness elements for each interacting node pair is split in two
phases. In the first phase, the shape function derivatives for each influenced node of every
Gauss point are calculated as described in the Gauss point-wise method. Then, instead of
continuing with the calculation of the stiffness matrix coefficients corresponding to a
particular Gauss point, the shape function derivatives are stored for the calculation of Q ij
matrices in the next phase. The required storage of all shape function derivatives is small so
storing them temporarily is not an issue.
In the second phase, the stiffness matrix coefficients of each interacting node pair is
computed. For each interacting node pair ij , the matrix Q ij is calculated over all shared
Gauss points and summed to form the final values of the corresponding coefficients of the
global matrix:
K ij =∑ Q ij =∑ BTi E B j
G

G

(19)

Both phases are amenable to parallelization, the first with respect to Gauss points and the
second with respect to interacting node pairs, and involve no race conditions or the need for
synchronization.
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4.2. Parallelization features of the interacting node pairs approach
The interacting node pairs approach has certain advantages compared to the Gauss
point-wise approach. The most important one is related to its amenability to parallelism, in
contrast to the Gauss point-wise approach. Since in EFG methods each Gauss point affects a
large number of nodes, each K ij submatrix is formed by a large number of stiffness
contributions. Parallelizing the Gauss point-wise approach involves scatter parallelism, which
is schematically shown in Fig. 4 for two Gauss points C and D . Each part of the sum can be
calculated in parallel but there are conflicting updates to the same element of the stiffness
matrix. These race conditions can be avoided with proper synchronization but in massively
parallel systems like the GPU where thousands of threads may be working concurrently it is
very detrimental to performance because all updates are serialized with atomic operations
[14].
In the interacting node pairs approach, instead of constantly updating the matrix, the final
values for the submatrix of each interacting node pair are calculated and then appended to the
matrix. For the calculation of a submatrix, all contributions of the Gauss points belonging to
the intersection of the the domains of influence of two interacting nodes should be summed
together. Thus, the interacting node pairs approach utilizes gather parallelism as shown
schematically in Fig. 5. In a parallel implementation, each working unit, or thread, prepares a
submatrix K ij related to a specific interacting node pair ij . It gathers all contributions from
the Gauss points and writes to a specific memory location accessed by no other thread. Thus,
this method requires no synchronization or atomic operations. An important benefit of this
approach is the indexing cost of the stiffness matrix elements. In the Gauss point-wise method
each stiffness matrix element is updated a large number of times while in the proposed
interacting node pair approach the final value is calculated and written only once.

...

Thread
BTC E BC

BG

BD

BC

...

Thread
BTD E B D

...

...

Thread

∑ BTi E B j

...

G

Thread

∑ BTl E Bm

K ij

∑ Qij

...

G

K lm

Stiffness Matrix

Stiffness Matrix

Fig. 4: Scatter parallelism required for the Gauss
point-wise approach

Fig. 5: Gather parallelism implemented in the
interacting node pairs approach

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS IN 2D AND 3D ELASTICITY PROBLEMS
The two procedures elaborated in this work for the computation of the stiffness matrix in
large-scale EFG meshless simulations are tested for the same 2D and 3D elasticity problems
already used for testing throughout this paper. The geometric domains of these problems
maximize the number of correlations and consequently the computational cost for the given
number of nodes. The examples are run on the following hardware. CPU: Core i7-980X
which has 6 physical cores (12 logical cores) at 3.33 GHz and 12MB cache. GPU: is a
GeForce GTX680 with 1536 CUDA cores and 2GB GDDR5 memory.
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The performance of the Gauss point-wise (GP) and node pair-wise (NP) approaches in the
CPU are given in Table 3. The proposed Gauss point-wise approach is compared with the
Example

dof

2D-1
2D-2
2D-3
3D-1
3D-2
3D-3

51.842
152.250
252.050
27.783
59.049
107.811

CPU Time (seconds)
Gauss
points Conventional GP
Proposed GP
102.400
107
12
300.304
313
34
501.264
502
53
64.000
2.374
241
140.608
6.328
616
262.144
13.302
1.165

Proposed NP
11
28
47
134
328
645

Table 3: Computing time for the formulation of the stiffness matrix in the serial CPU implementations of the
Gauss point-wise (GP) and node pair-wise (NP) approaches

“conventional” one without the previously described improvements.
The performance of the GPU implementation of the node pair-wise method is shown in
Table 4. Speedup ratios of the GPU implementation compared to the CPU implementations is
given in Table 5.
NP GPU Time (seconds)
Gauss
Example
dof
points
Kernel 1
Kernel 2
Total
2D-1
51,842
102,400
0.05
0.19
0,2
2D-2
152,250
300,304
0.13
0.56
0,7
2D-3
252,050
501,264
0.21
0.89
1,1
3D-1
27,783
64,000
0.17
2.41
2,6
3D-2
59,049
140,608
0.32
6.17
6,5
3D-3
107,811
262,144
0.62
12.31
12,9
Table 4: Computing time for the formulation of the stiffness matrix in the GPU implementation of the interacting
node-pair approach

Example
2D-1
2D-2
2D-3
3D-1
3D-2
3D-3

Speedup ratios of GPU implementation
Conventional GP
Proposed GP
Proposed NP
450
50
46
457
50
41
456
48
43
921
93
52
975
95
50
1.028
90
50

Table 5: Relative speedup ratios of GPU implementation compared to the CPU
implementations

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The proposed improvements on the initialization phase through the utilization of Gauss
regions significantly reduces the time required to create the necessary correlations between
the entities of the meshless methods. With Gauss regions, the process scales very well, in
contrast to globally searching, and the initialization takes only a small percentage of the
problem formulation time.
The improvements in the Gauss point-wise approach for assembling the stiffness matrix
offer an order of magnitude speedup compared to the conventional approach. This is
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attributed to the reduced number of calculations in all parts of the process and the usage of an
efficient sparse matrix format and an implementation specifically tailored for the formulation
phase of the stiffness matrix. Indexing is a major factor affecting the computational cost.
Therefore, the skyline format is faster due to its lower indexing cost, however the
significantly higher memory requirement makes it problematic for larger problems where a
sparse format is preferable or mandatory.
The proposed node pair-wise approach has several benefits over the Gauss point-wise
approach. The most important being its amenability to parallelism especially in massively
parallel systems like the GPUs. Each node pair can be processed separately by any available
processor in order to compute the corresponding stiffness submatrix. The node pair approach
is characterized as “embarrassingly parallel” since it requires no synchronization whatsoever
between node pairs.
A GPU implementation is applied to the node pair-wise approach offering great speedups
compared to CPU implementations. The node pairs keep the GPU constantly busy with
calculations resulting in high hardware utilization which is evidenced by the high speedup
ratios of approximately two orders of magnitude in the test examples presented. The node
pair-wise approach can be applied as is to any available hardware achieving even lower
computing times. This includes using many GPUs, hybrid CPU(s)/GPU(s) implementations
and generally any available processing unit. The importance of the latter becomes apparent
when considering contemporary and future developments like heterogeneous systems
architecture (HSA).
In conclusion, the parametric tests performed in the framework of this study showed that
with the proposed implementation along with the exploitation of currently available low cost
hardware, the expensive formulation of the stiffness matrix in meshless EFG methods can be
reduced by orders of magnitude. The presented node pair-approach enables the efficient
utilization of any available hardware and in conjunction with fast initialization and its
inherently parallelization features can accomplish high speedup ratios, which convincingly
addresses the main shortcoming of meshless methods making them computationally
competitive in solving large-scale engineering problems.
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Abstract. In this work the Godunov Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method for material with strength is extended to second order in space. This is achieved by separating the
continuum equations of motion into their constituent hydrodynamic and deviatoric parts and using a MUSCL-type reconstruction and limiting procedure for the left and right Riemann states.
The split equations are then advanced in time sequentially using a first-order operator splitting
procedure. The resulting equations require no user defined artificial damping parameters as
sufficient numerical dissipation is introduced through the use of a Riemann solver. One and two
dimensional elastic-plastic flows are chosen to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed formulation and the results are compared with exact solutions, the original first order scheme and the
standard artificial viscosity SPH scheme. The new method is then applied to the simulation of a
representative ballistic impact on a ceramic armour material.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally in SPH the shock is smeared by applying an artificial viscosity [22] term to
the momentum and energy equations. Several forms of artificial viscosity have been described
in the literature [9, 22, 1] with the most common implementation (found in most SPH codes)
being that of Monaghan et al. [22]. When using the artificial viscosity without special treatments [27, 4], care must be taken not to introduce excessive artificial smoothing into smooth
regions away from the shock. This may be achieved by a time-consuming trial-and-error analysis [28] which may be very undesirable for the user.
The Godunov reformulation of the SPH equations have been developed [33, 12, 23] whereby
the Riemann problem is solved between the two interacting particles. The solution of the Riemann problem in Lagrangian coordinates provides the post wave-breakup pressure and velocity
at the interface between two interacting particles which introduces sufficient numerical dissipation for stable integration. The advantage of these Godunov reformulations is that no userdefined damping parameters or associated sensitivity analyses are required; sufficient damping
is automatically introduced into the solution. The strictly conservative Godunov SPH method
developed by Inutsuka (2002) [12] was developed for inviscid fluid simulations and maintains
second-order spatial accuracy in smooth regions by a reconstruction procedure. The Godunov
SPH method of Parshikov et al. (2002) [23] was developed for fluid and solid dynamics and is
first-order accurate everywhere in the solution. This work presents an extension of the Parshikov
et al. scheme for fluid and solid-dynamics to second-order in space, while ensuring exact conservation of energy. This is done by splitting the integration procedure into a hydrodynamic
and a deviatoric step, thereby removing the complications caused by the material strength as
described in [10] for a free-Lagrange Voronoi tesselation method. The Lie-Trotter splitting is
used which is first-order in time.
The new method is derived in Section 3.3 and tests for one and two-dimensional soliddynamics are presented in Section 4. Section 5 applies the new scheme to a representative
ballistic impact simulation and Section 6 concludes the work.
1.1

Motivation

The effective viscosity of the Parshikov et al. scheme [23] is shown to be high, which is
a direct consequence of the use of a first-order Godunov scheme [30]. A piecewise linear reconstruction of the (primitive variables in the inviscid-fluid case) field variables to the contact
surface between particles i and j, before invoking the Riemann solution, extends the spatial order of accuracy to 2nd O [32]. This is readily achieved using the SPH smoothed approximation
of the gradient, as done in [33, 12]. Godunov’s Theorem states that monotone linear schemes
(having the property of not generating new extrema) for solving partial differential equations,
can be at most first-order accurate [8]. Therefore, in order to achieve high-order spatial accuracy, without introducing new extrema which may lead to oscillations, a non-linear scheme
must be used. This can be achieved using slope limiting procedures [30]. Such a scheme has
high-order spatial accuracy in smooth regions of the solution but falls to low, or first order accuracy, in the vicinity of strong gradients or discontinuities. When considering the Cauchy stress
tensor, its gradient results in a third-order tensor field (the implementation of which in three dimensions requires 18 elements per particle). This memory and computational requirement has
meant that the Godunov SPH scheme for materials with strength has remained 1st O accurate
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in space. This work, then, is an attempt to remove the complication of the extension to 2nd O of
the Godunov SPH scheme caused by the inclusion of material strength.
2

SPH THEORY

The basis of the SPH method is in the approximation of a function of spatial coordinates
f (x) through the approximate kernel interpolation of the function at locations surrounding the
point of interest. The usual derivation [21] is to start with the identity
Z
f (x) = f (x0 )δ (x − x0 ) dx0 .
(1)
The delta function is replaced by some smoothing (or “kernel”) function W (x − x0 , h) with the
same property as the delta function as the smoothing length h tends to zero:
limh→0 W (x − x0 , h) = δ(x − x0 ).

(2)

This gives the kernel approximation
Z
f (x) ≈

f (x0 )W (x − x0 , h) dx0 .

The kernel function should satisfy the unity condition
Z
W (x − x0 , h) dx0 = 1

(3)

(4)

and, in order to be computationally tractable, should be compact such that
W (x − x0 , h) = 0 if

|x − x0 | ≥ κh

(5)

where κ is some scaling factor. For each particle with a mass mi and mass density ρi , noting
that dx0 denotes the integration volume (in three dimensions), equation (3) may be discretized
as the Riemann summation
X mj
f (xj )W (x − xj , h) .
(6)
f (x) ≈
ρ
j
j
If the function is taken as the density field ρ, the SPH summation approximation of the density
is obtained:
X
ρ(x) ≈
mj W (x − xj , h) .
(7)
j

It is clear from equation (7) that the kernel function should satisfy some physically intuitive
properties, such as being non-negative, and monotonically decreasing as h → 0. For this
reason, a Gaussian, or Gaussian-like function is commonly chosen as the kernel. The derivative
of a function may be obtained by using integration by parts and the divergence theorem to give
Z
Z
0
0
∇f (x) ≈
f (x )W (x − x , h)ndS − f (x0 )∇W (x − x0 , h)dx0 .
(8)
S

Ω

In general, the surface integral in equation (8) is neglected in the actual computation as it vanishes if the kernel support does not intersect the boundary of the material domain. For simulations involving free-surfaces, the neglect of the surface integral contributes to the boundary
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deficiency in the SPH method. As the continuum equations of motion are first-order, equation (8) may be used to discretize the governing equations. Neglecting the surface integral, in
one dimension, the errors in (8) may be estimated by taking the Taylor-series expansion around
x0 to give
Z 
(x − x0 )2 00
f (x)+
f (x) + (x − x0 )f 0 (x) +
∇f (x) = −
2!


O (x − x0 )3 + . . . ∇W (x − x0 , h)dx0
(9)
Z
f 00 (x)
0 2
0
0
= ∇f (x) +
(x − x ) ∇W (x − x , h)dx +
2

O (x − x0 )3 .
R
In (9) the second term in the Taylor expansion vanishes as, for even kernels ∇W dx0 = 0.
Therefore, the order of accuracy of the kernel approximation of the gradient is second-order,
with errors of O(h2 ). Similarly, the errors in the discrete approximation of (9) are of O(h2 ) [25].
3

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In the absence of body forces, the conservation equations for elastic flow are given as follows
Dρ
= −ρ∇ · v
Dt
1
Dv
= ∇·σ
Dt
ρ
Du
σ
= − : ∇v,
Dt
ρ

(10)

where D/Dt is the substantial derivative and ρ, v, u and σ are the material density, velocity,
specific internal energy and Cauchy stress tensor respectively. The separation of the stress
tensor into its dilatational and deviatoric components is assumed [35]
σ = τ − P I,

(11)

where I is the identity matrix.
3.1

Discretization

The variationally consistent discrete SPH equations [3] corresponding to (10) are given as [3]
X mj
Dρi
= ρi
(v i − v j ) · ∇i Wij
Dt
ρj
j


Dv i X
σi + σj
=
mj
∇i Wij
Dt
ρ
ρ
i
j
j


Dui
1X
σi + σj
=
mj
(v i − v j ) · ∇i Wij ,
Dt
2 j
ρi ρj
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where the derivative of the kernel function ∇i Wij is defined as
∇i Wij =

3.2

∂
W (xi − xj , h)
∂xi
xi − xj ∂W (|xi − xj |, h)
=
|xi − xj |
∂ |xi − xj |
= −∇j Wij .

(13)

Godunov reformulation of Parshikov et al.

In 2002 Parshikov et al. [23] directly introduced the Riemann solution to the SPH equations (12) by resolving the stresses and velocities along the vector of interaction and making the
substitutions
1
Pij∗ ← (Pi + Pj )
2

1 R
(14)
vij∗ ←
vi + vjR
2

1 R
σij∗ ←
σi + σjR ,
2
x,y,z
R
R
where vi,j = v i,j ·eij , σi,j = σ i,j ·eij and the unit vector of interaction eij = xi −xj /|xi −xj |.
The substitution for the stresses requires the rotation of the stress tensor to the coordinate system
eR,S,T orthogonal to the vector of interaction eij . The values with the star superscripts are
not calculated using (14); instead the approximate acoustic wave primitive variable Riemann
solver [30] is used to calculate the value of the stress and velocity in the star region in the three
directions corresponding to eR,S,T by
vij∗R =
σij∗R

σjRR ρi cli + σiRR ρj clj + ρi cli ρj clj vjR − viR
=
ρi cli + ρj clj

vij∗S =
σij∗S



vjS ρj ctj + viS ρi cti + σjSR − σiSR
ρi cti + ρj ctj

σjRS ρi cti + σiRS ρj ctj + ρi cti ρj ctj vjS − viS
=
ρi cti + ρj ctj

vij∗T =
σij∗T

vjR ρj clj + viR ρi cli + σjRR − σiRR
ρi cli + ρj clj



vjT ρj ctj + viT ρi cti + σjT R − σiT R
ρi cti + ρj ctj


σjRT ρi cti + σiRT ρj ctj + ρi cti ρj ctj vjT − viT
=
.
ρi cti + ρj ctj
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In (15) cl and ct are the longitudinal and transverse wave speeds respectively. The resulting
SPH equations are stated as
X mj

Dρi
= 2ρi
vij∗R − viR eij · ∇i Wij
Dt
ρj
j
X
σij∗R
Dv i
=2
eij ∇i Wij
mj
Dt
ρ
ρ
i
j
j

(16)

X

σij∗R ∗R
Dui
=2
mj
vij − viR eij · ∇i Wij .
Dt
ρi ρj
j
The algorithm presented in [23] corresponds to a spatially 1st O Godunov method for solid mechanics and will form the basis of the work presented in forthcoming chapters. It is well known
that the 1st O Godunov method is highly diffusive, which is accentuated by the smoothing introduced by the SPH method. This is discussed in [23].
3.3

Second-order extension

In order to simplify the extension of the Godunov SPH method for materials with strength
to second-order, it is proposed that the hydrodynamic and deviatoric parts of the stress tensor
be used to sequentially and separately advance the density, velocity and specific internal energy in time. The SPH momentum and energy equations (12) are split into their constituent
hydrodynamic and deviatoric parts as


Pi + P j
τi + τj
Dv i X
=
mj
−I
∇i Wij
Dt
ρi ρj
ρi ρj
j


(17)
Dui
1X
τi + τj
P i + Pj
=
−I
mj
(v j − v i ) · ∇i Wij ,
Dt
2 j
ρi ρj
ρi ρj
where the first term in the brackets on the right hand side corresponds to the deviatoric part and
the second term corresponds to the hydrodynamic part. The integration procedure is then split
into the constituent hydrodynamic and deviatoric stages using Lie-Trotter splitting. The general
form of splitting is
∂f (t)
= Af (t) + Bf (t)
(18)
∂t
where f (t) is some field-variable and A and B are linear differential operators corresponding
to the deviatoric and hydrodynamic operations respectively. The sequential splitting algorithm
is as follows
∂x(t)
= Ax(t),
∂t
∂y(t)
= By(t),
∂t

t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ]

where x(tn ) = f (tn )
(19)

n

n+1

t ∈ [t , t

]

n

n+1

where y(t ) = x(t

)

and the recombination of the split solution is given as y(tn+1 ) ≈ f (tn+1 ). The splitting error is
first-order in time and can be found by combining the Taylor series expansions of the two split
functions x(t) and y(t) and taking the difference with the Taylor series expansion of the un-split
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function around point f (tn ) = fn . Applying this splitting algorithm to the SPH momentum and
energy equations (17) gives


τi + τj
Dṽ i X
=
mj
· ∇i Wij , where ṽ i (tn ) = v i (tn )
Dt
ρ
ρ
i j
j


X
Dv̌ i
Pi + P j
=−
∇i Wij , where v̌ i (tn ) = ṽ i (tn+1 )
mj
Dt
ρ
ρ
i
j
j


(20)
Dũi
1X
τi + τj
n
n
=
mj
(v j − v i ) · ∇i Wij , where ũi (t ) = ui (t )
Dt
2 j
ρi ρj


Dǔi
1X
Pi + P j
=−
mj
(ṽ j − ṽ i ) · ∇i Wij , where ǔi (tn ) = ũi (tn+1 ),
Dt
2 j
ρi ρj
where ṽ i = v ni + ∆ṽ i . In order to obtain sufficient numerical dissipation, the hydrodynamic
terms are replaced with the Godunov SPH equations of Parshikov et al. [23] for an inviscid,
non-radiating fluid to get


Dṽ i X
τi + τj
=
mj
· ∇i Wij , where ṽ i (tn ) = v i (tn )
Dt
ρ
ρ
i
j
j
 ∗ 
X
Pij
Dv̌ i
= −2
mj
∇i Wij , where v̌ i (tn ) = ṽ i (tn+1 )
Dt
ρ
ρ
i j
j


(21)
1X
τi + τj
Dũi
n
n
=
mj
(v j − v i ) · ∇i Wij , where ũi (t ) = ui (t )
Dt
2 j
ρi ρj
 ∗ 
X

Pij
Dǔi
= −2
mj
ṽij∗ eij − ṽ i · ∇i Wij , where ǔi (tn ) = ũi (tn+1 ),
Dt
ρi ρj
j
where Pij∗ and ṽij∗ are the pressure and velocity solutions of the Riemann-problem for the longitudinal wave-system. Note that, in contrast to the scheme of Parshikov et al. the Riemann
problem needs only to be solved for the longitudinal wave system and no transformation of
the stress-tensor is required. No dissipation is added to the deviatoric step of the split integration procedure and the spatial accuracy of the deviatoric momentum equation is second-order.
By definition, the density is assumed to only change due to changes in volume, therefore the
continuity equation is computed only in the hydrodynamic step. The continuity equation of
Parshikov et al. [23] may be used
X mj

Dρi
= 2ρi
ṽij∗ eij − ṽ i · ∇i Wij .
Dt
ρj
j
3.3.1

(22)

MUSCL-type reconstruction

To extend the hydrodynamic step in (21) to second-order, a linear reconstruction of the left
and right states of the Riemann problem is used as first proposed for SPH in [11]. Using the SPH
approximation of the gradient of a function, and taking into account the domain of influence,
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the reconstruction of the left and right hand Riemann states is written as
rij
∇f (xi )mon · eij [1 − ci ∆t]
2
rij
fL = f (xj ) + ∇f (xj )mon · eij [1 − cj ∆t] ,
2

fR = f (xi ) −

(23)

where rij = |xi − xj |, ci,j is the longitudinal sound speed at the particle’s position and ∆t is the
current time-step. In order to satisfy the monotonicity constraint at the shock [8], the gradients
of the primitive variables must be modified such that the first-order method is recovered. In [12]
this is done by setting the gradients to zero when the interacting particles are approaching each
other at a velocity close to the minimum wave speed of either interacting particles. A more
advanced technique to automatically fulfill the monotonicity constraint by modifying the local
gradient based on some sort of smoothness indicator, such as the ratio of successive gradients,
as in [32]. This may be done by using one of a variety of different slope-limiter functions [30].
The resolved gradient
∆Q = ∇Q · eij
(24)
is defined for particles i and j and the ratio of successive gradients r is defined as
∆Qj
∆Qi
∆Qi
1
rj =
= .
∆Qj
ri
ri =

(25)

The chosen slope-limiter function φ(r) can then be used to construct the monotonized slopes
∇f (xi )mon = φ(ri )∇f (xi )
∇f (xj )mon = φ(rj )∇f (xj ),

(26)

and using equation (23) the left and right Riemann states may be reconstructed. The following
2nd O Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) slope limiters [30] were implemented due to their
symmetry preserving features (φ(r) = 1/φ(r))



1+r
, 2
φ(r)mc = max 0, min 2r,
2
(27)
φ(r)sw = max (0, min (βr, 1), min(r, β)) , 1 ≤ β ≤ 2
r + |r|
φ(r)vl =
,
1 + |r|
where the subscripts mc, sw and vl stand for Monotonized Central, Sweby and van Leer limiters
respectively. Setting the β = 1 and β = 2 in the Sweby limiter gives the minmod and superbee
limiters of Roe [30], respectively. It was found that the superbee limiter performed well; it is
used in all the 2nd O simulations in this work.
3.4

Conservation

In order to conserve energy exactly in the split integration procedure, the energy equations (21) are modified. As in [12], the appropriate time-centering of the velocity field is used,
along with the anti-symmetric nature of the kernel derivative (13), to obtain an expression which
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vanishes for the sum over all pairs of interacting particles. The total energy at time t = tn is
defined as (the sum of the kinetic and internal energies)

X 1
n
n
n 2
(28)
E =
(v ) + ui .
mi
2 i
i
For energy to be conserved, the total energy must remain constant over the time-step (∆E =
E n+1 − E n = 0)

X 1
1 n 2
n+1 2
n+1
n
(29)
∆E =
(v ) + ui − (v i ) − ui .
mi
2 i
2
i
Equation (29) is modified to include the operator splitting by splitting it into two sequential
sub-stages. The first step is
∆Ẽ = Ẽ − E n

X 1
1 n 2
2
n
=
mi
(ṽ i ) + ũi − (v i ) − ui
2
2
i




X
∆ṽ i
n
=
mi ∆ṽ i v i +
+ ∆ũi
2
i

(30)

= 0,
where ∆ṽ i = ∆t(dṽ i /dt), ∆ũi = ∆t(dũi /dt) = ũi − uni and the fact that ṽ i = v ni + ∆ṽ i has
been used. The second step is
∆E = E n+1 − Ẽ

X 1
1
n+1 2
n+1
2
=
mi
(v i ) + ui − (ṽ i ) − ũi
2
2
i




X
∆v̌ i
=
mi ∆v̌ i ṽ i +
+ ∆ǔi
2
i

(31)

= 0,
where ∆v̌ i = ∆t(dv̌ i /dt), ∆ǔi = ∆t(dǔi /dt) = un+1
− ũi and similarly v n+1
= ṽ i + ∆v̌ i .
i
i
The deviatoric part of the split energy equation is then modified to give


τi + τj
Dũi X
=
mj
(v̄ ij − ẋi ) · ∇i Wij ,
(32)
Dt
ρi ρj
j
where the substitution v̄ ij = 0.5(v i + v j ) is made and ẋi = v i + ∆ṽ i /2 is the time-centered
velocity. The use of this time-centering ensures that energy is conserved exactly in the first-step
of the time-split integration procedure. This can be shown by substituting ẋi and (32) into (30)
to give
X
∆Ẽ =
mi (∆ṽ i ẋi + ∆ũi )
i

= ∆t

X X v̄ ij mi mj
i

j

ρi ρj

= 0.
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For the hydrodynamic part of the split energy equation the method of Inutsuka [12] is followed;
 ∗ 
X

Pij
Dǔi
˜ i · ∇i Wij ,
(34)
= −2
ṽij∗ eij − ẋ
mj
Dt
ρi ρj
j
˜ i = ṽ i + ∆v̌ i /2 is the time-centered velocity in the second-step of the split integration
where ẋ
procedure. Again, this use of the time-centering ensures that energy is conserved exactly in the
˜ i and (34)
second step of the split integration procedure, which can be shown by substituting ẋ
into (31) to give
X

˜ i + ∆ǔi
∆E =
mi ∆v̌ i ẋ
i

= −2∆t

X X mi mj Pij∗ ṽij∗ eij
i

ρi ρj

j

· ∇i Wij

(35)

= 0.
In the case of an inviscid fluid (τ = 0) the time centering of Inutsuka [12] is recovered as
ṽ i = 0. It is worth noting that, if the total energy is used as an indicator of the solution quality,
for example, then the exactly conservative scheme presented above may not advantageous. An
appropriate system of units should be selected such that round-off error is minimized.
4

NUMERICAL TESTS

The chosen tests have exact solutions for comparison. From hereon in we refer to the firstorder Godunov SPH scheme of Parshikov et al. [23] as PM, the new time-split Godunov SPH
scheme as TS and the standard artificial viscosity scheme (with Monaghan-type artificial viscosity [22] and damping parameters α = β = 1) as AV. In the AV scheme the second-order
leap-frog integration scheme is used [19]. In this work the Godunov SPH scheme of Parshikov
et al. [23] was implemented in one dimension only. In all cases the time-step was controlled by
the CF L number of 0.5 and the initial smoothing length scaling factor was 1.2.
4.1

1D flyer-plate

This example comes from [5] and consists of an impact of a high-velocity elastic-perfectlyplastic material with another identical material which is at rest. The impact produces an elastic
precursor wave followed by a plastic shock-wave. An isothermal Mie-Grüneisen Equation of
State (EOS) is used (as the Grüneisen coefficient is zero), defined as [5]
P (ρ) =

ρ0 c20 ζ
,
1 − (S1 − 1)ζ

(36)

where ζ = ρ/ρ0 − 1. The material properties are given as ρ0 = 6.1 g/cm3 , c0 = 0.5077 cm/µs,
S1 = 1.201, µ = 0.481 MBar and Y0 = 0.025 MBar [5]. The initial conditions are given in
Table 1. The solution is integrated until t = 0.5µs and the domain is over 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 with
the left hand side defined as x ≤ 0.5. Figure 1 shows the non-dimensional results using the
different schemes 100 (equally spaced) particles in the domain against the exact solution [5].
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τl = 0
τr = 0
ρl = ρ0
ρr = ρ0
vl = 0.060281 cm/µs vr = 0
Table 1: Initial conditions for the flyer-plate impact example (from [5]).

0

Exact
PM st
TS 1 O
TS 2ndO
AV

−0.2
τ
Y0

Exact
PM st
TS 1 O
TS 2ndO
AV

1
v
vl

0.5

−0.4
−0.6

0
0.2

0.4

0.6

x

0.2

0.8

0.4

(a) τ̃

x

0.6

0.8

(b) ṽ

1.06
1.04
ρ
ρl

1.02
1
0.2

Exact
PM st
TS 1 O
TS 2ndO
AV
0.4
0.6
x

0.8

(c) ρ̃

Figure 1: Results of the flyer-plate example using the different schemes for an initial interparticle spacing of ∆x = 0.01 cm. The exact solution [5] is given by the black line.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the results from the PM, first order TS and AV schemes
are similar, however the second-order TS scheme shows a more accurate description around the
discontinuities in field variables. In the second-order TS scheme there is an error in the stress
field around the contact discontinuity. The AV scheme shows a similar but more localised error.
The difference in total energy for the different schemes is shown in Table 2.
Scheme
PM
TS 1st O
TS 2nd O
AV

% ∆Etot
2.34
1.48 × 10−8
1.48 × 10−8
1.51

Table 2: Percentage errors in total energy for the flyer-plate impact example using the different
schemes.
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4.2

2D Collapsing ring

This problem involves the collapse of an axi-symmetrical beryllium ring which was first proposed by Howell and Ball [10] . The problem has an analytical solution [10] which derives from
incompressible theory and the reduction to one-dimension. A detailed derivation of the analytical solution is presented in [10] . The analytical solution predicts a stopping radius at which all
the initial kinetic energy is dissipated by irreversible plastic deformation into internal energy.
Howell and Ball use the Osborne equation of state, but the analytical solution is independent of
the pressure, therefore, as suggested in [24], the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state of the form

ρ0 c20 (η − 1) η − 21 Γ0 (η − 1)
+ ρ0 Γ0 u,
(37)
P (ρ, u) =
(η − S1 (η − 1))2
where η = ρ/ρ0 is used with parameters proposed in [24] of ρ0 = 1845.0 kg/m3 , c0 =
12870.0 m/s, S1 = 1.124 and Γ0 = 2.0. The elastic-perfectly-plastic constitutive model is
used with µ = 15.1 GPa and Y0 = 330.0 MPa. As mentioned in [10], for the test to be successful, the circumferential symmetry must be preserved and the stopping radii must converge
towards the analytical solution. The initial velocity field is defined as
v i = −v0

R1
ei ,
ri

(38)

where v0 = 417.1 m/s, R1 = 0.08 m is the inner radius in the initial configuration, ri is the
distance of particle i from the origin and ei is the unit vector of the particle position. The
analytical solution [10] predicts the inner and outer stopping radii to be 0.05 m and 0.0781 m
respectively. As the PM scheme was implemented in one dimension only the results of the TS
schemes are compared with the AV scheme using two different resolutions (np = 8012 and
np = 23, 506). In this example the two-shock approximate Riemann solver [7] is used in the
TS scheme. The solution was integrated until t = 130µs which was just after the cessation of
plastic deformation in each case. The final configurations for the lower resolution using the
first and second order TS schemes and AV scheme, coloured by the effective plastic strain and
τxy deviatoric stress, are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the stress field is noisy in the
AV scheme suggesting that the dynamics of the deformation are not being properly predicted; a
similar result is found for the other field variables.
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(a) EP S

(b) EP S

(c) EP S

(d) τxy

(e) τxy

(f) τxy

Figure 2: The final configurations (at t = 130µs) for the lower resolution (np = 8012) ring
collapse example using the different SPH schemes. The units of the colourmap for the τxy
results are in P a.
The difference in the colourmap for the τxy results between the 1st O and 2nd O TS schemes
is due to the difference in phase of the elastic oscillation after the cessation of yielding. The
results for the finest resolution are shown in Figure 3.
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(a) EP S

(b) EP S

(c) EP S

(d) τxy

(e) τxy

(f) τxy

Figure 3: The final configurations (at t = 130µs) for the higher resolution (np = 23, 506)
ring collapse example using the different SPH schemes. The units of the colourmap for the τxy
results are in P a.
The particle configuration of the AV scheme shows a considerable amount of disorder and
the inner ring of particles have lost their circumferential symmetry. Therefore, according to the
criteria of [10] , the AV scheme fails this test. For this reason only the inner and outer radii
of the TS schemes are compared with the exact solution; this is shown as a function of time
in Figure 4. The non-dimensional internal, kinetic and total energies for each of the schemes
are shown in Figure 5. The percentage change in total energy (at t = 130µs) for each of the
schemes is shown in Table 3. As the error in total energy in the TS scheme is due only to
machine round-off, the error may be minimized by an appropriate choice of units.
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Radius (m)

0.1
Exact
1st OC
2ndOC
1st OF
2ndOF

0.08
0.06
0.04
0

50
t (µs)

100

Figure 4: The inner and outer radii of the collapsing ring as a function of time using the TS
scheme. The subscripts C and F in the legend mean the coarse and fine resolution respectively.

Ring collapse (n p = 8012)

Ring collapse (n p = 23, 506)
1

Ẽ

TS 1st O
TS 2ndO
AV

0.5

0
0

50

TS 1st O
TS 2ndO
AV

Ẽ

1

0.5

0
0

100
t (µs)

50

100
t (µs)

(a) np = 8012

(b) np = 23, 506

Figure 5: The non-dimensional internal (increasing), kinetic (decreasing) and total energies
using the TS and AV schemes for the collapsing ring case.

Scheme
TS 1st O
TS 2nd O
AV

% ∆Etot (np = 8012) % ∆Etot (np = 23, 506)
3.04 × 10−2
2.75 × 10−11
−4
6.67 × 10
2.09 × 10−7
1.12 × 10−1
2.55 × 10−4

Table 3: Percentage errors in total energy for the ring-collapse example using the different
schemes. Note that the results using only the AV and TS schemes are shown as the PM scheme
was implemented in one-dimension only.

5

APPLICATION

An impact of a steel projectile on a silicon carbide tile is simulated using the AV and first
and second-order TS schemes in 2D plane strain. The steel is described using the JohnsonCook [13] constitutive model and the Mie-Grüneisen EOS of the form in equation (37) and the
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silicon carbide uses the piece-wise linear JH1 ceramic-damage model [14] with a polynomial
EOS of the form (with bulking turned off)
P (ρ) = k1 ζ + k2 ζ 2 + k3 ζ 3 .

(39)

The Johnson-Cook flow-stress is purely phenomenological, includes terms to take account of
the competition between thermal softening and strain hardening and takes the form

  

m 

˙p
T − T0
n
1 + Cln
1−
,
(40)
σy (p , ˙p , T ) = A + B p
˙0
Tm − T0
where A, B, C, m and n are user-defined parameters and p is the plastic strain, ˙p is the plastic
strain rate, ˙0 is the reference strain rate, T is the current temperature, Tm is the melting temperature and T0 is the reference temperature (in degrees Kelvin).
In the JH1 ceramic damage model the yield surface of the material is based upon two piecewise linear curves; one represents the “intact” strength σi and one represents the “damaged”
strength σd . The material damage is represented by a scalar variable D, where 0 ≤ D ≤ 1.
When D < 1 the strength is represented by the intact strength curve σi . A schematic of the
JH1 constitutive model is shown in Figure 6. When D = 1 the material instantly fails and the
Equivalent stress σ
σi,2

D<1

σi,1
σf,max

D=1
cf

T

P1

P2

Pressure P

Figure 6: Schematic of JH1 constitutive model.
failed strength curve σd is followed. Note that when D = 1, the failure strength is only followed
for compressive stresses. A gradual softening of the material is allowed in the JH2 constitutive
equation [15], however it was found that some fundamental behaviours, such as interface dwell,
were not captured accurately with a gradually softening material model [16]. The scalar damage
variable D is allowed to increase monotonically as a function of the incremental plastic strain
∆p and failure stain f through
X ∆p
D=
.
(41)

f
t
The failure strain itself is a linear function of the hydrostatic pressure and is obtained by the
interpolation of the line in Figure 7. In the case where P = T , the damage variable is set to
unity. The material parameters for the silicon carbide target and steel projectile are given in
Table 4.
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Failure strain f
f,max

Pmax

Pressure P

T

Figure 7: Schematic of JH1 failure strain curve.
SiC EOS Parameter
ρ0
k1
k2
k3
SiC JH1 Parameter
µ
σi,1
P1
σi,2
P2
σf,max
cf
T
f,max
Pmax
C

Value
3215 kg/m3
2.2 MBar
3.61 MBar
0
Value
1.93 MBar
7.1 GPa
2.5 GPa
12.2 GPa
10.0 GPa
1.3 GPa
0.4
−750.0 MPa
0.8
99.75 GPa
0.009

Steel EOS Parameter
ρ0
S1
Γ0
c0
Steel JC Parameter
µ
A
B
C
M
N
T0
Tm
cp
χ
—

Value
7903 kg/m3
1.4933
2.2
4.552 km/s
Value
74.8 GPa
300.0 MPa
1000.0 MPa
0.07
1.0
0.65
298◦ K
1673◦ K
440 J/Kg K
0.9
—

Table 4: Material parameters for the Johnson-Cook flow stress and Johnson-Holmquist ceramic
damage models, from [26].
It is important to note that, in the time-split integration scheme, because the dilatational and
deviatoric components are separate, a modification to the dilatational step must be made to reflect the failure model in the constitutive equation. In the case of either of the two interacting
particles possessing a damage variable of unity the first-order Godunov scheme is recovered;
no linear reconstruction or slope limiting is applied. The following algorithm is proposed for
use between each interaction pair: Algorithm 1 ensures that hydrostatic tension is not sustained
between damaged particles. It can be thought of as an extension to the limiting procedure in
light of the constitutive equation used and the time-splitting procedure which separates the dilatational and deviatoric responses.
The projectile and target are rectangular and have dimensions of lp = 2 cm, wp = 1 cm and
lt = 3 cm, wt = 10 cm respectively. In total there are 51, 842 equally spaced particles in the
domain. The projectile impacts the target with a velocity of 800 m/s. The results (using the
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Algorithm 1 Modification to Riemann solution for instantaneous failure
if Di = 1 ∧ Dj = 1 then
. Both particles fully damaged

PR ← Pi , PL ← Pj

No reconstruction
vR ← viR , vL ← vjR

ρR ← ρi , ρL ← ρj
if Pi < 0 then
. Tension not allowed
Pi ← 0
end if
if Pj < 0 then
. Tension not allowed
Pj ← 0
end if
. Call Riemann solver
Calculate Pij∗ , vij∗
. No tension allowed
if Pij∗ < 0 then
∗
Pij ← 0
end if
else if Di = 1 ∨ Dj = 1 then
. One or more particle fully damaged

PR ← Pi , PL ← Pj

R
R
No reconstruction
vR ← vi , vL ← vj

ρR ← ρi , ρL ← ρj
if Di = 1 then
. If particle i damaged
if Pi < 0 then
. Tension not allowed
Pi ← 0
end if
end if
if Dj = 1 then
. If particle j damaged
if Pj < 0 then
. Tension not allowed
Pj ← 0
end if
end if
Calculate Pij∗ , vij∗
. Call Riemann solver
. No tension allowed
if Pij∗ < 0 then
∗
Pij ← 0
end if
else
. Both particles undamaged
∗
∗
Calculate Pij , vij
. Call Riemann solver
end if
1st O TS, 2nd O TS and AV schemes) of damage field after 5, 10 and 15µ are shown in Figure 8.
It can be seen from Figure 8 that the damage fields using the first order and second-order TS
schemes are different to that using the AV scheme, however the second-order TS scheme shows
the most similar damage field to the AV scheme. A region of spall is predicted near the backface of the target in each case. Figure 9 shows the x component of the velocity for the three
different schemes; it can be seen that the second-order TS scheme predicts the highest spall
velocity.
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(a) t = 5µs

(b) t = 10µs

(c) t = 15µs

Figure 8: The results of the steel-SiC impact simulation showing scalar damage field for the
three schemes at different instances. The steel projectile is shown in black.
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(a) t = 5µs

(b) t = 10µs

(c) t = 15µs

Figure 9: The results of the steel-SiC impact simulation showing x component of the velocity
field for the three schemes at different instances. The steel projectile is shown in black.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

An extension of the Godunov SPH method of Parshikov et al. [23] to second-order has been
described for materials with strength. The method relies on the decomposition of the Cauchy
stress tensor to its constituent hydrodynamic and deviatoric parts, which are then used within
a Lie-Trotter splitting algorithm to integrate the continuum equations sequentially in time. The
splitting procedure facilitates the second-order reconstruction of the left and right Riemannstates, as only the longitudinal wave system needs to be solved. In the two-dimensional ring
collapse example, it is shown that, in contrast to the AV scheme, the TS schemes display less
particle disorder. This may have the advantageous side effect of enhancing the relative accuracy of the particle approximation of the gradient. The TS scheme, however, inherits the kernel
instability intrinsic to the SPH method [29] (when using an Eulerian kernel [2]), as the same
particle approximation method is used to calculate the derivatives as in the standard AV scheme.
Further accuracy may be added to the spatial integration procedure by adopting a mixed kernel
and kernel gradient correction procedure [17, 18, 34]. An algorithm was proposed to incorporate, into the TS scheme, a constitutive model based on continuum damage mechanics such
that the scheme could be used to simulate brittle materials. The TS scheme is more computationally expensive than both the AV and PM schemes (the 2nd O scheme is approximately 2.5×
more expensive than the AV scheme), however advances in massively parallel GPU computing
techniques may reduce this burden to the point where the TS scheme is practical [20, 36, 31, 6].
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Abstract. Myocardial infarction is an increasing health problem worldwide. Due to an undersupply of blood, the cardiomyocytes in the affected region permanently lose their ability to contract. This in turn gradually weakens the overall heart function. A new therapeutic approach
based on the injection of a gel into the infarcted area aims to support the healing and to inhibit
adverse re-modelling that can lead to heart failure. A computational model is the basis for
obtaining a better understanding of the heart mechanics, in particular, how myocardial infarction and gel injections affect its pumping performance. A strain invariant based stored energy
function is proposed to account for the passive mechanical behaviour. The active contraction
is represented by the Guccione model [1]. To incorporate injections an additive homogenization approach is introduced. The injectate has been characterized mechanically by indentation
tests. As a numerical framework we are using the in-house code SESKA which is based on the
Element-Free Galerkin method. The main focus of this contribution is to principally investigate
how gel injections influence the mechanics and performance of the left ventricle during a full
heart beat, i.e. in the diastolic filling and the systolic contraction phase. This investigation
shows, that gel injections are able to reduce maximal fibre stresses caused by an infarct. This
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effect is dependent on the gel stiffness, whereas the higher the gel stiffness the more the diastolic
filling is hampered, which is expected to influence pumping function as a side effect. A reduction
of maximal fibre stresses is of importance with respect to prevent fatal rupture, which typically
occurs during the necrotic phase. This might happen with preference in the highly stressed area,
which based on the presented results can be found at the interface between infarct and healthy
remote. The presence of stress peaks in that area is explained by the change of stiffness and
contraction behaviour (contracting, non-contracting).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Myocardial infarction, which constitutes a serious health problem, is a consequence of blockage of a coronary artery. Due to the resulting under-supply of oxygen, myocytes in the nearby
region die. This in turn reduces the amount of contractile tissue and gradually weakens the overall heart function. Computational methods can be used to obtain a better understanding of how
myocardial infarction affects cardiac function, and are therefore potentially useful in the design
of suitable therapeutic treatments. A new therapeutic approach, which involves the injection of
a gel into the infarcted heart, is the subject of this study.
Computational studies of the influence of injections into an infarcted heart were first carried
out fairly recently. The usual approach to these problems has been the finite element method.
WALL et al. [16] considered an infarcted ovine left ventricle (LV) and represented injections by
modifying the material stiffness with regard to the healthy tissue. W ENK et al. [18] primarily
investigated the influence of polymeric injection patterns in a dog LV. In W ENK et al. [17]
an infarcted LV of a sheep and calcium hydroxiapatide-based injections were considered. KO RTSMIT et al. [9] investigated the influence of polyethylene glycol-based hydrogel injections
into an infarcted canine heart.
To reduce the complexity of the computational model most of the studies mentioned considered
the left ventricle only. In W ENK et al. [18] and N IEDERER et al. [11] the LV was idealized
using an ellipsoidal geometry. Compared to the healthy remote, the infarcted tissue has to be
described with different material properties. These change throughout the healing process (see
for example G UPTA et al. [5], H OLMES et al. [7]). Research aimed at developing and optimizing injectable gels suitable to improve cardiac function has been initiated only recently (see
N ELSON et al. [10] for a good overview). A great variety of gels have been investigated: these
range from biological to synthetic gels.
The present work focuses on the question of the potential of injection therapy and its effects in
broad terms. Thus, instead of considering a realistic geometry of the left ventricle, a simplified
ellipsoidal geometry which allows the fibre directions to be described in terms of prolated ellipsoidal coordinates is used (see also W ENK et al. [18], N IEDERER et al. [11]).
The structure of the present contribution is as follows: In section 2 the constitutive models
relevant to cardiac mechanics in this work are discussed. In section 3 the numerical model is
described, benchmarked, and subsequently used to investigate healthy, infarcted and injected
left ventricles. The results are presented in section 4 for diastolic filling and systolic isovolumetric contraction. Finally, section 5 concludes the work by briefly evaluating the applicability
of the present model, the innovative aspects, and the findings. The section closes with comments on potential future investigations.

2 Constitutive modelling
2.1 Passive stress model
Passive behaviour in the left ventricle wall is modelled as as a nonlinear, orthotropic and
nearly incompressible hyperelastic material, with strain energy function
W = A(eQ − 1)/2 + Acompr {det[U] ln(det[U]) − det[U] + 1)}

.

(1)

Here, Q given by
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Q = b11 Ê11
+ b22 Ê22
+ b33 Ê33
+ b12 (Ê12
+ Ê21
) + b13 (Ê13
+ Ê31
) + b23 (Ê23
+ Ê32
)
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(see U SYK et al. [15]). The components Êij of the Green strain E are relative to a local
orthonormal basis Vi with fibre axis V1 , sheet axis V2 , and sheet-normal axis V3 :
E = Ê11 V1 ⊗ V1 + Ê22 V2 ⊗ V2 + Ê33 V3 ⊗ V3 + Ê12 (V1 ⊗ V2 + V2 ⊗ V1 )
+ Ê13 (V1 ⊗ V3 + V3 ⊗ V1 ) + Ê23 (V2 ⊗ V3 + V3 ⊗ V2 )

.

(3)

The right stretch tensor is denoted by U. Then Q may be expressed in the form
Q := a1 (tr(M1 E))2 + a2 (tr(M2 E))2 + a3 (tr(M3 E))2

(4)

+ a4 tr(M1 E2 ) + a5 tr(M2 E2 ) + a6 tr(M3 E2 ) ,
with the structural tensors Mi defined by
M1 = V1 ⊗ V1

,

M2 = V2 ⊗ V2

M3 = V3 ⊗ V3

,

.

(5)

Now the orthotropic constitutive model is used to represent transversely isotropic behaviour of
the heart wall. Following O MENS et al. [12] and N IEDERER et al. [11] for the rat LV we
use the set of material coefficients given in Tab. 1. A comparison of eq. 2 and eq. 4 yields
b11 b22 b33
9.2 2.0 2.0

b12 b13 b23
3.7 3.7 1.0

Table 1: Material coefficients used in the strain energy function eq. 1, eq. 2

the parameters for the strain invariant formulation in Tab. 2. The coefficients A and Acompr
a1 a2 a3
2.8 1.0 1.0

a4 a5 a6
6.4 1.0 1.0

Table 2: Material coefficients used in the strain invariant representation eq. 1, eq. 4

are determined by calibrating the numerical model of the left ventricle of the rat, as will be
described later.
2.2 Active stress model
In the active stress formulation the sum of a passive stress SP representing the passive mechanical response of tissue to loads and an active contractile stress SA defines the total stress
S = SP + SA

.

(6)

The passive stress is obtained from the passive mechanical constitutive law, so that when there
is no active stress (SA = 0), the myocardium simply behaves passively. The active stress acts
in the direction of the fibre V1 ; that is,
SA = TA V1 ⊗ V1

.

(7)

The variable TA represents the active tension developed in the myocyte and is derived from a
cellular model of tension development in myocytes. For the purpose of studying the tissuelevel mechanics of the heart the model of G UCCIONE et al. [4] is adopted. This model was
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derived from biophysical considerations of calcium dynamics and crossbridge formation. The
parameters used in the model were calibrated to fit experimental tension test data of a dog, while
the magnitude of the active tension was modified to represent that of a rat. The Guccione model
predicts the tension according to
TA = Tmax

Ca20
Ct (l, t)
Ca20 + ECa250 (l)

(8)

where Ct represents the time transient, a function of time and sarcomere length, ECa250 represents the calcium concentration at 50% tension, Ca0 is the peak intracellular calcium concentration, l is the sarcomere length, and Tmax is the maximum tension developed. The functions
Ct and ECa50 are given by
Ct =
ECa50 (l) =

1
2

(1 − cos ω (l, t)) ,
(
max
√ Ca0
for l > l0
exp[B(l−l0 )]−1

0

for l ≤ l0

(9)
,

(10)

,

where t0 is the time at maximum tension, B is a constant and l0 is the sarcomere length below
which there is no active tension developed. The sarcomere length is a function of the stretch
with respect to the reference configuration in the fibre direction so that
p
p
l = lR 2tr ((V1 ⊗ V1 )E) + 1 = lR 2Eff + 1
(11)

where lR is the sarcomere rest length in the undeformed reference configuration and Eff the
direct component of Green strain in the fibre direction. The time-dependence of the active
tension is described by
 t
for 0 ≤ t < t0 ,
π


 th0
i
ω (l, t) = π t−t0 + 1 for t0 ≤ t < t0 + tr ,
(12)
tr (l)



0
for t ≥ t0 + tr ,

which also takes into account the influence of the current sarcomere length on the duration of
active contraction, that is, the length-dependence of the calcium sensitivy of proteins that cause
tension development. The constant t0 is the time to peak tension and tr is the duration of the
relaxation period described as a function of the sarcomere length
tr = m · l + b

(13)

with constants m and b. The parameters used in the Guccione model are given in Tab. 3.
Tmax [kPa]
56.7

1
Ca0 [µM] Ca0max [µM] B [ µm
]
4.35
4.35
4.75

l0 [µm]
1.58

t0 [ms]
250

Table 3: Parameters used in Guccione model.
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2.3 Homogenization approach
The infarcted and injected myocardial tissue is modelled as an homogenized, that is, averaged, material response. Similar approaches can be found for the case of elasticity in R EESE
et al. [13] or for elasto-plasticity in K LINKEL et al. [8]. Considering hyperelastic material
behaviour, we introduce a stored energy function of the form
ψ=

m
X

nI ψI (E)

(14)

I=1

where m denotes the number of superimposed material phases and nI , I = 1, m the corresponding volume fractions associated with the stored energy functions ψI , each representing
the material behaviour of a specific constituent.
The weighted nature of the overall response is
Pm
achieved by imposing the constraint I=1 nI = 1. The different material phases are linked by
the kinematic constraint that the deformation gradient applies to all of them. Consequently, the
averaged second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is given by
m

∂ψ X
∂ψI
=
nI
S =
∂E
∂E
I=1

.

(15)

In particular, the healthy myocardium consists of one single active anisotropic phase, and the
injected infarct region consists of two passive phases, an anisotropic and an isotropic one, the
latter for the injected biogel. In this sense, at each point the stress response of the mixture as
well as of each individual component can be obtained. The latter is useful, as the influence of
the biogel, in terms of amount of injectate and stiffness, on the fibre stress experienced in the
infarct area is of special interest.
3 Numerical model
In this section the numerical model for the healthy LV is first described and benchmarked
by comparison with data from the literature. Secondly, the model is used to study the effect of
the new therapeutic method on the idealized infarcted ventricle. More specifically, an infarcted
left ventricle of a rat during diastolic filling and systolic isovolumetric contraction is considered. Fatal wall rupture commonly occurs in the necrotic phase, as stresses are elevated due
to a increase in stiffness of the infarct tissue as well as wall thinning due to removal of dead
tissue at that stage. Earlier infarct stages are commonly reserved for medicamentous or surgical
treatment to dissolve or bypass the blockade. Later healing stages and remodelling are strongly
influenced by boundary conditions which are set in the necrotic healing stage, e.g. see H OLMES
et al. [7]. Thus, this contribution focuses on the impact of gel injections into the infarcted area
during the necrotic healing phase.
An overlapping of the injectate into the border zone between infarct and healthy remote is considered. For the infarct stage it is assumed that the remaining healthy tissue within the border
zone maintains its contractile properties. It is assumed further that the removed volume of dead
tissue for both the infarct area and the border zone is in balance with the injectate volume. As
the constitutive behaviour of the border zone for the different healing stages is still under scientific discussion, such an assumption does not represent reality. Nevertheless, it allows the
phenomenology of the border zone and the essential aspects of injections to be captured in
a general sense, in line with the purpose of this investigation. The area between the healthy
remote and infarct (injection) region is referred to as the overlap zone.
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healthy (a)
infarcted (b)
injected (c)

healthy zone infarct zone
100 %
0%
84.2 %
15.8 %
71.0 %
15.8 %

overlap zone
0%
0%
13.2 %

Table 4: Volume fractions with respect to the total wall volume for (a) healthy, (b) infarcted, (c) injected case

3.1 Truncated ellipsoidal model of the rat left ventricle
The geometry of the left ventricle is assumed to be described by a truncated ellipsoid. This
may conveniently be described in terms of prolate spheroidal coordinates (ξ, η, θ) which are
related to the Cartesian ones (x, y, z) by
x = C · sinh(ξ) · sin(η) · cos(θ)

y = C · sinh(ξ) · sin(η) · sin(θ)

z = C · cosh(ξ) · cos(η)

(16)
.

In accordance with N IEDERER et al. [11] the endocardial and epicardial radii at the widest
point are 2.4 mm and 5.1 mm, respectively. The distance from the apex to the base is 11.5 mm
for the endocardium (endo) and 13.2 mm for the epicardium (epi). This corresponds to ξendo =
0.31, ξepi = 0.60 and the focal lengths Cendo = 7.61 mm, Cepi = 8.01 mm. It follows that
init
init
Vcav
= 155.57 µl and Vmyo
= 641.96 µl for the initial cavity volume and the initial myocardial
wall volume, respectively. The varying fibre directions throughout the wall are adopted from
R IJCKEN et al. [14]. With respect to the geometric boundary conditions the natural deformation
of the LV during a heartbeat shows that almost the whole LV undergoes vertical, horizontal and
transversal movements simultaneously. Only the movement of the base is restricted. Hence, the
endocardial ring is fixed at the base and the surface displacement of the base is restrained in the
vertical direction.
3.2 Model calibration
The numerical model of the healthy left ventricle is calibrated by using pressure-volume
relations given in the literature. In combination with the parameters given in Tab. 2 the coefficients A = 1.00 kPa and Acompr = 300.00 kPa are chosen (see eq. 1), to adjust the passive
stress model as discussed in section 2.1. With this choice the relation between cavity volume
and increasing cavity pressure applied to the endocardial wall of the present numerical model
agrees well with results reported in the recent literature: see Fig. 1. Furthermore, for the cavity pressure pcav = 30.0 mmHg the calculated myocardial wall volume Vmyo = 639.98 µl is
init
still very close to the initial one Vmyo
= 641.96 µl, hence the myocardial wall behaves nearly
isochorically.
3.3 Case study
We distinguish three cases: (a) a healthy LV; (b) an infarcted LV; and (c) infarcted and injected LV (see Fig. 2). The relevant volume fractions for these three cases can be found in Tab.
4, where with respect to the grading given in W ENK et al. [19] an infarct of grade 1 (< 20%) is
considered here. A fatal rupture of the infarct tissue generally occurs during the necrotic phase.
This motivates the consideration of an infarct at that healing stage, and the investigation of the
influence of a hydrogel injection directly into the infarct zone (red). To represent the fact that
the hydrogel injection stops abrubtly at the infarct border, we consider a so-called overlap zone
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Figure 1: Pressure-volume relation for the left ventricle using the present model compared with data from
N IEDERER et al. [11], C INGOLANI et al. [3], O MENS et al. [12], H ERRMANN et al. [6]

(grey) into the healthy remote (blue). In order to model a smooth transition the overlap zone
has a reduced gel volume fraction compared to the gel volume fraction of the infarct area. The
infarct zone and overlap zone are incorporated by intersecting the truncated ellipsoid with two
spheres of different radii. To represent the stiffening of the infarct tissue during the necrotic

Figure 2: Front view (top row) and vertical cut (bottom row) of the (a) healthy, (b) infarcted, (c) injected LV with
healthy remote (blue), infarct (red) and overlap zone (grey)

stage of healing considered here (see for example G UPTA et al. [5], H OLMES et al. [7]), the
infarct stiffness is set at twice that of the healthy remote. That is, the weighting factor in the
passive stress model is A = 2.00 kPa , see eq. 1. Based on unpublished experiments and characterization procedures, the hydrogel compound is approximated by a Neo-Hookean material
model with the material parameters µ = 24.6 Pa and λ = 983.6 Pa, which are from now on
referred to collectively using the notation kgel. We subdivide the injection case (c) into four
cases (c1), (c2), (c3), (c4), referring respectively to 0.25 kgel, 0.50 kgel, 0.75 kgel, 1.0 kgel.
Hereby, (c4) represents the actual hydrogel, whereas (c1) - (c3) are hypothetical injectates with
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reduced stiffness. That is µ and λ of (c4) given above are multiplied by the factor 0.25, 0.50
and 0.75, respectively. To account for the wall-thinning effect, in case (b) the infarct volume
contains 90% infarct material and 10% of a dummy material with negligible stiffness, representing the dead material transported away at the micro-structural level. The hydrogel-treated
infarct region, case (c), is made up of a homogenized mixture of infarct and hydrogel material.
Basically, the volume of the injectate in that case replaces the dummy material of case (b). The
overlap zone is modelled with 95% healthy tissue and 5% hydrogel. This mixture ratio reflects
the assumption that the injectate enters the healthy tissue surrounding the infarct within a limited radius, referred to as the overlap zone. The mixing of materials is achieved by employing
the homogenization approach discussed in section 2.3.
4 Numerical results
The results for the healthy (a), infarcted (b) and injected (c1) - (c4) cases are now shown
separately for diastolic filling and systolic isochoric contraction. During diastolic filling the
cavity pressure pcav is increased up to pEDF
cav = 7.5 mmHg, marking the end of the diastolic filling
phase. At the outset of the systolic isovolumetric contraction phase the active stress model of
section 2.2 is initiated and the cavity pressure is increased up to a value pESIC
= 37.5 mmHg
cav
EDF
while the cavity volume is enforced to be constant. The pressure values pcav and pESIC
for
cav
the rat left ventricle are adopted from N IEDERER et al. [11]. The computational model is
developed using the element-free Galerkin method (see for example B ELYTSCHKO et al. [1]),
implemented in the in-house code SESKA. The numerical model of the left ventricle consists of
1700 particles. It was found that further refinements did not lead to any significant change in
the results.
4.1 Diastolic filling
Comparing the healthy case (a) with the infarct case (b) in Fig. 3, an overall reduction
in cavity volume is observed during diastolic filling, which indicates that the overall infarct
stiffness is increased in the necrotic healing stage. This is reasonable and is also reported in the
literature, for example by B OGEN et al. [2], H OLMES et al. [7], as the resulting infarct stiffness
takes into account two kinds of effects: (i) a slight reduction in stiffness as a portion of dead
myocytes has been transported away leading to a lower material density on micro-structural
level and thus, a reduced effective wall thickness; (ii) a significant increase of stiffness of the
remaining infarcted myocardium G UPTA et al. [5]. The homogenized, i.e. averaged, stiffness
in the infarct zone is consequently higher than in the healthy remote, explaining the reduction
in LV compliance. For all injectates (c1) - (c4), the end-diastolic cavity volume is predicted to
be smaller than in case (a) and (b), see Fig. 3, which indicates that the injectate (c4) is fairly
stiff. Even the hypothetically considered injectates (c1) - (c3) with reduced stiffness hamper
diastolic filling considerably.
This finding is confirmed by the deformation results obtained at the end of diastolic filling
pEDF
cav , shown in terms of a representative vertical cut in Fig. 4 for all cases considered. A
qualitative comparison with the undeformed configuration, see Fig. 2, reveals that the infarct
and injectate stiffnesses are inversely related to the wall thickness reduction in the respective
regions for cases (b) - (c). The deformation behaviour in the healthy remote is similar for all the
cases (a) - (c). We consider next the myocardial fibre stress and effective strain, and compare
qualitatively the mechanical response for the cases considered.
Fig. 5 shows no significant increase in end-diastolic tissue fibre stress for the infarcted case (b).
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Figure 3: Pressure-volume relations during diastolic filling of healthy (a), infarcted (b), injected (c1) - (c4) left
ventricle

Figure 4: Deformation of the left ventricle at the end of diastolic filling - top row: (a) healthy (left), (b) infarcted
(right); bottom row: injected (c1), (c2), (c3), (c4) from left to right

However, it can be seen that the stiffer the injectate in cases (c1) - (c4), the greater the reduction
in the tissue fibre stresses compared to healthy case (a) and infarcted case (b), respectively.
This is explained by the fact that a stiffer injectate has a reinforcing effect and thus reduces the
myocardial fibre stress.
Fig. 6 shows that the effective strains are clearly reduced due to the higher stiffness of the
infarct case (b), and are even further reduced when hydrogel is injected, as in cases (c1) - (c4).
This observation is confirmed by studying the pressure-volume relation Fig. 3 and the deformed
cross-sections Fig. 4, which indicates a decrease in filling compliance.
4.2 Systolic isovolumetric contraction
In contrast to the diastolic filling phase, the left ventricle during the systolic isovolumetric
phase is subjected to active contraction at constant cavity volume, causing an increase in cavity
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Figure 5: Fibre stress distribution at the end of diastolic filling - top row: (a) healthy (left), (b) infarcted (right);
bottom row: injected (c1), (c2), (c3), (c4) from left to right

Figure 6: Distribution of strain in fibre direction at the end of diastolic filling - top row: (a) healthy (left), (b)
infarcted (right); bottom row: injected (c1), (c2), (c3), (c4) from left to right

pressure. Qualitatively, the resulting deformation at the end of systolic isovolumetric contraction depicted in Fig. 7 shows a slight vertical elongation accompanied by a wall-thickness
reduction as compared with the configuration at end-diastolic filling in Fig. 4. This feature of
the deformation correlates with the constant cavity volume during isovolumetric contraction and
the almost incompressible constitutive modeling of the LV wall. In accordance with N IEDERER
et al. [11] longitudinal shortening and an increase in wall thickness is only to be expected for
systolic ejection, which is not considered in the framework of this contribution. Compared to
the diastolic phase the deformation in cases (b) and (c) occurs in a less symmetric way than for
the diastolic phase. Fig. 8 illustrates on the one hand drastically reduced fibre stresses within
the infarcted region for the untreated infarct case (b) and the injected infarct cases (c1) - (c4)
compared to the healthy case (a). On the other hand it can be observed that at the interface
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between the healthy and infarcted area in case (b) the maximal fibre stresses are greater than
for the healthy case (a). Studying the injected cases (c1) - (c4), it can be seen that the injection
relieves this highly stressed zone of case (b) even below healthy levels, whereas the stiffness
of the injectate is without major influence. Due to the loss of active contraction the infarcted
region is almost completely subjected to stretch, see Fig. 9. This feature can also be observed
for all injection cases.

Figure 7: Deformation of the left ventricle at the end of isovolumetric systolic contraction - top row: (a) healthy
(left), (b) infarcted (right); bottom row: injected (c1), (c2), (c3), (c4) from left to right

Figure 8: Fibre stress distribution at the end of isovolumetric systolic contraction - top row: (a) healthy (left), (b)
infarcted (right); bottom row: injected (c1), (c2), (c3), (c4) from left to right
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Figure 9: Distribution of strain in fibre direction at the end of isovolumetric systolic contraction - top row: (a)
healthy (left), (b) infarcted (right); bottom row: injected (c1), (c2), (c3), (c4) from left to right

5 Conclusion
5.1 The applicability of the model
The objective of the present investigation is not to provide definitive, quantitative results for
a realistic LV. Instead, the focus of the contribution has been to study qualitatively the influence
of hydrogel injections into an infarcted left ventricle, modelled by a geometry that is simple yet
able to capture key features. Of particular interest are representative values for the pressure,
volume, deformation, and stress and strain quantities. In this regard, for the sake of simplicity
a rotational symmetric geometry is used and an overlap zone representing a more realistic gel
distribution is considered. Further, the active contraction is simultaneously initiated throughout
the LV. Attention is restricted to the necrotic healing phase by considering a grade 1 infarct,
with the assumption that the amount of injectate is equal to the amount of removed tissue for
both the infarct and the overlap zone.
5.2 Novel aspects of this contribution
A meshless method is used as the basis for the numerical model and simulations. A strain
invariant-based stored energy function is introduced, allowing frame-invariant and more compact expressions for the stress tensors and material tensors. A homogenization approach is
introduced to account for representative material behaviour of an arbitrary mix of different materials and volume fractions. Four different injection types are investigated and compared with
the healthy and infarcted case, where one of them is a realistic gel which is being used in current
experiments.
5.3 Findings
This investigation shows that gel injections are able to reduce maximal fibre stresses caused
by an infarct. The higher the gel stiffness the more the diastolic filling is hampered, which is
expected to influence pumping function as a side effect. A reduction of maximal fibre stresses
is of importance with respect to the prevention of fatal rupture, which typically occurs during
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the necrotic phase. This could be more likely in the highly stressed area, which on the basis of
the results presented can be found at the interface between the infarct and healthy remote. The
presence of stress peaks in that area is explained by the discontinuity of stiffness and contraction
behaviour (contracting, non-contracting).
5.4 Recommendations / Outlook
It would be of interest to investigate he effects of injections only at the interface zone, thus
providing a smoother transition of mechanical properties. As such a strategy would also reduce the amount of injectate, and the net reduction of overall pumping function might be less
pronounced, which could be confirmed, for example, in terms of monitoring typical cardiac
parameters like stroke volume, ejection fraction, etc. Nevertheless, with respect to later healing stages the injection modalities that account, for example, for weaker infarct stiffness causing
thinning of the infarct zone itself, followed by negative remodeling of the LV might be different.
Thus, the timing of the injections and the chosen injectate degradabilities are other important
aspects for future investigations, within a dynamic context, to contribute to a more complete
understanding and assessment of the therapeutic suitability of the gel.
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Abstract. Atherosclerosis is becoming the number one cause of death worldwide. Animal experiments are very important to better understand physiological conditions for atherosclerosis development. We here examined influence of wall shear stress (WSS), histological and
blood analysis data on the atherosclerosis lesion development for animal model. The histological cross-sections and blood analysis (cholesterol, HDL, LDL and triglycerides) data are
provided from study of 19 rabbits fed by atherogenic diet at Cambridge University, within the
ARTreat project research (www.artreat.kg.ac.rs). The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations
were the governing equations for modeling fluid dynamics in the lumen. Convection diffusion
equations were used for modeling LDL transport. For coupling fluid dynamics and solute dynamics Kedem-Katchalsky equations were used. Four regression models: multiple regression,
polynomial regression, factorial regression and response surface regression are used for fitting experimental data for the plaque size. These models showed strong correlation between
plaque size and input experimental data. The results represent a progress in the assessment of
stroke risk for a given patient’s geometry and blood analysis data.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Atherosclerosis is a disease of the large arteries characterized by the blood vessel endothelial dysfunction and lipid, cholesterol, calcium and cell elements accumulations inside blood
vessel wall. It is commonly referred as plaque formation, vascular remodeling, acute and
chronic obstruction of blood vessel lumen, blood flow disorder and lower oxygenation of relevant tissues. Many studies confirmed different risk factor which contributes development
and spreading of the atherosclerosis, the most common are hyperlipidemia, higher blood pressure and sugar values, cigarette consumption, age and sex. Great contribution to atherosclerosis development gives mechanical quantities such as low shear stress areas which causes
endothelium dysfunctions and atherogenesis [1]-[3].
In order to simulate stenosis, collars have been placed around the carotid arteries for each
of 19 rabbits. After that, rabbits have been fed by atherogenic diet at Cambridge University.
In order to measure plaque size proximal to collar, these rabbits were sacrificed after 8, 12
and 16 weeks of atherogenic diet. In this way, we obtained data about plaque progression in
three different time steps. We also did 3D reconstruction of these arteries and calculated WSS
distribution by using CFD simulations. We modeled relationship between WSS and blood
analysis data (cholesterol, HDL, LDL and triglycerides) on one hand and plaque size, determined from histology, on the other hand. Four different regression models have been tested
for modeling this relationship: multiple regression, factorial regression, second order polynomial regression and response surface regression [4,5]. The goal of this paper is to optimize
regression models according to experimental data and wall shear stress distribution, calculated
from CFD simulations.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In order to simulate blood flow through rabbit’s carotids we generated 3D finite element
models by using IVUS medical images [6]. Wall free model were used for simulating blood
flow in the lumen. This model treats wall as rigid. All nodes that represent the wall and inlet
of the artery are totally constrained. Also initial velocities are prescribed at inlet nodes. Fluid
is assumed to be steady, incompressible and laminar. For modeling fluid dynamics in the lumen Navier-Stokes equations were used (1), (2):

2u l    ul   ul  pl  0

(1)

u l  0

(2)

where ul is blood velocity, pl is pressure, μ is blood dynamic viscosity and ρ is blood density.
By using 3D simulations we calculated wall shear stress distribution for all 19 rabbits. Figure 1 shows wall shear stress distribution for rabbits 5, 6, 7 and 8. It can be observed that all
rabbit geometries have at the collar position narrow zone where shear stress is high. Also the
zone between start and end collar points is more narrow than zones before and after collar position. That directly has influence on the shear stress distribution where mostly low shear
stress zones are before and after the collar. These zones are highly risk for plaque formation
and development. We have chosen to observe the zone proximal to collar, and tried to find
correlation between plaque size (in this zone) on one hand and wall shear stress and blood
analysis data on the other hand. In order to find this correlation we used different general regression models: multiple regression, factorial regression, polynomial regression and response
surface regression.
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Figure 1: Wall shear stress distribution for rabbits 5, 6, 7 and 8.

3

FITTING DATA

In this section we try to model relationship between blood analysis data (cholesterol, HDL,
LDL and triglycerides) and WSS on one hand and plaque progression on the other hand. In
order to model this relationship we used multiple regression, factorial regression, polynomial
regression and response surface regression. Table 1 contains data we used to model this relationship.
INPUTS
Rabbit ID

Rabbit 3
.
.
.
Rabbit 16
.
.
.
Rabbit 19

OUTPUT

Time
[weeks]

WSS
[Pa]

Cholesterol
[mmol/L]

HDL
[mmol/L]

LDL
[mmol/L]

Triglycerides
[mmol/L]

Aendothelial
Aintima  Amedia

16
.
.
.
12
.
.
.
8

1.39
.
.
.
5
.
.
.
2.47

8.1
.
.
.
34.6
.
.
.
7.5

0.98
.
.
.
0.7
.
.
.
0.87

6.6
.
.
.
32.4
.
.
.
6.4

1.1
.
.
.
3.2
.
.
.
0.5

[%]
8.635
.
.
.
14.195
.
.
.
7.62

Table 1: Data Used to Fit Regression Models.
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As can be seen from table 1, as a measures of plaque size we used

Aendothelial
, where
Aintima  Amedia

Aendothelial is plaque area inside endothelium, Aintima is intima area and Amedia is media area.

Figure 2: Carotid artery cross section for rabbit 3.

The following regression models have been tested:
 Multiple regression:
6

OUTPUT  a0    ai  INPUTi 

(3)

i 1



Second order polynomial regression:
OUTPUT  a0    ai  INPUTi  bi  INPUTi 2 
6

(4)

i 1



Factorial regression:
6

OUTPUT  a0    ai  INPUTi  
i 1

  c
6

6

i 1 j 1



i, j

 INPUTi  INPUT j ; i  j : ci , j  0

(5)

Quadratic response surface regression:
OUTPUT  a0    ai  INPUTi     bi  INPUTi 2  
6

6

i 1

i 1

  c
6

6

i 1 j 1

i, j

 INPUTi  INPUT j ; i  j : ci , j  0

where
Time




WSS


 Cholesterol  ,
INPUT  

HDL




LDL


Triglycerides 

and

OUTPUT

is

Aendothelial
.
Aintima  Amedia
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Coefficients a , b and c from equations (3)-(6) are determined by using INPUT-OUTPUT
data (table 1). We used a simplex optimization method developed by John Nelder and Roger
Mead [7] to reach the best fit. This method involves only function evaluations (no derivatives).
Regression models have been tested by using leave-one-out cross validation procedure. As
a measure of accuracy we calculated relative mean squared error:
RMSE 

 p1  t1 



t1  t

2



2



  pn  tn 



 tn  t





2

2

(7)

where pi is i-th predicted value of the output, ti is i-th target value of the output and t is average value of the output
t

1 n
 ti
n i 1

The RMSE represents the ratio between total squared error of our model and total squared
error of default predictor (i.e. a model which always predicts an average output value). The
value of RMSE less than 1.0 indicates that the model is useful [8]. The lower the RMSE, the
more accurate is the model. Table 2 shows relative squared error and correlation coefficient
values for all four tested regression models. We can conclude that all four regression models
are useful (RMSE<1). Also, we can conclude that polynomial regression model gave the best
result among tested (RMSE=0.408).
Regression model
Multiple regression
Polynomial regression
Factorial regression
Response surface regression

RMSE
0.801
0.408
0.480
0.562

Correlation coefficient
0.573
0.792
0.772
0.711

Table 2: Relative Squared Errors for Tested Regression Models.

Results of polynomial regression model compared with experimental results are depicted
on figure 3.

Figure 3: Comparison of experimental and predicted values (polynomial regression model).

4

CONCLUSION

In this paper we tried to model relationship between WSS, blood analysis data (cholesterol,
HDL, LDL and triglycerides) on one hand and plaque size (determined from histology) on the
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other hand. Among four tested regression models, second order polynomial regression gave
the best result. Obtained results show that there is a strong connection between plaque size
and input data. The achieved results represent progress in the assessment of stroke risk for a
given patient’s geometry and blood analysis data.
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Abstract. Tissue can be considered as a composite medium through which occurs transport
of molecules. Transport of matter by diffusion within this medium is affected not only by internal microstructural geometry, but also by physico-chemical interactions between solid
phase (proteins, fibers) and transported molecules or particles. We implement a new hierarchical multiscale microstructural model [1], [2] for simulation of transport of molecules
through tissue. Our model is based on a novel numerical homogenization procedure. The
equivalent diffusion parameters of the continuum model consist of equivalent bulk commonly
used diffusion coefficients and new equivalent distances from the solid surface. Numerical
examples include, among others, a model of diffusion within tissue in the vicinity of a capillary through which molecules are transported by convection. A study of the effects of collagen
mesh density within tissue on transported molecule concentration profiles is presented.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Classical continuum theories of diffusion through homogenous media are based on Fick‟s
law:

J

D c

(1)

where J is the mass flux along concentration gradient c with diffusion coefficient (diffusivity) D. However, in complex media, phase interface may occupy a substantial portion of diffusion domain so that diffusion transport is affected by molecular interactions with the surface,
and predictions following equation (1) may become inaccurate. MD (molecular dynamics)
modeling and experiments have shown that diffusive transport of molecules and particles in
nanochannels is affected by their proximity to a solid surface [3], [4]. Using MD analysis, it is
shown in [3] that molecular diffusivity depends on both concentration and confinement effects. Therefore, modeling of these transport regimes needs novel approaches that could bring
molecular scale information into complex macroscale models of nanofluidic devices. An ideal
scenario is to properly transfer MD information to macroscopic models. Hierarchical (multiscale) modeling approach, introduced in [1] and which couples MD and Finite Element
Method (FEM), offer this possibility.
Here, we will introduce a multiscale hierarchical model for diffusion at the microstructural
level (further termed as „microstuctural model‟), within a small reference volume (RV), Figure 3b. The implemented method is effective, robust and generalizable to a variety of problems where diffusion governs transport. Further, we formulate a „continuum‟ model which
employs the results obtained by the microstructural model for diffusion within the RV. Our
method relies on the fundamental condition of the equivalency of mass-release kinetics between the continuum and microstructural models for a given region of space and over a prescribed concentration range. The continuum model is based on constitutive parameters, which
include equivalent „bulk‟ diffusion coefficients (characterizing free, or Fickian, diffusion
within the solvent) and equivalent distances from an imaginary surface (describing surface
effects within the microstructure, [1]). Constitutive parameters, depending only on the structural geometry and the material properties of the diffusing constituents, are evaluated for three
orthogonal coordinate directions – enabling modeling of general 3D diffusion conditions.
2
2.1

METHODS
MD simulations and scaling function for diffusion coefficient

Molecular Dynamics (MD) has been used for several decades [5]. It is based on statistical
mechanics, where motion of particles is described according to the Newtonian mechanics:

mi vi

Fi

(2)

where mi , vi and Fi are mass, acceleration and resulting force (including interaction forces
from the neighboring particles and external forces), respectively. The interaction forces include bonded (repulsive-attractive, bending and torsion) and non-bonded (electrostatic, van
der Waals) terms. The Force Field (FF) represents a functional form of behavior of chemical
structures and is evaluated from potential energy function, E Eintra Einter , of CHARMM FF
[6] which is used in our MD models. MD simulations for calculating diffusion coefficients in
nanochannels were carried out [1],[7] using NAMD 2.6 [8] with a TIP3P water model [9] and
NVT (fixed number of particles N, pressure P, volume V) ensembles. CHARMM compatible
amorphous silica force field [10] was employed to model the silica nanochannel, which is
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modeled by charged hydrophilic amorphous silica phase to match the silica properties after
the fabrication process. Glucose diffusion coefficients were calculated from 30 ns trajectories
by using the mean square displacement <r2>:
<r2>=2dDt

(3)

where the factor d = 1, 2, 3 depends on the dimensionality of the space, and t is time. The diffusivity along the surface normal (z-direction) was evaluated, from the surface up to the middle of the nanochannel. The diffusivity results include dependence on distance from the wall
and glucose concentrations (Figure 1A).

Figure 1: a) Calculated glucose diffusivity and b) scaling functions of the proximity to the silica surface for several concentrations; according to [1].

The MD calculated diffusivity is normalized with respect to the “bulk” value Dbulk corresponding to diffusivity far from the surface, where influence of the surface is negligible.
Hence, we have:

D

(4)

SDbulk

where:
S

S h, c ,

0

S 1

(5)

is the scaling function which depends on the distance from the wall surface h and concentration c. Calculated scaling function is shown in Figure 1B.
Experimental investigations showed that D( Dbulk ) for glucose depends on concentration, although data are quite different (see [1] and references given therein). For examples
shown here we have chosen the glucose D according to the largest data set of [11] that spans
over a wide range of concentrations, from 0 to 3.36 M, with linear dependence D(c).
2.2

Finite element model

We here consider unsteady diffusion where the diffusion coefficient depends on both
concentration and spatial position of a point within the model. FE solution procedures for
nonlinear diffusion problems have been well established and successfully used in various applications (e.g. [12],[13],[14],[15]). The basic mass balance equation, which also includes
Fick‟s law in equation (1), is transformed into the incremental-iterative system of linear balance equations for a finite element [15]:
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1
t

M

n 1

K (i

1)

C( i )

n 1

Q S (i
1
t

1)

n 1

QV ( i )

n 1

K (i

1) n 1

C( i

1)

(6)
M

n 1

C

( i 1)

n

C

where C is the vector of nodal concentrations; the left upper indices n and n+1 denote values
at the start and end of the time step n of size t ; the indices i and i-1 correspond to the current and previous equilibrium iteration; Q S and QV are surface and volumetric nodal fluxes
for the element; and components of the matrices M and K are:
M IJ

N I N J dV

(7)

D ( i 1) N I ,i N J ,i dV

(8)

V
n 1

K IJ( i

1)

n 1
V

Here N I and N J are the interpolation functions, and

n 1

D( i

1)

is the diffusion coefficient cor-

n 1 ( i 1)

responding to the last known concentration c
at a point within the finite element. Assembly of equations (6) and solution procedures are performed in a usual manner that is well
described in the computational mechanics literature (e.g. [12]).
In our models we have incorporated concentration and interface effects, according to
equation (4) into the FEM model. Implementation of the expression (4) is illustrated in Figure
2. Note that linear interpolation between scaling curves is used.

Figure 2: Determination of diffusion coefficient at a spatial point P using dependence on concentration and surface effects. The “bulk” value is first determined from the curve D(c), A; then the scaling function is evaluated
form family of curves shown in B. Linear interpolation curves S(c,h) is adopted (between points A and B in the
figure); according to [16].

2.3

Generalization of the hierarchical model to porous media

Here we outline a generalization of the hierarchical model to diffusion in complex porous
media, consisting of distributed solid constituents within fluid. For simplicity of presentation
of this generalization, we assume a medium with solid fibers, as sketched in Figure 3.
The main idea here is to determine equivalent diffusion parameters of a homogenous porous medium which capture the internal structure of a composite medium in a way that diffusion properties are preserved. To achieve this, we first take a reference volume around a
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material point (in a form of a cube) around that point, Figure 3a, and discretize it into finite
elements (Figure 3b).

Figure 3. Concept of extension of hierarchical model to porous medium with fibers. a) Fibrous medium with
reference volume at a material point P; b) Reference volume discretized into finite elements; c) Geometry of the
internal structure – fibers of a s-group, with diameter ds and with mutual distance Ls, and point A at distance hs
from the fiber surface.

Here we take the real internal microstructure and calculate diffusion in three orthogonal
directions. In this FE model it is possible to properly take into account the surface effects, as
sketched in Figure 3c. Namely, for a point A in the medium we calculate distance from the
closest fiber surface of an s-group, and evaluate scaling function Ss as described above for diffusion within a nanochannel. We assume that scaling functions are different for the normal
and tangential directions, hence we have three scaling functions S s , S s , S s in the local fiber
directions , , , so that the diagonal diffusion matrix (tensor) Ds , Ds , Ds in the local coordinate system is:
Ds

S s Dbulk

Ds

S s Dbulk

Ds

S s Dbulk

(9)

where Dbulk is the bulk modulus. The diffusion tensor in the global coordinate system x,y,z
can be obtained by tensorial transformation of the second-order tensor:

Dsxyz

Ts Ds TsT

(10)

where the components of the transformation matrix contains cosines of angles between local
and global axes:
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Tijs

Here xi and
2.4

j

cos( xi ,

j

)

i,j=1,2,3

(11)

stand for global (x,y.z) and local coordinate ( , , ) systems.

Numerical homogenization procedure and continuum model

We introduce a novel numerical homogenization procedure to determine the appropriate
diffusion properties of a continuum model with a given microstructure. The basic condition
governing this procedure is the equivalence of mass fluxes (through any surface in the diffusion domain) for the microstructural and continuum model, at any time during diffusion process. Considering mass release curves for diffusion through an RV around a spatial point, we
have that the mass flux J i in direction xi is given as:

Ji

dm
dt

(12)
i

This derivative is geometrically represented as the tangent to the mass release curve m t

i

for the direction xi , therefore the fluxes are equal for both models if their mass release curves
are the same. This interpretation of flux equality through an RV is analogous to the mass balance condition in a differential volume used in continuum mechanics.
Next, we calculate diffusion through the reference volume using equivalent quantities of a
porous homogenous medium within the RV. The porosity n is evaluated from the internal
structure of the RV. For each diffusion direction i (i.e. x,y,z), the steps are as follows:
1. Calculate mass release using initial diffusion using given Dbulk c .
2. Perform changes on the value D0 until the mass release curve is close enough to the
true curve, when the value is D0 i .
3. Using D0

i

calculate initial mass release curve taking into account equivalent values

of the transformation matrix T and equivalent distance from the solid surface h0

i

.

4. Search for the distance hi when difference between the calculated and true mass release curves is within a selected error tolerance.
In the above calculations of the equivalent transformation matrix and initial equivalent distance h0 i a weighted procedure, which takes into account volumes belonging to FE nodes,
is implemented (details not given here).
The presented concept of evaluation of parameters related to equivalent homogenous porous medium represents a numerical homogenization procedure. It can be extended to nonhomogenous media, by varying equivalent parameters, or to stochastic characteristics. Application of introduced numerical homogenization method (NHM) is illustrated in the Results
section.
3
3.1

RESULTS
Diffusion within agarose polymer solution

Here, we first present detailed analysis of the microstructural model and provide prediction
of equivalent continuum model. We use the internal structure of the gel obtained by imag-
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ing[17], shown in Fig. 4a with discretized agarose fibers, with a porosity of 97%. Fiber are
discretized using “Agarose Fibers” interface software developed in BioIRC research and development center (Fig. 4b).

Figure 4. a) Internal microstructure obtained by imaging [17]; b) Fibers recognition software developed in BioIRC research and development center.

As expected, the calculated diffusion in the x and y directions are roughly equivalent, since
the size of the RV (1,868 x 1.868 μm) is large enough so that the overall characteristics are
the same in the two directions. Both microstructural and continuum models are used, giving
the same total mass release.
In order to gain further insight into the diffusion within this polymer gel, we examine the
mass flux and concentration distributions (Fig. 5a). Here, we consider the diffusion of molecules whose radius is 5 nm. The upper left panel shows the distribution of mass fluxes in the
direction of diffusion at the end of the first time step, time t= 0.5 s. The field displays the variation of the flux due to the distribution of agarose fibers, with zero-values within the fibers
and at the fiber surfaces. Diagrams of concentration and mass flux along the coordinate axes
are shown in the lower-left and upper-right panels. Based on continuum solutions, the concentration decreases approximately linearly along horizontal line, and remains constant along
vertical cross-section; flux-x is roughly constant along horizontal cross-section, and flux-y is
equal to zero along vertical cross-section. On the other hand, microstructural solutions have
variations, with zero-values at the points corresponding to fibers. Finally, the right lower panel shows both cumulative mass release and flux-x change in time during FEM simulation.
Taken together, the continuum model incorporates the microstructural flux fluctuations in order to achieve an equivalence of mass fluxes between the microstructural and continuum
models through a given RV.
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Figure 5. Diffusion within an agarose polymer gel. Upper left panel: Mass flux-x distribution at time t=0.5s;
gray contours within the field shows zero-flux at fibers points. Upper right panel: Distribution of mass flux and
concentration in the x-direction, microstructural (full line) and continuum (dashed line) along horizontal crosssection. Lower left panel: Distribution of mass flux and concentration in the y-direction, microstructural (solid
line) and continuum (dashed line) along vertical cross-section. Lower right panel: Change of both cumulative
mass release and flux-x in time for microstructural and continuum model.

3.2

Therapeutic particle transport across capillary wall

The space around a capillary is discretized as schematically shown in Figure 6. Due to axial symmetry, we use a part of the cylindrical domain defined by an angle (here it is 1/8 of full
circle), as shown in Figure 6b. The diffusion space consists of two regions: a) sink domain
corresponding to homogenous tissue medium, and b) sleeve domain which contains collagen
fibers. The unsteady and nonlinear diffusion problem is solved in a standard manner, by employing incremental-iterative solution scheme [15]. Boundary conditions for the computational model are as follows: It is assumed that at the capillary surface concentration of molecules
is constant over time, while far in the tissue (at the model external cylindrical surface) concentration is equal to zero.
Here we are exploring how structure of collagen, which is natural biological polymer constituting to structure of capillary walls, affects the diffusion of 80 nm liposome (PLD) and
1 nm size chemotherapeutic molecule doxorubicin (DOX).
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Figure 6. Finite element model: a) Schematics of the cylindrical diffusion domain around capillary and segment
of the domain used in calculation. b) Finite element mesh for the collagen sleeve and sink regions. c) Finite elements with fibers; local coordinate system is used for evaluation of the diffusion coefficient, with h representing
distance from the fiber surface along the normal n to the surface.

We have first formulated a microstructural hierarchical diffusion model, In order to investigate how collagen sleeve may control mass transport through capillary wall, we have created
the collagen sleeve model that mimics a collagen surrounding capillaries [18-21]. For simplicity, particle concentrations inside and outside of a vessel were kept constant, and other
structural elements of capillary wall were omitted to focus on collagen structural effects only.
The later has real implication to drug penetration when endothelium cells are absent because
of damage. We study the diffusion transport of liposomes and doxygen, different by size and
physico-chemical properties, in response to different structures of collagen fiber mesh.
First, we investigate how surface effects affect mass diffusion by evaluating DOX and
PLD mass release through collagen sleeve made of 3 mesh layers (each layer of thickness
10 nm) and adopting the following three assumptions: no fibers, fibers without surface effects,
and fibers with surface effects on diffusion. It is taken that the concentration on the vessel surface is 0.02 M, while concentration at the outer surface of the sleeve is equal to zero, and both
concentrations are kept constant over time.
Figure 7a compares diffusion mass transfer for all three cases and demonstrates the method.
The differences of mass release between DOX and PLD in bulk (no fibers) are due to differences in diffusivity coefficients of particles. DOX mass release does not reveal substantial
differences through 200 nm mesh in case with or without surface effects. That may be explained by small size of DOX molecule comparing to the openings in mesh (the ratio of the
particle area projection to the tangential plane through which diffusion occurs, with respect to
the pore area in the same plane, is 2.07∙10-5). PLD diffusion through collagen with 200 and
400 nm meshes not accounting for interactions with surface shows almost no differences,
where the ratios of the particle area with respect to the pore area in the tangential plane are
0.0132 and 0.00323 respectively. However, the inclusion of surface effects makes a dramatic
difference in PLD diffusion showing that smaller mesh openings will impede diffusion more
and difference between 200 and 400 nm becomes substantial (Figure 7a). The inclusion of
surface effects into the model also shows that diffusion mass transfer is strongly reduced
when compared to mass release through the medium without fibers and using the classical
Fickian diffusion law.
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Figure 7. Fiber surface effects on diffusion. a) The effects of fibers and interface on DOX and PLD mass release through 3 collagen sheets of 200 and 400 nm mesh-size (no-s.e. – no surface effect; s.e. – with surface effects). b) Collagen mesh randomness significantly reduces the PLD mass release rate; random mesh solutions
are displaced by dashed line.

Because the actual collagen mesh is not ordered structure and it is random, the effect of
randomness was investigated. Figure 7b depicts mass release of PLD through 400 nm mesh
having 3 and 6 mesh layers in a collagen sleeve, in case of ordered and randomized fiber
composition. Randomized meshes showed significantly reduced mass release comparing to
ordered meshes. For randomized mesh fluxes are approximately reduced by 30% in a 3layers sleeve, and 50% in a 6-layer sleeve. Because DOX size is small comparing to mesh
openings, there was no similar effect observed with DOX. Results show that randomized
meshes may create larger obstruction for diffusion.
4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have first formulated a microstructural hierarchical diffusion model,
which includes surface interaction effects, for a general microstructural geometry. In this
model, the interaction effects are incorporated through scaling functions (evaluated using
MD), which represent the ratios between the real and bulk diffusion coefficients. The scaling
functions, expressed in terms of distance from the solid surfaces and concentration, are calculated in the local coordinate system of the solid surface. Therefore, two domains of diffusion
are distinguished: the bulk diffusion domain (with Fickian diffusion) and the domain near surfaces, with non-Fickian hindered diffusion. In both domains, diffusion is calculated by using
the FE method. The surface effects become apparent when comparing the slower mass release
kinetics (with surface interactions) with purely Fickian mass release (without surface effects).
This microstructural model is then employed within a novel numerical homogenization
procedure to establish the equivalent continuum diffusion model. The procedure is general
since it is applicable to an internal, structural geometry of any complexity, and can include
different solid material sets with different material properties. The procedure relies on the
condition that mass release curves of the two models must be equal. Constitutive diffusion
parameters of the continuum model are determined for the three coordinate directions and include the traditional bulk diffusion coefficients, and also equivalent distances from the solid
surfaces to account for surface interaction effects on diffusion. Furthermore, these constitutive
parameters can depend on the local concentration. Our approach, consisting of a microstructural model and numerical homogenization procedure is general and robust, and offers new
possibilities in modeling diffusion through complex materials, including molecular transport
in biological systems (e.g. intercellular spaces and tissues). The presented methodology can
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serve as a tunable platform for constructing intricate multiscale hierarchical diffusion models
with additional complexity and effects, such as multiple molecule types (e.g. different proteins/ligands), multiple surfaces (e.g. various cell types with different receptors), and various
media (e.g. different solvents). These multiscale models provide a basis for a deeper, more
accurate representation of fundamental transport processes occurring throughout nature.
Numerical homogenization procedure presented in this work is analogous to homogenization procedures previously presented in linear and nonlinear solid mechanics, heat transfer
and diffusion, where different types of RV were used (e.g. [22],[23],[24]). Previous homogenization procedures have limitations due to the special assumptions made regarding microstructure (e.g. periodicity) as well as relying on various asymptotic expansions of analytic
forms. Our method is not only general, but also includes concentration-dependent parameters
within a wide range of concentrations over which diffusion occurs.
By incorporating surface effects of polymer fibers into our recently developed multiscale
diffusion model, it was found that DMX was free to diffuse through collagen sleeve containing 1 to 6 fiber meshes with mesh size 50 to 800 nm. However, LPS showed substantial decrease of flux through collagen sleeves of 3 mesh layers and smaller than 200 nm mesh sizes.
This finding explains higher efficacy of particle-based drug carriers.
5
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Abstract. We investigate the performance of the finite volume method in solving viscoplastic
flows. The square lid-driven cavity flow of a Bingham plastic is chosen as the test case and the
constitutive equation is regularised as proposed by Papanastasiou [J. Rheol. 31 (1987) 385404]. The numerical results obtained for Bingham numbers up to 10 and Reynolds numbers up
to 5000 compare favourably with reported results obtained through other methods. The effects
of the Reynolds and Bingham numbers are also investigated. It is shown that the convergence
rate of the standard SIMPLE pressure-correction algorithm, which is used to solve the algebraic equation system that is produced by the finite volume discretisation, severely deteriorates
as the Bingham number increases, with a corresponding increase in the non-linearity of the
equations. Using the SIMPLE algorithm in a multigrid context [Syrakos & Goulas, Int. J. Numer. Methods Fluids 52 (2006) 1215-1245] dramatically improves convergence, although the
multigrid convergence rates are not as high as those for Newtonian flows.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Viscoplastic materials behave as solids at low stress levels, but flow when the stress exceeds
a critical value, the yield stress, τy . Materials which are suspensions of particles or macromolecules, such as pastes, gels, foams, drilling fluids, food products, and nanocomposites, can
be considered to fall into this category. Bingham plastics are the simplest viscoplastic materials,
which exhibit a linear stress to rate-of-strain relationship once the material yields. The constant
of proportionality of this linear relationship is called the plastic viscosity, µ. Thus, the Bingham
constitutive equation is the following:
(
γ̇ = 0
τ ≤ τy
,

(1)
τy
τ = γ̇ + µ γ̇ , τ > τy
where τ is the stress tensor and γ̇ is the rate of strain tensor, γ̇ ≡ ∇u + (∇u)T , u being the
velocity vector. The magnitudes of these two tensors are τ = [τ : τ /2]1/2 and γ̇ = [γ̇ : γ̇/2]1/2 .
The discontinuity of the Bingham constitutive equation poses significant difficulties to numerical solution methods. A way to overcome this difficulty is to approximate the Bingham
constitutive equation by a regularised constitutive equation which treats the whole material as a
fluid and is valid throughout the domain, approximating the solid regions by locally assigning
a very high value to the viscosity. Such methods can be implemented with minimal modification to Newtonian flow solvers. One of the most successful regularisation approaches is that by
Papanastasiou [1], which has been adopted in the present work. The regularisation is achieved
through the introduction of an exponential term, so that the constitutive equation (1) is replaced
by the single equation, applicable throughout the material,


τy
{1 − exp(−mγ̇)} + µ γ̇
(2)
τ =
γ̇
where m denotes the stress growth parameter, which needs to be “sufficiently” large. Using this
approximation, we adapted the finite volume method described in [2] to enable it to simulate
flows of Bingham plastics. The method was applied successfully in the case of creeping flows
in [3]. In the present work, the method is applied also to non-zero Reynolds number flows, with
the Reynolds number reaching values as high as 5000.
The finite volume method (FVM) is a popular method for solving fluid flows, employed
by many general-purpose CFD solvers. However, there are a limited number of published
results on the use of the finite-volume method to solve Bingham flow problems. Neofytou [4]
used a FVM in conjunction with the SIMPLE algebraic solver [5] to simulate the lid-driven
cavity flow of various non-Newtonian fluids, including a Papanastasiou-regularised Bingham
plastic at relatively low yield stress values. Turan and co-workers [6] also used a commercial
FVM/SIMPLE code employing the bi-viscosity model in order to simulate natural convection of
a Bingham plastic in a square cavity. The FVM was also used to solve flows of a Casson fluid
through a stenosis [7] and through a sudden expansion [8], at rather low yield-stress values.
Also, de Souza Mendes et al. [9] and Naccache and Barbosa [10] used the FVM in order to
simulate viscoplastic flow through an expansion followed by a contraction.
The present method is tested on the popular lid-driven cavity problem: A square cavity of
side L is filled with a fluid which is set to motion by the lid of the cavity which moves with a
tangential velocity U . Two are the relevant dimensionless numbers for this flow: the Reynolds
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number, which, in the case of Bingham fluids, is defined in terms of the plastic viscosity,
Re ≡

ρU L
µ

(3)

Bn ≡

τy L
µU

(4)

and the Bingham number Bn, defined as

The lid-driven cavity problem has also been used to test methods for solving viscoplastic
flows. The aforementioned work of Neofytou [4] is, to the authors knowledge, the only one
which employed the finite volume method. However, since it is restricted to very low Bingham
numbers, it was not used in the present study for purposes of validation. To validate the present
results, the works of Vola et al [13] and Prashant and Derksen [14] were used. Vola et al
[13] used an augmented Lagrangian method [15], which obviates the need for regularisation,
combined with finite elements. Prashant and Derksen [14] used the lattice-Boltzmann method
and a bi-viscosity model (O’Donovan and Tanner [16]) where solid regions are approximated
by fluids of a constant high viscosity.
The governing equations are summarised in Section 2, the finite volume method and the
algebraic solver are described in Section 3, and the results of the lid-driven cavity simulations
are given in Section 4. The paper ends with some conclusions in Section 5.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The flow is assumed to be steady-state, two-dimensional, incompressible, and isothermal.
By scaling the fluid velocity by U , and the pressure and stress by µU/L, the continuity and
momentum equations can be written in the following dimensionless forms:
∇·u = 0

(5)

Re · u · ∇u = −∇p + ∇ · τ

(6)

where u is the dimensionless velocity of the fluid, p is the dimensionless pressure, and τ is
the dimensionless stress tensor, which is calculated according to the dimensionless form of the
Papanastasiou constitutive equation,


Bn
{1 − exp(−M γ̇)} + 1 γ̇
(7)
τ =
γ̇
where M is the dimensionless stress growth parameter, defined as:
mU
(8)
L
Equations (5), (6) and (7) together with the no-slip wall boundary conditions fully determine
the flow problem which is solved numerically.
The Papanastasiou regularisation (7) corresponds to a dimensionless apparent viscosity of
M ≡

η =

Bn
{1 − exp(−M γ̇)} + 1
γ̇
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The higher the value of M , the better (7) approximates the actual Bingham constitutive equation,
τ = [Bn/γ̇ + 1]γ̇, in the yielded regions of the flow field (τ < Bn), and the higher the apparent
viscosity is in the unyielded regions, making them behave approximately as solid bodies. For
practical reasons though, M must not be so high as to cause problems to the numerical methods
used to solve the above equations.
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

The finite volume method employed here is based on that described in [2]. The domain is
discretised into 512 × 512 square control volumes of equal size. Coarser grids are constructed
by removing every second grid line from the immediately finer grid. The velocity components, pressure, and viscosity are stored at control volume centres. The convective and viscous
fluxes are discretised using 2nd -order central differences. The mass fluxes are discretised using
momentum interpolation as described in [11], to suppress pressure oscillations. The resulting
algebraic system is solved using the SIMPLE algorithm, with the only modification being that
at the start of every SIMPLE iteration the viscosity is updated according to (9), using the current
estimate of the velocity field. To accelerate convergence, SIMPLE is used in a multigrid framework. Due to the high degree of nonlinearity of the problem, the standard multigrid algorithm
fails to converge except at small Bingham numbers, Bn < 0.5. To overcome this problem, we
applied the modification suggested by Ferziger and Peric [12]; on coarse grids the viscosity is
not updated according to (9), but it is interpolated (restricted) from the immediately finer grid
and held constant within the multigrid cycle. Therefore the viscosity is updated only on the
finest grid, which means that the procedure is not purely multigrid, but it has single-grid features. This technique was observed to slow down the multigrid convergence by a small amount,
but it makes the algorithm more robust and capable of achieving convergence up to high Bingham numbers (depending also on the value of M ). Other measures that were found necessary
in order to achieve convergence are the following: a large number of pre- and post- smoothing steps should be used (4 or more, depending on the Bn number); a number of additional
SIMPLE iterations (e.g. 5 – 10) may have to be performed on the finest grid between multigrid
cycles; very small values of the underrelaxation factor ap for pressure should be used in the
SIMPLE smoother (e.g. 0.01); also, relatively small values should be assigned to the velocity
underrelaxation factor, au ≈ 0.3, for Re ≥ 2000; and the coarse grid corrections may have to
be underrelaxed by a constant αM G ≈ 0.9 prior to prolongation to the fine grid.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The lid-driven cavity problem has been solved for Reynolds numbers up to 5000, and for
Bingham numbers up to 10. Unless otherwise stated, the results were obtained on the 512 × 512
grid, using M = 400.
Figures 1 – 3 describe the evolution of the flow field as the Reynolds number increases, for
Bn = 0, 1, and 10, respectively. The main characteristics of the flow field are a main vortex near
the centre of the cavity, and (usually) two unyielded zones, one at the bottom of the cavity and
one near the vortex centre, the latter not being in contact with the cavity walls. The unyielded
zones, which are of course absent for Bn = 0, grow in size as the Bingham number increases.
At the bottom of the cavity, for Bn = 1, there appear two unyielded zones, one at each of the
lower corners, which merge into a single zone as Bn increases. The unyielded zones at the
bottom of the cavity are motionless, as they touch the motionless sides of the cavity and have
to obey the no-slip condition. The figures however reveal extremely weak vortices at the lower
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(a) Re = 0

(b) Re = 1

(c) Re = 10

(d) Re = 100

(e) Re = 500

(f) Re = 1000

Figure 1: Streamlines in Newtonian flow (Bn = 0), plotted at intervals of 0.004 starting from zero.
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(a) Re = 0

(b) Re = 1

(c) Re = 10

(d) Re = 100

(e) Re = 500

(f) Re = 1000

Figure 2: Streamlines in Bingham flow for Bn = 1, plotted at intervals of 0.004 starting from zero. Unyielded
areas (τ < Bn) are shown shaded.
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(a) Re = 0

(b) Re = 1

(c) Re = 10

(d) Re = 100

(e) Re = 500

(f) Re = 1000

Figure 3: Streamlines in Bingham flow for Bn = 10, plotted at intervals of 0.004 starting from zero. Unyielded
areas (τ < Bn) are shown shaded.
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Figure 4: The position of the vortex centre, for various values of Re and Bn. The results of the present study are
shown as empty squares (), with the Reynolds number written next to each square. The results of Vola et al [13]
(Re = 1000: Bn = 1, 10) and of Prashant and Derksen [14] (Re = 0.5, 10, 50, 200, 600, 1000: Bn = 10), are
indicated by filled triangles (N) and empty circles ( ), respectively.

corners; these are in fact an artifact of the Papanastasiou regularisation which treats all of the
material as a fluid. On the other hand, the unyielded region that is close to the vortex centre and
does not touch the cavity walls is clearly not motionless. This can be seen from the streamlines’
spacing inside these regions, which shows that the velocity is non-zero. These regions move as
solid bodies. The fact that the flow is steady-state means that these “solid bodies” lose mass
on their downstream boundary at a rate equal to that at which they gain mass on their upstream
boundary, so that their location and size remains fixed in time. In other words, a fluid particle
“solidifies” on entry to this region, and following the streamline path it later exits the region, at
which point it becomes “fluid” again.
The position of the vortex centre for various Re and Bn numbers is shown in Figure 4. The
present results are close to those of Vola et al [13] and Prashant and Derksen [14], except for
the (Re=1000, Bn=10) case, where there is is some discrepancy between the present results
and those of Vola et al. However, the agreement is very good with the results of Prashant and
Derksen [14]. Figure 4 shows that there is a trend in which, as the Reynolds number increases,
the main vortex initially moves towards the downstream side wall, and then, beyond a certain
Reynolds number, it moves towards the cavity centre. As Bn increases, these phenomena are
postponed to higher Reynolds numbers and, in addition, the vortex moves higher towards the
lid, as the bottom of the cavity becomes filled with “solid” material and the flow region is
restricted.
Tables 1 – 2 contain results on the x-component of velocity along the vertical centreline, for
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Table 1: Values of the x-component of velocity along the vertical centreline for Re = 1000, Bn = 1. The order of
grid convergence, q, is defined by Eq. (10).
grid
y
1.000
0.990
0.980
0.960
0.930
0.900
0.850
0.800
0.700
0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
0.220
0.180
0.140
0.100
0.050
0.000

128 × 128
M = 400
1.00000
0.83434
0.68125
0.46586
0.34382
0.30799
0.26486
0.21625
0.11957
0.03123
-0.05486
-0.14093
-0.23422
-0.30655
-0.32376
-0.29831
-0.23360
-0.13004
0.00000

256 × 256
M = 400
1.00000
0.83687
0.68471
0.47143
0.34918
0.31269
0.26900
0.21965
0.12136
0.03185
-0.05520
-0.14186
-0.23608
-0.30973
-0.32847
-0.30398
-0.23851
-0.13274
0.00000

512 × 512
M = 400
1.00000
0.83734
0.68593
0.47274
0.35050
0.31389
0.27007
0.22054
0.12184
0.03203
-0.05526
-0.14206
-0.23652
-0.31051
-0.32969
-0.30552
-0.23989
-0.13354
0.00000

512 × 512
M = 200
1.00000
0.83734
0.68592
0.47273
0.35048
0.31387
0.27005
0.22053
0.12186
0.03205
-0.05523
-0.14204
-0.23650
-0.31049
-0.32969
-0.30555
-0.23994
-0.13359
0.00000

512 × 512
M = 100
1.00000
0.83733
0.68591
0.47271
0.35046
0.31383
0.27000
0.22052
0.12190
0.03207
-0.05517
-0.14201
-0.23647
-0.31046
-0.32968
-0.30559
-0.24002
-0.13367
0.00000

q
2.41
1.51
2.09
2.02
1.97
1.95
1.93
1.90
1.78
2.55
2.21
2.08
2.02
1.95
1.88
1.82
1.76
-

Table 2: Values of the x-component of velocity along the vertical centreline for Re = 1000, Bn = 10. The order
of grid convergence, q, is defined by Eq. (10).
grid
y
1.000
0.990
0.980
0.960
0.920
0.880
0.850
0.750
0.650
0.580
0.540
0.500
0.460
0.420
0.380
0.340
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000

128 × 128
M = 400
1.00000
0.78014
0.58320
0.28798
0.03885
-0.02432
-0.03940
-0.05502
-0.06670
-0.07537
-0.07895
-0.07775
-0.06274
-0.03891
-0.01636
-0.00363
-0.00096
-0.00043
-0.00021
0.00000

256 × 256
M = 400
1.00000
0.78237
0.58552
0.29236
0.04330
-0.02168
-0.03904
-0.05520
-0.06763
-0.07575
-0.07926
-0.07911
-0.06498
-0.04167
-0.01878
-0.00390
-0.00087
-0.00043
-0.00020
0.00000

512 × 512
M = 400
1.00000
0.78283
0.58662
0.29359
0.04480
-0.02059
-0.03892
-0.05520
-0.06802
-0.07589
-0.07934
-0.07949
-0.06561
-0.04257
-0.01977
-0.00429
-0.00084
-0.00042
-0.00020
0.00000

512 × 512
M = 200
1.00000
0.78295
0.58683
0.29400
0.04544
-0.02003
-0.03850
-0.05493
-0.06771
-0.07576
-0.07908
-0.07911
-0.06550
-0.04274
-0.02021
-0.00505
-0.00164
-0.00084
-0.00040
0.00000

512 × 512
M = 100
1.00000
0.78318
0.58719
0.29476
0.04665
-0.01896
-0.03769
-0.05439
-0.06715
-0.07549
-0.07857
-0.07838
-0.06529
-0.04303
-0.02102
-0.00648
-0.00318
-0.00165
-0.00080
0.00000

q
2.28
1.07
1.83
1.57
1.29
1.59
8.26
1.25
1.52
1.89
1.81
1.84
1.61
1.27
-0.52
1.60
0.92
0.68
-

Re = 1000 and Bn = 1 and 10, respectively. These were obtained on various grids and with various values of M , estimated at the selected points using linear interpolation. The points selected
differ for the various Bn numbers, and they were chosen so as to provide good descriptions of
the profiles. The results listed can be used to check grid convergence and “M –convergence”,
i.e. whether an M –independent solution has been reached. The exponent q in Tables 1 and 2 is
the order of grid convergence, defined as (see [12])


256 −u128
log uu512
−u256
q ≡
(10)
log(2)
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where the subscripts denote the grid where u was calculated. Since the equations were discretised using 2nd order accurate central differences, q should equal 2.
Table 1 shows that, for Bn = 1, the method indeed exhibits a 2nd order rate of convergence
with grid refinement, with the exponent q being very close to 2. From the difference between
the solutions of the two finest grids and the q = 2 order of convergence, a discretisation error
of the order of 0.02 is estimated. The difference between using M = 200 and M = 400 is very
small, meaning that grid coarseness appears to be a larger source of error than the magnitude of
M in this particular case.
From Table 2, it is deduced that for Bn = 10, the order of grid convergence is now clearly
below 2, and in particular the mean value of the exponent q is just over 1.5 (excluding extreme
values). This is a sign that the grid is not fine enough. The discretisation error on grid 512 × 512
appears to be about 0.5%, assuming 2nd order convergence. The difference between using
different M indices is also larger. These observations lead to the conclusion that finer grids and
larger values of M should be used with larger Bingham numbers.
Finally, Figure 5 shows the reduction of the algebraic residuals as a function of the computational effort for Re = 1000 and Bn = 1 and 10, as typical examples. The ordinate is the the
L∞ -norm of the residual vector of the x−momentum equations,
krk∞ =

max {|rP |} ,

P =1,...,N

(11)

where rP is the residual, expressed per unit volume, of the x−momentum equation of control
volume P and N is the total number of control volumes in the grid. The computational effort
is measured in equivalent fine-grid SIMPLE iterations. For the multigrid cases, the number of
equivalent fine-grid SIMPLE iterations is obtained by multiplying the number of cycles by the
number of fine-grid SIMPLE iterations that cost computationally the same as a single cycle. In
particular, nC cycles of type W(ν1 , ν2 )–ν3 cost approximately the same as nS = nC · [2(ν1 +
ν2 ) + ν3 ] SIMPLE iterations on the finest grid. For example, one W(6,6)-10 cycle costs the
same as 34 fine-grid SIMPLE iterations. It should be noted that the cost of restriction and
prolongation is omitted in this calculation, since it is very small compared to the cost of the
SIMPLE iterations, especially if one considers that the numbers of pre- and post- smoothing
iterations are large, and fine-grid iterations are also carried out between cycles. Therefore,
multigrid and single-grid convergence rates are directly comparable in Figure 5. The SIMPLE
underrelaxation factors were chosen differently in the multigrid and single-grid cases, in order
to make the solvers more efficient in each case.
Figure 5 also shows that the multigrid procedure greatly accelerates the convergence of SIMPLE. One can notice that as the grid becomes finer, the multigrid convergence slows down in
general - this is not typical multigrid behaviour, and is explained by the fact that the present
multigrid method contains single-grid features, as described in Section 3. For Bn = 10, on the
256 × 256 and 512 × 512 grids the procedure converges fast at the initial stages, due to a good
initial guess, but slows down at later stages of iteration. The convergence rates decrease as Bn
increases, and are significantly worse than those typically exhibited in Newtonian flows.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The present work has shown that the finite volume method, coupled with the SIMPLE algebraic solver in a multigrid framework, can be easily adapted to use the Papanastasiou regularisation for the simulation of Bingham flows for a wide range of Reynolds and Bingham numbers.
The method has been tested on the lid-driven cavity problem, yielding results that agree with
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(a) Re = 1000; Bn = 1

(b) Re = 1000; Bn = 10

Figure 5: Maximum x-momentum residual per unit volume (11) versus computational effort, for Re = 1000 and
Bn = 1 and 10. The results refer to the SIMPLE/multigrid algebraic solver, using the 8 × 8 as the coarsest grid,
except for a single-grid case which is indicated on each figure. The number on each curve indicates the finest grid
(n means that the finest grid has n × n control volumes). The algebraic solver parameters are the following (see
Section 3 for definitions): For Bn = 1, W(5,5)-5 cycles, αM G = 1.0, au = 0.7, and ap = 0.02 (multigrid) or 0.2
(single grid). For Bn = 10, W(6,6)-10 cycles, αM G = 0.9, and {au , ap } = {0.5, 0.02} (multigrid) or {0.7, 0.2}
(single grid). On each grid, the solution of the immediately coarser grid was used as the initial guess.

those of previously published works, which employed different solution methods. It is observed
that as the Bingham number increases, it becomes more difficult for the SIMPLE/multigrid
method to solve the algebraic system that results from the finite volume discretisation. Also, to
maintain a certain level of accuracy, the Papanastasiou exponent M and the grid density should
increase as the Bingham number increases. This causes additional difficulties to the algebraic
solver. The multigrid framework is necessary for the solver to be efficient, as the convergence
of SIMPLE alone is too slow. The method is currently being tested on yet higher Bn numbers.
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Abstract. We use finite elements in space and a fully implicit scheme in time in order to solve
the cessation of axisymmetric Poiseuille flow of a Bingham plastic under the assumption that
slip occurs along the wall. The Papanastasiou regularization of the constitutive equation is
employed and a power-law expression is used to relate the wall shear stress to the slip velocity. The numerical results show that the velocity becomes and remains uniform before complete cessation and that the stopping time is finite only when the exponent s<1. In the case of
Navier slip (s=1), the stopping time is infinite for any non-zero Bingham number and the volumetric flow rate decays exponentially. When s>1, the decay is much slower, i.e. polynomial.
The asymptotic expressions for the volumetric flow rate in the case of full-slip are also derived.
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1

INTRODUCTION

If the pressure-gradient applied in fully-developed Poiseuille flow of a Newtonian fluid is
suddenly set to zero, the velocity decays to zero exponentially, i.e. the theoretical stopping
time is infinite [1]. This is not the case for materials exhibiting yield stress, e.g. Bingham
plastics. In fact, theoretical upper bounds on the stopping time have been derived [2, 3]. These
bounds depend on the density, the viscosity, the yield stress, a new geometric constant, and
the leading eigenvalue of the second-order linear differential operator for the interval under
consideration. The above asymptotic bounds have been verified by means of numerical simulations. Chatzimina et al. [4] carried out finite element calculations with the regularized Papanastasiou model for Couette and Poiseuille flows of Bingham plastics. The numerical
simulations showed in particular that the decay of the volumetric flow rate, which is exponential in the Newtonian case, is accelerated and eventually becomes linear as the yield stress is
increased. More recently, the Poiseuille flows of ideal Bingham plastics have been solved
numerically using the Augmented Lagrangian method [5].
The objective of the present work is to compute numerically the stopping times in the
case of the cessation of the axisymmetric Poiseuille flow of a Bingham fluid allowing slip of
the material along the wall (Fig. 1). However, in the discussion of the steady-state solutions
we consider the more general Herschel-Bulkley model in which the stress tensor  is given by

  0
  0,


0
n 1 
        ,   0
 



(1)

where τ0 is the yield stress, k is the consistency index, n is the power-law exponent, and

  u  (u)T

(2)

is the rate of strain tensor, where u is the velocity vector and the superscript T denotes the
transpose. The magnitudes of  and , denoted respectively by  and , are defined by

 

1
1
 
 : 
2
2

and  

1
1
II 
 :

2
2

(3)

where the symbol II stands for the second invariant of a tensor. The power-law fluid and the
Bingham plastic are special cases of the Herschel-Bulkley fluid, recovered by setting
τ0=0 and n=1, respectively.
In the present work, a generalized slip model is employed of the form

w  c
 uw  0,

s
 w = c +  u w ,  w   c

(4)

where τw is the wall shear stress, uw is the slip or sliding velocity (i.e. the relative velocity of
the fluid with respect to that of the wall), τc is the slip yield stress, β is the slip coefficient and
s is the exponent. When τc=0 and s=1 the classical Navier slip is recovered. When τc=0, the noslip and full-slip limiting cases are recovered when    and 0, respectively.
The slip yield stress τc may be smaller or greater than the yield stress τ0 depending on the
material. For example, Seth et al. [6] reported that the slip yield stress is much lower in
the case of concentrated suspensions of soft deformable particles.
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Figure 1: Axisymmetric Poiseuille flow of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid

2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We consider the laminar flow of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid in a tube of radius R, as shown
in Fig. 1. The constitutive equation of the material is simplified as follows:
 u z
|  rz |  0
 r  0,


n
    k   u z  , |  | 
0
rz
0


 rz
 r 

(5)

where τrz is the shear stress and uz is the axial velocity.
Under the assumptions of unidirectionality and zero gravity, the z-momentum equation for
any fluid becomes



uz
p 1 
 
(r rz )
t
z r r

(6)

where ρ is the density.
To dedimensionalize the governing equations we scale lengths by the tube radius, R, the
velocity by the mean steady-state velocity, V, in the capillary, the pressure and the stress
components by kV n /R n , and time by ρR n+1 /(kV n-1 ), where ρ is the constant density of the
fluid. With these scalings the dimensionless forms of Eqs. (5) and (6) are as follows:
 u z
|  rz | Bn
 r  0,


n
   Bn    u z  , |  | Bn
rz


 rz
 r 

(7)

uz
1 
G
(r rz )
t
r r

(8)

and

where all variables are now dimensionless (for simplicity, the same symbols are used),
Bn 

 0 Rn
kV n

is the Bingham number, and G is the dimensionless pressure gradient.
The dimensionless form of the slip equation is
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 w  Bc
uw  0,

s
 w =Bc + Buw ,  w  Bc

(10)

where
Bc 

 c Rn

(11)

kV n

is the slip yield stress number and

B

 Rn

(12)

kV n  s

is the usual slip number. (The no-slip and full-slip limiting cases are recovered when B  
and 0, respectively.) In the special case τc=τ0, the slip yield stress number, Bc, coincides with
the Bingham number, Bn.
3

STATE –STATE HERSCHEL-BULKLEY FLOWS WITH SLIP

The solution of the steady, incompressible Poiseuille flow of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid in
the special case of Navier slip (Bc=0, s=1) has been provided under different forms by Kalyon
et al. [7]. Taking into account the slip yield stress, leads to some interesting flow regimes,
which are discussed below.
In steady-state, the dimensionless wall shear stress for any generalized Newtonian fluid is
 w  G / 2 . Depending on the value of the applied pressure gradient, G, and the relative values
of Bc and Bn, there are four different possibilities:
(i) If G  min 2 Bc , 2 Bn , then no flow occurs.
(ii) If G  max 2Bc , 2Bn , then we have non-uniform flow with wall slip and
yielded/unyielded regions in the flow domain. The dimensionless velocity profile is given by

(1  r0 )1/ n 1 ,
0  r  r0
n
1/ n 
uz (r )  uw  1/ n
G 
1/ n 1
1/ n 1
2 (n  1)
 (r  r0 )  , r0  r  1
 (1  r0 )


(13)

where
 G  2 Bc 
uw  

 2B 

(14)

2 Bn
1
G

(15)

1/ s

and

r0 

is the yield point. The dimensionless pressure-gradient is a solution of the following equation:

21/ n

3n  1
4nBn
8n2 Bn 2 
1/ n 1 
G
1  uw  G3   G  2Bn  G 2 

n
2n  1
(n  1)(2n  1) 


(16)

(iii) If 2Bn  G  2Bc , then the fluid flows without slip (uw=0) with distinct yielded and unyielded
regions. Equations (10) and (13) still apply.
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Figure 2: Velocity profiles in axisymmetric Poiseuille flow of a Bingham plastic (Bn=1) with zero slip yield
stress (Bc= 0) and different values of the slip number: (a) s=0.5, (b) s=1, and (c) s=2.
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Figure 3: Velocity profiles in axisymmetric Poiseuille flow of a Bingham plastic with Bn= Bc=1 and different
values of the slip number: (a) s=0.5, (b) s=1, and (c) s=2.
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(iv) Finally, if 2Bc  G  2Bn , the fluid is unyielded everywhere in the flow domain, sliding
with unit velocity.
When no-slip is applied, r0 tends to unity asymptotically as Bn goes to infinity. Otherwise,
it is deduced from Eq. (16) that a flat velocity profile (ux=uw=1) is attained when G=2Bn>2Bc.
In the Newtonian case (Bn=0), the velocity tends to a plug profile (ux=uw=1) in the limit of
zero B (full slip). Interestingly, with viscoplastic fluids, the plug velocity profile is attained at
a finite non-zero value of B at which the yield distance r0 becomes 1. The critical slip number
for this extreme case is obtained from Eq. (14):

Bcrit  Bn  Bc

(17)

Hence, for given Bn and Bc, solutions for slip numbers below Bcrit are not admissible. Similarly, when B and Bc are given, there exists a critical upper bound for the Bingham number,
Bncrit=B+Bc, which cannot be exceeded. At Bncrit both the yield distance and the slip velocity
become 1. This implies that the flow becomes plug at a critical wall shear stress, which is
consistent with experimental observations on highly filled suspensions [8].
The case of Herschel-Bulkley flow with Navier slip (Bc=0 and s=1) has been discussed in
detail by Damianou et al. [9], who, however, employed a different definition of the slip number (A1 in their paper corresponds to 1/(2B)). Here we consider first Bingham flow (n=1) with
zero slip yield stress (Bc=0).
The effect of the exponent s when Bc is still zero is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we plot velocity profiles for Bingham flow (n=1) with Bn=1 and various slip numbers. The velocity becomes flat at the critical slip number Bcrit=Bn.
Let us now focus on the special case when Bn=Bc, in which only the flow regimes (i) and
(ii) are possible. In other words, slip occurs as soon as flow occurs and there are no bounds
for the slip and Bingham numbers. For simplicity, we once again restrict ourselves to the
Bingham-plastic case (n=1).
The effect of the exponent s for Bn=Bc=1 is illustrated in Fig. 3. The critical value of the
slip number for the velocity to become flat is Bcrit=0. As expected, slip effects are delayed, i.e.,
compared to the Bc=0 case, similar changes in the velocity profile are observed at lower values of B.
4

TIME-DEPENDENT BINGHAM FLOWS WITH SLIP

The time-dependent Bingham plastic flow is solved numerically, since it is not amenable to analytical solution. Instead of the ideal Bingham model (5), in our numerical
simulations we use the regularized constitutive equation proposed by Papanastasiou [10],
which in dimensionless form is given by



 Bn 1  exp   M   
 uz
+ 1




 r

 rz = 

(18)

where γ =|∂uz /∂r|, while the stress growth exponent M is given by

M 

mV
H

(19)

where m is a stress growth exponent.
To solve the problem we used 100 quadratic elements in space and finite differences in
time. For the time discretization, we used the standard fully implicit Euler backward-
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difference scheme with a dimensionless time step dt ≤ 10 -4 . The criteria for convergence
of the system of equations were that the norm of the error for the velocities and the
norm of the residuals were both less than 10 -4 .
The general stopping criterion for the “numerical cessation” of the flow was that the
norm of the dimensionless deceleration was less than a small number ε. Here ε =
(ρH2/μV)10-3, where μV/ρH2 is the characteristic deceleration. The total dimensionless
time, T f , found with the above criterion and with constant dt = 10-4, is given in all
figures where transient solutions are shown.
As discussed in Section 3, in the case of Bingham flow, steady-state plug velocity profiles
are admissible when Navier slip is allowed [9]. The critical slip number for attaining a uniform steady-state velocity profile in axisymmetric Poiseuille flow is Bcrit=Bn-Bc.
4.1

Results for zero slip yield stress

The numerical simulations of the cessation flow show that the velocity becomes and remains uniform before complete cessation. The evolution of the velocity when Bn=1, B=5 and
s=1 is illustrated in Fig. 4. Obviously, as the slip number is increased, the initial velocity profile becomes more flat and a uniform profile is attained earlier during cessation.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the volumetric flow rate Q for Bn=1 and different slip
numbers for three representative values of the exponent s: 0.5, 1, and 2. One observes that the
stopping time is finite only in the case of no slip (B→∞) when s<1. When s is fixed, the stopping time increases with the slip coefficient. In the case of Navier slip (s=1), the stopping time
is infinite for any non-zero Bingham number and the volumetric flow rate decays exponentially. When s>1, the decay is much slower.
Let tc denote the critical time at which the velocity becomes uniform, i.e. uz  uw (tc )  uwc .
Integrating the momentum equation (8) over the tube cross-section leads to the following
ODE:

duw
 2 w  2 Buws
dt

(20)

Therefore, when s=1, the velocity decays exponentially:
uz  uwc exp[2B(t  tc )],

t  tc

(21)

where uwc  uw (tc ) . Otherwise,
uz  uwc [1  2(1  s) B(t  tc )]1/(1s ) ,

t  tc

(22)

It is clear that the stopping time is finite only if s<1. The asymptotic estimate of the stopping time is then

t s  tc 

1
2(1  s) B

(23)

In Figure 6, we compare the slip velocities predicted using Eqs. (21) and (22) with the numerical solutions taking Bn=1 and B=1, considering three different values for s (0.1, 1, and 2),
and assuming that uwc=1 and tc=0. Given that B is close to Bn, the numerical results practically coincide with the theoretical estimates.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the velocity in cessation flow of a Bingham plastic with Bn=1, s=1 and zero slip yield
stress (Bc=0): (a) B=∞ (no slip); (b) B=5; and c) B=1 (plug flow).
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Figure 5: Evolution of the volumetric flow rate in cessation flow of a Bingham plastic with Bn=1, zero slip yield
stress (Bc=0) and various slip numbers: (a) s=0.5; (b) s=1; and c) s=2.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

We have solved the cessation of axisymmetric Poiseuille flow of a Bingham plastic with
wall slip employing a power law slip equation and the Papanastasiou regularization for the
constitutive equation. The numerical results for zero slip yield stress show that in this case the
velocity becomes and remains uniform before complete cessation. Moreover, the stopping
time is finite only when the slip equation exponent s<1. The decay of the volumetric flow rate
is exponential when s=1, and much slower when s>1. As for the future plans, we are currently
exploring the effect of a non-zero slip yield stress.
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Abstract. A fully coupled numerical algorithm has been developed for the numerical simulation of large-scale fluid structure interaction problems. The incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations are discretized using an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation based
on the side-centered unstructured finite volume method. The side-centered arrangement of the
primitive variables leads to a stable numerical scheme and it does not require any ad-hoc modifications in order to enhance the pressure-velocity coupling. The continuity equation is satisfied
within each element exactly and the summation of the continuity equations can be exactly reduced to the domain boundary, which is important for the global mass conservation. A special
attention is also given to satisfy the discrete geometric conservation law (DGCL). The nonlinear elasticity equations are discretized within the structure domain using the Galerkin finite
element method. The structural behaviour of solid domain is governed by the the constitutive laws for the nonlinear Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material. The resulting algebraic nonlinear
equations are solved in a fully coupled form using the restricted additive Schwarz method with
the flexible GMRES(m) algorithm. The implementation of the fully coupled preconditioned iterative solvers is based on the PETSc library for improving the efficiency of the parallel code.
The present numerical algorithm is validated for a Newtonian fluid interacting with an elastic
rectangular bar behind a circular cylinder, a three-dimensional elastic solid confined in a rectangular channel and a pulsatile flow in a flexible tube, which mimics the case of pulsatile blood
flow through elastic arteries.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem is probably one of the most addressed multiphysics problems in the literature, not only for its numerous applications in engineering and
biomechanics, but also for the computational challenges involved in its numerical modeling
and simulation. The FSI problem is mainly characterized by the mutual interaction between a
movable or deformable structure with an internal or surrounding fluid flow. Typical examples
in engineering applications involve aeroelastic phenomena like flutter of aircraft wings [1, 2]
or turbine blades [3] and tail buffeting [4], inflation of parachutes [5] or airbags [6], design of
sails [7] or tent structures [8], structural effect of strong wind on bridges [9] and tall buildings
[10], and many others. On the other hand, much of the work in biomedical applications include
blood flow in the veins and arteries [11], dynamics of heart valves [12, 13], deformations and
aggregations of blood cells [14, 15]. Accurate prediction of fluid-structure interactions is crucial
for many engineering structures in order to avoid potential aeroelastic/hydroelastic instabilities,
which may cause catastrophic failures of the structure. A typical example for such a case is
wing flutter, which occurs as a result of exchange of energy between different modes of the
structure because of fluid-structure interactions leading to large amplitudes and stresses, which
can tear an airframe apart.
There are mainly two approaches for the modeling of fluid-structure interaction problems:
partitioned (segregated) [16, 17, 18] or fully coupled (monolithic) [19, 20, 21] methods. In the
partitioned approach, separate solvers are used for the fluid and structure subproblems. The
main advantage of the partitioned approach is the ability to reuse existing solvers, which allows
the application of different, possibly more efficient computational methods specifically developed for either the fluid or the structure subproblems. Both explicit or implicit methods can
be used in order to couple the fluid and structure solvers in partitioned procedures. In explicit
partitioned methods, which are also known as loosely or weakly coupled methods, typically a
fixed point (Picard) iteration is employed to obtain a coupled solution. Although the implementation of this method is relatively easy, it does, however, suffer some serious drawbacks.
The fixed point iterations tend to converge slowly if at all, and the iterations may diverge in
the presence of strong fluid-solid interactions due to a comparable fluid-to-solid density ratio,
which is encountered frequently in FSI problems in biomechanics [22, 23]. In addition, weakly
coupled partitioned methods can not satisfy the incompressibility constraint of the fluid [24]
during standard alternating FSI iterations when the fluid domain is entirely enclosed by Dirichlet boundary conditions. For strong coupling in partitioned procedures, on the contrary, several
fluid and structure computations are performed in a single time-step until a satisfactory convergence tolerance is reached. This approach, however requires costly sub-iterations, and the
sub-iteration convergence may not be guaranteed. In a fully coupled approach, the fluid and
structure equations are discretised and solved simultaneously as a single equation system for
the entire problem. However, this requires an efficient numerical technique for the solution
of a large system of coupled nonlinear algebraic equations, which poses the major challenge
of monolithic FSI approaches, especially in large scale problems. Although monolithic solver
are believed to be too expensive for use in large-scale problems, more recent studies [25, 26]
demonstrate that monolithic solvers are competitive even in test cases with very weak FSI,
where their segregated counterparts do not suffer from any convergence problems. In this context, Muddle et al. [21] presented a block preconditioner for the efficient solution of the linear
systems by Krylov subspace solvers. Behr and Tezduyar [27] presented solution strategies for
large scale flow simulations and Johnson and Tezduyar [28] proposed mesh update strategies
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in parallel computations. Gee et al. [20] applied an algebraic multigrid technique to the entire
fluidstructure interaction system of equations. Barker and Cai [29] developed a scalable parallel finite element solver for the simulation of blood flow in compliant arteries using scalable
Newton-Krylov algorithms with an overlapping restricted additive Schwarz method.
One of the most well-known methods used to capture the interaction between structure and
fluid is the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method as described in Hirt el al. [30]. In
the ALE method, the mesh follows the interface between the fluid and solid boundary and the
governing equations are discretized on a moving mesh. This differs from the standard Eulerian
formulation in a way that the mesh movement has to fulfill special conditions in order to maintain the accuracy and the stability of the time integration scheme. This condition is satisfied by
the enforcement of the so-called geometric conservation law (GCL) as coined by Thomas and
Lombard [31]. The ALE approach was subsequently adopted within the finite element context
to solve free surface problems of incompressible viscous fluid flow [32]. In the case of an FSI
problem, the deformable fluid-structure interface is taken into account and the fluid points at
the fluid-solid interface are moved in a Lagrangian way [33]. This article presents a new numerical algorithm based on the ALE formulation for a fully coupled solution of the large-scale
FSI problems where the fluid is modelled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and
the structure is modeled by the St. Venant-Kirchhoff model. The governing equations of the
fluid domain are discretized using an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation based
on the side-centered unstructured finite volume method where the velocity vector components
are defined at the mid-point of each cell face while the pressure is defined at the element centroid. The present arrangement of the primitive variables leads to a stable numerical scheme
and it does not require any ad-hoc modifications in order to enhance the pressure-velocity coupling. This approach was initially used by Hwang [34] and Rida et al. [35] for the solution
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured triangular meshes. The most
appealing feature of the present finite volume approach is that it leads to the classical five-point
Laplace operator for the pressure Poisson equation as in the classical MAC scheme [36] which
is very important for the efficient solution of the large-scale FSI problems. Because, numerical
simulations of FSI problems in general require large computational resources, and it is typically
the fluid subproblem that requires the most computational resources in the coupled system [37].
In the present work, a special attention will be given to satisfy the continuity equation exactly
within each element and the summation of the continuity equations can be exactly reduced to
the domain boundary, which is important for the global mass conservation. The mesh deformation within the fluid domain is achieved by using an algebraic approach based on the minimum
distance function at each time level while avoiding re-meshing in order to enhance numerical
robustness. The deformation of the solid domain is governed by the constitutive laws for the
nonlinear Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material and the classical Galerkin finite element is used to
discretise the governing equations in a Lagrangian frame. Newmark [38] type generalized-α
method [39] is employed to integrate in time the solid dynamic equilibrium equation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some details on
the present FSI method. The mathematical and numerical formulations of the ALE based unstructured finite volume method for the fluid and the finite element method for the structure are
given in detail. In Section 3, the proposed method is validated for three reference FSI benchmark problems: A steady Newtonian fluid interacting with an elastic bar behind a cylinder, a
three-dimensional elastic solid in a steady channel flow and a pulsatile flow in a flexible tube,
which mimics the case of pulsatile blood flow through elastic arteries. Concluding remarks are
provided in Section 4.
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional unstructured mesh with a dual control volume for the velocity components.

2
2.1

MATHEMATICAL and NUMERICAL FORMULATION
Fluid model

The integral form of the incompressible NavierStokes equations that govern the motion of
an arbitrary moving control volume Ω(t) with boundary ∂Ω(t) can be written in the Cartesian
coordinate system in dimensionless form as follows: the momentum equations
∫
I
I
I
∂u
Re
dV + Re
[n · (u − ẋ)] udS +
npdS =
n · ∇udS
(1)
Ωd ∂t
∂Ωd
∂Ωd
∂Ωd
the continuity equation
I
−

n · u dS = 0

(2)

∂Ωe

In these equations, V is the control volume, S is the control volume surface area, n represents
the outward normal vector, u represents the local fluid velocity vector, ẋ represents the grid
velocity (the velocity vector of the control volume surface), p is the pressure and Re is the
dimensionless Reynolds number. Figure 1 illustrates typical two neighboring hexahedral elements with a dual finite volume constructed by connecting the element centroids to the common
vertices shared by the both hexahedral elements. The local fluid velocity vector components are
defined at the mid-point of each face.
2.2

Solid model

The structural behaviour of solid domain is governed by the following conservation of momentum in the Lagrangian framework where the material derivative becomes a partial derivative
with respect to time
∂ 2d
ρ 2 = ∇ · σ s + ρb
(3)
∂t
where ρ is the solid material density, d is the displacement vector, σs is the Cauchy stress tensor
and b is the body forces. The material is defined by the Cauchy stress tensor using the following
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constitutive law for the St. Venant-Kirchhoff material:
S = JF−1 σs F−⊤
F = (I + ∇d)
1 ⊤
E =
(F F − I)
2
S = λtrace(E)I + 2µE
Π = FS

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, F is the deformation gradient tensor, J =
det(F) is the deformation gradients determinant, E is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, Π is the
non-symmetric first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and λ and µ are the material Lame’s constants.
Then the equation of motion with respect to the initial configuration is given by
ρ0

∂ 2d
= ∇ · Π + ρ0 b
∂t2

(9)

where ρ0 is the solid material density per unit undeformed volume.
2.3

Interface conditions

A main requirement for the coupling schemes is to fulfill two coupling conditions: the kinematic and the dynamic continuity across the fluid-solid interface at all times. The kinematic
boundary conditions on the fluid-structue interface is driven by requiring continuity of the velocity
u = ḋ
(10)
while the dynamic condition means that the following equilibrium equation holds for the surface
traction at the common fluid-structure interaction boundary
σs ns = −σf nf

(11)

where ns and nf denote the outward-pointing unit normal on the fluid-structure boundary,
viewed from the structure and fluid domains, respectively. Here, σs represents the Cauchy
stress tensor of the structural field and σf is the stress tensors in the case of an incompressible
Newtonian fluid. The constitutive relation for the fluid stress tensor is given by
σf = −pI + µ(∇u + ∇u⊤ )

(12)

where µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity.
2.4

Numerical discretization of ALE formulation for fluid domain

The momentum equations along the x−, y− and z−directions are discretized over the dual
finite volume shown in Figure 1 and the dual volume involves only the right and left elements
that share the common face where the components of the velocity vector are discretized. The
discrete contribution from the right cell shown in Figure 1 is given below for each term of the
momentum equation along the x−direction. The time derivative
∑ n]
[ n
[ n+1 ∑ n+1 ]
3u1
3u1
i ui
i ui
Re
+
V12345 − Re
+
V12345 with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 (13)
4∆t
6 · 4∆t
4∆t 6 · 4∆t
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The convective term due to fluid motion
] n+1
1 [ n
Re u125 · An+1
125 u125 +
2

1
Re [un125
2

· An125 ] un+1
125

] n+1
1 [
+ Re un235 · An+1
235 u235 +
2

1
Re [un235
2

· An235 ] un+1
235

] n+1
1 [
+ Re un345 · An+1
345 u345 +
2

1
Re [un345
2

· An345 ] un+1
345

] n+1
1 [
+ Re un415 · An+1
415 u415 +
2

1
Re [un415
2

· An415 ] un+1
415

(14)

The convective term due to mesh motion

The pressure term
[

] n
1 [
n+1
− Re ẋn+1
125 · A125 u125 −
2

1
Re
2

[ n+1
]
ẋ125 · An125 un125

] n
1 [
n+1
− Re ẋn+1
235 · A235 u235 −
2

1
Re
2

[ n+1
]
ẋ235 · An235 un235

] n
1 [
n+1
− Re ẋn+1
345 · A345 u345 −
2

1
Re
2

[ n+1
]
ẋ345 · An345 un345

] n
1 [
n+1
− Re ẋn+1
415 · A415 u415 −
2

1
Re
2

[ n+1
]
ẋ415 · An415 un415

]n+1
p2 + p3 + p5
·i+
An+1
235 · i
3
[
]n+1
[
]n+1
p3 + p4 + p5
p4 + p1 + p5
n+1
+
A345 · i +
An+1
415 · i
3
3
p1 + p2 + p5
3

The viscous term
[(
−
[(
−
[(
−
[(
−

∂u
∂x
∂u
∂x
∂u
∂x
∂u
∂x

]n+1

(15)

[

An+1
125

)n+1

(
An+1
125 · i +

125

(

)n+1
An+1
235 · i +
235

(

)n+1
An+1
345 · i +
345

(

)n+1
An+1
415 · i +
415

∂u
∂y
∂u
∂y
∂u
∂y
∂u
∂y

)n+1

(
An+1
125 · j +

125

(

)n+1
An+1
235 · j +
235

(

)n+1
An+1
345 · j +
345

(

)n+1
An+1
415 · j +
415

∂u
∂z
∂u
∂z
∂u
∂z
∂u
∂z

(16)

]

)n+1
An+1
125 · k
125

]

)n+1
An+1
235 · k
235

]

)n+1
An+1
345 · k
345

(17)
]

)n+1
An+1
415 · k
415

where V12345 is the volume of the pyramid between the points x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and x5 shown in
Figure 1, A125 , A235 , A345 and A415 are the area vectors of the dual volume triangular surfaces,
∆t is the time step, the values u125 , u235 , u345 and u415 are the velocity vectors defined at the
mid-point of each dual volume area and p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 and p5 are the pressure values at the points
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x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and x5 , respectively. However, the pressure values at x1 , x2 , x3 and x4 are not
known. To compute the pressure at x1 , as an example, a second-order Taylor series expansion
can be written as
pi = p1 +

∂p
∂p
∂p
|x=x1 (xi − x1 ) +
|x=x1 (yi − y1 ) +
|x=x1 (zi − z1 )
∂x
∂y
∂z

(18)

where i represents the neighboring hexahedral elements connected to the x1 point. This overdetermined system of linear equations may be solved in a least square sense using the normal
equation approach, in which both sides are multiplied by the transpose. The modified system
is solved using the singular value decomposition provided by the Intel Math Kernel Library in
order to avoid the numerical difficulties associated with solving linear systems with near rank
deficiency. The velocity components are also computed at the points x1 , x2 , x3 and x4 in a
similar manner. The velocity vector gradient components defined at the mid-point of each dual
volume faces are computed by the use of the Green-Gauss theorem:
I
∂u
∂u
∂u
1
∇u =
i+
j+
k=
udA
(19)
∂x
∂y
∂z
VC ∂Ωc
where VC covolume consists two tetrahedral elements that share the same dual volume surface
area and have their fourth vertices at the upwind and downwind velocity locations of the same
dual volume surface area (for A125 , the locations where u1 and u2 are defined). The right-hand
side of the equations (19) is evaluated using the mid-point rule on each of the covolume faces.
It should be noted that for the present finite-volume surface integrals involve only triangular
planar surfaces for the momentum equations. The convective velocity vector components u125 ,
u235 , u345 and u415 are computed using the least square interpolations [40, 41]. As an example,
u125 = β [u1 + ∇u1 r1 ] + (1 − β) [u2 + ∇u2 r2 ]

(20)

where β is a weight factor determining the type of convection scheme used, ∇u1 and ∇u2 are
the gradients of velocity components where the u1 and u2 velocity components are defined and
r1 and r2 are the distance vectors from the mid-point of the dual volume surface to the locations
where the gradients of velocity components are computed. For evaluating the gradient terms,
∇u1 and ∇u2 , a least square procedure is used in which the velocity data is assumed to behave
linearly. In order to satisfy the geometric conservation law (GCL) at the discrete level, the grid
velocity components are computed through the use of the first-order backward differences.
ẋn+1 =

xn+1 − xn
∆t

(21)

This will ensure that the numerical scheme preserve a uniform flow solution exactly independent
of the mesh motion. In comparison to the staggered methods, the use of the both velocity
components significantly simplifies the discretization of the governing equations as well as the
implementation of physical boundary conditions. The discretization of the momentum equation
along the y− and z−direction follows very closely the ideas presented here. The continuity
equation (2) is integrated within each hexahedral elements and evaluated using the mid-point
rule on each of the element faces
6
∑
[ n+1 ] [ n+1 ] [ n+1 ]
−
u Ax i + v Ay i + w Az i = 0
i=1
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where A = Ax i + Ay j + Az k is the hexahedral element surface area vector and u, v and w are
the velocity vector components defined at the mid-point of each hexahedral element face. The
discretization of above equations leads to a saddle point problem of the form:


 

A11 0
0 A14
u
b1
 0 A22 0 A24   v   b2 


=

(23)
 0
0 A33 A34   w   b3 
A41 A42 A43 0
p
0
where, A11 , A22 and A33 are the convection diffusion operators, (A14 , A24 , A34 )⊤ is the pressure
gradient operator and (A41 , A42 , A43 ) is the divergence operator. It should also be noted that
on an uniform Cartesian mesh the multiplication of the matrices B41 B14 + B42 B24 + B43 B34
gives the classical five-point Laplace operator as in the MAC scheme [36] which is extremely
important for the efficient implementation of the present preconditioned iterative solvers.
2.5

Galerkin finite element discretization for solid domain

The weak form of the equations can be obtained by multiplying the equation (9) by the test
functions, and integrating over the volume of the element as follows
∫
∫
∂ 2d
(24)
Ni ρ 2 dV0 =
Ni (∇ · Π + ρb) dV0
∂t
Ωs
Ωs
Integrating by parts one has
∫
∫
∫
∫
∂ 2d
Ni ρ 2 dV0 =
Π∇Ni dV0 +
Ni ρbdV0
∇ · (Ni Π) dV0 −
∂t
Ωs
Ωs
Ωs
Ωs

(25)

The first term can be related to a surface integral by the divergence theorem over the closed
surface of the element, and the weak form in tensor notation can be obtained as
∫
I
∫
∫
∂ 2d
Ni ρ 2 dV0 =
(Ni Π) ndS0 −
Π∇Ni dV0 +
Ni ρbdV0
(26)
∂t
Ωs
∂Ωs
Ωs
Ωs
The displacements at any point in the isoparametric hexahedral element are approximated by a
linear combination of the displacements at the nodal points of the element



d
x1 








d
y1


 






d
N1 0
0 N2 0
0 N3 0
0 · · · N8 0
0
 dx 
 z1 

.


.
dy
0 N1 0
0 N2 0
0 N3 0 · · · 0 N8 0
=
= Nd


 . 

dz
0
0 N1 0
0 N2 0
0 N3 · · · 0
0 N8 


dx8 







d


y8

 d 

z8
(27)
The stiffness matrix for the hexahedral element is obtained from the discretization of the third
integral term of the weak form of the equations (26).
∫
∫
∫
Π∇Ni dV0 =
F S∇Ni dV0 =
(I + ∇d)S∇Ni dV0
(28)
Ωs

Ωs

Ωs
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The operation of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor on ∇Ni can explicitly given in matrix
notation as
S ∇Ni = [Bi ]⊤ {S}
(29)
The integral can be obtained, at this stage, as
∫
∫
Π∇Ni dV0 =
(I + ∇d)[Bi ]⊤ {S} dV0
Ωs

where

(30)

Ωs

(I + ∇d)[Bi ]⊤ = [Bi ]⊤ + ∇d[Bi ]⊤ = [Bi ]⊤ + [Bi ]⊤
NL

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor can be written as



Sxx 
λ + 2µ
λ
λ








Syy 
λ
λ + 2µ
λ







Szz
λ
λ
λ
+
2µ
= 

Sxy 
0
0
0









0
0
0

 Sxz 



Syz
0
0
0
{z
|

0
0
0
µ
0
0

0
0
0
0
µ
0

0
0
0
0
0
µ

















}

Exx
Eyy
Ezz
2Exy
2Exz
2Eyz

(31)
















(32)

C

where the Green-St. Venant strain tensor can be obtained in vector form using the definition
given in (5) and (6). Defining the displacement field in terms of the nodal displacements using
(27), the the Green-St. Venant strain tensor in vector form can be obtained as
1
{E} = [B + BN L ]{d}
2
Hence, the element stiffness matrix can be calculated as
∫
1
K(e) =
(B + BN L )⊤ C(B + BN L )dV0
2
Ωs

(33)

(34)

It should be noted that we do not use the Newton’s method here. The element mass matrix
can be obtained from the inertial term in the equation (26) by substituting the displacements
equation (27) one has
∫
ρNT NdV0

M(e) =

(35)

Ωs

Finally, the boundary loads are imposed on the face of
integral term given in the equation (26)




I
I
Πxx Πxy Πxz  nx 
dS0 =
Ni 
Ni  Πyx Πyy Πyz  ny


∂Ω
∂Ωs
s
nz
Πzx Πzy Πzz

the surface elements by the surface

 
σxx σxy σxz
 n̂x 
n̂y
σyx σyy σyz 
dS (36)


n̂z
σzx σzy σzz s

where n̂ is the surface normal vector given in the deformed solid domain
n̂ = n̂x i + n̂y j + n̂z k

(37)

Then the following equilibrium equation is applied at the common fluid-structure interaction
boundary
(38)
σs n̂s = −σf n̂f
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Upon assembly of the element matrices the following dynamic system of equations can be
obtained for the structure.
Md̈ + R(d) = F
(39)
where M, R(d) and F are the global mass matrix, nonlinear residual due to material stiffness
and load vector respectively, and d is the vector of global displacements. In the present approach
the system given in (40) is solved using the generalized−α method of Chung and Hulbert [39].
2.6

Generalized−α method

Upon assembly of the element matrices the following dynamic system of equations can be
obtained for the structure.
Md̈ + R(d) = F
(40)
where M, R(d) and F are the global mass matrix, nonlinear residual due to material stiffness
and load vector respectively, and d is the vector of global displacements. In the present approach
the system given in (40) is solved using the generalized−α method of Chung and Hulbert [39].
The generalized−α method is an implicit, onestep time integration scheme based on Newmark
like approximations [38] in the time domain and the modified form of the equation of motion
becomes
Md̈α + R(dα ) = Fα
(41)
The method relies on the following interpolations that relate positions, velocities, and accelerations:
]
∆t2 [
dn+1 = dn + ∆tḋn +
(1 − 2β) d̈n + 2β d̈n+1
(42)
2
ḋn+1 = ḋn + (1 − γ) ∆td̈n + γ∆td̈n+1
(43)
The acceleration term is solved from equations (42) and then inserted into the equation (43).
The modified equations can be written as
(
)
1
1
1
d̈n+1 =
ḋn −
(44)
(dn+1 − dn ) −
− 1 d̈n
β∆t2
β∆t
2β
(
)
(
)
γ
γ
γ
ḋn+1 =
(dn+1 − dn ) −
− 1 ḋn −
− 1 ∆td̈n
(45)
β∆t
β
2β
where β and γ are the Newmark parameters. Subscripts α denote evaluation of the respective
quantities within the time interval
d̈α = (1 − αM ) d̈n + αM d̈n+1
Rα = (1 − αF ) R(dn ) + αF R(dn+1 )
Fα = (1 − αF ) F(dn ) + αF F(dn+1 )

(46)
(47)
(48)

Substituting for the displacement and acceleration at time level n + 1, the following system of
equations is obtained
1
αM
Mdn+1 + αF R(dn+1 ) − αF F(dn+1 ) = (1 − αF )F(dn ) − (1 − αF )R(dn )
β∆t2
[
(
) ]
1
1
1
−(1 − αM )Md̈n + αM M
dn +
ḋn +
− 1 d̈n
(49)
β∆t2
β∆t
2β
The resulting scheme is second order accurate and an appropriate selection of the involved time
integration parameters allow for unconditional stable solutions of nonlinear dynamics. The
classical Newmark method can be derived for αM = αF = 1.
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2.7

Mesh deformation algorithm

A FSI algorithm requires a scheme for moving mesh vertices as the fluid-structure interfaces
deform, rotate and translate. Several mesh deforming algorithms have been presented in the literature including the spring analogy [42], the elastic medium analogy [28], the edge swapping
algorithm [43] and the remeshing algorithm [44]. These methods generally require solving
discrete equations using iterative methods and the computational effort for these methods in
three-dimension is not negligible. Therefore, we employ an alternative algebraic method [45]
which assumes an exponential decay of the mesh displacement away from the fluid-structure
interaction based on the minimum distance function. In addition, the equations of linear elasticity can be solved within the fluid domain and the robustness of the method can be further
improved by modifying the Youngs module based on the distance function in order to increase
the stiffness of small elements close to the fluid-structure interaction [46].
2.8

Coupled System of Equations

When the fluid and structure solvers are coupled with the interface conditions given in the
section 2.3 and the mesh deformation algorithm described in the section 2.7, the following linear
algebraic system of equations are obtained.


 

Aup
0
0
Auq
Auu AuuΓ
u
b1
 0
 


AuΓ uΓ
0
0
AudΓ
0 

  uΓ   0 
 Apu ApuΓ




0
0
0
0  p   0 


(50)
 0
  d  =  b4 
0
A
A
0
0
dd
dd
Γ


 

 AdΓ u AdΓ uΓ AdΓ p AdΓ d AdΓ dΓ 0   dΓ   b5 
0
0
0
0
AqdΓ Aqq
q
0
where Γ represents the variables at the common fluid-structure interface, q is the amount of
mesh deformation within the fluid domain. These equations can be written as:

  

Auu Aup Aud Auq
u
d1
 Apu 0
  

0
0 

 p   0 
(51)
 Adu Adp Add 0   d  =  d3 
0
0 Aqd Aqq
q
0
In practice, the solution of equation (51) does not converge very quickly and it is rather difficult
to construct robust preconditioners for the whole coupled system because of the zero-block
diagonal resulting from the divergence-free constraint. In the present paper, we use an upper
triangular right preconditioner which results in a scaled discrete Laplacian instead of a zero
block in the original system. Then the modified system becomes

 


Auu Auu Âup + Aup Aud Auq
Auu Aup Aud Auq
I Âup 0 0

 
 Apu 0
0
0 
0
0 
Apu Âup

  0 I 0 0  =  Apu

 Adu Adp Add 0   0 0 I 0   A
0 
du Adu Âup + Adp Add
0
0 Aqd Aqq
0 0 0 I
0
0
Aqd Aqq
(52)
and the zero block is replaced with −Apu Aup , which is a scaled discrete Laplacian. Unfortunately, this leads to a significant increase in the number of non-zero elements due to the
matrix-matrix multiplication. However, it is possible to replace the −Aup block matrix in the
upper triangular right preconditioner with a computationally less expensive matrix, −Âup . The
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calculations indicate that the largest contribution for the pressure gradients in the momentum
equations comes from the right and left elements that share the common edge/face where the
components of the velocity vector are discretized. Therefore, we will use the contribution from
these two elements for the −Âup matrix which leads maximum three non-zero entries per row.
Although, this approximation does not change the convergence rate of an iterative solver significantly, it leads to a significant reduction in the computing time and memory requirement.
The present one-level iterative solver is based on the restricted additive Schwarz method with
the flexible GMRES(m) algorithm. Since the zero block is removed, a block-incomplete factorization coupled with the reverse Cuthill-McKee ordering [47] can be used within each partitioned sub-domains. The implementation of the preconditioned Krylov subspace algorithm and
matrix-matrix multiplication were carried out using the PETSc [48] software package developed at the Argone National Laboratories. METIS library [49] is used to decompose the flow
domain into a set of sub-domains.
3

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the proposed FSI algorithm described in Section 2 is validated for an unsteady
Newtonian fluid interacting with an elastic rectangular bar behind a circular cylinder, a threedimensional elastic solid confined in a rectangular channel and a pulsatile flow in a flexible
tube, which mimics the case of pulsatile blood flow through elastic arteries.
3.1

Test Case I: Fluid–structure interaction of an elastic bar behind a rigid cylinder

The first case corresponds to the FSI benchmark problem proposed by Hron and Turek [50].
The problem consists of an elastic bar behind a rigid circular cylinder which is placed asymmetrically between parallel lateral walls as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The geometric description of the first validation case.

The parameters H = 0.41 is the 2D channel height, L = 2.5 is the channel length, D = 0.1 is
the cylinder diameter, l = 0.35 is the bar length and h = 0.02 is the bar height. The cylinder
is positioned at (0.2,0.2) from the left bottom corner of the channel. The control point A is
attached to the structure and moving in time starting from (0.6,0.2). The inflow velocity is set
to
u(y) = 1.5⟨U ⟩

4.0
y(H − y) 2
= 1.5⟨U ⟩
y(0.41 − y)
(H/2)
0.1681

(53)

where ⟨U ⟩ is the mean inflow velocity. The outlet boundary conditions are set to natural
(traction-free) boundary conditions:
∂v
=0
∂x

∂u
= p,
∂x
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Table 1: Fluid and structure properties for Test Case I

Density ρf
Fluid Dynamic viscosity µ
f
Mean Inflow velocity ⟨U ⟩
Density ρs
Solid Poisson ratio ν
s
Shear modulus µs

FSI1

FSI2

1000

1000

1 × 10−3

1 × 10−3

0.2

2

1000

1000

0.4

0.4

0.5 × 106

2 × 106

Table 2: Displacements at point A for FSI1 of Test Case I. Re = 20.

DOF

dx [×10−3 ]

dy [×10−3 ]

Present FSI solver

375, 216

0.022387

0.81408

Hron and Turek [50]

304, 128

0.022732

0.82071

Degroote et al. [52]

320, 372

0.022651

0.83478

Richter and Wick [53] 351, 720

0.022695

0.81556

We consider two cases with two different inflow speeds and shear moduli for this test problem
with the physical parameters indicated in Table 1. FSI1, where the Reynolds number Re = 20,
results in a steady state solution, while FSI2, which corresponds to FSI3 of Hron and Turek
[50], results in an unsteady flow solution with the Reynolds number Re = 200. For the present
test case, we use an unstructured mesh with 78, 921 quadrilateral elements and 79, 806 nodes,
which result in a total of 375,216 DOF for the whole domain. The mesh is highly refined close
to the solid surfaces using local mesh refinement algorithms within the CUBIT [51] library. The
computed u−velocity vector components for FSI2 are shown in Figure 3 with the streamlines at
different time levels. The streamlines indicate an alternating large recirculation zone just behind
the cylinder. The time variation of vertical displacement for FSI2 at point A(0.6, 0.2) on the tip
of the bar is given in Figure 4. The computed deformations at point A for the steady and the
unsteady flow solutions are tabulated in Table 2 and 3 with comparisons to the computations
from different authors. The present results are in relative good agreement with the results in the
literature and the present calculations can correctly predict the amplitude of the oscillations for
the unsteady flow solution (FSI2). The period of oscillations for the elastic structure is about
0.1805 s. The motion of the structure and the corresponding displacements of the reference
point are illustrated in Figure 5 for one complete cycle.
3.2

Test Case II: 3D FSI problem of an elastic beam in a cross flow

In the second example, the present FSI solver is validated for a 3-dimensional stationary
problem, where an elastic beam is immersed in a rectangular channel as illustrated in Figure 6.
The dimensions of the channel is [0, 1.5] × [0, 0.4] × [−0.4, 0.4] while the dimensions of solid
domain is [0.4, 0, 5] × [0, 0.2] × [−0.2, 0.2]. The problem is considered to be symmetric in the
xy−plane. The present problem is solved by Richter [56] using a variational monolithic Ar-
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Figure 3: The computed u−velocity vector component contours with the streamlines for an elastic bar behind a
rigid cylinder at Re = 200.

Table 3: Displacements at point A for FSI2 of Test Case I. Re = 200.

DOF

dx [×10−3 ]

dy [×10−3 ]

Present FSI solver

375, 216 −2.521 ± 2.655

+1.327 ± 33.659

Hron and Turek [50]

304, 128 −2.69 ± 2.53

+1.48 ± 34.38

Wick [54]

72, 696

−2.84 ± 2.67

+1.28 ± 34.61

Chabannes et al. [55]

86, 256

−2.90 ± 2.77

+1.33 ± 34.90

Figure 4: The time variation of vertical displacement for an elastic bar behind a rigid cylinder at Re = 200.
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Figure 5: The motion of the elastic bar at Re = 200 for one complete cycle.

bitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation with local mesh refinement, resulting upto 7, 600, 775
DOF. The author provides the structure displacement values in x− and y−direction at the point
A(0.45, 0.15, 0.15) and the drag forces on the solid body. The inlet velocity has a parabolic

Figure 6: The geometry for 3D FSI problem.

distribution given
u(y, z) =

0.22

(
)
0.3
y (0.4 − y) 0.42 − z 2
2
× 0.4

(55)

with the maximum value of umax = 0.3. The outlet boundary conditions are set to natural
(traction-free) boundary conditions.
The Reynolds number is based on an average inflow velocity (⟨U ⟩ = 0.2) and an obstacle of
height h = 0.2 and its value is Re = 40. The properties for the fluid and the solid are tabulated
in Table 4. The computational mesh consists of 362, 224 hexahedral elements and 374, 523 vertices leading to 4, 096, 6514 DOF. The mesh is initially constructed from a Cartesian mesh and
then two levels of refinement are performed near the solid walls. The computed u−velocity
vector component isosurfaces with the streamtraces are shown in Figure 7 at Re = 40. In
addition, the streamtraces computed on the solid walls are shown in Figure 8 on the front and
on the back side of the solid body. The computed deformation vector components at the point
A(0.45, 0.15, 0.15) are given in Table 5 for more precise comparison and the values are compared with the results of Richter [56]. The results are relatively in good agreement.
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Table 4: Fluid and structure properties for test case II

Fluid
Density
ρf = 1000
Kinematic viscosity
νf = 10−3
Average Inflow velocity ⟨U ⟩ = 0.2

Structure
Density
Poisson ratio
Shear Modulus

ρs = 1000
νs = 0.4
µs = 5 × 105

Figure 7: The computed u−velocity vector component isosurfaces with the streamtraces for an elastic bar confined
in a rectangular channel at Re = 40.

Table 5: Displacement at point A for Test Case II

Present FSI solver
DOF 4, 096, 651
∆x
5.753204 × 10−5
∆y
8.735848 × 10−7
∆z
8.533534 × 10−7

(a) Upwind Direction

Richter [56]
7, 600, 775
5.9280 × 10−5
-

(b) Downwind Direction

Figure 8: The computed streamtraces on the solid walls for an elastic bar confined in a rectangular channel at
Re = 40.
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3.3

Test Case III: Pressure-pulse in a flexible tube

In the last example we consider a three-dimensional dynamic FSI benchmark problem proposed by [57], which has been considered by many authors [58, 59, 20]. The problem is related
to the blood flow through elastic arteries and the test configuration consists of an incompressible
viscous flow through a flexible circular tube with an inner radius of 0.5 cm and a wall thickness
of 0.1 cm. The tube wall is clamped at both ends and a pressure boundary condition is imposed
on the fluid at the inflow and outflow boundaries. The fluid is initially at rest and a pressure
of 1.3332 × 10−4 dyn/cm2 is imposed on the inflow boundary for t < 0.003 s, while at the
outflow boundary, the pressure is set to zero throughout the analysis. The physical properties
for the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material and the Newtonian fluid used for the third test case
are listed in Table 6. The mesh for this test case consists of 148, 480 hexahedral elements and
154, 305 vertices for the whole computational domain. Throughout the computations, the time
step is set to 1 × 10−4 . In Figure 9, the time variations of the radial components of displacement
and velocity of the inner tube wall at half the length of the pipe are presented for the first 0.02s
of motion. The snapshot of the computed deformation contours at 0.0069s is given in Figure 10,
which is comparable with the structural deformation result presented in [20]. It should be noted
that the wall deformation presented in Figure 10 are exaggerated by a factor of 10 for clarity. In
the future, we will repeat the same problem with the second-order backward difference in the
fluid domain.

(a) Displacement

(b) Velocity

Figure 9: Radial components of displacement and velocity of the inner tube wall at half the length of the pipe.

Table 6: Fluid and structure properties for test case III

Fluid
Density
Dynamic viscosity

Structure
ρf = 1 g/cm
Density
−2
µf = 3 × 10 g/cm · s Poisson ratio
Young modulus
3
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Figure 10: The computed radial displacement contours at t = 0.0069s. The wall deformation are exaggerated by
a factor of 10 for clarity.

4

CONCLUSIONS

A new algorithm based on the ALE formulation is presented for a fully coupled solution of
the large-scale FSI problems where the fluid is modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations and the structure is modeled by the St. Venant-Kirchhoff model. The present ALE
formulation does not require any ad-hoc modifications in order to enhance the pressure-velocity
coupling. The continuity equation is satisfied within each element exactly and the summation
of the continuity equations can be exactly reduced to the domain boundary, which is important
for the global mass conservation. A special attention is also given to satisfy the Geometric
Conservation Law (GCL) on moving meshes at discrete level. The deformation of the solid
domain is governed by the constitutive laws for the nonlinear Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material
and the classical Galerkin finite element is used to discretize the governing equations in a Lagrangian frame. The implementation of the preconditioned coupled iterative solvers is based
on the PETSc library for improving the efficiency of the parallel code. The present numerical
algorithm is validated for a Newtonian fluid interacting with an elastic rectangular bar behind
a circular cylinder, a three-dimensional elastic solid confined in a rectangular channel and a
pulsatile flow in a flexible tube, which mimics the case of pulsatile blood flow through elastic
arteries.
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Abstract: The rotary wing and the flapping wing technology for the MAVs (Micro Air Vehicle) demand the
studies of unsteady aerodynamic effects on the vehicles performing near the ground. In this study, a fast and robust
numerical method based on the general formulae for the lift and propulsive forces, acting on a heaving-plunging
airfoil, induced by a vortex sheet and its ground image, is developed and implemented. The Keldish-Lavrentiev
series expansion of the Kernel function is employed to find the effect of the image vortex sheet on the airfoil.
Coupled with the unsteady aerodynamics, the unsteady boundary layer equations cast in the velocity-vorticity
formulation are solved numerically to predict the viscous drag on the airfoil performance under the: i) restrained
condition where the mean distance to the ground remains the same, and ii) unrestrained condition for which the
airfoil ascends or descends freely during its interaction with the ground. Applications of these two different
performances with Reynolds number of 3040 and 10 000, which are examples from the current literature, yield
satisfactory results.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic performance of any object flying near the ground is affected by its presence.
The physics of the problem necessitates a mathematical modeling with the image vortices to
satisfy the tangency boundary condition at the ground. The steady state lift coefficient formula is
provided by [1] in series form based on the Keldish-Lavrentiev expansion of the Kernel function
as described in [2]. In this series expression of the lift, taking the first term only gives additional
lift near the ground, however, adding more terms generate reduction in the lift for the cases
where the mean distance to the ground is very small.
For the pitching plunging, simple harmonic motion is considered with a phase difference.
The unsteady lift during the pitch and plunge is calculated with the concept of reduced
circulation based on the integration of the amplitude of the bound vortex sheet strength over the
chord. The unsteady boundary layer edge velocity is also calculated from the bound vortex sheet
strength and its image. This edge velocity is utilized as the boundary condition for the numerical
solution [3] of the unsteady boundary layer equations to obtain the drag force which opposes to
the propulsive force.
Here, the interaction of the airfoil with the ground is studied for two different cases. The first
case considered is the restrained case where the mean distance to the ground is kept constant in
calculating the lift and the propulsion. The second case considers the airfoil to be free to ascend
or descend as the result of interacting with the ground. The path of the airfoil, here, is calculated
with Runge-Kutta method for the integration of the system of second order ordinary differential
equations. At each time step first the aerodynamics is handled to obtain the forces, and these
forces are used to determine the trajectory of the motion. The detailed description of the
computational procedure is provided in the following sections.
2

FORMULATIONS

The lifting and the propulsive forces of a pitching plunging airfoil near the ground are
formulated using the bound and the wake vortex sheets and their images as shown in Fig.1.

γw

γa
hg

wake region

profile

-1

ground

1

U
image

x,ξ

image

Fig1. Bound and the wake vorticies and their images

The flapping motion is assumed as the simple harmonic pitch and plunge combined in the
following form
h(t ) = h ′ cos(ωt )
α (t ) = α + α cos(ωt + ϕ )
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In the presence of ground, the distance between the ground and the wing is going to change
because of plunge motion as
h g′ (t ) = ho′ − h ′ cos(ωt )
(2)
The relation between the downwash wa and the equation of the motion of the body reads as
w a ( x, t ) =

∂z a
∂z a
+U
∂x ′
∂x ′

(3)

where, z a ( x, t ) = −h(t ) − α (t ) x ′ for a pitching-plunging thin airfoil which is pitching about its mid
chord. For simple harmonic motion, the amplitude of the vortex sheet strength γ a , with the effect
of the image of the bound and the wake vortices according to the Biot-Savart law [4] induces the
following downwash amplitude
wa ( x) −

ik Ω ∞ −ikξ 1
x −ξ
1
e
(
−
) dξ = −
∫
2
2
2π 1
x − ξ ( x − ξ ) + 4h g
2π

1

1

∫ γ a (ξ , t )( x − ξ −

−1

x −ξ
( x − ξ ) 2 + 4h g2

) dξ

(4)

1

where, Ω = Γa e ik / b = e ik ∫ γ a ( x)dx , is the amplitude of the reduced circulation which contributes to
−1

the second term of the integral as the ground effect and b is the half-chord. The integral equation
above is inverted with the approach of Keldysh and Lavrentiev, as described in [2], as follows.
The kernel of the integral at the right hand is expanded into the Taylor series given below
K (x − ξ ) =

∞
1
x −ξ
1
x −ξ n
−
=
+ h −1 ∑ K n (
) ,
2
2
x − ξ ( x − ξ ) + 4h
x −ξ
h
n =0

K n = ( −1) ( n +1) / 2 2 − ( n +1) , n = 1, 3, 5....

(5)

Note that, the same function also acts as the coefficient of the exponent in the second tem of left
hand side of (4), which will be expanded into power series as given in (5).
Then the bound vortex sheet strength with two terms becomes
∞

γ a ( x) = ∑ h g− n γ n ≅ γ o + γ 2 / h g2

(5)

n =1

For γ 2 , in terms of γ o which is the out of ground effect, we have for the first term in the series
as described in [5]. After the inversion of the integral (4) for pitching and plunging motion the
full expression for the reduced circulation amplitude becomes
Ω
=
U

[

3ik  2
ikh + (1 −
)α  / h g
2 
4

1 1
3 −ik 3

+ (− 2 +
)e + C1 (k ) − C 2 (k )  / h g2
4 k
2ik
2


]

− 2π α + ik (h + α / 2) −
3 1
1 −ik
ik [C1 (k )] + ik  ( 2 −
)e
4ik
16 2k

π

(6)

First terms of the numerator and the denominator of (6) gives the reduced circulation without the
presence of ground as hg goes to infinity.
2.1

Lift and propulsive forces

The integration of unsteady lifting pressure coefficient gives the total of circulatory and the
non-circulatory lift as follows [5]
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[

]

C l = 2 π C ( k ) α + ik ( h + α / 2 ) − π k 2 ( h + α ) +

π 

3 ik

ik h + (1 −
)α  / h g2
2 
4


Ω  3
1
1
1 
1
3
3

(
−
) e − ik +  ( − 2 +
) e − ik + C 1 ( k ) − C 2 ( k )   / h g2

U  16 2 k 2
4 ik
4 
2
ik
2
k

− ik
− ik


Ω  5
1
1
5 e
e

−k2
(
−
) e − ik + (
+ C 1 ( k )) − 2 ( 2 + C 2 ( k )  / h g2

U  16 k 2
2 ik
4 ik

k

(7)

+ ik

In (7), the second and the last terms represent the contributions of the apparent mass to the lift.
The steady state value of the lift coefficient, for k=0, becomes C l = 2πα (1 + 0.25 / h g2 ) as expected
[1].
The propulsive force due to flapping is generated by the leading edge suction, which is given
in terms of the vortex sheet strength evaluated at the leading edge, as follows [6]

b + x′ 
P = lim γ a ( x ′)

x′ → − b 
2 


S = −(π ρ P 2 + α L),

(8-a,b)

In order to calculate P in (8-b), sum of all vortex sheet strengths at the leading edge is obtained
as (γ a = U / 2 C pa ) LE , hence from (8-b) we have

U
ikΩ 
3
7 −ik

P = 2b U C(k )α + ikC(k )(h + α / 2) − ikα / 2 + 2 α + ik (h + α ) +
(− 2 +
)e + C1(k ) − C2 (k )
2
8ik
4hg
4πhg  4k



[

]

[

]

(9)

We have to note here that the apparent mass term makes no contribution to the leading edge
suction force because of the limiting process described in (8-b).
2.2

Drag

The drag force, here, is evaluated from the unsteady boundary layer equations in velocity (u,v)
and vorticity, ω, formulation expressed in body attached coordinates x-y [3]
∂u ∂v
+
=0
∂x ∂y

(10)

and
∂ω
∂ω
∂ω
1 ∂ 2ω
+u
+v
=
∂t
∂x
∂y Re ∂y 2

(11)

wherein, (10-11) are the continuity and the vorticity transport equations, respectively.
addition, the definition of vorticity in the boundary layer reads as
ω=−

∂u
∂y

In
(12)

The skin friction is obtained from the surface vorticity value as follows
cf = −

2
ωo
Re

(13)
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2.3

Numerical formulation

The boundary layer equations given above are discritized with finite differencing.
Accordingly, (11) is discritized on a Cartesian grid with finite steps of ∆t in time, ∆x and ∆y in
space. Equation (12) is integrated with the trapezoidal rule to give the edge velocity as follows
δ
J −1


U e i = − ∫ ω dy i = − ωi ,o / 2 + ∑ ω i , j  ∆y
j
=
1
0



(14)

Discretizing (11) in time and x direction with forward differencing and y direction with central
differencing, and combaining with (14), we obtain the following matrix equation at each time
level in the following manner
n
1 / 2 1 1 . . . 1  ωi ,o   − U e / ∆y  n






a 2 d 2 c2 . . .   ωi ,1   b2 
 

. a d c . .   ω
(15)
3
3 3
 i , 2  =  b3 

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

aJ

.



 .

 
d J   ωi , J −1 
i

.

 bJ



i

here, the coefficient matrix is given in terms of the known quantities of velocity and the vorticity.
The velocity field at the discrete locations are calculated from the vorticity definition for u and
the continuity equation for v as follows:
y

j
j −1
ui , j = − ∫ ω dy i = −  ∑ (ωi ,m −1 + ωi ,m ) / 2 ∆y , j=2,...,J
 m =1

0

(16)

and
vin, j = vin, j −1 −

3

∆y
( u i , j + u i , j −1 − ui −1, j − u i −1, j −1 ) n , j = 2, J
2∆x

(17)

APPLICATIONS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The effect of the ground on a thin airfoil, here, is going to be demonstrated with several
applications. First, the steady state case is studied. Afterwards, two different unsteady cases are
going to be demonstrated as to determining the ground effect on an airfoil where the mean
distance to the ground kept constant with i) only plunging, and with ii) pitching and plunging.
Finally, the unrestrained plunging airfoil is free to translate horizontally and vertically with the
propulsive and lift force change due to the presence of the ground.
3.1

Steady case

The lift change near the ground under the angle of attack α is given with three terms involving
h as [1]
C l = 2 π α (1 +

1
4h 2

−
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1
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)
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The second term in (18) has a positive effect on the lift, whereas the last two terms reduces the
lift for values of h less than a critical value which makes all three terms to add to zero. This
critical value hcr ≈ 0.62. Hence, two different steady cases are considered. The distance to the
ground h<0.62 and h>0.62. Figure 2 shows the first steady case where the airfoil descends
because h being less than hcr. Here, y is the vertical distance and v is the vertical velocity with
respect to reduced time s=Ut/b.

Fig2. Descending airfoil due the ground effect

Shown in Fig.3 is the second case where the ground effect is positive on the lift.

Fig3. Ascending airfoil due the ground effect

3.2

Unsteady restrained case

The mean distance to the ground for this case is kept constant. The solution procedure, here,
is as follows:
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i) at a given time level n, the lift and the propulsive force are evaluated with (7) and (8-a),
ii) the drag is found with integrating (13) over the top and bottom surfaces,
iii) the net propulsive force is obtained as the difference between the propulsive force and the
drag.
Shown in Fig.4 are the variations of the force coefficients for the heaving-plunging airfoil.
Here, the reduced frequency value k=ωb/U=0.5 is taken for the airfoil plunging near the ground
with h g′ (t ) = 1.1 − 0.4 cos(ks) being the variable distance to the ground. The averaged net propulsive
force coefficients, obtained with integration of Cs=(S+D)/(ρU2b) over a period of time from
Fig.4, are CT=-0.0431 with the ground effect and CT=-0.0206 without the ground effect which
yields more than 100% increase in trust.

Fig4. Propulsive force coefficient variation with time for k=0.5 and Re=10 000

For the pitching plunging airfoil the following motion is imposed similar to that given in [7]
hg = 1.1 − 0.3 cos( ks )

α = −10.4 o cos( ks + 79.9 o )

Fig5. Propulsive force coefficient variation for pitch and plunge with time for k=0.5 and Re=10 000
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It has been already demonstrated that adding pitch to the plunge with a phase difference
increases the propulsive force coefficients [7]. The averaged net propulsive force coefficients for
this case are found to be -0.244 with the ground effect and -0.166 without the presence of the
ground which causes almost 50% increase.
3.3

Unsteady unrestrained case

Unsteady effect is studied with the parameters of an ornithopter sudy given in [8] for a
plunging airfoil with h=y(s)+0.61cos(ks), y(0)=1.1. Here, k=0.5 and the Re=3040 so kh=0.3>0.2
criteria is satisfied. Shown in Fig.6 are the vertical y, and the horizontal x, displacement of the
airfoil versus the reduced frequency s where at each time step the position of the airfoil is
determined using the Runge-Kutta method for the following system of ODE written in nondimensional coordinates
d2x
ds

2

d2y
d s2

= C s (s)

b
U2

= ∆C l ( s )

g , x (0 ) = 0

b
U2

(19-a,b)
g , y (0) = 1.1

During calculation of horizontal displacement, only the contribution coming from the
acceleration caused by the thrust is considered. Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity.

Fig6. Left, vertical y, and right horizontal displacement x and their rates v under the unsteady ground effect

Figure 7 shows the unrestrained actual path of the airfoil under the influence of the ground
which is obtained by solving (19-a,b) with variable force coefficients determined simultaneously
using the solution procedure described in section 3.2. Here, the horizontal distance covered
includes the contribution of the free stream together with the acceleration due to thrust.
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The computational time does not exceed a few seconds for more than a 12 000 time steps for
the boundary layer solutions coupled with the path determination through solution of system of
ODEs all performed with a MATLAB [9] code.

Fig.7 Trajectory of motion under the unsteady ground effect

4

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of the presence of ground on the airfoils, with emphasis on flapping, is analyzed
with vortex sheets and their images coupled with unsteady boundary layer for predicting the
viscous drag.
For the steady case, there is a critical value of the distance to the ground below that value the
airfoil undergoes a descending motion rather than an ascending one.
The flapping airfoil, for the motion where the mean distance to the ground kept constant,
produces considerably more thrust when pitch added to the plunge with a phase difference, as
given in literature.
The unrestrained airfoil with plunging only, gains small altitude because of flapping under the
influence of ground.
Acknowledgment: The help from Dr. Seher Durmaz for producing the graphs and the format of
the text is greatly appreciated.
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Abstract. Atmospheric turbulent flow solutions coupled with a mesoscale meteorological weather
prediction software are obtained on terrain fitted high resolution computational grids using
FLUENT as a CFD tool. The terrain topology of interest, which may be obtained in various resolution levels, is accurately modeled using unstructured grids. The widely used meteorological
weather prediction software WRF is used to provide unsteady boundary conditions for the CFD
solution domain. Due to difference of mesh structure and resolution, the coupling procedure is
challenging. As an addition to previous works, improvements over the coupling procedure are
done by using modified boundary conditions to match the ground surfaces of both low resolution
WRF data and FLUENT flowfield. Unsteady boundary conditions are implemented through the
User Defined Functions developed for FLUENT. The main objectives of this study are to overcome the challenges of the coupling of the solvers and to obtain unsteady, turbulent atmospheric
flow solutions accurately using low resolution atmospheric weather prediction models for spatially and time varying boundary conditions and high resolution Navier-Stokes solutions over
topographical terrains.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Accurate predictions of unsteady rural and urban atmospheric flow fields have a wide range
of usage such as micro-site selection for wind farms and pollution tracking, each of which are
of current research topics with several examples in literature[1, 2, 3].
As wind farms consisting of a large number of wind turbines have a high initial investment
cost, wind farm siting must be given a significant importance[4, 5]. Low resolution wind energy
potential atlases have the necessary statistical information for macro-siting of wind farms but
lack the precision for the micro-siting. Therefore; high resolution, more accurate wind field
information may be needed for micro-siting in order to improve the power output of a windfarm.
Bowen(2004)[6] in a Risø-R Report states that Botta et al (1992)[7], Bowen and Saba
(1995)[8], Reid (1995)[9] and Sempreviva et al (1986)[10]’s experience in the operation of
commercial wind farms (Lindley et al., 1993[11]) has confirmed that effects from the local
complex terrain on the site characteristics of each turbine have a significant influence on the
output (and perhaps even the viability) of a wind energy project.
F.J.Zajackowski et.al.[12] compares Numerical Weather Prediction Models (NWP) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations. They conclude that NWP can take radiation,
moist convection physics, land surface parametrization, atmospheric boundary layer physics
closures, and other physics into account, but wind flow features finer than 1 km are not captured
by the turbulence physics of such models. CFD simulations, however, have proven to be useful
at capturing the details of smaller scales due to a finer scale topography, and details around
urban features such as high-rise buildings.
In the previous work done by Leblebici et. al.[13], FLUENT is coupled with WRF using the
unsteady weather prediction data from WRF as unsteady boundary conditions. As the resolution
of the WRF solutions’ and FLUENT solutions’ are not the same, the ground level of both
solution domains does not coincide. To overcome this problem, the regions where the ground
level of FLUENT is below the WRF ground level velocity is taken as zero. But this approach
may yield in inaccuracies in the atmospheric boundary layer profile.
The objective of this study is to develop a methodology to obtain accurate and turbulent atmospheric flow solutions on high resolution terrain fitted grids to accurately model the boundary
layer flow near the ground for a given region coupled with unsteady WRF weather prediction
solutions. The main development over the previous study[13] is improved boundary conditions
which will be explained in the Method section.
2

METHOD

In this study, a coupled flow solution methodology with an atmospheric weather forecast
software, WRF, and a commercial flow solver, FLUENT, is developed. WRF produces a low
resolution, unsteady atmospheric weather forecast data, which provides the unsteady boundary
conditions for turbulent flow solutions obtained with FLUENT on terrain fitted, high resolution
unstructured grids. Also, the accuracy of the boundary conditions are assessed and improved.
The coupling procedure and basic flowchart representing the solution methodology is also
given in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
WRF is a fully compressible, Eulerian, η-coordinate based, nest-able, non-hydrostatic, numerical weather prediction model with a large suite of options for numerical schemes and
parametrization of physical processes [14]. WRF uses an η based coordinate system instead
of an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system. The vertical coordinate, η, is defined as:
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Figure 1: Coupling WRF with FLUENT

η=

p − pht
p∗

Figure 2: Flowchart

(1)

and pressure perturbation p∗ is simply
p∗ = phs − pht

(2)

where p is pressure, phs is surface pressure, and pht is the pressure at the top of the model. As
seen in Figure3, the η coordinate system causes a poor representation of the surface topography.

Figure 3: η Coordinate system

Some of the major difficulties in computing turbulent flow solutions using computational
fluid dynamics tools are obtaining and utilizing the unsteady boundary conditions and obtaining
the regional high resolution topographical data.
In this study, unsteady WRF solutions are first obtained over the geographical domain of interest. The local terrain data is downloaded automatically from UCAR (University Corporation
of Atmospheric Research) server via WRF. The time dependent initial and boundary conditions
for the WRF solution is obtained from ECMWF (European Centre of Medium Range Weather
Forecast). The unsteady boundary conditions needed for the FLUENT solution at its domain
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boundaries, which fall into the larger scale WRF domain, are then extracted from the WRF
solution at 5 minute time intervals.
In computational grids for FLUENT solutions, the high resolution terrain topography is generated using the data obtained from ASTER GDEM Worldwide Elevation at 1.5 arc-sec resolution (≈ 30 meter). The vertical and horizontal grid resolution on the ground for the terrain
fitted unstructured grids is about 20 meters. These grids also resolve the atmospheric boundary
layers and stretch up to about 2000 meter altitude.
It should be noted that WRF has a horizontal resolution of 1km and a vertical resolution
of about 50m on the ground which stretches rapidly. In addition, as shown in Figure4 the
surface boundaries in the WRF and FLUENT domains differ significantly mainly due to the
high resolution topographic data used in the generation of the FLUENT domain, and due to the
η coordinate system employed in WRF.

Figure 4: WRF and FLUENT solution domains and close-up views

Due to the difference in resolution boundary condition data from WRF should be interpolated accordingly to the FLUENT flowfield’s boundaries. In the previous work [13], the values
from WRF are interpolated using a fictious surface at least below the ground level of fluent is
generated for the interpolation of boundary conditions at the FLUENT’s boundaries. But this
method results in zero velocity boundary conditions near the ground level of FLUENT where
WRF’s ground level is higher. To overcome this problem, vertical distances from the ground are
calculated for each of the faces in the boundaries in FLUENT domain and x-velocity, y-veloctiy
and z-velocity at these distances above the ground level of WRF domain are taken as boundary
conditions.
The unsteady boundary conditions for the FLUENT solutions are interpolated for the outer
boundary cells from the WRF solution at every 5 minute, and then linearly interpolated for the
time steps between 5 minute intervals by means of User Defined Functions (UDF) within FLUENT. Three UDFs are developed for determining the boundary cells and boundary faces, for
reading the appropriate unsteady boundary information data obtained from the WRF solution,
and for interpolating the flow variables at the boundary faces.
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Figure 5: Borders of WRF nests and FLUENT solution domain

3

Figure 6: Location of the points on which BL profiles
are taken

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, turbulent atmospheric flow solutions coupled with WRF and the commercial
flow solver FLUENT are carried out around METU campus in Ankara/TURKEY on high resolution unstructured grids.
Nested WRF solutions are first obtained for a 12 hour period, within a parent domain of 3
km horizontal resolution and a nest of 1km resolution around METU campus in Ankara. The
parent and the nested solution domains, which are of 70x58(horizontal) x 50(vertical) size, are
given in Figure 5. Unsteady solutions in the nested domain is saved in 5 minute time intervals,
which are used to extract the unsteady boundary conditions for the FLUENT solution.
Gambit is employed to generate computational grids for FLUENT solutions. The high resolution topographic data for the domain of interest is taken from the ASTER-GDEM data set
which has a horizontal resolution of about 30 meter. Terrain fitted unstructured grids with vertical and horizontal grid resolution on the ground about 20 meters are generated.
η coordinate system may result in the disturbances due to complex terrain not to be captured.
Both the usage of high resolution terrain data and unstructured girds defined in Cartesian coordinate system instead of η coordinate system makes it possible to analyze the flowfield in the
vicinity of the ground better especially in complex terrains.
The atmospheric flow solutions over the domain of interest are successfully obtained for a
12 hour period first with WRF, and then with FLUENT on terrain fitted unstructured grids in a
coupled fashion with the WRF solution.
As previously mentioned in Method section, ground levels of WRF and FLUENT domains
does not match exactly due to the difference in resolution. To overcome the problems this
phenomenon may yield for the accuracy of the boundary conditions, distance from the ground
is calculated at each face at the boundaries of the FLUENT domain and using this information
FLUENT domains ground level and WRF’s are matched.
The unsteady flowfields obtained with the previous boundary conditions and improved boundary conditions are shown along with the WRF results in Figure 7 in terms of the velocity magnitude contours and streamlines taken on a horizontal surface at 940m altitude, which is about
30m above the ground. It is observed that in general all the solutions are in agreement in the
large scale but FLUENT solutions have a higher resolution of the flowfield as well as the surface topography than the WRF solution as expected. The turbulent flow solutions with FLUENT
capture detailed flow features especially at the 3rd and 6th hours of the solution when the wind
velocity is relatively low. At the 12th hour, when the wind velocity increases, the computed
flowfields are in more agreement. Nevertheless, the velocity magnitudes computed by WRF
and FLUENT may still differ at various locations by as much as 50%.
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As for the comparison between two FLUENT solutions, it is seen that usage of the improved
boundary conditions resulted in capturing a swirl at the 3rd hour whereas in the previous study
there was not such a feature and also the flow pattern at 6th hour is somewhat different and
seems more realistic. Overall, both FLUENT solutions agrees with each other.
Figure 8 presents the 3-D streamlines over the FLUENT solution domain and the WRF
solution domain. Similar to the sectional views in Figure 7, the 3-D views reveals the differences
in the resolution of the topography and the flow features. In contrast to the smoother wind fields
in WRF solutions, the the FLUENT solutions predict a more complex and a detailed wind field.
For understanding the effects of the change in boundary conditions, boundary layer profiles
in the vicinity of the ground (up to 250 meters above the ground level) are plotted in Figure 9 at
two different locations. Location 1 (Zone 36 482020E-4414690N in UTM coordinate system)
is located about the center of the domain and used to analyze the effects far from the boundaries
whereas Location 2 (Zone 36 479800E-4417370N in UTM coordinate system) used to observe
the effects near the boundaries as seen in Figure 6.
As seen in Figure 9, at location 2 which is near the boundaries of the FLUENT domain,
improvement in boundary conditions resulted in a more realistic boundary layer profiles and
also the difference between WRF solution and new FLUENT solutions are smaller compared
to the old FLUENT solution. Looking at the boundary layer profiles at location 1, it can be
said that the difference in the flowfield solution due to improved boundary conditions is not
negligible.
Although the FLUENT solutions are high-fidelity and have higher resolutions in the surface
topology and in the solution domain in comparison to the WRF solutions, their accuracy should
first be validated with the observation data. It is hard to draw a conclusion about whether
improved boundary conditions are better. Nevertheless, increased accuracy near the boundaries may imply that it is so. In addition, the accuracy of the FLUENT solutions may also be
established through grid resolution studies. In this preliminary study, higher grid resolutions
are avoided due to the fact that FLUENT can not be run in the parallel mode in the presence
of UDFs, and serial computations with the total number of cells exceeding 107 become prohibitively resource demanding.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this preliminary study, the unsteady atmospheric flowfields are successfully computed
with a commercial viscous flow solver, FLUENT, coupled with a meteorological weather prediction software, WRF. The unsteady boundary conditions for the FLUENT solution are extracted from the unsteady WRF solution. It is shown that the FLUENT solutions on terrain
fitted unstructured grids provide high resolution atmospheric flowfields, and are in agreement
with the WRF solution globally. As for improving the boundary conditions, it can seen that
it increases accuracy with respect to WRF. However, the accuracy of the FLUENT solutions
should be assessed first in a grid convergence study, which is the next stage in our research. In
addition, all the solutions should ultimately be validated against the atmospheric observation
data. The methodology developed is highly promising in micro-siting of wind farms and in
accurate prediction of power production of operational wind farms.
5
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Altitude: 940 meter(30 meter above ground)

1st
Hour

3rd
Hour

6th
Hour

12th
Hour

Fluent - Previous B/C

Fluent - Improved B/C

WRF

Figure 7: Velocity contours and streamlines at 940m altitude at the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 12th hours of the solutions
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1st
Hour

3rd
Hour

6th
Hour

12th
Hour

FLUENT solutions

WRF solutions

Figure 8: 3D representation of streamlines about 940 m altitude at the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 12th hours of the solution
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1st
Hour

3rd
Hour

6th
Hour

12th
Hour

Location 1

Location 2

Figure 9: Boundary Layer Profiles at Location 1(right) and Location 2(left) at 1st, 3rd, 6th and 12th hours
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Abstract. There is a new fluid-structure coupled analysis method that combines a structure
analysis method using Enriched Free Mesh Method (EFMM); a type of meshless analysis
methods and a fluid analysis method using SUPG/PSPG stabilized FEM. in this study, solutions for problems during the parallelization of the abovementioned method are described. In
EFMM, it is relatively easy to parallelize problems which do not require remeshing such as
static analyses. Application of EFMM, on the other hand, becomes challenging on the problems needs remeshing due to issues in analysis algorithm of EFMM. Nevertheless, parallelization is essential in the fluid-structure coupled analysis. There fore, we propose a method for
parallelization of EFMM in this study.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, as the popularity of numerical analysis is rising along advancement in computer
performance. Especially, Finite Element Method (FEM)[1] that is the most famous numerical
analysis method is applying into a lot of fields.
Variety of different phenomena affecting each other is called coupled phenomenon in the
numerical analysis field[2]. Majority of phenomena occurring in our bodies are coupled phenomena. However, only a few number s of coupled analysis have been performed, compared
with single phenomenon cases.
In the management of coupled phenomena, various unsolved problems are left, compared
to the cases of single phenomena comparison. The reason for this is that these problems are
not able to be solved solely by improvement in calculators, but rather they have close relationships with their analysis algorithm.
The phenomenon that fluid and structure are affecting each other is called fluid-structure
coupled phenomenon. Recently, fluid-structure coupled phenomenon is becoming a very important issue in a lot of field.
2

PURPOSES

The new fluid-structure coupled analysis method that is already proposed by us is using
Enriched Free Mesh Method (EFMM)[3] and SUPG/PSPG stabilized FEM[4-7]. These methods are used linear elements. In short, nodes on boundary of fluid analysis field and structure
analysis field can be consistent completely.
As a result, we were able to find solutions for the problems during considering coupling effects at the fluid-structure interface that is important in facing fluid-structure problems.
Moreover, when conducting numeric computations using a finite element method, generally highly accurate elements with intermediate nodes are used, but in our proposed method,
only linear elements are used at the fields of fluid analysis and structure analysis to conduct
mesh generation as described previously. Although highly accurate elements were not used,
accuracy of the analyses of this method improved relative to the conventional analysis using
only linear elements. This result indicates a possibility of reduction in the calculation resources and computation volume that are disadvantages during management of large-scale
problems.
Thus, our proposed method is a very effective method. Because, the new fluid-structure
coupled analysis method that is combining EFMM and FEM can resolve a lot of problems of
coupled analysis.
However, we found a major problem in this proposed method when conducting parallelization that is essential for large-scale analysis in recent years. This is caused by analysis algorithm of EFMM. Additionally, in numerical analysis using EFMM, application of the
conventional domain decomposition method based on elements is challenging. Moreover, due
to the abovementioned problems, increase of communication volume between each processor
that is a critical problem in parallelization occurs, resulting in reduction of analysis efficiency
and parallelization efficiency.
Therefore, in the present study, to apply the fluid-structure coupled analysis method combining previously proposed EFMM and SUPG/PSPG stabilized FEM to parallelization analysis, procedures that solve problems during parallelization of the structural analysis method are
proposed.
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3

FLUID-STRUCTURE COUPLED ANALYSIS METHOD

In this chapter, we discuss a new fluid-structure coupled analysis method combining previously proposed EFMM and SUPG/PSPG stabilized FEM.
When conducting analysis considering fluid-structure interaction effects, it is desirable that
node locations are consistent on the interface between fluid and structure domain as shown in
Fig. 1. As a reason, if fluid-structure interface is inconsistent when considering the coupling
effects of two different fields, it is necessary to interpolate the analysis results between the
nodes. Algorithm of fluid-structure coupled analysis becomes complicated by interpolation
process. Moreover, analysis accuracy will be decreased.
Since linear tetrahedral elements are used in both EFMM and SUPG/PSPG stabilized FEM
for their analysis, integrity at fields of fluid analysis and structure analysis can be obtained. In
addition, these analysis methods have features that the accuracy of the analysis will be improved relative to the conventional analysis solely using linear elements.
As an example of application of this method on the biological field, we present the simulation results of capillary blood flow-derived erythrocyte deformation and changes in flow at
the fluid field that accompanies the deformation. Fig 3 is an analysis model that is used in this
numerical example.
In this analysis, membrane of red blood cell is using as a structure analysis model. On the
other hand, capillary is using as a fluid analysis model. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are analysis result of
this numerical example. Fig. 4 shows a changing in the blood blow in the capillary by change
shape of membrane of red blood cell. Fig. 5 shows a changing shape of membrane of red
blood cell by blood flow.
In blood vessels with smaller diameter than that of erythrocytes such as capillaries, erythrocytes deform themselves with taking forms of parachutes as they travel[8][9]. In this numerical analysis, this phenomenon is well computed.
Especially in the results of the structure analysis, the highest pressure was observed at the
center of erythrocytes on the upstream side. The pressure makes large depression at the center
of the erythrocyte membrane on the upstream side, taking forms of parachutes as with erythrocytes observed in our body.
From these analysis result, we can obtain fine analysis result computed by our proposed
method that is combining EFMM and SUPG/PSPG stabilized FEM compared with phenomenon that is observed in our body.
4

PARALLEL EFMM

Our new fluid-structure coupled analysis method can be possible to obtain fine analysis result.
Although the coupled analysis using combination of EFMM and SUGP/PSPG stabilized
FEM showed excellent performance when conduction single process without parallelization,
several problems are found once parallelization is attempted.
The greatest source of the problems during parallelization is found in the analysis algorithm of EFMM. The analysis algorithm of EFMM is described in the next section.
4.1

Fundamental concept of EFMM

EFMM is based on FMM (Free Mesh Method)[10][11], which is one of mesh-less method.
The most important feature of FMM is that it requires only the coordinate data of each node in
analysis domains as the input information. Based on the given coordinate data of nodes, a lo-
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cal elements cluster is created at each node. To produce such a local elements cluster, there
are a variety of methods including the diagonal comparison method, the packaging method,
and the method for developing a Delaunay triangle[12][13] for each central node based on the
planar relative relation between a Voronoi polygon and a Delaunay triangle.
Here, the node located at the center of a local elements cluster is called the central node,
while nodes located at the edge of the elements cluster are called the satellite nodes(see Fig.
6).
In EFMM analysis, stiffness matrix is calculated by different way with conventional FEM
and FMM using this local elements cluster.
In the next section, formulation of EFMM will be described.
4.2

Formulation of EFMM

In EFMM, the displacement and the strain fields are respectively, assumed in independent
locations, and these two fields are linked with the Hellinger-Reissner principle[14](see Fig. 7).
The principle, in which displacement u and strain ε are assumed to be independent variables,
is given by
∏(ε , u ) = ∫ {ε }T [ D]{∂u}dΩ −
Ω

1
~
{ε }T [ D]{ε }dΩ − ∫ {u}T {b}dΩ − ∫ {u}T {t }dS
∫
Ω
Ω
S
σ
2

(1)

with
{∂u} = [ B]{u }, {u} = [ N u ]{u }, {ε } = [ N ε ]{ε }

(2)

Where {u } represents the nodal displacement, {ε } the unknown parameter of strain, {b}
~
the body force, {t } the surface force on the boundary Sσ , and Ω the analysis domain. [ N ε ]
is an arbitrary function that determines the strain of a local region, which can be is assumed as

 pT

0
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0
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(3)

where
p T = [1 x

y

z]

(4)

The stationary condition of Eq.(1) is expressed by

∫ δ {ε }

T

(

)

[ D] [ B]{u } − [ N ε ]{ε } dΩ = 0

Ω
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and

∫ δ {u}

T

Ω

~
[ B]T [ D][ N ε ]{ε }dΩ − ∫ δ {u}T {b}dΩ − ∫ δ {u}T {t }dS = 0
Ω

(6)

Sσ

These equations are written as follows,

− A C  ε   f 1 
 C T 0  u  =  f 
   2 


(7)

 A = [ N ε ]T [ D][ N ε ]dΩ
∫Ω

C = [ N ε ]T [ D][ B]dΩ
∫Ω

 f1 = 0

u T
u T ~
 f 2 = ∫Ω [ N ] {b}dΩ + ∫Γ [ N ] {t }dΓ

(8)

where

Next, Eq. (7) is condensed to the following equation:
C T ( A −1Cu ) = f 2

(9)

Finally, the local enriched stiffness matrix is derived as
[k HR ] = C T A −1C

(10)

Above enriched stiffness matrix is expected to give more accurate solutions than the usual
FEM or FMM with the linear displacement base.
This is a formulation of EFMM.
4.3

Treatment for Parallel EFMM

Not every single case using EFMM faces difficulty in parallelization. Specifically, it is
possible to conduct parallelization process without a major problem in the cases of static
analyses that do not require mesh regeneration in general. In that case, the parallelization CG
method was solved in high speed by conducting the local element cluster-by-local element
cluster method based on the conventional element-by-element method for EFMM that carries
on the process by each local element.
On the other hand, in the cases of adaptive problems that require mesh regeneration, parallelization process becomes difficult due to the feature of analysis algorithm in EFMM.
The intended problems are fluid-structure coupled problems. In a majority of the fluidstructure coupled problems, the mesh form changes over time because of the interaction between fluid and structure. In addition, due to increase in the number of analysis fields, the
number of mesh for the analysis also rises substantially. Thus, implementation of parallelization is absolutely essential.
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The reason for difficulty in application of parallel EFMM on adaptive analysis is that all
nodes in the entire analysis field create a local elements cluster around the nodes (see Fig.6 ).
Generating stiffness matrices by each local element cluster and adding the stiffness matrices
generated by each node and the entire stiffness matrix, it is possible to obtain the stiffness matrix of the entire analysis field.
Since stiffness matrices are generated by each node, about 100% of the parallelization efficiency can be achieved in generation of the local stiffness matrix. Fig. 8 indicates changes in
the parallelization efficiency when parallelization process was added to generation process of
the stiffness matrix by EFMM for certain analysis model.
As can be seen, since this is the analysis model based on nodes, it is possible to obtain high
levels of parallelization efficiency in the cases of application of EFMM on parallelization
analysis.
Nevertheless, since EFMM is a special analysis method based on nodes, the coordinate
data of nodes outside of the analysis field depending on the local stiffness matrix generated by
nodes in the analysis field are required in addition to coordinate date of nodes in its assigned
field when conducting element based field separation. As a result, when coordinate values of
nodes changes with analysis such as adaptive analysis, coordinate values of the moved nodes
should be transmitted between each field along with the changes. This causes a large amount
of the communication cost since this communication was required in each analysis step.
Therefore, in this study, domain decomposition based on elements is conducted on EFMM
(see Fig. 9) and using nodes solely in the field, the local elements cluster is generated to develop a stiffness matrix.
This method eliminates data communication of coordinate values at each node even after
remeshing. On the other hand, although this is an analysis method based on nodes, local elements clusters are generated in that identical nodes serve as central nodes in multiple fields.
The local elements clusters having an identical node as a central node in multiple fields. The
local elements clusters having an identical node as a central node in multiple fields can cover
the domain integration, but static condensing that is essential for stiffness matrix process is
not performed precisely. Resultantly, an inaccurate stiffness matrix is generated, causing the
reduction of analysis accuracy.
Therefore, we performed evaluation regarding the relationship between analysis accuracy
of EFMM with the field process based on elements and the number of the parallelization
processor. Cantilever model like a Fig. 10 is used in this numerical example. And, example of
domain decomposition is shown in Fig. 11. Since the entire stiffness matrix obtained by this
method becomes an asymmetric matrix rather than a symmetric matrix that is obtained in
original EFMM analysis, a solver that can manage asymmetric matrices such as GPBi-CG
method will be needed.
In Fig. 12, x-axis means number of processors, y-axis means normalized displacement. As
can be seen in Fig.11, analysis accuracy decreases in inverse proportion to the number of parallelization processors. When field separation is performed, inaccurate local elements clusters
are generated near the boundary. The number of the inaccurate local elements clusters increases as the number of analysis separation rises because of the increase of boundaries between each field. Resultantly, inaccurate element stiffness matrices were largely computed,
lowering the analysis accuracy.
Nevertheless, based on the tendency of the analysis results, it is suggested that the difference can be miniscule if the number of nodes in the entire analysis field are high. Relative to
the enormous increase of the communication cost at the time of accurate parallelization of
EFMM based on nodes, this method showed a great benefit.
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5

CONCLUSIONS
• In this study, solutions for various problems during the parallelization of fluid-structure
coupled analysis using EFMM are proposed.
• The proposed method in this study showed decreasing tendency in the analysis results
since this method obtains a different type of a stiffness matrix from the one supposed to
be obtained originally. Especially as the number of domain decomposition increases, the
abovementioned tendency became prominent from the examples of the numerical analysis. However, it was also revealed that by preparing a large enough number of nodes for
analysis, the numerical errors can be minute scales. This method is considered to have a
great benefit in terms of the communication cost from accurate parallelization of EFMM.
• When conducting domain decomposition, generation of inaccurate local elements clusters should be minimized as much as possible. To parallelize EFMM, a new domain decomposition method based on nodes should be developed since it is an analysis method
based on nodes originally. On the other hand, since a conventional domain decomposition method based on elements can be applied in this method, the communication volume
at the analysis as well as inaccurate local elements clusters can be minimized.
• Here are research topics for future studies.
-Detailed evaluation of parallelization efficiency.
-Evaluation of analysis accuracy when using a large number of processors.
-Implementation of the large-scale parallelization fluid-structure coupled analysis combining EFMM applying this method and SUPG/PSPG stabilized FEM.
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FIGURES
Structure Field

Fluid Field
: Node for Fluid
: Node for Structure

Boundary of two domains
Fig. 1 Boundary of two types of analysis field retaining element formation consistent to each other

Structure Field

Fluid Field
: Node for Fluid
: Node for Structure

Boundary of two domains
Fig. 2 Boundary of two types of analysis field retaining elements formation inconsistent to each other incompatible boundary
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Fig. 3 Analysis model

Fig. 4 Fluid analysis result

Fig. 5 Structure analysis result
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: Other Nodes
Fig. 6 Fundamental concept of local elements cluster
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Fig. 7 Two types of field postulated in local elements cluster
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Fig. 8 Relationship between number of processors and time to make stiffness matrix
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Fig. 9 Example of domain decomposition

Fig. 10 Cantilever model

Fig. 11 Example of domain decomposition
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Abstract. We investigate model reduction techniques through computational aeroelastic analyses of the HIRENASD and S4 T wings. The aim of the present work is to construct accurate
and computationally efficient reduced order models for high-fidelity aeroelastic computations.
Firstly, the aeroelastic analyses of the specified wings are performed by high-fidelity structural and aerodynamic models to substantiate the fluid-structure interaction. Concerning high
amount of computational time required to perform such high-fidelity fluid-structure interaction
analyses, the model orders are reduced by introducing relevant reduction techniques such as
Polynomial Chaos Expansion and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. The final aeroelastic
analyses performed on these reduced models agree well with the initial high-fidelity computational analyses.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Model reduction is a powerful numerical approach and has been applied to many disciplines
such as fluid dynamics, aeroelasticity, structural dynamics and control. In general, the complex high-fidelity numerical models accurately represent the problem. However, in many cases,
a burden of computational time is required to achieve the solution. When this is the case, it is
nearly impossible to perform some applications requiring great amount of computational efforts
such as uncertainty quantification and multidisciplinary optimization. The reduced models can
successfully represent the full model with an optimal basis. Thus, they can save great amount
of computational time and effort while modelling the problem and finding its solutions. In the
present work, the reduced modelling strategy is used to represent the high-fidelity computational
models of the HIRENASD and S4 T wings to perform static aeroelastic and flutter analyses. The
major anticipation from the constructed reduced models is to present accurate solutions while
providing a considerable reduction in the computational time. The fundamental steps of the
reduced order modelling (ROM) strategy of this work starts with the construction of the highfidelity computational models. These computational models are developed to perform static
aeroelastic analyses of the HIRENASD and S4 T wings, and flutter analysis of the S4 T wing in
ZEUS software. ZEUS is an Euler Unsteady Aerodynamic Solver developed for aeroelastic solutions of complex geometries [1]. It involves automated mesh generation scheme and overset
grid capability for complex configurations while using Cartesian grid and employing boundary
layer coupling. It also uses modal data importer and ZAERO 3D spline module, and constructs
structural grids. ZEUS uses central difference with JST (Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel) Artificial
Dissipation Scheme for flux construction and Green’s Integral Boundary Layer Method for turbulence model [1]. Aeroelastic analyses in ZEUS require the own input file and modal solution
from the finite element solver. In the present work, Nastran is used as the structural solver for
the modal analysis. Aerodynamic mesh is generated and Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) is
provided in ZEUS to perform the required aeroelastic analyses after importing the modal solution. Once the aeroelastic analyses are accomplished for the reference cases, they should be
repeated based on the design samples generated to construct the reduced models. After generating an adequate number of sampling, the model reduction is performed by using non-intrusive
Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) methods.
Both the PCE and POD methods aim to ameliorate the computational efficiency.
The origin of the PCE is based on homogenous chaos theory of Wiener [2]. The PCE represents the high-fidelity model in terms of generalized orthogonal functions [3]. It estimates
coefficients of these orthogonal polynomials based on a set of response function evaluations
and makes use of sampling and linear regression. In literature, the PCE method is generally
used to quantify uncertainties in a computational problem. For example, Eldred and Burkardt
[4] investigated the non-intrusive PCE method to quantify the uncertainties in different example
problems and compared its results with Stochastic Collocation Method. Witteveen and Bijl [5]
applied PCE to the problems with nonlinear input variables and compared their results with
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method. Reduced models are useful for examining responses
near the mean values. However, they are not capable of predicting responses with large variations in the input [6]. With an exception, the PCE method allows large variations in the input
parameters and is far more efficient than MCS [7]. In the present work, the PCE method is
used to construct reduced models in order to investigate its accuracy when small variations are
considered. The results of the PCE are then compared to the results of the POD based reduced
models and the high-fidelity computational models.
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The POD method, which is also known as Karhunen-Loeve decomposition [8, 9] or principal
component analysis [10], is an efficient method that has been widely utilized for model reduction of large-scale systems [11]. It defines the given higher-order system as a linear combination
of independent and orthogonal basis functions. The POD method has numerous application areas such as fluid dynamics [12, 13], aeroelasticity [14, 15] and design optimization [16, 17].
This method is an extension of the numerical technique known as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). For example, Chatterjee [18] discussed POD and SVD with their applications
to two example problems: low-rank approximations of a surface and a posteriori analysis of
data from a simulated vibroimpact system respectively. The first example problem of his study
is also used as a benchmark problem in the present work for validation purpose. Pinnau [19]
applied POD method to a heat transfer problem specified by a nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation. Zhang et. al [20] applied POD method to the study of the aerodynamics of
a membrane wing under the MAV flight condition. The choice of the data set plays a crucial
role to construct reduced models based on POD method. There are different techniques to apply
the POD method such as balanced POD [11] and constrained POD scheme [21]. However, the
most prominent is the method of snapshots introduced by Sirovich [22], which is also the main
approach of the POD method in the present work. In this method, the data set is chosen as
snapshots that include the spatial distribution of a numerical simulation and should reflect the
system characteristics.
In the final step of the present work, the static aeroelastic and flutter analyses of the HIRENASD and S4 T wings are performed for the reference cases by using the PCE and POD based
reduced models. Then, the accuracies of the reduced models are compared to the high-fidelity
computational models. Both the PCE and POD methods give satisfactory results while their accuracies will be investigated in a more detailed manner throughout the present work. But first,
the theoretical background of the FSI will be discussed and then the computational aeroelastic
models for the HIRENASD and S4 T wings will be introduced. After completing the aeroelastic analyses based on the reference data, the main focus of the present study will be on model
reduction strategy and applications.
2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The present work firstly concentrates on the static aeroelastic analyses of the HIRENASD
and S4 T wings, and flutter analysis of the S4 T wing. All the aeroelastic analyses require structural and aerodynamic modelling, and FSI to determine the output parameters. Here, the aerodynamic modelling and FSI are constructed by using ZEUS software.
ZEUS is ZONA’s Euler Unsteady Aerodynamic Solver that integrates the essential disciplines required for aeroelastic design and analysis [23]. It uses an Euler equation solver
with/without viscous effects as the underlying aerodynamic force generator coupled with the
structural finite element modal solution to solve various aeroelastic problems such as flutter,
maneuver loads, store ejection loads, gust loads, and static aeroelastic/trim analysis. In the
present work, the modal solutions for the HIRENASD and S4 T wings are based on NASA’s
structural models developed in Nastran software.
The Euler equation solver of ZEUS employs the Euler equations on a Cartesian grid system
using a cell-centered finite volume method with dual-time stepping algorithm for unsteady solutions. The viscous effects are included by coupling the Euler solution with a steady boundarylayer equation. For turbulence closure, the Green’s lag entrainment is employed. Because of
solving the Euler equations with boundary layer coupling, the requirement of large computing
resources by a Navier-Stokes code can be avoided by ZEUS. Therefore, ZEUS provides a good
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balance between the complete modelling of the flow physics and the computational efficiency
[23].
2.1

Unsteady Euler Solver on Stationary Cartesian Grid

ZEUS is an unsteady aerodynamics generator based on a stationary Cartesian grid. It solves
the time-accurate Euler equations using a cell-centered central-differencing finite-volume method
with JST artificial dissipation scheme [24] implemented for stability of the flow solver [23].
2.1.1

Time-Accurate Euler Method

The three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations in conservative differential form and in
curvilinear coordinates can be defined as follows:
∂Q ∂H1 ∂H2 ∂H3
+
+
+
=0
(1)
∂t
∂ξ
∂η
∂ζ
where Q is the product of conservative flow variables vector, q, and the inverse of the transformation Jacobian, J. H1 , H2 and H3 are convective fluxes in three curvilinear coordinate
directions where:
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U, V, W and u, v, w are the three components of the flow velocity in curvilinear and Cartesian
coordinates, respectively.
2.2

Computational Aeroelastic Analysis

The computational aeroelastic analysis requires the interaction between the structural modal
solution of Nastran and the aerodynamic model constructed in ZEUS. The FSI is also provided
in ZEUS software to perform both static aeroelastic and flutter analyses. For a general aeroelastic system, the time-dependent equations of motion can be defined as shown below:
[M ] {ü} + [C] {u̇} + [K] {u} = {Fa } + {Fe }

(2)

where [M ], [C] and [K] are generalized mass, damping and stiffness matrices while [Fa ]
shows steady forces matrix, [Fe ] denotes time-dependent external forces matrix and {u} is the
displacement vector. The above equation must be considered for the flutter analyses. However,
the time dependent terms and external forces should be omitted for static aeroelastic analyses:
[K] {u} = {Fa }
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3

COMPUTATIONAL AEROELASTIC ANALYSES OF THE HIRENASD AND S4 T
WINGS

The static aeroelastic and flutter analyses of the HIRENASD and S4 T wings are accomplished in ZEUS. The aeroelastic analyses concentrate on the calculation of steady aerodynamic coefficients for both the HIRENASD and S4 T wings, and also determination of the flutter
boundaries of the S4 T wing. In the following two sections, these analyses and outcomes will be
evaluated in more details.
3.1

Static Aeroelastic Analysis of the HIRENASD Wing

The first application of this section is the static aeroelastic analysis of the HIRENASD (HIgh
REynolds Number Aero-Structural Dynamics) wing to determine steady aerodynamic coefficients. The HIRENASD project was initiated at RWTH Aachen University in 2004. The main
purpose of this project is to analyze steady and unsteady aeroelastic experiments in transonic
flight regime with a supercritical elastic wing model [25]. The HIRENASD wind-tunnel model
was tested in the European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW) in 2006 by Aachen University’s Department of Mechanics with funding from the German Research Foundation [26]. The test
medium of ETW is nitrogen gas under cryogenic conditions [25]. The wing has a 34o degree
of backward sweep angle and a supercritical wing profile BAC 3-11. The aerodynamic reference area is 0.3926 m2 while the mean chord length is 0.3445 m [25]. The HIRENASD wing
model planform and assembly are illustrated in Fig.1. Further explanations and elaborations for
the wing properties, computational models used to perform the aeroelastic analyses, and static
response data can be found in the former study of Nikbay et. al [27].

Figure 1: Model planform and assembly of the HIRENASD wing [26].

The steady aeroelastic analysis of the HIRENASD wing is accomplished for the ”Low
Reynolds Case” [27]. The free vibration analysis is performed in Nastran, and then this modal
solution is used as the structural model in the aeroelastic solution by ZEUS. The modal analysis is based on the latest HIRENASD FEM model of NASA, HIRENASD Modeshapes Nov
2011 Model [28]. The aerodynamic mesh is generated in ZEUS by using 164 x 62 x 55 block
elements. The convergence of the calculated aerodynamic coefficients is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Convergence of aerodynamic coefficients for the HIRENASD wing.

3.2

Static Aeroelastic and Flutter Analyses of the S4 T Wing

The second application for the present work relates to the static aeroelastic and flutter analyses of the S4 T wing. The S4 T wing is a complex aeroelastic semi-span wind-tunnel model,
which is designed for aeroelastic/aeroservoelastic analysis [29]. The wind-tunnel model is 16.5
ft in length with a model span of 3.25 ft. The fuselage of the wing consists of a graphiteepoxy flexible beam attached to an aluminum C-channel rigid beam. Fig. 3 shows the wing
configuration.
Since a series of wind tunnel tests of the S4 T model for the Mach numbers ranging from
0.6 to 1.2 have been performed at NASA Langley Research Center to measure the steady and
unsteady characteristics, the output parameters are specified as steady lift, moment and drag
coefficients, flutter speed and flutter dynamic pressure to provide comparable computational
data for all cases. First, the structural model of NASA is used to perform the modal analysis
and then the aerodynamic mesh is constructed in ZEUS (Fig. 4). The size of aerodynamic block
mesh (Fig. 5) is 143 x 82 x 78.
The static aeroelastic analysis employs the first 25 structural modes. However, 10 structural
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Figure 3: S4 T wing configuration [30].

modes are used in the flutter analysis to reduce the computational time since the flutter analysis
takes about 8 hours. The flutter analysis results for the S4 T wing cases are summarized in Table
1 while the steady coefficients will be given with the results of the reduced models in Table 3.
The variation of flutter dynamic pressure with respect to Mach number is illustrated in Fig. 6.
4

GENERAL CONCEPTS OF ROM METHODS

The reduced modelling strategy is fundamentally based on a disparate approach compared
to high-fidelity computational models. In terms of accuracy, the main focus of model reduction
is to form an almost equivalent surrogate for computationally expensive models. Acquisition of
the reduced models requires few high-fidelity computational analyses depending on the number
of specified input parameters, complexity of the high-fidelity models and expected accuracy
level. Once the representative model is constructed, further analyses with various values of the
input variables can be accomplished via this reduced model. Since an in-house computational
code is developed for each model reduction technique introduced by the present work, the computational time significantly decreases compared to the time requirement of the high-fidelity
computational models. The model reduction techniques are utilized throughout the present
study considering two different applications. The first application focuses on static aeroelastic responses of the HIRENASD wing while the second case relates to both static and flutter
analyses of the S4 T wing.
In this section, the numerical techniques used to generate a reduced model basis are introduced at first. Then, these methods are verified by using a benchmark problem from literature.
Detailed comparison for the accuracy of the PCE and POD based reduced models with the
high-fidelity computational analyses clarifies the importance of considered sample number, ap-
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Figure 4: Aerodynamic surface mesh of the S4 T wing.

proximation order and computational complexity.
4.1

Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE)

Non-intrusive PCE defines a reduced model basis in terms of orthogonal polynomials. In the
present study, the Hermite polynomials are used as the orthogonal polynomials. The definition
of the first few Hermite polynomials are given below in terms of the standard variable, ξ:
Ho (ξ) = 1

(4)

H1 (ξ) = ξ

(5)

H2 (ξ) = ξ 2 − 1

(6)

H3 (ξ) = ξ 3 − 3ξ

(7)

H4 (ξ) = ξ 4 − 6ξ 2 + 3

(8)

H5 (ξ) = ξ 5 − 10ξ 3 + 15ξ

(9)

H6 (ξ) = ξ 6 − 15ξ 4 + 45ξ 2 − 15

(10)

The chaos coefficients can be calculated by using the following relation for a two-dimensional
system:
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Figure 5: Aerodynamic block element of the S4 T wing.
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where ui (i = 1 to n) is output response which is known from the analyses and aj (j = 1 to p)
shows chaos coefficients to be determined. The order of the approximation is denoted by p and
n shows the dimension. In this matrix system, the parameters Hji indicate the multiplication of
Hj and Hi functions defined in Eq. (4) to (10). However, in two-dimensional case, Hj is the
function of the first standard random variable, ξ, while Hi is the function of the second standard
random variable, η. The reduced model can be constructed by using the chaos coefficients.
In order to calculate the chaos coefficients, linear regression can be applied. Considering the
standard normal variables ξ and η, a general linear regression model can be defined in closed
form as below:

U = Hâ + ε

(12)

The regression coefficients, â, can be computed by using Eq. (13):
â = (H T H)−1 H T U
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M
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.05
1.10
1.15
1.20

ρ (slin/in3 ) ωf (Hz)
6.958E-8
7.836
5.929E-8
7.809
5.112E-8
7.781
4.453E-8
7.746
3.914E-8
7.709
3.467E-8
7.663
3.093E-8
7.592
2.603E-8
7.587
2.840E-8
7.821
2.588E-8
7.832
2.723E-8
7.825
2.827E-8
7.828

Qf (psf) Uf (ft/s)
79.992
333
79.292
360.75
78.788
388.50
78.420
416.25
78.153
444
77.960
471.25
77.818
499.50
75.002
527.25
89.986
582.75
99.994
610.50
114.977 638.25
130.003
666

Flutter Mode
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2

Table 1: Flutter results for the S4 T wing.

After determining the regression coefficients, the reduced model for the reference initial
design can be constructed by using the below relation:
Uj (ξ ∗ , η ∗ ) = a1 H0j (ξ ∗ , η ∗ ) + a2 H1j (ξ ∗ , η ∗ ) + ... + ap Hpj (ξ ∗ , η ∗ )

(14)

where ξ ∗ and η ∗ are the values of the standard random variables in the initial design.
4.1.1

Validation of PCE

The PCE method is firstly validated by an example problem [2] which is defined as:
z(x, t) = e−|(x−0.5)(t−1)| + sin(xt),

0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2

(15)

The solution to this function is computed for the uniformly distributed 25 x points and 50 t
points. Table 2 shows the relative error values with respect to the order of approximations and
the number of samples while the analytical model and the PCE approximations are also plotted
together (Fig. 7). The figures correspond to the 100000 samples.
The results conclude that a higher order approximation gives more accurate results. Moreover, the number of samples used to calculate the chaos coefficients significantly affects the
accuracy level. Since randomly distributed samples are used in this example, it is quite difficult
to determine an optimum sample number for the non-intrusive calculation.
4.2

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)

POD method is explored to construct reduced models for the static aeroelastic and flutter
analyses of the HIRENASD and S4 T wings. The present section introduces the general mathematical concepts for the POD method.
The data obtained from any physical model has regularities. The POD is generally used in
the presence of regularities in order to reduce the model. In the POD method, the effect of the
first mode is the highest and the second mode is less effective than it and so on. The system is
defined as a linear combination of independent and orthogonal basis functions. The functions
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Figure 6: Dynamic pressure - Mach number relation for the S4 T wing.

are known as ”POD basis functions” and required to represent the reduced model. An nth order
physical model can be expressed as a linear combination given as below:
M = a1 ϕ1 + a2 ϕ2 + ... + ak ϕk

(16)

where M is an output response for a snapshot of the variables, ai are POD coefficients, ϕi are
POD basis functions and k is the order of reduced model (k < n). In this study, the ”method of
snapshots” is used for ROM. This method represents any given physical system with a snapshot
matrix with responses representing the basic features of the model. The correlation matrix is
defined in terms of the snapshot matrix and the number of POD basis vectors:
C=

1
T.T T
n

(17)

where the snapshot matrix, T , is an n × m matrix (m is number of snapshots) and can
be constructed by using the output parameters. The POD basis vectors and coefficients are
calculated through the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the correlation matrix. The number of
required POD basis vectors (POD modes) is computed by considering the captured energy from
the original model. The total captured energy is defined in Eq. (18).

Etotal =

n
X

λi

(18)

i=1

where λ is normalized eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, C, and n is the required number
of POD modes to reach the specified captured energy level. In the present work, the captured
energy level is taken 99.9 % in all applications.
The construction of the POD based reduced models requires the use of SVD technique. In
this method, the factorization of a real matrix, T is given below:
[T ]k×p = [P ]k×k [Γ]k×p [V ]T p×p
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Approximation Method
2nd Order PCE
2nd Order PCE
2nd Order PCE
2nd Order PCE
4th Order PCE
4th Order PCE
4th Order PCE
4th Order PCE
6th Order PCE
6th Order PCE
6th Order PCE
6th Order PCE

Sample Number
Error
10
13.93%
100
8.00%
1000
7.42%
100000
7.41%
10
172.78%
100
3.74%
1000
3.21%
100000
3.18%
10
399.71%
100
1.61%
1000
1.18%
100000
1.18%

Table 2: Error values for different order PCE approximations and sample numbers.

where P , the columns of which consist of the eigenvectors of [T ] [T ]T is left singular vector
of T while V , the columns of which consist of the eigenvectors of [T ]T [T ] is right singular
vector of T . [Γ] is a diagonal matrix representing the square roots of POD eigenvalues, λi . The
POD coefficients can be computed by using the relation below:
ai = T T · ϕ
4.2.1

(20)

Validation of POD

For validation, the same example problem given in Eq. (16) is considered. Fig. 8 shows
the analytical solution and POD solutions for different mode numbers while Table 3 shows the
relative error values with respect to the analytical solution for the POD method with different
mode numbers and PCE with different orders. The total number of samples is 1250 for all cases
in order to compare the POD and PCE methods.
Method
Relative Error
POD (1 mode)
7.94%
POD (2 modes)
5.56%
POD (3 modes)
0.12%
POD (4 modes)
0.029%
POD (5 modes)
0.0005%
PCE (2nd Order)
7.46%
th
PCE (4 Order)
3.16%
PCE (6th Order)
1.27%
Table 3: Comparison of different ROM techniques for the example problem.

The above table basically indicates that the POD gives quite accurate results beginning from
3 modes. The accuracy level of the PCE is much lower than POD even a higher order approximation is used. The accuracy of the PCE can still be enhanced, however, in this case the
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computational procedure will certainly become more complex. On the hand, the accuracy level
of the POD can easily be increased if needed since using additional POD modes is just a simple
computational step in programming.
5

PCE AND POD BASED ROM FOR STATIC AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF THE
HIRENASD WING

In the present work, the model reduction techniques are firstly applied to the high-fidelity
computational model of the HIRENASD wing. The reduced model depends on the aerodynamic input parameters selected as Mach number and angle of attack while steady lift, drag
and moment coefficients are investigated as output static responses. The ROM strategy is based
on the 6th order PCE and POD. The PCE and POD calculations are again 2-dimensional since
two input variables (angle of attack and Mach number) are specified. 40 generated random
design samples are found to provide satisfactory results with respect to the high fidelity static
analysis with ZEUS software. These samples are used to construct the PCE and POD based
reduced models for static aeroelastic response of the HIRENASD wing for Low Reynolds test
conditions. For the PCE based reduced model, Fig. 9-11 illustrate the step-by-step values of the
output parameters with respect to the number of design samples while Fig. 12 shows the error
values of the output parameters with respect to the sample number. The results of the PCE and
POD based reduced models are given by Table 4.
Parameter
cL
cD
cM

Computational
0.3966
0.1188
-0.6665

PCE-ROM
0.3982
0.1198
-0.6753

PCE Error
0.4098%
0.8027%
1.3144%

POD-ROM
0.3986
0.1190
-0.6603

POD Error
0.5039%
0.1561%
0.9345%

Table 4: Results and relative errors for reduced models.

The calculated error values for 40 design samples seem to be sufficient, however, it can be
enhanced by the use of more design samples or other sampling methods. The PCE and POD
based reduced models give similar results in this application.
6

PCE AND POD BASED ROM FOR STATIC AEROELASTIC AND FLUTTER ANALYSES OF THE S4 T WING

The ROM strategy is secondly applied to the high-fidelity computational aeroelastic model
of the S4 T wing. The 6th order PCE and POD methods are used to represent the static aeroelastic and flutter analyses of the S4 T wing. In these studies, the input parameters are defined
as Mach number and angle of attack while steady lift, moment and drag coefficients, flutter
dynamic pressure and flutter speed are designated as output variables. The random sampling
set is generated by considering M = 0.6 case where angle of attack varies between -0.3 and
1.0 degrees. 24 design samples are generated to construct the reduced models. Fig. 13-17 show
the convergence of the PCE and POD based reduced models to the reference analysis, which
was performed for M = 0.6 and α=0o case. The results of the PCE and POD based reduced
models and the reference analysis are depicted by Table 5 while the relative error values for the
constructed reduced models can be investigated via Table 6. Table 6 clearly shows that the PCE
and POD techniques provide sufficient accuracy levels. However, the POD method gives more
accurate results as in the static aeroelastic model of the HIRENASD wing.
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Method
cL
Reference -0.0708834
PCE-ROM
-0.0737
POD-ROM
-0.0695

cD
0.00329277
0.0032
0.0034

cM
-0.00392818
-0.0039
-0.0039

Vf (ft/s)
332.9993107
332.9653
332.9957

Qf (psf)
79.99559666
79.9801
79.9928

Table 5: Results of reference analysis, and PCE and POD based ROMs for the S4 T wing.

Method
PCE
POD

Error of cL
3.974 %
1.952%

Error of cD
2.817 %
3.257%

Error of cM
0.717%
0.717%

Error of Vf
0.010%
0.001%

Error of Qf
0.019%
0.003%

Table 6: Relative error values of the PCE and POD methods for the S4 T wing.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The present work introduces reduced modelling strategy based on PCE and POD techniques.
The model reduction is performed to represent the high-fidelity computational aeroelastic analyses of the HIRENASD and S4 T wings. First, the initial high-fidelity aeroelastic analyses are
accomplished by using Nastran and ZEUS software. After the construction of the PCE and POD
based reduced models, the reference aeroelastic analyses are also performed via these models.
Both the PCE and POD methods give satisfactory results. However, the POD method is just a
step ahead in terms of accuracy.
For future work, the computational efficiency of the reduced models can be exploited more.
For instance, instead of using high-fidelity computational models, the structural and aerodynamic uncertainties may be quantified through the reduced models to save computational time.
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Figure 7: Comparison of analytical solution and PCE results.
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Figure 8: Comparison of analytical solution and POD results.
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Figure 9: cL variation of the HIRENASD PCE-ROM with respect to sample number.

Figure 10: cD variation of the HIRENASD PCE-ROM with respect to sample number.
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Figure 11: cM variation of the HIRENASD PCE-ROM with respect to sample number.

Figure 12: Relative error values for the HIRENASD PCE-ROM with respect to sample number.
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Figure 13: Convergence of the S4 T PCE and POD methods for cL parameter with respect to sample number.

Figure 14: Convergence of the S4 T PCE and POD methods for cD parameter with respect to sample number.
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Figure 15: Convergence of the S4 T PCE and POD methods for cM parameter with respect to sample number.

Figure 16: Convergence of the S4 T PCE and POD methods for Vf parameter with respect to sample number.
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Figure 17: Convergence of the S4 T PCE and POD methods for Qf parameter with respect to sample number.
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Abstract. The engineering structures may be subjected to the dynamic loads such as blast. Therefore,
in the design of such structures, the effect of the blast loading should be taken into account. There are
two possible effects of the blast: sudden pressure and the temperature rise. In this study, a closed form
solution is presented for the thermomechanical transient analysis of the simply supported laminated
composite plates subjected to blast loading. In-plane stiffness and inertia effects are considered in the
formulation of the problem and transverse shear stresses are ignored. The geometric nonlinearity effects are taken into account by using the von Karman large deflection theory of thin plates. Approximate solution functions are assumed for the space domain and substituted into the equations of motion.
The Galerkin method is used to obtain the nonlinear differential equations in the time domain. The
finite difference method is applied to solve the system of coupled nonlinear equations. The displacement-time and strain-time histories are obtained for critical cases and compared the isothermal condition. The method presented here can be used for the dynamic response analysis of laminated plates in
preliminary design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The composite plate structures are used in many engineering applications such as aircraft
structures, automobiles, space vehicles, wind turbines and a wide range of defense industry to
build the lightweight components and vehicles. Moreover, predicting the dynamic response of
plates subjected to time dependent loads is very important for the more reliable design process.
For instance, the engineering structures may be subjected to the blast load. Therefore, in the
design of such structures, the effect of the blast loading should be taken into account. There
are two possible effects of the blast: sudden pressure and the temperature rise. In wind turbines, the blades may be subjected to the wind and thermal effects at the same time.
There are several studies found on both linear and nonlinear analysis of isotropic and laminated composite flat plates subjected to air blast loading [1-7]. Susler et al. investigated nonlinear dynamic response of tapered laminated composite plate [8] and tapered sandwich plate
[9] along the thickness subjected to blast load. All these previous studies were considered in
the absence of temperature effects. There are also previous studies about transient analysis of
laminated composite plates subjected to thermomechanical loads [10-12].
In this study, a closed form solution is presented for the thermomechanical transient analysis of the simply supported laminated composite plates subjected to blast loading. In-plane
stiffness and inertia effects are considered in the formulation of the problem and transverse
shear stresses are ignored. The geometric nonlinearity effects are taken into account by using
the von Karman large deflection theory of thin plates. Approximate solution functions are assumed for the space domain and substituted into the equations of motion. The Galerkin method is used to obtain the nonlinear differential equations in the time domain. The finite
difference method is applied to solve the system of coupled nonlinear equations. The displacement-time and strain-time histories are obtained for some critical cases and compared
with the results of isothermal blast loaded conditions. The method presented here can be used
for the dynamic response analysis of laminated plates subjected to thermomechanical loads in
preliminary design.
2

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In this section, a mathematical model is presented for the simply supported laminated
composite plate subjected to combined loading of the air blast and temperature rise. The rectangular plate with the length a and the width b is depicted in Figure 1.
The strain-displacement relations for the von Kármán plate theory is defined for the isothermal case in Equation (1). If there is a temperature increment from a reference state (ΔT=
T-Tref) which will affect the plate, thermal strains will be occurred and this leads to a different
form of stress-strain relations shown in Equation (2).
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Figure 1: The schematic view of the plate subjected to the blast load.
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In the constitutive equations, αx, αy and αxy are transformed thermal coefficients of expansion and are expressed in Equation (3) by using longitudinal (α1) and transverse (α2) thermal
coefficients of expansion of a lamina. α1 and α2 are defined as engineering constants of required material.

 x  1 cos 2    2 sin 2 
 y  1 sin 2    2 cos 2 

(3)

2 xy  2 1   2  sin  cos 

The stresses have linear variation through the thickness of each layer. If it is assumed that
the temperature increment varies linearly consistently with the mechanical strains, ΔT will be
expressed as [13]:
T  T0 ( x, y, t )  zT1 ( x, y, t )

(4)

The membrane strains and curvatures for a nonisothermal problem will be transformed into
Equation (5). According to the constitutive relations of a laminated composite plate and using
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Equations (4) and (5), the force and moment resultants in a compact form for the nonisothermal case are written in Equation (6).
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 0
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where the thermal force and moment resultants are given in Equation (7) [13]. Aij, Bij and Dij
are the extensional, coupling and bending stiffness matrices.
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If an assumption is made that all layers have the same engineering constants and the same
orientation, the thermal force and moment resultants have the same stiffness matrices as the
mechanical resultants. Equation (8) will have the following open form and thermal force and
moment resultants will be described as Equation (9). The superscript ( )T indicates thermal
expressions.
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Using the force and moment resultants with the strain-displacement relations in the virtual
work and applying the variational principles, the nonlinear and nonisothermal dynamic equations of a laminated composite plate in a compact form can be obtained in terms of mid-plane
displacements in Equations (10). Lij and Ni denote linear and nonlinear operators.
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L11u0  L12v 0  L13w0  N1 ( w0 )  mu 0   qx  qxT   0
L21u0  L22v0  L23w0  N 2 ( w0 )  mv 0   q y  q y T   0

(10)

L31u  L32v   L33  L33  w  N 3 (u , v , w )  mw   qz  qz   0
0

0

0

T

0

0

0

0

T

The boundary conditions for the simply supported plates are given in Equation (11) and
Equation (12). Besides, initial conditions are shown in Equation (13).

u 0 (0, y, t )  u 0 (a, y, t )  u 0 ( x,0, t )  u 0 ( x, b, t )  0
v 0 (0, y, t )  v 0 (a, y, t )  v 0 ( x,0, t )  v 0 ( x, b, t )  0

(11)

w (0, y, t )  w (a, y, t )  w ( x,0, t )  w ( x, b, t )  0
0

0

0

0

M x  0 at x = 0, a

(12)

M y  0 at y = 0, b

u 0 ( x, y,0)  0 ,

v 0 ( x, y,0)  0 ,

w0 ( x, y,0)  0

u 0 ( x, y,0)  0 ,

v 0 ( x, y,0)  0 ,

w0 ( x, y,0)  0

(13)

The blast load is expanded in Fourier series and only the first term is chosen. It is assumed
to be varying exponentially in time and Friedlander decay function is used to express the air
blast load as shown in Equation (14). pm is the peak pressure, tp is positive phase duration, and
φ is a waveform parameter.


t
p( x, y,t )  pm  1 
 tp


t

  tp
 e


(14)

T0(x,y,t) and T1(x,y,t) in Equation (4) are defined in Equation (15) as variables along the
length a and the width b. Equation (4) and Equation (15) are also time dependent functions
with the assumption of Friedlander function as the blast load.
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Approximate solution functions are chosen crucially by considering the results of static
large deformation analysis of laminated composite and shown in Equation (16). Only the first
term of the series for in-plane displacements and out-of-plane displacements for the simply
supported plate is accounted.
2 x
a
2

y
v0  V11 ( t )x 2 ( x  a )2 sin
b

x

y
w0  W11 ( t ) sin
sin
a
b

u 0  U 11 ( t )y 2 ( y  b )2 sin
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The time dependent nonlinear differential equations are obtained by applying the Galerkin
method to the equations of motion given in Equation (10). The nonlinear-coupled equations of
motion are then solved by using the finite difference method. Finally, the equations of motion
are reduced into a form that can be easily solved by one of the methods for solution of linear
equation systems such as Gauss elimination method or LU decomposition.
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The dynamic behaviour of thermomechanically affected simply supported composite plate
is obtained using a closed form solution by writing a FORTRAN program. The pressure distribution because of the blast loading is assumed to be uniform on the plate, and the parameters shown in Equation (14) are pm=29 kN/m2, tp=0.0018 s, =0.35. The constants of
temperature increment (T0 and T1) in Equation (15) are selected as 40 °C, 80 °C and 120 °C to
understand the effect of temperature variation on the dynamic response. Only square shaped
plates are considered in this paper and the dimensions are taken as a=b=220 mm. The plates
are made of six layers of laminae, which are assumed to be behaving linearly and elastically.
The layers are perfectly bonded. The composite material type is AS/3501 and the fiber orientation angle is chosen as 0° for all layers. The material properties of AS/3501 unidirectional
carbon epoxy are given in Table 1.
AS/3501 Carbon Epoxy
E1 (GPa)
137.895
E2 (GPa)
8.963
ν12
0.3
G12 (GPa)
7.102
1590
ρ (kg/m3)
1.8×10-6
α1 (1/°C)
54×10-6
α2 (1/°C)
0.12954
Thickness (mm)
Table 1: Material properties [13].

The displacement-time histories of the selected points obtained by using closed form solution are shown in Figure 2 and compared with the isothermal blast loaded plate. The thermal
load increases the displacement amplitude as expected. The comparative strain-time histories
at the middle, top and bottom surfaces for the center of the plate are shown in Figure 3a-c,
respectively. Figure 4 shows the displacement-time and strain-time histories at the middle surface for the center of the plate subjected to only time dependent thermal forces. The effect of
temperature increment is also shown in Figure 4 by using three different cases.
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Figure 2: The displacement-time histories of the selected points for nonisothermal and isothermal blast loaded
case.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: The strain-time histories for the center of the plate for nonisothermal and isothermal blast loaded case.
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Figure 4: The displacement-time and strain-time histories for the center of the plate subjected to only time dependent thermal effects.

4

CONCLUSION

In this study, the dynamic response of thermomechanically loaded laminated composite
plate is investigated theoretically. The displacement-time and strain-time histories are obtained for selected points. The strain-time histories are obtained at the mentioned points on the
top, middle and bottom surfaces of the plate. The temperature rise during the blast or shock
loading increases the displacement amplitude and strain. Therefore it is important to consider
the temperature changes during the blast or shock loading in the design of structures which
are subjected to thermal effects.
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Abstract. A new internal variable theory for the description of solid materials having mechanisms with different characteristic times, is developed within a finite deformation framework.
The theory relies crucially on the consistent combination of a general viscoplastic theory and
a new version of rate – independent generalized plasticity theory. In this new version of rate –
independent generalized plasticity the concepts of viscous range and viscous process have
been introduced, while, as in classical generalized plasticity, the notion of yield surface, as a
basic ingredient, is not involved. The formulation is developed initially in a material setting
and then is extended to a covariant one by applying some basic elements and results from the
tensor analysis on manifolds. By introducing the material (intrinsic) metric as a primary internal variable, accounting for both rate dependent and rate independent phenomena within
the body, a constitutive model is proposed. The ability of the model in simulating several patterns of the complex response of metals under quasi – static and dynamic loadings is assessed
by representative numerical examples, after appropriate approximations of the Lie derivatives of tensorial quantities have been derived.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The first author of this publication has gotten interested earlier (in the nineties) in the important subject of modeling materials with different characteristic times, namely with characteristic times very short and of the same order compared to a loading process. The first type of
mechanisms gives rise to instantaneous plastic strains and the second type to creep strains,
which are developed slowly. He and his co-workers have developed models for the description of the behavior of concrete materials by combining in series internal variable theories of
viscoelasticity and plasticity, Panoskaltsis et al. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In the first four publications a
plasticity model is combined with a viscoelasticity one, while in the fifth generalized plasticity formulations are combined with viscoplasticity ones. All these models were developed
within the realm of small strains.
It should be mentioned that it came as a surprise to this author that very few works had been
published on this subject, earlier than his. These are works that have been published in the
early sixties (Landau et al. [6], Ivlev [7] and Naghdi and Murch [8]). In those publications,
several combinations of a rate – dependent theory with a rate – independent one have been
proposed, again within the context of infinitesimal deformation.
Nevertheless, the mechanisms responsible for instantaneous plastic strains as well as viscoelastic strains are usually introducing large deformations and can be found in different classes
of materials such as metals (e.g., metal forming processes, high – velocity impact, penetration
mechanics), shape memory alloys (e.g., finite deformations occurring during phase transformations) and soils (e.g., liquefaction and cyclic mobility in sands). Therefore, a more general
development within the context of a large deformation theory, is definitely needed. This is the
reason for revisiting this subject. Our new development includes the following basic characteristics:
(a) A local internal variable theory presented in a covariant setting. The internal variable
vector is assumed to consist of two components. The first of them, which is related to the rate
– dependent properties of the material, is described by a general viscoplastic formulation
which leaves the kinematics of the problem and the number and the nature of the internal variables entirely unspecified. In this sense, the formulation includes both, a number of models
which have been developed in order to describe time dependent phenomena in metals and in
particular highly nonlinear viscoelastic behavior (e.g., Bodner and Partom [9], Rubin [10, 11,
12]), as well as, the classical overstress models (e.g., Malvern [13], Perzyna, [14, 15], Phillips
and Wu [16], Chaboche [17]). The second component, which is related to the rate – independent material properties is described by the framework of generalized plasticity (Lubliner
[18, 19, 20]) which includes classical plasticity as a special case (e.g., see Lubliner [20],
Panoskaltsis et al. [21, 22]). The crucial advantage of this approach resides in the compatibility of the two theories, in the sense that neither viscoplasticity nor generalized plasticity employs the concept of the yield surface as a basic ingredient. Unlike the classical formulations
of viscoplasticity and rate – independent plasticity, which usually are developed in the stress
space, the proposed formulation is developed in the strain (deformation) space. Such formulation, besides inheriting the advantages of the strain space over the stress space (Naghdi [23]),
seems more essential for a covariant formulation since it employs as a control variable the
right Cauchy – Green deformation tensor, which is defined as the pull – back of the spatial
metric by the deformation. As in our previous approaches (see Panoskaltsis et al. [22, 24, 25])
within the context of the rate – independent theory, the covariant formulation is achieved naturally by introducing manifold spaces (see, for instance, Bishop and Goldberg [26], Lovelock
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and Rund [27]), not only for the body of interest and the ambient space, but also for the state
space, that is the set of all realizable states over a material point. Accordingly, the motion of
the body which is considered as a time dependent mapping within the ambient space, is extended to a local dynamical process by considering the state space as a fiber over the body
particles (e.g., see Panoskaltsis et al. [22, 24, 25]). In turn, the involvement of the standard
pull – back/push – forward operations of the tensor analysis on manifolds (e.g., Marsden and
Hughes [28, p.67], Stumpf and Hoppe [29]) leads to the introduction of the convected Lie derivative (e.g., see Marsden and Hughes [28, p. 95], Stumpf and Hoppe [29]), which eventually
leads to a covariant formulation of the theory.
(b) A constitutive model which is based on the concept of the “physical” metric. This is a
rather new and powerful concept that has been introduced in the phenomenological description of solid materials by Valanis [30] and was extended by Valanis and Panoskaltsis [31]
(see also Panoskaltsis et al. [22, 25]). According to this theory, the intrinsic material (“physical”) metric, namely the (body) metric in the material configuration, can be considered as a
basic internal variable, modeling non – affine deformation. In his original work Valanis
[30], by considering the physical metric’s time derivative with respect to either the Newtonian time or the intrinsic time, derived hereditary constitutive equations for viscoelastic and
plastic solids, respectively. Within the present study the concept is revisited and it is used
for the construction of a material model. This model is based on a hyperelastic extension of
a J 2 flow theory to the finite deformation regime. In particular, it is shown how the “physical” metric can be used as a measure of viscoplastic deformation which is due to mechanisms with different characteristic times within the material substructure. The proposed
model belongs to the class of multi – mechanism models, which constitutes at the present
time a very active area of research (e.g., see Taleb and Cailletaud [32], Sai [33]). This model
is based on the following basic ingredients:
i.
A hyperelastic constitutive equation for the characterization of the stress response.
ii.
A von – Mises type of expression, with isotropic hardening, for the (suitably defined) yield surface.
iii.
A normality flow rule in terms of the material metric.
The ability of the proposed model in simulating several patterns of the extremely complex
response of metals under quasi – static and dynamic loadings is assessed by representative
numerical examples.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTITUTIVE THEORY
We follow the geometrical approach of Marsden and Hughes [28], proposed within the
context of non – linear elasticity (see also Stumpf and Hoppe [29]). Approaches of this type
have been also considered within the context of isothermal formulations of classical plasticity by Simo [34], Miehe [35], Panoskaltsis et al. [22, 24, 25], and within a non – isothermal
framework by Duszek and Perzyna [36] and Le and Stumpf [37]. Accordingly, we consider
both the body of interest and the ambient space S, as three dimensional Riemannian manifolds and we denote by B the reference configuration of the body with points labeled by
X( X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ). A motion of B within the ambient space is defined as a time dependent
mapping x: B→S given as
x  x(X, t ),
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which maps the points of the reference configuration B onto the points x( x1 , x 2 , x 3 ) of the
ambient space S. The deformation gradient is defined to be the tangent map of the motion, i.e.,
F( X, t) 

x
,
X

(2)

with determinant J = detF(X, t) > 0.
In the absence of thermal effects, the material state at the referential point X may be determined by the right Cauchy – Green deformation tensor defined as the pull – back of the spatial metric g, by the motion (1), that is

C  FTgF,

(3)

which is assumed to lie on a manifold C, and the internal variable vector Q, which in turn is
assumed to lie on another manifold Q. The state space, that is the product manifold
D  C  Q is assumed to be attached at the point X so that the set {X} D is a fiber of X. Furthermore, we note that the set {X} D is an open subset of B  D and so it is a local manifold.
Since we study materials with both rate – dependent and rate – independent characteristics
we assume that the internal variable vector be composed of two internal variable vectors V
and P, which belong to the manifolds V and P respectively; the former of them is associated
with the material rate – dependent properties while the latter is associated with the material
rate – independent ones.
A local process Ψ in the state space D is defined as a curve in D, i.e., as a mapping from
the time interval of interest I to the state space D, i.e.,
Ψ: I R  D ,

defined as

C(t ) 
Ψ( t )   V ( t )  .


 P(t ) 
The direction and the speed of such a process are determined by the tangent vector
C(t ) 


Ψ(t )   V(t )  , where the superimposed dot stands for the time derivative.
 P( t ) 


Since, the component C of Ψ, is always known under deformation control, the components
V and P have to be determined. By considering just a first order differential equation, that is
by imposing some limitations concerning the memory of the material, the rate – dependent
component of the internal variable vector may be assumed to be given as
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V = A  C, V  ,

(4)

where A : C V  TD is a vector field to be interpreted as a tensorial function of the denoted
arguments, associated with the rate – dependent material properties. A local process may be
defined as elastic if it lies entirely in a six dimensional submanifold of D (actually the deformation space C) defined by V=const., otherwise is defined as inelastic. Accordingly, an elastic domain (at V=const.) may be defined as a submanifold of the deformation space C
comprising the deformation points which can be reached by an elastic process from the current deformation point. If the elastic domain has a non empty interior, its boundary is a five
dimensional manifold, the points of which have a coordinate neighborhood on it, which is attached to the interior in much the same way as the surface of a solid is attached to its interior.
The latter manifold may be defined as a yield surface. We are now stating the following important remarks, that underscore our theory which is developed here.
REMARK 2.1. The existence of a yield surface classifies the viscoplastic models frequently
met in the literature (e.g., see the review paper by Naghdi [23]) into two major categories as
follows: In view of Equation (4) one can conclude that an elastic domain can be defined at
any material state in C V , by the equation

A  C,V   0.
The case in which the function A is a non – vanishing function of its arguments corresponds
to a viscoplastic model, where an elastic domain does not exist and every process results in
inelastic behavior at any deformation level, no matter how small it is. A viscoplastic model of
this type is termed as a “unified” constitutive model (e.g., Bodner and Partom [9], Rubin [10,
11, 12]). On the other hand, if it is assumed that a yield (hyper) surface exists and is given by
an expression of the form
G(C, V)  0,

where G: C V  R is a scalar function, then by considering for the function A an expression of the form
1
A  (G) B(C, V),



where the function (G) is defined as



(G)  0 for G0
(G) for G0,

where  is a (temperature dependent) viscosity, and B a vector field in TD, the proposed viscoplastic formulation is reduced to the classical overstress concept due to Perzyna [14, 15].
Models of this kind have been also proposed among others, by Malvern [13], Phillips and Wu
[16] and Chaboche [17].
REMARK 2.2. Within the present formulation it is implied that if an elastic domain exists,
then the values of the plastic internal variables P are constant within this domain, since the
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rate – independent material mechanisms are always activated after the rate – dependent ones
have done so.
The characterization of the rate – independent response of the material, in conjunction to the
rate – dependent one, will be described by appropriately extending the generalized plasticity
framework (for the rate – independent generalized plasticity framework see Lubliner [18, 19,
20] and Panoskaltsis et al. [21, 22, 24]) as follows. The viscous (quasistatic) range will be
introduced and it will be defined as the submanifold of C V which encompasses the states
that can be reached by a process which does not activate the rate – independent mechanisms
within the material, that is one with P = constant. This process may be either an elastic process –belonging to C – or an inelastic process belonging to C V , that is one with a tangent

C(t ) 


vector of the form Ψ(t )   V(t )  .
0 


Such an inelastic process will be defined as viscous. The boundary of the viscous range will
be defined as a loading surface (e.g., Eisenberg and Phillips [38], Lubliner [39, 20]). On the
loading surface we may construct a coordinate system similar to a coordinate system on the
yield surface. A state lying on a loading surface may be defined as a viscoplastic state, while
an inelastic process, which results in a change of the plastic internal variable vector P will be
defined as viscoplastic process. The rate equation for the evolution of P is closely related to
the notion of the viscoplastic process, which in turn may be systematically studied on the basis of the loading rate concept (see Lubliner [40, 18, 20]). This is defined as the inner product of the outward normal to the loading surface (a one – form on the cotangent space
T C V ) , with the projection of the tangent to the process vector onto the space C V , that is
L(C, V, C, V) 

F
F
:C 
V,
C
V

(5)

where F : D  R is the mathematical expression for the loading surface in D. The loading
rate determines the speed and the direction of a process from a viscoplastic state relatively to
its viscous range. If L  0, then the viscous range is invariant under the flow of (C, V) (e.g.,
see Abraham et al. [41, pp. 256 – 258]) and the process is viscous. If L > 0 , then the viscous
range is not invariant anymore and a new viscoplastic state at a new value of P is initiated.
Accordingly, the rate equation for the evolution of the plastic internal variable vector P (see
also Lubliner [18, 19] for the rate – independent case), may be stated as

P = H (C,V,P)D(C,P) L ,

(6)

in which H is a scalar function of the state variables, which enforces the defining property of
a viscoplastic state, i.e., the value of H must be positive at any viscoplastic state and zero in
any other one. Finally, D is another vector field in TD, enforcing the rate – independent
properties of the material and  stands from now on for the McCauley bracket defined as
 x, if x  0
x 
0, if x  0.
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The formulation is supplemented by the general loading – unloading conditions of the new
theory, which follow by using the basic Equations (4) and (6), as:

If A(C,V)=0 : Elastic domain.
If A(C,V)  0 and H (C,V, P)=0 : Viscous process.


If A(C,V)  0 and H (C,V, P)  0 : If L  0: Viscous process,

If L  0 : Viscoplastic process.

(7)

A particular case of interest appears when a yield surface exists and coincides with the initial
loading surface (see the concise discussion of Eisenberg and Phillips [38]). This case corresponds to a material which exhibits both rate – dependent and rate – independent characteristics, with the yield criterion of the instantaneous rate – independent behavior governing both.
Another particular case of interest arises when both functions A and H in Equations (4) and
(6) are non – vanishing. In this case every state is a viscoplastic one, every process results in
viscous response and the material possesses a rate – dependent quasi – yield surface (see Lubliner [39], Panoskaltsis et al. [24]).
An equivalent description in the spatial configuration can be derived by extending the motion (1) to a dynamical process P by considering the local vector bundle mapping (e.g.,
Abraham et al. [41, p. 67])
P : B  D  S  D' ,
where D' is the state space “as seen” in the current configuration. This mapping is defined
as

P  X, C, Q, t    (x), x* (C), x* (Q)    (x), g, q  ,

(8)

where x () stands for the push – forward operator and q denotes the push – forward of the
internal variable vector Q and is defined on the basis of the general transformation law (e.g.,
Lovelock and Rund [27, p. 66]) in component form as

q

j1 ... jr
i1 ...is

x j1 x jr X K1 X Ks I1 ...Ir

...
... is Q K1 ...Ks .
X I1 X Ir xi1
x

(9)

As a result, by applying a push – forward operation to Equations (4) and (6) the equivalent
assessment of the basic equations in the spatial description is obtained as

LV v  a(g,v, F),

(10)

LVp  h(g,v, p, F)d(g,p, F) l ,

(11)

where v, p, a, d are the push – forwards onto the spatial configuration of the material tensorial
quantities V, P, A, D; h is the equivalent expression for the (scalar invariant) state function
H and l stands for the loading rate in the spatial configuration defined as
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l

f
f
:LVg  L V v.
g
v

(12)

In this equation, f is the expression for the loading surfaces in the spatial configuration, i.e.,
f : D  R with f (g, v, p, F)  0, while L v () denotes the Lie derivative, defined as the convected derivative relative to the current configuration (e.g., Stumpf and Hoppe, [29]). We note
the dependence of the state functions on the deformation gradient F, which is due to the forward operation by which Equations (10) and (11) are derived from basic Equations (4) and
(6). The loading – unloading conditions (7) in the current configuration in view of Equations
(10), (11) and (12) can be stated as:

If a(g,v,F)=0 : Elastic domain.
If a(g,v,F)  0 and h(g,v,p,F)=0 : Viscous process.


If a(g,v,F)  0 and h(g,v,p,F)  0 : If l  0: Viscous process,

If l  0 : Viscoplastic process.

(13)

REMARK 2.3. Unlike our approaches to the rate – independent theory (see Panoskaltsis et al.
[21, 22, 24]) we refrain from characterizing conditions (7) (or (13)) as loading – unloading
criteria, since the loading rate L (or equivalently l) is dependent on the viscous internal variable and its rate, which are in general non – controllable quantities.
REMARK 2.4. As it has been already mentioned the case of combined rate – dependent and
rate – independent behavior has been studied by Naghdi and Murch [8]. In their approach
Naghdi and Murch, propose a general formulation on the basis of a combination of a theory of
linear viscoelasticity, expressed in terms of convolution integrals, in series with a theory of
classical plasticity. As a result, unlike the present approach where the non – necessity of the
existence of a yield surface has led to the absence of the plastic consistency parameter, in their
approach the consistency parameter is determined from the consistency condition of the instantaneous plasticity. For the earlier works of Panoskaltsis and co-workers we note that in
Panoskaltsis et al. [1] a viscoelastic model has been introduced in series with a rate – independent internal variable plastic model, while in Panoskaltsis et al. [2, 3, 4] a viscoelastic
model has been introduced in series with an internal variable rate – dependent plastic model
(i.e., one with the initial yield depending on the rate), for modeling of concrete materials.
REMARK 2.5. We note the dependence of the loading surface on the internal variable vector
V, which in turn means that the loading surface even though is related to the rate – independent properties of the material, is itself rate – dependent. This consideration is based on the experimentally observed behavior according to which, the activation of the rate – independent
mechanisms within the material (yielding) is a rate – dependent phenomenon.
REMARK 2.6. The case in which a rate – independent loading surface is involved corresponds
to a combination of a viscoplastic theory with rate – independent generalized plasticity in an
uncoupled setting. Then the rate – independent formulation reduces to that of standard generalized plasticity (see Lubliner [20]; see also Panoskaltsis et al. [21, 22, 24]) with the term
elastic replaced throughout by the term viscous. Such a formulation has its origins in the work
of Landau et al. [6], where a combination of a viscoelastic theory with a perfectly plastic solid
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obeying a von Mises yield criterion has been proposed within the context of infinitesimal deformation.

3 THE PHYSICAL METRIC
The basic objective of this section is the introduction of a tangible strain space constitutive model. The proposed model is based on a consistent implementation of a rather new and
powerful concept, namely the “physical” metric concept (see Valanis [30] and Valanis and
Panoskaltsis [31]). The basic idea relies on the fact that the intrinsic material (“physical”)
metric, namely the (body) metric in the material configuration, can be considered as a basic
internal variable associated with the non – affine deformation. Unlike the original theory of
Valanis [30], where the concept was introduced within the context of hereditary constitutive
relations, in the present proposal the metric concept is introduced within the framework of
materials with internal variables; in this sense, the proposed model resembles a model by
Panoskaltsis et al. [22] within the context of rate – independent generalized plasticity. Moreover, in contrast to the theoretical presentation given in section 2, where in general it has
been assumed that different mechanisms within the material substructure are responsible for
rate – dependent (viscous) and rate – independent (plastic) phenomena, within the specific
model formulation it is assumed that the same mechanisms are responsible for the combined
(viscoplastic) material response, which in turn is described in terms of the physical metric.
Since we deal with large scale viscoplastic flow, the kinematics of the problem together with
the principle of spatial covariance suggest that a formulation of the model in terms of the
spatial metrics and their convected (Lie) derivatives is more natural. Further, in the current
configuration, the spatial metric usually has a diagonal form, which makes the computations
simpler than those in the reference configuration where the metric C is fully populated (e.g.,
see Miehe [35], Panoskaltsis et al. [24]).
Accordingly, the stress response is assumed to be governed by an isotropic strain energy
function which is given in terms of the invariants of the tensor gb, where b is the left Cauchy
– Green tensor, defined as the push – forward of the reciprocal (contravariant) metric G 1 ,i.e.,
( (b  x G 1 = FG 1 FT ), as





-

1

1
2

ˆ ( I1 , I 3 )   ln I 3   I 3 3 [ ln I 3  ( I1  3)],

(14)

where I1  tr (bg) and I3  det (bg), are the first and third invariants of bg,  0 is the referential density ( 0   J ) and  and  are Lame type elastic constants. Then, the Kirchhoff
stress tensor τ ( τ  Jσ), is given as (see, e.g., Marsden and Hughes [28, p. 204])

τ  2 0

ˆ
  ln I 3 g 1   I 3 [b  g 1 ].
g

(15)

The loading surfaces are assumed to be given by a von – Mises expression of the form (e.g.,
Simo [34])



f ( τ,g, )   ij kl gik g jl  13  kl gkl
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y

 K  ,
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where  is a scalar internal variable which controls the isotropic hardening of the von – Mises loading surface,  y is a model parameter to be interpreted as the uniaxial yield stress in the
absence rate dependent phenomena and K is the isotropic hardening modulus. The yield surface is assumed to be similar to the loading surfaces and it is defined by an expression of the
form



g (τ,g, )   ij kl gik g jl  13  kl gkl



2



2
3

k  y  K  ,

(17)

where k is the similarity ratio (0≤ k ≤1).
The evolution of the (contravariant) metric b is assumed to be given by a normality flow
rule on both the yield and the loading surfaces, which resembles the one derived on the basis
of the maximum plastic dissipation by Simo [34], as


1
3

 I 3 dev(Lv b)  2 

g

x

f

n  : L vg ,
(18)
f 
where dev() stands for the deviatoric operator in the spatial configuration that is



  2

1

devτ
1
f
1
,   , is the normal vector to the loaddev()  ()  [g : ()]g ,    I 3 3 I1 , n 
devτ
g
3
ing surfaces in the deformation space,  is a viscosity type of parameter, x is a model parameter related to the rheological characteristics of the material and  is an additional parameter
that is related to the rate independent part of the model (see Panoskaltsis et al. [21, 22, 24]).
The evolution equation for the isotropic hardening variable, in accordance with the infinitesimal theory of plasticity (e.g., see Simo and Hughes [42, p. 90]), is assumed to be given as

f
2 g

 : Lvg

3  
f 
y




,



(19)

where y is an additional model parameter.
As in the general theory the loading – unloading conditions of the model together with the
corresponding rate – equations for the evolution of the internal variables, can be derived directly from Equations (18) and (19) by dropping the McCauley brackets as:
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 If g  0 : Elastic domain,

dev(L v b)  0,  =0.

 If g>0 and (f  0 or  :L v g  0) : Viscous process,

1
gx

3
(L
)
2
I
dev
,

b



3
v




2 gy
=

.

3


 If f >0 and  :L v g >0: Viscoplastic process,

1
gx
1

 I 3 3 dev(L v b)  2    2  n( : L vg ),





2  gy 1

 
 ( : Lv g)  .


3  





(20)


g
to the yield (and the loading surfaces), after lengthy comg
putations (e.g., see Simo [34]), can be found to be

Finally, the normal vector  



devτ


g f

  n 
dev[n2 ]  .
g g




(21)

To this end it is instructive to make the following remarks:
REMARK 4.11. The particular case where k  1 corresponds to the material which exhibits
both rate – dependent and rate – independent response, with the same yield criterion governing both. Such a case is of extreme importance in the study of large scale viscoplastic flow
where the elastic strains are negligible and the material response is governed entirely by that
appearing in the post yielding regime.
REMARK 4.12. The particular case k  0 corresponds to a material with response being identical to that described by a Maxwell fluid in series with the generalized plasticity model. The
limiting case where k  0 and  y  0 corresponds to a model with a rate – dependent quasi –
yield surface, which is defined by Equation (16). This surface, besides being a rate – dependent loading surface, serves and as a loading potential for the rate – dependent part of the model.
4 COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
4.1 Time integration algorithm
In the last section, we examine the ability of the proposed model in simulating several patterns of the behavior of metals under quasi – static and dynamic loading conditions. The mod-
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el can be implemented numerically by employing a predictor – corrector scheme, which is
based on the ideas developed, within the context of a classical elastic – plastic formulation, by
Simo and Hughes [42, pp. 311 – 321]. Nevertheless, in sharp contrast with the classical elastic – plastic case, the internal variables are no longer constrained to lie within the closure of
an elastic domain, since neither viscoplasticity nor generalized plasticity employ the concept
of the yield surface as a basic ingredient (see Lubliner [20], Panoskaltsis et al. [21, 24]). Accordingly, unlike the classical elastoplastic case where the evolution equations define a unilaterally constrained problem of evolution governed by the Kuhn – Tucker conditions (e.g., see
Simo and Hughes [42, p. 84]), in the present case the evolution equations form a differential
system, which must obey the loading – unloading conditions of the model.
The corresponding algorithmic problem is stated as follows: Let I = [0, T], be the time interval of interest. It is assumed that at time tn  I , the configuration of the body of interest
b n S , defined as

bn  {xn  xn (X) | X  B},

along with the state variables are known, i.e.,
{xn , τ n , bn ,  n },

are the known data at time tn . Assume a time increment tn , which drives the time to
tn1  tn  t and the body configuration to

bn1  {xn1  xn1 (X) | X  B},
where

xn1 (X) =xn (X)+U(X)  xn (X)+u  xn  X   ,
and u is the incremental displacement field, which is assumed to be given.
Then the algorithmic problem in hand is to update the stress tensor and the internal variables
to the time step tn 1 in a manner consistent with the continuous Equations (15) and (20).
The solution of the problem can be performed by means of a time – discretization of the governing equations of the model on the basis of the backward Euler scheme, which is first – order accurate and unconditionally stable. Because of the presence of Lie derivatives within the
continuous equations adequate approximations for these objects can be derived on the basis
of the defining identity of the (convected) Lie derivative and the general tensorial transformation law (see Panoskaltsis et al. [21, 24]). In particular, the defining identity for the Lie der
rivative of a tensor q of type   in the bn 1 configuration is
s

(22)
Lvq n 1  xn 1 ( xn1 (q)).
t
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By performing a pull – back operation Equation (22) can be stated as

1
x n 1  q n 1    Qn +1  (Qn 1  Qn ),

t
t

x n 1* (Lvq n 1 ) 

(23)

which in turn may be written in component form on the basis of the general tensorial transformation law (see Equation (9)) as
[

X I1
X I r xnj11 xnjs1


]L v qi1ir j1 js
Js
i1
ir
J1
xn 1 xn 1 X
X





n 1

1 X I1
X I r xnl11 xnls1 k1kr
 [ k1  kr

q l1ls
t xn 1 xn 1 X J1 X J s









1
[ Q I1I r J1J s
t



n 1





 Q I1I r J1J s ] 
n

X I1 X I r xnl11 xnls1 k1kr

q l1ls
 kr
n 1 
xn X J1 X J s
xnk1





n

],

(24)



from which Lv qi1ir j1 js



L v qi1 ir j1  js



n 1





n 1

can be determined as



1
[ q i1 ir j1  js
t



n 1 

xni11  inr 1 xnl1
xnls


q k1 kr l1 ls
xnk1
xnkr xnj11 xnjs1





n

],

(25)

where the tensor with components
( f i j )n 1 

xni 1 xni 1 X I

 ( F i I )n1 (( F 1 ) Ij )n ,
xnj
X I xnj

(26)

is defined as the relative deformation gradient with respect to the configuration bn 1 (e.g., Simo and Hughes, [42, p. 279]). By means of Equation (25) an approximation for the covariant  02  metric g may be derived as
L v  gij 

n 1



xi xnj
1
[ gij  n 1  kn
 gkl  n ],
t
xn1 xnl 1

(27)

or equivalently
L v g n1 

1
(g n1  fnT11g nfn11 ).
t

In a similar manner the approximation for the contravariant
to be
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L v  bij 

n 1



xi x j
1
[ bij  n 1  nk1 nl 1  bkl  n ],
t
xn xn

(29)

or equivalently
L vb n1 

1
(b n1  fn1b nfnT1 ).
t

(30)

Accordingly, the time discrete counterparts of Equations (15) and (20) may be determined as
-

1

3
τ n1   ln I3,n1 g n11   I3,n+1
[b n1  g n11 ],

(31)

and

 If g n+1  0 : Elastic domain,

1

dev[ ( b n 1  fn 1b n fnT1 )]  0,  n 1 = n
t


1
T 1
1
 If g n+1 > 0 and (f n 1  0 or  n 1: ( g n 1  fn 1 g n fn 1 )  0) : Viscous process,
t

2

g n 1 x
1
T
3

J
dev
[
(
b

f
b
f
)]


2

n ,

n+1
n 1
n 1 n n 1
n 1
t
 n 1


 n 1   n
2 g n 1 y

=
t
3 


1
 If f n 1 > 0 and  n 1 : (g n 1  fnT11g n fn11 )>0: Viscoplastic process,
t

1

g n 1 x
1
T
3

 I 3,n+1dev[ ( bn 1  fn 1bn fn 1 )]  2 n 1
n 
t
 n 1


1
1

 2 n 1 nn 1[ n 1 : ( g n 1  fnT11g n fn11 )],

t



 n 1   n
2  gy 1
1


 [ n 1 : (g n 1  fnT11g n fn11 )] 

t
3  
t





(32)

where g n1  g(xn1 ), gn1 , f n+1 , nn+1 , n+1 are quantities which are expressible in terms of the
basic variables. It is observed that Equation (31) and the rather complicated Equations (32)
form a system of three independent equations in three unknowns ( bn1 ,  n+1 , τ n1 ). The solution of this system can be performed by a three step predictor – corrector algorithm, the steps
of which are dictated by the time discrete loading – unloading conditions which are included
in Equation (32) as well. Algorithmic details regarding the enforcement of the time discrete
loading – unloading conditions and the solution of the system within the framework of a large
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deformation rate – independent constitutive theory can be found in Panoskaltsis et al. [21,
24]).
REMARK 4.13. We note the absence of the consistency condition and accordingly of the consistency parameter from the time discrete equations. Due to this absence the resulting system
is simpler than the classical elastic – plastic case and more computer power is preserved.
REMARK 4.14. By noting that any objective derivative of a tensorial quantity q differs from
its convected Lie derivative by terms depending on q and the Lie derivative of the spatial metric g (e.g., Marsden and Hughes [28, p.100], Stumpf and Hoppe [29]), Equation (25) can be
used as a basis for an objective approximation of other objective derivatives which may be
used in place of the convected derivative, used herein.
The predictions of the model introduced will be illustrated by considering two problems of
large scale viscoplastic flow, namely the extension of a material block and the combined extension and inflation of a thick – walled cylinder.

4.2 Extension of a material block (plane strain)
The extension problem, in order to avoid necking phenomena within the specimen, is assumed to be that of a (laterally) constrained one, which is defined as

x1  (1   ) X 1, x 2  X 2 , x 3  X 3.
The basic material parameters are those considered in Simo and Hughes [42, p. 326] where
the elastic – plastic upsetting of an axisymmetric billet is examined,

  384.62,  =833.33,  y  1.00, K  3.00.
The additional model parameters are set equal to
k  x  y  1,  =10,000,  =1,000.

The predictions of the model for straining of the block up to 100%, for six different displaced
ment rates (
 105 , 10-2, , 10-1, 3x10-1, 1, 106 ) are shown in Figure 1. By referring to the
dt
results of this figure, we note that the predicted response is independent of the displacement
rate, over a large dynamic range (from 1 to 106 ). For those rates the response is entirely governed by the rate – independent part of the model. On the other hand there is a strong rate –
d
 101 sec-1 ). In this sense the predicted response is identieffect for lower rates (105 
dt
cal to that described by Bodner [43] for a fully annealed FCC metal.
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Figure 1: Restrained tension of a material block. Normal stress versus  for different
loading rates.

In order to check the model predictions in the case of an instantaneous change of rate in the
course of deformation, we consider two additional straining histories. The first one involves
an increasing change of rate and is given by

10-3
for 0    0.1,
d 
-2
 3 10 for 0.1    0.5 ,
dt  -1
for 0.5    1.
10
The corresponding stress – deformation curve is shown in Figure 2, together with the original
stress – deformation curves in the cases where the displacement rate remains constant
throughout the test. By referring to the results of Figure 2, we conclude that after the first rate
d
d
 103 to
 3 102 ) , the material point “leaves” the original stress –
increase (from
dt
dt
d
 103 ) and reaches asymptotically the original stress – defordeformation curve (for
dt
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mation which corresponds to the higher rate

d
 3 102. Upon a further rate increase (from
dt

d
d
 3 102 to
 101 ), the material point “crosses” the original stress – deformation
dt
dt
d
curve corresponding to the lower rate (
 101 ) and reaches asymptotically the corresponddt
d
ing original stress – deformation curve which corresponds to the new higher rate (
 101 ).
dt
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Figure 2: Restrained tension of a material block. Normal stress versus  for increasing
changes in displacement rate.

The second loading history comprises a decreasing change of loading rate and is given by
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10-1
for 0    0.3,
d 
 3 10-2 for 0.3    0.7 ,
dt  -3
for 0.7    1.
10
The results of this test are shown in Figure 3. By referring to these results, we conclude that
d
d
after the first decrease of the displacement rate (from
 101 to
 3 102 ), the matedt
dt
d
rial point “leaves” the original stress – deformation curve (for
 101 ) and after a while
dt
follows the original stress – deformation curve which corresponds to the lower rate
d
(
 3 10-2 ). A similar response appears upon a further decrease of the rate (from
dt
d
d
 3 102 to
 103 ) with the material point eventually following the original stress –
dt
dt
deformation curve corresponding to the lowest displacement rate. In both cases the predicted
response is identical with the experimentally observed behavior in metallic materials (see
Metals Handbook [44]).
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Figure 3: Restrained tension of a material block. Normal stress versus  for decreasing
changes in displacement rate.

4.3 Combined extension and inflation of a thick – walled cylinder
The combined extension and inflation of a thick - walled cylinder problem to be studied, is
defined in a cylindrical polar coordinate system (see Ogden [45]) as
r 2  a2 

1



( R 2  A2 ),  =, z=(1+ )Z,

where a and A are the inner and the outer radii of the cylinder and  is the axial displacement.
The same problem has been also discussed within the context of the rate – independent theory
by Panoskaltsis et al. [22]. The model parameters are those considered by Simo and Hughes
[42, p. 324], where a similar plane strain problem is examined:

  40,000,  =3,800,  y  0.5, K  0.00 and k=x=y=1,  = =10,000.
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The cylinder is loaded under displacement control by controlling the displacement rates in
both the azimuthal and the axial directions, simultaneously. Without loss of generality both
rates are assumed equal. The specimen is loaded for three different rates
d
(
 5x10-2, , 10-1 and 1) until the corresponding displacement reaches a prescribed constant
dt
value ( =18%), and then the displacement is kept constant leading to stress relaxation. The
corresponding time history of stress in both radial and axial directions is depicted in Figures 4
and 5.
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Figure 4: Combined Extension and inflation of a thick – walled cylinder. Radial stress
versus time for different loading rates.
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Figure 5: Combined extension and inflation of a thick – walled cylinder. Axial
stress versus time for different loading rates.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The important problem of modeling solid materials with different characteristic times has
been revisited. A new internal variable theory has been developed within finite deformations.
The proposed theory relies crucially on the consistent combination of a general viscoplastic
formulation and a new version of rate – independent generalized plasticity. In this new version of rate – independent generalized plasticity the concepts of viscous range and viscous
process have been defined. The proposed formulation is presented in a covariant setting and in
particular includes the following basic ingredients:
1. A manifold structure of the theory, which accounts not only for the body of interest
and the ambient space, but for the state space as well. Accordingly, the state space is
considered as a fiber over the material point, a procedure leading to a local vector
bundle mapping, which is used for the identification of the dynamical process under
examination.
2. Loading-unloading conditions, which have been derived in the material and in the
spatial configurations.
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Also, in the course of our development, important observations regarding the theories of plasticity and viscoplasticity, leading to a better understanding of those field theories, are made.
Furthermore, the concept of physical metric introduced by Valanis [30] and elaborated further by Valanis and Panoskaltsis [31] has been revisited within the context of a material model. The model is based on an extension of a J 2 flow theory to the finite deformation regime
and considers the material metric as a basic internal variable describing both rate – dependent
and rate – independent mechanisms within the body. For the numerical implementation of the
model suitable approximations for the Lie derivatives of tensorial quantities are obtained. In
addition, the loading-unloading conditions, which have been derived, are used. It is noted that
the suitability of the model for large scale computations has been proved by:
(a)
The derivation of a novel first order – accurate time integration algorithm.
(b) A series of numerical simulations, which show the ability of the model in predicting several patterns of the extremely complex response of metals under quasi –
static and dynamic conditions.
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Abstract. To obtain tribological parameters like Archard's wear depth parameter kd usually
requires some severe effort in performing and analyzing complex tribological experiments.
The paper features an approach where such parameters are extracted from effective interaction potentials [1], which themselves are built up and fed from more physical-oriented measurements like Nanoindentation and PHYSICAL scratch. By using such effective material
potentials one can derive critical loading situations leading to failure (decomposition
strength) for any contact situation. A subsequent connection of these decomposition or failure
states with the corresponding stress or strain distributions allows the development of rather
comprehensive tribological parameter models applicable in wear and fatigue simulations as
demonstrated in this work.
From this a new sophisticated wear model has been developed on the basis of the effective
indenter concept [1, 2] by using the extended Hertzian approach [3, 4]. The models do not
only allow to analyze certain tribological experiments like the well known pin-on disk test or
the more recently developed nano-fretting tests, but also to forward simulate such tests and
even give hints for better component life-time predictions. The work will show how the procedure in principle is to be applied and a few examples will be presented in the corresponding
talk.
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Introduction
In order to achieve the goal set in the headline, namely, the extraction of generic tribological
or wear parameters it is necessary to combine quite a few fields and/or concepts of material
science. Therefore this introduction needs to cover the following issues:
•
•
•
•

first principle based interatomic potential description of mechanical material behavior
the effective indenter concept
the extension of the Oliver and Pharr method to analyze nanoindentation data to layered
materials and time dependent mechanical behavior
the physical scratch and/or tribological test and its analysis

Simple first principle based interatomic potential description of mechanical material behavior
It was shown in [5] that on the basis of an effective potential function like the Morse potential
given as
VMorse = ε  e −2p( r − r0 ) − 2e − p(r − r0 ) 

(1)

a contact problem can be evaluated using the mechanical parameters derived from such a potential. Here p, ε, σ are material parameters and r0 usually denotes the equilibrium bond length.
In such a case the potential would define the pair interaction. Here however, as in [1, 5], we
will apply the potential as an effective one with r0 denoting the lattice constant (see also [6]).
With respect to molecular dynamic simulation such an effective potential could be the basis
for the extraction of the necessary pair and higher order interactions as demonstrated in [6].
For our study however, we will not need this, because we are only interested in the mechanical constants, especially the Young's modulus and the decomposition strength. Having this,
one can apply the method described in [5] to simulate a mechanical contact problem, thereby
even taking nonlinear effects like the pressure dependency of the Young's modulus into account.

Brief story about the "effective indenter concept" and its extension
to layered materials
Surface usually is not bulk and so, subsequently the behavior of surfaces, especially their mechanical behavior can be dramatically different from what one might expect by just applying
bulk concepts to surface problems like contact situations with very surface-located, surfacedominated stress and strain fields. In tribo and wear problems this very often compromises
our ability to simulate and understand the physical processes taking place in certain tests (e.g.
[7 - 11]). In order to improve this situation we therefore resort to a stringent application of a
layered material model considering and modeling the mechanical surface always as - at least
potentially - having a property profile starting from the mechanical bulk values in depth usually well known for a certain material to rather often completely different properties on the
top-most surface layer. In the case of coated materials this model extension, of course, can
easily be justified by the explicit coating structure. However, we should stress the point of also carefully and critically considering apparent "homogenous surfaces" as - rather often - being of gradient or somehow layered character.
The "effective indenter concept" itself can mathematically be described or understood as
some kind of quasi conform coordinate transformation transforming the difficult problem of a
curved surface contacted by a well defined indenter (like a cone) into a flat surface loaded
with a complexly formed indenter. Already in 1995 Bolshakov, Oiver and Pharr [12] introduced this “Concept of the Effective Indenter” and refined it in a series of wonderful publica206
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tions until in 2002 the paper about “Understanding of nanoindentation unloading curves” [13]
was published by Pharr and Bolshakov.
The extension of this concept is simply performed by substituting the homogenous half space
model describing the loaded sample body by a layered half space model [14].
Brief description of the extension of the Oliver and Pharr method to analyze
nanoindentation data to layered materials and time dependent mechanical behavior

As it is a well established fact, that the classical Oliver and Pharr method [15], as an approach
based upon the homogenous half space model, cannot directly be applied to layered materials
and small structures, the author here refers to the literature [e.g. 16]. Soon after the publication of the Oliver and Pharr method it became clear that there is a physical concept this method can be based on which was called the “Concept of the Effective Indenter” [13, 14]. During
a small conference in Italy in 1999, the author learned of that concept and decided to work out
a theory solving not only the problem for the mechanical contact of an indenter with general
shape of symmetry of revolution, but also to extend this solution to layered structures. He
published its solution in 2004 [17]. Later on he also presented a variety of applications together with Pharr, Chudoba, Richter and others [18 - 23]. As a rather stubborn theoretician
however, the author needed some motivation from most of the authors mentioned above, especially Pharr, before he realized that the “effective indenter theory”, even though powerful,
was not something one could easily give to the engineer or an indenter experimentalist and
expect him to use it as a tool for the analysis of indentation data. The reason for this is the
complexity of the formulae building up the solution. Thus, the whole approach was brought
into a software package named FilmDoctor® [24].
Making the classical Oliver and Pharr method fit for time dependent mechanical behavior

In an indentation test we always find complex 3-dimensional stress states with usually all
stress components being non-zero. Thus, as Fischer-Cripps put it "the nature of the loading is
a complex mixture of hydrostatic compression, tension, and shear" [25]. In the case of viscous
behavior we also have to understand that we even have complex mixtures of stress and strain
rates. These however, usually influence the time dependent mechanical parameters [26]. This
automatically means that at different positions we find different stress and strain states and
rates leading to different mechanical parameters (time dependent) at different positions within
the material. This automatically makes the system of linear partial differential equations of
linear Elasticity non-linear in the moment viscosity (even elastic viscosity) comes into play.
In order to keep things simple however, we will not go here for a non-linear basic solution,
but try to find effective, phenomenological descriptions for visco-elastic, visco-plastic contact
problems based on the concept of a time dependent effective indenter.

Introduction into the physical scratch and/or tribological test and its
analysis
The standard scratch test is a widely used method to test the mechanical stability of coatings
on different types of substrates and has become a sensitive technique to control the reliability
of the manufacturing process. It is based on various standards [27, 28].
Since the part above covered the calculation of true mechanical layered surface properties by
nanoindentation, all mechanical values are known which are not only required to properly
dimension (fine-tune) a scratch or tribology test for specific surface structures, but also is of
need for a physical analysis of these tests. The following flow chart might give an illustrative
understanding into such a test procedure.
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Fig. 1:

A flow chart of the procedure of mechanical characterization and optimization of arbitrary structured surfaces with possibly time dependent mechanical properties

The reader will find illustrative examples and a much more comprehensive elaboration of the
method in [29] and [30].

Theory
First principle based interatomic potential description of mechanical material behavior
As shown in [1] the pressure P and bulk modulus B can be derived from an effective potential.
Thereby it is convenient to express P and B in units of B0 (B at P=0) and by substituting the
lattice distance r by r=c*r0 result in the relations:

er0p(1−c)
er0p(1−c)
r0 p(1−c)
1 − e
 ; B / B0 =
2 1 + r0 p c ) er0 p(1−c) − 2 − r0 p c 
P / B0 =
2 
2  (
r0 p c
r0 p c
.

(2)

We also take as estimates for the critical r leading to decomposition (c.f. [1]) the following
expressions which have to be solved numerically (r00 = p*r0):

6 (1 + cm r00 ) − 3e 00 ( m
r

c −1)

( 2 + cm r00 ) = 0

(3)

to extract the critical c-value cm for maximum P(c).
As a purely mathematically based measure for the critical bond length or in our case of an effective potential the lattice distance, the inflexion point for cifp>cm could be used. This can be
numerically obtained for the Morse potential via:

6 + cifp r00 ( 4 + cifp r00 ) − 2e 00
r

(1−cifp )

(3 + 2c

r

ifp 00
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The effective indenter concept
In order to have a sufficiently great variability for the definition of differently shaped “effective indenters”, we apply the extended Hertzian approach as shown for example in [31]. With
this approach normal and even tangential load distributions of the form [17]
N

σ zz 0 (r , ϕ ) = ∑ cσ n r n a 2 − r 2

(5)

n=0

N

τ rz 0 (r , ϕ ) = ∑ cτ rn r n a 2 − r 2
n =0
N

τ xz 0 (r , ϕ ) = ∑ cτ xn r n a 2 − r 2

(6)

n =0
N

τ yz 0 (r , ϕ ) = ∑ cτ yn r n a 2 − r 2
n =0

with n=0,2,4,6 and arbitrary constants c (and by following the instructions of the mathematical procedures for obtaining the complete potential functions as given in [17] even arbitrary
high but only even N) can be solved completely.
Together with lateral loads (occurring in all scratch- and tribotesters or the next generation of
nanoindenters and their applications, see e.g. [31, 33, 34]) one often faces tilting moments
leading to a normal surface stress distribution of the form
N

σ zz 0 (r , ϕ ) = ∑ cσ n r n +1 cos (ϕ ) a 2 − r 2 .

(7)

n =0

These stresses can for example occur when the indenter shaft is dragged over the surface. Because the shaft itself is elastic and thus would be bent during the lateral loading, an unavoidable tilting moment results and acts on the contacted surface. Also curved surfaces (e.g. due to
roughness) can lead to such tilting moments.
A defect model: Tool for the construction of relatively general intrinsic stress distributions
caused by internal inhomogeneities
In order to simulate the internal complex material structure of porous or composite materials,
certain defect fields must be developed and combined with the external loads. Circular disclike inclusions could for example be simulated by the use of plane defects within the layered
half space. So, introducing circular defects of radii ai of the loading type:
N

τ rz 0 (ri = ( x − xi ) 2 + ( y − yi ) 2 , zi + 0) = ∑ cτ i ,n ri n ai2 − ri 2
n=0

(8)

N

τ rz 0 (ri = ( x − xi ) + ( y − yi ) , zi − 0) = −∑ cτ i ,n ri
2

2

n

n=0

a − ri
2
i

2

N

σ zz 0 (ri = ( x − xi ) 2 + ( y − yi ) 2 , zi + 0) = ∑ cσ i ,n ri n ai2 − ri 2
n =0

.

N

σ zz 0 (ri = ( x − xi ) + ( y − yi ) , zi − 0) = −∑ cσ i , n ri
2

2

n=0
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2
i

2
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(with xi, yi, zi denoting the centre of the defect and n=0,2,4,6) directly allows us the application of the extended Hertzian approach [17] that provides a complete solution of the elastic
field of the defect loading given above. By superposing a multitude of such “defect dots”, one
could model (simulate) a very great variety of material inhomogeneities and intrinsic stress
distributions. The evaluation of the complete elastic field is straight forward. It only requires
the evaluation of certain derivatives of the potential functions given in [17].
Finally, we need to take into account the curvature of the surfaces in order to its effect on the
resulting contact pressure distribution [32]. As the theoretical approach would not find enough
space in this short note, the author will publish the necessary details elsewhere. However, the
interested reader may derive the results presented here by comparing the solutions of the Laplace equation in Cartesian and Paraboloidal coordinates.

The extension of the Oliver and Pharr method to analyze
nanoindentation data to layered materials and time dependent mechanical behavior
Oliver and Pharr [15] have shown that the force removal curve from elasto-plastic deformations with a Berkovich indenter can be described by a power function:
F = C ⋅ (h − h 0 ) m

(10)

Applying now the concept of the effective indenter as shown in fig. 2 one can easily deduce
that such an unloading curve can be connected with an Indenter of the shape.

Z(r) = B ⋅ r n ,

(11)

with:

m = 1+

1
n
1

n  n
 n  1 
⋅
⋅
−
ε
⋅
C = 2 ⋅ Er ⋅ 
1




n + 1  
 n + 1  B 
1 1 − νi2 1 − νs2
=
+
Er
Ei
Es

 m 
Γ

1  2 ⋅ m − 2  

ε = m ⋅ 1 −
π Γ  2 ⋅ m −1  

 2⋅m − 2 



The indices i and s are standing for the indenter and sample, respectively.
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Fig. 2: The effective indenter concept (see: G. M. Pharr, A. Bolshakov: J. Mater. Res., Vol. 17, No. 10, Oct 2002)
transferring the theoretical difficult problem of a well defined sharp indenter on a elasto-plastically
deformed surface with complex shape (left hand side) by an effective indenter on a flat surface.

Fig. 3: Formulating the contact equation h=w+z+w'+z' with respect to partial plastic deformation z of the sample
surface

For this one needs to reformulate the basic contact equation incorporating the plastically deformed surface of the sample with the locally defined shape function (fig. 3)
z (r ) = BS ⋅ r n ,

(13)

Together with the following approach for the indenter part being in contact with the sample
surface of the kind

z ' (r ) = BI ⋅ r n ,

(14)

w( r ) + w' ( r ) = h − ( B I + B S ) ⋅ r n ,

(15)

we obtain

as the new governing contact equation with the parameters B=BI+BS and n defining the effective indenter shape Z(r), as given above.
Similarly also more general effective indenter concepts can be derived, like this one
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wS ( r ) + wI ( r ) = h −

r 2 r 4 r 6 r8
− − −
d0 d2 d4 d6

 1

 1

1
1
= h − r 2  Indenter − plastic shape  − r 4  Indenter − plastic shape 
d0
d2
 d0

 d2
,

(16)

 1

 1

1
1
− r 6  Indenter − plastic shape  − r 8  Indenter − plastic shape 
d4
d6
 d4

 d6

2
4
6
8
= h − r ( c '0 − c0 ) − r ( c '2 − c2 ) − r ( c '4 − c4 ) − r ( c '6 − c6 )
based on a locally paraboloid surface with r-terms r0, r2, r4, r6 and r8. The reader might easily
recognize the extended Hertzian character [22] of the basic contact equation given above as
the more simpler Hertzian contact would read:
wS ( r ) + wI ( r ) = h −

r2
d0

 1
1
= h − r 2  Indenter − plastic shape
d0
 d0
2
= h − r ( c '0 − c0 )


,


(17)

Some of the following examples and discussions will be based on these more general approaches. However, due to the wide use of the power law fit given above we will explicitly
concentrate on the practical examples being performed using the power law approach.
In [17] and [22] it is shown how these general contact approaches can be applied and how the
complete elastic fields have to be evaluated while the extension to the case of layered materials is been elaborated in [14]. Extension to tilting and lateral loads is given in [22] and [24].
The next thing of need now is a time dependent analysis method for ordinary quasi-static
nanoindentation tests (e.g. [35] with application [36]). Our approach will be of the following
kind [25]:

F = C *(h − h0 )m → F = C ( t ) *(h − h0 (t ))

m( t )

(18)

with t denoting the time.
The next step is the introduction of a time dependent material model. Here we resort to the
well known three parameter approach given by a Young's modulus of the following kind
E(t)=E0+E1Exp[-t/ τR ] ( τR ≡ τ ... relaxation time).
Now we substitute the time dependent Young's modulus into the function C(t) of equation (18)
and obtain


1 −ν i2
1 −ν s2
+
F = 2⋅
t
 E
−
 i
τ
E
+
E
⋅
e
s0
s1


−1

1

 1
n
 1+ 
n

1
n





 ⋅
 n
ε
⋅
⋅
1
−
(
)
⋅
*(
−
)
n
h
h
0
 
  n + 1  B 
n
+
1




(19)

This makes the classical fit of the three constants h0, m and C a time dependent 6-parameter
fit of h0, n, B and the material constants E0, E1 and τR . It is clear that so many parameters in
just one curve will automatically lead to numerical difficulties and instabilities. Thus, even in
the pure visco-plastic case it is strongly suggested to use a variety of curves (3 might be good
number) obtained with different unloading speeds or at different maximum loads with similar
unloading times.
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In cases of time dependent inelastic behavior (like visco-plasticity) or more complex constitutive laws also n, B and h0 have to be taken as n(t), B(t), h0(t) making the fit even more complex. The same holds in the visco-elastic case for just h0 when there are great differences
between unloading time and τR (comparable strain rates). The parameters n and B on the other
hand are then only geometrical parameters and do not explicitly depend on time.
A more detailed derivation and discussion of this extension is to be found in [37].

Theory for the physical scratch and/or tribological test
The governing contact equation and stress distributions for more general loading condition as
occurring during tests like scratch and pin on disc have already been given in the section "the
effective indenter concept". The evaluation of the complex stress and strain fields for these
tests is elaborated in the references given there. However, as these evaluations are rather
cumbersome and lengthy, the reader is also referred to a software package performing such
calculations in an automated and quick manner [24].
It should explicitly pointed out here, that knowledge of the complete stress and strain field is
essential for a proper failure characterization (scratch) or wear mechanism analysis (tribo). An
example is presented in the figures below.

Fig. 4: The evolution of von-Mises stress during the scratch test shown at three measurement points: (a) at the
beginning of the scratch test, (c) in the moment of LC failure, and (b) in between. The black cross
hairs indicate the location of the maximum.

Fig. 5: The evolution of normal stress in scratch direction illustrated at three measurement points: (a) at the beginning of the scratch test, (c) in the moment of LC failure, and (b) in between. The black coss hairs
indicate the location of maximum tensile stress.
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Fig. 6: Illustrative scheme of the failure mechanism (a) and an optical graph of the post-scratch surface (b) in
which the corresponding LC position is marked by the red dashed line.

Hence, only such a physical analysis of mechanical contact measurements like instrumented
indentations, scratch and tribo-tests enables one to find out why a surface structure fails under
certain loading conditions. These results provide indications on how the investigated coating
structure can be improved.

From quasi-static experiments and parameters to dynamic wear,
fretting and tribological tests
Now we need to establish the relationship between quasi-static characteristics, like hardness,
yield strength, Young’s modulus etc. etc. and highly dynamic characteristics like wear, fretting and other tribological processes and effects.
First of all, it must be understood that within the concept of this approach the process of wear,
fretting or general tribological process is a to be considered as a multi-physical multi body
(asperity) ensemble of contact situation (called load dots, c.f. [40]) with each having its own
geometry, load conditions (including tilting, normal, lateral, twisting loads plus frictional
caused temperature fields) and – in complex cases with debris – also multiple time scales,
meaning varies parts of the global tribological contact are running in their own speed. Of
course, we will then have to take temperature effects often coupling back into the mechanical
properties and time dependent material behavior (c.f. section “The extension of the Oliver and
Pharr method to analyze nanoindentation data to layered materials and time dependent mechanical behavior”) into account. However, the mathematics of partial differential equations
does provide an interesting short cut here. It is due to the similarity of the governing differential equations that having found the solution for the contact problem immediately gives us the
solution for the temperature field or any other “diffusion-like” problem. So, the layered solution for any diffusion problem can be extracted from the elastic solution by letting the Poisson’s ratio go to infinity leading to perfectly non-singular field solution for the diffusion
problem in question.
Beside that: The connection between non-physical parameters (like hardness) towards wear is
not the intention of the paper. In fact, there is no such connection – strictly speaking. Something not generic like hardness simply cannot – not generally – be extended or applied to a
dynamic process like wear. To put it metaphorically: Somebody who intends to model the
gravity and curvature of space around a very dense star will probably not try to start with
Galilei´s fall experiments and concepts but uses the Einstein field equations instead.
Where is the role of debris particles?
They are just adding up to the complex jumble of contact situations mentioned above.
How are strain rate effects taken into account?
By applying either piecewise 3-parameter models or solving the nonlinear governing system
of equations with time-stress- and strain-dependent material parameters (c.f. section “The extension of the Oliver and Pharr method to analyze nanoindentation data to layered materials
and time dependent mechanical behavior”).
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How are intrinsic stress been taken into account?
Intrinsic stresses are just adding to the external stresses (and strain) fields and lead to a subsequent shift of onset of inelastic behavior, be it fracture, plastic flow or phase transition. Therefore it is very important to know and consider intrinsic stresses as accurately as possible.
Here ”accurately” explicitly means that intrinsic stresses are usually not homogeneously distributed but also present a complex field adding up to the deformation field coming from external loading situations.
How is the wear of the system (both the softer and harder of the materials) accounted for?
By decomposition limits extracted from the first principle approaches as described in the procedure-plan below. The concepts of “softer” or “harder” have nothing to do with this general
approach.
How can this be achieved in a rather general manner?
The most general way would be to extract decomposition limits from the first principle approaches as described in [2]. These limits have then to be compared with the deformation
fields obtained in the multiple complex contact model describing our tribo, fretting or wear
experiments. Thereby, we explicitly point out, that wear cannot be connected by a simple kdvalue (simple Archard’s law) to the deformation or stress field. Instead, in the most simple
and linear case, the tribo-effect is a tensor, coupling with wear-moduli to every deformation
field component in a fully covariant manner. More correctly any tribo-process could be linearly generalized like:
N

tribo − effectij = k σ ijkl σ kl + k ε ijkl ε kl + k u ijkl u k u l + ∑ k Sn δ ij Sn

(20)

n =1

Here we used the following denotations: kxxijkl-tensors are tensors coupling to the various field
values or tensors like the stress σ kl , strain ε kl , displacement-vector ui or scalar values Sn, like
free or distortion energy strain work etc.. The symbol δ ij is the Kroenecker symbol. In most
cases, wear for instance, it should be sufficient to consider only the stresses:

tribo − effectij ≡ wij = kijkl σ kl

(21)

Wherefrom the scalar wear-depth hw has to be evaluated via:

hw = wij ni n j

(22)

With ni denoting the surface normal unit vector.
As we can see, the Archard’s law given with a scalar wear coefficient kd by the simple relation hw=kd * σ 33 is nothing but a rather dramatic simplification of equation (21) being possible wherever either the stress is dominated by its normal component in the surface normal
direction (here we named it σ 33 ) or where the coefficient tensor kijkl is zero except for those
components coupling to the normal surface stress σ 33 , which would then read:

hw = wij ni n j = kijkl σ kl ni n j = k33kl σ kl ≃ k3333σ 33 ≡ kdσ 33

(23)

We can deduce now that for complex contact conditions, where the stress tensor is fully set
and no component is dominant against all the others one should be rather careful with the assumption of having the wear-tensor being of the most simple, Archard’s-law-like kind
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0 
0 0


k33kl =  0 0
0  . One better also takes the other stresses into account and investigates
0 0 k 
3333 

their possible influence regarding the resulting global wear, which, in this case, has to be taken as the sum over all stress-components in connection with the wear-tensor

hw = k33kl σ kl = k3311σ 11 + k3322σ 22 + k3333σ 33 + 2 ( k3312σ 12 + k3313σ 13 + k3323σ 23 )

(24)

Here we have made use of the symmetry of the stress tensor, also requiring a symmetric weartensor.
Even though, in principle, we have now said what is of need, we explicitly point out again,
that wear cannot be connected by a simple kd-value (simple Archard’s law) to the deformation
or stress field. Instead, in the most simple cases, the wear is a tensor, coupling with wearmoduli or wear-components to every stress component in a fully covariant manner:

wij = kijkl σ kl

(25)

We also point out, that in the general law as given above the hydrostatic (sphere) and
deviatoric stress parts are distinguishable. Such a simplified law might read:

wij = δ ij ( kdM σ M + kdH σ H + kllσ ll )

(26)

With σ M , σ H denoting the von Mises and the hydrostatic stress, respectively.

The Procedure and Results
Now we need to connect the various models and concepts introduced and elaborated above in
order to construct a compact optimization circle including wear test and simulation.
This shall be illustrated by the means of a practical example for cutting tools as follows:

Step 1

Step 4

Step 2

Step 3

Step 5

Step 6
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Step 7

Step 8 (from middle of wear test to its end)

Step 9 (reproduced from [46], with permission of the authors)
Step 1:

Nanoindentation tests are performed to accurately measure the materials properties of the substrate and coatings, taking into account possible property profiles [38, 39].
Step 2:

With the mechanical properties previously measured by nanoindentation, a calculation of the
stress-strain fields of a simulated scratch allows a perfect dimensioning of the scratch test [29,
30].
Step 3:

Scratch testing with the defined conditions is performed.
Step 4:

An advanced analysis with integration of the residual penetration depth, pre-scan surface profile, and friction coefficient is made with the simulation software in order to perfectly know
the stress-strain field [24].
Step 5:

For better understanding, an animation of the scratch is created (examples under:
www.siomec.de/en/096/Examples).
Step 6:

From the results of the previous steps effective interatomic potentials are evaluated and decomposition parameters are derived as shown in [5]. These parameters are used to design a
tribo-test optimum for the later application in question.
Step 7:

Performance of tribo-test as designed in step 6 and analysis by inversed global increment
wear model [9] improved with layered half space model and extended Hertzian approach.
Step 8:

For better understanding, an animation of the tribo- resp. wear-test is created (c.f. figures 7 15 below).
Step 9:

Optimization of coating-substrate system. Going to next circle.
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Fig. 7: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. Beginning of the Wear test. Von Mises stress.

Fig. 8: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. Beginning of the Wear test. Shear stress in normal-lateral direction.

Fig. 9: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. Beginning of the Wear test. Normal lateral stress in direction of the moving pin.
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Fig. 10: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. Middle of the Wear test. Von Mises stress.

Fig. 11: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. Middle of the Wear test. Shear stress in normal-lateral direction.

Fig. 12: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials.
Middle Beginning of the Wear test. Normal lateral stress in direction of the moving pin.
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Fig. 13: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. End
of the Wear test. Von Mises stress.

Fig. 14: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. End
of the Wear test. Shear stress in normal-lateral direction.

Fig. 15: Wear track evaluation of an oscillating pin (linear wear track) on three different coating materials. End
of the Wear test. Normal lateral stress in direction of the moving pin.
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Examples
The method was applied, sometimes in parts sometimes completely, to a variety of examples
which are published elsewhere (e.g. [29, 30] and [41 – 45]).

Conclusions
By combining the global increment wear model with the concept of the effective indenter, the
extended Hertzian approach and a layered half space solution for contact problems with rather
arbitrary combinations of normal, lateral and tilting loads a general, quick and powerful wear
model has been created.
Inversion of the model makes it fit for parameter identification problems.
Further adding first principle models, like effective interatomic interaction potentials allows a
deeper understanding of those failure mechanisms being responsible for wear results observable in practical tests.
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Abstract. Recently developed completely analytical tools for the modelling of contact problems on thin film structures are adapted to allow the investigation of arbitrarily mixed purely
isotropic and transversally isotropic laminate structures under impact loads. The new tool is
applied to model a variety of load problems resulting in the failure of windsurfing boards
consisting of a relatively thin laminate shell and a soft polymer foam core. It is shown that
local impact and distributed bending loads due to “bad landing” after high jumps or contact
with parts of the sailing gear (the so called rig) especially the front part of the boom are leading to the most critical stress distributions resulting in failure. So, most of the investigated
boards were damaged because the rider (windsurfer) landed flat and thus produced a sudden
impact force under his feet (impact defect). Other overloading occurred due to overturning of
so called loop movements or the landing of the board exactly on respectively between two
waves and this way producing high bending moments. Some of those typical loads are analysed in detail and the stresses occurring in the complex structure of the windsurfing boards
are evaluated.
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Introduction
Laminate structures are playing an important role everywhere it comes to combine lightness
and flexibility with high stability and reliability. So numerous publications are available treating laminate composites with respect to the latter quality characteristics. Especially of interest
has been the effect of impact and bending loads. So we find a lot of recently published papers
treating the problem of contact and impact loading experimentally [1 - 6].
Especially interesting concerning the topic of this paper however is the work of Miyano et al
[7] where laminate structures have been tested explicitly for the purpose of marine use. A crucial point is the determination of the mechanical properties of laminate structures. Here, indentation experiments have been proven of being of great use (see e.g. [8, 9]).
The determination of the mechanical properties by computational methods has been treated
for example in [10 - 15]. While the latter papers have at least additionally applied analytical
methods, there are many publications using only FE-Modelling in order to extract mechanical
properties of laminate structures (e.g. [16 - 18]). The practically important problem of optimising laminate structures has been performed using failure signatures and safety criteria by
Harik [19] and applying a so called Tabu search in [20].
In order to optimise windsurfing board laminate structures against impact and bending loads
sufficiently fast evaluating approaches are required allowing to model contact problems on
multi-layer structures for staked orthotropic, isotropic and transverse isotropic layers with a
high number of relatively thin layers. Here, as we wanted to do “practical field studies directly
on the spot” of application of laminated windsurfing boards, we needed a very fast evaluating
relatively easy to use model. So, despite the fact that there are completely analytical models
for the correct three dimensional description of mechanical contact problems on layered
orthotropic materials available [21, 22], we needed to down scale these approaches in order to
make them applicable for this project. Neglecting most of the unisotropic properties of the
windsurfing board laminate structures we found, that in fact we obtained sufficiently good
agreement with the observed failure mechanism by using a transversely isotropic approach
(see part “Theory II” of this paper). The evaluation time was at least 100times faster than that
of the approach presented in [21, 22]. The additional demand to make the model also usable
and understandable for mathematically less trained team members (professional windsurfers
for example) required a properly programmed surface [23].
A short survey especially considering the accuracy and the calculation time shall present the
development of the approach used here. Applying the model of the layered half space and using the method of image loads or image contacts, Schwarzer has been able to model up to 4
layers including the substrate [24]. The approach brought very good agreement with experimental results in the case of single layer and bi-layer structures, but unfortunately it is not applicable on real multilayers with more than 5 layers. The main reason for this is due to the
high calculation time increasing exponentially with the number of layers. The same holds for
some other methods like the perturbation [25] or the boundary and the finite element method
[26]. There is a variety of publications about multilayered and graded coatings available [27 30], but non of them provides a sufficiently convenient and fast method allowing to treat contact problems on mixed pure and transversely isotropic or orthotropic laminate structures under contact loading as we want to consider here. It has been shown by Stone [31] (see also [32]
and [33]), that in the case of a layered half space a sufficiently high number of layers can be
modelled due to the method of integral transformation. He even modelled mixed pure and
transversely isotropic layer structures under normal stress distribution. However in those
cases, where the laminate structure is thin or in about the same scale as the area of the load
applied on the laminated body in question, this method is not applicable due to numerical instabilities. So, if one for example wants to model impact and bending loads on hulls of boats,
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fuselages or other rather thin walled constructions the so called “model of the thick plate” is
required. Thus, based on the approach of Lurie [34] Schwarzer [35] has developed a model
allowing the investigation of thick layered plates under any arbitrary contact or bending load.
The model has been included into a computer program evaluating mixed pure isotropic and
transversely isotropic laminate structures with up to 100 different layers on an ordinary personal computer in an acceptable calculation time.

Theory I. – layered half space
Apart from finite element or boundary element methods the integral transform method seems
to be the only one allowing real multilayer modelling with more than 10 layers. As we are
here only interested in contact areas of symmetry of revolution, we seek for a solution of the
Navier equation for equilibrium in linear elasticity (see e.g. [31]) containing Bessel functions.
Thus, the method is based upon the following approach for circular contact areas where, in the
case of pure isotropy, the displacements within the i-th layer are given by:
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Jn(z) denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, x, y, z are the Cartesian coordinates with z being the axis of indentation and r2=x2+y2. The function f(u) needs to be determined in accordance with the normal load distribution applied. So would for example a
constant pressure distribution within a contact circle of radius a lead to (see e.g. [36]):
f (u ) =

a
J 1[ a u ] .
u

(2)

The constant c must satisfy the condition, that the acting overall force F on the surface is opposite equal to the integral over the normal stress σ zz (r , ϕ , z ) at this position (we set it z=0).
Thus we have:
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For transverse isotropic layers the approach must read:
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The γk (k=1, 2) have to be obtained from γk2=nk, whereas nk denote the two (real or conjugate
complex) roots of the equation
A11 A44 n 2 +  A13 ( A13 + 2 A44 ) − A11 A33  n + A33 A44 = 0 .
(5)
The constants mk (k=1, 2) are related to γk as
2
2
A11γ k − A44 ( A13 + A44 ) γ k
(6)
=
= mk
2
A13 + A44
A33 − γ k A44
Rearranging all terms of (4) containing γ1 and denoting the resulting function F1 and doing the
same with all term containing γ2 obtaining a function F2 the elastic field can be evaluated due
to:

u + iv ≡ u c = Λ ( F1 + F2 + iF3 ) ; Λ =

σ 1 = 2 A66

∂
∂
+i
∂x ∂y

; w = m1

∂F1
∂F
+ m2 2 .
∂z
∂z

(

)

∂2  2
γ − (1 + m1 ) γ 32  F1 + γ 2 2 − (1 + m2 ) γ 32  F2 ,
2  1
∂z
σ 2 = 2 A66 Λ 2 ( F1 + F2 ) ,

σ zz = A44

∂2
γ 12 (1 + m1 ) F1 + γ 2 2 (1 + m2 ) F2 ,
2
∂z

(

)

(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)

∂
(11)
( (1 + m1 ) F1 + (1 + m2 ) F2 ) ,
∂z
(γ32=A44/A66). To simplify the stress field the following combinations were used (Fabrikant [37])
σ1=σxx+σyy=σrr+σϕϕ, σ2=σxx-σyy+2iτxy=e2iϕ (σrr-σϕϕ+2iτrϕ), τz=τxz+iτyz=eiϕ (τrz +iτϕz) .

τ z = A44 Λ

The yet unknown constants A,B, D and F have to be determined for each layer due to the
boundary conditions at the interfaces of the multilayer structure. From equations (1) and (4)
the complete elastic field at any point within the loaded laminate structure can be evaluated
applying the formulae (8) to (11). For more information the reader is referred to the original
works of Schwarzer [35], Fabrikant [37] and Stone [31]. A special software package has been
developed in order to automate the calculations becoming immensely complex and cumbersome in the case of high numbers of layers [23, 38].

Theory II. – layered thick plate
In order to obtain numerically stable approaches in the case of laminate structures being thin
compared to the size of the contact zone (or in about the same scale), the integral transformation method must be substituted by a suitable series procedure. For our purpose here the following approaches will suffice:
Isotropic case i-th layer:

x


u 2 ( ( A + B + Bu z ) eu z − ( D − F + Fu z ) e − u z ) J1 [ur ]


r
 ui  ∞ 

y
 
2
uz
−u z


ui =  vi  = ∑ cn
u ( ( A + B + Bu z ) e − ( D − F + Fu z ) e ) J1 [ur ]


r
 w  n =1 

 i
2
uz
−u z
J 0 [ur ] 
 u ( − A + ( 2 − 4ν − u z ) B ) e − ( D + ( 2 − 4ν + u z ) F ) e




(

)
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transverse isotropic case i-th layer:


x
u z / γ1
u z /γ 2
− u z /γ1
−u z /γ 2
2


u Ae
+ Be
− ( De
+ Fe
) J1 [ur ] r


 ui  ∞ 

y
 

ui =  vi  = ∑ cn 
u 2 Aeu z /γ 1 + Beu z /γ 2 − ( De− u z /γ1 + Fe −u z /γ 2 ) J1 [ ur ]
r

 w  n =1 
 i
  A




 u 2  m1  eu z /γ1 + D e − u z /γ1  + m2  B eu z /γ 2 + F e − u z /γ 2   J 0 [ur ] 

   γ1

γ1
γ2

γ2

 


(
(

)
)

(13)

λn

, with λn denoting the n-th root of the equation
r0
J0(r)=0. The parameter r0 must be chosen such, that it is big compared to the lateral dimensions of the investigated laminate part and sufficiently small in order to reduce the number of
terms of the series approach necessary to generate a proper surface load distribution. In the
calculations presented here, up to 1000 terms were used.
The parameter u must now be set u =

Application to a variety of board failure problems in windsurfing
Windsurfing – some basics and the equipment
First sailing attempts with a prototype of a sailboard dates back to the late 1950's, when the
founding father of windsurfing, Newman Darby, wanted to combine sailing and wave surfing.
The first windsurf board was about 3.5m long and weighted 27kg and Darby was considered
rather a weirdo than the man with a great vision he obviously was. Since then, many things
have changed: as the material and shapes of the equipment developed constantly, heavy and
unwieldy polyethylene boards were substituted by laminated board structures, the jumps and
moves become more and more radical and windsurfing is nowadays one of the most popular
water sports all over the world.
Windsurf equipment consists of two major parts: the complete rig with a mast making the rig
stand upright, a sail to catch the wind, turn it into sail force and drive the craft, and a boom
which spreads the sail and on which the windsurfer holds on, gives direction and controls the
wind pressure and thus the speed.
The second part of the vehicle is the board (figures 1 and 2). The bow is very often called the
board's nose and is bent slightly upwards. On the stern, also called tail, are three foot straps
located, two front, and one hind strap (on some board, usually those for race or speed performances there could be also more straps), in which the rider (windsurfer) finds a foothold
when sailing fast over rough (choppy) water and jumping. A certain area under those foot
straps is covered with rubber foot pads, making it more comfortable for the surfer, preventing
him from slipping and finally protecting both rider and board against hard impact. A tail fin,
or skag, is the main lateral pressure centre under water (lateral plane) when the board is planning (see below) and thus, sets up resistance against drifting off course.
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Fig. 1

Main parts of a windsurfing board

Depending on the purpose and shape, a modern typical wave board weights about 8 kg and
has a length of 2.5m to 2.8m.

Fig. 2

Co-ordinate system and measures of a typical wave board

Both parts, rig and board, are connected by a flexible mast joint that allows the rig to be tilted
in any direction. By tilting the rig and with that, changing the incidence angle toward the wind,
the sail force is moved whereas the lateral pressure centre (skag and all parts under water)
stays the same and thus the board can be steered easily and without a rudder.
With a harness, which connects the rider's waist to the sail, the advanced windsurfer can
transfer the power from the wind pressure caught in his sail to his body and with that, the required muscle power in hands and arms reduce to a bearable minimum so that even light and
delicately built female windsurfers, even if very rare, could in principle practice this interesting sport without the need of special muscle training.
When the windsurfer gets faster, he is able to climb his own bow wave produced by his board
when moving and thus, edging out water, and he will ride down this bow wave and becomes
even faster. This state is called "planning" and now the rider can crawl into the foot straps and
perform a great variety of so called speed moves and jumps (figures 3 and 4).
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Fig. 3

Number one reason for board failure: jumps

4b

4a
Fig. 4

"Willy Skipper": impact load on the nose part

Some of the most popular and spectacular movements are so called loop jumps. Therefore, the
rider jumps high into the air and turns his rig, his board and himself either forward or backward so that he lands -if all goes well- after one or even two full rotations in riding direction.
But those moves together with almost all other forms of jumps are not only spectacular and
create a stir, they are also dangerous for both: the windsurfer and the equipment.

Board failure problems
A thorough analysis of the failure problems observable on windsurfing boards shows that
there are two major mechanisms leading to damage. First, there are impact loads. They are
mainly induced due to so called flat landing after high jumps (the rider lands his board flat on
the water surface and thus produces a momentarily high impulse under his feet and the board's
mast joint). In other cases we have catapult like plunges due to strong gusts pulling the rig and
sometimes also the rider, who is fixed to the rig with the harness, forward onto the nose part
of the board. This can lead to hits with the front of the boom or body parts of the rider into the
surface of the nose part of the board. There are also some spectacular moves (e.g. the so
called “Willy Skipper”) requiring that the rider lands feet first on the nose this way producing
relatively high impact forces. The second class of main failure mechanism are bending loads
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coming from overturning of so called loop jumps, landing between waves or so called nose or
tail dives after high jumps.
Within those two classes of failure mechanisms we here concentrate on the following critical
situations:
1. impact load on the board’s nose surface due to hard contact with either body parts of
the rider or the rig (see fig. 4)
2. impact load in the foot pad area (under the foot straps) due to flat landing
3. bending load due to landing on or between two waves, where nose and tail are supported by the peaks of the waves while the rest of the board hangs unsupported over
the trough
4. bending load caused by hard tail first landing
5. skag hits reef
6. bending load caused by hard nose dive landing or due to over rotation after loop jumps
During our investigation we had to realise that in almost all cases of board destruction it was
rather impossible to reconstruct the force and momentum situation in the moment of failure in
detail. This was mainly due to the fact that the riders could only give vague information about
their speed, height of the jump (fig. 3), buffer effect of the sail during lading, momentum of
rotation etc. or in some cases even their own weight. Further, the investigated boards, though
in principle of similar shape and structure, differed widely in details concerning the number of
used laminate reinforcements, thicknesses of distinct parts of the boards, used materials
within the layered structure and their order (glass fibre, carbon fibre, honeycomb reinforcements…) etc.. Under these circumstances it doesn’t seem reasonable to assume concrete load
conditions and board constructions. One rather should apply typical load distributions simulating the critical situations and see whether or not the resulting stress distributions coincide
with the observed board failure. Thus, we have constructed a relatively simple “model windsurfing board” out of either a layered half space or a layered thick plate model in accordance
with the load problem in question. In order to describe board reinforcements in lateral direction, a stability weight function has been introduced in some cases. This weight function is
directly related to the lateral change of thickness of the laminate structure.
The first two problems 1 and 2 can be tackled by applying the half space model. We use the
material parameters given in table 1 and 2. The water was assumed as to act as some kind of
substrate supporting the board structure during the impact such that it could be modelled as
being elastic. Here it was of absolutely no importance which concrete elastic parameters for
the “substrate” were chosen. As a series of trial evaluations showed the “water-parameters”
could be anywhere between rigid and extremely soft without significantly changing the stress
distribution within the surface part of the board we are interested in here. Further, as explained above we are just interested in the resulting stress distribution and not any absolute
values. Thus, the coefficients of the Young’s modulus tensor are given as a function of a parameter E, where a concrete number can be assigned to as soon as concrete board structures
are chosen and absolute forces are known. For the resulting qualitative stress distribution
however, only the geometrical conditions and the relative material properties of the layers are
of importance. Because we are using the half space and the thick plate model we have to treat
the results in the vicinity of the board edges with great caution. But it had been shown experimentally and theoretically [39] that even in the case of a sharp rectangular edge (quarter
space) the elastic field near the contact does not differ more than about 15 % from the half
space model as long as the distance from the edge does not fall below one contact radius. But
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as we here only have blunt “edges” and all contacts and failures considered are placed respectively found close to the board’s middle, the maximum error might be about 10%, which will
suffice for our qualitative failure discussion.
At first we investigate the effect of the impact load on the foam core of the board (fig. 5):

heel

surface laminate shell

In this direction
scaled down
by factor 3

foam core

compressive

Fig. 5

Impact on the nose (only foam core)

As we know from investigating damaged boards, the foam is compressed under the contact
zone. It often delaminates from the laminate surface shell (monochrome drawn layer in fig. 5)
thus, building a vacancy and leaving the laminate shell unsupported. The figure shows the hydrostatic stress having a strong compressive maximum directly under the indenter (e.g. heel of
the rider or front part of the boom…) leading to the material compression. In figure 6 the radial stress within the laminate shell is presented.

tensile
heel
1st layer
compressive

2nd layer
3rd layer

Fig. 6

Impact on the nose (only laminate shell)

It shows a pronounced tensile stress maximum at the contact rim which might lead to mode I
fracture (Hertzian cone crack). And in fact this type of failure could be observed rather often
on the front surface part of windsurfing boards (figure 7: due to its anisotropy the Hertzian
here runs along main fibre direction of the laminate tissue structure).
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Fig. 7

Surface fracture damage due to impact load

Under extreme conditions (Fig. 8: Damaged nose part of a windsurfing board after huge impact: the rider (about 75kg) fell foot first from a height of about 3 meters directly onto the
nose of his board) the impact might be even so strong that the board breaks through completely.

Fig. 8

Complete nose damage due to impact load
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The picture changes completely when the impact load is applied onto the foot pad area (problem 2). Here elongated or star like cracks coming from the contact centre are observed rather
than circular cracks (see small photograph in figure 10). This becomes clear when we investigate the radial stresses within the laminate under the rider’s heel (fig. 9):

heel
rubber foot pad
compressive
laminate shell
tensile
Fig. 9

Impact on the front foot pad (only laminate shell)

While, due to the buffer effect of the rubber food pad, there are rather no tensile stresses at the
surface of the laminate layer we see, that this time the tensile stress maximum is to be found
at the contact centre on the bottom of the laminate shell. But as already seen in problem 1 for
the nose part of the board, the foam core is also compressed under the foot pad area due to a
maximum of compressive hydrostatic stresses (fig. 10). This effect is widely known by windsurfers, so that second hand boards are always tested here by simply pressing the thumb hard
on the area where usually the heel would be in order to see whether impact damage had already occurred.
heel
rubber foot pad
laminate shell

compressive

Fig. 10 Impact on the front foot pad (only foam core)
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The third problem is demonstrated in figure 11 (lower picture):

without stability function
compressive

with stability function:
thickness variation
and reinforcements
are taken into account
Fig. 11 (Bad) landing on two ill adjusted waves

The material parameters used for the evaluation are given in table 3. Analysing the typical
load distribution between front and hind leg by using ten different professional windsurfers
put on a so called windsurf simulator equipped with three scales (one for each foot and an additional one for the mast) we obtained a sufficiently consistent load picture. Applying the
“model of the thick layered plate” we evaluated the normal stress distribution shown in figure
11 (upper picture). Taking into account that the laminate thickness is not homogenous over
the whole surface by introducing a simple “stability function” a refined stress distribution can
be obtained (fig. 11, lower picture). Here the stresses shown in figure 11 (upper picture)
where simply multiplied with the inverse of the laminate shell thickness. The result, namely a
maximum of compressive stresses between mast and front foot pads, is in good agreement
with the observed failure (fig. 12).
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compressive

Fig. 12 Damage due to landing on two ill adjusted waves

In the case of a hard tail landing (problem 4, demonstrated in the figures 13 and 14) the damage (fracture between the front and hind foot straps as shown in the small photograph of figure 14) is caused by high tensile stresses within the board’s surface (see arrow and red area in
fig. 14).
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Fig. 13 Tail landing

tensile

Fig. 14 Stresses and damage due to hard tail landing

Similar damage can be observed in the case 5, where the rider hits an under water obstacle
(e.g. protruding parts of the reef) with the skag of his windsurfing board. Depending on the
speed of the windsurfer, the impact momentum can be big enough to produce huge tensile
stresses in the surface laminate (figure 15) right in front of the hind foot strap immediately
leading to rapture between the two foot pads (small photograph in figure 15):
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high speed

reef

tensile
Fig. 15 Skag hits reef damage

As one can see the result of this type of impact loading can be quite disastrous. However in
the special case of the photograph in figure 15 the “skag hits reef”-impact only initialised the
fracture. The rest was done when the rider tried to come back to the shore, planning over a
fairly choppy (which means rough) surfing spot, thereby successively bending the board’s tail
up and down and so gradually opening the crack more and more until it got almost severed
from the rest of the board.
Finally we consider the nose dive landing after an ordinary jump or an overturned front or
back loop (problem 6, see figure 16).

Fig. 16 Example for loop jump
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It can result in high compressive stresses on the surface (figure 17) and tensile stresses on the
board’s bottom (figure 18) around the mast joint. Here fracture before or behind the mast can
occur (figure 19: Here, too, the rider – one of the authors, this time – lost parts of the bottom
laminate on the way back to the beach through a very rough shore break zone with relatively
high waves.).

compressive

Fig. 17 Stresses due to hard nose dive (surface)

tensile
Fig. 18 Stresses due to hard nose dive (bottom)
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Fig. 19 Complete bottom fracture due to hard nose dive

Conclusions
It had been shown, that the typical damage of quite a variety of failure mechanisms occurring
on the laminate structures of windsurfing boards can qualitatively described using the layered
half space and the layered thick plate model. Laminate thickness variations and reinforcements had been included via a so called stability function. Very good agreement between the
observed failures and the location and type of the stress maxima evaluated from the theoretical model was obtained for all considered damages. It was found, that apart from accidents
like hitting the reef with the skag or falling on the board's nose, mainly jumps are responsible
for most of the observed board failures. Thus, the model might be used as a tool to find out
weak spots within the structure of a windsurfing board during shape design and development.
The method could also be applied to other laminate structures such as those used in the boat
and aircraft or even car industry in order to support the design and construction of impact resistant structures.
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Tables
Table 1: Material Parameters for the board’s nose part
Layer
A11
A12
A13
15*E1
1.2*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E2
0.4*E2
0.4*E2
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E3
0.4*E3
0.4*E3
Foam core
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E2
0.4*E2
0.4*E2
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
E2=6 E1=100 E3=E

A33
1.8*E1

A44
1.6*E1

Thickness
0.5mm

1.2*E2
1.8*E1

0.4*E2
1.6*E1

2mm
0.5mm

1.2*E3

0.4*E3

82mm

1.8*E1

1.6*E1

0.5mm

1.2*E2
1.8*E1

0.4*E2
1.6*E1

4mm
0.5mm

A44
0.4*E0

Thickness
6mm

1.6*E1

0.5mm

0.4*E2
1.6*E1

3mm
0.5mm

1.6*E1

0.5mm

0.4*E2
1.6*E1

4mm
0.5mm

0.4*E3

70mm

1.6*E1

0.5mm

0.4*E2
1.6*E1

4mm
0.5mm

A44
1.6*E1

Thickness
0.5mm

0.4*E2
1.6*E1

4mm
0.5mm

0.4*E3

80mm

Table 2: Material Parameters for the board’s foot pad area
Layer
A11
A12
A13
A33
0.4*E0
0.4*E0
1.2*E0
Rubber pad 1.2*E0
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E2
0.4*E2
0.4*E2
1.2*E2
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E2
0.4*E2
0.4*E2
1.2*E2
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E3
0.4*E3
0.4*E3
1.2*E3
Foam core
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E2
0.4*E2
0.4*E2
1.2*E2
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
E2=10 E0=6 E1=100 E3=E
Table 3: Material Parameters used for the bending load calculations
Layer
A11
A12
A13
A33
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E2
0.4*E2
0.4*E2
1.2*E2
Isotropic
15*E1
1.2*E1
1.8*E1
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E3
0.4*E3
0.4*E3
1.2*E3
Foam core
Isotropic
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Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
1.2*E2
Isotropic
Transversaly 75*E1
isotropic
E2=6 E1=100 E3=E

15*E1

1.2*E1

1.8*E1

1.6*E1

0.5mm

0.4*E2
15*E1

0.4*E2
1.2*E1

1.2*E2
1.8*E1

0.4*E2
1.6*E1

4mm
0.5mm
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Abstract. In engineering problems, randomness and uncertainties are inherent. Robust design procedures, formulated in the framework of multi-objective optimization, have been proposed in order to take into account the various sources of randomness and uncertainty. These
design procedures require orders of magnitude more computational effort than the conventional analysis or the optimum design processes since a very large number of finite element
analyses is required to be dealt. It is therefore an imperative need to exploit the capabilities
of the computing resources in order to deal with this kind of problems. In particular, parallel
computing is implemented at the level of the metaheuristic optimization, by exploiting the
physical parallelization feature of the nondominated sorting evolution strategies method, as
well as at the level of the repeated structural analyses required for assessing the behavioural
constraints and for calculating the objective functions. In this study an efficient dynamic load
balancing algorithm (DLBA) for the optimum exploitation of the available computing resources is proposed and, without loss of generality, DLBA is applied to the task of computing
the desired feasible Pareto front. In such problems the computation of the complete Pareto
front with feasible designs only, constitutes a very challenging task. The proposed algorithm
achieves linear speedup factors and almost 100% speedup factor values with reference to the
sequential procedure.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Real world engineering systems always have imperfections or deviations from the nominal
state which affect their response. These uncertainties are reflected in any optimized design
obtained via an optimization methodology and thus it can never be materialized in an absolute
way. A deterministic formulation of a structural optimization problem ignores the unavoidable scatter of the structural parameters; hence, the performance of the optimum designs obtained through deterministic formulations may be much different than expected. In recent
years, design optimization studies have become increasingly concerned with the treatment of
uncertainty and randomness and various stochastic formulations for the optimum design of
structures have been proposed [1]. The methodological context for defining such designs is
referred either as robust design optimization (RDO) or as reliability-based optimization
(RBO). The aim of RDO formulations [2-5] is to improve product quality or stabilize performances by minimizing the effects of variations. The main goal of RBO formulations is to design for safety with respect to extreme events by determining optimum designs satisfying both
deterministic and probabilistic constraints. In the combined reliability-robust design optimization (RRDO) formulation proposed in [6], which is an extension of the other two formulations,
the probability of failure of the structure and/or the probability of violation of the constraints
are taken into account as a set of probabilistic constraints together with the deterministic constraints considered by the RDO formulations, both RDO and RRDO are formulated as twoobjective optimization problems. This type of problems is extremely computationally intensive since a vast number of finite element (FE) analyses should be performed.
In the present work, the nondominated sorting evolution strategies II (NSES-II) [7] method
is used for the solution of the two-objective RDO sizing optimization problems of large-scale
three-dimensional skeletal structures, while the required random characteristics of the structural response are computed with the Monte Carlo simulation method using the Latin hypercube sampling technique. It is therefore appropriate to perform the required computations in a
parallel or distributed computing environment in order to be able to conduct RDO studies efficiently. In particular, the computations required by the NSES-II method are implemented in
a two level parallelization scheme: (i) at the level of the optimization procedure exploiting the
physical parallelization feature of the NSES-II method and (ii) at the level of the solution of
every finite element analysis required for calculating the constraint and objective functions in
order to assess each candidate design vector. The solution of the structural analysis problems
encountered is performed with the finite element tearing and interconnecting (FETI) domain
decomposition method [8-10]. The two objective functions considered in the RDO formulation are the material volume of the structure and the variance of a structural response parameter, while uncertainty on loads, material properties and member cross-sections is taken into
consideration. Furthermore, each candidate design is checked whether it satisfies the corresponding code requirements for the design of structures [11]. In such problems it is desirable
covering the Pareto front with feasible designs only, this task constitutes a very challenging
task. In an effort to achieve the desired feasible Pareto front it is proposed an efficient dynamic load balancing algorithm for the optimum exploitation of the available computing resources.
The proposed algorithm achieves linear speedup factors and almost 100% speedup factor values with reference to the sequential procedure. In order to prove the efficiency of the proposed dynamic load balancing algorithm synchronous and asynchronous variants of NSES-II
method are implemented; while three constraint handling techniques are also considered.
It should be stated that the implementation of the proposed dynamic load balancing algorithm is not limited to the solution of RRDO problems only. It is applicable in any problem
where an extremely large number of FE analyses are to be dealt. For example: (i) Structural
reliability analysis problems implementing simulation based procedures into a heterogeneous
computing environment (i.e. heterogeneous cloud computing platform). (ii) Metaheuristic
structural design optimization carried out into a heterogeneous computing environment. (iii)
Stochastic structural design optimization where the number of simulations required for assessing a design is not fixed; it depends on how small probabilities are sought. It should be
stated also that the proposed method is applicable both in the case of the physical parallelization and in the case of a two level parallelization scheme where domain decomposition FE
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solution methods are implemented in conjunction with the physical parallelization characteristic of the problem at hand.
2

ROBUST DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

A robust structural design optimization problem is formulated as a two-objective optimization
problem where in addition to the objective function representing the initial construction cost
or the structural weight, the influence of the random nature of structural parameters and loading conditions on the structural performance is also considered as an objective function [12].
2.1

Formulation of the optimization problem

The mathematical description of the generic RDO problem implemented in this study is formulated as follows:

min sF

[W ( s),  u ( s, r )]T

subject to

g j ( s, r )  0, j  1,..., k

where

r  N(μr , σ2r )

(1)

where W(s) and σu(s,r) are the two objectives to be minimized, corresponding to the weight of
the structure and the standard deviation of the structural response, respectively; s and r are the
vectors of the design and random variables; g j ( s, r ) are the mean values of the k constraint
functions (j=1,2,…,k); F is the feasible region, defined as the region of the design space for
which the constraints of Eq. (1) are satisfied:

F ={s  Rd | g j ( s, r )  0 j = 1,..., k}

(2)

while R d is a discrete set from which the design variables s take values.
2.2

Solving the multi-objective optimization problem

Several methods have been proposed for treating structural multi-objective optimization problems [13-15]. For the present study an improved version of the genetic algorithm based
NSGA-II method [16] is implemented where the genetic algorithms are replaced by the mixed
evolution strategies (ES) algorithm. The ES algorithm has been proven very efficient for solving single objective structural optimization problems [17]. The resulting algorithm, proposed
in [7], is denoted as NSES-II(μ+λ) or NSES-II(μ,λ) depending on the selection scheme.
In a mixed optimization problem, with discrete and continuous design variables, solved
with the ES algorithm, each individual is equipped with a set of parameters:
a  [(sd , γ , (sc ,σ,α)]  (Ιd ,Ιc )
Ιd =Dnd  R γ
n

(3)

Ιc =R nc  R nσ  [  π,π]n a

where sd and sc are the vectors of discrete and continuous design variables, respectively. Vectors γ, σ and α are the distribution parameter vectors. Vector γ corresponds to the variances of
the Poisson distribution, vector σ  R nσ corresponds to the standard deviations (1  nσ  nc) of
the normal distribution while vector α  [  π,π]n a corresponds to the inclination angles (nα =
(nc-nσ/2)(nσ-1)) that define a linear correlation of mutations of the continuous design variables
sc.
Let Bpg   {a1 , , aμ } denotes a parent population of individuals at the gth generation. The
genetic operators used in the mixed discrete ES method are denoted by the following mappings:
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rec : (Ιc )( g )  (Ιc ) λ recombination
mut : (Ιc )  (Ιc ) λ mutation

(4)

selμk : (Ιc )k  (Ιc )( g 1) selection, k {λ, μ+λ}
A single iteration of the mixed ES, which is a step from the parent population Bpg to the next
generation, Bpg 1 is modelled by the mapping:

opt ES : (Ιc )( g )  (Ιc )( g 1)

(5)

NSES-II(μ+λ) is a generational algorithm, where a parent population is used in order to
create the offspring population; then, both populations are combined to define the new parent
population. An alternative to the generational metaheuristic (evolution strategies in the present study) is the steady-state (SS) evolution strategies, where there is only a single population (not a parent and an offspring one). The new individuals are incorporated directly in the
evolution process; thus, parents and offspring coexist in the same population. The steady-state
evolution strategies algorithm is characterized by incrementing the intensification capability
of the search process. A steady-state variant of NSES-II(μ+λ) can easily be implemented by
using an offspring population of size one. This means that the ranking and crowding procedures are applied each time a new individual is created, thus the computational complexity of
the algorithm increases. In the rest of this work the steady-state variant is referred as NSESIIss while the original algorithm is referred as NSES-IIgen.
2.3

Parallel metaheuristic multi-objective optimization

Multi-objective optimization problems require searching for a whole set of optimum solutions
(Pareto front) instead of a single optimum solution and therefore the need for parallel computing in metaheuristic multi-objective (MMO) optimization is even greater. A direct application of a MMO method (without loss of the generality the NSES-II(μ+λ) algorithm considered
in the current study) in parallel computing environment is to exploit the physical parallelization feature of the MMO method into a master-slave scheme. In this approach, the master processor performs the steps of the NSES-II(μ+λ) algorithm while both master and workers
processors evaluate the objective functions of the new individuals assigned. This parallel variant is referred as synchronous generational NSES-II(μ+λ) and it is denoted as NSES - II syn
.
gen
According to this scheme, λ individuals are created and sent to the master and workers processors for assessment; when all of them have been assessed and returned to the master processor the new generation is completed. The performance of NSES - II syn
algorithm depends
gen
on the number of available processors while it does not take advantage of the number of processors if it is higher than the population size λ. The asynchronous variant takes advantage of
the number of the processors that are higher than λ. The idea in the asynchronous approach is
to use all the available processors, which use to be larger than the population size of the algorithm. The asynchronous generational NSES-II(μ+λ), denoted as NSES - IIasy
, is based on the
gen
synchronous variant but Nproc individuals are created instead of λ, where Nproc is the available
number of processors. Furthermore, when an assessed individual is received by the master, a
new one is generated and sent for assessment to an idle processor. The NSES - IIasy
algorithm
gen
is still generational, because when the offspring population is filled, a new generation is completed. In NSES - IIasy
the master does not have to wait until all the individuals of a generagen
tion have been assessed. As a consequence, the search capabilities of this algorithm are
different compared to NSES - II syn
, since it is possible that individuals generated later to be
gen
inserted into the evolution process before than individuals generated earlier. As it was mentioned before, the steady-state scheme in metaheuristics allows improving the exploitation of
the search, so the purposes of the asynchronous steady-state NSES-II denoted as NSES - IIasy
SS
is twofold: to achieve this behaviour in a master-slave NSES-II and to reduce the time needed
to solve MOPs using as many processors as possible. In NSES - IIasy
, the master processor
SS
also generates as many individuals as available processors. Once each evaluated solution is
received, it is inserted in the population applying ranking and crowding. As in NSES - IIasy
,
gen
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when idle workers are detected, new individuals are created and sent for evaluation to an idle
processor.
Lee and Hajela [18] described an adaptation of genetic algorithms for multidisciplinary optimization problems in parallel computing environment. Coello Coello et al. [19] discussed
different paradigms for parallel implementation of MMO methods, while new concepts on
migration, replacement and niching schemes were discussed by VanVeldhuizen et al. [20]. de
Toro Negro et al. [21] proposed a parallel genetic algorithm with a structured population in
the form of a set of islands, while Wilson and Moore [22] proposed a parallel algorithm using
multiple optimization criteria, independent populations of individuals which consist of multiple chromosomes. Durillo et al. [23] studied three parallel approaches (a synchronous and two
asynchronous) for the nondominated sorting genetic algorithms II (NSGA-II) method based
on the master-worker paradigm. Kipouros et al. [24] presented a multi-objective variant of the
tabu search optimization algorithm implemented in parallel computers for the aerodynamic
design optimization of turbo machinery blades. Bharti et al. [25] focused on the optimal design of morphing aircraft wings employing a wing structure composed of an internal layout of
cables and struts using a parallelized variant of the NSGA-II method. Fan and Chanh [26]
tested the efficiency of a parallel particle swarm multi-objective evolutionary algorithm in a
variety of test functions taken from the literature. Nebro and Durillo [27] proposed a threadbased parallel version of a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, while Zhou and Tan [28]
applied a parallel version of multi-objective particle swarm optimization on graphics processing units. Mezmaz et al. [29] investigated the problem of scheduling precedenceconstrained parallel applications on heterogeneous computing systems such as cloud computing infrastructures and proposed a parallel bi-objective hybrid genetic algorithm.
The above mentioned implementations are limited to the exploitation of the physical parallelization feature of the MMO methods. Furthermore, the feasibility of the designs comprising
the Pareto front curve was satisfied with the use of constraint handling procedures that does
not guaranty 100% feasibility. In this study the parallel implementation is performed both at
the level of MMO method as well as at the level of the repeated FE analyses required for calculating the objective and constraint functions. This was performed implementing both the
synchronous and asynchronous schemes with the generational or the steady-state implementation while a domain decomposition FE solution method was also considered. In particular,
both NSES - II syn
and NSES - IIsyn
algorithms are implemented in this study. Furthermore, the
gen
SS
feasibility of the designs is satisfied by implementing three constraint handling techniques
either by rejecting any infeasible design in order to produce reliable Pareto front curves or a
superiority of feasible points technique.
2.4

Constraint Handling Techniques

Metaheuristics are initially developed to solve unconstrained optimization problems; however, during the last decades several methods have been proposed for handling constrained optimization problems as well. A detailed survey can be found in the works by Coello Coello
[30,31]. Indicatively three methods have been selected in this study in order to prove that the
efficiency of the proposed dynamic load balancing algorithm is not dependant on the constraint handling technique. In particular in this study methods belonging to the methods of superiority of feasible points and rejection of infeasible points have been implemented.
3

OPTIMUM EXPLOITATION OF PARALLEL COMPUTING STRATEGIES

The use of metaheuristics in RDO problems requires a large number of FE analyses for the
calculation of the objective and constraint functions at each optimization step. This is due to
the characteristic of metaheuristic multi-objective optimization algorithms that they work
simultaneously with a population of design points in the space of the design variables. This
allows for a straightforward implementation of the optimization procedure in parallel computing environments (physical parallelization). Therefore, in the case of the NSES-II(μ+λ) algorithm adopted for solving the RDO problem, N anal    N sim FE analyses can be performed
independently and concurrently in every generation, where λ is the size of the population and
Nsim is the number of the LHS samples considered. Thus, a complete finite element analysis
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can be allocated to a processor, without the need for inter-processor communication during
the solution phase, and the analyses can be performed simultaneously on the available processors.
3.1

Parallel computing strategies

In multi-objective optimization there exists no unique design which represents the optimum
for all criteria. Thus, the common optimality condition used in single-objective optimization
is replaced by the so called Pareto optimum. A design vector s  F is called Pareto optimum
for a multi-objective optimization problem with m objective functions (all to be minimised) if
there is no other design vector s  F such that:

fi ( s )  f i ( s ) for i = 1,...,m
with fi ( s )  fi ( s ) for at least one objective i

(6)

The geometric locus of the Pareto optimum solutions is called Pareto front and represents the
solution of the optimization problem with multiple objectives. A typical Pareto front curve is
depicted in Figure 1 for two objective functions f1(x) and f2(x) both to be minimized. It can be
seen that the definition of Eq. (6) is satisfied for designs a and c, since there exists no feasible
design that is better than the two designs with reference to both objective functions. On the
other hand the feasible designs of the hatched region are better compared to the design b with
reference to both objective functions. Consequently, designs a and c belong to the Pareto front
while design b does not constitute a Pareto optimum. The checks described in Eq. (6) can be
performed only if the designs s and s are feasible. Therefore in MMO only feasible solutions
are accepted, hence the following three cases can occur at each generation of a MMO procedure: (i) All members of the population are feasible; (ii) all members of the population are
infeasible and (iii) some of the members are feasible and some are not feasible.
f2

Pareto Front

Feasible
b region

c

f2(c)
f2(b)
f2(a)

Infeasible
region
f1(c)

a

f1(a) f1(b)

f1

Figure 1: Typical Pareto front curve

According to the NSES-II(μ+λ) optimization procedure a population of λ vectors is produced in every generation. In order to check their feasibility in the framework of a robust design optimization, N anal    N sim FE analyses are performed. There are two different schemes
to perform these analyses in parallel within a generation step:
i) Perform the optimization steps in serial mode and the corresponding FE analysis in parallel mode on the Nproc processors with the FETI solver.
ii) Perform in parallel mode both the optimization steps and the corresponding FE analyses.
In this case the N anal    N sim FE analyses, required in every generation of the optimization procedure, can be performed concurrently and each solution of the finite element
equations can also be performed in parallel mode with the FETI solver. These analyses
correspond to the offspring vectors which are generated during the evolution process and
according to the constraints check they are feasible or infeasible. In the case of an infeasi-
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ble offspring vector a new one is being generated until a feasible one is found. The feasibility check requires new Nsim FE analyses for each new offspring vector. Therefore, if λi
out of λ designs were found infeasible, then N anal   i  N sim new FE analyses must be carried out at this phase of the generation step. The optimal load balancing of this task is not
a straightforward procedure. It is clear that, during the evolution procedure for reaching
the optimum, different number of FE analyses that can be performed independently and
concurrently are required while it is not obvious how many processors will be involved
for the solution of each finite element problem to perform the constraints check. For this
reason it is necessary to propose a dynamic load balancing algorithm (DLBA) for the fully
exploitation of the available computing resources at any phase of the offspring generation
of the optimization procedure.
3.2

Dynamic load balancing algorithm

In this section an optimization problem is formulated in order to achieve the optimum dynamic load balancing at each phase during the generation step of the optimization procedure. This
problem is stated as follows: define the optimum way to accommodate Nanal FE analyses,
which can be performed independently and/or concurrently, into a parallel computing environment composed by Nproc processors with the least required computing time. In the case of a
cluster composed by a multi-core node environment, Nproc = number of nodes × number of
cores. According to the proposed DLBA every FE analysis can be alternatively performed on
Nsub different domain decompositions varying on the number of subdomains. It is assumed,
without this being restricting, that each subdomain is handled by one processor. Therefore, the
dynamic load balancing optimization procedure is formulated as to define the optimum number of FE analyses performed implementing the ith (i=1,…,Nsub) decomposition, that requires
the least computing time to carry out Nanal FE analyses.
The full exploitation of the available resources can be sated as an optimization problem as
follows:
min nanal

Time( N anal )
nanal =  nanal (1), nanal (2),

, nanal (N sub ) 

nanal (i) [0,N anal ], i=1,...,N sub
N sub

and

n
i 1

anal

T

(7)

(i)  N anal

where nanal(i) (i=1, 2, …, Nsub) are the design variables of the dynamic load balancing optimization problem and corresponds to the number of FE analyses performed implementing the ith
decomposition. The total computing time (Time) is calculated according to a two-step procedure as follows:
Step 1
In the first step the time required for performing the FE analyses for every possible decomposition that can be accommodated by the entire cluster of processors (Nproc) without any remaining idle processors, is calculated. This time (Time1) is obtained as follows:

 n (i)  nsub (i) 
ncluster (i)  int  anal

N proc



(8a)

N sub

Time1   ncluster (i)  tsub (i)

(8b)

i 1

where ncluster(i) denotes the number of times the cluster of processors will be used to perform
FE analyses implementing nsub(i) decomposition, nsub(i) is the number of subdomains that the
structure is subdivided (each subdomain is handled by one processors) according to the ith de-
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composition, tsub(i) is the time required for performing a single analysis implementing FETI
with nsub(i) decomposition, while Resanal(i):

Resanal (i)  nanal (i)  ncluster (i) 

N proc
nsub (i)

(9)

denotes the residual FE analyses that remain to be performed implementing the nsub(i) decomposition.
Step 2-Syncronous Implementation
In the second step, Time2 defined the time required to perform the residual FE analyses that
have not been performed in Step 1, in pursue of feasible solutions by the design vectors. This
step is described in Figure 2, where in every use of the entire cluster of processors, groups of
the residual FE analyses implementing different model partitioning types are accommodated
by a part of the cluster. With the unused part of the cluster additional FE analyses are performed implementing other partitioning types ordered from the type with the least number of
subdomains to that with the greater one.
1 Begin
2
Repeat
3
For i :

1 To Nsub -1 Do Begin

Resanal (i) nsub (i)

Resanal (i + 1) nsub (i
N proc

4

ncluster (i) = int

5

Time2 = Time2 + ncluster (i) tsub (i)

6

Resanal (i + 1)

[ncluster (i) N proc

Resanal (i + 1)

nsub (i

1)

Resanal (i) nsub (i)]
1)

7
End
8
Until all analyses are performed
9 End
1 Begin
2
Repeat
3
For i :

(a)

1 To Nsub -1 Do Begin

Resanal (i) nsub (i)

Resanal (i + 1) nsub (i
N proc

4

ncluster (i) = int

5

Time2 = Time2 + ncluster (i) tsub (i)

6

Resanal (i + 1)

Resanal (i + 1)

[ncluster (i) N proc
nsub (i

1)

Resanal (i) nsub (i)]
1)

7
End
8
Until all analyses are performed
9 End

(b)

Figure 2: The second step for the calculation of the required computing time for the case of (a) Synchronous and
(b) Asynchronous Implementation

Step 2-Asynchronous Implementation
In the second step, Time2 defined the time required to perform the residual FE analyses that
have not been performed in Step 1, in pursue of feasible solutions by the design vectors. This
step is described in Figure 2, where in every use of the entire cluster of processors, groups of
the residual FE analyses implementing different model partitioning types are accommodated
by a part of the cluster. With the unused part of the cluster additional FE analyses are performed implementing other partitioning types ordered from the type with the least number of
subdomains to the that with the greater one.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the purposes of this study, the robust design of a double-layered space truss aircraft hangar is considered.
4.1

Description of the test example

The hangar is intended to service three planes at a time requiring a total clear width of 194 m
and a clear depth of 89 m, therefore an area of 100×200 m2 is designed to be covered. The
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space truss that consists of 51448 elements, 13031 nodes and 38961 degrees of freedom. Due
to engineering practice demands, the members are divided into groups having the same structural properties. This grouping of elements results in a trade-off between the use of more material and the need of symmetry and uniformity of the structure for practical reasons.
Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that due to manufacturing limitations the design
variables are not continuous but discrete, since cross-sections belong to a certain predefined
set provided by the manufacturers. Thus the design variables considered are the crosssectional dimensions of the members of the structure, taken from the circular hollow section
(CHS) table. The total number of design variables is eight, since the hangar’s elements follow
the pattern of the member groups schematically depicted in the truss of Figure 3. The mean
value of the modulus of elasticity is 200 GPa and the nominal yield stress is σy=235 MPa (S
235). Equivalent to the vertical uniform load of 0.10 kN, are considered as uniform vertical
forces applied at all joints. In addition, a maximum load of 50 kN corresponding to crane is
equally distributed at the central sixteen nodes of the roof. The structure is hinged at the
boundaries along the transverse direction. Loading conditions are grouped in two categories:
(i) dead loads (G) and (ii) live loads (Q). Thus each truss member is checked for actions that
correspond to the load combination 1.35G+1.50Q.

Figure 3: Description of the design variables for the aircraft hangar

In this study three types of behavioural constraints are imposed for the steel type of structures considered: (i) stress, (ii) compression force (for buckling) and (iii) displacement constraints. The stress constraint can be written as follows:

σmax  σa
σa =

σy

(10)

1.10
where σmax is the maximum axial stress of each element group for all load cases, σa is the allowable axial stress according to Eurocode 3 [11] and σy is the yield stress. For members under compression an additional constraint is used for buckling:
Pc,max  Pcc
Pe
(11)
1.05
π 2 EI
Pe = 2
L
where Pc,max is the maximum axial compression force for all load cases, Pe is the critical Euler
buckling force taken as the first buckling mode of a pin-connected member, L is the length of
each member, while E and I are the material modulus of elasticity and the cross section moment of inertia, respectively. Similarly, the displacement constraints can be written as:
Pcc =

d  da

(12)

where d is the displacement at a certain node or the maximum nodal displacement for all load
cases and da is the allowable value of the displacement at a certain node or the maximum allowable nodal displacement.
4.2

Solution of the multi-objective problem

For the test example considered, two objective functions have been taken into account, the
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weight of the structure and the standard deviation of the maximum vertical nodal displacement, subject to constraints on stresses, element buckling and displacements imposed by the
European design code [11]. A constraint of 500 mm on the maximum deflection is imposed in
addition to the stress constraints described in Eqs. (13) and (14). The random variables that
have been considered are two per design variable: the external diameter D and the thickness t
of the circular hollow section. Apart from the cross-sectional dimensions of the structural
members, the material properties (modulus of elasticity E and yield stress σy) and the loads
have been considered as random variables, in total 19 random variables are used. The characteristics of the random variables are based on the work by Ellingwood et al. [32], where the
mean value of the yield stress for the structural steel is 17% higher than its nominal value.
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Figure 4: Pareto front curve for the RDO problem

For the solution of the multi-objective optimization problem, with any loss of the generality, the NSES-II(μ+λ) method is employed based on previous experience of the author [33]
where μ = λ = 100, while a sample size Nsim = 20 is used. These Monte Carlo simulations are
considered adequate when generated with LHS for estimating the mean values and standard
deviations in the framework of RDO problems, while the population size is the one employed
in the original NSGA-II algorithm [16]. Furthermore, 200 generations are implemented since
they were found sufficient to obtain a good quality Pareto front curve in a previous work by
the authors [7]. The resultant Pareto front curve for the RDO formulation of Eq. (1) is depicted in Figure 4, with the structural weight on the horizontal axis and the standard deviation of
the maximum vertical nodal displacement on the vertical axis. The three designs (A, B and C)
are selected from the Pareto front curve for comparative reasons. They represent two extreme
designs, corresponding to the two ends of the Pareto front curve, and one compromise design.
In particular, design A indicates the Pareto optimum when the weight of the structure is the
dominant criterion, design C is the Pareto optimum when the standard deviation of the maximum response is the dominant criterion, while design B indicates a compromise optimum design when both criteria are significant. Comparing design C with the other two designs, it can
be seen that design C requires three times more material compared to design A and 40% more
compared to design B. On the other hand, the variance of the response for the design C is almost one order of magnitude less compared to that of the other two designs.
4.3

Computational efficiency of the DLBA - Death Penalty case

For the purposes of this work a cluster for parallel computing, consisting of 25-nodes is used.
Each cluster node consists of the Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 2.4 GHz with 4 physical cores. For
the test example considered both sequential and parallel test runs are carried out. The FETI
solution requires partitioning of the FE model in a number of subdomains. For this purpose, a
preprocessing step is performed for the domain decomposition of the finite element model
upon its creation. Thus, before running the optimization procedure, the geometric configuration of the space truss is decomposed into 2, 5, 10, 25 and 50 subdomains with optimal aspect
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ratios obtained with TOP/DOMDEC [34]. The number of subdomains depends on the structure, while those selected for the problem at hand were found adequate in a previous work by
the author [35]. Upon the creation of each decomposition, every structural element member is
assigned to a subdomain on the basis of its distance from the geometrical centre of the subdomain. The minimum distance of each element from the geometric centre of the subdomain
designates the subdomain in which the element belongs. The implementation of the proposed
dynamic load balancing algorithm requires the computational demands for the FE analysis
performed with 1, 2, 5, 10, 25 and 50 subdomains, where each subdomain is allocated to one
processor. The computing time required for a single analysis is not affected by any candidate
design under consideration, because the truss configuration remains the same during the RDO
procedure.
Before assessing the various parallelization schemes implemented in this study, a parametric study is performed with reference to the DE method that is used for the solution of the optimization problem of Eq. (7). The solution of this problem can be performed with any single
objective optimization algorithm. The selection of the DE method is based on previous experience of the author [36,37] where it was found very robust. In order to identify the best combination of the parameters for DE algorithm, 30 combinations of the parameters are generated
by means of LHS, while for each combination 100 optimization runs are performed in order
to calculate the mean and the coefficient of variation with reference to the objective function
value. All runs are performed with a cluster of processors comprising Nproc = 100 cores. The
population size NP of the optimization algorithm is defined in the range of [50, 200], while
the probability CR and constant F are defined in the range of [0, 1]. Worth noticing is that for
all combinations of the characteristic parameters the best objective function value is finally
reached, while COV is below 1%. The characteristic parameters adopted for the implementation of DE method are as follows: population size NP = 195, probability CR = 0.58 and constant F = 0.32.
Case 3

Number of
processors

Case 1

Case 2

50
75
100
250
500

9.69×105
6.55×105
4.88×105
2.07×105
1.11×105

2.74×105
1.85×105
1.38×105
5.81×104
3.11×104

syn
gen
5

DLBA
asy
SS
5

syn
gen
4

NSES - II

NSES - II

NSES - II

1.97×10
1.31×105
9.85×104
3.94×104
1.97×104

1.97×10
1.31×105
9.85×104
3.94×104
1.97×104

7.42×10
5.04×104
3.79×104
1.63×104
8.65×103

NSES - IIasy
SS
7.35×104
5.00×104
3.76×104
1.59×104
8.56×103

Table 1: Computational performance of NSES-II(μ+λ) for the case of the death penalty constraint handling technique (computing time in secs)

The performance of the NSES-II(100+100) optimization method in serial and parallel
computing environments is presented in Table 1. The parallel implementations are performed
in five different clusters with 50, 75, 100, 250 and 500 cores. The first three clusters are based
on the existing cluster with 100 cores, while the other two are simulated clusters having 250
and 500 cores. In addition to the proposed dynamic load balancing algorithm three other parallelization patterns are examined. Case 1: The optimizer is performed in parallel and the
solver in serial mode with a skyline solver. The set of the λi designs that are found to be infeasible define a subgeneration where each design is dealt by one processor. Case 2: The optimizer is performed in parallel and the solver is implemented in serial mode with FETI solver,
where the infeasible designs are dealt with in a similar fashion as in Case 1. Case 3: The optimizer and the solver are implemented in parallel mode, where the infeasible designs are
dealt independently while the solution part is performed with parallel FETI in more than one
processor. In Case 3 the implementation of FETI in all five different clusters was performed
with 50 subdomains (i.e. in 50 processors). The sequential time required for solving the problem at hand is 1.29×107 seconds with a skyline serial solver and 3.65×106 seconds with the
FETI solver, where almost one order of magnitude reduction of the computing time is
achieved with the sequential FETI solver compared to the skyline solver.
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From Table 1 it can be concluded that the proposed procedure managed to reduce the computing time by more than one order of magnitude compared to Case 1, by 4 times compared to
Case 2 and by 3 times compared to Case 3. Furthermore, Figure 5 depicts the speedup factors
achieved with the implementation of Cases 2 and 3 compared to that of the proposed dynamic
load balancing procedure. In this Figure it can be seen that an almost 100% efficiency is
achieved with the DLBA, which is much greater compared to that achieved with Cases 2 and
3. Worth mentioning is that the proposed procedure is independent of the population size and
the number of Monte Carlo simulations used for the calculation of the statistical properties of
the response.
450

Case 2
Case 3
DLBA

400

Speedup factor

350
300
250

200
150
100
50
0
50

150

250

350

450

550

450

550

450

550

Number of processors

(a)
600

Case 2
Case 3
DLBA

Speedup factor

500
400
300
200
100
0

50

150

250

350

Number of processors

(b)
500

Case 2
Case 3
DLBA

450

Speedup factor

400
350

300
250
200
150
100

50
0

50

150

250

350

Number of processors

(c)
Figure 5: Speedup factors achieved with various parallelization patterns for the NSES - IIsyn
scheme for the case
gen
of (a) the death penalty, (b) the superiority of feasible points and (c) the death penalty step size control constraint
handling technique

5

CONCLUSIONS
 In most cases the design of structures is based on deterministic parameters and is focused
on the satisfaction of the deterministically defined design code provisions. A deterministic optimized design is not always a safe design, since such formulations ignore the random properties that affect the structural performance, hence formulations considering
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uncertainties should be considered. In this work the highly computationally intensive
problem of robust structural design optimization is considered, taking into account randomness on both structural capacity and demand. The problem is formulated as a twoobjective optimization problem subjected to stress and displacement constraints. A modified nondominated sorting genetic algorithm optimization method is proposed where genetic algorithms are replaced by evolution strategies for the solution of the multiobjective optimization problems. The optimization algorithm is more reliable since it
guarantees the feasibility of the Pareto front.
 An important characteristic of the nondominated sorting evolution strategies is that this
method works simultaneously with a population of feasible designs only in the search
space. This feasibility requirement does not allow for a straightforward implementation
of the optimization procedure in parallel computing environments. In this case, a large
and variable number of finite element structural analyses can be performed independently
and concurrently at each subgeneration step of the optimization procedure. The computational efficiency of the metaheuristic multi-objective optimization algorithms is enhanced
with the implementation of parallel domain decomposition algorithms for the solution of
the repeated finite element problems and the dynamic exploitation of the available parallel computing resources.
 In this study an efficient dynamic load balancing algorithm is proposed achieving optimum exploitation of the computing resources. The dynamic load balancing problem is
dealt with the differential evolution algorithm and the computational efficiency is almost
100%. The reduction of the computational effort achieved is ranging from three times to
more than one order of magnitude compared to parallel implementations without the dynamic load balancing. The proposed procedure is independent of the population size and
the Monte Carlo simulations used for the calculation of the statistical properties of the response and it is independent on the available computing resources.
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Abstract. The construction of ad-hoc quadrature rules for Isogeometric Analysis is an issue
that has been considered as the greater inter-element regularity can give considerable savings
in terms of computational effort. In NURBS-based Isogeometric Analysis the request for the
quadrature is to give exact result for piece-wise polynomials (on the elements) of degree p with r
continuous derivates. A choice for the basis for this space are the B-splines, that are considered
because of their properties related to support, refinability and regularity. In this work we intend
to present some preliminary results on the use of global quadrature rules capable of exact
results with respect to these basis functions, focusing on differences and potentiality.
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1

Introduction

The construction of ad-hoc quadrature rules for Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) is an issue that
has been considered as the greater inter-element regularity can give considerable savings in
terms of computational effort [1, 6].
In NURBS-based IgA the request for the quadrature is to give exact result for piece-wise polynomials of degree p with r continuous derivatives. A choice for the basis for this space are
the B-splines, that are considered because of their properties related to support, refinability and
regularity. In this work we intend to review the possible choices of quadrature rules when one
intends to calculate integrals involving B-splines on the whole support of these functions for uniform knots sequences. This changes the usual prospective because actual software constructs
the discrete problem element-by-element. In the authors’ opinion what presented in [1, 6] gives
a good way to treat cases of interest, while in this new prospective there are many roads to be
explored, especially in the uniform case, where many properties can be used.
The results presented are preliminary, and consider only the calculation of integrals of the type
∫ p+1
Np (x)f (x) dx
(1)
0

where Np (x) is the cardinal B-spline of degree p. These integrals arise when the right hand side
(the forcing term) is considered in IgA with maximal regularity (r = p − 1). All the others that
have to be computed1 are made with the translated copies of function Np thus are of the same
type.
Obviously, (1) are not the only integrals that have to be considered for the construction of the
discrete counterpart of the differential problems, and the question related to the other cases such
as Mass and Stiffness matrices will be considered in a forthcoming work.
Since now, the most common technique to calculate these integrals with a quadrature rule is
to consider a proper composite Gauss formula: using the piece-wise polynomial expression of
B-splines one can consider the Gauss quadrature that integrates exactly polynomials of degree p
on each subinterval in order to gain exactness. This choice is not optimal from a computational
point of view, but is in line with what is done in finite element software.
What we want to focus on is that many properties of the B-splines can be considered in order
to construct quadrature formulae that achieve some exactness requirement. The intent of this
paper is to report and compare some of these quadrature rules.
We begin with an introduction on B-splines and some of their properties. The construction of
the different quadrature rules is outlined in Section 3. At last, we collect some conclusions.
2

Preliminars on B-splines

We will denote by Np (x) the cardinal B-spline of degree p over the uniform knots sequence
{0, 1, . . . , p + 1} which is defined recursively as follows:
{
1 if 0 ≤ x < 1
N0 (x) :=
0 otherwise
and:
Np (x) :=
1

x
p+1−x
Np−1 (x) +
Np−1 (x − 1) , ∀p ≥ 1 .
p
p

We will consider here the case of periodic uniform knot vector.
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Translated copies of cardinal B-splines are a basis for 0-periodic splines of degree p and regularity p − 1. Among all the properties, we recall the following [3]:
Positivity: Np (x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ R ,
Minimal support: Np (x) = 0 ∀x ∈
/ [0, p + 1] ,
(
)
(
)
p+1
p+1
Symmetry: Np
+ x = Np
−x .
2
2
An other relevant property that we will use is the fact that B-splines solve a refinement equation.
Define the vector a (called mask) as:
(
)
1
p+1
a := {aj , j = 0, . . . , p + 1} , aj := p
.
j
2
Then the cardinal B-spline is the only2 function solution of the refinement equation:
∑
Np (x) =
aj Np (2x − j) .

(2)

j

In the next section we will use the following result on the product of B-splines (see Lemma
4 in [4]):
∫
Np (x)Nq (x + k) dx = Np+q+1 (p + 1 + k) = Np+q+1 (q + 1 − k) .
(3)
R

3

Quadrature formulae

Given a generic function ϕ(x), an n-point quadrature rule is a choice of n ordered points
and relative weights (ξi , ωi )i=1,...,n such that
∫

b

ϕ(x) dx ≃
a

n
∑

ωi ϕ(ξi ).

i=1

The number of quadrature points n fixes the number of function evaluations needed in order to
compute the value of the integral, thus is the parameter to be considered for the computational
cost. A quadrature rule is said to be exact on the family of functions {ϕj }j=1,...,M if
∫

b

ϕj (x) dx =
a

n
∑

ωi ϕj (ξi )

∀j = 1, . . . , M.

(4)

i=1

Conditions (4) represent M non-linear equations in the 2n unknowns (ξi , ωi ). In most cases the
resolution of this system is ill-conditioned [8]. Classically, exactness is required on polynomials
up to a fixed degree; in particular, the n-point Gauss rule is the (only) n-point rule that is exact
for polynomials up to degree 2n − 1.
A notable case is when the exactness is required with test functions being of product type:
ϕj (x) = ϕ̃j (x)Φ(x). Then the required quadrature is made to be exact on test functions ϕ̃j (x)
with respect to a weighted measure Φ(x)dx. In this case the theory on Gauss quadrature with
2

All functions that solve a refinement equation are equal apart from a multiplicative constant: B-splines are
obtained renormalizing the L1 norm to be 1.
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respect to a general measure can be applied. An example can be found in [5].
Recently, exactness on general families of functions has been also explored. In [8] conditions
are
⌈ M ⌉given such that a quadrature rule that integrates exactly M independent test functions using
points exists and a procedure in order to calculate it is presented. This formulae are named
2
Generalized Gaussian with respect to the test functions, and are used in [1, 6] for the construction of rules exact on spline functions.
Varying the exactness requirements or fixing some properties on the distribution of nodes different quadrature rules can be derived. The aim of this section is to present some of these that
seem well-fitted for the calculation of (1).
We emphasize that the requirement on the use of an optimal number of points has to be related
to the possibility to reuse the function evaluations {f (ξi )}. This because the integrals of type
(1) have to be calculated for each basis function that, as seen, are translated copies of the one in
[0, p + 1]. For this reason, if the quadrature points are translant-invariant on the unitary elements
[l, l + 1] (or on multiples of these) then the function evaluations can be reused.
3.1

Composite Gauss rule

Call (ξiG , ωiG )i=1,...,NG the quadrature rule that exactly integrates polynomials of degree p in
[0, 1] using the fewest number of nodes. Then one can cosider the following quadrature:
∫

p+1

Np (x)f (x) dx =
0

p ∫
∑
l=0

≈

p NG
∑
∑

l+1

Np (x)f (x) dx ≈

l

ωiG Np (ξiG + l)f (ξiG + l) .

l=0 i=1

This formula is exact only
for⌉ constant f (x) and uses p × NG quadrature points; as seen in the
⌈ p+1
previous section, NG = 2 .
3.2

Half-point rule

In [6] it is proposed to use the rule (ξiHP , ωiHP
)i=1,...,N
where ωiHP = 2 and ξiHP = 2i if p
OP T
⌋
⌊ p+1
HP
is even, ξi = 1/2 + 2i if p is odd; NOP T = 2 . The nodes are equispaced, not symmetric
in [0, p + 1] and the weights are equal. This formula is exact for constant integrand functions f .
In Table 1 we report some of the calculated rules. Last line is added for rapid comparison with
what we will present in next sections.
p=2
p=3
p=4
{2}
{0.5, 2.5}
{2, 4}
{2}
{2, 2}
{2, 2}
HP
B-spline values on nodes {Np (ξi )} {1/2} {1/48, 23/48} {11/24, 1/24}
Nodes {ξiHP }
Weights {ωiHP }

Table 1: Half-point rules.

When searching for quadrature with the requirement that it is exact only for constant functions one can also consider other simple rules. This choice was introduced in [6] because it
turns to be optimal in terms of function evaluations when integration is made in an elementwise fashion.
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Nodes {ξi }
Weights {ωi }

p=3
{1.05131670195, 2, 2.94868329805}
{5/27, 17/27, 5/27}

p=4
{1.427619470524, 2.5, 3.572380529476}
{25/138, 44/69, 25/138}

Table 2: Weighed Gauss rule, n = 3.

3.3

Weighed Gauss rule

Following the approach in [5] one can search for a quadrature rule that is optimal with respect
to the weighted measure Np (x)dx, solving exactness requirements (4) on monomials. This leads
to a nonlinear problem that in general is difficult to solve. In the case of interest we can use
the refinability property (2) so that the computation becomes stable. We refer to [5, 9] for the
details on the construction of such rules. In Table 2 we report the calculated rules in the case
n = 3 , p = 3, 4. The nodes and the weights are symmetric in [0, p + 1] and all weights are
positive. The formula, moreover, is exact for all f polynomial up to degree 2n − 1.
3.4

Fixed points rule

If preassigned samples of the integrand function f have to be used in order to calculate the
integral (or some distribution of nodes has to be considered) the quadrature that attains the maximum polynomial degree of exactness is well known to be the interpolation-based one. In the
case of integrals of the type (1) one can consider to use samples of function f and construct a
quadrature to be used for integration with respect to the weighted measure Np (x)dx. The use
of the refinement properties of the B-splines leads to a stable procedure for the calculation of
these quadrature rules. We refer to [2] for the algorithmic details.
This procedure is very powerful in order to obtain exactness on polynomials maintaining the
evaluations of the integrand function in points with requested properties, such as translate invariance and symmetry. In Table 3 we have reported the calculated quadrature in some cases for
rapid comparison. In particular, the first two lines report the quadrature that give exactness on
linear polynomials constructed on the same nodes considered by the Half-point rule seen before.
The next two lines take in account all the points to be used by the formula when used on the
translated intervals. The relation with the Half-point rule is evident comparing the calculated
weights.
p=3
p=4
{0.5, 2.5}
{2, 4}
{1/4, 3/4}
{3/4, 1/4}
p=3
p=4
Fixed Nodes {ξi }
{0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5}
{1, 2, 3, 4}
Weights {ωi }
{1/48, 23/48, 23/48, 1/48} {1/24, 11/24, 11/24, 1/24}
Fixed Nodes {ξi }
Weights {ωi }

Table 3: Fixed points rules of optimal polynomial degree.

3.5

Quasi-Interpolant-based rules

A recent paper [10] has highlighted that in order to calculate the integrals arising in Isogeometric analysis, one can try to substitute the integrand function with a proper combination
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of function with the property that the integral of these new functions are known. This general
approach is similar to the one that uses modified moments in order to calculate the quadrature rules. In the cited reference quasi-interpolation with B-splines is used and the approach is
named quadrature-free: in this case we can use equation (3) seen in the previous section (see
[4, Lemma 4]). The resulting formulae are very versatile and can gain exactness also in spline
spaces [7, 11]. In general one can write:
∫ p+1
∫ +∞
Np (x)f (x) dx =
Np (x)f (x) dx ≈
0
−∞
∫ +∞
∫ +∞ ∑
Q(f (x))Np (x) dx =
ηj (f )Nq (x + j)Np (x) dx =
−∞

∑

ηj (f )

j

∫

−∞

j

+∞
−∞

Nq (x + j)Np (x) dx =

∑

ηj (f )Np+q+1 (p + 1 + j),

(5)

j

where we have denoted by Q(f ) a generic quasi-interpolation operator of f and then considered
the particular choice of a projection on B-splines of degree q constructed from a local projector
[7]:
∑
Q(f (x)) :=
ηj (f )Nq (x + j) .
j

In this section we will fix the quadratic case q = 2. Then we can construct a projection using
only points of the type l/2 , l = 0, . . . , 2(p + 1) obtaining a quadrature rule exact for f polynomial up to degree 2 and for B-splines of degree 2.
Fixed q = 2 , p ≥ 2, we have j = −2, . . . , p and the projection that gains the best properties of
exactness and uses only values of the integrand function in points of the kind l/2 is (compare
with [7]):
η−2 (f ) = (5/2)f (0) − 2f (1/2) + (1/2)f (1);
ηj (f ) = 1/2[−f (j + 1) + 4f (j + 1/2 + 1) − f (j + 2)] , j = −1, 0, p − 1;
ηp (f ) = (5/2)f (p + 1) − 2f (p + 1/2) + (1/2)f (p)

(6)

With this choice of the projector, we can rearrange (5) in order to write the following the quadrature:
[( )
( )
]
∫ p+1
5
1
Np (x)f (x) dx ≈
f (0) − 2f (1/2) +
f (1) Np̃ (p − 1) +
2
2
0
[( )
( )
]
1
5
f (p) − 2f (p + 1/2) +
f (p + 1) Np̃ (2p + 1) +
2
2
p−1
∑
1
[−f (j + 1) + 4f (j + 1/2 + 1) − f (j + 2)] Np̃ (p + 1 + j)
(7)
2
j=−1
where p̃ = p + 3. In the case p = q = 2 the quadrature is reported in Table 3.5.
4

Conclusions

In this work we have considered some available choices for the computation of integrals
arising in Isogeometric methods when considering the integrals on the support of the B-splines.
From this preliminary work we can conclude the following.
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Nodes {ξi }
{0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3}
Weights {ωi } {−7/80, 5/12, −91/240, 11/10, −91/240, 5/12, −7/80}
Table 4: Quadrature rule based on the quasi-interpolant of equation (6) in the case q = p = 2.

• The use of quadrature on fixed nodes can give good properties both on the exactness and
on the computational requirements. This is also empathized by the connection with the
Half point rule, that is the optimal one introduced in the element-wise computations.
• The use of quasi-interpolant projector on B-splines can be very useful in order to get exactness on spline spaces. Moreover, the resulting quadrature rules are simple to compute,
due to equation (3). From the point of view of the∑
resulting quadrature rule, more analysis
is needed in order to study -ad ex.- the quantity
|ωi | that is crucial when convergence
properties are considered.
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Abstract. We present a multi patch assumed strain formulation (with implicit G1 -continuity at
the ends of the element) for 3D space Kirchhoff-Love rod; rotations are introduced at the ends
of the element as degree of freedom similarly to the Hermitian interpolation for Euler Bernoulli
beam problem. In this way the G1 continuity is ensured. Due to the general curved geometry
a strong coupling appears in the membrane-flexural-torsion (m-f-t) problem, so that a pure
displacement formulation leads in general to a locked element (membrane, flexural and torsion
locking phenomena can occur). The multi patch approach presented, based on G1 continuity
(low degree of continuity), does not present locking in contrast to the B-Spline (high degree of
continuity) element, in a pure displacement approach. However, both the approaches present
spurious mode in the deformations, i.e. in the stress resultants. In order to avoid this pathology
we adopt a standard assumed strain formulation (or B-bar) approach, projecting the tangent
strain measures onto lower degree spaces, (by means of standard L2 projections). In particular,
considering a polynomial degree interpolation (p) for the displacements, the membrane and
torsional strain measures are projected on a (p-1) space, while the two flexural strain measures
are projected on a (p-2) space. In this way a very easy definition of the B-bar operators is
attained, since the integrations are performed numerically. The strategy is very appealing for
the design of free-locking general curve rod elements, and it provides very accurate results for
different polynomial degrees as it is shown by means of presented example.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Displacement based formulations for structural model are known to suffer for locking phenomenon. In the case of general space curved K.L. rods a strong coupling appears in the
membrane-flexural-torsion (m-f-t) problem, so that many source of locking affect the solution. In recent works [6, 7] Armero et al. have developed a new C 1 finite element for 3D
Kirchhoff-Love rod adopting an assumed strain formulation, based on mixed (Hermitian and
Lagrangian) interpolation, for overcoming the spurious strain modes. In [9] Elguedj et al., on
the basis of [8], present a comparison between discrete strain gap (DSG) approach, as proposed in [5] by means of a collocation of the strain gaps, and the classical B-bar formulation
for overcoming the locking in isogeometric analysis. They show that for both membrane and
shear locking, the ASM approach is more accurate with respect to DSG. Locking in flexural
an torsional dominated problems for curve elements is investigated in [10]. In [4] Beirao et al.
present a collocation isogeometric approach to avoid the shear locking in beam. In this paper a
multi-patch isogeometric formulation for K.L. rods is investigated, with respect to its ability to
avoid locking.
In [3] a multi-patch isogeometric analysis of space rod by means of Lagrange’s multipliers was
presented. Multi-patch approaches with implicit G1 continuity have been introduced in [2],
in which it’s proposed an element that consists in a generalization of standard cubic Hermite
interpolation. It has been obtained performing a transformation on the displacement coordinate
space, as illustrated in figure 1 for open Bspline generated by means of a knot vector with and
without internal knots. The torsional angle ϕ is interpolated by means of a standard C 0 Bspline
functions. In order to avoid locking an L2 projection of the strains is considered, particularly,
considering a p-degree interpolation for the degree of freedom (u, ϕ) the function spaces for
the axial, flexural and torsional strain measures are scaled, respectively, to p − 1, p − 2 and p − 1
degree interpolations. In general, an isogeometric L2 B-bar approach generates a full stiffness
matrix, since the assumed strain interpolating bases are not-null everywhere. Contrarily to the
high-continuity isogeometric B-bar formulation presented in [9], the multi patch G1 continuous
formulation presented in this paper allows to strongly reduces the band-width in the stiffness
matrix.
2

THE INTERPOLATION

The multi patch isogeometric interpolation of non polar rods used in this paper has been introduced in [2]. It consists in a generalization of the Hermite interpolation to general open Bspline
interpolations. The displacement degree of freedom of the the second and second last control
points are re-parametrized introducing the end rotations as degree of freedom. Since the torsion angle ϕ is C 0 continuous, a G1 constraints is ensured. The stiffness matrix is, then, easily
assembled.
2.1

The G1 interpolation of the centroid curve

At the ends of an open B-spline the tangent vector has the same direction defined by the two
couple of end points. Let P 0 (λ), with λ ∈ [0, 1], be the Lagrangian centroid curve. We adopt
for the representation of this curve an open B-Spline description given by
P 0 (λ) = Σni=1 bpi (λ)P0,i

(1)

where p is the degree and n = p + 1 is the number of control points, bpi (λ) is the i-th function
and P0,i is the generic control point. Let p(λ), with λ ∈ [0, 1], be the generic current centroid
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curve,
p(λ) = Σni=1 bpi (λ)Pi

(2)

A coordinate transformation is performed mapping the second, P2 , and the second-last, Pn−1 ,
control points by means of the spatial rotations and the deformation of the end control segments
directors t̃0,1 and t̃0,2 as follows
P2 = P1 + ρ1 R̃1 t̃0,1 ,

Pn−1 = Pn + ρ2 R̃2 t̃0,2 ,

(3)

where the initial non unit directors are defined by the difference of the control points
t̃0,1 = P0,2 − P0,1 ,

t̃0,2 = P0,n−1 − P0,n ,

(4)

in this way, from equation 3 the current non unit directors become
t̃1 = P2 − P1 = ρ1 R̃1 t̃0,1 ,

t̃2 = Pn−1 − Pn = ρ2 R̃2 t̃0,2 ,

(5)

where R̃1 and R̃2 are the spatial rotations operators, and the scalars ρ1 and ρ2 are the relative
change in the lengths of these vectors, given by
ρ1 =

∥P2 − P1 ∥
∥t̃1 ∥
=
,
∥P0,2 − P0,1 ∥
∥t̃0,1 ∥

ρ2 =

∥Pn−1 − Pn ∥
∥t̃2 ∥
=
.
∥P0,n−1 − P0,n ∥
∥t̃0,2 ∥

(6)

The generic configuration of the centroid curve is given by
p(λ) =bp1 (λ)P1 +
(
)
+bp2 (λ) P1 + ρ1 R̃1 t̃0,1 +
+bp3 (λ)P3 + ... + bpn−2 (λ)Pn−2 +
(
)
+bpn−1 (λ) Pn + ρ2 R̃2 t̃0,2 +

(7)

+bpn (λ)Pn .
T
T
T
T
Observing that R̃1 t̃1 = t̃0,1 and R̃2 t̃2 = t̃0,2 and that R̃˙ 1 R̃1 = ω̃ 1 ×(•) and R̃˙ 2 R̃2 = ω̃ 2 ×(•)
the velocity of the centroid curve mapped as in equation 7 is given by

ṗ(λ) = (bp1 (λ) + bp2 (λ)) Ṗ1 +
)
(
+bp2 (λ) −ρ1 t̃1 × ω̃ 1 + ρ̇1 t̃1
+bp3 (λ)Ṗ3 + ... + bpn−2 (λ)Ṗn−2 +
)
(
+bpn−1 (λ) −ρ2 t̃2 × ω̃ 2 + ρ̇2 t̃2
(
)
+ bpn (λ) + bpn−1 Ṗn .
2.2

(8)

The C 0 interpolation of the torsional angle

The tangent increment of the torsional angle is given by
ϕ̇(λ) = Σni=1 bpi (λ)ϕ̇i
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but the first and the last term must be represented in terms of the end rotations, observing that
t̂ 0 = t̃ˆ1 and t̂ 1 = −t̃ˆ2 and that ϕ̇ = ω̃ · t̂ the interpolation of the velocity of rotation around
the centroid curve, is
ϕ̇(λ) =bp1 (λ) ω̃ 1 · t̃ˆ1 +
+bp1 (λ)ϕ̇2 ... + bpn−1 (λ)ϕ̇n−1
+bp (λ) ω̃ · (−t̃ˆ ).
2

n

(10)

2

Considering, for each control point, the vector of the increments of the degrees of the freedom
q̇ defined as
q̇ T = {Ṗ1 , ω̃ 1 , ρ̇1 , ϕ̇2 ; Ṗ3 , ϕ̇3 , ..., Ṗn−2 , ϕ̇n−2 ; ϕ̇n−1 , ρ̇2 , Ṗn , ω̃ 2 }

(11)

the velocity of the centroid curve, p, and of the torsional angle, ϕ, are given respectively by
ṗ(λ)3,1 = Bpc (λ)3,4n q̇ 4n,1

(12)

ϕ̇(λ) = Bpϕ (λ)1,4n q̇ 4n,1 ,

(13)

and
where the operators

Bpc (λ)

and

Bpϕ (λ)

are defined as

Bpc (λ) = {(bp1 + bp2 ) I 3,3 , −bp2 (t̃1 × (•)) 3,3 , bp2 (t̃1 ) 3,1 , 0 3,1 ,
bp3 I 3,3 , 0 3,1 , ..., bn−2 I 3,3 , 0 3,1 ,
0

3,1

,

bpn−1 (t̃2 ) 3,1 ,

(bpn−1

+

bpn )I 3,3 ,

−bpn−1 (t̃2

× (•))

(14)
3,3

},

and
T

Bpϕ (λ) = {(0T ) 1,3 , bp1 (t̃1 ) 1,3 , 0, bp2 ,
(0T ) 1,3 , bp3 , ..., (0T ) 1,3 , bpn−2 ,

(15)

T
(0T ) 1,3 , bpn (t̃2 ) 1,3 }.

bpn−1 , 0,

where I is the identity operator, 0T = {0, 0, 0} and


0
+t̃j · E z −t̃j · E y
−t̃j × (•) =  −t̃j · E z
0
+t̃j · E x  ,
+t̃j · E y −t̃j · E x
0


t̃j · E x
t̃j =  t̃j · E y  ,
t̃j · E z


j = 1, 2. (16)

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are related to Bernstein’s polynomials of degree 3 and it is clear that
the transformation proposed yields to the Hermite shape functions. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) are
related to Bernstein’s polynomials of degree 4 and corresponding transformed G1 -functions;
Figures 1(e) and 1(f) are related to a B-Spline of degree 3 with internal knots and corresponding
transformed G1 -B-Spline.
2.3

Strain measures

The velocity of the deformations have been evaluated [1, 2] and are represented by means of
the compatibility operators, B (•) , as follows:
ε(q 0 , q̇) = B Tε (q 0 )q̇,
χν (q 0 , q̇) = B Tχν (q 0 )q̇,
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3

THE ASSUMED STRAIN FORMULATION

The assumed strain method (ASM), proposed in [6, 8, 9] consists in a L2 -projection of the
strain measures, by means of the weak definition of the compatibility equation. Let bpi be the
generic i-th function of degree p, that interpolates the displacement field q = (u, ϕ). The axial,
bending and twisting deformations are projected onto the spaces, respectively, bεp−1 , bp−2
and
χ
1
bp−1
,
with
lower
polynomial
and
continuity
degrees.
A
B-bar
formulation
for
G
multi-patch
γ
interpolations with BSpline without internal knots is presented next. We remark that, the displacements functional space adopted is G1 continuous as defined in the previous section, while
the strain measures are projected onto standard open BSpline space with lower polynomial degree and lower parametric continuity.
3.1

The B-bar operators

For the Kirchhoff-Love rod the strain measures consistent with a (weak) compatibility conditions are given by modified B̄-operators
˙ = B̄ Tε d,
˙
ε̄(d)

˙ = B̄ Tχ d,
˙
χ¯n (d)
n

˙ = B̄ Tχ d,
˙
χ¯ν (d)
ν

˙ = B̄ Tγ d,
˙
γ̄(d)

where these modified B̄-operators are given by
∫
∫
( p−1 T )
( p−1 T )
T
−1
T
−1
p−1 T
p−1 T
B̄ ε = (b ) Ḡ
b B ε dL, B̄ γ = (b ) Ḡ
b B γ dL,
L

and
T
B̄ χn

= (b

¯ −1
) Ḡ

∫

p−2 T

(

(18)

(19)

L

p−2

b

B Tχn

)

dL,

T
B̄ χν

= (b

¯ −1
) Ḡ

∫

( p−2 T )
b B χν dL,

p−2 T

(20)

L

L

¯ are the corresponding mass matrices
in which the Ḡ and Ḡ
∫
∫
( p−1
( p−2
)
)
p−1
¯
Ḡ =
b
⊗b
b
⊗ bp−2 dL.
dL, Ḡ =
L

(21)

L

The stiffness operator is defined analogously to a pure displacement formulation. Numeric
integration is performed at level of the element considering p + 1 Gauss-Lobatto points.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section three simple cases of curved rods are considered in which the case of membrane, flexural and both locking pathologies. The material parameters are E = 2∗108 [kN/m2 ],
ν = 0.25. The radius of the centroid is R = 1 [m] and the force at the end has intensity
∥f ∥ = 1 [kN ]. In the first two numerical example n̂(S) = êz = {0, 0, 1} and ν̂(S) = t̂ × n̂(S)
are considered while in the last example an initial torsion angle ϕ(S) = π2S it is considered.
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G1 - Bezier's Polynoms - p=3

Standard Bezier's Polynoms - p=3
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(a) C 0 Bernstein interpolation functions
(polynomial degree p=3).
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(b) G1 Bernstein interpolation functions
(Hermitian f. p=3).
G1 Berstein's Polynoms - p=5

Standard Berstein's Polynoms - p=5
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(c) C 0 Bernstein interpolation functions
(polynomial degree p=5).
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(d) G1 Bernstein interpolation functions
(polynomial degree p=5).
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(e) Standard C 0 open BSpline interpolation (polynomial degree p=3).
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3
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4
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1

(f) G1 open BSpline interpolation (polynomial degree p=3).

Figure 1: Transformation of shape function from standard C 0 open BSpline to G1 open BSpline shape functions,
(with or without internal knots).
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4.1

Example 1: 2D Arch with a point force at the end

In this section it is considered a circular 2D arch with a point force at the end, see figure 2(a).
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the comparison in the error in L2 norm for the uy displacement’s
component, (for two polynomials degrees p = 3, 4), between a pure displacement and B-bar
approach, in the case of multi patch interpolation. The rate of the convergence is highlighted.
Figures 2(d) and 2(e) show the L2 error with the ratio R/hν for different discretizations, either
Polynomial Degree p=3 - HR=1, Rhn =10L- MULTI PATCH

Polynomial Degree p=4 - HR=1, Rhn =10L- MULTI PATCH

B-bar HRhΝ =1100L
Displ. HRhΝ =1100L
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(b) uy error in L2 norm for p=3,
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(c) uy error in L2 norm for p=4,
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(f) G1 -multi-patch pure displ.
vs. ASM (or B-bar dashed line).

Figure 2: Cantilever 2D arch with a shear at the end, (membrane locking).

for a BSpline and a multi patch approach; drastic membrane locking appears in the case of
Bspline interpolation that disappears in the case of the multi patch approach. However spurious
modes occurs on the axial stress that is reflected in a reduction of the accuracy in the solution,
see Figure 2(e). Therefore a B-bar approach is necessary for an accurate definition of the strains
in a multi patch approach. Figure 2(f) show the comparison between the accuracy level obtained
with a pure displacement and a B̄ formulation in the case of the multi-patch approach.
4.2

Example 2: 3D Arch with a point force at the end

In this section it is considered a circular 3D arch with a point force at the end, see figure 3(a).
Figure 3(b) shows the comparison for the convergence’s rate of the relative L2 error norm for
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the uz solution, (for the polynomials degree p = 3 and ratio R/hν = 100), between the pure
displacement and the B̄ formulation both the case of the G1 -multi-patch approach. Figure 4(d)
Polynomial Degree p=3 - HR=1, Rhn =10L - MULTI PATCH
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Figure 3: Cantilever 3D arch with a shear at the end, (flexural locking).

and 4(e) show the error in L2 norm as function of the ratio R/hν for different discretizations
in the case of BSpline (high inter element continuity) and in the case of the G1 multi-patch
approach (low inter element continuity), for a pure displacement formulation. In the case of the
BSpline interpolation flexural locking appears while in the case of the multi patch approach no
locking appears. As previously observed oscillations can occur in the bending moment Mν for a
pure displacement approach so that a B̄ formulation is necessary. For the multi patch approach
only, figure 3(f) shows the comparison in the accuracy level obtained with a pure displacement
and a B̄ (dashed lines) formulation respectively.
4.3

Example 3: 3D pre-twisted arch with a point force at the end

In this section is considered a pre-twisted circular 3D arch with a shear at the end, see figure
4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the comparison for the convergence rate of the error in L2 norm of the
uz displacement component, (for polynomial degrees p = 3, 4), for the G1 multi-patch approach
using the pure displacement and the B̄ formulation. Figure 4(c) shows a real example of a pre-
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twisted curve rod, i.e. a Glulam pre-twisted curve wood beam. Figure 4(d) and 4(e) show the
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Figure 4: Pre-twisted cantilever 3D arch with a shear at the end, (flexural locking).

trend of the L2 error norm with respect to the ratio R/hν for different discretizations, in the case
of BSpline (high-continuity) and G1 multi-patch approaches; As opposite to the displacement
formulations, no flexural locking appears in the multi patch approach but significative oscillations can occur in the bending deformations. A B̄ approach solve this problem as shown figure
4(f) when a comparison in the accuracy level between pure displacement and B̄ (dashed lines)
for multi-patch approach are presented.
5

CONCLUSIONS
• The paper has presented a isogeometric generalization of the G1 -Hermitian interpolation
for 3D space Kirchhoff-Love rods.
• The influence of the inter element continuity level on the locking phenomena for 3D
Kirchhoff-Love space rods has been show, comparing the case of Bspline and G1 -multi
patch approaches. The multi patch approach strongly reduce locking.
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• A G1 -multi patch assumed strain formulation has been presented, (in which is obtained
a banded stiffness matrix contrary to the case of BSpline interpolation); It reduces the
oscillations in the stress resultants.
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Abstract. Due to high regularity across mesh elements of isogeometric analysis, this new
method achieves higher accuracy per degree of freedom and improved spectrum properties,
among others, compared to finite element analysis. However, this inherent feature of
isogeometric analysis reduces the sparsity pattern of stiffness matrix and requires more
elaborate numerical integration schemes for its computation. For these reasons, the assembly
of the stiffness matrix in isogeometric analysis is a computationally demanding task, which
needs special attention in order to be affordable in real-world implementations. In this paper
we address the computational efficiency of assembling the stiffness matrix using the standard
element-wise Gaussian quadrature. A novel approach is proposed for the formulation of the
stiffness matrix which exhibits several computational merits, among them its amenability to
parallelization and the efficient utilization of the graphic possessing units to drastically
accelerate computations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Isogeometric analysis (IGA) was recently introduced by Hughes et al. [1] and since then it
has attracted a lot of attention for solving boundary value problems as a result of using the
same basis functions adopted from CAD community for describing the domain geometry and
for building the numerical approximation of the solution.
Despite IGA’s promising methodology and superior features [1]–[4] compared with finite
element analysis (FEA) the computation of mass, stiffness and advection matrices is more
laborious, which increase the cost of IGA in real-world applications. For a certain number of
degrees of freedom, IGA, due to its higher inter-element continuity, produces quite more
elements than FEA. This leads to an increase of the number of Gauss points and consequently
of the computational cost for assembling the characteristic matrices. This drawback increases
dramatically the computational cost in the multivariate domains, especially for 3D cases.
It was shown [2], [3] that standard element-wise Gauss rules are inefficient, because they
do not take precise account of the preserved smoothness at the element boundaries in the case
of higher-order NURBS and polynomial B-SPLines, and that the higher the inter-element
regularity is the fewer the required number of Gauss points per element. However, recently
proposed integration rules, although they are optimal or nearly optimal in terms of the number
of function evaluations, they are either cumbersome to implement [2] or need special
consideration to be given to the boundary elements [3]. In an effort to deal with the overhead
in the computation of IGA characteristic matrices, collocation methods have been introduced
for obtaining higher order accurate methods with a minimum number of quadrature points [5].
Applications of graphics processing units (GPUs) to scientific computations are attracting
a lot of attention due to their low cost in conjunction with their inherently remarkable
performance features. Driven by the demands of the gaming industry, graphics hardware has
substantially evolved over the years with remarkable floating point arithmetic performance.
Unlike CPUs, GPUs have an inherent parallel throughput architecture that focuses on
executing many concurrent threads slowly, rather than executing a single thread very fast.
A number of studies in engineering applications have been recently reported on a variety of
GPU platforms using implicit computational algorithms [6]–[16]. Linear algebra applications
have also been a topic of scientific interest for GPU implementations [17]–[20]. A hybrid
CPU-GPU implementation of domain decomposition methods is presented in [21] where
speedups of the order of 40x have been achieved with just one GPU.
The present work achieves a drastic reduction of the computational effort required for
assembling the stiffness matrix of IGA by implementing a novel control point pair-wise
procedure recently proposed for the computation of the stiffness matrix in element-free
Galerkin formulations [22]. This approach is amenable to parallel computations since it does
not have race conditions or need synchronization and it is particularly suitable for massively
parallel systems with GPUs. The numerical results indicate that the proposed methodology
succeeds in overcoming the drawback of the quadrature cost associated with IGA by
performing the assembly of the stiffness matrix in orders of magnitude less computation time
than that of the standard element-wise Gauss quadrature scheme.
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2 BASIC INGREDIENTS OF THE ISOGEOMETRIC ANALYSIS METHOD
2.1

Non-Uniform Rational B-SPLines (NURBS)

In IGA there is no approximate mesh since, even in the case of very coarse meshes, the
exact geometry is always represented. For the implementation of IGA three spaces should be
defined: the physical space, the parameter space and the index space. For NURBS shape
functions, the parameter space is very important as all calculations refer there, while the index
space plays an auxiliary role. The input data is drawn from the physical space, which contains
the Cartesian coordinates of the control points and their corresponding weights. The number
of basis functions is equal to the number of degrees of freedom. The unknowns of the
resulting algebraic equations correspond to the displacements of the control points, while the
knots are the boundaries of the corresponding isogeometric elements. In the case of uniform
knot vector, knot spans have the same size in the parameter space while in the physical space
they can have any size depending on the corresponding control points and shape functions.
The discretized NURBS-model is subdivided into patches which are subdomains with the
same material and geometry type and consist of a full tensor product grid of elements. In this
respect, they are analogous to elements in FEA as the basis functions are interpolatory at its
boundaries.
A knot vector is a non-decreasing set of coordinates in the parameter space, written as
Ξ ={ ξ 1, ξ 2, … , ξ n+ p+1 } , where ξ i ∈ℝ is the ith knot, i is the knot index, i=1,2 ,… , n+ p+1 ,
p is the polynomial order and n is the number of basis functions used to construct the
B-SPLine curve. The knots partition the parameter space into elements. Element boundaries
in the physical space are simply the images of knot lines under the B-SPLine mapping. Figure
1 illustrates the quadratic C 1 continuous B-SPLine basis functions, which are produced by
the open uniform knot vector Ξ ={ 0,0 ,0 ,1,2 ,3 ,4,5 ,6 ,7,8 ,9 ,9,9 } . Control points are shown as
circles, while knots as rectangles. The interval [ 0,9 ] is a single patch and consists of 9
elements and 11 control points, which correspond to 11 B-SPLine basis functions.
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Fig. 1. C1 continuous quadratic basis derived from open uniform knot vector

Ξ ={ 0,0 ,0 ,1,2 ,3 ,4,5 ,6 ,7,8 ,9 ,9,9 }
Given an open uniform knot vector Ξ ={ ξ 1, ξ 2, … , ξ n+ p+1 } , the B-SPLine basis functions
p
N i (ξ ) are defined by the Cox-de Boor recursion formula:

{

N 0i ( ξ )= 1, if ξ i ≤ξ <ξ i +1
0, otherwise
N ip (ξ )=

ξ −ξ i
ξ
−ξ
p−1
N ip −1 ( ξ )+ i+ p +1 i N i+1
(ξ)
ξ i+ p−ξ i
ξ i+ p +1−ξ i

(1)

(2)

Due to their higher regularity between inter-element boundaries, they exhibit greater
overlapping in comparison with the shape functions of FEA. Their basic feature is their tensor
product nature. In the case of polynomial B-SPLines, basis functions are used as shape
functions, while in the case of NUBRS, shape functions are produced from the following
formula in 1D case:
p
i

R (ξ )=

N ip W i
n

∑ { N ip (ξ )W i }

(3)

i =1

in the 2D case:
Rip, ,jq (ξ , η)=

N ip (ξ ) M qj ( η)W i , j
n

m

∑ ∑ N ip ( ξ ) M qj (ξ )W i , j
i=1 j =1

in the 3D case:
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Rip, ,jq, ,kr (ξ , η , ζ )=

N ip (ξ )M qj (η) L rk (ζ )W i , j ,k
n

m

l

∑ ∑ ∑ N ip ( ξ ) M qj (ξ ) Lrk (ζ )W i , j , k

(5)

i =1 j=1 k =1

where W i are weight factors with a full tensor product nature:
W i , j=W i W j

(6)

W i , j ,k =W i W j W k

(7)
The approximation of 1D displacement field in terms of control point variables can be
written as
n

u (ξ )=∑ { R ip (ξ )uCPi }

(8)

i=1

where Rip (ξ ) are the shape functions, n is the number of basis functions or control
points, p is the polynomial order and uCPi is the displacement of control point i . The exact
geometry is described by
n

X ( ξ )=∑ { Rip ( ξ ) X CPi }

(9)

i=1

where X CPi are the Cartesian coordinate of the control point i .
There is a connection between polynomial basis order p , knot multiplicity m and
continuity/ regularity k , given by
k = p−m , 1≤m≤ p +1
(10)
Regularity -1 means discontinuity and it appears for the extreme knots of a single patch. In
this case, basis functions are interpolatory at these extreme knots. Regularity 0 resembles to
the case of finite elements and is the minimum continuity for interior knots with basis
functions interpolatory at that knots. The case of maximum continuity is p−1 and occurs
when every interior knot is repeated only once.
Assuming an one-dimensional case, polynomial order p , multiplicity m and number of
elements n el , the corresponding number of control points n , which are directly linked to the
number of degrees of freedom, is equal to
(11)
n=( p+1) nel −(k −1)(nel −1)
The corresponding knot vector has n+ p+1 knot values. The external knots are repeated
p +1 times and the interior m times.
2.2

Stiffness matrix formulation

A given domain is represented with several NURBS-based isogeometric models,
depending on its geometry features. Every NURBS-based models decomposed into
subdomains, the so-called patches, according to the variance of its geometry and material. The
more abrupt the geometry is, the more subdomains are considered. They can be assumed as
macro-elements consisting of a tensor product mesh of elements and they are assembled in the
same way as in finite elements. The arrays for the patches are constructed and assembled in
element-by-element fashion by numerically integrating contributions over each element. In
the parameter space, elements are rectangular.
The equilibrium equations applied to control points of the whole domain are expressed as
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K u=f
(12)
In order to formulate the total stiffness matrix, the stiffness matrix of every patch
i=1, … , N p has to be calculated:
T

T

K i=∫ ( Bi ) Ei Bi dV =∭ ( Bi ) Ei Bi det Ji dξdηdζ
V

(13)

ξ ,η ,ζ

where Ei , Bi are the elasticity and deformation matrix of the patch i respectively.
We will present below the stiffness matrix formulation in 2D elasticity cases. For the 3D
case, the formulation is analogous. Assuming n , m control points per parametric axis ξ , η
respectively, the 2D control points are N =n m (full tensor product) and the deformation
matrix B is given by:
B = B1 B2
(14)
(3× N )

(3×4) (4× N )

with
B1 =
(3× 4)

1
det J ( ξ )

[

J 22 −J 12
0
0
0
0
−J 21 J 11
−J 21 J 11
J 22 −J 12

]

(15)

and

[

R1, ξ 0
R
0
B 2 = 1,η
0
R 1,ξ
(4×N )
0
R1,η

R2,ξ
0 … RN , ξ
R2, η 0 … R N , η
0
R 2,ξ 0
…
0
R 2,η 0
…

0
0
RN ,ξ
R N ,η

]

(16)

The Jacobian matrix is local to patches rather than to elements and is given by

[ ][

X CP1 Y CP1
R (ξ , η) R2, ξ (ξ , η) … R N , ξ (ξ , η) X CP2 Y CP2
J
J 12
J ( ξ , η)= 1, ξ
= 11
R1,η (ξ , η) R 2,η (ξ , η) … RN ,η (ξ , η)
⋮
⋮
J 21 J 22
(2×2)
⏟
(2×2)
X
Y
CPN
CPN
(2×N )

[

]

]

(17)

( N ×2)

where Rl (ξ , η) is the shape function that corresponds to the control point l , with
Cartesian coordinates Χ CPl , Y CPl , and
dRl ( ξ , η)
dRl (ξ , η)
, Rl , η(ξ , η)=
dξ
dη
The derivatives in eq. (18) are obtained by applying the quotient rule to eq. (4).
Rl , ξ (ξ , η)=

2.3

(18)

Quadrature rule

The Gauss quadrature rule is applied to the non-zero knot spans as in FEA. However, the
standard element-wise Gauss rule requires extensive function evaluations due to increased
support of the shape functions. According to [3], for the case of an one-dimensional function
of order p the optimal (minimum exact) number of Gauss points per element is equal to
( p +1) /2 or ( p +2)/2 , for odd and even p respectively. For the computation of the
stiffness matrix in 1D elasticity case, the integrand’s order is equal to q=2 p−2 and the
optimal number of Gauss points per element is equal to (q +2)/2= p . For 2D and 3D
elasticity cases, the integrand’s order is equal to q=2 p and the optimal number of Gauss
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points per element is equal to (q +2)/2= p +1 . The above rules are optimal for the case of
minimum continuity. For higher continuity, new macro-element rules have been proposed [2],
[3], which are more efficient, but also more involved and difficult to implement.
3 ELEMENT-WISE FORMULATION OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
In order to build the stiffness matrix of a domain (or patch), the contributions of all Gauss
points need to be added. The contributions are expressed by the products BTG EBG
K=∑ BTG E BG =∑ Q G
G

(19)

G

where the deformation matrix BG is computed at the corresponding Gauss point.
However, instead of adding each Gauss contribution to the global stiffness matrix, the
standard procedure is to first build the stiffness matrix of each element by adding the
contributions of all Gauss points G of the element to its local stiffness matrix:
K E =∑ B G E BG =∑ Q G
T

EG

p=5

(20)

EG

p=5
Since all Gauss points of an element modify the same
group of values in the global
p=3
stiffness matrix,
making several additions locally and then applying the collective
contribution to the stiffness matrix is beneficial. Each p=3
element's stiffness matrix is
p=1
subsequently appended
to the global stiffness matrix in the appropriate
positions:
p=1
(21)
K=∑ K E
E

The summation is performed for each Gauss point and affects all nodes within its domain
of influence. Compared to FEA, the amount of calculations for performing this task is
significantly higher since the domains of influence of Gauss points are much larger than the
corresponding domains
(a) in FEA. The areas influencing a control point are shown in in the 1D
case for various values of p . A comparison between the influencing
(a) areas of a control
p=4 in IGA and FEA is depicted in Fig. 2, for 2D case and for different p . It should
point/node
be noted that the actual correlation is between control points
and Gauss points. Elements
p=4
p=2
provide a convenient
“grouping/packing” so the correlations are easier to handle and store.
Throughout this paper we do not address the issue of accuracy
p=2 when comparing the two
methods with the same number of control points or elements.

(b)
(b)
any p

any p

any p

any p

(c)
Fig. 2. Areas influencing a control point
in (a) IGA (p odd); (b) IGA (p even);
(c) FEA. The influencing entities are the
Gauss points in the shaded areas.

(c)
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Fig. 3. Control points/nodes influenced by
Gauss point

in (a) IGA (p odd); (b) IGA
(p even); (c) FEA.
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In FEA, each Gauss point is involved in computations with nodes within its own element.
The shape functions and their derivatives are predefined for each element type and need to be
evaluated on all combinations of nodes and Gauss points within the element. In IGA,
however, each Gauss point is involved in computations with control points of surrounding
areas as well (Fig. 3), while the shape functions are not predefined and span across larger
domains with a significantly higher amount of Gauss-control point interactions.
The domain stiffness matrix is large and therefore needs to be stored with appropriate
efficient storage methods. Depending on the method used for the solution of the resulting
equations and constraints imposed by the hardware (e.g. memory limit), it may be in sparse
format, skyline format, multi-diagonal format (since the grid is structured), etc. Throughout
this work a sparse matrix format specifically tailored for the assembly phase is used.
For equivalent meshes, the bandwidth is the same between the two methods but IGA has a
larger amount of interactions and, consequently, denser stiffness matrices. Furthermore, the
computation of each non-zero coefficient is more laborious because the control point pairs
have a lot more shared elements (on average) and consequently significantly more Gauss
point contributions.
3.1

Performance of the element-wise approach

The examples that will be presented through this work are detailed in Table 1, while the
performance of the element-wise (EW) approach in the CPU is shown in Table 2. The
proposed EW approach is compared with the “conventional” one without several
improvements and code optimizations. The examples are run on a Core i7-980X which has 6
physical cores (12 logical cores) at 3.33GHz and 12MB cache. The examples have no trivial
knot spans in order to maximize the number of calculations.
Example

P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
2D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3
P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
3D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3

p
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

n Control points
225
50,625
500
250,000
633
400,689
225
50,625
320
102,400
388
150,544
160
25,600
225
50,625
275
75,625
19
6,859
26
17,576
33
35,937
19
6,859
21
9,261
26
17,576
15
3,375
17
4,913
19
6,859

Elements Gauss points
49,729
447,561
248,004
2,232,036
398,161
3,583,449
49,284
788,544
100,489
1,607,824
148,225
2,371,600
24,336
608,400
48,841
1,221,025
73,441
1,836,025
4,913
132,651
13,824
373,248
29,791
804,357
4,096
262,144
5,832
373,248
12,167
778,688
1,331
166,375
2,197
274,625
3,375
421,875
Table 1. Example details of 2D square ( n×n ) and 3D cubic ( n×n×n ) domains.
dof
101,250
500,000
801,378
101,250
204,800
301,088
51,200
101,250
151,250
20,577
52,728
107,811
20,577
27,783
52,728
10,125
14,739
20,577

As shown in Table 2, by optimizing the element-wise method, we were able to achieve
about 3X and 5X speedup in 2D and 3D cases, respectively.
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Example

dof

P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
2D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3
P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
3D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3

101,250
500,000
801,378
101,250
204,800
301,088
51,200
101,250
151,250
20,577
52,728
107,811
20,577
27,783
52,728
10,125
14,739
20,577

CPU Time (seconds)
Conventional
Proposed
element wise
element wise
14
5
60
20
96
32
41
14
83
27
124
39
56
19
113
36
171
57
37
8
98
21
212
43
305
59
430
83
900
168
635
131
1,055
218
1,599
333

Speedup
Ratio
2.7
2.9
3.0
2.9
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.0
4.8
4.8
5.0
5.2
5.2
5.3
4.9
4.9
4.8

Table 2. Computing time for the formulation of the stiffness matrix in the CPU implementations of the
element-wise approach.

4 CONTROL POINT PAIR-WISE FORMULATION OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
An alternative way to perform the computation of the global stiffness matrix is the
proposed control point pair-wise approach. The computation of the global stiffness coefficient
K ij is performed for all interacting i− j control points and is formed from contributions by
the shared Gauss points of their domains of influence. Two control points are interacting if
there is at least one Gauss point that influences both control points. In IGA, it is more
convenient to define two control points as being interacting if there is at least one element
shared by both control points, but care must be taken in cases where there are trivial knot
spans which have no Gauss points.
4.1

Interacting control point pairs and their shared elements

The interacting control point pairs approach initially identifies a) the interacting control
point pairs and b) the shared elements of the interacting control point pairs. The interacting
control points associated with a specific control point are those located within a fixed range
dictated by the order p of each axis.
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E
S
A
C

B

X
D
C
I

(b)

(a)

Fig. 4. Interacting control points/nodes for p = 2: (a) IGA; (b) FEA.

In FEA the nodes interact through neighboring elements only and thus the interacting node
pairs can be easily defined from the element-node connectivity (Fig. 4b). In IGA, however, a
control point pair contributes non-zero entries to the stiffness matrix, and therefore is active, if
there is at least one (non-empty) element shared between the two control points (Fig. 4a).
Thus, control point X interacts with B,C,D, but not with A or E. If the basis order is p , then
the interacting control points extend up to p elements in all directions. This can be observed
for p=2 in Fig. 4a. The gray shaded regions are the influence domains of each control point.
The thick-lined rectangles in Fig. 4 include all control points/nodes that are interacting with
the corresponding control point/node.
4.2

Computation of global stiffness coefficients for each interacting control point pair

The computation of the stiffness elements for each interacting control point pair is split in
two phases. In the first phase, the shape function derivatives for each influenced control point
of every Gauss point are calculated as in the element-wise method. In the second phase,
instead of continuing with the calculation of the stiffness matrix coefficients corresponding to
a particular element, the stiffness matrix coefficients of each interacting control point pair is
computed. Both phases are amenable to parallelization.
4.3

Performance of the control point pair-wise approach

Table 3 shows the time required for the two phases with the control point pair-wise
(CPPW) approach as well as the total computing time for the formulation of the stiffness
matrix. Comparing the serial CPU times with the corresponding values of the element-wise
(EW) approach (Table 2), it can be observed that the CPPW approach performs better than the
EW approach. Furthermore, contrary to the EW approach, the CPPW approach is amenable to
parallelization, even in massively parallel processors, as will be subsequently discussed.
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Example

dof

P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
2D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3
P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
3D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3

101,250
500,000
801,378
101,250
204,800
301,088
51,200
101,250
151,250
20,577
52,728
107,811
20,577
27,783
52,728
10,125
14,739
20,577

CPU Time (seconds)
Shape Functions
Assembly
2
2
10
6
17
10
7
5
13
10
18
16
8
8
15
17
21
26
2
4
6
10
12
23
9
33
12
46
24
95
11
73
18
123
27
184

Total
4
17
27
12
23
34
16
31
47
7
17
36
42
58
119
84
141
211

Table 3. Computing time for the formulation of the stiffness matrix in the serial CPU implementation of
the control point pair-wise (CPPW) approach.

4.4

Parallelization features of the interacting control point pair-wise approach

The CPPW approach has certain advantages compared to the EW approach, the most
important one being its amenability to parallelism. In the element-wise approach, each
element contributes to different stiffness coefficients and the coefficients are continuously
updated with the contributions of each element. The final value of a particular coefficient is
formed once all contributions have been considered. Therefore, parallelizing the element-wise
approach involves scatter parallelism, which is schematically shown in Fig. 5 for two
elements C and D . Each part of the sum can be calculated in parallel but there are
conflicting updates to the same coefficients of the stiffness matrix. These race conditions can
be avoided with proper synchronization but in massively parallel systems like the GPU where
thousands of threads may be working concurrently it is very detrimental to performance
because all updates are serialized with atomic operations [23].
In the CPPW approach, the final values for the submatrix of each interacting control point
pair are calculated and appended to the matrix, instead of constantly updating the matrix. For
the calculation of a submatrix, all contributions of the Gauss points belonging to the
intersection of the the domains of influence of two interacting control points should be
summed together. Thus, the interacting control point pairs approach utilizes gather parallelism
as shown schematically in Fig. 6.
In a parallel implementation, each working unit, i.e. a thread or group of threads, prepares
a submatrix K ij related to a specific interacting control point pair ij . It gathers all
contributions from the Gauss points and writes to a specific memory location accessed by no
other thread. Thus, this method requires no synchronization or atomic operations.
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...

Thread
T

BG

BD

BC

...

Thread
BTD E BD

BC E BC

...

...

Thread

∑ BTi E B j

...

G

K ij

∑ Qij

4.5

Thread

∑ BTl E Bm

...

G

K lm

Stiffness Matrix

Stiffness Matrix

Fig. 5. Scatter parallelism required for the
element-wise approach.

Fig. 6. Gather parallelism implemented in the
interacting control point pairs approach.

Performance of the GPU implementations of the control point pair-wise approach

Table 4 shows the time needed for the GPU implementation. The results utilize one GPU, a
GeForce GTX680 with 1536 CUDA cores and 2GB GDDR5 memory.
Example

dof

P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
2D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3
P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
3D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3

101,250
500,000
801,378
101,250
204,800
301,088
51,200
101,250
151,250
20,577
52,728
107,811
20,577
27,783
52,728
10,125
14,739
20,577

CPPW GPU Time (seconds)
Kernel 1
Kernel 2
0.05
0.08
0.23
0.34
0.35
0.53
0.13
0.18
0.23
0.35
0.36
0.51
0.21
0.20
0.38
0.38
0.60
0.54
0.07
0.10
0.18
0.25
0.38
0.51
0.37
0.56
0.51
0.78
1.03
1.61
0.49
1.07
0.80
1.79
1.19
2.68

Table 4. Computing time for the formulation of the stiffness matrix in the coalesced GPU
implementation of the interacting control point-pair approach with a GTX 680.
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Total
0.1
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.6
0.9
0.4
0.8
1.1
0.2
0.4
0.9
0.9
1.3
2.6
1.6
2.6
3.9
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5 NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR 2D AND 3D ELASTICITY PROBLEMS
Throughout this work, the two approaches for the computation of the stiffness matrix are
tested in 2D and 3D elasticity problems. The geometric domains and parameters of these
problems maximize the number of correlations and consequently the computational cost for
the given number of control points . The examples are run on the following hardware. CPU:
Core i7-980X which has 6 physical cores (12 logical cores) at 3.33 GHz and 12MB cache.
GPU: GeForce GTX680 with 1536 CUDA cores and 2GB GDDR5 memory.
The performance of the serial element-wise (EW) and control point pair-wise (CPPW)
approaches in the CPU is given in Table 5. These implementations have been explored in
Sections 3.1 and 4.3 for the two approaches, respectively.
Example

dof

P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
2D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3
P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
3D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3

101,250
500,000
801,378
101,250
204,800
301,088
51,200
101,250
151,250
20,577
52,728
107,811
20,577
27,783
52,728
10,125
14,739
20,577

CPU Time (seconds)
Conventional
Proposed
EW
EW
14
5
60
20
96
32
41
14
83
27
124
39
56
19
113
36
171
57
37
8
98
21
212
43
305
59
430
83
900
168
635
131
1,055
218
1,599
333

Proposed
CPPW
4
17
27
12
23
34
16
31
47
7
17
36
42
58
119
84
141
211

Table 5. Computing time for the formulation of the stiffness matrix in the serial CPU implementations
of the element-wise (EW) and node pair-wise (CPPW) approaches

The performance of the GPU implementations of the control point pair-wise method is
shown in Table 4. Speedup ratios of the GPU implementation compared to the CPU
implementations is given in Table 6.
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Example

dof

P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
2D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3
P2-1
P2-2
P2-3
P3-1
3D P3-2
P3-3
P4-1
P4-2
P4-3

101,250
500,000
801,378
101,250
204,800
301,088
51,200
101,250
151,250
20,577
52,728
107,811
20,577
27,783
52,728
10,125
14,739
20,577

Speedup ratios of GPU implementation
Conventional EW
Proposed EW Proposed CPPW
107
39
33
106
36
30
109
36
30
134
46
39
143
46
40
143
46
39
141
47
40
150
49
42
151
50
42
222
46
41
234
49
40
241
49
41
329
63
45
334
64
45
340
64
45
407
84
54
409
84
54
413
86
54

Table 6. Relative speedup ratios of GPU (GTX 680) implementation compared to
the CPU (Core i7-980X) implementations.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The proposed control point pair-wise approach has several benefits over the element-wise
approach. The most important one is its amenability to parallelism especially in massively
parallel systems like the GPUs. Each control point pair can be processed separately by any
available processor in order to compute the corresponding stiffness submatrix. The control
point pair approach can be characterized as “embarrassingly parallel” since it requires no
synchronization whatsoever between node pairs.
A GPU implementation is applied to the control point pair-wise approach offering
significant speedups compared to CPU implementations. The granularity of the control point
pair-wise approach offers ample parallelism and results in high hardware utilization which is
evidenced by speedup ratios achieved with just one GPU in the test examples presented. The
control point pair-wise approach can be applied as is to any available hardware achieving
even lower computing times. This includes using many GPUs, hybrid CPU(s)/GPU(s)
implementations and generally any available processing unit. The importance of this
portability becomes apparent when considering contemporary and future developments like
heterogeneous systems architecture (HSA).
In conclusion, the parametric tests performed in the framework of this study showed that
with the proposed implementation along with the exploitation of currently available low cost
hardware, the expensive formulation of the stiffness matrix in IGA methods can be reduced by
orders of magnitude. The presented control point pair-approach enables the efficient
utilization of any available hardware and can accomplish high speedup ratios, which
convincingly addresses a shortcoming of isogemetric analysis, making it computationally
competitive in solving large-scale problems in computational mechanics.
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Abstract. The present paper deals with the computational study of asymmetric glass reinforced plastic beams in off-axis four point bending and the comparison of the induced results
with experimental and analytical results. The measurement of the interlaminar shear strength
of composite beams, an important design variable in many applications, may be successfully
performed by the asymmetric bending test. A three dimensional finite element analysis is
adopted throughout the composite beams in order to, on the one hand, correlate with the experimental results and, on the other hand to obtain the stress distributions at the supports and
at the loading points where usually there is an abrupt variation due to the indentation existing
because of the noses. From the Finite Element Analysis and the experimental investigation
possible crack initiation positions are determined.
.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The glass reinforced plastic (GRP), pipes and components are widely used in the process
plant and chemical industries in applications requiring corrosion resistance. Also the need to
reduce vehicle weight and consideration for mass production techniques, among other things,
has led the automotive industry to consider randomly-oriented chopped-fibre reinforced plastics as near-term substitutes for steel in structural panels.
In order to perform stress and stiffness analyses of chopped-fibre/resin composites, it is essential that the properties be known since in general these materials appear as anisotropic and
heterogeneous. But if the fibres are randomly distributed with respect to orientation and position then samples of material which contain statistically significant numbers of fibres will appear to be isotropic. If several such samples are compared, the composite will appear to be
homogeneous. If the fibres have a preferred orientation, then the composite will appear to be
anisotropic.
Since, the composite panel properties depend on the elastic properties and volume fractions
of the constituent materials and are affected by the fabrication techniques and most of them
are stiffness or strength designed it is useful to investigate this subject.
An important property which affects the application of glass-reinforced plastics (GRP) is
the interlaminar shear strength, which characterizes the interface between fibre and matrix [1].
As a result of low interlaminar shear strength, failure of the composite often occurs in the interlaminar region. Possible interlaminar shear failures have been observed due to high transverse shear forces arising as a result of large changes in bending moment along or around a
beam or a shell under combined loading. Such conditions can occur in a pipe where the thickness changes, are abrupt and excessive, and can be produced with internal pressure [2] (or
other types of loading [3]), or in smooth pipe bends under flexure [4, 5]. Consequently the
interlaminar shear strength is an important design parameter in many applications. Since there
is a need for reliable data, a testing procedure for determining interlaminar shear properties
has already been developed [6]. The interlaminar fracture toughness in end notched flexure
specimens [7] and the interlaminar shear fracture of interleaved graphite/epoxy composites [8]
have been examined. The fracture of sandwich beams in three point bending has also been
considered [9, 10].
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Material
R.R.L.
C.S.M.

Ex
(GPa)
4.52
9.14

Ey
(GPa)
4.52
9.14

Ez
(GPa)
4.52
5.484

ν xy

ν xz

ν yz

0.354
0.328

0.354
0.197

0.354
0.328

Gxy
(GPa)
1.669
3.44

Table 1: Material properties of the constituent materials.

Figure 1(a): A composite beam in asymmetric four point bending
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Gxz
(GPa)
1.669
1.371

Gyz
(GPa)
1.669
1.371
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Figure 1(b): The laminates in asymmetric four point bending

In the recent literature several research works which confront the bending behavior of offaxis composites can be found. In [11] the longitudinal off-axis bending compliances of composites using four-point bending tests was examined whereas in [12, 13] analytical, numerical
and experimental results have been developed in order to study the displacements field for
any fiber orientation. On the other hand the nonlinear analysis of off-axis pultruded composite
beams has been performed in [14] and the behavior of woven fabric composites in off-axis
end-loaded bending using the theory of plastica in [15].
The main aim of this paper is to continue to shed some more light into the performances of
thick composite beams under asymmetric off-axis four-point bending and to study the interlaminar shear failure by investigating the asymmetric GRP laminates. For this reason composite specimens having Resin Rich Layers (RRL) thus forming asymmetric constructions have
been considered (Laminate T3) as a continuation of a previous work carried out previously on
symmetric laminates [16] made only from Chopped Strand Mat material (Laminate T1) (Fig.
2). The materials properties used in the analysis are given in Table 1.
According to a series of experiments in asymmetric four-point bending which had been
performed on these laminates shear failure or flexural failure depending on the parameters
introduced has been observed.
In the sequel, a three dimensional linear Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is carried out in
the undamaged composite beams in order to, on the one hand, correlate with experimental results and, on the other hand, to obtain the stress distribution versus the vertical axis of the
beam at the supports and at the loading points where usually there is an abrupt variation due
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to the indentation existing because of the noses. Finally from the FEA, possible crack initiation positions have been identified and compared with those from the experimental work.

Figure 2: The laminates T1 and T3 used in asymmetric four point bending

2

ANALYSIS OF THE OFF-AXIS BENDING PROBLEM

Let us consider the asymmetric four point loading shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) where
the applied load F is divided into unequal parts P and Q , which are equal to the supports
forces at points A and C respectively.
From equilibrium and geometrical considerations, it is easily obtained
P=

FS 2
FS
, Q= 1,
1+ λ
L

P S2
F
λ −1
=
= λ, Q =
, a=
L
λ +1
Q S1
1+ λ
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In the above relationships L is the distance between supports (span length), a is the distance between the support A (or C) and the loading point at B (or D) (Fig. 1(b)) and λ is the
loading factor.
The stresses at any point in the beam can be calculated to a first approximation by using
the mechanics of materials theory [6]. Thus the normal stress σ xx has its maximum value at
points B and C (Fig. 1(b)) as:

σ xx =

6 F ( λ − 1) L

(1 + λ )

2

bt 2

,

(3)

where b and t designate the width and thickness of the beam respectively as it can be seen
in Fig.1(a).
Similarly the maximum shear stress at the part (BC) of the beam is:

σ xz =

3 (1 − λ ) F

2 (1 + λ ) bt

(4)

Dividing the last two equations, it is obtained:

σ xx
4L
=
=C,
σ xz (1 + λ ) t

(5)

where C denotes the ratio of maximum normal stress to maximum shear stress at failure.
Thus it can be observed that in the off – axis four point test method in addition to span
length / thickness ( L t ) ratio which is the main parameter in the three point bending and
symmetric four point bending tests, the loading factor λ ( = P/Q ) defining the ratio of the
forces at the supports becomes an important parameter which characterizes the type of failure
i.e. shear failure at the neutral axis near the middle plane or tensile (or compressive) flexural
failure at the upper or lower part of the laminate beam.
According to the Bernoulli-Euler theory, the elastic deflection arising from a flexural-stress
at point B (Fig. 1) in a rectangular beam is [6]:

8λ (λ − 1)2 FL3
δF =
E (λ + 1)5 bt 3

(6)

The elastic shear deflection at the same point is:

δS =

12λ (λ − 1) FL
5G (λ + 1)3 bt

(7)

G
The ratio of shear modulus to elastic modulus   is much lower for composites than for
E
the metals and hence shear deformation is more significant in composites.
The total deflection δ t is the sum of the bending and shear components, that is
2
4λ (λ − 1) FL  2(λ − 1)  L 
3 
δt = δ F + δ S =


 +
3
2 
(λ − 1) bt  E (λ + 1)  t  5G 

and the ratio of the two deflections is
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2
δS
3  E  t  ( λ + 1)
=
 
δ F 10  G 
L  λ −1

It can be seen that

2

(9)

δS
depends not only on the ratio of the two modules and the span
δF

length-thickness ratio, which characterize symmetric three-point and four-point bending tests,
but also on the loading factor λ
The apparent flexural modulus Eα can be found by assuming that the total deflection δ t is
due to flexure only, and is given by:
8λ ( λ − 1) FL3
2

Eα =

(10)

 δ 
( λ + 1) bt δ F 1 + S 
 δF 
5

3

For the apparent flexural modulus to be as nearly equal to the true flexural modulus as possible, the shear deflection must be compared to the flexural deflection that is

δS
1
δF
3

EFFECTS OF SURFACE RESIN-RICH LAYER.

The existence of non-uniformity in a laminate generally influences the stresses and the
moduli. In particular, a resin-rich layer on either or both of the surfaces can significantly affect the flexural modulus.
Since the tensile modulus of the fibre is much larger than that of the resin, the direct contribution of the latter to the ability of a fibre-reinforced laminate to resist flexural deformation
is usually small, and can be neglected as a first approximation. Therefore, resin layers on the
outer surface of a laminate have little influence on the deflection of a laterally loaded beam.
However, surface resin-rich layers contribute to the laminate thickness which is used in computing moduli, and can therefore; have a significant effect on the computed flexural modulus.
If a laminate composite of total thickness t has resin-rich layers (RRL) on either or both
surfaces of combined thickness, t RRL , then the thickness of the part of the composite containing reinforcing fibres is
t0 = t − t RRL

(11)

At first, it is easily observed that the existence of surface RRL can affect determination of
the fibre content, υ f , of a composite as it is obtained from burn-off tests. Allowance can be
made for this using the following expression (See Appendix)

υ fc =

1
υ
t RRL f
1−
t

(12)

From Eq. (3) by taking into account the RRL it can be obtained that:

σ xx =

6 F ( λ − 1) L

( λ + 1)

2

bt

2
0

, σ xx′ =
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bt 2
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where the bending normal stress of the laminate of thickness t be σ xx′ and for the laminate
without resin rich-layer be σ xx .
Thus, by dividing
2

2

σ xx′ t02  t − t RRL   t RRL 
t RRL
= 2 =
 = 1 −
  1− 2
t 
t
σ xx t  t  

(13)

Similarly for the shear stress from Eq. (4) by taking into account the RRL can be obtained
that :

σ xz =

3 (1 − λ ) F
3 (1 − λ ) F
, σ xz′ =
2 (1 + λ ) bt0
2 (1 + λ ) bt

where σ xz′ and σ xz denote the shear stress of the laminate of thickness t and the laminate
without RRL respectively. Again by dividing

σ xz′ t0 t − t RRL
t
= =
= 1 − RRL
σ xz t
t
t

(14)

Eqs. (13) and (14) show that laminate stresses are sensitive to t RRL which is highly variable
in a hand lay-up composite and suggests that caution should be exercised in interpreting test
results.
Let the apparent flexural modulus of the laminate of thickness t be Eα′ .and for the laminate without resin-rich layers be Eα From Eq. (10) if the laminate deflections under load F
are equated,
t 
Eα′ = Eα  0 
t 

3

(15)

Using Eq. (11) this can be written in terms of total thickness and resin-rich layer thickness :
3

 t 
 3t 
Eα′ = Eα 1 − RRL   Eα 1 − RRL 
t 
t 



(16)

It can be observed that the resin-rich layer has a more significant effect on the apparent
flexural modulus than on the stresses when Eq. (16) is compared with Eqs. (13), (14). This
effect is double and triple with respect to the other two cases for the stresses.

4

EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS

The materials used during the off-axis bending experiments were flat GRP laminates produced by Resinform Ltd using Atlac 382-OSA polyester resin modified by Bisphenol and reinforced with powder bound glass fiber-Chopped Strand Mat (CSM).
The lamination procedure gives usually rise to Resin – Rich surface Layers (RRL) which
in practice is provided for corrosion resistance. In order to study the effect of a RRL and also
to create an asymmetric laminate, the uneven (rough) side of the laminate was machined, thus
avoiding the variations in the thickness of the specimens, factor which plays important role
during bending.
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The fibre content fraction M f was determined from burn – off tests according to British
Standards (BS) 2782. The result was M f = 0.33 ± 0.01 . For each panel specimens were cut
from each of the two perpendicular directions using a band-saw. The edges of the specimens
were machined in a milling machine to the shape of a prismatic specimen having total nominal length of 10mm and nominal width of 11mm according to the above BS.
Before testing, the width and thickness of each specimen were measured with a micrometer
at three points inside the specimen length. From these measurements, mean values of thickness and width were calculated for each specimen.
The experimental test apparatus consisted of an adjustable anvil which was mounted on a
circular base that fits onto a compressive load cell on a Instron Universal testing machine of
100kN capacity. The radius of a loading nose and support nose is 5mm according to BS 2782.
Before the tests the load cell should be calibrated. By employing strain-gauges and Linear
Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDT), the stress strain and load-deflection curves can
be plotted to determine material properties. A Peckel automatic data logger with an Anadix
printer was used to record the strain and deflections. The cross-head was 0.5mm/min.The
specimen shape and dimensions (Fig. 2) are as follows: L = 56mm , a = 18.7mm ,
l ′ = 10mm and a loading factor λ ( = P / Q = 2 ) . The CSM layers had a thickness of 15.30mm
whereas the RRL had a thickness of 0.68mm, thus obtaining a total thickness of t = 15.98 mm.
Four rectangular specimens were used for each laminate with a nominal thickness of
16mm and a width of 20mm after machining. During the tests, photos of some specimens had
been taken of to record the crack formation process and the type of failure (flexural, shear or
mix). From the experimental investigation the beams usually fail in shear at the (BC) region
of the beam (Fig. 1a, 1b), namely between the load P and the right support C where cracking
appeared at the middle plane depending on L and λ values.
Consequently by varying L and λ (with constant laminate thickness) one can obtain the
two types of failure. For shear failures the ratios of max σ xx to max σ xz at failure should be
grouped below C (Eq. 5) and for flexural failures the ratios of max σ xx at failure to max σ xz
should be grouped above C . However, in some cases, there is a transitional (mix) case where
the mode of failure changes from specimen to specimen.
The following observations had been made from the experiments [6]. An increase in normal stress σ xx with increasing L t or decreasing λ is apparent. In addition, it had been observed that the shear strength depends upon L t and λ even for shear failures. This effect,
which can be related to the discrepancies observed during the calculations, could be due to
local stress concentrations, especially at the loading noses or the supports which are ignored
in the simple beam theory. Alternatively, it could be a combined stress effect. If the shear
strength is enhanced by the presence of a transverse compressive stress, then an increase in
shear strength at smaller L t would be expected.
Also, the effects of indentation near the supports or loading noses where the stresses
change in an abrupt manner can be the reason of the shift and the different variation mainly in
the shear stress obtained also by the FEA near and far off the supports, as it is exposed later.
Finally as to the influence of the existence of a RRL in the material, the fibre weight fraction M f was determined from burn-off tests according to BS 2782 as M f = 0.330 ± 0.01 . The
corresponding volume fraction from Eq. (A1) is υ f = 0.190 ± 0.01 . From Equation (12) by
excluding the RRL this value becomes υ fc = 0.197 , whereas the experimental value from
burn-off tests for the same materials without RRL is υ fc = 0.200 ± 0.01 .
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Also from Equations (13)-(15) excluding the RRL of thickness t RRL = 0.68mm we obtain
for the laminate of thickness t ≅ 16mm
σ xx′ = 0.915σ xx , σ xz′ = 0.958σ xz and Ea′ = 0.875 Ea respectively.
The results show the influence of RRL on these properties of the laminate.

5

THREE DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

A main goal of this paper is to investigate through the Finite Elements Analysis (FEA)
some points which are difficult to clarify by experiments and/or analytical solutions and also
if it is possible to make a correlation among them. Indeed, it is not easy to find out what occurs near the loading points and near the supports during a bending test where there is an abrupt change in some magnitudes such as bending moments which influence the stresses.
The fact that the test method used is an asymmetric off-axis bending, in our opinion, makes
the investigation more difficult when compared to a symmetric four points or three point
bending test. Therefore, a precious numerical method such as FE can contribute for understanding many issues and points and thus can act as a complementary useful tool to detect
possible irregularities. Consequently, we consider that both methods experiments and FE constitute a totality and complete each other.
The uncracked laminates T3 are studied numerically in asymmetric off-axis four point
bending by using the general purpose finite element program ANSYS [17]. In the threedimensional analysis, the entire beam is modeled and the domain is filled with 8-node solid
brick elements (SOLID 45). In order to verify our numerical results three finite elements
meshes have been used with different mesh refinement with 18, 36 and 54 elements in the
thickness direction at the part (BC) (Fig.1) of the beam where the maximum shear stresses are
appeared. The results for the 36 and 40 elements in the thickness direction are almost similar.

5.1 Analysis of the T3 Specimen
In the three dimensional finite element mesh considered, the width of the beam is discretized with 20 elements, the thickness of the beam with 37 elements, and the length of the
beam at the parts (AB) and (CD) (Fig. 1) with 30 elements. In the thickness direction 6 elements are considered in the upper RRL and 31 elements in the lower CSM. The loads at failure are taken P=14800N, and Q=7400N from the experimental investigation [6].
The deflection obtained by the finite element method at point B (Fig. 1(b)), are taken at the
same surface points where the deflection are measured in the experiments and an average
value of them δ  = (δ L1 + δ L2 ) 2  is given in Table 2. The maximum deflection appeared in

the middle section at the end of the beam (x= 94.7mm, y= 10mm, z= 15.98mm)
From the stress analysis of the simple supported composite beam of laminate T3 in asymmetric bending, the maximum normal stresses appeared (Fig. 3) at the point B where the load
P is applied and at the support C (Fig.1(b)), where the moments and the shear forces take their
maximum values. The maximum shear stresses appeared at the parts (BC), (AB) and (CD) of
the beam where the shear forces take their maximum values.
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Figure 3: The diagrams of shear forces

Q and bending moments M of the laminate T3 in asymmetric bending

From the three dimensional finite element analyses the maximum reasonable normal and
shear stresses are also given (Table 3). The maximum σ xx and σ xz stresses are determined at
a middle longitudinal cross section of the beam. The max σ xx and σ xz are found at a distance
about 2.5 mm to the left of the point B (Fig. 1) where the load P is applied inside the CSM
material and close to the interface (z  1.1 mm) between the CSM and RRL materials of the
T3 specimen. High σ xx and σ xz stresses are also observed near the right support C, and high

σ xz near the middle of the part (BC) of the beam.
Deflection Max(x= 94.7mm)
1.545mm
δ

B(x=28.7mm)
1.179mm

Table 2: Deflections from the finite element analysis for laminate T3.
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Close to B
Maximum
Stresses ( x  26.12 mm)
max σ xx
175.51MPa
max σ xz
43.475MPa

Close to C
( x  76 mm)
140.695MPa

Between B and C
( x  47.4 mm)
2.087

36.358MPa

33.301

Table 3: The max σ xx and max σ xz stresses from the finite element analysis for laminate T3.

Figure 4: σ xx -stress distributions through the beam thickness of laminate T3 close to point B where the load is
applied.
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Figure 5: σ xz -stress distributions through the beam thickness of laminate T3 close to the point B where force P
is applied.

Figure 6: σ xx -stress distributions through the beam thickness of laminate T3.
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Figure 7: σ xz -stress distributions through the beam thickness of laminate T3.

T3

(ii) FEA
x= 26.12mm

Percentage Difference
(ii)- (i)
(%)

(iii) FEA
x= 25.5mm

Percentage Difference
(iii)- (i)
(%)

151.95

175.51

13.4

158.07

3.9

158.94

175.54

9.45

169.88

6.4

(i) Laminate theory

max σxx
(MPa)
max σxx
(MPa)

Point Β

Interface(z=0.68)
Lower tensile
fiber
(z=15.98)

Table 4: Percentage differences between the laminate theory and FE results for max σ xx of laminate T3 close to
the point B where the force P is applied.

(i) Laminate
theory

(ii) FEA
x= 47.4mm

Percentage Difference
(ii)- (i)
(%)

33.224

33.301

0.23

T3
Point C
max σxz
(MPa)

(iii) FEA
x= 11.86mm

Percentage Difference
(iii)- (i)
(%)

36.110

8.7

Table 5: Percentage differences between the laminate theory and FE results for max σ xz stresses of laminate T3.

In Figure 4 the variation of normal σ xx stress distributions obtained from FEM calculations
are given near the point B (x=28.7mm) and at different distances from it, where the maximum
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reasonable σ xx is obtained. It is observed that at the point B the σ xx -distribution tend to very
high values as it was expected from linear theory of elasticity. The σ xx -distributions as we
move away from the support approach the linear variation. In addition the σ xz -distributions
close to the point B and at different distances from it are given in Figure 5. It is observed that
the σ xz -distributions as we move away from the singular point B tend to become parabolic as
it was expected from laminate theory. However by taking into consideration Equation (5), the
ratios of the maximum normal to the maximum shear stresses from the FEA (Table 3) at the
parts of the beam where the maximum stresses appeared, were always lower than the values
of C (=4.673) for laminate T3. Hence it is also verified from the finite element analysis that
the laminate T3 fails in shear. Furthermore from the finite element analyses and the maximum σ xx , σ xz stresses (Table 3) developed in the beam it is verified that the RRL material has
already failed in flexure. This happens because the max σ xx stresses overpass the stress failure
in flexure of the RRL material about 47.5 MPa determined experimentally [6].
In Figure 6 he distribution of maximum normal stress, σ xx ν s the laminate thickness as obtained from laminate theory in Equation (3) and also from finite elements method (FEM) is
illustrated. It can be observed that the stress variation according to laminate theory shows a
linear variation, as expected, similar to that of a simple beam considering that the RRL layer
has already failed. Nearly the same variation is also obtained from FEM calculations far off
the supports (x=26.12mm, 25.5mm). The stress distribution is not completely linear. It is like
a small curve. It reminds the normal stress distribution in curved beams where σ xx - has a hyperbolic distribution. In addition the percentage differences between the laminate theory and
the FEA close to the point B where the maximum σ xx stresses appear, at the interface between the RRL and CSM materials and at the lower part of the laminate beam are presented in
Table 4. On the other hand in Figure 7 the distribution of maximum shear stress, σ xz ν s the
laminate thickness as obtained from laminate theory in Equation (4), and from FEA is illustrated. It can be observed that the stress variation according to laminate theory shows a parabolic variation as expected, similar to that of a simple beam. Nearly the same variation is also
obtained from FEM calculations far off the supports ( x = 47.4mm ). However, the variation of
shear stress obtained from FEA is very different near the support A (Fig. 1(b)) i.e.
at x = 11.86mm . The parabolic variation with a maximum at the neutral axis becomes a curve
with a different shape the maximum of which shifts to the lower part of the laminate beam as
in the case of failures due to normal stress (tensile or compressive) where the specimen fails
either at its lower part or at the upper part, which it does not occur in our case where from the
experiments a shear failure at the neutral axis was observed. In addition the percentage differences between the laminate theory and the FEA results for the maximum σ xz stresses in the
middle of the part (BC) (Fig. 1(b)) and close to the support A, are presented in Table 5.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The study of asymmetric glass reinforced plastic beams in asymmetric off-axis four point
bending was examined experimentally and numerically.
At first an experimental investigation was carried out where specimens were tested to
failure. From the experimental verification and from a wide range of tested specimens it was
shown that the main observation is that they fail in shear at the part of the beam between the
area where the load was applied and the right support of the beam (Fig. 1(b)). From the experiments was also observed that it was difficult to find out what occurs near the loading
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points and near the supports during a bending test where there is an abrupt change in bending
moment which influences the stresses fact that, in our opinion, can be thoroughly investigated
by FE Method.
A linear three dimensional finite element analysis was performed. It was used a linear FE
analysis because the behavior of the corresponding composite beams for laminates T1 (Fig.2)
[16] from the experiments, was up to the failure linear. Considering the stress picture for the
failure loads obtained from the experiments, the main problem from the numerical investigation was also in shear into the same part of the beam where shear failure was observed from
the experiments, between the right support of the beam and the point B where the load P was
applied. This was also verified from Equation (5), because the ratios of the resulted maximum stresses from the finite element analysis were always lower than C (= 4 L / (1 + λ ) t ) .
Thus, initial crack formation may occur in the middle plane of the T3 material and inside the
CSM material.
From the proposed analysis results that the classical laminate theory in the case of asymmetric glass reinforced plastic beams in asymmetric off-axis four points bending could not
accurately predict the failure of composite beams. In addition the introduction of the external
RRL material (T3 specimen) although influences in some extent the fibre content, the stresses
and the elastic modulus as evaluated, does not affect substantially the interlaminar shear
strength of GRP specimens because of the lower flexural strength of it comparing with the
CSM material.
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APPENDIX
Determination of the volume fraction υ f of fibres, given the weight fraction of the fibres.
The British Standards (BS), method of determining υ f of fibres is to burn off the resin
from a measured portion of the specimen. This gives the percentage weight of the glass fibres:
Mf

υf =

ρf
Mf

ρf

+

Mm

ρm

=

1
 M  ρ 
1+  m  f 
M  ρ
 f  m 

=

1
,

 ρ f  1
− 1
1+ 
 

 ρm   M f


(A1 )

where
υ f ,υ f = volume fraction of fibres and matrix.
M f , M m = weight fraction of fibres and matrix

ρ f , ρ m = specific density of fibres and matrix.
However, to obtain the volume fraction of a composite excluding the Resin-Rich Layer
(RRL):
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υ fc =

υf
=
υ f + (υm − υ RRL )

υf
t 
υ f + υm −  RRL  (υ f + υm )
 t 

1

1
=
=υf
,
  t RRL 
 t RRL 
 ρ f  1
1 −

1+ 
− 1 1 −
 

t 


M
t
ρ

 m  f

where
t RRL = thickness of the RRL, t =total thickness.
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Abstract. In this paper, a study of resistance of a lower part of a wind tower including a door
opening is presented. Nonlinear 3-D shell element models with real geometry of lower tower
segment have been used to simulate the thin walled shell structure in order to study the influence
of door opening on the strength of the tower. Two possible alternatives for strengthening the
door openings were considered: (i) increasing thicknesses of plate around the opening and (ii)
stiffening the opening by a stiffener. Buckling analysis and nonlinear analysis were performed to
obtain critical buckling modes and strength of the tower segment. Nominal material properties
of different steel grades were considered to investigate possibility of using higher strength steels.
A parametric study considering possible local shell imperfections according to EN1993-1-6
has been considered. Additionally, comparative studies have been performed based on the FE
model without door opening.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The basic components of a horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) are composed of a generator, a tower and foundation. Steel towers are manufactured and assembled from segments
by welding or bolting. One important and indispensable part of tower is a door opening. It is
used for operation and maintenance of wind turbines. However, this part affects significantly
the strength of towers. In numerical simulation, steel tower of wind turbines have been considered as thin walled shell structure. Many deep researches of thin walled structures have been
carried out [1, 2, 3]. Principles of design of thin walled structures can be found in EN1993-1-6
[4, 5]. Several researches have been performed to study behaviour of tower for wind turbines.
Numerical analysis was carried out by D.L.Karabalis with real geometry of a wind turbine [6].
Stresses at door opening and buckling analysis were reported. Another experimental and numerical investigation of wind turbine tower under bending has been performed by Dimopoulos
[7]. In this research, six specimens of down scaled models: two models without opening, two
opening models without stiffening and two models with stiffener were tested. Comparisons of
results from numerical and experimental study were presented. However, influences of varying
thickness and stiffener of door opening on strength of the tower were not taken into account in
any of these studies.
The principal purpose of this paper is to study in more detail the effect on the strength of
steel tower of door opening and respective stiffening countermeasure like thickness increase or
stiffeners. The parameters taken into account in this study correspond to real designs situation
of steel wind turbine towers. Concerning the analysis methodologies, firstly, linear perturbation
analysis of models have been performed in order to get elastic buckling modes and eigenvalues
in ’perfect’ geometry. Secondarily, nonlinear analysis of models with imperfection geometry
from buckling mode has been considered. Comparative studies based on varying parameters
and steel grade were also carried out and included in this paper.
2

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The lower segment of steel tower of real wind turbine structure was modelled using Abaqus.
Three types of FE models of the cylindrical shell were considered: model without opening,
models with door opening surrounded by thicker steel shell (models with varying thickness) and
models with door opening surrounded by welded stiffener (models with stiffener). Geometries
of the tower segment are as follows: 6666 mm of height and diameters of 4150 mm on the
bottom and 3919 mm on the top. Thickness of wall of models is 37 mm. Thickness of door
opening and stiffener range from 37 mm to 60 mm. Details of geometries are showed in Fig
1. Boundary conditions were determined according to EN1993-1-6 [5] and referred to case of
open tank with anchors: BC3 (radially - W, meridionally - U and rotation - Rφ are free) and
BC1f (radially - W and meridionally - U are restrained and rotation - Rφ is free) on the top
and bottom of the structure respectively, (see Fig 2). External load was applied on the model
through a reference point [8] coupled with the cross section on the top of model.
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Figure 1: Geometry of Models.

The commercial finite element analysis program Abaqus [8] was used in the analyses of the
models. In Abaqus, different types of shell elements are available for use: S3 (shell element
with 3 nodes and full numerical integration), S4 (shell element with 4 nodes and full numerical
integration), S4R (shell element with 4 nodes and reduced numerical integration), S8R (shell
element with 8 nodes and reduced numerical integration). Shell element S4R is appropriate for
large strain of buckling and riks analyses. Therefore, this type of shell element was used in
this study. The quality and symmetry of mesh was especially considered in order to get more
accurate results. The FE mesh was divided in two parts: the wall part and the door opening part
including varying thickness or stiffener, (see Fig 2).

Figure 2: Boundary conditions.
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3

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Steel S355 has been widely used to manufacture segments of steel towers for wind turbines.
However, higher strength steels have been also studied and applied on manufacturing towers of
wind turbines. In this study, S500 and S650 were also considered in order to investigate the
possibility of using higher strength steel. In elastic domain, the Young’s modulus of E=210
GPa and the Poissons ratio v=0.3 were used. In plastic domain, the engineering stress - strains
relationship was converted into true stress - true plastic strains relationship using following
equations:

true

σtrue = σnom (1 + nom )
σtrue
= ln(1 + nom ) −
E0

(1)
(2)

Fig 3 shows the curve of true stress and true plastic strain of Steels S355, S500 and S650 as
input parameters to Abaqus.

Figure 3: True stress and True strain curve of Steels.

4
4.1

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION
Geometrical imperfection

Geometrical imperfection was used as input parameter to nonlinear analysis. This value
influences the ultimate strength and deformation of the models. Equations to calculate the
geometrical imperfection are recommended by EN1993-1-6[4] as follows:
1
∆wk =
Q

r

r
t
t

(3)

where: t is thickness, r is radius and Q is the meridional compression fabrication quality parameter. This value depends on fabrication tolerance quality class and is given in Tab 1.
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Fabrication quality parameter
Class A
Class B
Class C

Description Q
Excellent 40
High
25
Normal
16

Table 1: Values of fabrication quality parameter Q.

4.2

Parametric study

A total of 35 FE models of lower segments of steel tower were analysed and compared in the
parametric studies. Models with thickness of door openings or stiffener ranging from 37 mm
to 60 mm were analysed. Thickness of tower wall was kept constant equal to 37 mm and the
total height was kept at 6666 mm. In order to compare results, the model without door opening
has the same height and 37 mm of wall thickness. All the models had the same diameters. In
addition, characteristics of Steel S500 and S650 were considered for comparative analyses.
4.3

Geometrically and materially nonlinear imperfection analysis (GMNIA)

The sequence of buckling analyses consist of Linear analysis (LA), Geometrically nonlinear
analysis (GNA), Geometrically and Materially nonlinear analysis (GMNA)and Geometrically
and Materially nonlinear analyses with imperfection modes (GMNIA). These analyses depend
on calculation level and slenderness parameters. The relations between these analyses are presented in Fig 4. T.A. Winterstetter, H. Schmidt / Thin-Walled Structures 40 (2002) 893–909
905

Fig. 11. Schematic effect ofFigure
different
calculation
levels andofof
different
slenderness parameters on the
4: Sequence
of analyses
buckling
[9].
shape of buckling interaction curves (axial and circumferential compression): (a) Moderately thin-walled
cylinder (medium relative slenderness), (b) highly thin-walled cylinder (large relative slenderness)

In the GMNIA analyses, buckling analysis is initially performed in order to get buckling
modes. It should be noted that buckling analysis is carried out in linear elastic domain. Secondly, imperfection model of first buckling mode is considered. The basis of GMNIA analysis is the Risk method. This method was developed by Wempner (1971)[10], Riks (1972,
1979)[11, 12] and later supplemented by other several authors. In the Riks method, nonlinear
static equilibrium solution is to produced for unstable phenomena. Load magnitude is treated
as unknown value and modified until convergence reaches equilibrium path. The method is
suitable for the analyses of thin walled structures. [13, 14].
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5
5.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Buckling analysis

The most important in buckling analysis is the calculation of the eigenvalues and respective
mode shapes of the structure. In Abaqus, the essential equation in buckling analysis is presented
[8] as follows:
K M N vM = 0
(4)
where: K M N is the tangential stiffness matrix when loads are applied, v M is nontrivial displacement solution. The critical buckling loads are defined as follows:
P N + λi QN .

(5)

where: P N is preload pattern, QN is perturbation load pattern, λi is eigenvalue.
Fig 5 presents the results of the first buckling mode of the models. Buckling mode shape
of the model without door opening is characterized by local buckling waves. The magnitude
of deformations decrease gradually from top to bottom of the model. In model with varying
thickness and model with stiffener, buckling occurs at door opening with different deformations.

Figure 5: First buckling mode of the models: (a) Model without door opening, (b) Model of a door opening with
varying thickness, (c) Model of a door opening with stiffener.

The eigenvalues presented in Table 2 increase gradually among modes of each model. It is
interesting to emphasize that the first eigenvalue of model with varying thickness and of the
model with stiffener decrease to 47.6 % and 69.8 % respectively in comparison with the model
without door opening. Eigenvalues of model with varying thickness are smaller than model
with stiffener (68.2 % of first mode and 74.2 % of third mode).
5.2

Nonlinear analysis

After performing the buckling analysis, geometrically and materially nonlinear analyses with
imperfection modes (GMNIA) were carried out in order to predict ultimate strength of the
structure. In Abaqus, the Riks analysis uses load multiplier as unknown value. The multiplier
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Model without
door opening
Mode 1
-1.000
Mode 2
1.000
Mode 3
1.002

Model of a door opening
with varying thickness
0.476
0.487
0.580

Model of a door opening
with stiffener
0.698
0.712
0.782

Table 2: Comparison of eigenvalues between models.

is increased during the analysis until collapse of the structure. Magnitude of the proportional
load is defined [8] as follows:
Ptotal = P0 + λ(Pref − P0 )

(6)

where: P0 is the dead load, Pref is reference load vector and λ is load proportionality factor.
Fig 6 shows moment-rotation curves of models with the same primary input parameters,
in which, the half of tower with door opening is under compression. Thickness of both door
opening and stiffener is 60 mm. These values are close to real for design of wind towers. The
curves consist of two parts: the linear behaviour before buckling point and nonlinear behaviour
in post-buckling. In first part, three curves are linear and almost coincident. In second part, the
curves behave nonlinear up to ultimate strengths of 175.7 MNm, 193 MNm and 189.7 MNm
corresponding respectively to model without door opening, model with varying thickness and
model with stiffener respectively. In conclusion, values of ultimate strength show that both
stiffening solutions are sufficient to strengthen the structure. However the big differences in the
ultimate strengths justify further studies to optimize stiffening solutions.

Figure 6: Relation between moment and rotation of models - door opening under compression.

Fig 7 presents moment-rotation relationship of models which have the half of tower with
door opening under tension. Ultimate strength of model with varying thickness and model with
stiffener are 194.9 MNm and 192.0 MNm, respectively. In comparison with models that have
a half of tower with door opening under compression, the difference is just 1%. It may lead to
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conclusion that the position of a door opening (under compression or tension) does not affect
the ultimate strength of towers with the same conditions.

Figure 7: Relation between moment and rotation of models - door opening under tension.

Fig 8 presents the distribution of normal stresses at ultimate load in all models. Distribution
of normal stresses in the model with varying thickness shows big difference between wall area
and door opening area. Stress concentration occurs around door opening. Normal stresses in
tension and compression in the model with varying thickness are 382.4 MPa and -457.0 MPa
respectively. As mentioned above, the ultimate load of model without door opening is lowest
(175.7 MNm). However, its normal stress in tension is the highest (412.6 MPa). Besides, that
normal stress in compression of model with stiffener is minimum (-495.8 MPa). It should to be
noted that Steel S355 was used in analyses of these models. It proves that yield phenomenon
appeared in parts of the models.

Figure 8: Distribution of normal stress at ultimate load: (a) Model without door opening, (b) Model of a door
opening with varying thickness, (c) Model of a door opening with stiffener.

Fig 9 shows distribution of reaction forces of the models for 0.0002 rad rotation applied on
the top of the top of the models. The three curves almost coincide. They are typical shapes
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of distribution of reaction forces in linear part. It is interesting to emphasize effects of door
opening on distribution of reaction forces. Outside the area of door opening, the curves of
reaction forces are smooth. The results also show that distribution of reaction forces of models
are approximate in pre-buckling part.

Figure 9: Distribution of reaction forces of the models at 0.0002 rad of rotation.

Fig 10 shows distribution of reaction forces of the models corresponding to 0.013 rad rotation
applied on the top of the models. It should be noted that the figure presents distribution of
reaction forces in nonlinear part. The curves of model with varying thickness and model with
stiffener are almost coincident. Influence of buckling on distribution of reaction forces are
significant. Minimum reaction forces at door opening area of the model with varying thickness
and the model with stiffener are 921.6 kN and 895.1 kN respectively. However, at the same
position, reaction force of model without opening is only 242.2 kN.

Figure 10: Distribution of reaction forces of the models at 0.013 rad of rotation.
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5.3

Optimal designs of door opening and stiffener

In this study, varying thickness around door opening and of stiffener were considered. These
results were analysed and compared with the results of model without opening in order to optimize the thickness of door opening and stiffener as well. The thickness range from 37 mm to
60 mm. These values are appropriate to design the stiffening of door opening. Table 3 presents
results of relations between thickness, moment and rotation at ultimate load of the models. As
mentioned above, the ultimate moment of model without opening is 175.7 MNm. In comparative studies of the door opening with varying thickness and of the door opening with stiffener,
51 mm of thickness of door opening and 37 mm of stiffener are sufficient to strengthen the
structures.
Thickness
(mm)
37
39
41
43
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
60

Door opening
Moment Rotation
(MNm)
(rad)
163.910 0.01464
163.092 0.01869
163.531 0.01186
165.130 0.01186
167.618 0.01015
170.473 0.01015
173.347 0.01015
176.392 0.01015
179.654 0.01015
183.084 0.01015
187.160 0.01037
190.870 0.01079
192.976 0.01058

Stiffener
Moment Rotation
(MNm)
(rad)
182.203 0.01357
182.920 0.01357
183.772 0.01088
184.107 0.01357
184.668 0.01357
185.252 0.01357
185.864 0.01357
186.631 0.01186
187.703 0.01186
188.555 0.01186
189.078 0.01186
189.520 0.01186
189.719 0.01186

Table 3: Relation between thickness, moment and rotation at ultimate load of the models.

5.4

Use of higher strength steels

In practice, design of wind towers is based on Steel S355. In this research, higher strength
steels S500 and S650 were used for door opening and stiffener in order to study decrease of
thickness without affecting the strength of towers.
Fig 11 presents moment-rotation curves of the tower when steel S355, S500 and S650 were
used for the stiffener. The curves are similar in shape. Ultimate load is approximately 182
MNm. However, the thickness of stiffener significantly decreased as higher strength steels were
used. It should be noted that in case of steel S355, the thickness of stiffener is 37 mm. When
S500 and S650 are used, the thickness of stiffener decreases to 29 mm and 23 mm respectively.
These correspond to approximate to 78% and 62% of the thickness of stiffener when steel S355
is used.
Fig 12 shows curves of moment versus rotation of the tower as Steel S355, S500 and S650
were used for the door opening. The shape of curves changed significantly as higher strength
steels were used. Ultimate load is approximately 177 MNm. However, difference between prebuckling and post-buckling is detected. The thickness of door opening significantly decreased
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Figure 11: Comparison of using higher grade steels for stiffener.

as higher strength steels were used. It decreased to 41 mm and 35 mm for steel grades S500 and
S650 respectively. It decreased approximately 20% and 33% in comparison to the thickness of
door opening (51 mm) when steel S355 was used.

Figure 12: Comparison of using higher grade steels for door opening.
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6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the influence of door opening and respective stiffening were investigated.
Comparative studies between model without opening, models with door opening surrounded
by thicker steel shell and models with door opening surrounded by welded stiffener were presented. Linear and nonlinear moment-rotation behaviours of the thin walled structures were
analysed. Results from comparative studies in cases of door opening under compression and
tension showed that the position of door opening did not affect significantly the ultimate strength
of tower (1% of difference) in the same conditions. Parametric study aiming at optimal designs
of door opening and stiffener showed that 37 mm of stiffener and 51 mm of thickness around
door opening are sufficient to obtain the same resistance in comparison with the model without door opening and 37 mm of wall thickness. In addition, results from studies when higher
strength steels are used, have shown that thickness of door opening and stiffener decreased
significantly when higher strength steels are used. Thickness of door opening just equalled approximately 80% and 67% of its value as steel S355 was used. Thickness of stiffener decreased
by 22% and 38% as steel S500 and S650 were used for stiffener respectively.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the influence of uncertain spatially varying material properties on the fracture behavior of structures made of softening materials. To model the structural
failure, the sequentially linear solution procedure proposed by Rots (2001) is used, which replaces the incremental (nonlinear) finite element analysis by a series of scaled linear analyses
and the nonlinear stress-strain law by a saw-tooth curve. The effect of uncertain material
properties (Young’s modulus, tensile strength, fracture energy) on the variability of the loaddisplacement curves and crack paths is examined. The uncertain properties are described by
homogeneous stochastic fields using the spectral representation method in conjunction with
translation field theory. The response variability is computed by means of direct Monte Carlo
simulation. The influence of the variation of each random parameter as well as of the probability distribution, coefficient of variation and correlation length of the stochastic fields is
quantified. It is shown that the response statistics are affected by the spectral characteristics of
the stochastic fields.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, several numerical techniques have been developed to model the failure of
structures in the framework of the finite element method (FEM). There are two essential proposed approaches which are dealing with physical discontinuities (e.g. cracks, slip lines) by enriching the (continuous) displacement field of standard finite elements either on nodal level [5]
(Extended Finite Element Method - XFEM) or on elemental level [6] (Embedded Finite Element Method - EFEM). Unlike with standard finite elements, mesh refinement is not necessary
in these methods to capture the discontinuities and the simulation can be performed with relatively coarse meshes. A comparative study of the two approaches can be found in [7] but the
detailed assessment of relative errors, rates of convergence and computational cost is still an
open area of research.
It is well-known in failure mechanics that material softening is often responsible for unstable
structural behavior [1]. Even if the boundary value problem is mathematically well posed, instabilities may arise in the incremental (nonlinear) solution schemes used in the aforementioned
FE methods due to negative tangent stiffness. These instabilities can lead to more than one solution of the system of equations and thus to alternative equilibrium states or bifurcations of the
equilibrium path. As a consequence, the robustness of the numerical procedure used for solving
the nonlinear problem is strongly affected. In order to overcome these problems, an alternative method, called Sequentially Linear Analysis (SLA), has been introduced by Rots [9]. This
method replaces the incremental (nonlinear) FE analysis by a series of scaled linear analyses
and the nonlinear stress-strain law by a saw-tooth curve.
In this paper, SLA is implemented in a stochastic setting to investigate the influence of uncertain spatially varying material properties on the fracture behavior of structures made of softening
materials. A benchmark structure (notched beam) is analyzed and comparisons with nonlinear
analysis results are provided. The effect of uncertain Young’s modulus, tensile strength and
fracture energy on the variability of the load-displacement curves and crack paths is examined.
The uncertain properties are described by homogeneous stochastic fields using the spectral representation method in conjunction with translation field theory [13], [4]. The response variability is computed by means of direct Monte Carlo simulation. The influence of the variation of
each random parameter as well as of the probability distribution, coefficient of variation and
correlation length of the stochastic fields is quantified. It is shown that the response statistics
are affected by the spectral characteristics of the stochastic fields.
2

BRIEF REVIEW OF SEQUENTIALLY LINEAR ANALYSIS (SLA)

Modeling fracture through an event-by-event cracking procedure by imposing an increment
of damage, is an attractive alternative to typical nonlinear FE analysis, where modeling proceeds
by imposing increment of displacement or force. In this way, it is unnecessary to make large
jumps in damage during a single load or displacement step, which is usually the source of
convergence problems. To capture brittle events directly with SLA there is no need to iterate
around these critical points.
To this purpose, a tensile softening curve of negative slope is replaced by a series of sawteeth which maintain a positive tangent stiffness (see Fig. 1). The incremental/iterative NewtonRaphson method is replaced by a series of linear analyses, each with a reduced positive stiffness,
until the global analysis is complete. It has been shown that this event-by-event strategy is
robust and reliable [10], and circumvents bifurcation problems, in contrast to regular nonlinear
FE analysis.
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A brief review of SLA is provided below. More details about this method can be found in [2]
and [3].
2.1

General procedure

The structure is discretized in the framework of standard FEM, using elastic continuum elements and all material properties (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and initial strength) are
initially assigned to them. Subsequently, the following steps are carried out sequentially without
need of changing the initial mesh:
• Perform a linear-elastic FE analysis with a unit external load and calculate the principal
stresses;
• Loop over all integration points for all elements and find the critical element for which
the stress level divided by its current strength is the highest in the whole structure;
• Calculate the critical load multiplier, belonging to the critical integration point, i.e. the
current strength divided by the stress level;
• Scale the reference load proportionally by the critical load multiplier;
• Increase the damage in the critical integration point by reducing the stiffness E and
strength ft according to the saw-tooth tensile-based constitutive relation (see Section 2.2);
• Repeat the previous cycle of steps continuously, until the damage has spread sufficiently
into the structure.
In this way, the nonlinear response is extracted by linking consecutively the results of each
cycle. The smoothness of P − δ curves depends of course on the smoothness (number N of
teeth) of the saw-tooth model (see Section 2.2). The SLA procedure allows only one integration
point to change its status from elastic to softening at each time, while in nonlinear FE analysis,
the use of load increments implies that multiple integration points may crack simultaneously
and the local stiffnesses at these points switch from positive to negative, following the softening
constitutive laws for quasi-brittle materials.
2.2

Saw-tooth model

In this work, the generalized tooth size approach (Model C) [11] with no requirement of
special techniques to handle mesh-size objectivity is adopted, in order to obtain objective results
with respect to the mesh as well as to overcome the lack of consistency. The way in which
the stiffness and strength of the critical elements are progressively reduced at each ”event”, is
shown schematically in Fig. 1 where the softening curve of negative slope in the constitutive
stress-strain relation is replaced by a discretized saw-tooth diagram of positive slopes which
provides the correct energy dissipation. The linear softening stress-strain curve is defined by the
Young’s modulus E, the tensile strength ft and the area under the saw-tooth diagram. This area,
(see Fig. 1) is always equal to the fracture energy Gf (which is considered here as a material
property) divided by the crack bandwidth h, which is associated with the size, orientation and
integration rule of the finite element. In case of linear softening, the ultimate strain u is given
by:
2Gf
(1)
u =
ft h
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Both Young’s modulus E and strength ft can be reduced at the same time in the sequentially
linear strategy by a factor a, according to:
Ei−1
, f or i = 1, 2, ..., N
(2)
a
where i and i − 1 denote the current and previous step, respectively, in the saw-tooth diagram.
To find the rule of reducing Young’s modulus E as well as strength ft by ratio ai in step i
according to Fig. 1, we have:
Ei =

σ

ft

ft

+

-

Gf/h
εu

+
+
-

+
fti

+
-

2pft
fti

+
-

fti
+

Ei

-

Ei+1
εu ε
Figure 1: Saw-tooth model and definition of Gf

fti− = fti+ − 2pft
Ei+1 =
ai+1

fti−
i

Ei
fti+
fti+
= − i = − = +
fti
fti
fti − 2pft

(3)
(4)
(5)

Thus, for the case of linear softening (Fig. 1) the value of fti+ can be easily defined as:
fti+ = +
u Ei

D
Ei + D

(6)

where,
ft
(7)
D
The number N of teeth is automatically evaluated, depending on the arbitrary parameter p
defined by the user. For smaller values of p, a higher number N of teeth is needed to cover the
softening branch, leading to more exact results. In the overall procedure, the difference between
the sum of positive triangles above the real curve and the sum of negative triangles below it must
vanish, as shown in Fig. 1.
+
u = u + p
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3
3.1

REPRESENTATION OF UNCERTAIN MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Non-Gaussian translation fields

Both Gaussian and non-Gaussian stochastic fields are used in this paper for the representation
of uncertain material properties. However, the Gaussian assumption for variables bounded by
physical constraints (e.g. material properties that should be strictly positive) is questionable
because it leads to a non-zero probability of violation of these constraints. This is why the
simulation of non-Gaussian stochastic processes and fields has received considerable attention
in the field of computational stochastic mechanics.
Since all the joint multi-dimensional density functions are needed to fully characterize a nonGaussian stochastic field, a number of studies have been focused on producing a more realistic
(approximate) definition of a non-Gaussian sample function from a simple transformation of
some underlying Gaussian field with known second-order statistics. Thus, if g(x) is a homogeneous zero-mean Gaussian field with unit variance and spectral density function (SDF) Sgg (κ)
(or equivalently autocorrelation function Rgg (ξ)), a homogeneous non-Gaussian stochastic field
f (x) with power spectrum SfTf (κ) can be defined as:
f (x) = F −1 · Φ[g(x)]

(8)

where Φ is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function and F is the non-Gaussian
marginal cumulative distribution function of f (x). The transform F −1 · Φ is a memory-less
translation since the value of f (x) at an arbitrary point x depends on the value of g(x) at the
same point only and the resulting non-Gaussian field is called a translation field [4]. Translation
fields can be used to represent various non-Gaussian phenomena and have a number of useful
properties such as the analytical calculation of crossing rates and extreme value distributions.
3.2

The spectral representation method

In the present work, Eq. 8 is used for the generation of non-Gaussian translation sample
functions representing the uncertain material properties of the problem. Sample functions of
the underlying homogeneous Gaussian field g(x) are generated using the spectral representation
method. This method is well suited in the context of Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) technique
used for calculating the response variability of stochastic structural systems (e.g. [14]). For a
two-dimensional stochastic field, the i-th sample function is given by [13]:
2 −1
1 −1 N
X
√ NX
(1)(i)
[A(1)
g (x, y) = 2
n1 n2 cos(κ1n1 x + κ2n2 y + φn1 n2 +

(i)

n1 =0 n2 =0
(2)(i)
+A(2)
n1 n2 cos(κ1n1 x + κ2n2 y + φn1 n2 ]
(j)(i)

(9)

where φn1 n2 , j = 1, 2 represent the realization for the i-th simulation of the independent ran(1)
(2)
dom phase angles uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2π]. An1 n2 , An1 n2 have the following
expressions
q
A(1)
=
2Sgg (κ1n1 , κ2n2 )∆κ1 ∆κ2
(10a)
n1 n2
q
A(2)
2Sgg (κ1n1 , −κ2n2 )∆κ1 ∆κ2
(10b)
n1 n2 =
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where
κ1n1 = n1 ∆κ1
κ2n2 = n2 ∆κ2
κ1u
κ2u
∆κ1 =
∆κ2 =
N1
N2
n1 = 0, 1, ..., N1 − 1 and n2 = 0, 1, ..., N2 − 1

(11)
(12)
(13)

Nj , j = 1, 2, represent the number of intervals in which the wave number axes are subdivided
and κju , j = 1, 2, are the upper cut-off wave numbers which define the active region of the
power spectrum Sgg (κ1 , κ2 ) of the stochastic field. The last means that Sgg is assumed to be
zero outside the region defined by
−κ1u ≤ κ1 ≤ κ1u

and

− κ2u ≤ κ2 ≤ κ2u

(14)

The SDF used in the numerical example (see Section 5) is of square exponential type:
Sgg (κ1 , κ2 ) = σg2

i
h 1
b1 b2
exp − (b21 κ21 + b22 κ22 )
4π
4

(15)

where σg denotes the standard deviation of the stochastic field and b1 ,b2 denote the parameters
that influence the shape of the spectrum, which are proportional to the correlation lengths of
the stochastic field along the x, y axes, respectively. The SDF of the translation field will be
different from Sgg due to the spectral distortion caused by the transform of Eq. 8.
4
4.1

STOCHASTIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Stochastic stiffness matrix

It is assumed that the Young’s modulus E, tensile strength ft and fracture energy Gf of
the material are represented by two dimensional uni-variate (2D-1V) homogeneous stochastic
fields. The variation of E is described as follows:
E(x, y) = E0 [1 + f (x, y)]

(16)

where E0 is the mean value of the elastic modulus and f (x, y) is a zero-mean homogeneous
stochastic field. The two other properties are varying in a similar way. The stochastic stiffness matrix is derived using the midpoint method i.e. one integration point at the centroid of
each finite element is used for the computation of the stiffness matrix. This approach gives
accurate results for relatively fine meshes as that used in the numerical example keeping the
computational cost at reasonable levels [15].
Using the procedure described in the previous section, a large number NSAM P of sample
functions are produced, leading to the generation of a set of stochastic stiffness matrices. The
associated structural problem is solved NSAM P times and the response variability can finally be
calculated by obtaining the response statistics of the NSAM P simulations.
4.2

Variability response function approach

The concept of variability response function (VRF) has been introduced in [12] as an alternative way to MCS for computing the response variability of stochastic systems. The VRF has
been established for a variety of structural systems including trusses, frames, plane stress/plane
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strain systems and plates with a single or with multiple correlated random properties. It is possible to express the vector of displacement variances as a function of the VRF of the system:
Z∞
V ar(u) =

VRF(κ)Sf f (κ)dκ

(17)

−∞

A closed-form expression of VRF(κ) for plane stress/strain systems can be found in [17] where
it is shown that it is a function of the deterministic parameters describing the geometry, material
properties and loading of the structure. VRFs are useful mainly for two reasons: (i) they provide
insight into the mechanisms controlling the response of stochastic systems and, (ii) they allow
the establishment of spectral-distribution-free upper bounds on the response variability:
Z∞

Z∞
VRF(κ)Sf f (κ)dκ ≤ VRF(κ̂)

−∞

Sf f (κ)dκ = VRF(κ̂)σf2

(18)

−∞

where κ̂ is the wave number at which the VRF takes its maximum value. This upper bound is
physically realizable and corresponds to the case in which the random field f (x, y) becomes a
sinusoid with random phase angle:
√
(19)
f (x, y) = 2σf cos(κ̂1 x + κ̂2 y + φ)
where φ is a random phase angle uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π and σf is the standard
deviation of the random sinusoid.
In addition to providing a means for computing spectral-distribution-free upper bounds on
the response variability, the VRF can qualitatively reveal which types of spectral density function will cause significant response variances (see Eq. 17). That is, VRFs provide insight into
the importance of the shape of the spectral density functions of the random properties on the
response variance.
A VRF can be alternatively estimated numerically using a fast MCS procedure based on
Eq. 17. The numerical estimation of the VRF through fast MCS is very important as the closedform analytic expressions existing in the literature involve modulating functions that are very
difficult to establish even in the simplest cases of statically indeterminate linear beams [8] or
statically determinate beams with nonlinear (power) constitutive laws [16]. The fast MCS procedure can be implemented into the framework of a deterministic FE code making this approach
very general. In addition, this approach is usually very efficient as convergence is achieved with
a number of samples as low as 10 for each wave number.
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A symmetric notched beam [10] is analyzed in this section to illustrate the capabilities of the
proposed methodology. The geometry, boundary conditions, loading and FE mesh of the beam
are shown in Fig. 2. The thickness of the beam is 50 mm and the notch depth is 10 mm. Fournode linear quadrilateral elements are used with an element size of h=10mm in the vicinity of the
notch and a 2x2 Gaussian integration rule in plane stress conditions. The uncertain parameters
of the problem are the Young’s modulus E, tensile strength ft and fracture energy Gf of the
material with mean values equal to 38 kN/mm2 , 3 N/mm2 and 0.06 N/mm, respectively. The
spatial fluctuation of the uncertain parameters is described by 2D-1V homogeneous Gaussian as
well as lognormal translation stochastic fields, sample functions of which are generated using
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P
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P

100mm

450mm
600mm

Figure 2: Notched beam (Geometry and FE mesh)

Eqs. 8, 9. Three different values (b = 1, 10, 100) of the correlation length parameter b (= b1 =
b2 ) are used, corresponding to stochastic fields of low, moderate and strong correlation. The
response variability is computed using MCS with a sample size equal to 100. Note that the
displacement is monitored at the point where the load is applied.
Load-displacement curves corresponding to a 10% variation of E, Gf with b = 1 are depicted in Fig. 3. Moreover, load-displacement curves corresponding to a 20% variation of E,
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Figure 3: Load-displacement curves for stochastic parameters E and Gf with σ = 10% and
b = 1 (Lognormal case).
Gf with b = 100 are presented in Fig. 4. As shown in Figs. 3a, 4a, the variation of E affects
the stiffness of the structure. Larger values of the coefficient of variation and of the correlation length of the stochastic fields lead to more significant variability of the load-displacement
curves, as expected (Fig. 4). The response variability can also be computed using the VRF,
which is shown in Fig. 5 for stochastic Young’s modulus. Due to its quadrant symmetry, only a
quarter of this function is shown in this figure. It is worth noting the irregular shape of the VRF,
which can be attributed to the saw-tooth approach used in SLA. In addition, its computation
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Figure 4: Load-displacement curves for stochastic parameters E and Gf with σ = 20% and
b = 100 (Lognormal case).
through fast MCS can be more expensive than direct MCS in this case (especially for a small
number of samples). This is due to the fact that the whole load-displacement curve is computed
for each wave number pair in the fast MCS procedure.

Figure 5: Variability Response Function (VRF) of peak load
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6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the sequentially linear analysis approach was implemented in a stochastic setting to investigate the influence of uncertain spatially varying material properties on the fracture
behavior of structures made of softening materials. The uncertain properties were described
by homogeneous stochastic fields using the spectral representation method in conjunction with
translation field theory. The response variability was computed by means of direct Monte Carlo
simulation. The influence of the variation of each random parameter as well as of the probability distribution, coefficient of variation and correlation length of the stochastic fields has been
quantified. The analysis of a benchmark structure (notched beam) has shown that the loaddisplacement curves are affected by the spectral characteristics of the stochastic fields. The
extension of SLA to the stochastic framework offers an efficient means to perform parametric
investigations of the fracture behavior of structures in the case of variable material properties.
The comparison of the results with existing experimental data can help to validate the assumptions made for the statistical characteristics of the stochastic fields.
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Abstract. This paper presents stability analysis of embankment dam with the surrounding
heterogeneous rock mass using finite element method. In order to perform stability analysis of
the dam and surrounding rock mass, several elastic-plastic material models for soil are customized and implemented in program package PAK. A 3D FE model of the embankment dam
and the surrounding rock mass containing various material distributions according to their
real distribution was made. The model includes a wider area around the dam in order to minimize the influence of the boundary conditions. The initial material parameters were determined using the identification of material parameters on the basis of the material from the
dam body. Analysed dam is equipped with dam crest displacement transducers, as well as
with transducers for the total and pore pressure in the clay core. Certain deviations have
been noticed while comparing the measured values of these quantities with the results of the
simulation. Since the analysed dam has been in operation for a long time, these deviations
from the initial values of the parameters are caused due to the changes of the mechanical
properties of materials during the dam operation. These changes are caused by several factors: the settlement of the dam and foundation, flushing of the material in the body of the dam
and foundation, load changes, etc. In order to take into account the change of mechanical
properties in materials and achieve the results of numerical simulation to describe the behaviour of the dam as close to the real behaviour, the calibration of the material parameters is
carried out. Calibration of material parameters was performed using the measured displacements of the dam crest, as well as pore and total pressures in the clay core. Using the calibration we obtain new material parameters which give results of the numerical simulation that
are closer to the behaviour of the real dam. In this manner we manage the dam safety and we
can predict its future behaviour.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Rock-fill dams belong to the group of embankment dams, which due to their providence,
adaptability and fewer demands concerning the fundament strength, represent the most frequently used type of barrier constructions. Comprehension of mechanical behaviour of dam
material is essential for the design and analysis of its stability. Nowadays, finite element
method is commonly used for dam stability analysis. In order to accurately reproduce mechanical behaviour of the dam using this method in stability analysis, key factor is selection of
an appropriate constitutive model. Adopted constitutive model is to efficiently reproduce material behaviour of the dam being influenced by different load types. After adopting the appropriate constitutive model, it is necessary to determine its parameters. These data are often
obtained by analysing sample material in the laboratory according to which material characteristics necessary for stability analysis are calculated. This is valid both for stability calculation in the construction phase and for stability calculation during dam exploitation.
As the dam, which is the subject of the paper, has been used for a long time, mechanical
characteristics of dam material changed as the consequence of material consolidation and
stress redistribution in the dam body. Additionally, small material particles are flushed due to
the fluid flow through the dam body resulting in inhomogeneity in the dam material. Due to
these reasons, adopted material parameters determined in the laboratory represent only initial
parameters for strength calculations. Thus, it is necessary to conduct calibration of the dam
model to assimilate numerical simulation results to the measured values.
In order to follow the changes in the dam body, transducers of stress and pore pressure are
installed during the dam construction. The dam is also equipped by benchmarks for measuring
crest dam displacement being conducted periodically.
After calibration of the dam model by using measured values on the real dam, calculations
of object safety factors are conducted using the method of shear strength reduction. Shear
strength of all materials in the dam body is gradually reduced until the failure or until the stability loss in numerical calculations.
2

CONSTITUTIVE LAWS FOR SOIL

Two constitutive models are used in the analysis of Prvonek dam stability. Generalized
Hoek-Brown constitutive model [1] is used for mechanical behaviour simulation of upstream
and downstream slope of the rockfill dam and surrounding rock mass whereas Mohr-Coulomb
constitutive model [2] is used for mechanical behaviour simulation of clay core and sand filters. These constitutive models are adopted according to laboratory tests of materials the dam
is consisted of. Both constitutive models are implemented in the program PAK [3]. Theoretical bases of the used constitutive models are presented further in the paper.
2.1 Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model
Mohr-Coulomb represents elastic-plastic constitutive model whose failure surface is in the
space of principal stresses defined by hexagonal pyramid whose height coincides with the hydrostatic axis (Figure 1). This surface divides the principal stress space into the domain of
purely elastic and purely plastic strains.
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Figure 1 Mohr-Coulomb failure surface

Failure surface equation of this constitutive model is the function of the stress level and is
defined by the following form:
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whereas the surface of plastic potential is defined as:
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In the equations (1) and (2), values I1 and J 2 D represent first stress invariant and second
deviatoric stress invariant, respectively. Values  ,  and c represent material constants
whereas value  represents Lode’s angle. This angle can be calculated using second and third
deviatoric stress invariants in the following form:
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2.2 Generalized Hoek-Brown constitutive model
Generalized Hoek-Brown constitutive model [1] represents the elastic-plastic model whose
failure surface, in the space of principal stresses, is defined by hexagonal pyramid of hyperbolic form, whose height coincides with the hydrostatic axis (Figure 2). This surface also divides the principal stress space into the domain of purely elastic and purely plastic strains.
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Figure 2 Failure surface of generalized Hoek-Brown constitutive model

Failure surface equation of generalized Hoek-Brown constitutive model is the function of
stress level and is presented as:
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whereas the surface of plastic potential is formulated as:
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Values I1 and J 2 D represent first stress invariant and second deviatoric stress invariant,
whereas m ,  C , s and a are material constants. Lode’s angle  is calculated using the equation(3).
3

METHOD OF SAFETY EVALUATION

3.1 Overview of shear strength reduction method
In the stability analysis of the Prvonek dam, shear strength reduction (SSR) method [4]
was used. Shear strength reduction method represents the use of finite element method for
calculation of construction safety factor with a gradual decrease of shear material strength until reached the state of boundary equilibrium. In other words, material shear strength is reduced until there is a convergence of numerical solutions. The maximum value of the strength
reduction factor, which the stability condition is satisfied for, represents the safety factor S of
the structure [5]. The procedure of the shear strength reduction method for both constitutive
models is described in this paper.
3.2 SSR using Mohr-Coulomb material model
In the case of using Mohr-Coulomb model, shear stress during failure is described by equation:

  c   tan 

(6)

Reduced shear strength for Mohr-Coulomb material model can be presented in the equation:
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F



c
tan 

F
F

(7)

where  is shear stress during failure,  is corresponding normal stress, c and  are material constants (cohesion and internal friction angle), whereas F is represents shear strength reduction factor. Shear strength reduction of this model can be schematically presented as in
(Figure 3).

Figure 3 Shear strength reduction for Mohr-Coulomb model

In order to determine safety factor using SSR method, it is necessary to determine maximum value of shear strength reduction factor F with satisfied stability condition. Numerically, this indicates the increase of shear strength reduction factor until there is a convergence of
numerical calculation within the given tolerance. In the case of exceeded stability, shear
strength of material is exceeded as well which is manifested through divergence in numerical
calculation.
Equation (7) indicates that it is necessary to determine maximum value of shear strength
reduction F with satisfied stability condition or to calculate the following:
cr 

c
F

 tan  

 F 

r  arctan 

(8)

According to the equation (8), it is concluded that shear strength reduction in MohrCoulomb model is based on reduction of material constants c and  . Described procedure is
implemented in the program PAK and is used in stability analysis of Prvonek dam.
3.3 SSR using generalized Hoek-Brown material model

As it was previously mentioned, shear strength defined using generalized Hoek-Brown
failure surface has nonlinear character [6], so reduced shear strength cannot be calculated using simple reduction of material parameters as in the previous case.
Shear strength reduction of constitutive model with nonlinear failure surface consists of the
following steps:
-

Reduction of failure envelope by shear strength factor F ,
Determination of material parameters corresponding to the reduced envelope using
method for error minimization,
Use of calculated parameters describing reduced failure curve in the repeated FEM
analysis.

Relations for shear stress are defined using the principal stresses in the following form [1]:
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Reducing the shear stress equation (9) using shear strength reduction factor F , reduced failure
envelope is obtained as (Figure 4):
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where  cired , mbred , s red and a red represent material parameters of reduced failure envelope and
they are to be determined.

Figure 4 Shear strength reduction for Hoek-Brown model

New material parameters in the equation (10) are not possible to be determined directly, as
in the previous case, so it is necessary to use some error minimization methods (fitting):

  n    apr   red 
2

2

(11)

Values  apr and  red represent approximated and reduced values of shear stress, respectively. Parameters calculated in this manner are used in the repeated calculation of object stability.
4

CALIBRATION OF CONSTITUTIVE LAW PARAMETERS

As it is previously mentioned, parameter determining of adopted constitutive models is essential for accuracy of numerical simulation in embankment dams. Samples of all geotechnical environments of the dam body are analysed in the laboratory. These analyses obtained
the data necessary to define failure surface of the corresponding constitutive models [7].
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Result of shear test with estimated failure surface for one geotechnical environment is presented in Figure 5. Failure surface of adopted constitutive model is obtained by fitting the experimental results and failure surface with applying the following condition:

   *  f 

2

  min

(12)

In the equation (12) value  * represents shear stress during failure obtained through analysis, whereas  f is calculated shear stress for the same value of the normal stress. Value 
represents estimation error which is necessary to be minimized.

Figure 5 Results of material parameter identification

Determining of material constants represents the input for dam stability calculation. However, besides determining of material constants there is a certain deviation in numerical simulation results from the results of measuring on the real dam. This deviation is caused by dam
material inhomogeneity as the consequence of different settlement s as well as of dam material degradation throughout time. This leads to redistribution of the stress state in the dam body
so the initial parameters are to be modified and the dam model calibration is to be conducted
[8]. Stresses and/or displacements can be used as model calibration values (multicriteria optimization).
5

STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE DAM

5.1 Main features of the dam

Construction of analysed Prvonek dam is a rock fill embankment with a inclined central
clay core and filter zones (Figure 6). On the spot of the dam, valley is of asymmetrical ravine
type with the slope on the left riverside of 45°, and on the right of about 35°. Upstream the
dam, the valley is widened which morphologically makes the barrier spot more suitable for
accumulation formation.
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Figure 6 Cross-section of the dam

Terrain of barrier spot in the surrounding of barrier construction is modelled with the dimensions in the base, 498 x 1000 meters, from elevation of 370 to 630 metres. Model boundaries include a wider area around the object with the aim of setting the real boundary
conditions as well as all proper quasi-homogenous zones. 3D 8-node finite elements with incompatible modes are used for modelling. A 3D mesh of finite elements is also developed
with the total of 94986 nodes and 87128 elements. For dam stability analysis program PAK [3]
is used. Finite element mesh of the dam model with surrounding rock mass is presented in
Figure 7.
Natural boundary conditions are used in the analysis: horizontal node displacement is restricted on the model side boundaries, vertically on the boundary plane whereas displacements
are restricted in all the directions on the lower model boundary.

Figure 7 FE model of the dam and environment

Criteria for dam stability analysis are considered from the aspect of upstream and downstream slope stability. Minimal safety factors [9] are presented in Table 1.
Analysis condition
Required minimum safety factor
Slope
End-of-Construction
1.3
Upstream and Downstream
Steady seepage
1.5
Downstream
Maximum surcharge poo
1.4
Downstream
Rapid drawdown
1.1-1.3
Upstream
Table 1 Required factors of safety
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5.2 Model calibration

In order to consider water flow through the dam, filtration analysis was previously conducted. According to these calculations, filtration forces and pore pressures in the model are
obtained. In order to determine the accurate distribution of these loads, it is also necessary to
conduct the calibration of filtration model parameters (Figure 8). Thus, effective instead of
total stresses are used in the strength calculation:

 ij '   ij   ij p

(13)

where:  ij ' - effective stresses,  ij - total stresses, p - pore pressures.

Figure 8 Pore pressures

After the use of such obtained material parameters, calculations are repeated and dam crest
displacements of measured values are compared to the values obtained in numerical calculation (Figure 9 and Figure 10).
According to the analysis of measured displacement values, it is concluded that a year after
instalment of measuring devices there were no significant dam crest displacements whereas
all the measuring was conducted with slight changes of water level in accumulation. Measuring conducted two years from instalment of measuring devices show a significant displacement increase in horizontal direction (downstream), with a slight change of water level in
accumulation, which is caused by dam material creep.

Figure 9 Horizontal displacement of the dam crest – downstream
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Since used material models do not consider the creep effect, calibration of material constants is conducted according to the measured values of displacement in the first year after
instalment of measuring devices.

Figure 10 Horizontal displacement of the dam crest - transverse

Analysis of obtained displacements indicates that the displacement character obtained in
FEM simulation corresponds to the character of measured displacements.
5.3 Analysis results

Stress-strain analyses were conducted using material parameters adopted after the calibration. Following stress-strain analyses were conducted [9]:
 Stability calculation during steady-state flow on normal water level.
 Stability calculation during steady-state flow on maximum water level.
 Analysis of rapid drawdown. Simulation of rapid drawdown was conducted from the
elevation level of 614.7 meters to the level of 580.00 meters in 4.5-day period.
 Analysis of earthquake effect. After setting of initial conditions, quasi-static analysis was
done with given horizontal acceleration. The influence of accumulation on the dam was
considered by giving hydrodynamic pressure according to Zangar distribution [10].

Figure 11 Total displacement distribution (y= 0.0 m)
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Total displacement distribution for the case of stationary flow on the normal water level is
shown in Figure 11. Maximum displacement (78.5mm) was observed in the core zone of the
dam.
Plastic strain distribution for the case of stationary flow on the normal water level
(613.56m) is shown in Figure 12. Maximum value of plastic strain appears in the core and
filter zone closer to upstream dam slope.

Figure 12 Equivalent plastic strain distribution (y=0.0 m)

After the analysis, calculations of dam safety factor were conducted using the shear
strength reduction method of all the materials in the dam body according to the previously
described procedure. Obtained safety factors for all analysed cases are greater than demanded
values of safety factors presented in Table 1.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Stress-strain analysis of the Prvonek dam, which represents the central object of water supply system in city of Vranje, was conducted. A 3D model, based on finite element method
was formed for stress-strain analysis. During numerical model forming, the analysis of results
of geophysical and geomechanical researches related to engineering features of rock mass was
done. Parameterization of abstracted quasi-homogenous zones in terms of parameters for
stress-strain analysis was conducted.
Stress-strain processes were analysed using elastic-plastic model in order to obtain distribution of pore pressures in numerical model. After the obtained loads, construction stability
was calculated.
In numerical analysis of dam stability generalized Hoek-Brown and Mohr-Coulomb constitutive models were used. All material samples embedded in the dam body were analysed to
obtain the initial material parameters of adopted constitutive models. However, besides this
material constant determining, there are certain discordances between FEM simulation and
the results of measuring on the dam. Deviations are caused by material inhomogeneity of the
real object (consolidation, flushing) during the time. In order to increase accuracy of stressstrain calculations, after determining material parameters, dam model calibration was done
using multicriteria optimization.
Measuring markers were set on the real dam in order to implement model calibration on
displacements. Two years of measuring after instalment of measuring devices proved signifi-
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cant increase of displacement in horizontal direction with a slight change of water level in accumulation. This was caused by creep dam material. As available constitutive models do not
consider the creep effect, calibration of material constants was conducted according to the
measured displacement values in the first year after the instalment of measuring devices.
After the stress-strain analysis for all defined cases of loads, global dam safety factor was
obtained. This was conducted using the method of shear strength reduction factor. Obtained
safety factors for all analysed cases were higher than minimum approved values for this type
of dam so it is concluded that the analysed Prvonek dam is stable.
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Abstract. Shape memory alloys (SMA) material is widely used in many applications of interest
where it is necessary to recover permanent strains. There are many constitutive models which
describe that phenomenon. The SMA model described by Lagoudas in [1] and [2] is modified
and implemented into the PAK software package [3]. Development of this model is motivated
by previous papers of Lagoudas and Auricchio groups and it considers governing parameter
method applied on phenomenological behavior of SMA materials. All variables are derived
to depend on effective values of stress and strain and now we have only one scalar equation
to solve in the integration point. Critical thermodynamic force is also modified to match new
integration method. Integration is done for the deviatoric and mean stress using trial stress
direction for each time step. Difference between the return mapping algorithm and the integration in the trial deviatoric stress direction can be neglected for nearly proportional loading [2].
The second case provide possibility to solve large strain problems in the similar manner, using
the same constitutive model relations. One dimensional loaded examples of super-elasticity,
shape memory and thermally induced phase transformation effect proposed by Lagoudas group
are verified by modified governing parameter method using the PAK software. Several large
strain examples are examined under uniaxial and non-proportional loading and the results are
compared with the experimental results proposed in referenced papers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Shape memory alloys are smart materials which have possibility to recover permanent deformations. Those deformations occur due to phase transformation between austenite and martensite. Austenite transforms to martensite by lattice shearing mechanism [4]. The phase transformation can produce two effects: superelasticity T > Af and the shape memory effect T < As ,
where T is given temperature and As and Af are austenit start and finish temperature. Superor pseudo- elasticity produces inelastic strains recoverable during the unloading process. The
shape memory effect produces a permanent strain which can be recovered by heating [4]. The
SMAs are widely used materials in the aerospace, medical and petroleum industries [5]. There
are two groups of such models: micromechanics-based models and phenomenological models
[1]. In the first group the information about the microstructure of the SMA are necessary for
prediction, while the phenomenological models need energy potentials over the volume. In
this work, we propose a model inspired by the Lagoudas theory [6]. The Lagoudas model,
implemented by UMAT subroutine into Abaqus, was modified and adopted using the governing parameter method proposed by Kojic [7]. All variables are derived to depend on effective
values of stress, strain and martensitic volume fraction. The critical thermodynamic force is
modified to match new integration method. Integration is done for the deviatoric and mean
stress using trial stress direction. Constitutive model verification is difficult due to the lack of
experimental data, but some experimental results [8] are of great importance. The obtained results of numerical simulations are in close agreement with the results from literature [9] in one
dimensional loaded examples of super-elasticity and shape memory. The large strain example
is examined under non-proportional loading and the results are similar with the experimental
results proposed in referenced papers.
2
2.1

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FORMULATION
GIBBS FREE ENERGY FUNCTION

The constitutive model for any material can be derived from a free energy function and internal and external state variables. The phase transformation model for SMA materials formulated
by Boyd and Lagoudas [10] and Lagoudas [6] is basic framework for this work. The external
state variables are total stress σ and temperature T . Internal state variables are the martensitic volume fraction ξ and the transformation strain etr . We have transformed thermodynamic
potential given by Gibbs free energy function G into the two different form for the forward
and reverse transformation. We are starting from the basic form of Gibbs free energy given by
Qidwai and Lagoudas [11]
1
1
G (σ, T, ξ, etr ) = − σ : C −1 : σ − σ : [α(T − T0 ) + etr ] +
2ρ
ρ


1
T
c (T − T0 ) − T ln( ) − s0 T + u0 + f (ξ)
T0
ρ

(1)

where T0 is a reference temperature. The function f (ξ) is a transformation hardening function.
The material parameters c, u0 , s0 , C −1 , α, c and u0 are the effective specific heat, the effective
specific internal energy, the effective specific entropy, the effective compliance tensor and the
effective thermal expansion tensor, respectively. These effective material parameters can be
determined using pure phases parameters and the martensitic volume fraction ξ by the rule of
mixture.
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Using the Legendre transformation between Gibbs free energy, the internal energy u and
the first and second law of thermodynamics substituted into the Clausius-Planck inequality, we
obtain [6]:


∂G ˙
ξ≥0
(2)
Dint = σ : ėtr + −ρ
∂ξ
which states that in irreversible processes the internal dissipation of energy is greater or equal
zero.
2.2

EVOLUTION EQUATIONS OF STATE VARIABLES

The main assumption for the evolution of internal state variables is: any change in the current
microstructural state of the material is strictly a result of a change in the martensitic volume
fraction [1, 6, 10, 11]. In that case, it is assumed that transformation strain rate is:
(
3
H SS ;
ξ˙ > 0
2
˙
e˙tr = Λtr ξ;
Λtr =
(3)
etr
H etr ;
ξ˙ < 0
where Λtr is the transformation tensor and H is a maximum uniaxial transformation strain.
The transformation tensor will be in the direction of the deviatoric stress S during the forward
phase, while, during the reverse phase, it will be in the direction of transformation total strain
tensor etr [6]. The deviatoric stress tensor S, the effective (von Mises equivalent) stress S and
the effective transformation strain etr are defined by:
r
r
3
2
S : S;
etr : etr
(4)
S = σ − (σm )1;
S=
etr =
2
3
where σm is mean stress and σ is total stress tensor.
Substituting the equation (3) into the Clausius-Planck inequality (2), we obtain:


∂G ˙
σ :Λ−ρ
ξ = π ξ˙ ≥ 0
∂ξ

(5)

where π is the general thermodynamic force. For the given Gibbs free energy (1), the explicit
evaluation of π is:
1
π(σ, T, ξ) = σ : Λ + σ : ∆C −1 : σ + σ : ∆α (T − T0 ) −
2

 
T
∂f
ρ∆c (T − T0 ) − T ln
+ ρ∆s0 T − ρ∆u0 −
T0
∂ξ
The transformation function Φ is introduced by Lagoudas as [6, 11]:

π−Y;
ξ˙ > 0
Φ=
−π − Y
ξ˙ < 0

(6)

(7)

where Y is threshold value. The transformation function Φ should satisfy the condition Φ = 0
during phase transformation. It represents transformation surfaces for 0 < ξ < 1 and the two
boundary surfaces for ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 of each transformation surface family.
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Different hardening functions f (ξ) can be used to describe interaction between the austenit
and the martensit. Cosine model proposed by Liang and Rogers is given as[6, 12]:

Rξ ρ∆s



ξ˙ > 0
 − M 0 [π − arccos(2ξ − 1)] dξ + (µc + µc )ξ;
f (ξ) =






0
Rξ
0

0
− ρ∆s
aA
c

2

1

ac

(8)

[π − arccos(2ξ − 1)] dξ +

(µc1

+

µc2 )ξ;

ξ˙ < 0

A
c
c
In above equations aM
c , ac , µ1 , µ2 are transformation strain hardening parameters. Introducing
equation (8) into the (6) and using the parameters for the cosine model given by Liang and
Rogers [12] using the previous equations in (7), the final form of the transformation function is
obtained as:






1 1 2
1
1
1
1
2
M
A

HS
+
S
+
3σ
−
+
3σ
α
−
α
∆T +
−
m
M
A
M
A

m cm
2 3
G
G
cm



M
−M
s

ρ∆s0 (T − Ms ) − ρ∆s0 π f [arccos (2ξ − 1) − π] ;
ξ˙ >
0


2
∗ t
1
1 1
1
1
H
1
2
2
Φ=
(9)
−
−S : etr t etr + 3G∆ξH − 2 3 S GM − GA + 3σm cM − cA

m
m




3σm αM − αA ∆T − ρ∆s0 (T − Af ) +



A −A
ρ∆s0 f π s [arccos (2ξ − 1) − π] ;
ξ˙ < 0

3

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF STRESS INTEGRATION PROCEDURE

3.1

STRESS INTEGRATION

The most common strategy for implicit stress integration procedure for the rate independent
models is the return mapping [7]. It consists of two steps: (a) prediction of the trial elastic state
(elastic predictor), and (b) stress correction due to the phase transformation (inelastic corrector).
t+∆t E
σm are calculated with the
The trial elastic deviatoric stress t+∆t S E
∗ and the mean stress
assumption that there is no phase transformation in the time step:

0
t+∆t E
t+∆t E
E
S ∗ = 2 t+∆tG t+∆teE
σm = t+∆tcm t+∆te∗m
− t+∆teth
(10)
∗ ;
In the case of the small strains, the trial elastic deviatoric strain
E
strain t+∆te∗m
and thermal strain t+∆teth are:

t+∆t E 0
e∗ ,

the trial elastic mean

3

t+∆t E 0
e∗

=

t+∆t

e −em I − tetr ;

t+∆t E
e∗m

=

1 X t+∆t
ekk ;
3 k=1

t+∆t th

e =

t+∆t

α ∆T (11)

where t+∆tG is shear modulus, t+∆tcm is 1/3 of bulk modulus K and t+∆tα is coefficient
of thermal expansion, which depend on ξ. The total strain at the end of time step and the
transformation at the start of the time step are t+∆t e and t etr , respectively.
3.2

ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION EQUATION

This work is based on developments from the literature and it is inspired by Kojic and Bathe
[7], Simo and Hughes [13] and Qidwai and Lagoudas [1, 11]. The total strain e and temperature
T are given variables and the SMA constitutive model outputs total stress σ and updates internal
variables. The problem is defined by total strain relation given by Lagoudas in [6], the flow
rule (3) and the transformation function (9). First, a thermoelastic prediction assumes that the
transformation strain increment ∆ t+∆tetr is zero (11). The governing parameter method has
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been used instead the convex cutting plane algorithm. The difference between them is in the
direction of the transformation correction. In the convex cutting plane algorithm, direction of
the transformation correction is changed during the iteration, while, the governing parameter
method assumes trial deviatoric stress direction (10) from the beginning of the time step.
Increment of transformation strain in time step is:

∆ t+∆tetr = ∆ t+∆tξ (k) Λ t+∆tS ∗E
(12)
The algorithm begins at iteration k = 0 with the thermoelastic prediction (10) with assumption
t+∆t (0)
that there is no evolution in the internal variables
etr = tetr and t+∆tξ (0) = tξ [6].
The transformation function is calculated with trial stress and the condition t+∆tΦ(0) ≤ 0 is
checked for violation [1]. If there is no violation, the elastic solution is accepted as final. If
t+∆t (0)
Φ ≤ 0 is violated, correction of the solution should satisfy Φ = 0. For that purpose it is
possible to find solution of the non-linear equation (9) by various methods like Newton-Raphson
method or bisections.
By application of chain rule to the transformation function (9) for the next iteration is:
t+∆t

Φ(k) + d t+∆tΦ(k) =

t+∆t

Φ(k+1) =

t+∆t

Φ(k) +

∂ t+∆tΦ(k) t+∆t (k)
d
ξ '0
∂ξ

(13)

Since, the transformation function does not depend on change of stress direction, using the
Newton-Raphson iterative scheme we can calculate increment of martensitic volume fraction ξ
as:
t+∆t (k)
Φ
d t+∆tξ (k) = − ∂ t+∆tΦ(k)

(14)

∂ξ

During the iteration process, the step increment of martensitic volume fraction and the martensitic volume fraction are updated as:
∆ t+∆tξ (k+1) = ∆ t+∆tξ (k) + d t+∆tξ (k) ;

t+∆t

ξ = tξ + ∆ t+∆tξ (k+1)

(15)

The iterative scheme continues until t+∆tΦ(k+1) is smaller than some tolerance or t+∆tξ (0)
reaches a boundary values of 0 or 1. Finally, with known value of martensitic volume fraction t+∆tξ , we calculate deviatoric stress at the end of time step as:

t+∆t E
S t+∆t E

S∗ ;
ξ˙ > 0
t+∆t E
t+∆t E
S∗
(16)
S =
 t+∆tS E − 2 t+∆tG H∆ t+∆tξ ttetr ;
ξ˙ < 0
∗

etr

where effective Von Mises deviatoric stress is calculated as:
(
t+∆t E
S ∗ − 3 t+∆tG H∆ t+∆tξ ;
ξ˙ > 0
t+∆t
q
S=
t+∆t
t+∆t E 2
S ∗ : tetr
S ∗ − 6 t+∆tG H∆ t+∆tξ
+ 9 t+∆tG H∆ t+∆tξ tetr ;
te

ξ˙ < 0

tr

(17)
The total stress and the transformation strain (using the equation (12)), at the end of time
step now can be calculated as:

ξ (k+1) t+∆t
 3H∆ t+∆t
S;
ξ˙ > 0
t+∆t
t+∆t
t+∆t
2
S
σ = t+∆tS + t+∆tσm I;
etr = tetr +
(18)
ξ (k+1) t
 H∆ t+∆t
etr ;
ξ˙ < 0
te
tr
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3.3

APPLICATION TO LARGE STRAIN THEORY

For the large strain theory, we are using basic assumption of multiplicative decomposition
of total deformation gradient on elastic and inelastic part 0tF = 0tF E 0tF tr , where 0tF tr corresponding to deformation from reference to local stress free configuration and 0tF E from local
stress free to current configuration.
The trial elastic left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor t+∆tB E
∗ can be calculated using saved
t E
t −1
data for B or C tr from previous time step as [14]:
t+∆t

BE
∗ =

t+∆t t E t+∆t T
tF B
tF

t+∆t

BE
∗ =

or

t+∆t t −1 t+∆t T
0F C tr
0F

(19)

T

where the left Cauchy-Green elastic strain tensor is tB E = 0tF E 0tF E and the right CauchyT
Green inelastic strain tensor is tC tr = 0tF tr 0tF tr . The modified relative and total deformation
t+∆t
t+∆t
gradient are
tF and
0F [7, 13].
0
In the case of logarithmic strains, the trial elastic deviatoric strain t+∆teE
∗ is:
t+∆t E 0
e∗

=

3
X

ln



t+∆t

0

λ∗kE



t+∆t E t+∆t E
pk
pk

(20)

k=1
0

E
are the trial principal stretches and t+∆tpE
where t+∆t0λ∗k
k are the corresponding principal dit+∆t E
rections of the tensor
B ∗ . In the case of Green-Lagrange strain tensor, the trial elastic
0
is:
deviatoric strain t+∆teE
∗
t+∆t E 0
e∗

=

1
2

t+∆t

BE
∗ −I

1 
= ln det
3

(21)

t+∆t E
e∗m

The trial elastic mean strain
t+∆t E
e∗m



t+∆t
0F

is:



(22)

For known trial elastic state, the same integration procedure described for small strain case
is applied for large strains.
Update of the left Cauchy-Green tensor t+∆tB E for the logarithmic strains is done as [7, 14]

t+∆t

E

B =

k=1
X



exp 2

t+∆t

0E

ek



t+∆t E t+∆t E
pk
pk

(23)

3

where

0

t+∆t

ekE are elastic deviatoric strains in the principal directions calculated as:

t+∆t

0

ekE =

t+∆t

Sk
t+∆t
2
G

(24)

Here, t+∆tSk are deviatoric stresses components in the principal directions t+∆tpE
k [7, 14]. For
the case of Green-Lagrange strain tensor, the left Cauchy-Green tensor t+∆tB E is:

t+∆t E
B = 2 t+∆teE + I
(25)
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where

t+∆t E

e total elastic strain tensor is:
t+∆t

S

t+∆t E

e =

2 t+∆tG

+ em I

(26)

The transformation strain is calculated using the right Cauchy-Green transformation strain tensor:
C −1
tr =

t+∆t

t+∆t −1 t+∆t E t+∆t −T
B
0F
0F

(27)

The transformation strain t+∆tetr , in logarithmic strain case and for the Green-Lagrange strain
tensor, at the end of time step is:
t+∆t

etr =

3
X

ln

t+∆t tr
λl

 t+∆t tr t+∆t tr
ql
ql ;

t+∆t

etr =

k=1

where t+∆tλltr are the principal stretches and
t+∆t
C tr .
4

t+∆t tr
ql

1
2

t+∆t

C tr − I



(28)

are the principal directions of the tensor

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Comparison with the numerical and experimental examples from literature is used to demonstrate accuracy of proposed model. Two uniaxial and one multiaxial non-proportional loading
example are presented in this work. Material parameters are adopted according to data given
in literature [1, 9]. The material parameters required for calculation are the Youngs moduli
for austenite and martensite EA and EM , thermal expansion coefficients αA and αM , martensite start and finish and austenite start and finish temperatures at zero stress M0s , M0f , As0 and
Af0 , maximum transformation strain H and austenite and martensite stress influence coefficients
ρ∆sA and ρ∆sM .
4.1

Uniaxial tests

Two uniaxial tests are done at different temperatures to show pseudo-elasticity effect and
shape memory effect. Results are compared with the literature [1, 9] and the good agreement
was obtained. Both tests were done using the same model of 3D unit cube made of ”NiTinol”
alloy. The boundary and loading conditions and the material parameters are taken according to
literature [9]. The model consists of two equal finite elements. The material parameters from
[9], used in those examples, are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Material parameters of Nickel-Titanium alloys used in uniaxial examples [9]

EA
70.000 MPa
M0s
291K
H
0.05

EM
30.000 MPa
M0f
271K
ν
0.33

αA
22.0 · 10−6 K −1
A0s
295K
ρ∆sA
−0.35 MPa K −1
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αM
22.0 · 10−6 K −1
A0f
315K
ρ∆sM
−0.35 MPa K −1
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4.1.1

Pseudo-elasticity example

The first example describes the superelastic effect of the SMAs. The material is on constant
temperature 325K, which is higher than the austenitic finish temperature A0f = 315K. The
cube is loaded in uniaxial tension stress σ = 600MPa in 100 steps until full martensitic phase
is achieved. The material is then unloaded in 100 equal steps to stress free configuration. As it
can be seen in Figure 1, all transformation strains were fully recovered.
4.1.2

Shape memory effect example

The second example demonstrates the shape memory effect. A temperature was 295K which
is between the austenitic A0s and martensitic M0s start temperature. The uniaxial tension σ =
600MPa was applied in 100 steps until the full transformation strain is achieved and than the
cube was relaxed in another 100 steps to zero stress. After the relaxation, there were residual
strains and the material was in the martensitic phase. Than, the cube was heated above the
austentic finish temperature to 350K in 100 steps and the transformation strains are completely
recovered as it is given in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Stress-strain diagram for super-elasticity
example

4.2

Figure 2: Stress-strain diagram for shape memory
effect example

Large strain non-proportional example

This examples describes the model prediction for non-proportional loading with superelasticity effect. The test temperature is set to 308K which is 25K more than austenitic finish temperature A0s = 283K, so superelastic behaviour is expected. This example is experimentally
examined and the obtained data are available in literature [1, 2]. Tension-torsion experiment
of thin wall specimen [8] made of CuAlZnMn alloy is used for this purpose. Axial stress of
240MPa and then the shear stress of 200MPa were applied combined at the same side of cube,
while the opposite side is fully constrained. After that, first tension was unloaded and than shear
strain were recovered. Material parameters that were used for this simulation are used from the
literature [1].
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Table 2: Material parameters of CuAlZnMn [8] alloy used in non-proportional example [1]

EA
30.000 MPa
M0s
278K
H
0.035

EM
10.000 MPa
M0f
183K
ν
0.30

αA
10.0 · 10−6 K −1
A0s
188K
ρ∆sA
−0.28 MPa K −1

Figure 3: Axial–shear stress diagram for non proportional example

αM
10.0 · 10−6 K −1
A0f
283K
ρ∆sM
−0.28 MPa K −1

Figure 4: Axial–shear strain diagram for non proportional example

Multiaxial tension-torsion non-proportional loading path is compared with the experimental
results [8] and numerical results from the literature [1, 2, 4].
5

CONCLUSIONS

The theory presented by Lagoudas has been modified. The total stress is decomposed on
deviatoric and mean part and the stress integration is done in direction of the trial deviatoric
stress. The solutions are similar to one obtained by return mapping algorithm. Instead of solving transformation function with several dependent variables, we have to solve only one scalar
non-linear equation by Newton-Raphson method or using bisections. In the non-proportional
example results are qualitatively similar to experimental results obtained by Šittner [8]. That
change gave possibility to extend small strain theory and solve examples with large strains.
Introducing multiplicative decomposition of deformation gradient and Green-Lagrange or logarithmic strain tensor, the same solution procedure can be used to find solution.
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Abstract. Transposition of the great arteries (TGA) is one of the most severe congenital heart
disease. The arterial switch operation (ASO) is the procedure of preference for treatment of
TGA. After ASO, some patients suffer from circulatory system problems such as neo-aortic
root dilatation and neo-aortic valve regurgitation, and supravalvar pulmonary stenosis. The
neo-aortic root dilatation is often explained by the structural vascular difference between
normal great arteries and the neo-aorta after ASO. Since the aortic and pulmonary roots
generally remain in situ after ASO, i.e., the original pulmonary artery is connected to the left
ventricle (LV), whereas the original aorta is connected to the right ventricle, the neo-aorta
has no sinus of Valsalva after ASO. The influence of these morphological changes on the
blood flow field at the aortic root should be investigated in detail as well as the structural
vascular difference to consider the circular system problems. In this study, we apply the virtual flux method (VFM), which is a tool to describe stationary or moving body shapes in a
Cartesian grid, to the 2D aortic valves with a multi-block method for high resolution near the
valves, and reproduce the blood flow fields around the aortic valves and the sinus of Valsalva
by RLBM, and consider the influence of longitudinal length of sinus of Valsalva on blood flow
fields around the aortic valves. As a result, we found that the longitudinal length of the sinus
affects development of vortices around the aortic valves strongly. We also found that the WSS
increases toward the distal edge of the sinus, indicating the WSS value at the distal edge of
the sinus is dependent on the longitudinal length of the sinus of Valsalva.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Transposition of the great arteries (TGA) is one of the most severe congenital heart disease.
Since the aorta arises from the right ventricle in TGA, blood in the systemic circulation is always rich in carbon dioxide and poor in oxygen. On the other hand, the pulmonary circulation
in TGA is always full of blood with oxygen. The systemic and pulmonary circulations are
completely separated in TGA. The arterial switch operation (ASO) is the procedure of preference for treatment of TGA. Although many reports have shown good results after ASO
[1,2,3], some patients suffer from circulatory system problems such as neo-aortic root dilatation and neo-aortic valve regurgitation [4,5], and supravalvar pulmonary stenosis [6] after
ASO. Diameters of aortic annulus and sinus of Valsalva 20 years after ASO are significantly
wider in comparison to a normal population of young adults, whereas ascending aorta diameters are well preserved in our population and are not significantly different to the values in a
normal population, demonstrating that dilatation of the aortic root is due to a localized problem [7]. This localized dilatation of the aortic root is often explained by the structural vascular
difference between normal great arteries and the neo-aorta after ASO [8].
Fluid dynamic forces against the arterial wall should be considered as well as the structural
difference. The morphology of the aorta and aortic valves movement strongly affect the blood
flow fields in the aorta, especially at the root of the aorta. In addition, the sinus of Valsalva,
which lies at the aortic root, plays an important role for aortic valves behavior [9]. Since the
aortic and pulmonary roots generally remain in situ after ASO, i.e., the original pulmonary
artery is connected to the left ventricle (LV), whereas the original aorta is connected to the
right ventricle, the neo-aorta has no sinus of Valsalva after ASO. Moreover, there are some
cases that the curvature of the neo-aortic root is extremely larger than that in a normal population due to ASO. The influence of these morphological changes on the blood flow field at the
aortic root should be investigated in detail.
In the past study, we performed numerical simulation of blood flows around aortic valves
by lattice Boltzmann method [10,11]. The method of lattice Boltzmann equation (LBM) is a
simple kinetic-based approach for fluid flow computation. The LBM has advantages its simple coding and its locality, which makes it intrinsically parallelizable [12], and has been applied to many problems relevant to blood flow simulation [13,14,15]. However, stability of
the simulation by LBM is strictly dependent on its relaxation time, which leads to restriction
of the Reynolds number. Since blood flow simulation in the aorta is accompanied by high
Reynolds number, it is necessary to improve stability of LBE. Izham et al. [16] proposed
regularized lattice Boltzmann method (RLBM), which is based on the observation of symmetric condition in Chapman-Enskog expansion by Latt & Chopard [17], and it has successfully
achieved higher stability in numerical simulation at high Reynolds number. In this study, we
apply the virtual flux method (VFM) [18], which is a tool to describe stationary or moving
body shapes in a Cartesian grid, to the 2D aortic valves with a multi-block method [19,20] for
high resolution near the valves, and reproduce the blood flow fields around the aortic valves
and the sinus of Valsalva by RLBM, and consider the influence of longitudinal length of sinus
of Valsalva on blood flow fields around the aortic valves.
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2

METHODS

2.1

Computational models

Numerical simulation of blood flow in aorta with valves and sinus of Valsalva is performed. Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the 2-dimensional axisymmetric simulation
model used in this study. The longitudinal length L and diameter D are set to 200 mm and 20
mm. The valve leaflets are modeled as arcs of a circle with a radius of D 2 , and placed at
80 mm (= 4D) from the inlet. The shape of the sinus of Valsalva is approximated as a semiellipse. The longitudinal length a and depth b of the sinus of Valsalva are set to a = 30 mm
and b = 15 mm for case 1, and a = 40 mm and b = 15 mm for case 2, respectively. The arterial
€ coordinate as described bewall and valves are described by virtual flux method on Cartesian
low.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the computational model.

2.2

Governing equations

The discrete velocity Boltzmann equation (DVBE) is as follows,

∂f α
+ eα ⋅ ∇fα = Ωα ,
∂t

(1)

where eα is the discrete particle velocity, fα is the distribution function associated with eα, and
Ω α is the collision operator. The collision operator, which is very complicated, is usually approximated by the simple single-relaxation-time
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model [21]:
€

Ωα = −

1
f α − f α( eq ) ,
τ

(

)

(2)

where fα(eq) is the equilibrium distribution function, and τ is the relaxation time. The evolution
of the distribution function fα for the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) can be written as
€
1
(3)
fα ( x + eα Δt,t + Δt ) − f α ( x,t ) = − { fα ( x,t ) − f α( eq ) ( x,t )} .
τ
In this study, we use a 2D square lattice model with 9 velocities, which is referred to as the
D2Q9 model. It is shown that the Navier-Stokes equations can be derived from the LBE
though a€Chapman-Enskog expansion procedure in the incompressible limit [22] with a
relaxation time τ as
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τ=

3ν δt
+ .
cδx 2

(4)

The most common choice for the equilibrium distribution function fα(eq) is the truncated
form of the Maxwell distribution, which is a very good approximation for small Mach numbers [23].
€
( eq )

fα

 3(e ⋅ u ) 9(e ⋅ u ) 2 3u 2 
α
α
= ωα ρ1+
+
− 2 ,
2
c
2c 4
2c 


(5)

where ωα is the weight coefficients.
The single-relaxation-time (SRT) LBM has been widely used for its simplicity, efficiency
and ease of parallel
€ programming implementation, however, it requires relatively large number of grids to simulate flows at even moderately high Reynolds number. In Chapman-Enskog
expansion procedure, the non-equilibrium part of first-order is symmetrical with respect to
spatial reflection. Latt et al. [17] observed that this symmetric condition is not necessarily
satisfied and appear to take a non-negligible value in numerical simulations using SRT-LBM.
Based on this observation, they considered a regularization step that enforces symmetrical
property and proposed regularized lattice Boltzmann method (RLBM).
The relationships between stress tensor and distribution function in RLBM [16] is defined
as

Π ij = ∑ eαieαj fα ,

(6)

α

where Πij is the stress tensor. The non-equilibrium part of the distribution and stress tensor
were given as
€
(7)
fα( neq ) = f α − f α( eq ) ,
)
= Π ij − Π(ijeq ) .
Π(neq
ij

(8)

From the Chapman-Enskog
€ expansion, the non-equilibrium part of ε-order can be explicitly derived as below,
€
δt
fα( neq ) ≈ f α1 = − 2 τωα Qαij∂i ρu j ,
(9)
cs

Π(ijneq ) ≈ ∑ eαieαj f α1 = −δtc s2τ (∂i ρu j + ∂ j ρui ) ,

(10)

α

€
where Qαij is defined as

Qαij = eαieαj − c s2δij ,

(11)

ωα
Qαij Π(ijneq ) .
2c s4

(12)

€
where cs is the sound speed, and fα1 is then written as
€

fα1 =

By enforcing fα(neq) = fα1, the final form of the relaxation process can be written as
€

 1
fα = f α( eq ) + 1−  fα1 .
 τ

€
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The viscous stress tensor τij can be evaluated using the non-equilibrium part of the distribution function [24] as




1
1
τ ij = 1− ∑ f α( neq ) ( x,t ) eαieαj − eα ⋅ eαδij  .

 2τ  α

D

(14)

The aortic valves are assumed to be rigid, and their motion obeys following rigid-body rotation
€
dω
,
(15)
T=I
dt
where T is the torque, I is the inertia moment, and ω is the angular velocity of the valve. The
torque T is evaluated by force differences between LV-facing and aortic-facing surfaces of the
valve,
€
T = ∑ ( f Ao − f LV ) ⋅ r ,

(16)

where r is the radius of rotation. The forces acting on the valve are obtained by pressure p and
viscous stress τii as follows,
€
(17)
f = ( p + τ ) ⋅ dr .
ii

The inertia moment of the valve I is estimated by assuming the density of the valve is equal to
that of the blood. The angular velocity ω is obtained by first-order Euler method.
€
T(t)
.
(18)
ω ( t + Δt ) = ω ( t ) + Δt
I
2.3

Boundary conditions

The virtual flux method
€ (VFM) enables us to estimate flow field around arbitrary body
shapes properly in a Cartesian grid [18]. In this study, we apply the VFM to express arbitrary
body shapes appropriately in case that boundary points are not located on the cell vertex. Figure 2 shows an example of virtual flux boundary, where the virtual boundary point b is placed
between cell vertexes 1 and 3. When the distribution function at vertex 1 is obtained, the distribution function at vertex 3, which includes the effect of the virtual boundary, is necessary,
and vice versa. The macroscopic quantities on the virtual boundary point b are then determined to satisfy the boundary conditions. No-slip condition on the boundary, for example, is
attained to assume zero pressure gradient and zero velocity on the boundary.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the virtual boundary in a Cartesian grid. The virtual boundary separates Fluid A
from Fluid B completely.
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Next, the equilibrium distribution function pα(eq) and distribution function pα at the virtual
boundary point b are obtained from the macroscopic quantities there. The distribution function pα at the vertex 3 is then estimated to extrapolate that at the virtual boundary point b.
pα ,3 =

pα ,b − (1− s) pα ,1
.
s

(19)

Axial velocity u at the inlet and pressure p at the outlet are given as shown in Fig. 3. Other
parameters are linearly extrapolated. No-slip conditions are assumed on the wall and valve
leaflets. The Reynolds number
€ Re at the peak velocity in Fig. 3 corresponds to 2,000.

Figure 3: Axial velocity at the inlet and pressure at the outlet. The Reynolds number Re at the peak velocity corresponds to 2,000. The period of the cardiac cycle is set to 1.0 s

2.4

Multi-block method

A multi-block method [19,20] was used for high resolution near the aortic valves. Figure 4
illustrates the interface structure between two blocks of different lattice spacing. The ratio of
the lattice space between the coarse and fine blocks is

m=

δx c
,
δx f

(20)

where δxc and δxf are the coarse and fine lattice sizes, respectively. In order to keep a consistent viscosity in the entire flow field involving different lattice sized, the relation between relaxation times τf on the fine grid €
and τc on the coarse grid must be obey the following rule:

1
1
τ f = + m τ c −  .
(21)

2
2
Since the velocity and density are continuous across the interface between the two blocks,
the equilibrium part across the interface follows:
€
(22)
f ( eq ) ( x,t ) = f ( eq ) ( x,t ) .
α ,c

α, f

To maintain the continuity for the stress across the interface, the non-equilibrium part
across the interface follows:
€


1  ( neq )
1  ( neq )
(23)
 f α , f ( x,t ) .
1−
 fα ,c ( x,t ) = 1−
 2τ c 
 2τ f 

€
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For the lattice Boltzmann method, in order to make sure that the interface uses information
at the correct time level, three-point Lagrangian formulation is also used for the temporal interpolation at the interface.

Figure 4: Interface structure between two blocks of different lattice spacing.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUTION

Figure 5 shows the vorticity distribution and velocity vectors on the left for case 1 and
right for case 2 in the eighth cardiac cycle at the time interval of 0.1 s. When the pressure at
the left ventricle (LV) exceeds that on the aorta, the valves start to open and blood flows toward the aorta passing through the aortic orifice. Vortices evolved from the tip of the valve
spread and strike on the distal edge of the sinus of Valsalva, then they are divided into multiple (t = 0.3 ~ 0.4 s). This vortical motion has the advantage of preventing the valve leaflet
from bulging outward to contact the walls of the sinuses. The vortices for case 2 are more
dominant near the distal edge of the sinus, indicating that there needs an appropriate longitudinal length of the sinus for vortex development. These vortical motions then lead blood flow
fields in the aorta to be more complicated. The open sinus chamber thus can be supplied with
fluid to fill the increasing volume behind the valve leaflets as they move toward closure (t =
0.5 ~ 0.6 s). After the valves close the aortic orifice, multiple vortices do not completely dissipate in the aorta as well as in the sinus of Valsalva in diastole, so that they persist until the
next systole. The aortic valve movements in systole have minor differences from cycle to cycle due to these vortices.
Figure 6 shows the time averaged wall shear stress (WSS) ratio τ2 / τ1 distribution on the
LV-facing surface and aortic-facing surface of the aortic valves. The averaged WSS data in
five cardiac cycles of case 2 τ2 is divided by that of case 1 τ1. The WSS ratio τ2 / τ1 on the
LV-facing surface is relatively flat. On the other hand, the WSS ratio on the aortic-facing surface increases toward the tip of the valve. Figure 7 shows the time averaged WSS ratio distribution on the sinus wall in five cardiac cycles. The sinus position ψ = 0 and π rad
correspond to proximal and distal edges of the sinus of Valsalva, respectively as shown in Fig.
1. The WSS ratio increases toward the distal edge of the sinus, indicating the WSS value at
the distal edge of the sinus is dependent on the longitudinal length of the sinus of Valsalva.
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t = 0.0 s

t = 0.1 s

t = 0.2 s

t = 0.3 s
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t = 0.4 s

t = 0.5 s

t = 0.6 s
Figure 5: Vorticity distribution and velocity vectors on the left for case 1 and right for case 2 in the eighth cardiac cycle at the time interval of 0.1 s.

Figure 6: Time averaged WSS ratio distribution on the LV-facing and aortic-facing surfaces.
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Figure 7: Time averaged WSS ratio distribution on the sinus wall. The sinus position ψ = 0 and π rad correspond
to proximal and distal edges of the sinus of Valsalva, respectively.

The vortices evolved from the tip of the valve strike on the distal edge of the sinus and
spread within the sinus of Valsalva. These vortices affect the WSS distribution of the valves
on the tip of the aortic-facing surface and sinus wall near the distal edge. It is well known that
the WSS plays a dominant role in determining the physiological mechanics of the endothelial
cell in all generations of arteries, and developing vascular pathology such as atherosclerosis
[25,26,27]. According to Malek et al. [28], the value of the low shear stress that causes atherosclerosis initiation is 0.4 Pa. Statistically significant inverse relationships between intimamedia thickness and local WSS have also been reported [29,30]. It is, therefore, important to
investigate the WSS distribution in time and space in order to predict the precise region where
cardiovascular disease occurs. Our computational scheme is suitable and promising to reproduce heart valves behavior with neither re-mesh nor re-construction of the model. Incorporating effect of deflection or bending of the heart valves behavior to our computational model
will enable us to consider more accurate WSS distribution on the aortic valves in the future
work.
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Abstract. One of the main issues that arise during preparation of models for subject specific
finite element analysis (FEA) of long bones is the accuracy of material characterization. This
paper tends to identify the most common sources of material characterization errors, which
are sometimes also interconnected with bone geometry reconstruction errors, in order to help
in creation of more accurate finite element models of long bones. Reconstruction of patient's
bone geometry is usually based on medical images obtained by means of computational tomography (CT). Material characterization is performed either by segmentation of the model
to characteristic zones that are assigned typical averaged material properties, or by local material mapping, based on bone density values estimated from CT numbers. Some of the main
factors that influence material characterization accuracy are the choice of material model,
the approach to material properties averaging, x-ray tube parameters, scanner calibration,
relations between CT image gray values and bone density and relations between bone density
and elastic properties of the bone. The paper brings a comparison of numerical results obtained from a number of subject-specific analyses of human femur, in which the approaches
to material modeling were varied. Material modeling was performed using either geometry
segmentation with material properties averaging or local material mapping. The results of
the analyses were examined and mutually compared, and the influence of material characterization errors to analyses results was identified and explained.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Finite element analysis (FEA) is widely accepted as a technique for subject-specific evaluation of stress state in human bones, bone fixators and implants, with the purpose of surgery
planning or bone tissue strength evaluation [1, 2]. It is especially useful in non-standard cases
of bone fractures or tissue degradation. Such are the cases when it is not easy to choose an
appropriate fixator from a number of standard ones, or when it is necessary to design a custom
implant and predict its mechanical properties. The use of FEA in surgery planning is most
valuable for less experienced orthopedists, as it may help them choose an adequate fixator and
place it correctly on the bone.
Surgery planning often requires that the analyses are conducted in a very short time, i.e. in
a few hours, thus a compromise approach to preprocessing and processing phases of FEA
must be taken. In such conditions, one of the main issues that arise during finite element (FE)
model preparation is the accuracy of material characterization.
This paper tends to identify the common sources of material characterization errors in FEA
of long bones. It also brings the comparison of numerical results obtained from a number of
subject-specific analyses of human femur, in which the approaches to material modeling were
varied. Material modeling was performed either by geometry segmentation with material
properties averaging or by local material mapping. The results of the analyses indicate that
material characterization strategies have a significant influence on results accuracy in subject
specific FEA of long bones.
2

BONE MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

The differences in intensity and direction of the stresses in various bone segments cause
the differences in bone remodeling process, so the structure and density of remodeled bone
tissue vary inside the bone. As a consequence, elastic properties of the bone also vary from
point to point. Bone material characterization for use in FEA is performed either by segmentation of the model to characteristic zones that are assigned typical (averaged) material properties, or by local material mapping, based on bone density values estimated from radiological
density (i.e. gray values or HUs). The second approach gained popularity in subject-specific
FEA of bones, as it can be used to quickly model the inhomogeneous material properties.
Some of the main factors that influence material characterization accuracy are the choice
of material model, the approach to material properties averaging, x-ray tube parameters, scanner calibration, relations between CT image gray values and bone density and relations between bone density and elastic properties of the bone.
Material properties are usually modeled as linear isotropic or anisotropic. While a number
of studies have shown that anisotropic properties yield more accurate results [3, 4], they are
much more tedious to determine and apply. It is also claimed that the difference in results is
not worth the extra time and effort necessary for orthotropic material modeling [5]. This is
even more relevant in the case of subject-specific bone analysis.
One of the earliest approaches used for bone material characterization in FEA is the assignment of averaged material properties to different bone segments. According to it, the bone
is divided at least to cortical and spongious volume segments, but those may be further subdivided into zones that are expected to have notably different material properties [6, 7]. The
idea behind the process is relatively simple, but it has a number of drawbacks. The major one
is the use of average elastic properties that are assigned to different bone segments, as elastic
properties of bone tissue may vary significantly throughout the bone volume. This is especially true for long bones like femur or tibia. Recognition and creation of zones inside the bone
also requires significant time and effort, which does not speak in favor of this option, espe-
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cially concerning subject-specific FEA. The mentioned drawbacks will be illustrated in an
example presented in the next chapter.
On the other hand, local material mapping strategies imply the assignment of unique elastic
properties to each finite element of the bone model, based on the density of bone tissue at the
corresponding location, which is estimated from CT images. Elastic properties may be constant over the whole finite element, or they may vary spatially within elements volume. Empirical equations are used to establish relations between reported CT image gray values and
tissue density, as well as between tissue density and elastic properties [8, 9]. As commercial
FEA codes often accept only a limited number of material definitions (material cards), the
whole range of possible values of an elastic property, like Young's modulus, is usually subdivided into a number of intervals, and each finite element is assigned a mid value of the interval to which it's calculated value belongs. While this approach enables a fast assignment of
material properties to FE model, it must be performed carefully, as there are many issues that
may influence the accuracy of results obtained by subsequent analyses. Some of those are:
•

Correlation between results accuracy and number of material intervals. It is known
that analysis results tend to converge to exact solution with a rising number of elements
in a mesh [1, 10]. The same tendency is also present in the case of a rising number of
material intervals [11]. Prior to an analysis, an optimal number of material definitions
should be chosen through a convergence analysis, or an empirically estimated value for
a certain bone type and mesh size should be used.

•

Calibration of CT dataset. Depending on CT scanner type, CT tube parameters and
even of oscillations in supply voltage, the reported CT numbers (gray values or HUs),
in different scans of the same bone, may vary. Thus the calibration of CT dataset using
a phantom is recommended, to establish a correct relation between reported CT numbers and radiological density of bone tissue ρQCT [8].

•

The relation between radiological density ρQCT and ash density ρash . It should ideally
be equal to 1, but there are deviations present, which depend on bone tissue type and
specific bone specimen. If possible, they should be taken into account [8].

•

The relation between ash density ρash and apparent density ρapp. The ratio ρash/ρapp is
close to 0.6 in human cortical bone, while for spongious bone it ranges from 0.34 to
0.62 [8]. There are also possible difficulties in experimental determination of the densities, as explained in [8]. For practical use, empirical relations that directly connect HU
values and apparent density are often used, which either take into account or ignore all
mentioned issues.

•

The relation between ash density ρash or apparent density ρapp and elasticity modulus E.
The relations presented in literature are numerous [9, 12, 13], and they yield surprisingly different results, as shown in [9].

•

Material mapping algorithm. As already mentioned, two approaches are used to assign
material properties to finite elements of subject-specific models, and those imply the
assignment of either spatially variable or constant material properties. Material properties that vary spatially inside each finite element cannot be simply defined in FEA
codes. Thus they have not been used very much, although they are reported to yield
more accurate strain results [14]. The constant values assignment approach has many
variations, depending on how the average value of a material property is calculated
from CT numbers. The main difference between those variations is reflected in the av-
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eraging technique used. According to the simplest one, density values are assigned to
every finite element node, based on the nearest value on CT sampling grid, and then a
weighted average of nodal values is assigned to the element [14]. According to another
technique, average element density is calculated from eight points surrounding element
centroid [14]. The aforementioned techniques are found to produce inaccurate results
when elements are significantly larger than the spacing of CT sampling grid. One of
the more advanced techniques starts with averaging of densities from CT grid points
that belong to a finite element [11]. A consecutive improvement of this technique implies that an average HU value for a finite element is calculated by numerical integration of HU field [15]. According to a further improved technique, Young's modulus
field is first calculated from HU field and then averaged by numerical integration [16],
to compensate for the fact that the averaging procedure is not commutative, as modulus-density relations are usually nonlinear. Other approaches are also present in literature, like the one based on the intermediate step of material blocks creation [17]. This
approach is said to be more accurate than the others, when finite element size is larger
than the volume occupied by voxels chosen for property averaging, or when element
size is comparable to or smaller then voxel size. Material mapping algorithms may also
assign inaccurate (lower than real) values of material properties to boundary layers of
finite elements, as some of the voxels used for averaging do not or only partially belong to bone tissue. Material mapping algorithm is certainly one of the most important
factors affecting bone material characterization accuracy, and an universal one is still
not recognized.
•

The dependence of material mapping results on mesh size. This issue is partially connected to the choice of material mapping algorithm, as already explained. If finite elements are too large, a number of factors that influence FEA results accuracy may be
present. At some locations within FE model, element size may be large comparing to
the thickness of cortical bone, so it may also cover a large portion of spongious bone.
As a result of material properties averaging, a too small value of Young's modulus or
other elastic property may be assigned to it. Averaging of material properties may be
the cause of inaccuracies even if a finite element covers only a single tissue type, in
cases when the tissue is highly porous, as spongious bone for example. The mentioned
problem is also interconnected with CT image voxel size.

•

Connection between material mapping results and accuracy of geometry reconstruction. If cortical bone is much thinner then CT image voxel size, gray values of voxels
that contain a thin layer of cortical bone may be much lower than the usual equivalent
of cortical bone, as averaging algorithms also take into account large portions of adjacent soft tissue or spongious bone. Thus, threshold based methods used for bone surface reconstruction may omit some voxels, and the surface of the cortical bone in
corresponding areas may not be detected at all. The simplest way to avoid this situation
is to reduce the lower threshold value, so a greater portion of the surface is recognized.
Unfortunately, in this case some of the tissue surrounding cortical bone (periosteum) is
also recognized as a cortical bone, and so are the denser segments of spongious bone.
Thus, the reconstructed bone surfaces may be inaccurate, e.g. the reconstructed outside
surface may be larger than the real one. This approach represents a trade-off that enables bone surface reconstruction to be performed more quickly. However, in this case
the averaging of material properties assigned to finite elements situated on the bone
surface may produce too low values of elastic properties, as density of connective tissue that surrounds the bone gets included in the calculation.
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3

MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION STUDY

In order to explore the influence of material characterization approaches to the results of
FEA of long bones, a study was performed on a number of subject-specific models of human
femur that were assigned material properties using a number of different approaches.
3.1

Finite element models and material characterization

A CT scan of lower extremities, characterized by pixel size of 0.782mm, was used as a basis for creation of 5 different FE femur models, with the following features:
• Model 1 (Figure 1). Only the external femur surface was reconstructed from CT images. Femur volume was meshed with quadratic tetrahedron elements, using average
edge size of 3mm at the bone surface and fast element growth towards the inside of
the bone. Material mapping was performed in order to assign material properties to all
elements, using the empirically obtained relation between HU values and bone density
(Eq. 1) and relation between bone density and Young's modulus taken from [12] (Eq.
2). Three variations of the model were created, (model 1a, model 1b and model 1c),
using 20, 100 and 300 material definitions, covering the range of Young's modulus
values from 0 to 19GPa.

ρ app [ g =
/ cm 3 ] 0.1957 + 0.001053 HU

(1)

2
] 6950 ⋅ ρ app1.49
E[ N / mm
=

(2)

Figure 1: Cross section of femur FE model, with mapped material properties (model 1)

•

Model 2 (Figure 2). The same external surface that was used to create model 1, was
used as external surface of model 2. In this case the inner surface of the cortical bone
was also constructed. It was done by merging the surface of medullary cavity, reconstructed from CT images, and two surfaces that were offset from external femur surface in epiphyses areas, using offset value of 1 mm. The offset surfaces were created
in order to approximate the thin part of cortical bone that could not be properly reconstructed from CT images. Two zones inside femur model were created, one inside the
inner cortical bone surface, and one between the inner and outer cortical surfaces. The
zoned model was meshed using the same mesh parameters as in the case of model 1.
Material mapping was performed using the same relations that were used for model 1.

Figure 2: Cross section of zoned femur FE model, with mapped material properties (model 2)
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•

Model 3 (Figure 3). Separate zones inside the model were created for cortical bone
and medullary cavity. The volume of spongious bone was divided into a number of
zones, according to usual distribution of trabecular density, as described in [6]. Material characterization was performed by assignment of constant Young's modules to the
elements belonging to cortical bone zone and to the elements belonging to spongious
bone zones (Table 1). A very small value of Young's modulus (1MPa) was also assigned to elements inside medullary cavity, where bone marrow is situated. Material
properties were defined using trial and error approach, in order for model 1 to have the
same value of maximum displacement as model 2.

Figure 3: Cross section of zoned femur FE model, with constant averaged material properties (model 3)

Compared to model 2, model 1 contains larger elements near the surface, each of them partially covering the cortical bone and partially the spongious bone. Model 2 contains considerable smaller elements near the external surface, most of them covering only the cortical bone
and some of them also covering only the small portions of spongious bone.
Boundary conditions and loads were chosen such as to simulate one legged stance, according to [18] (Figure 4).

Figure 4: One of FE femur models with symbolically presented boundary conditions and loads. The points that
were used to monitor analysis results are also shown.

The main goals of the study were defined as follows:
• To compare the results of the analyses obtained using FE models to which material
properties were assigned using either material mapping approach or combined zoningmapping approach (model 1 vs. model 2).
• To compare the results of the analyses performed on FE models which were assigned
material properties in two different ways, by combined zoning - material mapping procedure or by zoning and constant average material properties assignment (model 2 vs.
model 3).
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•
3.2

To indentify some of the ways in which material characterization strategy affects the
results of subject specific FEA of long bones.
Results

Nodal displacement [mm]

Nodal displacements and equivalent Von Misses stress field were monitored over whole
models and especially at selected nodes, shown in Figure 4. Before the study was performed,
the influence of the number of different material definitions to analysis results was investigated using model 1 (Figure 5). Because the results obtained using three different numbers of
material definitions were very similar, the study was continued using only model 1b (containing 100 material definitions), which will in further text be referred to as model 1. In order to
properly compare the results, model 2 was also mapped using 100 material definitions.
5.00
4.00

Mapped 20
Mapped 100
Mapped 300

3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Node number
Figure 5: Magnitude of displacement at selected nodes, obtained by analysis of femur models in which material
properties were defined using 20, 100 or 300 material cards (1a, 1b and 1c).

Although the same material mapping equations were used for models 1 and 2, the difference between nodal displacements obtained using the two models is notable, and it ranges
from 4.7 to some 11.3%, for nodes 1 - 8 (Figure 6). As quadratic elements were used, it was
not expected that mesh size variation alone should produce such a difference. Thus, it is speculated that the observed difference is the consequence of material mapping approach. It is
probable that the larger portion of model 2 was assigned higher values of Young's coefficient
than in the case of model 1. As it contains smaller elements near the surface, material properties averaging process may not have taken into account as large portions of spongious bone as
it did in the case of model 1, where the elements near the surface are larger.
As already mentioned, material properties of model 3 were adjusted, in order to achieve the
same maximal displacement as in the case of model 2, under the same loading conditions
(Figure 7). As it may be seen from the graphic, displacement value at node 1 obtained by FEA
of the two models is the same, but at nodes 2-5 it is noticeably different. That means that the
deformed shape of model 3 is different from deformed shape of model 2. As it may be seen
from Table 1, equivalent Young's modulus of cortical bone (Ecortical=12.7 GPa), that is defined
in order to achieve the same maximal displacement over the model, is quite low considering
the range of values reported for human cortical bone (10.9 - 20.6 GPa) [19]. On the other
hand, the range of Young's modulus values for model 2, which results from material mapping
process, is approximately 0 - 19 GPa. It is hard to determine this range for cortical bone only,
as some elements at epiphyses have gotten smaller modulus values, because tissue density is
averaged based on pixels that partially cover the spongious bone.
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Figure 6: Displacement magnitude at selected nodes, obtained by analysis of models 1 and 2 (mapped material
properties and zoned + mapped material properties)
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Figure 7: Total displacement at selected nodes, for models 2 and 3 (zoned + mapped material properties and
zoned with constant material properties)

The conclusions that may be drawn from comparison of analysis results obtained using
models 2 and 3, are:
• It is hard to determine the average material properties that will be assigned to different
bone segments when zoning approach is used.
• Even if results obtained using local material mapping and zoning / average material
properties assignment approaches are similar in one part of FE model, they may be different in the other part.
• There will always be some error present when zoning / average material properties assignment approach is used, as in reality elastic properties of cortical bone vary from
point to point.
Equivalent stress field obtained by FEA of models 1 - 3 is shown in Figure 8. It is obvious
that numerically obtained stresses at the surface of models 1 and 2 are very similar, while the
stresses at the surface of model 3 are quite different. This difference is the consequence of difference in Young's modulus distribution, which is variable in first two cases, and constant in
the third. On one side, it is more realistic to have variable Young's modulus over the model,
but as the consequence of the nature of material mapping, and especially of averaging techniques used, it happens that for models 1 and 2 the maximal value of stress is located rather
unrealistically, deep under the bone surface.
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Model 2

Model 1

Model 3
Figure 8: Equivalent stress field obtained by FEA of models 1-3

The maximal values of displacement, stress and strain obtained by FEA of all three femur
models are given in Table 1. It may be noticed that the analysis of the zoned model, where
constant averaged material properties were used, yields considerably smaller value of maximal strain.
Femur
model
1a
1b
1c
2
3

Material characterization
Mapped, 20 material definitions
Mapped, 100 material
definitions
Mapped, 300 material
definitions
Zoned + Mapped, 100
material definitions
Zoned, Ecortical=12.7GPa,
Etrabecular=0.07-0.3GPa

Number of
elements

Number
of nodes

Max. displacement
u[mm]

Max. Eq.
Stress
[MPa]

Max.
strain

59 926

98 298

5.50

20.26

0.00192

59 926

98 298

5.49

20.10

0.00202

59 926

98 298

5.49

20.26

0.00201

149 712

217 762

5.24

18.33

0.00200

149 712

217 726

5.25

25.93

0.00839

Table 1: Material characterization, model sizes and maximal values of displacement, stress and strain field variables for various femur models used in the study.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Common sources of geometry material characterization errors in subject specific FEA of
long bones, according to literature and experience of the authors, were identified and discussed in the paper. The study was performed in order to investigate this topic in more depth,
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in which various approaches were used to create a number of subject specific models of human femur. The same boundary conditions were applied to all finite element models used in
the study. Comparison of the obtained results led to the conclusions that follow.
In the presented study, local material mapping approach was compared with zoning / constant material properties approach, as well as with combination of those two. The difference
of up to 11.3% in nodal displacements between mapped and zoned / mapped models was noticed. It is considered to be the consequence of combined influence of material properties averaging technique used during material mapping and size of finite elements located near the
bone surface. The difference in deformed shapes between mapped and zoned models was also
significant, which is the consequence of material characterization approach, as the same mesh
was created on the two compared models. It is concluded that zoning / constant material properties assignment method will always produce a significant error in stress / strain prediction
and that it is hard to estimate an averaged value of Young's modulus which will represent the
elasticity of bone tissue over a whole long bone. A tendency of mapped FEA models to report
the maximal stress values deep beneath the bone surface is also identified as a consequence of
material characterization approach.
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Abstract. The current major scaffold design concepts for bone tissue recovery are characterized by labyrinthine design. Their main shortcomings are low level of permeability for new
growing tissue, poor design adaptability in regard to particular anatomy and required biomechanical conditions during recovery, as well as very demanding post processing after free
form fabrication. In contrast to the most of the existing solutions, latticed scaffold design does
not try to imitate the trabecular structure and rejects the labyrinthine concept. It is characterized by simple 3D latticed support structure, which provides a high level of permeability for
the new growing tissue cells, and in the same time a proper level of bio-adhesiveness. In addition, its design is easy to manage in order to make it follow the particular anatomical shape
and at the same time provide the required elastic properties and structural strength. The paper presents a part of design concept proving process, which is related to stress analysis of
the anatomically shaped lattice scaffold design. The aim of the analysis was to identify functional relation between design parameters and elastic properties of the scaffold. The established relations are crucial for getting optimal values of elastic properties of scaffold that are
required in a specific trauma-fixation case. The design study shown in the paper was done for
the case of lattice scaffold anatomically shaped to the upper part of proximal diaphyseal
trauma of rabbit tibia. Design parameters which were altered within the design study were
lattice’s struts cross-sectional area, density of the struts and angle of the struts intersection.
The analysis showed that structural flexibility of latticelike scaffold may easily be changed
through modification of three selected design parameters. In this way, it is confirmed that the
proposed type of scaffold has an important capability to adapt its elastic properties to the required values, while being able to keep its great permeability and geometrical consistency to
the particular anatomy of trauma region.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For more than 15 years of research, numerous design concepts [1-7] of scaffolds that are
aimed for the bone tissue recovery have been developed. However, there are still challenges
to overcome in an effort to optimize design of the bone tissue scaffolds. Those challenges
arise from the two opposite groups of requirements. The demands of the first group are:
 to provide maximal permeability of the scaffold volume for the new growing tissue
cells,
 to ensure biocompatibility with native tissue,
 to control biodegradability of the scaffold and
 to maximize simplicity of the scaffold fixation and implantation.
The demands of the second group are:
 to achieve the high level of bio-adhesiveness of the scaffold structure elements,
 to provide high level of geometrical, i.e. anatomical consistency (congruency),
 to manage the mechanical properties of the scaffold (e.g. structural strength and
stiffness) to ensure required deformations and
 to ensure high level of design manufacturability.
One of the very important demands is to find the design which is capable of being changed
easily, in order to ensure the required deformations of the scaffold and bone graft. This deformation is crucial for stimulation of the ossification process inside the bone graft but also
between the native tissue and graft. In the cases of large traumas, where it is necessary to
temporarily or permanently substitute the missing piece of the bone, the scaffold has to hold
the bone graft, but also to enable load transfer through its struts. In accordance to that function,
it is very important to be able to manage the mechanical properties of the scaffold by changing its design. Depending on type of trauma and fixation frame that is selected, surgeon
should choose and implant a proper scaffold. Besides the fact that scaffold design should coincide to anatomy of traumatized or missing piece of the bone, it should also provide proper
biomechanical features, e.g. structural stiffness.
A number of studies are reported in literature that are related to investigation or optimization of elastic properties and structural strength of scaffolds, fabricated using various additive
technologies. Most of them are performed on idealized or unit cell scaffold structures, subjected to axial loading, with or without comparison with experimental results. Just a moderate
number of studies are taking into account realistic, physiological loading conditions and the
whole bone-scaffold-fixation frame assembly. In [8] three titanium scaffolds of different porosity were subjected to finite element analysis (FEA), and the results were compared mutually and with experimental ones. While FEA proved to be a good technique for prediction of
elastic properties of the scaffold, the results were notable different from experimental ones.
The reason for this lays in the fact that the real geometry of the scaffold, which was produced
using a rapid prototyping technique, was quite different than idealized scaffold geometry used
in FEA. Similar results were obtained in [9], where polyamide and polycaprolactone scaffolds,
fabricated using selective laser sintering were subjected to tensile and compression tests as
well as to FEA. In [10] both representative volume elements of scaffold and both representative volume elements of bones were subjected to FEA. A good overview of the studies present
in literature so far is given in [11]. In this paper, the suitability of open-porous titanium scaffolds to act as bone scaffolds is tested. A number of scaffold designs with variable porosity
were subjected to axial compression up to the occurrence of structural failure, and the results
were compared to numerically obtained ones. Moreover, in aforementioned study the scaffolds were custom designed to fit a large missing part of femoral bone, and FEA was performed to predict the behavior of all designs variations under physiological loading conditions.
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In all the papers the tendency was present to establish correlations between scaffold design
parameters and its elastic properties. Effective porosity was often used as an universal scaffold design feature, while structural modulus was most often used to characterize resulting
elastic properties of the scaffolds.
The main goal of the studies described in this paper was to prove that elastic properties of
the lattice scaffold may easily be changed to achieve the required mechanical properties,
while keeping its permeability and other favorable features of lattice design described in the
next chapter.
2

LATTICE SCAFFOLD DESIGN CONCEPT

Anatomically shaped latticed scaffold (in further text abbreviation ASLS will be used) is a
new design concept of scaffold aimed to hold implanted bone graft. It is designed in a way to
provide high level of permeability, maximal geometrical congruency to particular anatomy,
manageable design, simple and efficient fixation and high level of manufacturability. One of
the most important objectives of this kind of scaffold is to enable orthopaedic treatment of
large scale trauma and to ensure thorough bone tissue recovery. Striving to that goal, the imperative was to create design which is easy to change and consequently easy to tune its elastic
properties and structural strength. Having this feature the ASLS design could be tailored for
required fixation case i.e. for required load distribution between fixation and traumatized bone
region.
Briefly, ASLS consists of two groups of simple struts (Figure 1). The struts in the first
group follow the geometry of outer wrapping surface of the bone but they also follow the geometry of inner wrapping surface (near the medullary cavity). These wrapping struts form
outer and inner surrounding support of the latticelike structure, which is characterized by
densely interlaced lattice. Yet, this wrapping lattice is still sparse enough to enable easy penetration of vascular and nerve tissue/structures/ to the interior of the bone graft, ensuring the
preconditions for bone tissue growth. The struts of the second group are located in the space
of (future) spongy bone and they connect wrapping lattice structures providing required
strength of the scaffold as a whole.

Figure 1: Design concept of ASLS (Anatomically Shaped Lattice Scaffold)

The second group of the struts is called inner structure of cross-linking struts and it is
characterized by sparsely interlaced lattice than wrapping ones. Low density of the inner
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structure is designed to assure easier and deeper vascularization and innervation of the bone
graft (Figure 2-a). In addition, low density of the ASLS inner structure enables free transformation of the bone graft into the bone tissue as well as its interconnection to the neighboring
healthy bone tissue and muscles. Furthermore, due to the bioadhesive process the crosslinking struts become the carriers and highways for cells colonization (ossification centerlines) .

a)

b)

Figure 2: Bone graft insertion (a) and load distribution schema (b)

Another, very important feature of the ASLS design is its ability to withstand a component
of the mechanical load, which is required to convey by the traumatized bone in order to keep
ossification process within the bone graft active (Figure 2-b). Main component of the mechanical load will be transferred via fixation structure. This requirement imposes optimization of
the ASLS design according to the trauma and fixation case and consequently in regard to the
load that ASLS has to withstand (Figure 2-b). In the following chapter a short study is described, which was performed in order to prove that elastic properties of the proposed lattice
scaffold design may easily be adjusted to the required structural stiffness, which will enable
expected range of displacement. Design flexibility is achieved by modification of principal
design parameters, such as lattice's struts cross-sectional area, density of the struts and angle
of struts intersection.
3

DESIGN STUDIES

For the purpose of present and future design studies, two models of ASLS were created.
Both ASLS samples were designed to match anatomical shape of the upper part of proximal
diaphyseal trauma of rabbit tibia (Figure 3).
The first model was designed to wrap the whole bone’s tube in the defect region (Figure 4).
The main purpose of this model (in further referred to as fully wrapped scaffold), was to study
the sensitivity of elastic properties of lattice design to change of principal design parameters.
Compared to usual scale of the defect found in orthopaedic practice, this scaffold model may
be considered too large and unfeasible.
The second model, showed in Figure 5, is congruent to the realistic shape of bone defect
(Figure 3), and is based on CT images of rabbit tibia. This model was subjected to a load case
that approximately represents physiological loading after the surgery. Then the sensitivity
study similar to first one was performed, in which the struts angle was changed and the response of bone-scaffold assembly obtained.
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Figure 3: ASLS for proximal diaphyseal trauma of rabbit tibia

Figure 4: ASLS for complete envelopment of the bone – fully wrapped ASLS

Figure 5: ASLS for realistic bone defect (D = 8m)

3.1

Sensitivity study of fully wrapped ASLS design elastic properties to principal parameters changes

In order to study the sensitivity of elastic properties of fully wrapped ASLS design (Figure
4) to variations of major design parameters, finite element model was built and positioned between two very stiff cylindrical bodies with parallel inner surfaces. It was then subjected to
axial compression, with the force acting on one of the surfaces, the other one being fixed.
Frictionless contact was defined between the scaffold and two other bodies, using multipoint
constraint approach. Such boundary conditions have been chosen in order to minimize their
effect on scaffold deformation, so that the changes in stress-strain field may be correlated only
to changes in principal design parameters. The values of three different design parameters
(density of the struts, lattice's struts cross-sectional area and angle of struts intersection) were
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changed during the study. In this way, a total of seven scaffold instances, driven by parameters values given in Table 1, were created (Figure 6).
Scaffold porosity, defined according to Eq. (1), was also used, as derived parameter describing scaffold geometry.


Vstr
Scaffold porosity =  1  ×100%
 Vcircumscribed 

(1)

where Vstr is the effective volume of scaffold struts and Vcircumscribed is the volume of approximately cylindrical body circumscribing the scaffold (490.8mm3).
Instance
No.

Struts density
[mm-1]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.67
0.53
0.43
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

Struts diameter
[mm]
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.32
0.48
0.4
0.4

Struts crosssectional area
[mm2]
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.1024
0.23
0.16
0.16

Struts angle
[]
52
52
52
52
52
32
72

Struts effective volume
[mm3]
56.31
46.1236
36.7678
38.94
80.42
53.2
55.82

Porosity
0.885
0.906
0.925
0.921
0.836
0.892
0.886

Table 1: Fully wrapped ASLS instances used in the study, and corresponding parameter values.

Instances 2 and 3, variable struts density

Instances 4 and 5, variable struts cross-sectional area
Instance1

Instances 6 and 7, variable struts angle
Figure 6: Instances of fully wrapped ASLS, obtained by change of principal design parameters.
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Maximal axial displacement ux and maximal equivalent Von-Misses stress VM were monitored as output quantities, as well as structural stiffness KS (Eq. 2) and structural modulus ES
(Eq. 3):

KS 

F
l

(2)

where F is the axial load and l is the change of initial scaffold length,

ES 

F  l0
A  l

(3)

where l0 is the initial scaffold length (10mm) and A is the area of the front surface of approximately cylindrical body circumscribing the scaffold (49.08mm).
Linear elastic material model was used to represent elastic behavior of the scaffold. Scaffold was supposed to be built from Arcam Ti6Al4V titanium alloy, characterized by typical
values of Young's modulus (120GPa), Poisson's ratio (0.36), yield strength (950MPa) and ultimate tensile strength (1020MPa). Hypothetic, extremely stiff, material was used to model
the bodies between which the scaffold is pressed, with Young's modulus set to 1x10 6GPa.
Each of FE model instances was meshed with 10 node quadratic tetrahedron elements, using
average global edge length of 0.2mm. Depending on instance, mesh size varied from 47000 to
105000 elements. Finite element model of the fifth instance is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Finite element model of fully wrapped ASLS.

In order to check if nonlinear behavior is present in scaffold compression, large deflection
effects were initially considered in the analyses and five different load intensities were applied:
20, 40, 60, 80 and 100N. As it may be seen from Figure 8, resulting structural stiffness of the
scaffold, was found to be nearly independent of load intensity, so the study was continued using load intensity of 60N, which was chosen as a representative one in case of long bones of
the rabbit.
Typical results of the analyses conducted within the study, are shown in Figure 9. Complete set of maximal values of axial displacement and equivalent Von-Misses stress, as well as
values of structural stiffness and structural elasticity, obtained numerically for all instances, is
given in Table 2. Maximal values of stress in the scaffold are in all cases well below yield
strength of titanium alloy (950MPa).
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9000
8000
7000

Kx

6000
5000
4000

F=20
F=60
F=100

3000
2000
0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.65

0.70

density

Figure 8: Structural stiffness of fully wrapped ASLS, calculated at three different load intensities. The independence of stiffness from load intensity confirms nearly linear behavior of the structure.

Figure 9: Resulting fields of axial displacement ux and equivalent Von-Misses stress VM, for instances 5 and 1
respectively.
Instance
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ux max [mm]

KS [N/mm]

ES [N/mm2]

0.00703
0.01287
0.02652
0.01447
0.00360
0.03614
0.00282

8537.0
4662.8
2262.1
4145.5
16665.9
1659.8
21282.0

1739.4
950.0
460.9
844.6
3395.7
338.2
4336.2

VM max

[N/mm2]
132.15
217.25
350.46
230.16
212.42
278.81
63.42

Table 2: Output values resulting from design study of fully wrapped ASLS design and calculated quantities.

Based on the complete set of results, sensitivity of structural stiffness and modulus to principal design parameters was estimated. Figure 10 shows that a nearly linear correlation exists
between struts density and structural modulus. Correlation between struts cross-section area
and structural modulus is a bit further from linear one (Figure 11), while the one between
structural modulus and struts angle is noticeably nonlinear (Figure 12).
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1400
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1200
1000

2000
1500

800
600

1000

400

500

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.65

0.70

0.08

0.10

0.12

0.14

0.16

0.18

struts cross-section area

struts density

Figure 11: Sensitivity of structural modulus ES to
change of struts density.

Figure 10: Sensitivity of structural modulus ES to
change of struts density.

In an attempt to find an universal design parameter that could be used to predict the value
of structural modulus of lattice design scaffold, correlation between structural modulus and
porosity was also observed. When all the instances were considered, a meaningful correlation
could hardly be established, as dispersion of modulus values was very large. But, when the
instances 6 and 7, which were obtained by change of struts angle, were not considered in regression analysis, a very close linear fit with a large value of R2 was obtained (Figure 13).
This fact, together with correlation shown in Figure 10, proves that the value of struts angle
has very large effect on structural modulus of lattice scaffold and that the correlation between
those two is highly nonlinear.
18000

5000

Y = -157339.5 X - 148016.19

16000

4000

12000

3000

10000

ES

ES

R-squared=0.9868

14000

2000

8000
6000

1000

4000
2000

0

30

40

50

60

70

0.82

80

Figure 12: Sensitivity of structural modulus ES to
change of struts angle.

3.2

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.92

0.94

Porosity (no struts angle change)

struts angle

Figure 13: Sensitivity of structural modulus ES to
change of porosity (instances with changed struts angle
are not considered).

Sensitivity study of realistic shape lattice scaffold elastic properties to change of
struts angle

Scaffold shape and loads are never as ideal as shown in previous study, in which they were
deliberately simplified to explore the mechanical behavior of fully wrapped ASLS design. To
get a step closer to reality, a more realistic scaffold was modeled and assembled with a model
of rabbit tibia segment, based on CT images. Three assembly instances were created, with
variable struts angle (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Three instances of bone segment-scaffold assembly, in which struts angle was modified to take representative values of 32, 52 and 72 respectively.

Scaffold material was defined in the same way as in the previous study, and bone material
was set to be linear elastic, characterized by mid value of Young's modulus reported in literature [12] for rabbit tibia (22GPa), typical reported Poisson's ratio (0.33) and ultimate tensile
strength (195MPa). Fixation of the scaffold to the bone was approximated by bonded contact
between neighboring surfaces of the two components. To approximate the axial load acting on
the bone, one of the frontal surfaces of the bone was fixed, while equally distributed load of
60N was applied to the other (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Finite element model of bone segment-scaffold assembly. Boundary condition and load shown in the
picture are defined on front surfaces of the bone segment.

Typical results of the analyses conducted within the study, are shown in Figure 16 and
Figure 17.

Figure 16: Total deformation and equivalent stress field on bone segment - scaffold assembly. Struts angle is set
to 32.
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Figure 17: Equivalent stress field on bone and scaffold shown separately. Struts angle is set to 72.

From previous images it may be seen that maximum value of equivalent stress in the scaffold (88.8MPa at struts angle of 72) is much lower than Yield strength of titanium alloy
(950MPa). The same is true for maximal stress in the bone (12.5MPa at struts angle of 72),
which is well below ultimate bone strength (195MPa). Correlation between struts angle and
defect length dilatation obtained during the study is shown in Figure 18.

Defect length
ld

defect length dilatation [mm]

0.0035
0.0030
0.0025
0.0020
0.0015
0.0010
30

40

50

60

70

80

struts angle [deg]

Figure 18: Bone defect length dilatation vs. struts angle.

As in the previous study, conducted on the fully wrapped ASLS design, it is obvious that
struts angle is the design parameter which has a major influence on elastic properties of lattice
scaffold. Moreover, the correlation between struts angle and structural stiffness of the scaffold
is noticeably nonlinear, which is probably due to the fact that axial compression of the struts
starts to dominate over other deformation modes as struts direction gets closer to load axis (in
this case at struts angle of 90).
4

CONCLUSIONS

Design studies described in the paper showed that the design concept of anatomically
shaped lattice scaffold enables the easy control of scaffold’s stiffness by changing the three
main design parameters: density and cross-sectional area of the struts and angle of struts intersection. In current research a scaffold design was studied that was anatomically shaped according to the upper part of proximal diaphyseal trauma of rabbit tibia. Furthermore, the
design study helped to determine functional relationships between these three design parameters and mechanical properties of the scaffold structure. Knowing these dependencies, it is
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much easier to properly customize the design of ASLS and to pair it with a fixation frame, in
order to ensure a proper load distribution between fixation and scaffold as well as to keep the
ossification process active inside the bone graft. Thus, it may be concluded that customization
of ASLS design to the particular anatomy of a traumatized piece of the bone as well as to the
requested load distribution, improves tissue recovery.
Finally, the results of these design studies call for the research of new materials, which will
have to be equivalently strong as titanium, but will be characterized by controllable biodegradability.
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Abstract. The present study is an application of Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) on the numerical modeling of aeration systems of uncontrolled landfills. More
specifically, the CFD algorithms provided by the commercial solver ANSYS Fluent
14.5, combined with an in-house source code developed to complement the main
solver was used. Coupling the multiphase flow with a biochemical algorithm, the
complex biochemical process of organic solid waste stabilization using aeration was
simulated. Air was considered to enter the solid waste region which was partially
saturated, using aeration wells. Multiphase flow both for the air and liquid phase was
simulated taking into consideration the oxygen (O2) transfer across phases.
Unsaturated flow effects, such as capillary pressure and unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity, were taken into consideration during the simulation using proper
functions that were included in the main solver. After the initial model set up, a
sensitivity analysis for basic biochemical parameters was implemented, examining the
effect of various kinetic parameters variation. Moreover, pilot scale simulations were
performed. The results obtained were in good agreement with corresponding previous
experimental and computational results of the literature. Finally, a case study was
simulated for a hypothetical landfill aeration well.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Landfill aeration is the process in which air is inserted in the mass of solid waste, usually via
passive or forced aeration wells, in order to reduce its biodegradable organic load. During last
decades, aeration systems have been globally used as a quick, effective and low-emission
technology for the aerobic biological stabilization of landfills [1]. Although many studies have
reported the successful use of this method presenting the results of its application in the field [17], knowledge gaps for the effective design of these systems still remain due to the fact that its
design is still based on preliminary pilot-scale field experiments and former practical experience
[8]. Cossu et al. [7] tried to use flow modeling, combined with corresponding pilot experimental
data, in order to define the radius of influence of aeration wells in the field.
Numerous models are available in the literature concerning the modeling of aerobic
biodegradation processes of organic solid waste, however only few of them are time and space
integrated by means of being able to capture the space and time variation of the examined
quantities. Moreover, most of these studies do not refer to landfill aeration, investigating other
aerobic processes, such as composting, which is a similar process for organic solid waste
treatment and stabilization. Thus, previous experience can be used for the assessment of the
method of landfill aeration. This is very important due to the lack of an extensive research on
biodegradation process kinetics of landfill aeration in the literature.
Biochemical kinetics of aerobic biodegradation processes, such as composting and landfill
aeration are affected by various environmental parameters as [9, 10]: (1) temperature, (2)
moisture, (2) oxygen concentration, (3) free air space and (4) pH. Extensive reviews are available
in the literature [9-11] concerning the used of different kinetics for the description of aerobic
biodegradation of organic solid waste as well as for the correction factors used in order to take into
consideration the effect of the aforementioned environmental parameters.
Only a few simulation models in the literature describe temporal and spatial variations of
aerobic degradation of organic solid waste as well as the flow field properties. However, Bari and
Koenig [12, 13], using a multi-layer (1-D) model and experimental investigations for a forced
aeration composting process, proved that this kind of spatial variations for the temperature and
biodegradable volatile solid fields really exist. El-Fadel et al. [14-16], in their work, presented one
of the first temporally and spatially dynamic model for the simulation of the generation and
transport of gas during the anaerobic biodegradation of organic solid waste in a landfill. The
“Landfill Degradation And Transport” of the Waste Management Research Group of the
University of Southampton (UK) [17] is one of the first models that have been used in order to
simulate the biodegradation of organic solid waste for both anaerobic [18, 19] and aerobic [20, 21]
conditions. The LDAT model combines a multi-component biodegradation model with a fluid
mechanics solver for the flow field calculations.
The present study is an application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) on the simulation
of organic solid waste stabilization using aeration systems. A multiphase model is used in order to
simulate the flow of gaseous and liquid phases. Unsaturated flow effects, such as capillary suction
and hydraulic conductivity variation due to moisture degree saturation, were also taken into
consideration. Moreover, oxygen ( O2 ) transport in both liquid and gaseous phases was simulated
using proper advection-dispersion-reaction equations whilst the oxygen mass transfer across the
phases due to its concentration gradient was also simulated. Energy equations were solved in order
to calculate the temperature field as well as the heat generation due to the organic solid waste
biodegradation and the other biochemical processes, which were included as source/sink terms in
the energy conservation equations. Finally, the concentrations of the biodegradable organic solid
waste and biomass were calculated solving proper biochemical kinetics, which were coupled with
the main fluid flow solver. For the solution of the aforementioned equations, the commercial
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solver ANSYS Fluent 14.5 [22] was used combined with an in-house source code which includes
the biochemical model to simulate the organic solid waste stabilization and biomass production, as
well as some additional terms of the flow equations that alter the main commercial CFD solver.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

For the simulation of multiphase flow during landfill aeration, the Control or Finite Volume
approach was used which is included in the commercial solver ANSYS Fluent 14.5, combined
with an in-house code which was developed in ANSI C programming language and the "User
Defined Functions" (UDFs) macros, which are included in the main CFD solver. The developed
model aims to: (1) simulate the air-water flow in the unsaturated porous media of solid waste, (2)
simulate the oxygen transport in both the phases (air and water) modeling the oxygen mass
transfer across the interphase of the phases, (3) simulate the temperature variations due to the heat
production and consumption due to the biochemical processes of the model and (4) simulate
concentration of the organic solid waste and of the biomass using proper biochemical kinetics
combined with some correction factors which include the effect of the environmental parameters,
such as the temperature and the oxygen concentration on the biochemical reaction rates.
More specifically, our in-house subroutines define the capillary pressure effect for the water
momentum equation, calculate the hydraulic conductivity of each phase as a function of moisture
saturation, define the transport mechanism for the oxygen mass transfer across phases as well as
the sink/source term due to the biochemical reaction of the organic solid biodegradation, calculate
the temporal and spatial variations of the biodegradable organic solid waste and biomass including
the effect of environmental factors and define proper source/sink terms in the energy equations, in
order to estimate the temperature field and variation for each phase.
2.1 Flow equations
Both phases (air and water) were assumed to follow the Navier-Stokes-Brinkman equations
for the momentum conservation in each CV which is an extended Darcy’s model for an "EulerEuler" multiphase approach [22] used for unsaturated flow:
 aq q Vq
q
(1)
  aq q Vq Vq   aqP     aq q g  aq2
Vq   aqPc
t
kkr
where ε is the total porosity of the medium [dimensionless], αq is the volume fraction of q phase
[m3/m3], ρq is the density of q phase [kg/m3], Vq is the Darcy velocity of q phase [m/sec], P is the
pressure [Pa], τ shear stress [Pa], g is the acceleration of the gravity [m/sec2], μq is the dynamic
viscosity of q phase, k is the intrinsic or saturated permeability of q phase [m2], kr is the relative
permeability [dimensionless] and Pc [Pa] is the capillary pressure. Relative permeability was
calculated using the van Genuchten formulation [23]:
kr  Se0.5 (1  (1  Se1  ) )2

for the aquatic phase and:

(2)
(3)

kr  (1  Se )0.5 (1  Se1  )2

for the gaseous phase, where Se is the saturation calculated as:
a a
Se  w wr
aws  awr

(4)
where aw is the volume fraction of water, awr is the residual saturation, aws is the maximum
1
saturation, and α [1/m], β and γ are the van Genuchten constants, where   1  . The term
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 aqPc for the capillary pressure effect was included only in the wetting phase and was calculated
using the van Genuchten [23] – Mualem [24] formula:
1

 g  1 
Pc   w   
   Se 


1


 1



(5)

where ρw is the liquid phase density [kg/m ].
A continuity equation was solved for the air phase:
 aq q
  aq q Vq   Sq
(6)
t
where Sq is the mass source/sink term, whilst water volume fraction was calculated using the
equation for the sum of volume fraction of all phases (that equals unit):
(7)
 ai  1
3

i  gas ,liquid

Oxygen mass transfer was simulated using a standard advection-dispersion-reaction equation
for each phase [22]:
 aq qC pq
  aq qC pq Vq   aq q J  S p
(8)
t
where C pq is the oxygen concentration in q phase [kgC/kgq] , Sp is the sink/source term of oxygen
mass due to its consumption due to organic solid waste biodegradation as well as due to its mass
transfer across the phases’ interface and J the dispersion term calculated as:

J   D C pq
(9)
2
where D is the dispersion coefficient [m /sec].
The reason of the oxygen mass transfer across air and water is its concentration gradient across
them, namely the difference between the real and the equilibrium oxygen concentration which was
calculated, using Henry's Law:

H c (T ) 

C peql

(10)

C peqg

where H c (T ) is the dimensionless form of Henry's constant,
concentration of p species in water (liquid phase),

C peqg

C peql is

the equilibrium

is the equilibrium concentration of p

species in air (gaseous phase). Henry's constant can be calculated according to the following
equation [25]:

H H (T )  H HTo  exp(  (

1 1
 ))
 

(11)

T
where H Ho is the dimensioned Henry’s constant [Μ/atm] at To [oK] temperature, αΗ is the

constant of exponential decrease [οΚ] and Τ is the Temperature [oK]. In the present study, αΗ
T
equals 1800 οΚ [25] while H Ho for O2 equals 1.30×10-3 Μ/atm at 25 οC [25].
Thus, oxygen mass transfer rate between the phases' interphase was calculated as [26, 27]:

Rpq p  a p  p K pq p  C peqp  C pp 
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where R pq p is the mass flux of p species from phase q to phase p (with Rpq p   Rqp p ), a p is the
volume fraction of phase p [m3/m3], ρp is the density of p phase [kg/m3], K pq p is the mass transfer
rate of p species from phase q to phase p [1/sec],

C peqp

is the equilibrium concentration of p

species in phase p [kgC/kgp] and C Cp is the concentration of p species in the phase p [kgC/kgp].
Finally, for each phase an energy equation wass solved:
 aq q hq
P
  aq q hq Vq   aq q
  q : Vq   qq  Sq
(13)
t
t
where hq is the specific enthalpy of q phase [J/kgq] and Sq is the sink/source term of energy which
includes the energy production/consumption due to biochemical processes, calculated based on the
enthalpies of Table 1 and the reaction rates of the biochemical reaction (see paragraph 2.2) and the
heat transfer across phases which is using the Ranz and Marshal's model [28, 29] for the
estimation of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient [W/m2] between the phases.
α/α Species

Molecular Enthalpy of
Weight
formation1

Symbol

1

Solid Waste

2

Oxygen

3

Carbon dioxide

4

Water

5

Ammonia

6
7

Ammonium ion
Hydrogen ion

8

Biomass

9

Glucose
1
in kJ/kg

C6 H9O3.56 N0.32

142.44

-15073.4

O2
CO2
H 2O
NH 3

32

-365.94

44

-9528.64

18

-15879.40

NH 4

17

-4722.94

18
1

-7361.11
0.0

99

-13790.9

180

-7061.11

H
C5 H 7 NO2

C6 H12O6

Reference
[17]
[30]
[31]
[30]
[30]
[30]
[30]
[17]
[31]

Table 1: Molecular Weight and enthalpy of formation for the used species.

2.2 Biodegradation kinetics
The system of biochemical equations taken into consideration in the model is presented below,
starting with the chemical equation for the biodegradable solid waste [32]:

Ca HbOc Nd 

 4a  b  2c  3d  O
4

2

Biomass

 aCO2 

b  3d  H O  dNH
2

2

3

(14)

where a, b, c and d are constants referred to waste chemical composition. The chemical equation
for bacteria growth is [20]:
O2
 aC5 H 7 NO2  (5b  20d  a  10c)H   (5c  2a) H 2O (15)
5Ca HbOc Nd  (a  5d ) NH 4 
The chemical equation for the biomass death is [20, 33]:
C5 H7 NO2  3H2O  H  
 5 / 6C6 H12O6  NH4
(16)
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For the purpose of the present study, the chosen values for these constants were 6, 9, 3.56 and 0.32
[34].
Two kinds of biochemical kinetics were used in the present study in order to estimate the
biochemical reaction rate of equation (14): (1) Monod kinetics and (2) first-order kinetics. The
Monod equation is [10, 14-16, 20]:

SS 

dCS
CS
  km
CB
dt
K S  CS

(17)

where S S is the solid waste biodegradation rate [kg/m3-sec], CS is the concentration of the
biodegradable solid waste [kg/m3], t is the time [sec], km is the maximum biodegradation constant
[sec-1], K S is the half saturation constant for the solid waste [kg/m3] and CB is the biomass
concentration in the waste matrix [kg/m3]. The first order kinetics is expressed as [9, 10]:
dC
SS  S  k CS
(18)
dt
where k  is the effective/corrected biodegradation rate [sec-1].
The biochemical reaction rates of equations (14) and (15) were coupled using the concept of
the yield coefficient according to which:

SS 

dCS S B 1 dCB


dt
Ys Ys dt

(19)

where S B is the biomass production rate [kg/m3-sec] and YS is the yield coefficient which
connects kinetics of biodegradable solid waste and biomass [kgB m3-sec/ kgS m3-sec].
As it was mentioned in the introduction, temperature, moisture, oxygen concentration, free air
space and pH are the main environmental parameters that alter the biochemical reaction rate of
organic solid waste biodegradation. Thus, correction factors for temperature and oxygen were
used for both the Monod and the first-order kinetics. Although correction factors for the free air
space and the moisture were not applied, the volume fraction of the examined fluids (water and
air) change during the simulation as the fluids move and thus alter the concentration of oxygen
and the temperature field including that effect in the model. Finally, pH correction factor is not
considered in the present study.
In order to simulate the effect of temperature on biochemical kinetics of the organic solid waste
biodegradation, the cardinal temperatures correction factor of Rosso et al. [35] was used:
2
T  Tmax   T  Tmin 

(20)
ktemp 
Topt  Tmin   Topt  Tmin   T  Topt   Topt  Tmax   Topt  Tmin  2T 
where Tmin , Tmax and Topt are the cardinal temperatures, namely the minimum, maximum and
optimal temperatures for the aerobic biodegradation [oC or oK] and T is the temperature [oC or
o
K].
The corresponding correction factor for the oxygen concentration was assumed to be [10, 36]:
CO2
(21)
kO2 
KO2  CO2
where CO is the concentration of oxygen [kg/m3] and K O is the half saturation constant for
oxygen [kg/m3].
Finally, the following equation was used for the estimation of biomass decay rate, SD, of
equation (16):
2

2
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S D  kd ktemp2 CB

(22)

where kd is the bacterial decay rate in [sec-1] and ktemp2 is the correction factor of temperature for

the decay rate, calculated according to the following equation [37]:
ktemp2  2.142 104 T 2  2.356 102 T  1.348 (5oC<T<75oC)

(23)

2.3 Model assumptions and solution methods
All the above equations were solved with the assumptions that flow and mass transfer in the
landfill can be described as a porous media flow, according to equations of paragraph 2.2. Solid
waste porous media was considered to be rigid (not-deformable), flow was considered to be
incompressible, fluids and porous media were assumed to be in thermal equilibrium, biomass and
biodegradable solid waste was considered to be in fixed position and biodegradation was
considered to take place in the liquid phase.
For the solution of the aforementioned equations, the commercial solver ANSYS Fluent 14.5
was used. More specifically, the used solver was "pressure based" with first-order numerical
schemes for the spatial and temporal discretization while velocity-pressure coupling was achieved
using the "phase coupled SIMPLE" algorithm [22]. All the equations for the biochemical process
were solved implicitly, while the coupling with the flow equation was achieved using sink/source
terms. The convergence criterion for the calculations was set at 10-12.

3

RESULTS

The research group of the University of Southampton examined the solid waste aeration in a
rectangular container (24 m long, 8 m wide and 3 m deep) [17, 20, 21]. This geometry is
reproduced in two dimensions (Figure 1). Air was assumed to enter the container through a 2 m
inlet at the bottom of the geometry (red line of Figure 1), which was simulated as a "pressure
inlet" boundary condition whilst the top of the geometry was considered open ("pressure outlet",
blue line of Figure 1). Finally walls of the container were considered impermeable ("non-slip
wall" boundary condition, black line of Figure 1).
The chemical formula of the examined organic solid waste was assumed to be
C6 H9O3.56 N0.32 [34]. Concerning the hydraulic properties of solid waste, the intrinsic
permeability and porosity of solid waste were assumed to be 10.23×10-11 m2 and 0.50, van
Genuchten’s constants α, β, and γ were assumed to be 0.5, 2 and 0.8 respectively [17] and the
relative saturation of the waste was assumed to be 0.20 [38]. Moreover, the used values for the
biochemical modeling are available at Table 2.
The relative pressure at the bottom of geometry (inlet) was gradually increased from 40 Pa at
the beginning of the simulation to 500 Pa at t = 0.4 days. The simulation period was set at 1.5
days. Pressure field variation over time is presented in Figure 2 for t = 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 h, while
directions of velocity vectors at steady state (after t = 0.4 days) are shown in Figure 3. The ability
of the present model to capture time-dependent boundary conditions can be useful during hybrid
aeration process simulation, in which wells alter their operation during their use acting as
positive/negative pressure wells.
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Figure 1. Examined two-dimensional geometry from [17, 20, 21]

Parameter
Maximum biodegradation rate for Monod kinetics
Maximum biodegradation rate for 1st order kinetics
Minimum temperature for biodegradation
Optimum temperature for biodegradation
Maximum temperature for biodegradation
Biodegradable solid waste half saturation constant
Oxygen half saturation constant
Biomass decay rate
Yield Coefficient

Table 2: Values

Value
1 day-1
0.05 day-1
5 oC
58.6 oC
71.6 oC
1 kg/m3
0.007×10-3 kg/m3
0.05 day-1
0.1
kgB m3-sec/
kgS m3-sec

Reference
[39]
Estimated from
data of [20]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[20]
[36]
[39]
[21]

of biochemical parameters of the used kinetics in the present study.
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Figure 2. Relative pressure distribution [Pa]

Figure 3. Directional velocity vectors
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Rees-White et al. [20] used the "LDAT" model in order to simulate solid waste aeration in a
3m stack, presenting corresponding experimental investigations of the temperature field. In Figure
4, computational results of the present model for temperature versus time, using both Monod and
fist-order kinetics are shown and compared against reported data of previous investigations [20].
Hydraulic parameters were assumed to be the same as in the previous box aeration simulation and
biochemical parameters were assumed to be those of Table 2. Initial biodegradable solid waste
concentration was considered to be 200 kg / m3 , while initial aerobic biomass concentration was
set at 1 kg / m3 , oxygen concentration in air was 0.177 kg / m3 and temperature was 21.3 oC.
Simulation period was 2.5 days. It is shown that the present model' s results are close to the
previous experimental and computational results from Rees-White et al. [20].

Figure 4. Temperature results of the present model versus experimental
and computational results of Rees-White et al. [20]
Using the geometry of Figure 3, a sensitivity analysis for basic biochemical parameters was
conducted using the same initial values. In order to compare the results a monitoring point at the
center of the geometry was considered (X = 4 m and Y = 1.5 m), while boundary conditions are
again the same.
As it is mentioned in paragraph 2.2, the biodegradation rate of organic solid waste is affected
by temperature according to equation (20). In Figure 5, the results of biodegradable solid waste
concentration and temperature versus time are presented for various values of maximum
biodegradation rate constant. Maximum biodegradation rate seems to affect the time instant, when
the maximum temperature is reached. After the maximum temperature is reached, relatively slow
biodegradation rates occur for all the km values. A 25% increase of km value results in a decrease
of 0.20 days for the time needed to reach the maximum temperature, while a 50% decrease of its
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value results in a 0.30-day earlier reach of the maximum temperature. On the other hand, when km
decreases by 25 and 50% a delay of 0.5 and 1 day respectively is observed.
In Figure 6, results of biodegradable solid waste concentration and temperature are shown for
various values of oxygen half saturation constant. The model is more sensitive to maximum
biodegradation rate than to oxygen half saturation, thus, a 50% increase of K O2 results in a 0.1

days delay to reach the maximum temperature, while a 50% decrease of K O2 results in a relatively
insignificant effect on the results.
In Figure 7, the effect of the value of biodegradable solid waste half saturation constant on
biodegradable solid waste concentration and the temperature is shown. An 100% increase of the
solid waste half saturation constant has almost no-effect on the results compared to the results of
the default values. An 1000% increase (10× K S ) of solid waste half saturation constant has again
small effect on the results presenting probably the need of more accurate experimental
investigation of K S , as small K S values compared to biodegradable solid waste concentration CS
result in zero order kinetics.

Figure 5. Biodegradable solid waste concentration (black lines) and temperature (gray lines)
results for various maximum biodegradation rates
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Figure 6. Biodegradable solid waste concentration (black lines) and temperature (gray lines)
results for various oxygen half saturation constants

Figure 7. Biodegradable solid waste concentration (black lines) and temperature (gray lines)
results for various biodegradable solid waste half saturation constants
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Finally, a hypothetical case of an aeration well was examined in order to define its radius of
influence. The aeration well with an internal diameter of 15 cm was assumed in the middle of a
20.0 m×20.0 m domain. The intrinsic permeability of the solid waste was assumed to be 10×10-11
m2, porosity 0.33 whilst van Genuchten’s constants α, β, and γ were assumed to be 0.5, 2 and 0.8
[17] respectively. Initial free pore moisture was assumed to be 23%. The applied relative pressure
difference at the inlet was 5000 Pa.
Cossu and Cestaro [40] defined the radius of influence of an aeration well, assuming a low
limit of 2 cmH2O pressure. Applying the present model with the same down radius pressure limit,
a radius of influence of 7.5 m was determined (Figure 8), In addition to the pressure-based zone of
influence, Cossu and Cestaro [40] defined "an alternative" well radius of influence based on a
limit of 13-14% for oxygen concentration. In our case, an oxygen-based radius of influence of
11.2 m was determined, using the same limit of 13-14% (~0.186 kg/m3) for oxygen concentration
(Figure 9). This is a value in the range of 10-14 m that was investigated from previous researchers
[40].

R

Figure 8. Relative pressure difference in a single well [Pa]
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R'

Figure 9. Oxygen concentration [kg/m3] results and directional velocity vectors

4

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, a computational model for the simulation of the aeration process of solid
waste was developed. Computational Fluid Dynamics techniques and the algorithms included in
the commercial solver ANSYS Fluent 14.5 were used. An in-house code was developed to alter
the main solver and simulate the complex biochemical processes of landfill aeration. The
computational investigation of some applications was conducted and the following conclusions
were drawn:
 The present model uses a highly adaptable approach, which allows the use of multiple
hydraulic properties for the porous media (including the capillary effect) and multiple
biochemical kinetics (1st-order and Monod) and correction factor for the estimation of the
effect of the environmental parameters (temperature, oxygen concentration etc).
 After a quantitative comparison, the model seems to predict accurately the temperature
measured in previous works.
 The sensitivity analysis showed the high dependence of the biodegradation rate on
temperature. The model is more sensitive to maximum biodegradation rate than to oxygen half
saturation constant. Finally, the need for a more accurate experimental determination of the
organic solid waste half saturation constant was emphasized.
 The model proved to be a useful tool for the estimation of the radius of influence for an
aeration well using both pressure and oxygen concentration for its definition.
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Concluding, it has to be noted that simulation of solid waste aeration is a relatively new
research area, having most of the current modeling approaches to be "batch" or "point" models.
Thus, the present study tried to focus on the development and application of a computational
model that would combine a fluid flow model for the complex multiphase flow of water and air
with a biochemical model for the biodegradation of the organic solid waste, aiming to bring the
simulation of aeration systems from the area of research to engineering practice.
5
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Abstract. This paper reports the result on elastic buckling and vibration behaviors of singlewalled carbon nanocones (SWCNCs) having the potential usage in atomic force microscope
and scanning tunneling microscope tips. The modeling work employs the molecular mechanics based finite element approach in which Euler-Bernoulli beam element formulations are
used with consistent mass matrix. Free-free, free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary
conditions are considered in vibration analysis of SWCNCs; on the other hand, axial compression and bending loading conditions are taken into account in elastic buckling behavior
of SWCNCs. The effects of cone height and disclination or apex angles on the buckling force
and natural frequencies of SWCNCs are investigated. Vibration analysis results indicate that
the natural frequency decreases with increasing cone height in all types of SWCNCs, whereas
it increases as the disclination angle increases. Buckling analysis results indicate that as the
disclination angle increases, the critical buckling load increases in axial compression loading
and decreases in bending loading. In addition, it is observed that bending loading is more
critical than axial compression loading for buckling behavior of SWCNCs if the disclination
angle increases.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the experimental detection of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 [1], extensive studies have been conducted on its extraordinary properties and researchers have been interested
in other carbon based nanostructures such as graphene sheets (GSs), fullerenes and carbon
nanocones (CNCs). CNCs are conical graphitic structures and have very promising mechanical, electrical and thermal properties [2-7]. Ge and Sattler [8] first proposed that five apex angles such as 19.2°, 38.9°, 60°, 86.6° and 123.6° can be used to distinguish CNCs . Krishnan et
al. [9] verified the existence of the five types of CNCs experimentally. CNCs are suited for
high resolution and/or high intensity applications due to its small size, high stiffness and conical geometry; thus, it can be used as scanning probe tips (i.e., atomic force microscope (AFM)
and scanning tunneling microscope (STM) probes), electron field emitters and in nanoindentation applications [9-13].
Understanding the mechanical behavior of CNCs is important and very useful in designing
the components having nanocone structures. Experimental measurements for prediction of the
mechanical properties of CNCs are very difficult and costly. Thus, computational tools are
widely used to characterize mechanical properties of CNCs [6, 7, 14-17, 28]. Kumar et al. [6]
investigated the Young’s and shear modulus of CNCs employing second-generation reactive
empirical bond-order potential. Wei et al. [7] examined the elastic and plastic properties of
SWCNCs by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Tsai and Fang [14] and Liew et al.
[15] analyzed the buckling behavior of CNCs by using MD simulations. Liao et al. [16] investigated tensile and compressive behaviors of open-tip CNCs employing MD simulations. Abadi et al. [17] studied free vibrational properties of CNCs based on a nonlocal continuum shell
model. Atomistic based finite element (FE) modeling approaches have been used to analyze
CNCs and other carbon based structures in many recent works in literature due to its computational time and cost advantages. Odegard et al. [18] developed a model that links the molecular mechanics and solid mechanics, which is established by equating the molecular potential
energy terms with the mechanical strain energy of a representative volume element of a continuum model. Li and Chou in the works [19-22] developed a similar approach to model
CNTs and GSs similar to space-frame structures and investigated the elastic, vibrational and
buckling characteristics of CNTs and/or GSs. Cantilevered and bridged single walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs) are taken into account to predict fundamental frequencies of SWCNTs
[21] that are found to be in the range of 10 GHz –1.5 THz. Both axial compression and bending loading conditions are considered in the elastic buckling behavior of the CNTs in [22]
where buckling forces are reported to be in the range of ~0.1– 39 nN. Li and Chou [22] reported that the buckling load in axial compression is higher than bending load. Tserpes and
Papanikos [23] introduced an atomistic FE method based on the approach of Li and Chou [19]
to model CNTs by using commercial FE codes; they identified the C-C bond thickness d,
Young’s modulus E and shear modulus G by using the AMBER force model [19]. By using
the methods developed by Li and Chou [19] and Tserpes and Papanikos [23]; Hashemnia et
al. [24] and Sakhaee-Pour et al. [25] examined natural frequencies and mode shapes of single-layered graphene sheets (SLGSs) and Sakhaee-Pour et al. [25] predicted fundamental frequencies of SLGSs with equivalent lengths that are found to be in the range of 2.4 GHz – 3.5
THz; Sakhaee-Pour et al. [26] studied natural frequencies and mode shapes SWCNTs; Sakhaee-Pour [27] analyzed elastic buckling of SLGSs; Lee and Lee [28] studied vibrational behaviors of SWCNTs and SWCNCs, and predicted fundamental frequencies of SWCNCs below
20 GHz with a cone having the height of 20 Ǻ; Mir et al. [29] studied natural frequencies and
mode shapes of SWCNTs; Cheng et al. [30] and Fan et al. [31] examined mechanical properties of CNTs such as Young’s modulus, shear modulus, natural frequency and buckling load;
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Avila et al. [32] analyzed elastic and vibrational properties of GSs and CNTs; we studied twoand three-dimensional modal and transient analyses of SLGSs in [33]. In the works [19 -27,
29, 30-33], Euler-Bernoulli beam elements are used to represent bond interactions between CC atoms in GSs, CNTs and CNCs. In addition, in the works [20, 21, 24-26, 28, 31,32] studying the vibrations of GSs, CNTs and CNCs, the global mass matrix is derived based on the
assumption that the carbon nuclei masses are concentrated at the joints of the frame structure
in GSs, CNTs and CNCs, and lumped mass matrix for the beam elements is used. On the other hand, consistent mass matrices for Euler-Bernoulli beam elements are used in the studies
[29, 33]. In Mir et al. [29], density of beam elements is selected to be the density of continuum model of GSs (i.e., 2300 kg/m3) in the MM models (i.e., see Table 1). However, due to
this assumption, the total mass of the MM model is different from the mass of the original
structure which also affects the associated natural frequencies. In the work [33], equivalent
density parameter for the beam elements is derived by using the equivalency of natural frequencies of the MM model and continuum plane-stress FE model of SLGSs that is found to
be 5500 kg/m3. It is noteworthy that transient dynamics analyses can be performed by using
Newmark method due to the advantages of consistent mass matrix which does not yield singularity in numerical integrations. On the other hand, Scarpa and Adhikari [34,35] proposed a
beam model considering the shear deformation effects and they found the C-C bond thickness
d , Poisson’s ratio ν, Young’s modulus E and shear modulus G by using the AMBER force
model constants [19]. Both of the models in Li and Chou [19] and Scarpa and Adhikari [34]
yield the same deformation results as the structural mechanics stiffness constants in the
AMBER force model are equal [33] if the corresponding element properties are used given in
Table 1. Lee and Lee [28] used Timoshenko beam element formulations which include shear
deformation effects but they employed Euler-Bernoulli beam element constants (i.e., see Table 1) [23]; this assumption affects the natural frequencies of SWCNC that are found to be
lower than those of Euler-Bernoulli beam elements. If shear deformation effects are considered, parameters of shear beam formulations given in Scarpa and Adhikari [34, 35] should be
used.
Even though there are some studies on nanocones, no study exists on buckling behavior of
SWCNCs by using atomic based FE approach. In addition, Lee and Lee [28] studied of vibrations of SWCNCs; however, they did not examine the effects of cone height and used Timoshenko beam formulations with Euler-Bernoulli beam parameters which may lead to lower
modal frequencies than actual values. Motivated by these facts, vibration and elastic buckling
analysis of SWCNCs are completed by using the MM based FE approach [19, 23] where Euler-Bernoulli beam elements with consistent mass matrix are used. In vibration analysis of
SWCNCs, free-free, free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions are considered.
Axial compression and bending loading conditions are taken into account in the elastic buckling behavior of the SWCNCs. In all analyses, the disclination angles of 120°, 180° and 240°
are used while the cone height is varying.
2
2.1

FE MODEL OF SWCNCs
Structures of SWCNCs

The GSs are the basic structural elements of CNTs, CNCs and fullerenes, and their geometry is uniquely determined. However, a lot of possibility exists for CNTs (i.e., armchair, zigzag and chiral types CNTs) and CNCs having five possible closed cone structures that can be
constructed by using GSs [36, 37]. By rotating a fragment of GSs in multiples of 60°, we obtain the original structure due to the hexagonal symmetry of GSs that is the only way to generate smoothly joined CNC by folding over a GS and the overlaps are called the disclinations.
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Folding over a GS in this manner, creates five possible closed distinct CNC structures and the
apex angles of a cone can be calculated as follows [38]
α = 2 arcsin(1 −

θ
360

)

(1)

where θ is the disclination angle in degrees. Taking θ as 60°, 120°, 180°, 240° and 300°, the
apex angles of CNCs are calculated 112.9°, 83.6°, 60°, 38,9° and 19.2°, respectively. The
CNTs can be seen as a special case of the CNCs with a zero apex angle.

Figure 1: The cone sheet with the dislocation angle of 240° corresponding to the cone with apex angle of
38.9° SWCNC and its equivalent FE model.

Figure 1 shows the cone sheet with the dislocation angle of 240° corresponding to the cone
with apex angle of 38.9° SWCNC and its equivalent FE model. Other types of SWCNCs and
FE models can be produced in a similar way as shown in Figure 1. The larger the apex angle
of a SWCNC, the larger the bottom radii and number of atoms.
2.2

Application of atomistic FE modeling approach to SWCNCs

For the simulation of vibration and elastic buckling behaviors of SWCNCs, an atomistic
FE modeling approach is used. When carbon based nanostructures such as GSs, CNTs and
CNCs are subjected to external forces, the positions of the atomic nuclei are controlled by the
covalent bonds between C-C atoms. Hence, the deformation pattern of these nanostructures is
very similar to deformation of the frame structures. To this end, SWCNCs are modeled as 3-D
space frame-like structures in simulations and a covalent bond between two carbon atoms is
represented by an Euler-Bernoulli beam element having consistent mass matrices (i.e., see
Figure 1). The element stiffness matrix and consistent mass matrix for a 3-D Euler-Bernoulli
beam element are given by Equations (2) and (3), respectively.
 K ii
K =
 K ij

K ij 
 M ii
 M =
K jj 
 M ij

M ij 

M jj 

where the sub-matrices, Kii, Kij, Kjj, Mii, Mij and Mjj are given by
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where L denotes the initial length of a C-C bond and equals to 0.1421 nm. In addition, for the
computational model, numerical values of the following stiffness parameters should be given
a priori: A is the cross-sectional area, E and G are respectively the Young’s and shear moduli,
I and J are respectively the moment of inertia and polar moment of inertia of the cross section
and ρ is the beam element density. To obtain E, G, A, I and J, energy equivalence concept is
employed. In this analogy, stretching, bending and twisting potential energy terms based on
the MM and structural mechanics models are assumed to be independent of each other and
then corresponding terms are set equal to each other in these two models. Under the small deformation assumption and by using harmonic expressions of potential energy in the MM
model, Li and Chou [19] obtained the following relations by using energy equivalence concept
EA
L

= kr ,

EI
L

= kθ ,

GJ
L

= kτ

(4)

where k r , kθ and kτ respectively denote the bond stretching, angle bending and torsional
force constants, respectively. Assuming that the cross section of beam elements is uniform
and circular, then the Young’s modulus E, the shear modulus G and diameter of the cross sec-
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tion d are obtained by plugging in the cross sectional area A = πd 2 / 4 , moment of inertia
4
I x = I y = πd 4 / 64 and polar moment of inertia J = πd / 32 as follows [23]
E=

2
kθ
k k L
kr 2 L
d
, G= r τ
=
4
kr
4πkθ
8πkθ2

(5)

In this study, the AMBER force model is chosen [19, 23]. The AMBER force model constants k r , kθ and kτ are taken as 6.52 × 10−7 N nm−1 , 8.76 × 10−10 N nm rad −2 and
2.78 × 10−10 N nm rad −2 , respectively. Table (1) summarizes the properties of the Euler-

Bernoulli beam element which are the inputs of the FE models.
2.3

Vibrational and buckling analyses of SWCNCs

In this study, SWCNCs with disclination angles of 120°, 180° and 240° are taken into account which satisfied the continuity condition at the folding of the cone sheet. The tip of the
SWCNCs is not explicitly modeled in vibrational and buckling analysis due to geometric
limitations (e.g., see Figure 1). The smallest model has 180 atoms and 258 bonds, while the
largest model has 3592 atoms and 5312 bonds. Free-free, free-clamped and clamped-clamped
boundary conditions are taken into account in vibrational analysis, and axial compression and
bending loading conditions are considered in elastic buckling analysis.

Figure 2: Free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions in vibrational analysis and axial compression and bending loading conditions in buckling analysis.

Figure 2 shows the boundary and loading conditions for vibrational and buckling analyses
of the SWCNCs. All computations of the MM model are completed by using a computer code
developed in MATLAB environment, no damping is considered in computational models and
the results are verified by using Ansys ® software. After assembling the element stiffness and
consistent mass matrices, the natural frequencies and corresponding mode-shapes are obtained
by solving the following eigenproblem
( K − ω i2 M ) d = 0

(6)

where K, M, d and ωi are the global stiffness matrix, global mass matrix, displacement vector
and the natural frequencies, respectively. In addition, the natural frequency is equal to ω=2πƒ,
where ƒ has the unit of Hertz. Similarly, critical buckling load and corresponding mode
shapes are calculated by solving the following eigenproblem
( K 0 − λ K 1 )ψ = 0
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where K0 is the global stiffness matrix, K1 is the geometric stiffness matrix and ψ is the
buckling-mode shape. The factor λ at which buckling occurs is designated as λcr, and
Pcr= λcrP [39].
Present work

Lee and Lee[28]

Mir et al. [29]

Scarpa et al. [34]

Mass matrix type
Beam type
Cross-sectional area, A
Density [22]

Consistent
Euler-Bernoulli
1.687 Ǻ2
5.5 x 10-27 kg/ Ǻ3

Lumped
Shear Beam
1.687 Ǻ2
2.3 x 10-27 kg/ Ǻ3

Consistent
Euler-Bernoulli
1.687 Ǻ2
2.3 x 10-27 kg/ Ǻ3

Elastic modulus, E

5.488 x 10-8 N/Ǻ2

5.488 x 10-8 N/Ǻ2

5.488 x 10-8 N/Ǻ2

Shear modulus, G
Poisson’s ratio, ν

8.711 x 10-9 N/Ǻ2
Not needed

8.711 x 10-9 N/Ǻ2
0.3

8.711 x 10-9 N/Ǻ2
Not needed

Shear Beam
0.554 Ǻ2
16.71 x 10-8
N/Ǻ2
80.8 x 10-9 N/Ǻ2
0.034

Bond thickness , d

1.47 Ǻ

1.47 Ǻ

1.47 Ǻ

0.84 Ǻ

Table 1: Properties of the beam elements in literature.

Figure 3: Variation of the first natural frequency of SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 120°, 180°
and 240° as the cone height changes for the free-free boundary condition.

Figure 4: Variation of the first natural frequency of SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 120°, 180°
and 240° as the cone height changes for the free-clamped boundary condition.
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Figure 5: Variation of the first natural frequency of SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 120°, 180°
and 240° as the cone height changes for the clamped-clamped boundary condition.

The effects of cone height and disclination angles on the natural frequencies of SWCNCs
are examined in vibration analysis where natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes
are obtained. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the variations of the first fundamental frequencies of
SWCNCs versus cone height for free-free, free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions, respectively. As can be seen in these figures, the first natural frequency decreases
with increasing cone height in all types of SWCNCs, whereas it increases as the disclination
angle increases except for the SWCNCs having the disclination angle of 240° and height of
20 Ǻ. In addition, the SWCNCs with disclination angles of 240° are more sensitive to variations in height and boundary conditions than the other SWCNCs in vibrational analysis due its
small apex angle. When free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions are considered, the first fundamental frequencies of SWCNCs, are found to be in the range of 0.36 –2.52
THz. Lee and Lee [28] used Timoshenko beam element formulations which include shear deformation effects but they employed Euler-Bernoulli beam element constants (i.e., see Table
1) [23]; this assumption affects the natural frequencies of SWCNC that are found to be lower
than those of Euler-Bernoulli beam elements. In addition, density of beam elements is selected to be the density of GSs (i.e. 2300 kg/m3) in the MM model. Hence, natural frequencies of
SWCNCs are found to be less than 100GHz in all calculations for the same type of SWCNCs
having the height of 20 Ǻ and with free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions.
These frequency ranges are comparable with those of CNTs and SLGSs (i.e., 10 GHz –1.5
THz for SWCNTs and 2.4 GHz – 3.5 THz for SLGSs) which are reported in literature [21,
25].
Figures 6 and 7 show respectively the variations in the first ten natural frequencies for the
free-free and clamped-clamped SWCNCs having the height of 50 Ǻ and disclination angles of
120°, 180° and 240°. It is noteworthy that variations in the first ten natural frequencies for the
free-clamped SWCNCs which are not presented here for limited space are very close to those
of clamped-clamped boundary conditions since relatively small radius of the cone tips has little effect on the vibrational behavior of the SWCNCs for these two boundary conditions.
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Figure 6: First ten natural frequencies of SWCNCs having the height of 50 Ǻ and disclination angles of 120°,
180° and 240° for free-free boundary condition.

Figure 7: First ten natural frequencies of SWCNCs having the height of 50 Ǻ and disclination angles of 120°,
180° and 240° for clamped-clamped boundary condition.

Figures 8 and 9 show respectively the first five vibration modes of SWCNCs having the
disclination angle of 120° and height of 30 Ǻ for the free-free and free-clamped boundary
conditions. The mode shapes of clamped-clamped SWCNCs are also similar to those of freeclamped SWCNCs, that are not presented here for limited space. In addition, the second mode
shape is very similar to the first mode shape in both figures, that are not presented for limited
space as well.

Figure 8: Vibrational modes of SWCNC having the disclination angle of 120°, height of 30 Ǻ for free-free
boundary condition.
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Figure 9: Vibrational modes of SWCNC SWCNC having the disclination angle of 120°, height of 30 Ǻ for
free-clamped boundary condition.

Figure 10: Variation of the first critical buckling load for the SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 120°,
180° and 240° as the cone height changes under axial compression loading condition.

Figure 11: Variation of the first critical buckling load for the SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 120°,
180° and 240° as the cone height changes under bending loading condition.

Similar to vibration analysis, the effects of cone height and disclination angles on the critical buckling load and associated buckling modes of SWCNCs are studied by completing elastic buckling analysis. Figures 10 and 11 show respectively the variations of the first critical
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buckling load of SWCNCs as the cone height changes for the axial and bending loading conditions. Buckling analysis results indicate that as the disclination angle increases, the critical
buckling load increases in axial compression loading and decreases in bending loading. The
buckling load in axial compression is larger than bending load for SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 180° and 240°, and it is smaller than that of bending load for SWCNCs
having the disclination angle of 120°. Hence, it is concluded that bending loading is more critical than axial compression loading for buckling behavior of SWCNCs as the disclination angle increases. In addition, the cone height affects the bending buckling forces more than the
axial compression buckling forces. The axial and bending buckling forces are found to be in
the range of 42 – 79 nN and 27 – 64 nN, respectively. These ranges are comparable with those
of CNTs (i.e., ~0.1– 39 nN) which are reported in literature [22].

Figure 12: First ten buckling mode of SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 120°, 180° and 240°, and
height of 50 Ǻ for the axial loading

Figure 13: First ten buckling mode of SWCNCs having the disclination angles of 120°, 180° and 240, and
height of 50 Ǻ for the bending loading.

Figures 12 and 13 show the first ten buckling loads for the SWCNCs having the height of
50 Ǻ. As can be seen the figures, the elastic buckling modes of the SWCNCs have similar
pattern except for the SWCNC with the disclination angle of 240° under axial compression
loading.
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Figure 14: The first six buckling modes of the SWCNC having the disclination angle of 240° under the axial
compression loading.

Figures 14 shows the first six buckling modes of the SWCNCs with the disclination angle
of 240° and height of 50 Ǻ under the axial compression. Since the second and fifth buckling
modes are respectively very similar to the first and sixth buckling modes, they are not presented here for limited space.
3

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the elastic buckling and vibration behaviors of SWCNCs are investigated.
The MM based FE approach is used to achieve this goal. The axial compression and bending
loading conditions are considered in elastic buckling behavior of SWCNCs while free-free,
free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions are considered in vibration analysis
of SWCNCs. The effects of cone height and apex angles on the buckling force and natural
frequencies of SWCNCs are also studied. Vibration analysis results indicate that the natural
frequency decreases with increasing cone height in all types of SWCNCs, whereas it increases
as the disclination angle increases. Buckling analysis results indicate that as the disclination
angle increases, the critical buckling load increases in axial compression loading and decreases in bending loading. In addition, it is observed that bending loading is more critical than axial compression loading for buckling behavior of SWCNCs if the disclination angle increases.
When free-clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions are considered, fundamental
frequencies of the SWCNCs are found to be in the range of 0.36 –2.52 THz. The axial and
bending buckling forces are found to be in the range of 42 – 79 nN and 27 – 64 nN, respectively. These results are comparable with the results for CNTs and SLGSs in literature in most
cases and it can be used in designing atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) tips. In the future, fracture and transient dynamics analyses can be performed in order to evaluate the damage and dynamic behavior of SWCNCs. Moreover, Morse
potential can be employed in the MM model for large deformation problems.
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Abstract. In the past decades, several experimental investigations performed to the hydrodynamics and heat transfer in microscale laminar flow have showed divergences to the Darcy
friction factor and the Poiseuille and Nusselt numbers, when the results obtained for the same
ones were compared to those provided by classical theory. There are reports of deviations to
the Darcy friction factor and the Poiseuille and Nusselt numbers attributed to geometric imperfections at the cross-section of the microchannels. The aim of this numerical study is to
analyze how the hydrodynamic and heat transfer characteristics in single-phase laminar flow,
of a fluid with constant thermophysical properties, can be affected by imperfections at the
cross-section of the microchannels. The results obtained for single-phase laminar flow of water in microchannels with imperfections at the cross-section are compared to those obtained
for a geometrically perfect microchannel through Poiseuille and Nusselt numbers. Deviations
at Poiseuille and Nusselt numbers due to imperfections at the cross-section of the microchannels were verified. The results showed that Nusselt number is more sensitive to shape of the
cross-section of the microchannels than Poiseuille number. This study showed that knowledge
about the geometrical shape of the cross-section of the microchannels is important to determine properly the hydrodynamic parameters of the flow, such as Poiseuille number. This
study was carried out through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the numerical model
made up by mass conservation, Navier-Stokes and energy equations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the reduction of electronic devices in several application fields, such as biomedicine, chemistry and electronics has been providing high efficiency related to the space
in equipments. At the same time, this reduction in physical space is counterweighted by the
high performance required at the refrigeration systems in such equipment. Therefore, thermal
control is one of the most critical areas for the development of modern microelectronic devices [1-5].
A lot of experimental studies [1, 2, 5-21], besides theoretical [22-24] and numerical studies
[5, 25-28], have been carried out, in the past decades, seeking to investigate the hydrodynamics and heat transfer characteristics in microscale. The results obtained in several of these
studies show diversions among themselves and, also, with the conventional theory. In general,
the reported divergences can be viewed through analysis of the Darcy friction factor or the
Poiseuille and Nusselt numbers, when the results obtained for them are compared to those
provided by conventional theory [1, 2, 19, 21].
There are reports of friction factors and Poiseuille numbers either above [2, 6, 12, 23, 26]
or below [7-10, 16] of what is predicted by the classical theory, as well as in good agreement
with it [2, 11-14, 16, 18]. Some researchers attribute the deviations found for the friction factor or Poiseuille number to variations of the cross-section of microchannels due to the surface
roughness [6, 12, 14, 17]. Other researchers attribute these deviations to deformations existing
in the cross-section of the microchannels [2, 21], to aspect ratio of channels [2, 5, 8, 17] and,
also, to scaling effects, such as viscous dissipation [19, 26] and electrokinetic effect [22, 23],
for example. Uncertainty analysis carried out in several experimental studies attribute to the
inaccuracy in the measurement of hydraulic diameter of the microchannels as one of the main
reasons of errors in determining the friction factor and Poiseuille number in microscale flow
[1, 16, 19-21]. Additionally, there are reports [8, 18] of deviations to the friction factor that
showed dependence on the Reynolds number.
In relation to microscale heat transfer, some researchers have reported results obtained for
the Nusselt number in good agreement with the classical theory [25, 30-33]. However, other
researchers have indicated that differences in rates and coefficients of heat transfer, as well as
in Nusselt number, can be related to the flow velocity and fluid temperature [16, 34-36], the
Reynolds number [9], the heat transfer conjugated [2, 37-39], the viscous dissipation [16, 20,
26, 40, 41], the surface roughness [42], the aspect ratio of microchannels [5, 43] and the conductivity of the material that compose them [2, 37-39], besides experimental uncertainties [4,
30-33, 44]. Some numerical studies [45, 46] showed that the Nusselt number is more sensitive
to the shape of the cross-section of the microchannels in comparison to other parameters, such
as surface roughness, for example. Furthermore, there are numerical and theoretical studies
that consider simplifications which differ a lot from what actually should occur experimentally as, for example, the negligence of viscous dissipation in numerical model [28, 47], the true
boundary condition at the limits [44] and the consideration of the fluid with constant thermophysical properties, in general.
Thereby, geometrical parameters of the microchannels, experimental uncertainties and the
presence of several possible scaling effects, at once, complicate the identification of probable
error sources in experimental studies in this application area. Therefore, the use of numerical
techniques can be advantageous in the study of flow in microscale, since significant effects in
this field, such as surface roughness, viscous dissipation and geometric imperfections of the
microchannels, for example, can be considered separately in numerical model.
The aim of this numerical study is to analyze how the hydrodynamic and heat transfer
characteristics can be affected by imperfections at the cross-section of the microchannels, in
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single-phase laminar flow of a fluid with constant thermophysical properties. Other scaling
effects, such as viscous dissipation and electrokinetic effect, for example, are not considered
in the numerical model. The results obtained for single-phase laminar flow of water in microchannels with imperfections at the cross-section are compared to the ones obtained for a geometrically perfect microchannel through Poiseuille and Nusselt numbers. The results of this
study were determined through mass conservation, Navier-Stokes and energy equations, by
computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
2

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Computational models for the imperfect microchannels and the corresponding perfect microchannel of this study are based on the work by Steinke and Kandlikar [21] to a heatsink
made up of an array of microchannels in a silicon substrate, which was used by Steinke et al.
[48]. The perfect (ideal) microchannel of this study, called Microchannel 1, has a rectangular
cross-section. Two imperfect microchannels were considered. One of these has rectangular
cross-section whereas the other has a kind of a trapezoidal cross-section, these being the Microchannels 2 and 3, respectively. The outline cross-section geometry of these microchannels
is shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Scheme adopted for the computational model of the Microchannels (a) 1, 2 and (b) 3.

The Microchannel 1 consists of a tube with rectangular cross-section of width a = 200 µm
and height b = 250 µm. The Microchannel 2 considers an inaccuracy in the measurements of
the width and height of the cross-section of Microchannel 1, so that a = 201 µm and
b = 247 µm. The Microchannel 3 consists of an tube with a kind of trapezoidal cross-section
of a = 194 µm and b = 244 µm. At the bottom of the cross-section of it, the base is almost
curved and with rounded corners. The channel walls form angle of θ = 85° with the horizontal.
Other measurements indicated for Microchannel 3, in Figure 1(b), are c = 97 µm, d = 33.9 µm,
e = 118.5 µm and r = 18.51 µm. The length L chosen for all microchannels was 0.223 m to
ensure conditions of hydrodynamically and thermally developed flow near the outlet of the
tubes (L/Dh ≅ 1,000).
Table 1 shows the geometric details concerning the microchannels of this study.
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Data
a [µm]
b [µm]
AR [-]
L [m]
Per [µm]
Ac [×103 µm2]
As [×106 µm2]
Dh [µm]
η [%]

Microchannels
1
2
3
200
201
194
250
247
244
0.80
0.81
0.80
0.223
0.223
0.223
900.00 896.00 870.95
50.00
49.65
50.76
200.70 199.81 194.22
222.22 221.64 233.14
0
+ 4.91
− 0.26

Table 1: Geometric parameters of the microchannels studied.

According to Table 1, the perimeter (Per) and surface area (As) of the Microchannel 3 are
smaller than Microchannels 1 and 2. The cross-section area (Ac) of Microchannel 3 is higher
than Microchannels 1 and 2. The same occurs for the relative deviation (η) on hydraulic diameter (Dh) of them. The aspect ratio (AR) of Microchannel 2 varied a little in relation to the
Microchannels 1 and 3.
The values of a and b used for the Microchannel 2 were based on non-destructive measures
of the cross-section of the heatsink studied by Steinke and Kandlikar [21]. According to the
researchers, these measures refer to the values of the width and height of the cross-section of
the microchannels obtained by optical measurement techniques. The values of a and b used
for the Microchannel 3 are based on destructive measures of the heatsink, which was cleaved,
according Steinke and Kandlikar [21]. After that, by the analysis of the images of its crosssection, obtained by a scanning electron microscope (SEM), the researchers found that the
cross-section of the microchannels showed a kind of trapezoidal aspect, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Image of the deformed cross-section of the microchannels of the heatsink studied by Steinke and
Kandlikar [21].

In the original work by Steinke et al. [48], the microchannels were covered, on top of the
cross-section, by a transparent cover of pyrex, which is not shown in Figure 2. An ideal trapezoid is indicated by red lines, for comparison with the deformed shape of the cross-section of
the channel.
In all simulations, the working fluid chosen was water and the Reynolds numbers (Re)
considered were 200, 400, 600 and 800, according to the work by Steinke and Kandlikar [21].
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To transfer heat to fluid, it was considered a constant heat flux ( q's' ) of 2 kW/m2 applied on
the surface of microchannels1. The entrance region of the microchannels was considered with
simultaneous development of hydrodynamic and thermical boundary layers.
3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The fluid used is incompressible and with constant properties. The flow regime is laminar
and permanent. Neither the viscous dissipation is considered, nor the gravitational effects.
Based on these considerations, the equations of mass conservation, Eq. (1), Navier-Stokes,
Eqs. (2-4), and energy, Eq. (5), in rectangular coordinates, are presented in the following:

u

∂u ∂v ∂w
+
+
=0,
∂x ∂y ∂z

(1)

u

 ∂ 2u ∂ 2 u ∂ 2 u 
∂u
∂u
∂u
1 ∂p
+v
+w
=−
+ υ  2 + 2 + 2  ,
ρ ∂x
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂y
∂z 
 ∂x

(2)

u

 ∂ 2v ∂ 2v ∂ 2v 
∂v
∂v
∂v
1 ∂p
+v +w =−
+ υ  2 + 2 + 2  ,
ρ ∂y
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂y
∂z 
 ∂x
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 ∂2w ∂2w ∂ 2w 
∂w
∂w
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1 ∂p
+v
+w
=−
+ υ  2 + 2 + 2  ,
ρ ∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂y
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 ∂x
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u

 ∂ 2T ∂ 2 T ∂ 2 T
∂T
∂T
∂T
+v
+w
= α  2 + 2 + 2
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂y
∂z
 ∂x


 ,


(5)

where u, v and w are the velocity components of the fluid in the x, y and z directions, respectively, ρ, υ, α, p and T are the specific mass, the kinematic viscosity, the thermal diffusivity,
the pressure and the temperature of the fluid, respectively.
The hydraulic diameter Dh is defined by

Dh =

4 Ac
.
Per

(6)

For tubes with rectangular cross-section of width a and height b, the aspect ratio AR of its
cross-section2 is defined by

AR =

a
.
b

(7)

The Darcy friction factor f, the hydrodynamic resistance Rhyd and the hydrodynamic power
Phyd of the flow are defined, respectively, by

1

In the study of Steinke and Kandlikar [21], the researchers studied only the hydrodynamic behavior of the flow,
which was considered adiabatic. In the present study, looking forward to evaluate the impact of imperfections at
the cross-section of the microchannels considered on the thermal behavior of the flow, it was decided to do an
idealization. Therefore, it was considered a constant heat flux applied on the entire surface of the microchannels
considered. Thus, it is possible to compare the results obtained to the local Nusselt number of this study with the
theoretically predicted value [49] for this thermal condition.
2
For tubes with trapezoidal cross-section, a in the Eq. (7) will be the smallest width of the cross-section [49].
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2ρDh Ac2 ∆p
f =
,
m& 2 L

(8)

∆p = Rhyd Q ,

(9)

Phyd = ∆pQ ,

(10)

and

where ∆p is the drop pressure and m& is the mass flow rate, which is related to the volumetric
flow rate Q by

m& = ρQ = ρwm Ac ,

(11)

where wm is the mean velocity of flow.
The Poiseuille number Po and the Reynolds number Re are defined, respectively, as:

Po = f Re ,

(12)

ρwm Dh
,
µ

Re =

(13)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
The shear stress τ on the walls of channels, in the region of hydrodynamically developed
laminar flow, is related to the pressure gradient dp/dz and the hydraulic diameter Dh of channels by

τ=

1  dp 
Dh   .
4  dz 

(14)

The hydrodynamic entrance length Lhe is defined by

Lhe = 0.1 Re Dh .

(15)

The local Nusselt number Nu is defined by

Nu =

hDh
,
k

(16)

where k is the thermal conductivity of fluid and h is the local heat transfer coefficient, which
is determined by

h=

q's'
1
=
,
Ts − Tm Rct

(17)

where Rct is the convection thermal resistance, Ts is the surface temperature of tubes and Tm is
the mean temperature of fluid in cross-section, which is defined by

∫ ρwc TdA
v

Tm =

Ac

m& cv

c

,

(18)

where cv is the specific heat of fluid at constant volume.
The mean temperature gradient dTm/dz for tubes with constant cross-section is defined by
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dTm q's' Per
=
,
dz
m& c p

(19)

where cp is the specific heat of fluid at constant pressure.
The total convection heat transfer rate qconv for the tubes is defined by
q conv = q 's' As .

(20)

The thermal entrance length Lte is defined by
Lte = Lhe Pr ,

(21)

where Pr is the Prandtl number.
The magnitude of deviation ε of a generic variable Φ, in relation to the theoretical value
expected for it, Φt, is determined by

εΦ =

Φ −Φt
× 100% ,
Φt

(22)

whereas the deviation on the hydraulic diameter of the imperfect microchannels, related to the
hydraulic diameter of the Microchannel 1, is particularly indicated by η (so that η = ±ε Dh ).
The dimensionless height y* of the cross-section of tubes is defined by

y
,
b

y* =

(23)

whereas the dimensionless axial position z* is given by

z* =

z
.
L

(24)

The dimensionless local velocity in the flow direction w* is defined by

w* =

w
.
wm

(25)

The dimensionless local temperature T* is defined by
T* =

T − Tm ,i

∆Tm

,

(26)

where ∆Tm is the difference between the mean temperatures at outlet (Tm,o) and at inlet (Tm,i)
of tubes.
4

NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND MESH INDEPENDENCE TEST

In the commercial software Ansys CFX-12, which was used to analyze the problem, the
differential equations, Eqs. (1-5), were discretized and numerically solved for each point at
the computational domain.
As a boundary condition to hydrodynamic problem, at the exits of all tubes a static pressure of 0 Pa was taken. At the entry of tubes a temperature of 293.15 K was taken and the velocity was computed according to the value of Reynolds number used in simulation. The
temperature and the entry velocity were used as their initial field. The boundary condition on
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the walls is with no slip and with a constant heat flux. The mesh used was hexahedral, with
refinement next to the walls and also in the inlet and outlet sections of tubes. The error stability criterion used, for which the solution is taken as convergent, was 1×10−6.
The determination of the number of elements for the meshes was made by analysis of Po
and Nu. This analysis was performed for the case of flow with Re = 800, which provides the
greatest thermal entrance length.
Table 2 shows the results of analysis for Po and Nu, and their respective numerical errors ε,
for different meshes, for the Microchannel 1.
Mesh
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of Elements
8,932
82,128
341,138
514,598
1,062,708
1,707,198
2,721,708

Po [-]
57.882491
57.617176
57.572184
57.536471
57.526555
57.521075
57.517642

εPo [%]
0.612708
0.151531
0.073326
0.011248
0.005988
0.015514
0.021482

Nu [-]
3.247690
3.122779
3.093280
3.093279
3.088316
3.087702
3.086934

εNu [%]
5.069233
1.028114
0.073763
0.073730
0.086833
0.106697
0.131543

Table 2: Number of elements, Po, Nu and their respective numerical errors ε, for the Microchannel 1.

According with Table 2, the error analysis for Poiseuille number εPo shows that the result
obtained by mesh 5 presented good agreement related to the theoretically provided value,
Pot = 57.53 [49], for tubes of rectangular cross-section with AR = 0.8. The error analysis for
the local Nusselt number εNu shows that the results obtained by meshes 3 and 4 presented the
best accordance with the theoretical provided value, Nut = 3.091 [49], for tubes with rectangular cross-section with AR = 0.8. However, the analysis of εNu for mesh 5 shows that the Nu of
this mesh presented good agreement also with Nut = 3.091, when compared to the results obtained by other meshes. Thus, the refinement applied to mesh 5 was considered appropriate
for this study (with Po = 57.53 and Nu = 3.09). The same was also applied to the Microchannel 2.
Table 3 shows the results of analysis for Po and Nu, and their respective numerical errors ε,
for different meshes, for the Microchannel 3.
Mesh
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of Elements
3,528
26,448
225,498
1,133,808
2,008,908
2,784,078
3,431,538

Po [-]
57.048818
55.658113
55.206327
55.128093
55.132183
55.103206
55.102080

εPo [%]
0.836401
3.253758
4.039063
4.175051
4.167942
4.218310
4.220267

Nu [-]
3.538608
3.538455
3.303791
3.291820
3.288696
3.288623
3.288478

εNu [%]
14.481009
14.476060
6.884212
6.496927
6.395859
6.393497
6.388806

Table 3: Number of elements, Po, Nu and their respective numerical errors ε, for the Microchannel 3.

According with Table 3, the analysis of εPo shows that the results obtained by meshes from
4 to 7 didn’t show very significant change related to the ones obtained by meshes from 1 to 3.
The analysis of εNu shows that the results obtained by meshes from 5 to 7 are almost independent of the refinement applied to them. Thus, the refinement applied to mesh 5 was considered appropriate for this study (with Po = 55.13 and Nu = 3.29).
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As the analysis of εPo and εNu for the Microchannel 3 was performed based on the theoretical values of Pot e Nut concerning to the Microchannel 1, εPo is low for the mesh 1. It occurs
because the Po of this mesh, which presents the lowest number of elements, is nearer Pot concerning to the Microchannel 1. From mesh 2, Po is reduced as the refinement applied is increased until it reaches a value according to the imperfection at geometry of the cross-section
of this tube.
Figure 3 shows an aspect of cross-section of the meshes selected to represent the microchannels of this study.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Cross-section of the meshes selected to represent the Microchannels (a) 1, 2 and (b) 3.

Figure 3(a) shows the cross-section of meshes selected to represent the Microchannels 1
and 2, whereas the Figure 3(b) shows the cross-section of the mesh selected to represent the
Microchannel 3. In both meshes, it can be noticed the high level of refinement applied on the
wall of Microchannels to ensure the correct development of hydrodynamic and thermal
boundary layers.
5

PROCEDURE ADOPTED

First, the thermophysical properties of water (ρ, µ , k, cp and Pr) were based on the mean
temperature of entrance of water (Tm,i) defined in numerical model, for the Reynolds number
Re considered. Afterwards, the mean temperature of water in the outlet (Tm,o) of Microchannel
1 was determinated by mean temperature difference ∆Tm between the mean temperatures in
the ends of this tube, which was obtained by integration of mean temperature gradient,
Eq. (19), along the full length L of the tube. Thereby, all thermophysical properties of water
were evaluated based on the mean temperature of reference T given by arithmetic average
between the mean temperatures of water at inlet (Tm,i) and at outlet (Tm,o) of the tube. This
procedure was performed iteratively until T didn’t vary more significantly, assuming a convergence criterion of 0.1%. Then, the thermophysical properties of the fluid were considered
constant and configured in the simulations, for both the Microchannel 1 and for the Microchannels 2 and 3.
The determination of Darcy friction factor f in region of hydrodynamically developed
laminar flow, for the Microchannels, considered the drop pressure in this region, the length of
this region (L − Lhe) and the mass flow rate obtained from the simulations. The hydraulic diameter Dh and the cross-section area Ac used were the correspondents to the Microchannel 1.
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Thus, according to Eq. (8), for the Microchannels 2 and 3 (imperfects), the deviations to Darcy friction factor f are due to changes in the drop pressure and mass flow rate, because of the
imperfections in the cross-section area of the same ones. Therefore, the Poiseuille number Po
is determined by Eq. (12) based on Darcy friction factor f obtained by Eq. (8).
The determination of local Nusselt number Nu in the region of thermally developed laminar flow (L − Lte), for all Microchannels, considered their local heat transfer coefficient h and
the hydraulic diameter Dh of Microchannel 1. In the case of h, which is provided by Eq. (17),
the surface temperature of microchannels Ts corresponds to average of the surface temperatures along the perimeter of the cross-section of the channels, at the axial position z considered. Therefore, the deviations for Nu at the imperfect microchannels are due to changes in h
through the mean temperature Tm of the fluid in the cross-section and in the surface temperature Ts of these tubes, due to imperfections at the cross-section of these tubes.
6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section shows the results for Poiseuille Po and local Nusselt Nu numbers for the microchannels considered.
First, it is presented an analysis of the velocity and temperature profiles, in dimensionless
form, for some dimensionless axial positions taken in the central plane of the channels (with
x = y = 0), in the hydrodynamically and thermally developed flow, with Re = 200. The results
related to the geometric, hydrodynamic and thermal quantities of flow in the tubes analysed
are shown in table3.
Subsequently, the results to Poiseuille Po and local Nusselt Nu numbers are shown, as well
as deviations ε for the same ones, through graphics.
6.1

Velocity and Temperature Profiles

Figure 4 shows the velocity and temperature profiles for the Microchannels considered in
the flow with Re = 200. For z* ≅ 0.36, 0.63, 0.90, Figure 4(a) shows the velocity profile,
whereas Figures 4(b-d) show the temperature profile.

3

The quantities determined in the region of hydrodynamically and thermally developed flow are indicated respectively by hd and td subscripts. However, some of these quantities were determined for the full length of
tubes, including the hydrodynamic and thermal entrance effects. In this case, these quantities are indicated by
their apparent value (subscript app), as occurs in some studies [21].
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Figure 4: Microchannels with Re = 200 and q"s = 2 kW/m2: Profiles of (a) velocity and (b-d) temperature in the
central plane of the channels (with x = y = 0).

Figure 4(a) shows that the velocity profile for the Microchannel 2 is equal to the Microchannel 1, since its η was only −0.26%, according to Table 1. The velocity profile of Microchannel 3 is slightly closed, since its η was of +4.91%. It indicates that the mean velocity wm
in Microchannel 3 is lower than in Microchannels 1 and 2.
According to the temperature profiles in Figures 4(b-d), it is clear that they are perfectly
symmetrical and basically identical for the Microchannels 1 and 2, and for similar reasons to
those mentioned for the velocity profile in these tubes. However, it is observed that the temperature profiles of the Microchannel 3 are slightly distorted. They show that temperatures in
the upper half of the cross-section of this tube are higher compared to ones in the lower half
of its cross-section.
As shown in Figure 1(b) and in Figure 2, the irregularity of the perimeter of the crosssection of the Microchannel 3 shows a larger distribution of area in the lower half of the
cross-section of this tube and reduced at the top of the channel. Thus, there is a greater
amount of fluid flowing on the lower half of the cross-section of this tube. Hence, the fluid
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heating should be lower in this region than in the upper half of the cross-section of this tube.
Therefore, the fluid temperature in the lower half of the cross-section of this tube tends to be
lower than in its upper half, as shown in temperature profiles of Figures 4(b-d).
Particularly, Figure 5 shows the velocity and temperature contours in the cross-section of
the Microchannels 1 and 34 for z* ≅ 0.36, in the flow with Re = 200. Figures 5(a-b) show the
velocity contours for the Microchannels 1 and 3, respectively, whereas Figures 5(c-d) show
the temperature contours for the Microchannels 1 and 3, respectively.
Microchannel 1

Microchannel 3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Contours of (a-b) velocity and (c-d) temperature in the cross-section of the Microchannels 1 and 3,
respectively, in z* = 0.36 with Re = 200.

As shown by velocity columns in Figures 5(a-b), the maximum velocity in Microchannel 3
is lower than in the Microchannel 1, as analyzed in the velocity profiles of Figure 4(a). Also,
it can be seen clearly, as shown in Figure 5(d), that the temperatures at the upper half of the
cross-section of the Microchannel 3 are higher compared to those in the lower half of its
cross-section, as indicated in the analysis of temperature profiles of the Figures 4(b-d). As
4

As the temperature and velocity profiles for Microchannel 1 and 2 are similar, as shown in Figure 4, it was decided to show only the velocity and temperature contours for the Microchannels 1 and 3 in order to make it easy
to compare.
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shown in Figure 5(d), the temperatures at the upper corners of the cross-section of the Microchannel 3 are higher compared to those in the lower corners of the cross-section of this channel. In the case of the Microchannel 1, the temperatures at its four corners of the cross-section
are equal, as expected, according to Figure 5(c).
Table 4 shows the results concerning to the geometric, hydrodynamic and thermal quantities for the tubes considered in the flow with Re = 200.
Data

η [%]
wm [m/s]
Dh [µm]
Per [µm]
As [×106 µm2]
Ac [×103 µm2]
(dp/dz)(hd) [kPa/m]
Phyd(app) [mW]
∆p(app) [kPa]
Q [×10−8 m3/s]
m& [×10−5 kg/s]
Rhyd(app) [×1012 Pa s/m3]
τ(hd) [Pa]
f(hd) [-]
dTm/dz [K/m]
∆Tm [K]
qconv [mW]
(Ts−Tm)(td) [K]
h(z)(td) [kW/m2 K]
Rct(z)(td) [×10−4 m2 K/W]

Microchannels
1
2
3
0
+4.91
−0.26
0.8802 0.8825 0.8391
222.22 221.64 233.14
900.00 896.00 870.95
200.70 199.81 194.22
50.00
49.65
50.76
500.37 503.56 448.95
4.93
4.94
4.28
112.05 112.76 100.52
4.40
4.38
4.26
4.39
4.37
4.25
2.55
2.57
2.36
27.78
27.88
26.15
0.2876 0.2921 0.2755
9.80
9.80
9.80
2.19
2.19
2.19
401.40 399.62 388.51
0.25
0.24
0.23
8.16
8.19
8.70
1.22
1.15
1.23

Table 4: Microchannels with Re = 200 and q"s = 2 kW/m2. Geometric, hydrodynamic and thermal quantities.

According to Table 4, the differences among the results obtained for the Microchannel 2
and the ones corresponding to the Microchannel 1 are minimal, as noted previously in Figure
4. As the cross-section area Ac of this tube is slightly smaller in relation to the one of Microchannel 1, there is a slight increase to the mean velocity of flow wm, pressure gradient dp/dz,
hydrodynamic power Phyd, drop pressure ∆p, hydrodynamic resistance Rhyd, shear stress τ and
& and volumetric flow
Darcy friction factor f, and a slight reduction to the mass flow rate m
rate Q in this tube. Then, the Poiseuille number Po in the Microchannel 2 should be slightly
higher in relation to that one in Microchannel 1. As the convection thermal resistance Rct in
the Microchannel 2 is slightly lower than in the Microchannel 1, there is a small improvement
in the heat transfer conditions to the fluid, as noted by analysis of the local heat transfer coefficient h, the difference between the surface and mean temperatures (Ts−Tm) and the total convection heat transfer rate qconv for the same one, relatively to Microchannel 1. So, the local
Nusselt number Nu in Microchannel 2 should be a little higher in relation to the one in Microchannel 1.
Regarding to the Microchannel 3, the differences observed in the geometric, thermal and
hydrodynamic results are more significant, compared to the ones corresponding to the Micro-
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channel 1. As the Ac of the Microchannel 3 is somewhat larger in relation to the Microchannel
1, wm, dp/dz, Phyd, ∆p, Rhyd, τ and f are somewhat smaller in the same one, compared to the
ones of Microchannel 1. Therefore, the same must occur to Po. Furthermore, Table 4 shows
& and Q are lower in the Microchannel 3, although the Ac of the same one is larger than
that m
the one of Microchannel 1. In relation to heat transfer to the flow, the influence of the irregularity of the shape of the cross-section of the Microchannel 3, according to analysis of the
temperature profiles in Figures 4(b-d), are quite noticeable too.
Table 4 indicates that h in the Microchannel 3 is higher in relation to the one of Microchannel 1. It is because the perimeter Per of the Microchannel 3 is smaller in comparison to
the one of the Microchannels 1 and 2, as observed in Tables 1 and 4. Thereby, qconv to the fluid is lower in Microchannel 3. Therefore, h is greater in Microchannel 3 in relation to that one
in Microchannel 1. Consequently, the same should occur in relation to Nu.
The issue of heat transfer in Microchannel 3 is quite interesting. According to Table 5, the
Microchannel 3, with η > 0, shows a higher h with lowest wm, in relation to the Microchannels 1 and 2, although it shows the lowest qconv of the channels considered. However, the Ac of
the Microchannel 3 is larger compared to the one of Microchannel 1, which is not the case to
Per and As of the same one. Then, the Microchannel 3 shows smaller qconv even flowing a
greater amount of fluid, compared to the other tubes. This is probably related to the irregular
shape of the perimeter of the cross-section of this microchannel, which it is shown more influential in the process of heat transfer to the flow.
According to Table 4, it is noticed that dTm/dz and ∆Tm are equal for all microchannels. By
combining the Eqs. (6; 11; 13; 19), it is shown that the mean temperature gradient is defined
by

4q's'
dTm ∆Tm
=
=
,
dz
L
µ Re c p
which is constant for all microchannels, occurring the same to ∆Tm in these tubes.
6.2

Poiseuille Number

Figure 6 shows the results of Po according to Re for the tubes considered.

Figure 6: Poiseuille number vs. Reynolds number.
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Figure 6 shows that Po in the Microchannel 2 exceeds slightly Pot, whereas that it is considerably lower of Pot in the Microchannel 3, as indicated previously, in the analysis of the
Table 4.
Figure 7 shows the results of εPo according to Re for the tubes considered.

Figure 7: Deviation of Poiseuille number vs. Reynolds number.

Figure 7 shows that the results for εPo in the imperfect tubes were somewhat higher for the
Microchannel 3, compared to the ones of the Microchannel 2, as expected.
The determination of f takes into account that the Ac of imperfect tubes is the same of the
Microchannel 1. Considering the actual value of the Ac of the Microchannel 3 in Eq. (8), it is
obtained εPo of about 1.25%. Taking into account also the real value of Dh of Microchannel 3
in Eq. (8), the εPo obtained for the same one increases to approximately 3.58%. However, if
the Microchannel 3 is compared to a tube with perfect trapezoidal cross-section, such as that
suggested by red lines in Figure 2, the results for Po can be in better agreement in this case,
because for the hydrodynamically developed laminar flow in a tube with perfect trapezoidal
cross-section, Pot = 58 [49]. In this case, the result obtained for εPo in the Microchannel 3,
considering its real Ac and Dh, comes to be approximately 2.75%, in relation to Pot of the tube
with perfect trapezoidal cross-section. As pointed out by Steinke and Kandlikar [21], this
strengthens the fact that knowledge about the actual geometric shape of the cross-section of
the tubes, as its width, height, Per and Ac, is very important for the correct determination of
the hydrodynamic parameters of flow, as f and Po, at experimental level.
6.3

Nusselt Number

Figure 8 shows the results of Nu according to Re for the tubes considered.
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Figure 8: local Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number.

Figure 8 shows that Nu in the Microchannel 3 exceeds Nut, whereas that the same one is
shown in perfect agreement to the Microchannel 2, as indicated previously, in the analysis of
Table 4. The case of the Microchannel 3 indicates that Nu is more sensitive to the geometric
shape of the cross-section of the microchannels, according to the reports of Croce and D'Agaro [45].
As the cross-section of the Microchannel 2 is the same nature (rectangular) as the crosssection of the Microchannel 1, and taking into account that their dimensions differed little
from those of the Microchannel 1, Nu for the Microchannel 2 was in good agreement with the
theoretical and numerical values corresponding to the Microchannel 1. However, the same
didn’t occur for Microchannel 3, since the cross-section of it is of trapezoidal nature. Thus,
Nu = 3.29 for Microchannel 3 was in considerable disagreement with the theoretical and numerical values corresponding to the Microchannel 1, according to Figure 4. Even if the Microchannel 3 had been compared with a tube of perfect trapezoidal cross-section, as the ideal
trapezoid indicated by red lines in Figure 2, the results for Nu may still not be in better agreement between themselves.
For thermally developed laminar flow in perfect trapezoid, indicated by red lines in Figure
2, assuming a length of 0.223 m for it and considering the thermal condition of constant heat
flux applied on its surface, as in the tubes of this study, it is obtained that Nut = 3.05 [49],
which is lower than the Nut = 3.091 of the Microchannel 1 with rectangular cross-section.
Thus, Nu = 3.29 to the Microchannel 3 is still more discordant compared to Nut = 3.05 of the
perfect trapezoid. However, this can be expected, since the perfect trapezoid has the highest
Per and the highest As of the four tubes considered and, thus, the lowest Nu among these tubes.
Therefore, the geometric shape of the cross-section is shown most influential in the process of
heat transfer to the flow, as pointed out by Croce and D'Agaro [45].
Figure 9 shows the results of εNu according to Re for the tubes considered.
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Figure 9: Deviation of local Nusselt number vs. Reynolds number.

As shown in Figure 9, the results for εNu in Microchannel 2 are basically zero, whereas for
the Microchannel 3 they are quite higher, as indicated in the analysis of Table 4.
7

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this numerical study was to analyze how the hydrodynamic and heat transfer
characteristics for the single-phase laminar flow in microscale, of a fluid with constant thermophysical properties, can be influenced by imperfections at the geometry of the microchannels, especially with respect to the cross-section of the same ones. For this purpose, all other
scaling effects, such as surface roughness and viscous dissipation, for example, were omitted
in the numerical model. It seeks to isolate and highlight the effects related only to the imperfections at the cross-section of microchannels on the hydrodynamic and thermal parameters of
flow, as it is the case for Poiseuille and local Nusselt numbers, respectively. Although the
simplifications considered in numerical model may overestimate the results founded, this
study provided some general indications about the relative impacts to the imperfections at the
cross-section on Poiseuille and Nusselt numbers in microchannels:
• The error at Poiseuille number can be reduced considering the real value of cross-section
area of the microchannels, as pointed out in some experimental studies [21].
• The results of this study indicated that Nusselt number is more sensitive to shape of the
cross-section of the microchannels, as pointed out in others numerical studies [45].
However, direct comparisons among experimental results and numerical results obtained in
this study are not adequate. This is due to the experimental uncertainly present in the experimental data and the natural superposition of several different physical effects (of scaling),
which were omitted in numerical model considered for this study, as well as other simplifications adopted for the same one.
Thus, more systematic numerical studies may be developed. Therefore, other models of
imperfections at the cross-section of the microchannels should be considered.
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Abstract. In this paper, a molecular mechanic based finite element model is employed to investigate the effects of Stone-Wales defects on mechanical properties of armchair and zigzag
carbon nanotubes by considering large deformation and nonlinear geometric effects. Nonlinear characteristic of the covalent bonds are obtained by using the modified Morse potential
and effects of the large deformation and geometric nonlinearities are considered by updating
the atomistic coordinates of the original nanotube structure at each load step. The results
show that the fractures of all types of carbon nanotubes are brittle, but armchair nanotubes
are stiffer than zigzag nanotubes and these defects significantly affect the mechanical performance of nanotubes. Fracture initiation and crack propagation direction issues are also studied. It is shown that the direction of crack propagation in armchair nanotube is in the
maximum shear directions having an angle of ±45° along its circumference. Comparisons are
made with the failure stress and strain results reported in literature that show good agreement with our results.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been extensively studied since their discovery in 1991 by
Iijima due to their extraordinary mechanical, electronic and thermal properties [1,2]. The mass
production of perfect CNTs is very challenging and experimental observations show that
some defects such as Stone-Wales (SW or 5-7-7-5) and vacancy defects commonly exist in
CNTs. These defects may be induced due to mechanical strain or may emerge during the
growth and purification processing [3] and directly affects the mechanical behavior of CNTs
[4]. Hence, prediction of mechanical behavior of CNTs having defects is very important and
useful in the design of materials having nanotube structures.
Experimental measurements and computational simulations are commonly used to investigate the failure behavior of CNTs. Yu et al. [5] experimentally measured the tensile strength
and failure strain of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and found 11–63 GPa for the
failure strengths and 10–13% for the failure strains. These strain and stress values are significantly smaller than the computational simulation results in literature and these differences can
be explained by the presence of defects and some slippage in the attachments which may occur at high-strain cases [6]. Quantum mechanics (QM), molecular dynamics (MD) and molecular mechanic (MM) simulations are widely used to determine the effects of SW defects on
the mechanical properties of CNTs in literature [7-13]. Troya et al. [7] used QM methods and
observed that SW defects cause a reduction in failure stress such as the reduction of (5,5) tube
containing an aggregation of five SW defects range from 6.3% to 53.5%. Chandra et al. [8]
studied the local elastic properties of CNTs in the presence of SW defects and observed the
stiffness due to defects is reduced by about 30-50 % depending on chirality, tube diameters
and loading conditions. Mielke et al. [9] used QM and MD methods and predicted that the
presence of SW defects obviously reduce the fracture stress and strain values of CNTs. Belytschko et al. [10] investigated the fracture behavior of defected and non-defected CNTs and
reported that the fracture is almost independent from the dissociation energy and depends
primarily on the inflection point of the interatomic potential. The brittle fracture is observed
and crack grow direction is found in the direction of maximum shear for a SW defected
(40,40) armchair nanotube in [10]. Tserpes et al. [11] proposed an atomistic-based progressive
fracture model and investigated the SW defects on fracture of SWCNTs by using commercial
FE software. The reduction in failure stress and strain predicted ranging from 18 to 25 % and
30 to 41 %, respectively in [11]. Xiao et al. [12] developed an atomistic based finite bond element model for the prediction of fracture behavior SWCNTs and the reduction in failure
stress is predicted ranging from 12 to 32 % in the presence of SW defects. Xiao et al. [13] also
studied the tensile behaviors of carbon nanotubes with multiple Stone-Wales defects. We investigated nonlinear fracture behavior of vacancy and SW defected single layer graphene
sheets (SLGSs) in [14] and developed coupled molecular/continuum mechanical model for
SLGSs to enable solving large scale static and fracture problems of SLGSs [15].
In this paper, a molecular mechanic based finite element models are developed to investigate the effects of SW defects in mechanical properties of armchair and zigzag carbon nanotubes. Although progressive fractures of SLCNTs are studied earlier, they are obtained
without consideration of geometric nonlinear effects. However, the fracture occurs at relatively large strain values; hence, large deformation effects and geometric nonlinearities have to be
considered. The effects of large deformation and geometric nonlinearities are considered by
using the modified Morse potential and updating the atomistic coordinates of the original
nanotube structure at each load step. The results show that the fractures of all types of carbon
nanotubes are brittle and SW defects negatively affect the mechanical performance of the
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nanotubes. Comparisons are made with the failure stress and strain results reported in literature which show parallelism with our results.
2
2.1

NONLINEAR PROGRESSIVE FRACTURE MODEL OF SWCNTs
FE formulation of the covalent bonds

When CNTs are subjected to external forces, positions of the atomic nuclei are controlled
by the covalent bonds between the C-C atoms. Hence, the deformation pattern of CNTs is
very similar to the deformation of frame structures. To this end, C-C bond behavior is simulated by using the Euler-Bernoulli (EB) beam element formulation [16]. The EB beam element parameters are obtained by using harmonic expressions for potential energy terms [17,
18]. The non-linear characteristics of EB beam elements are obtained by using the modified
Morse potential. We coded our own SWCNT FE models by using Matlab® and large deformation and nonlinear geometric effects are taken into account. At each load step, initial displacement is applied incrementally on SWCNTs and atomistic coordinates of the original
SWCNT structures are updated. According to the modified Morse potential, the potential energy can be expressed as
(1)

U total = ∑ U r + ∑ Uθ

2 
 
− β (r − r0 ) 

U r = De  1− e
 −1

 


Uθ =

(2)

[

1
2
k (θ − θ 0 ) + 1+ k sextic (θ −θ0 )4
2 θ

]

(3)

where U r is the bond energy due to bond stretching, Uθ is the bond energy due to angle
bending, and r and θ are respectively the current bond length and current angle between the
adjacent bonds. Values of the parameters in the modified Morse potential functions are taken
the same as those in [10]. The stretch force and angle-variation moment can be obtained by
differentiation of Equations (2) - (3) as follows
F = 2 β D e (1 − e

− β (r −r )
0 )

[

e

− β ( r −r )
0

M = kθ (θ − θ 0 ) + 1+3 ksextic (θ −θ0 )4

(4)

]

Figure 1: Force-strain curve of the modified Morse potential.
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Belytschko et al. [10] reported that the bond angle-bending potential ( Uθ ) does not contribute to the stretching energy ( U r ) and it has little effect on fracture behavior of CNTs.
Hence, extra moment effect originating from Equation (5) is neglected. The cut-off distance
value of 0.169 nm that corresponds to the inflection point at approximate strain value of 19 %
in the modified Morse potential is employed (Figure 1). After the inflection point, the shape
of the potential function is not important since material damage occurs [10].
2.2

FE models of SWCNTs

Geometries of different types of defect-free armchair and zigzag nanotube models are constructed by using a Matlab code. Two different types of SWCNTs are considered in the simulations such as (12, 12) armchair and (20, 0) zigzag nanotubes. Sufficiently long SWCNTs are
used in simulations to prevent the end effects originating from boundary conditions and SW
defects are located in the center of the SWCNTs. When CNTs are subjected to tension loadings, CNTs release its excess tension via formation of topological defects at critical tension
value. The SW defect is a topological defect and involves the 90° rotation of a carbon bond
about its center and is originally presented as the “SW transformation” [19]. Finally, four
hexagons transform into two pentagons and two heptagons. Figure 2 shows schematically the
SW formation in the undeformed hexagonal lattice.

Figure 2: SW defects generated by rationing the C-C bond.

Nardelli et al. [20, 21] showed that defect nucleation in armchair CNTs under transverse
tension occurs via SW transformation at critical tensile strain of 5% in CNTs. In addition,
Zhang et al. [22] found that this transformation occurs at critical tensile strain of 6% for armchair CNTs and 12% for zigzag CNTs. In this study, strain barrier of 6 % for the armchair and
12 % for the zigzag SWCNTs are considered for the formation of the SW defects. Tserpes et
al. [11] used a combination of the stress-strain curve of defect-free and SW-defected CNTs to
simulate fracture behavior of SWCNTs. It is assumed in [11] that SWCNT dimensions remain
unchanged after the formation of SW defects. Hence, deformation around the defect nucleation region is neglected in [11]. However, after the SW transformation, new configurations of
the bonds affect the locations of neighboring atoms which change their locations into new
lesser potential energy configurations. On the other hand, Xiao et al. [12, 13] proposed an interaction based mechanics approach to simulate the deformations caused by the formation of
SW defects. In our study, to simulate the SW transformation, we started the simulations with
defect-free SWCNTs similar to the [11]; then, SW transformation occurs and the configurations of bonds are changed at the defect formation strain; finally, initial pre-strain is applied to
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obtain minimized energy configurations of atoms and the simulation is continued until catastrophic failure of the SWCNTs takes place.
3

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

All fracture computations of the MM model are completed by using a computer code developed in MATLAB environment. Described by the modified Morse potential, the non-linear
behavior of bonds is represented by EB beam elements and an incremental procedure is followed similar to [11] to apply the loading. Initial secant modulus of beam elements (i.e., 6.93
TPa) is obtained through the stress-strain curve of the C-C bond according to the modified
Morse potential [14, 15]. In the simulations, all the nodes at one end of SWCNTs are constrained, while the nodes at the other end are subjected to an incremental displacement. The
secant modulus and nodal coordinates of each element of the original SWCNT structure is
updated at each load step. The secant modulus of each element in the tube structure is set to
F /( Aε ) at each load step, where A is the cross sectional area of the element, ε axial strain of
the each element, and the interatomic force F is calculated by Equation (4). When the axial
strain of a bond reaches to 19 % strain, its stiffness matrix is multiplied by a very small number to simulate the bond break. The strain of SWCNTs is calculated by ε L = ( Ls − Ls 0 ) / Ls 0
where Ls0 is the initial (equilibrium) length and Ls is the current length of the tube. The stress
is calculated by σ = Fg /(π dt ) where Fg is the corresponding applied tensile force computed by
the summation of the longitudinal reaction forces of the constrained nodes, d is the diameter
of tube and t is the thickness of tube. In all calculations, 0.34 nm thickness in [10] is used for
SWCNTs.

Figure 3: Stress-strain curves of defect-free and SW defected (12,12) and (20,0) SWCNTs under uniaxial
load.

Figure 3 shows the calculated stress-strain relationships for defect-free and SW defected
armchair (12,12) and zigzag (20,0) SWCNTs without nonlinear geometric effects. As can be
seen from Figure 2, the predicted fracture stress and strain values reduce by the presence of
SW defects in the structure as expected. As can be seen in Figure 3, the stress- strain curve
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exhibits a sudden drop when the stress reaches to the fracture stress, so the fracture is considered to be brittle which are also reported in several studies in literature [5, 10, 12].
Study
Present work
Present work
Present work
Present work
Tserpes et al. [11]
Tserpes et al. [11]
Tserpes et al. [11]
Tserpes et al. [11]
Xiao et al. [12]
Xiao et al. [12]
Xiao et al. [12]
Xiao et al. [12]

Chirality
12,12
12,12
20,0
20,0
12,12
12,12
20,0
20,0
12,12
12,12
20,0
20,0

Defect
defect-free
SW
defect-free
SW
defect-free
SW
defect-free
SW
defect-free
SW
defect-free
SW

ε (%)

σ(GPa)

21.1
8.58
15.9
13.34
19.61
11.96
15.75
15.75
23.1
9.8
15.6
11.0

122.8
80.4
94.7
93.3
121.86
100
97.68
97.68
126.2
85.9
94.5
83.3

Table 1: Predicted failure strain (εf) and stress (σf) values of SWCNTs.

Table 1 shows the predicted failure strain and stress values of the SWCNTs along with results in literature. It is observed in Table 1 that calculated strain and stress values lie in the
same range with the results reported in literature. The predicted fracture stress and strain values of armchair nanotube reduced about 34.5% and 59.3% by the presence of SW defect, respectively. On the other hand, the predicted fracture stress and strain values of zigzag
nanotube reduced about 1.5% and 16.1% by the presence of SW defect, respectively. The SW
defects resulted in much more reduction in fracture stress and strain values of the armchair
SWCNTs than zigzag ones as bond rearrangement causes stress concentration in vertical
bonds and early bond fracture occurs.

Figure 4: Stress-strain curves of SW defected nanotubes with non-linear geometric effect.

As can be seen in Table 1, Tserpes et al. [11] predicted that fracture stress and strain values of (12,12) armchair SWCNT reduced about 18% and 39%, respectively by the presence of
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SW defect, and fracture stress and strain values of defected (20,0) zigzag SWCNT is the same
as the zigzag ones. Xiao et al. [12] calculated reduction of fracture stress and strain values of
(12,12) armchair SWCNT by the presence of SW defect and found about 32% and 58% for
armchair SWCNT and about 12% and 29% for zigzag SWCNT, respectively. In addition, it
should be noted that these strain and stress values are significantly smaller than the experimental results in [5] (i.e., range of 11–63 GPa for the failure strengths and 10–13% for the
failure strains); these differences can be explained by the presence of defects and some slippage at the attachments which may occur at high-strain cases [6]. The fracture in SWCNTs
occurs at relatively large strain values; therefore, we also investigated the effects of geometric
nonlinearities on fracture behavior of SW defected SWCNTs. Figure 4 shows the stress-strain
curves of SW defected SWCNTs with non-linear geometric effect. The predicted fracture
stress and strain values of SW defected armchair SWCNTs reduced about 10.9% and 5.7%
considering non-linear geometric effect, respectively. On the other hand, the predicted fracture stress and strain values of SW defected zigzag SWCNTs reduced about 10.3% and 3.5%
considering non-linear geometric effects, respectively.
Our proposed approach is able to give the correct prediction of fracture initiation and post
failure behavior of SWCNTs. However, modified Morse potential function is not capable of
describing the behavior of SWCNTs after the covalent bonds are broken where the reconfiguration of bonds and structural transformations may occur. Figure 5 shows the crack evolution
of the SW-defected armchair and zigzag SWCNTs via elimination of broken C-C bonds based
on the cut-of distance failure criterion. As can be seen in Figure 5a, the fracture initiated from
the vertical bond which connects the two pentagons and continued diagonal crack paths. Then,
the crack propagates around the SWCNT in the ±45° direction along its circumference. Similar fracture patterns are also observed in literature [10, 11, 12]. As can be seen in Figure 5b,
the fracture initiated from the vertical bonds of the upper heptagon which is shown in dark
colour in Figure 5b and propagated circumferentially in the same row. The same crack propagation characteristic has also been observed in literature [11].

Figure 5: Fracture initiation and propagation directions of the SW- defected SWCNTs; (a) armchair,
(b) zigzag SWCNTs.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a MM based FE model is developed to predict the effects of Stone-Wales defects on mechanical properties of SWCNTs. The proposed approach includes large deformation and nonlinear geometric effects. Euler-Bernoulli beam elements are used to represent
C-C bonds and non-linear characteristic of the beam elements are obtained by using the modified Morse potential. The results show that the fractures of all types of carbon nanotubes are
brittle and the SW defects resulted in much more reduction in fracture stress and strain values
of the armchair SWCNTs than zigzag ones. Fracture initiation and crack propagation direction
issues are also studied. It is shown that crack propagation direction of armchair SWCNT is in
maximum shear directions having an angle of ±45° along its circumference, and the fracture
initiated from the vertical bonds of the upper heptagon and propagated circumferentially in
the same row in case of zigzag SWCNTs. Comparisons are made with the failure stress and
strain results reported in literature that show well agreement with our results.
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Abstract. It is well known that for non-linear Hamiltonian systems there exist ordered regions with quasi-periodic orbits and regions with chaotic orbits. Usually, these regions are
distributed in the phase space in very complicated ways, which often makes it very difficult to
distinguish between them, especially when we are dealing with many degrees of freedom. Recently, a new, very fast and easy to compute indicator of the chaotic or ordered nature of orbits has been introduced by Zotos (2012), the so-called "Fast Norm Vector Indicator (FNVI)".
Using the double pendulum system, in the paper we present a detailed numerical study comporting the advantages and the drawbacks of the FNVI to those of the Smaller Alignment Index (SALI), a reliable indicator of chaos and order in Hamiltonian systems. Our effort was
focused both on the traditional behavior of the FNVI for regular and fully developed chaos
but on the "sticky" orbits and on the quantitative criterion proposed by Zotos, too.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Chaos theory is a scientific discipline that focuses on the study of non-linear dynamical
systems that are highly sensitive to initial conditions. Today, chaos theory is applied in many
other scientific disciplines: mathematics, biology, computer science, economics, engineering,
finance, politics, population dynamics and so on.
Appearance of chaos has been identified through various methods/ indicators in the past.
We mention here only the well-known tools: the time series method, phase-space method,
Lyapunov exponents, bifurcation diagram, Kolmogorov entropy and the Poincare section of
surface [1-4]. Some recent tools seem to be more efficient for distinguishing between chaotic
or regular orbits, especially in higher order dynamical systems. First Lyapunov Indicator
(FLI) was introduced by Froeschle et al. [5] and applied to the structure of a steroidal belt.
Saha et al. applied the FLI to study certain discrete maps like Tinkerbell map, Ikeda map and
Duffing map [6]. Other maps (Gaussian map, Delayed logistic map) were studied by Deleanu
[7]. Fouchard et al. introduced a variant of FLI, the Orthogonal Fast Lyapunov Indicator [8].
Smaller Alignment Index (SALI) was proposed by Skokos [9] and has been successfully applied to some symplectic maps or Hamiltonian flows. A generalized version, the Generalized
Alignment Index (GALI) was tested in 2007 [10]. A qualitative tool, the Dynamic Lyapunov
Indicator (DLI) was introduced by Saha et al. and applied to various maps [11, 12]. The record could continue to include Spectral Distance (SD), the Dynamical Spectras of Stretching
Numbers [13], the Relative Lyapunov Indicator [14], the 0-1 test [15], the Asymmetry Coefficients [16] or Dynamical Spectras of Helicity or Twist Angles [17].
Very recently, a simple, fast and efficient method called Fast Norm Vector Indicator
(FNVI) was introduced by Zotos in order to distinguish rapidly and with certainty between
ordered and chaotic motions in Hamiltonian systems. The method was applied in the case of a
2-Dof and a 3-Dof Hamiltonians [18].
We have thought that other numerical studies are necessary for a better understanding of
the behavior of this indicator, especially in the transition zones between ordered regions and
chaotic seas. In the same time, we have considered that some corrections must be made on the
indicator proposed by the author. To this purpose, we present in the paper a detailed numerical study on the FNVI method using as a guide the double pendulum system.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains the details of the
FNVI and SALI methods. In Section 3 we derive the Hamiltonian’s equations of motion for
the double pendulum system. All the calculations and numerical results are presented in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2

INDICATORS OF CHAOS AND ORDER: SALI AND FNVI

Let us consider an autonomous Hamiltonian system of N degrees of freedom (N dof), described by the Hamiltonian H (q 1, q 2,..., q N , p 1, p 2,..., p N ) , where q i and p i , i = 1, 2,..., N
are the generalized coordinates and conjugate moments respectively.
An orbit in the 2N – dimensional phase space of this system is defined by the vector
x(t ) = (q 1(t ), q 2(t ),..., q N (t ), p 1(t ), p 2 (t ),..., p N (t ) ) , with x i = q i , xi + N = p i , i = 1, 2,..., N . The
time evolution of this orbit is governed by Hamilton’s equations of motion

d q i ∂H
=
∂ pi
dt

,

d pi
∂H
=−
, i = 1, 2,..., N
∂q i
dt

(

(1)

)

while the time evolution of the deviation vector ξ (0 ) = dx 1(0 ), dx 2 (0 ),..., dx 2 N (0) from the
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x(t ) solution of Eqs. (1) is given by the variational equations
•

J ⋅ ξ ' = DH ⋅ ξ '

(2)

where (‘) denotes the transpose matrix and matrices J and DH are defined by

O
J =  N
IN
2.1

−IN
∂2H
 , DH i , j =
, i, j = 1, 2,...,2 N
ON 
∂xi ∂x j

Smaller Alignment Index (SALI)

(3)

(

)

To define the SALI for an orbit with initial conditions x(0 ) = x 1(0 ), x 2 (0 ),..., x 2 N (0) we

must follow the evolution in time of two initial deviation vectors ξ 1(0 ) and ξ 2 (0 ) . At every
time step we normalize each vector to 1 and define the parallel alignment index

d − (t ) =

ξ 1(t ) ξ 2 (t )
−
ξ 1(t ) ξ 2 (t )

and the anti-parallel alignment index d + (t ) =

ξ 1(t ) ξ 2 (t )
+
.
ξ 1(t ) ξ 2 (t )

Here, ⋅ denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector.
The SALI is defined as the minimum value of the above alignment indices at any point in
time

SALI (t ) = min (d − (t ), d + (t ))

(4)

Skokos proves that the two deviation vectors tends to coincide or become opposite for chaotic orbits, i.e. the SALI tends to zero. For ordered orbits, which lie on a torus, the two deviation vectors eventually become tangent to the torus but in general converge to different
directions, so the SALI does not tend to zero. Its values fluctuate around a positive value [9].
2.2

The Fast Norm Vector Indicator (FNVI)

Let t * be the predefined time step of the numerical integration of the system (1) and [0, T ]
the interval of integration. The FNVI at the time moment t = k t * is defined as

( )

*
1 x k t − x(0)
FNVI (t ) =
t
x(0 )

(5)

Using a 2-Dof and a 3-Dof Hamiltonians Zotos showed that, after a very short transition
period of fluctuation, the FNVI displays a nearly constant value for regular orbits, while it
continues to fluctuate significantly for chaotic orbits [18]. It results a qualitative indicator regarding the nature of an orbit. Zotos proceeded one step further by introducing a quantitative
criterion. He calculated for every orbit the maximum and minimum value of FNVI when
t∈ [200 s,1000 s ] and defined

dFNVI = FNVI max − FNVI min

(6)

He proposed as a threshold value between regularity and chaoticity the value 0.05 so when
dFNVI > 0.05 the orbit is chaotic, while when dFNVI ≤ 0.05 the orbit is ordered.
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3

HAMILTON’S EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE DOUBLE PENDULUM

The double pendulum is one of the simplest examples of a time-independent Hamiltonian
system that exhibits chaotic behavior. It is one simple pendulum fixed to the end of another
simple pendulum as shown in Figure 1. The top and center pivots are assumed frictionless,
and the coupled objects are free to rotate about them in the vertical plane under the action of
gravity. The upper pendulum is modeled as a massless rod of length l 1 with a bob of mass
m 1 on the end. The lower pendulum is attached to the mass of the upper pendulum and is
similarly a massless rod of length l 2 and a bob of mass m 2 .
y

x

o1
l1

A

m1

o2

l2

B

m2

Figure 1: Double pendulum system

The double pendulum exhibits a rich behavior and provides a convenient demonstration of
nonlinear dynamics and chaos [19, 20]. Its equations of motion may be derived using Hamiltonian dynamics. To do this, let consider the positions ( x 1, y 1 ) and ( x 2, y 2 ) of the bobs at a
given instant of time
x 1= l 1 sin θ 1 , y 1= −l 1 cos θ 1
(7)
x 2 = l 1 sin θ 1+ l 2 sin θ 2 , y 2 = −l 1 cos θ 1− l 2 cos θ 2
Therefore, there are only two independent generalized coordinates, which can be taken to
be the angles θ 1 and θ 2 that the two rods make with downward vertical direction. The kinetic (T) and potential (V) energies of the system are given by

T=

1 •2 • 2 1
• • 
m 1  x 1 + y 1  + m 2  x 22 + y 22  ,
2 
 2



V = m 1 g y 1+ m 2 g y 2

(8)

where g is the constant gravitational acceleration and dots denote the derivatives with respect
to time. The Lagrangean relates the kinetic and potential energies of the system. It is described as
• • 
•
•
• •
1
1

Lθ 1, θ 2, θ 1, θ 2  = T − V = (m 1+ m 2 )l 12 θ 12 + m 2 l 22 θ 22 + m 2 l 1 l 2 θ 1 θ 2 cos(θ 1− θ 2 ) +
2
2


+ (m 1+ m 2 ) g l 1 cos θ 1+ m 2 g l 2 cos θ 2

The generalized moments p 1 and p 2 can be found from the Lagrangean as follows
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p 1=
p 2=

∂L

•

•

∂θ 1
∂L
•

∂θ 2

•

= (m 1+ m 2 )l 12 θ 1+ m 2 l 1 l 2 θ 2 cos(θ 1− θ 2 )
=

•
m 2 l 22 θ 2 +

•

(10)

•

m 1 l 1 l 2 θ 1 cos(θ 1− θ 2 )
•

From (4), the angular velocities θ 1 and θ 2 can be expressed as functions of the coordinates and moments
•

θ 1=

l 2 p 1− l 1 p 2 cos(θ 1− θ 2 )
2
l 1 l 2 m 1+ m 2 sin 2 (θ 1− θ 2 )

[

•

, θ 2=

]

l 1 (m 1+ m 2 ) p 2 − l 2 m 2 p 1 cos(θ 1− θ 2 )
l 22 l 1 m 2 m 1+ m 2 sin 2 (θ 1− θ 2 )

[

]

(11)

The Hamiltonian H is the Legendre transform of the Lagrangean L
• • 
•
•

H θ 1, θ 2, θ 1, θ 2  = θ 1 p 1+ θ 2 p 2 − L = −(m 1+ m 2 )g l 1 cos θ 1− m 2 g l 2 cos θ 2 +



m 2 l 22 p 12 + (m 1+ m 2 )l 12 p 22 − 2m 2 l 1 l 2 p 1 p 2 cos(θ 1− θ 2 )
+
2l 12 l 22 m 2 m 1+ m 2 sin 2 (θ 1− θ 2 )

[

(12)

]

Hamilton’s equations for the time rate of change of the generalized moments are
•

p 1= −

∂H
= C 2 − C 1− (m 1+ m 2 )g l 1 sin θ 1
∂θ 1

∂H
p 2= −
= C 1− C 2 − m 2 g l 2 sin θ 2
∂θ 2
•

where

K=

m 2 l 22 p 12 + (m 1+ m 2 )l 12 p 22 − 2m 2 l 1 l 2 p 1 p 2 cos(θ 1− θ 2 )
2l 12 l 22 m 2 m 1+ m 2 sin 2 (θ 1− θ 2 )

[

]

p 1 p 2 sin (θ 1− θ 2 )
m 2 K sin 2(θ 1− θ 2 )
C 1=
, C 2=
2
l 1 l 2 m 1+ m 2 sin (θ 1− θ 2 )
m 1+ m 2 sin 2 (θ 1− θ 2 )

[

(13)

(14)

]

The set of the four equations (5) and (13) describe the time evolution of any orbit in the
four-dimensional phase - space (θ 1, θ 2, p 1, p 2 ) . Because the Hamiltonian is conserved in
time, the orbits actually lie on a three-dimensional hyper-surface determined by the equation

E = H + g [(m 1+ m 2 )l 1+ m 2 l 2 ] = constant

(15)

The constant (m 1+ m 2 )l 1+ m 2 l 2 has been added to H so E = 0 at the stable equilibrium
point θ 1= θ 2 = p 1= p 2 = 0 [21, 22].
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the detailed dynamics of the double pendulum the equations of motion are
solved numerically by using the Mat Lab's solver ODE 45. For the simulation assume that the
two masses are equal to unity, m 1= m 2 = 1 kg , and that the two lengths are also equal to unity,
l 1= l 2 = 1 m . The equation (15) reduce to
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E=

p 12 + 2 p 22 − 2 p 1 p 2 cos(θ 1− θ 2 )
+ g (3 − 2cos θ 1− cos θ 2 ) = constant
1 + sin 2 (θ 1− θ 2 )

(16)

The accuracy of the integration may be checked by evaluating the energy of the pendulum
at each integration step. Figure 2 shows the results for the four values of energy we will consider in the next simulations, namely E 1= 5 J , E 2 = 10 J , E 3 = 15 J and E 4 = 20 J . An obvious conservation of energy is easy to observe.
θ (0)=0.0
1

22
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20
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16
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600

700

800

900

1000

time

Figure 2: Conservation of the total energy E during the integration process

In order to illustrate the behavior of the FNVI in the case of the double pendulum system
we consider two representative orbits. The first is an ordered orbit with initial condition
(θ 1, θ 2, p 1, p 2 ) = (1.1, 0.0, 0.0, 2.7746) and the second is a chaotic orbit with initial conditions
(θ 1, θ 2, p 1, p 2 ) = (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3.873) . For both orbits, the value of energy is E 3= 15 J . The
motion of the outer bob is depicted in Figure 3.
Motion of outer bob
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Figure 3: The motion of the outer bob: a) chaotic orbit; b) ordered orbit

When other two orbits are launched at a distance of 0.001 from these initial conditions, the
orbits corresponding to the ordered case move practically together (indicating that there is no
divergence of the two close orbits) while the orbits corresponding to the chaotic case move
away from each other after a short time period, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5a presents the Poincare section of surface (PSS) of the two orbits defined by
θ 2 = 0, p 2≥ 0 . The points of the ordered orbit (red points) form a set of smooth closed curves
while the points of the chaotic orbit (black points) appear randomly scattered. Finally, in Figure 5b we plot the evolution in time of log(SALI) for the two orbits. The SALI of the ordered
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orbit (grey points) fluctuates around SALI = 0.38, indicating the regular character of the orbit,
while the SALI of the chaotic orbit (black points) falls abruptly reaching the limit of the accuracy of the computer precision after about 500 time units. All the logarithms in the paper are
taken in base 10.
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Figure 4: The time evolution of θ 1 (t ) and θ 2 (t ) for two very closed initial conditions in chaotic case (upper
panels) and ordered case (lower panels)
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Figure 5: a) The PSS of the ordered orbit (red points) and chaotic orbit (black points); b) The time evolution of
the log(SALI) for ordered orbit (grey points) and chaotic orbit (black points)

A short inspection of definition (5) shows a double dependence with t * of FNVI. The
same is valid for dFNVI . It is obvious that if the values of t * increases the value of dFNVI
decreases. In fact, a dependence of the form dFNVI ∝ 1 / t * may be considered. We think that
a better choice for the FNVI could be

( )

*
1 k x i t − x(0 )
FNVI (t ) = ∑
x(0)
k i =1

(17)

In this way, FNVI presents only a weak relationship with t * , as shown in Table 1. No
matter which value of t * was considered, an evident distinction between the FNVI plots for
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the two orbits may be observed. FNVI displays large and random variations for the chaotic
orbit while it remains almost constant for the regular one (see Figure 6a). We fixed t * = 0.05
in the remainder of this paper. To see if these patterns remain unchanged if the total time of
numerical integration increases, we computed the FNVI for the same orbits but for a time period of 5,000 time units (t.u). The obtained results are displayed in Figure 6b.
t*
dFNVI
obtained
with (17)

Ordered
orbit
Chaotic
orbit

0.01
0.002814

0.02
0.05
0.075
0.1
0.5
0.002815 0.002823 0.002826 0.003021 0.005507

0.043784

0.043783 0.043778 0.043831 0.043854 0.043292

Table 1: The dependence of dFNVI with t* for the orbits discussed in Figure 5
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Figure 6: The time evolution of the FNVI for ordered orbit (grey points) and chaotic orbit (black points):
a) T=1,000; b) T= 5,000

It is interesting to mention that the CPU time needed to obtain the results plotted in Figure
5b it was fifty times greater than for results seen in Figure 6a. This might be a problem in the
case of "sticky" orbits, which remain at the borders of an island of stability for a long time
before enters the chaotic sea. The PSS technique and the SALI method, which require considerable CPU time, might give erroneous results if the running time is short enough.
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Figure 7: The PSS of the sticky orbit: a) T=1000; b) T=1200; c) T=1800; d) T=4000

To verify this, let consider the sticky orbit with initial conditions
(θ 1, θ 2, p 1, p 2 ) = (0.56525, 0.0, 0.0, 3.2174) . Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the sticky
orbit in the PSS (θ 1, p 1 ) for the integration times equal with T=1000 t.u., T=1200 t.u.,
T=1800 t.u. and T=4000 t.u. respectively. In the PSS corresponding to T=1000 t.u. the orbit
seems to be regular. The first visible deviations from the smooth curve appear for T=1200 t.u.
When T=4000 t.u. the orbit has left the borders of the island of stability and entered in the
chaotic regime. Figure 8 presents the time evolution of the FNVI and the SALI for the same
sticky orbit. The both figures indicate that after 1200 t.u. the orbit gradually alters its nature,
from ordered to chaotic. The limit SALI = 10−16 was obtained after T=2000 t.u. Although the
conclusion is the same, the difference consists again in the CPU time.
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Figure 8: The time evolution of the FNVI (left panel) and of the SALI (right panel) for the sticky orbit discussed
in Figure 7

In order to present the effectiveness of the dFNVI indicator in detecting regions of order
and chaos we compute the dFNVI for a large grid of equally distributed initial conditions on
the axis of the PSS (θ 1, p 1 ) of the double pendulum Hamiltonian. Firstly, in Figure 9 we present the PSSs of the system for E 1= 5 J , E 2 = 10 J , E 3 = 15 J and E 4 = 20 J . Each section
was constructed by numerically solving Eqs. (5) and (13) for 40x40 initial conditions, chosen
to provide a good coverage of the energetically accessible region in the plane. The appearance
and growth of chaos with energy is well-demonstrated.
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Figure 9:The PSSs of the double pendulum for increasing values of total energy E
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Figure 10: The variation of the dFNVI values for initial conditions chosen on the semi-line θ 1= 0, p 1≥ 0 of the
corresponding PSS of the double pendulum system
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Figure 11: The variation of the dFNVI values for initial conditions chosen on the semi-line p 1= 0,θ 1≥ 0 of the
corresponding PSS of the double pendulum system

Secondly, in an attempt to define a threshold value between chaoticity and regularity we
chose two sets of 100 equally distributed initial conditions on the semi-lines θ 1= 0, p 1≥ 0 and
p 1= 0,θ 1≥ 0 of the PSSs depicted in Figure 9 and calculated their dFNVI values according
with (6) and (17). The results are plotted in Figures 10 and 11. It is evident that as the value of
the energy E increases, the values of the dFNVI increase too, especially for the chaotic orbits.
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Figure 12: The variation of the SALI values for initial conditions chosen on the semi-line p 1= 0,θ 1≥ 0 of the
corresponding PSS of the double pendulum system
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corresponding PSS of the double pendulum system

The same sets of initial conditions were used to compute the corresponding SALI values.
The results are presented in Figures 12 and 13 only for E 2 = 10 J and E 3 = 15 J . We assigned
a coloured circle to every individual initial condition according to the SALI's value: if it is
smaller than 10−8 the circle is coloured bleu (the orbit is chaotic beyond any doubt). If
SALI ∈ 10−8 ,10−4 the circle is coloured yellow and finally, if SALI ∈ 10−4 , 2 it is coloured
red. Comparing Figures 10 and 13 and Figures 11 and 12 an obvious similitude between them
is easy to observe. In fact, every orbit with dFNVI ≥ 0.01 has SALI ≤ 10−8 therefore it is
chaotic and almost all orbits having dFNVI < 0.005 are characterized by SALI > 10−2 therefore they are ordered or "sticky" (with only three exceptions). None orbit has
dFNVI ∈ [0.005, 0.01].
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Figure 14: The variation of the dFNVI values (left panel) and SALI values (right panel) for initial conditions chosen on the interval θ 1∈ [0.564, 0.5655]

Based on these numerical simulations, we propose as a threshold value between regularity
and chaos the value 0.01. Thus when dFNVI ≥ 0.01 the orbit is chaotic while when
dFNVI < 0.01 it is ordered.
In order to clear up the exceptions mentioned above, we carried out a carefully analysis of
the interval θ 1∈ [0.564, 0.5655] , corresponding to the total energy E 3 = 15 J in Figure 12. This
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zone hallmarks the passage from a region where the motion is chaotic to a huge island of stability and it is expecting that a significant number of sticky orbits could be detected in here.
Figure 14 present our findings. In the left panel were displayed the dFNVI values calculated
for T=1000 t.u. and T=3000 t.u. while in the right panel were depicted the associated SALI
values, obtained with T=1000 t.u. Two remarks are in order. Firstly, a lot of dFNVI values
increase when the definition (6) is extended to the interval [200s, 3000s]. In this category
must be included three orbits which resemble ordered on the time interval [200s, 1000s], but
which are in fact sticky orbits. Secondly, the SALI values always give the right verdict regarding the nature of he orbit. However, even if T=3000 t.u., the CPU time needed to obtain a
dFNVI value remains smaller than for a SALI value.
5

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have illustrated the capacity of the Fast Norm Vector Indicator (FNVI)
method in distinguishing between order and chaos in double pendulum system. For the sake
of comparison, an accepted tool, the Smaller Alignment Index (SALI) was chosen. The
main conclusions of the study can be summarized as follows:
• The FNVI seems to be a fast and accurate qualitative tool in order to determine if an orbit
is ordered or chaotic. The distinction between these two types of orbits is based on the
different behavior of the FNVI. It was found to fluctuate significantly for chaotic orbits,
while displays a nearly constant value for ordered orbits.
• An important advantage of the FNVI method over the SALI method is the short CPU time
needed to provide a conclusive result regarding the character of he orbit. This is because
the FNVI method requires only the computation of the set of equations of motion while
the SALI method needs the computation of the variational equations too. The CPU time
on a Intel (R) Corel (TM) 2 Duo CPU T 5450 2.33 GHz, needed to obtain a conclusion,
for an integration time of 1000 units of time, was about 12 sec/orbit with FNVI method
and about 200 sec/orbit with SALI method. The CPU time could be a crucial criterion
when we need o study a large number of orbits or when we follow the time evolution of a
sticky orbit.
• The quantified version of the FNVI, the dFNVI, depends on the predefined time step t *
of the numerical integration. The proposed threshold value of 0.05 between order and
chaos is valid, in our opinion, only for a particular t * . An independent value of 0.01
could be considered instead, if the modified definition (17) of the FNVI is utilized.
• Exploiting the advantages of the dFNVI indicator, we have constructed detailed gridplots where the chaotic and ordered regions are clearly distinguished. These grid-plots
were plotted for increasing values of the total energy and were compared with the results
supplied by the SALI method.
• Because the dFNVI was defined for the time interval [200s, 1000s] it is unable to distinguish between ordered and sticky orbits. For both types of orbits we found dFNVI <
0.005. This is because the sticky orbit, which is chaotic, need more time to escape from
the outer region of an island of stability to the surrounding chaotic region. The FNVI
plots, extended on a larger time interval, make the correct distinction between the two
types of orbit.
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Abstract. In this paper a 3-D beam element including shear and secondary torsional moment
deformation effects is formulated with general warping and bimoment transmission
capabilities. The beam’s cross section is an arbitrarily shaped doubly symmetric constant one,
while its shape is assumed to remain undistorted. Shear deformation (due to shear forces) is
taken into account employing shear correction factors determined through an energy
approach. Secondary torsional moment deformation effects are modelled by introducing the
primary angle of twist per unit length as an additional degree of freedom at each end node of
the element and employing a torsional shear correction factor. An exact 14x14 stiffness
matrix and the corresponding nodal load vector are formulated based on the solution of the
global equilibrium differential equations of the beam. At joints connecting space members, all
kinds of warping and bimoment transmission (not involving cross sectional distortion) are
modelled, including free warping, full or partial warping restraint, full warping and
bimoment continuity, complete direct and inverse warping transmission and general warping
and bimoment transmission between intersecting members. A computer program is developed
in a mathematical package permitting symbolic algebraic manipulations. Numerical results of
great practical interest are worked out to illustrate the efficiency, the accuracy and the range
of applications of the developed method.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In engineering practice we often come across the analysis of beam assemblages subjected
to general loading conditions. Space frames and grid systems are most common examples
along with structures such as curved beams and stiffened plates which are sometimes
modelled as an assembly of straight members. Such structures often necessitate a rigorous
analysis which is not always easy to be achieved due to several reasons.
Firstly, some commercial software packages neglect shear deformation effects (due to
shear forces) in the global analysis of the structure. These effects influence notably the
behaviour of short beams; often however they could also be significant in long beams of
multimaterial cross section exhibiting weak shear connection between different material
regions. This could also be the case in beams made of composite materials which are weak in
shear. Secondly, in the beam element formulation of most commercial software packages a
12x12 stiffness matrix is considered where 2 degrees of freedom (DOFs) are related to
torsion. In such a formulation the effects of nonuniform warping are neglected, thus only the
primary (St. Venant) torsional mechanism resisting torsional actions is taken into account. It
is well known that nonuniform warping affects significantly the global behaviour of open
shaped thin walled cross section bars. Thus, several researchers have employed a 14x14
stiffness matrix with additional DOFs related to warping achieving the inclusion of such
effects in the analysis. However, most of the relevant formulations consider the angle of twist
per unit length at the element’s nodes as additional DOF, thus the secondary torsional
moment deformation effect (STMDE) [1] is not taken into account. The aforementioned types
of structures influenced by shear deformation are affected similarly by secondary torsional
moment deformation as well. Moreover, STMDE should be considered in the analysis of
closed shaped thin walled cross section beams [1-3]. Regarding the formulation of the
stiffness matrix and the corresponding nodal load vector, several researchers employ
numerical methods such as the Finite Element Method (FEM) exploiting simple shape
functions and taking proper care in order to avoid shear locking phenomena [4]. In the
problem under examination, this procedure results in an approximate formulation, thus more
than one element is usually required to model accurately a single straight span. However, the
exploitation of the global equilibrium equations of the beam results in an exact stiffness
matrix [5] and an inherently locking free formulation where no more than one element is
required for each single straight span. It is also pointed out that in most cases the geometric
constants (along with the shear correction factors required to accurately model shear and
STMD effects) included in the beam element formulation are computed through Thin Tube
Theory (TTT) (see for example [5]). The accuracy of this theory depends on the thickness of
the shell elements comprising the thin walled beam and sometimes leads to inaccuracies [2].
Thirdly, in most modelling efforts regarding beam assemblages taking into account
nonuniform warping effects, the warping and bimoment transmission between nonaligned
intersecting members is treated in a simplified manner. Often, the warping DOFs of the
elements’ nodes at the joint are considered as fully free or fully restrained. Another frequently
employed consideration is the assumption of full warping and bimoment continuity at the
joint. This assumption is reliable for example in the modelling of straight members with
intermediate torsional supports. The actual transmission conditions depend on the geometry of
the joint of intersecting members [6]. However, in many geometric configurations
encountered in engineering practice [6-9] the aforementioned treatments are not realistic.
Shell or 3-D finite element idealizations permit very accurate modelling of every possible
geometric design, however their use is costly and complex as compared to beam element
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models. Thus the beam elements to be used should be enhanced with general warping and
bimoment transmission capabilities.
Several researchers have investigated in the past the problem of warping transmission at
joints of intersecting members. Baigent and Hancock [10] investigated among others the case
of members of channel shaped cross section attached by the web to a stiffened joint plate.
Fully free warping for both members at the joint region is a reliable modelling consideration
in this case. Krenk and Damkilde [11] investigated among others the case of members of Ishaped cross section intersecting at a joint with three stiffeners. This configuration is
modelled accurately by employing fully restrained warping conditions at the joint region for
both members. Yang and McGuire [12] proposed a procedure based on warping springs for
analyzing space frames with partial warping restraint. Basaglia et al. [6] analyzed among
others several geometric configurations which are accurately modelled with complete direct
or inverse warping transmission considerations. Tong et al. [13] investigated the joint of
intersecting I-shaped cross section beams having a diagonal stiffener. By taking into account
the bending and torsional stiffness of the stiffener, they formulated general relations linking
the bimoments and warping DOFs of the intersecting members. Vacharajittiphan and Trahair
[14] investigated the coupling of warping and distortion in nonaligned intersecting members.
To the authors’ knowledge, all studies related to the investigation of warping transmission in
which beam elements are employed, neglect shear and STMD effects, while TTT is most
commonly employed to determine the torsional geometric constants.
In this paper a 3-D beam element including shear and secondary torsional moment
deformation effects is formulated with general warping and bimoment transmission
capabilities. The beam’s cross section is an arbitrarily shaped doubly symmetric constant one,
while its shape is assumed to remain undistorted. Shear deformation (due to shear forces) is
taken into account employing shear correction factors determined through an energy approach.
Secondary torsional moment deformation effects are modelled by introducing the primary
angle of twist per unit length as an additional degree of freedom at each end node of the
element and employing a torsional shear correction factor. An exact 14x14 stiffness matrix
and the corresponding nodal load vector are formulated based on the solution of the global
equilibrium differential equations of the beam. At joints connecting space members, all kinds
of warping and bimoment transmission (not involving cross sectional distortion) are modelled,
including free warping, full or partial warping restraint, full warping and bimoment continuity,
complete direct and inverse warping transmission and general warping and bimoment
transmission between intersecting members. A computer program is developed in a
mathematical package permitting symbolic algebraic manipulations. Numerical results of
great practical interest are worked out to illustrate the efficiency, the accuracy and the range
of applications of the developed method.
2
2.1

STATEMENT AND SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
Local stiffness matrix and nodal load vector formulation

Consider a 3-D beam element of length l (Fig.1) with an arbitrarily shaped doubly
symmetric constant cross section, occupying the two dimensional multiply connected region
Ω of the y,z plane bounded by the Γ j ( j = 1,2,...,K ) boundary curves, which are piecewise
smooth, i.e. they may have a finite number of corners. The material of the bar is homogeneous
isotropic and linearly elastic with modulus of elasticity E and shear modulus G , while the
effects of cross sectional distortion and geometrical nonlinearity are ignored. In Fig.1a Syz is
the coordinate system through the cross section’s shear center. The bar is subjected to the
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combined action of arbitrarily distributed or concentrated transverse loads p y = p y ( x ) ,

pz = pz ( x ) and bending moments m y = m y ( x ) , mz = mz ( x ) acting in the y and z
directions, respectively, axial load px = px ( x ) , twisting mx = mx ( x ) and warping

mw = mw ( x ) moments acting in the x direction (Fig.1b).

Γ2

s

(Ω)
C≡S

ΓΚ



y
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t

S: shear center ≡
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P ′
M wk , θ xk
( 14 )

Qzk ,u zk ( 10 )

(b)

Figure 1: 3-D prismatic beam element with arbitrarily shaped doubly symmetric cross section occupying region
Ω (a) subjected to general loading (b).

In order to take into account shear deformation effects in the study of the aforementioned
element, the Timoshenko beam theory is employed along with the bending rotations θ y , θ z
which are used as DOF at each end node (Fig.1b). θ y , θ z substitute the transverse
displacement components per unit length u ′y , u ′z which are employed in the classic 3-D beam
element based on the Euler - Bernoulli beam theory. Moreover, in order to take into account
nonuniform (torsional) warping effects, an additional warping DOF is included at each end
node of the element. In classic (Vlasov) nonuniform torsion theory, this DOF is the angle of
′
twist per unit length θ x′ . In this paper, the primary angle of twist per unit length θ xP is

( )

employed as additional DOF [1-2], permitting the inclusion of STMDE in the study of the
element. This quantity is a 1-D measure of the intensity of warping of the cross section and its
use is advantageous in the application of torsional boundary conditions, while in general
′
′
θ xP ≠ θ x′ with θ xP − θ x′ being a 1-D measure of the intensity of warping shear stresses.

( )

( )

From the above considerations, the local nodal displacement vector is expressed as (Fig.1b)
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along with the corresponding nodal load vector
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M yk

M zk

}

M wk (2)

These vectors are linked with the 14x14 local exact stiffness matrix  K i  of the 3-D beam
 
element [2]. This stiffness matrix is readily determined through a mathematical package [15]
by solving analytically one global differential equation of equilibrium of axial forces and
three systems of global differential equations of equilibrium of bending moments, transverse
shear forces acting in the y and z directions, torsional and warping moments (see for
example [1, 5]). This procedure results in a locking free element formulation [4]. The
coefficients of these equations depend on the geometric constants of the element along with
its shear correction factors which are employed to model shear and STMD effects [1-2].
These factors are determined through an energy approach [1-2]. The primary torsion constant,
the warping constant and the shear correction factors depend on the primary and secondary
warping functions and two stress functions which are determined from the numerical solution
of four boundary value problems through BEM [2]. The adopted procedure is free from the
assumptions of TTT. The aforementioned three systems of equations may be studied
independently due to the assumption of geometrically linear conditions and the doubly
symmetric shape of the cross section [16]. It is also worth noting that the nodal load vector is
also readily computed analytically for frequently encountered distributions of externally
applied actions along the length of the element. Finally, the local exact stiffness matrices and
the corresponding nodal load vectors of the classic theories of nonuniform torsion (Vlasov)
and flexure (Euler- Bernoulli) have also been formulated for comparison purposes.
After the solution of the problem and the determination of

{D } , the stress resultants of
i

the element may be readily computed through  K i  . The primary and secondary twisting
 
′
moments M xjP , M xjS are determined employing M xj , θ xjP as

( )

( )′  / ( I


M xjP =
I tP  M xj + GI tS θ xjP


P
t

+ ItS

)

S
M=
M xj − M xjP
xj

(3a,b)

where I tP and I tS are the primary and secondary torsion constants [17], respectively, while it
P
S
is noted that M xk
, M xk
may be computed through similar relations.

2.2

Global stiffness matrix formulation

The global stiffness matrix  K i  linking the nodal displacement and load vectors at the
 
global coordinate system is determined as

 K i  = [ ΛSSFw ]T  K i  [ ΛSSFw ]
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where [ ΛSSFw ] is a 14x14 transformation matrix given as

[ Λ ]



[ ΛSSFw ] = 

 0



sym.

[Λ]
1

[Λ]

[Λ]









1

(5)

with [ Λ ] being the usual 3x3 transformation matrix employed in the matrix analysis of space

( )

( )

′
P ′
frames [18]. It is noted that θ xjP , M wj , θ xk
, M wk are not transformed since they are not
vectorial quantities.
2.3

Warping transmission

Warping transmission conditions at a joint connecting space members depend on the
geometry of the joint [6]. In some cases such as unstiffened joints, the coupling of distortional
and warping deformations of intersecting members is significant [6, 14]. The aforementioned
3-D beam element is enhanced with general warping and bimoment transmission capabilities.
Having in mind that distortional deformations at the element level are neglected in the present
work, the following cases previously reported in the literature are modelled:
i. Fully free or fully restrained warping (see for example Baigent and Hancock [10]) at an
′
element’s node. In the first case M w is known, whereas in the second case θ xP is known.

( )

In these cases the warping DOF remains unlinked with other DOFs of the structure, thus it
is treated in the usual manner as if the node was either a free or a fully restrained end.
ii. Partial warping restraint at an element’s node (see for example Yang and McGuire [12]).
This case is particularly useful for modelling member supports. In this case the warping
DOF is linked with another DOF, the value of which is prescribed. A link element
coupling the two DOFs is employed with a stiffness matrix of the form

k

[ Klink ] =  −kw


w

−kw 
kw 

(6)

where kw is the stiffness of the warping spring [12].
iii. Full warping and bimoment continuity. This case is encountered in straight members with
intermediate torsional supports. Here, the elements’ nodes at an intermediate torsional
support share a common warping DOF. Thus, the usual assembly procedure of the Direct
Stiffness Method related to common DOFs of beam structures is followed.
iv. General warping and bimoment continuity (see for example [8, 9, 13]). In this case the
warping DOFs of the elements’ nodes at a joint of intersecting space members are linked
together with general relations. A link element linking the two DOFs is employed with a
stiffness matrix of the form

k

[ Klink ] =  k w11


w21
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where kw11 , kw21 , kw22 are stiffness parameters determined from the geometry of the joint.
v. Complete direct or indirect warping transmission (see for example [6]). In these cases the
warping DOFs of the elements’ nodes at a joint of intersecting space members have the
same or the opposite value, respectively [6]. Here, the warping DOFs are initially treated
as being independent to each other and the usual assembly procedure of the Direct
Stiffness Method is followed. Then, the aforementioned relations are added as constraints
to the global system of equations by means of the Lagrange multiplier technique [4, 6].
After taking into account the global stiffness matrices of the elements and the warping
transmission conditions at joints of the structure under investigation, the usual assembly
procedure of the Direct Stiffness Method is followed leading to the formulation of a global
system of equations. This system is then solved and the unknown global nodal displacement
vector of the structure is computed either symbolically or numerically. Afterwards, the usual
post-processing procedure is followed in order to determine the remaining quantities of
interest.
3

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Example 1
In the first example, a straight member of a thin walled hollow rectangular cross section
previously studied by Murín and Kutis [3] has been analyzed in order to verify the accuracy
of the results. The member is supported by two end and two intermediate simple torsional
supports and is loaded by two concentrated torsional moments along its length [3]. The
member has been modelled with 5 beam elements as in [3], while full warping and bimoment
continuity is considered at the nodes of the member. The geometric constants reported by
Murín and Kutis [3] and computed through TTT have been employed in order to verify the
accuracy of the proposed method =
( I tP 8.9824 × 10 −2 m4 , =
I tS 1.107 × 10 −3 m4 ,
=
CS 1.930 × 10 −4 m6 ).
In Table 1, the angle of twist and the primary angle of twist per unit length at the nodes are
presented as obtained from the proposed method and from Murín and Kutis [3]. It is observed
that the agreement between the two methods is excellent. In Table 2, the stress resultants at
the beam elements’ nodes are reported as obtained from the aforementioned methods, noting
the good agreement of the results. In the same table, the corresponding results of the proposed
method obtained by employing the geometric constants as they have been computed through
BEM =
( I tP 9.133 × 10 −2 m4 =
, I tS 1.347 × 10 −3 m4 ,=
CS 2.273 × 10 −4 m6 ) are also presented.
Significant discrepancies between the corresponding nonuniform torsional stress resultants
obtained from the two methods are observed. Moreover, it is concluded that torsional loading
is undertaken mainly through the primary torsional mechanism. However, the warping normal
and shear stresses reach significant values locally [3], thus the secondary torsional mechanism
and STMDE should not be neglected in stress analysis of bars of closed shaped thin walled
cross sections.
Example 2
In the second example, a two member right angle frame previously studied by Tong et al.
[13] has been analyzed in order to verify the accuracy of the results and demonstrate the range
of applications of the developed method. The cross sections of both the beam and the column
are thin walled I-shaped ones with total height h = 0.300m , total width b = 0.150m , flange
width t f = 0.008m and web width tw = 0.006m=
( A 4.104 × 10 −3 m 2 ,=
Ay 2.003 × 10 −3 m 2 ,
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=
Az 1.687 × 10 −3 m 2 , =
I zz 4.505 × 10 −6 m 2 ,=
I tP 7.094 × 10 −8 m4 ,
I yy 6.262 × 10 −5 m 2 ,=
CS 9.592 × 10 −8 m6 ), while the joint of the intersecting members has
=
I tS 4.303 × 10 −5 m4 ,=
a diagonal stiffener of width t = 0.008m [13]. The right free end of the beam is loaded with a
concentrated bimoment load, while the column bottom node is fully clamped. The beam and
column have the same length of lb= lc= 2.0m and are each modelled with one element,
while general warping and bimoment continuity is considered at the joint.

(

θ x ×10 −3 rad
Node

Murín and Kutis [3]
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
0.00412
0
-0.00721
0
0

)

(θ )′ (×10
P
x

−3

m −1

)

Present - geometric
Present - geometric
Murín and Kutis [3]
constants with TTT
constants with TTT
0
0.00185
0.001851
-6
0.00412
-4.801×10
-4.801×10-6
0
-0.00195
-0.001947
-6
-0.00721
-4.20×10
-4.200×10-6
0
0.00102
0.001021
0
3.470×10-6
3.471×10-6

Table 1: Angle of twist and primary angle of twist per unit length of the member of example 1.

(

M w kNm 2

)

M xP ( kNm )

M xS ( kNm )

Elem. Murín Present - Present - Murín Present - Present - Murín Present - Present geom.
geom.
and
geom.
geom.
and
geom.
geom.
side and
Kutis
const.
const.
Kutis
const. const. with Kutis const.
const.
[3] with TTT with BEM [3] with TTT BEM
[3] with TTT with BEM
0.0
0.0
0.0
14.9824 14.9808 14.9780 0.01907 0.02062 0.02363
1-2
2-1 0.12335 0.12333 0.14506 14.8183 14.8184 14.7831 0.18309 0.18305 0.21845
2-3 0.12335 0.12333 0.14506 -14.8164 -14.8164 -14.7809 -0.1822 -0.18217 -0.21750
3-2 0.00571 0.00571 0.00644 -14.9880 -14.9864 -14.9844 -0.01059 -0.01223 -0.01402
3-4 0.00571 0.00571 0.00644 -14.9816 -14.9800 -14.9767 -0.01051 -0.01215 -0.01391
4-3 -0.12335 -0.12331 -0.14504 -14.8099 -14.8100 -14.7731 -0.18218 -0.18215 -0.21746
4-5 -0.12335 -0.12331 -0.14504 14.8248 14.8248 14.7907 0.18311 0.18307 0.21849
5-4 0.06125 0.06124 0.07210 14.9154 14.9146 14.8980 0.0925 0.09335 0.11136
5-6 0.06125 0.06124 0.07210 0.07511 0.07424 0.08899 -0.09042 -0.08955 -0.10701
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.01482 -0.01482 -0.01749 -0.00049 -0.00049 -0.00054
6-5
Table 2: Warping, primary and secondary twisting moments of the member of example 1.

At first, following the methodology of Tong et al. [13] the stiffness parameters of the link
3
element modelling the joint are computed as k=
,
w11 k=
w22 50.780knm
kw21 = −47.857knm3 . Subsequently, the structure is analyzed with beam elements takint into
account or ignoring both shear and STMD effects. In Figs. 2 and 3, the angle of twist along
the beam and the column, respectively, are presented as obtained from the proposed method,
from the method of Tong et al. [13] where shear and STMD effects are ignored and from a
FEM solution with shell elements reported in [13]. It is observed that the agreement between
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the corresponding results of the two methods based on beam elements is excellent, verifying
the accuracy of the proposed method. Moreover, it is noted that the results of the present
method taking into account or ignoring shear and STMD effects practically coincide,
demonstrating that these effects are negligible in this example. As expected, it is also deduced
that the present formulation is free from locking effects. The agreement of these results with
the ones of the FEM solution with shell elements is noteworthy, concluding the reliability of
the proposed method. Finally, a solution with symbolic algebraic manipulations has also been
established in the examined problem yielding the same results.

Figure 2: Angle of twist (rad) along the beam of the frame of example 2.

4

CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions that can be drawn from this investigation are
• The proposed method may effectively analyze space beam assemblages and beams of
arbitrarily shaped doubly symmetric cross section taking into account general warping
and bimoment transmission conditions, shear and secondary torsional moment
deformation effects.
• The employed local stiffness matrix is determined analytically through the solution of
global differential equations of equilibrium resulting in a locking free element
formulation.
• The developed computer program permits the solution of the problem through symbolic
algebraic manipulations.
• The agreement of the developed procedure with previously reported results is noteworthy.
• The discrepancy between the torsional geometric constants computed through BEM and
TTT affects notably the nonuniform torsional stress resultants of closed shaped thin
walled cross section beams.
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• The secondary torsional mechanism and secondary torsional moment deformation effects
should not be neglected in stress analysis of beams of closed shaped thin walled cross
sections.

Figure 3: Angle of twist (rad) along the column of the frame of example 2.
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Abstract. This paper presents the derivation of a new boundary element formulation for plate
bending problems. The Reissner’s plate bending theory is employed. Unlike the conventional
direct or indirect formulations, the proposed integral equation is based on minimizing the
relevant energy functional. In doing so, variational methods are used. A collocation based
series, similar to the one used in the indirect discrete boundary element method, is used to
remove domain integrals. Hence, a fully boundary integral equation is formulated. The main
advantage of the proposed formulation is production of a symmetric stiffness matrix similar to
that obtained in the finite element method. Numerical examples are presented to demonstrate
the accuracy and the validity of the proposed formulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Concerning the application of the BEM for thick plate bending problems, the direct
boundary element formulation originally developed by Vander Weeën [1]. Hence, several
applications were considered based on this theory; for example: Barcellos and Silva [2]
extended the formulation to Mindlin plates. El-Zafrany et al. [3] divided the formulation into
kernels for thin and others for thick plates. Ribeiro and Venturini [4] discussed the application
of elasto-plastic analysis to the direct formulation. Westphal et al. [5] studied the fundamental
solution used in plates. Marczak and Creus [6] considered the evaluation of singular integrals
in the direct integral equation formulation. Fernandes and Konda [7] coupled the formulation
with beams. To the author’s best knowledge, none of these formulations considered a
variational boundary integral formulation for the thick Reissner’s plate bending.
This paper presents the derivation and verifications of new boundary element formulation
for plate bending problems. Unlike the conventional formulations, the proposed formulation
is based on generalized variational principle. The Reissner’s plate bending model is
employed. It is considered a boundary element model because the final integral equation
involves some boundary integrals that require a boundary discretization evaluation in order to
be evaluated. Furthermore, all the unknowns are boundary variables. The model is completely
new. It differs from the classical boundary element formulation in the way it is generated and
consequently in the final equations. A generalized variational principle is used as a basis for
its derivation, whereas the conventional boundary element formulation is based on Green's
formula.
2. THE PROPOSED BEM HYBRID DISPLACEMENT FORMULATION
The energy functional for the Reissner’s plate bending problems could be obtained as
follows (Dym and Shamed [8]):
( ( ) ̃ ( ) ̃ ( ))
∫

( )

( )

( ) ( )

( )

(

( )

( ))

( )

̅ ( )̃ ( )

( )

( )

∫

∫

( )

∫

( )

̃ ( )( ̃ ( )

( ))

( )

(1)

( )

After integrating by parts the first two domain integral on the right hand side of equation (1)
could be converted into boundary integrals (Rashed and Brebbia [9]) and taking into
consideration the symmetry of the moment stress-resultant tensor and regrouping, equation
(1) can be written as:
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( ( ) ̃ ( ) ̃ ( ))
∫

( ) ( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

∫

( ) ( )

( )

∫ ̃ ( )̅ ( )

( )

∫ ̃ ( )̃ ( )

∫ ̃( )

( )

( )

( )
(2)

( )

( )

(

( )

( )

( )

∫

( )

∫

( )

( )

(

)

)

The first four integrals in equation (2) involve the domain variables ( ) ( ). The
following two integrals, involve the boundary variables ̃ ( ) ̃ ( )and the last integral
involves both the domain and boundary variables.
A new variational boundary element formulation for the Ressiner plate bending model is
obtained by representing the three independent field variables
̃ ̃ via approximate
schemes. Hence variational principles are used to minimize the functional . The stationary
condition (that corresponds to the equilibrium condition) for such a functional represents an
approximate integral equation of the problems to approximate the domain terms
( )) in the first four integrals in equation (25). As in the
( ( ) ( )
indirect boundary element or the super-position formulation for Ressiner’s plate bending
problems (Mohareb and Rashed[10]),the rotation and the displacement components vector at
any point (y) inside the domain could be approximated via a collection series. This series
)) and an unknown set of fictitious
contains the product of fundamental solution ( (
concentrated tractions ( ( )) located at a set of arbitrary source points ( ), as follows:
( )

(

) ( )

(3)

Where the subscript (n) denotes arbitrary set of source points (its number could be taken later
as the number of boundary nodes N) in which the fictitious tractions are applied along the
direction (xk).
In a similar way, the traction components at any point (y) inside the domain could be
approximated via a collection series containing the products of fundamental solution
)) and the same unknown fictitious concentrated tractions ( ( )) which are
( (
located at the same set of points ( ), as follows:
( )

(

) ( )

(4)

Using the representation given in equations (3) and (4), the first integral on the right hand side
of equation (2) could be re-written as follows:
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∫

( ) ( )

( )

( )

( )[ ∫

(

)

(

)

( )]

( )

(5)

( )

{ }

[ ]

{ }

where,
[ ]

∫

(

)

(

)

( )

(6)

( )

In which (N) is the number of boundary points.
The second and third domain integrals on the right hand side of the equation (2) are set to
zeros. This is done by making use of considered approximations in equations (3, 4) and
placing the source points ( )outside the plate boundary therefore:
∫

( )

( )

( )

(7)

( )

( )

( )

(8)

( )

and
∫
( )

The last domain integral in equation (2) could be represented as follows:
∫

( ) ( )

( )

( )[ ∫

( )

(

) ( )

( )]

( )

{ }

(9)

{ }

where
{ }

∫

(

) ( )

( )

( )

(10)

It has to be noted that the vector { } in equation (10) is similar to the one that appears in the
classical direct boundary element method (Brebbiaet al. [12]) and could be transformed to the
boundary using similar ways as those given by Rashed and Brebbia [9].
The boundary displacement and traction vectors denoted by ( ̃ )
using quadratic boundary elements therefore:

( ̃ ) are approximated

̃( )

∑

( )

( )

(11)

̃( )

∑

( )

( )

(12)
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Where, ( )
( ) are vectors whose components are nodal( ) values for boundary
displacements and boundary tractions.
Using the representation given in equations (11) and (12), the fifth integral of equation (2)
could be re-written as follows:
̃ ( )̅ ( )

∫

( )

{ ( )}

∑

( )

(

( )̅ ( )

∫

)

(

( )

{ ̅}

{ }

(13)

)

(14)

where
{ ̅}

( )̅ ( )

∫
(

( )

(15)

)

In which (N) is the number of the used boundary elements nodes. The sixth integral of
equation (2) could be re-written as follows:
̃ ( )̃ ( )

∫

( )

( )

{ ( )} [ ∫ [ ( )][ ( )]

∑
(

)

(

{ }

[ ]

( )] ( )

(16)

)

(17)

{ }

Where
[ ]

∫ [ ( )][ ( )]
(

( )

(18)

)

The last integral of equation (2) could be approximated as follows:
∫
∑

( )

̃( )
( )

{ ( )} [ ∫
(

)

(

( )

( )

(

)

(

)]

( )

(19)

)

{ }

[ ]

(20)

{ }

Where
[ ]

∫

( )
(

(

)

( )

)

(21)

It has to be noted that the matrix [ ] in equation (21) is similar to the one that appears in the
classical direct boundary element method (Karam and Telles [12]).
Using the approximations in equations (5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 17 and 20), equation (2) could be rewritten as follows:
{ } [ ]{ } { } { ̅}

{ } [ ]{ }

{ } [ ] { }
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The final system of algebraic equations could be obtained by computing the stationary
conditions associate with in equation (22). This can be obtained by taking the first variation
of equation (22) as follows:
{

} ([ ]{ } [ ]{ }
[ ] { })

{ })

{

} ([ ] { }

{ ̅})

{

} ([ ]{ }

(23)

The functional
is stationary when its first variation
vanishes for any arbitrary values
of ( ( )
( )
( )).Therefore the corresponding generalized Euler`s equations are
[ ]{ }

[ ]{ }
{ ̅}

(25)

[ ] { }

(26)

[ ] { }
[ ]{ }

(24)

{ }

{ }are expressed in terms of the vector{ } to obtain a
The unknown vectors{ }
finalsystem of equations involving only the boundary unknown vector{ }. Provided that the
matrix [ ]is not singular (Karam and Telles [12]), equation (26) could be re-written as
follows:
{ }

(27)

[[ ] ] [ ]{ }

Substituting equation (27) into equation (24) gives:
{ }

[ ] [ ][[ ] ] [ ]{ }

[ ] { }

(28)

Substituting equation (28) into equation (25) gives:
[ ] [ ] [ ][[ ] ] [ ]{ }

[ ] [ ] { }

{ ̅}

(29)

Introducing the following definitions:
[ ]

(30)

[[ ] ] [ ]

Hence equation (29) could be re-written as follows:
[ ] [ ][ ]{ }

[ ] { }

{ ̅}

(31)

Defining:
[ ]

[ ] [ ][ ]

(32)

and
{ }

{ ̅}

[ ] { }

(33)

Hence, equation (29) could be re-written as follows:
[ ]

{ }

{ }

(34)

It has been noted that the obtained [ ] or the stiffness matrix is symmetric, positive definite
and similar to the one obtained from the finite element method (Zienkiewicz [13]). The
{ } are the corresponding vectors of boundary displacements and forces.
vectors { }
3. SOLUTION AT INTERNAL POINTS
After solving equation (34), the vector { } is computed from equation (27). Hence the internal
displacement vector at any point (y) inside the domain ( )is computed using equation (3) as
follows: follows:
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( )

(

) ( )

(35)

( )

(

) ( )

(36)

Stress resultants at any point (y) inside the domain ( ) are computed after carrying out
relevant derivatives as follows:
( )

(

) ( )

(37)

( )

(

) ( )

(38)

and
Expanding the index (k) to ( and (3) gives:
( )

(

)

( )

(

) ( )

(39)

( )

(

) ( )

(

) ( )

(40)

and
are given in the appendix. It has to be noted that
The new derivatives
unlike the direct boundary element method (Vander Weeën [1]), all relevant derivatives
herein are carried out with respect to the coordinate of the field point ( ( )).
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
4.1

Clamped circular plate subject to domain load

A thin, circular plate (radius a, thickness t, Young’s modulus E) is clamped along its outer
boundary as shown in Figure 1 and is subject to a uniformly distributed load with intensity
P=P0. The results for the generalized displacements at points (A and B) are evaluated by using
different meshes and presented in table (1) together with analytical values and results obtained
from the convention direct boundary elements using quadratic elements is given by Rashed
[14].

Clamped
boundary
(A)

(B)

0.5 a

0.5 a

Figure 1: Clamped circular plate subjected to domain load
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( )

( )

Analytical solution

2

1.125

Presented BEM

2.0358

1.1356

Conv. direct. BEM [Rashed (2000)]

2.0307

1.1539

Finite element method

2.0375

1.1356

Table 1: Results for the generalized displacements at point (A, B)

It can be seen from Tables (1) that results for the present variational formulation and
conventional boundary element method is accurate with respect to the analytical values.
4.2

Square plate with a square central opening

A square plate with a square central opening is subjected to a uniform surface load p. The
external edges of the plate are simply supported and the internal edges are free, as shown in
Figure 2-a) the deflection at the points A, B, and C are calculated. The results are evaluated
by using mesh indicated in Figure 2-b) and presented in Table (2) together with results
obtained from the conventional direct boundary element method, finite element method and
the Finite difference method which given by Tottenham [15], Assume Poisson’s ratio equal
to 1/6.
5

C
B

4

3

2

1

A

0.5 a

A

0.5 a

0.5 a

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 Square plate with central opening subjected to domain load

Point
A
B
C

Displacement ( x pa/100D )
Boundary element method
Presented BEM
Indirect
Direct Finite element method Finite difference method
0.21802
0.2807
0.1535

0.2188
0.3107
0.1558

0.2191
0.2818
0.1559

0.2185
0.3156
-

Table 2: Results for the generalized displacements at point (A, B, C)
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It can be seen from Tables (2) that results for for the present variational formulation,
conventional boundary element method, finite element method and finite difference method
are in good agreement.
4.3

Curved Plate Bridge

The 0.3 m curved Plate Bridge shown Figure is subjected to a uniform surface load of
intensity -2.0 t/m2.The Young’s modulus for the plate material is E=2.5×107 t/m2 and
Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.25. Figures (4, 5) demonstrate the Deflection and Moment Mxx at
center line of plate are plotted from CBEM and present BEM.

00

R25.

.00

R27

0

.00

R27

R25.0

35.36

Figure 3 Curved Plate Bridge subjected to domain load

0

0
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15

distance
20

25

30

35

40

-0.05

VBEM

-0.1

U3

CONV.

-0.15

-0.2

-0.25
Figure 4: Deflection along center line
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15

20
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-50
-100
-150

distance
Figure 5: Moment Mxx along center line

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a variational boundary element formulation of Reissner’s plate bending
problems was derived. The formulation was based on minimizing the relevant energy
functional.A collocation based series is used to remove domain integrals. Hence a fully
boundary integral equation is formulated. The formulation was transformed into matrix
equations using quadratic boundary elements, and was implemented into a computer code.
Several examples with different boundary conditions were tested. It was demonstrated that the
present formulation results were more accurate compared to results obtained from the
conventional direct boundary elements, even with fewer number of elements. In addition, the
present formulation produces symmetric stiffness matrix similar to that obtained from the
finite element method. Therefore such formulation is very suitable to be coupled with
boundary and finite elements or to produce a new family of super finite elements; which will
be considered in future research.
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Abstract. In this paper, a numerical investigation of the computational performance of
ReConAn FEA will be performed through the full-scale 3D detailed modeling of a 100m span
reinforced concrete bridge. The efficiency of the automatic procedure for generating embedded steel reinforcement elements inside the hexahedral finite elements will be presented and
the numerical performance of the solver will be discussed. Furthermore, the numerical results
that derived from the nonlinear numerical assessment of the bridge will be analyzed where a
simplified finite element model developed in SAP2000 was used to compare the derived results from the 3D detailed simulation. In the 3D detailed modeling formulation adopted in this
work, concrete is modeled through the use of 8-noded hexahedral elements that treat the
cracking phenomenon through the smear crack approach and the reinforcement is modeled
through the use of embedded 2-noded rod elements that incorporate the Menegotto-Pinto
steel material model. The rebars are assumed to have perfect bonding thus the bond-slip between the rebars and concrete depends on failure of the concrete material. The piers with the
pile cap and the bridge’s trapezoidal shaped continuous deck are modeled through the use of
the adopted concrete hexahedral element, while the 3D geometry of the reinforcement grid,
inside the concrete domain, is modeled in detail according to the technical drawings. Finally,
the elastomeric bearings are also modeled by using 8-noded hexahedral elements that discretize the exact geometry of the isolation system.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Modeling and analysis of reinforced concrete (RC) bridges has been a scientific topic that
challenged and still challenges researchers and finite element (FE) software developers that
deal with the assessment of the mechanical behavior of RC bridges in terms of ductility and
maximum capacity. Allocating potential weaknesses in the design that derives from the complexity of the bridges’ geometry is a difficult procedure given that implementing detailed
modeling for this type of structures is usually a prohibitive numerical task due to the largescale numerical models that derive during the analysis procedure. Nevertheless, it is indisputable that 3D detailed FE models derive the most accurate numerical results in terms of objectivity.
In order to assess the mechanical behavior of RC bridges under earthquake loads according
to Eurocode [1] or AASHTO [2] provisions, several methods have been proposed the last
three decades, which mainly involve three procedures: modal pushover analysis, linear dynamic analysis and linear static analysis [3]. Most researchers [4-18] study the mechanical
behavior of bridge structures through the use of beam-column and 2D FEs (i.e. the shell FE),
which gives them the ability, through simplification assumptions related to both material and
geometrical features, to investigate the overall dynamic and nonlinear behavior of the under
study RC structures for different types of load magnitudes. The simplified models provide the
required numerical tools to study the overall behavior at the full-scale structural level but lack
in providing the researchers with the ability to account localized nonlinear phenomena like
cracking, reinforcement geometry, yielding of rebars, 3D mechanical behavior of elastomeric
bearings and their interaction with the deck, piers and abutments, etc., thus having nonnegligible effects on the numerical results and the overall mechanical behavior of the bridges
that derive from this type of analysis models.
As it was stated in [14], the last two decades the scientists and practitioners shifted towards
the performance based assessment and design concept, where the inelastic deformation demands derive directly from the numerical nonlinearities that are incorporated and used during
the nonlinear analysis. This emphasizes the need of accurate nonlinear models that will be
able to account for 3D nonlinearities and phenomena that result from both material and geometrical features of the under study structures. For this reason, several researchers began to
lean towards the 2D [19, 20] and eventually 3D detailed modeling of independent structural
members of the bridge [21-29]. Furthermore, scientists managed to model the complete structural geometry of bridges [30-36], in an attempt to address the above issue.
Mwafy et al. [35], propose an idealization methodology that foresees the modeling through
SAP2000 [37] and Zeus NL [38] of the super-structure of the bridge A-1700 at Caruthersville,
with beam-column elements and the sub-structure with cubic elasto-plastic elements, including the soil domain in their numerical model. The focus on describing a realistic idealization
procedure in this research work [35] stresses the significance of having the ability to simulate
large-scale structures through the use of 3D detailed models that account material nonlinearities, while the computational constraints that result when this type of modeling is adopted relates with the inability of standard computer systems to undertake such a numerical task.
Richard et al. [19] used ATENA software [39] to analyze a 50 years old concrete trough
bridge through the use of a 2D finite element model that treats cracking through the use of the
smeared crack approach and models the reinforcement with embedded truss elements. Their
idealization assumption was also restraint by the computational demands that would have resulted if a full-scale 3D finite element model was constructed.
Tang and Hao [34], used 3D detailed modeling in specific structural parts of a cable-stayed
bridge in order to simulate the mechanical behavior of RC in blast loads and then assess the
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overall mechanical response of the bridge due to the loss of the carrying capacity of these
structural members, through the use of less computational demanding FE models (beam and
shell elements). The simulations that were performed in LS-DYNA [40], showed that the
computational demand was excessive, even for the case of the numerical analysis of a single
pier. It is important to note here that in this study the bond-slip between the steel reinforcement and concrete is accounted as a property of concrete failure. The same assumption was
also made in [25, 27, 33, 41] and it is the approach that the current research work will adopt
during the numerical analysis.
Bi and Hao [33] used LS-DYNA to construct a full-scale 3D model of a two-span RC
bridge with a straight deck (total span of 60m) in order to study the pounding damage under
spatial varying ground motions. The idealization procedure adopted in this study foreseen the
use of solid concrete elements with embedded rebars near the pounding areas, while smeared
models (reinforcement is assumed to be equally distributed over concrete elements), away
from the pounding regions, were used in order to minimize the computational demand. The
RC bridge consisted of eight unreinforced elastomeric bearing pads, which were modeled
with 16 solid finite elements each.
Other commercial software can be also found in the international literature that were used
to assess the mechanical behavior of RC bridge structures. Deng and Morcous [29], Chacon
and Mirambell [28], Frissen et al. [21], Zhou et al. [13], Johnson et al. [8], Kaviani et al. [12]
and Ho et al. (GT STRUDL Technical Papers) [42], used ANSYS [43], ABAQUS [44], TNO
DIANA [45], Strand7 [46], Drain 3DX [47], Opensees [48], ADINA [49] and GT STRUDL
[42], respectively, so as to numerically assess RC bridges through the use of different FE
models. Commercial software that are referenced in [42-49] have the ability of using 3D FE
models that incorporate damage material models. Given the fact that modeling RC structures
through the use of 3D detailed FE models that incorporate cracking propagation through the
smeared approach and model the reinforcement with embedded rebar elements [50-58], is
computationally challenging even for relatively small models, none of the referenced commercial and research software were used to model a full-scale RC bridge and perform a seismic assessment through push over analysis.
In this paper the full-scale modeling of a 100m span RC bridge with an arc-shaped deck
will be performed by using ReConAn FEA research software [59]. The preliminary design is
assessed by performing pushover analysis, while the numerical results are compared with the
results that derive from a simplified model developed in SAP2000, which is also used to perform modal analysis. In the 3D detailed modeling formulation adopted in this work, concrete
is discretized through the use of the 8-noded hexahedral element that accounts the cracking
phenomenon through the smear crack approach. The reinforcement is modeled through the
use of embedded 2-noded rod elements, which are assumed to have perfect bonding with concrete elements. The piers with the pile cap and the bridge’s trapezoidal shaped continuous
deck are modeled through the use of the adopted concrete hexahedral element, while the 3D
geometry of the reinforcement grid, inside the concrete domain, is modeled in detail according to the preliminary technical drawings. The elastomeric bearings are also modeled in detailed by using 8-noded hexahedral elements that discretize the exact geometry of the isolation
system. So as to investigate the numerical response of the adopted model for simulating the
mechanical behavior of the isolation system, a parametric investigation is performed. Finally,
explicit modeling of the posttensioning system is developed and numerically investigated. After the construction of the complete detailed model, the seismic assessment of the RC bridge
is presented.
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2

GEOMETRY OF THE BRIDGE

As it is described in [60] the bridge has an effective span of 99.1 m, of which 51.55 m is
the left span’s length and 47.55 m is the right span’s length. The total height of the two pylons
is 5.1 m and the spacing between them is 5. The preliminary technical drawings that were
used in this study assume a the total width of the trapezoidal deck of 10.4 m and a height of
2.3 m. For the reinforcing details and additional information related to the RC bridge’s geometry refer to [60].

Figure 1. View of elevations.

Figure 2. Geometry of the Pylons (dimensions in mm).

3

NUMERICAL IMPLEMETATION

3.1 Finite Element Mesh, Material and Load Assumptions
The under study RC bridge was discretized through the use of hexahedral elements as it
can be seen in Fig. 3. In order to reassure a stable thus accurate finite element mesh, a convergence analysis was performed for different structural parts of the bridge, while the average
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hexahedral element mesh size used in the construction of the FE mesh was 20 cm. The selected hexahedral element size was found to be optimum when using the Kotsovos and Pavlovic
[51] material model, which is adopted in this work. For the case of the steel embedded rebars
(Fig. 4) the Menegotto-Pinto material model was used. The total number of concrete hexahedral elements used in the FE mesh shown in Fig. 3 was 102,622 and the total number of embedded rebar macro-elements was 47,839 (Fig. 4). In Fig. 5 the detailed FE mesh is illustrated
where the model of the 3D geometry of the connection between the deck and the two piers
can be also seen. As it was presented in [60], after the completion of the mesh generation
method, the total number of embedded rebar elements was 520,624 and the required computational time was approximately 43 minutes. The embedded rebar mesh generation procedure
that was used to allocate and generate the embedded rebar elements was proposed by Markou
[61], which was an extension of the Markou and Papadrakakis [62] work.

Figure 3. Models used for the mesh convergence analysis procedure.

Figure 4. Macro-element rebar mesh.

Figure 5. Detailed FE mesh of the bridge.
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Table 1 shows the details related to the mesh used to discretize the RC bridge and the resulted embedded rebar elements. It is important to note here that the numerical data and results in Table 1 refer to the updated FE mesh that is used in this research work, which
assumes a detailed modeling of the bearings through the use of 5,520 hexahedral elements
(Fig. 6) instead of 312 that are used in [60]. The total number of bearings assumed is 8; three
at the right and three at the left abutments, and two at the piers. Previous research work on 3D
detailed modeling of standard reinforced elastomeric bearings can be found in [64].
a/a
1
2
2
3
4
5
6

Description
Number of Hexahedral Concrete Elements
Number of Hexahedral Elements (Bearings)
Number of Nodes (hexa8 only)
Number of Macro-Elements
Total Number of Embedded Rebar FEs Generated
Total Number of Short Embedded Rebar FEs that
were Discarded by the Filter Algorithm
Required Embedded Mesh Generation Time

Value
102,622
5,520
175,784
47,839
520,624
1,439
42 m 22 s

Table 1. RC Bridge. General numerical details that derived after the solution of the complete FE model.

Due to the lack of data related to the materials of concrete and steel reinforcement, it is assumed that concrete is a C90 material and steel reinforcement an S500 material. Given that
the bridge will be constructed in the UAE, the assumption of using a high strength concrete is
common practice. The material properties that were adopted in the numerical models used are
given in Table 2.
a/a
1
2
3
4

Material
Concrete
Reinforcement Steel
Steel Plates
Elastomer

Nominal
Weight γ
(kN/m3)
24
78
78
-

Young
Hardening Yielding
Modulus E
Ratio ET
Stress fy
(GPa)
(GPa)
(MPa)
44
200
2
500
200
2
400
3,5 x 10-3
Table 2. Material properties.

Ultimate
Stress fu
(MPa)
90
695
595
30

Ultimate
Strain εu

Poisson
Ratio ν

0.10
0.10
-

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.49

Fig. 7 shows the simplified FE mesh that was constructed in SAP2000, which discretizes
the deck with 11,792 shell elements and the piers through the use of beam-column FEs. The
reinforced elastomeric bearings are modeled through the use of two joint links. The compressive, shear and rotational stiffness coefficients (KC, KS, KθX, KθY, KθZ, see Eqs. 1-7) of each
standard reinforced elastomeric bearing were computed according to [66] by using the material properties depicted in Table 2 that were found in [65] and the geometrical characteristics
given in Fig. 6.
(1)
(2)
(3)

[

]
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(5)

(6)
(7)
where E is the effective Young modulus, A the gross area of the elastomer, trl the total thickness of the elastomeric material, G the shear modulus (1 MPa within the range proposed in
[2]), Ii second moment of inertia about axis i, q the ratio, C1 the constant related to the shape
of the bearing and B the bulk modulus (2 GPa [66]). The numerical results that derived after
implementing the above equations for the case of the middle elastomeric bearing (connects
the pier with the deck) can be seen in Fig. 7 (the formulas were programmed in Matlab).
⁄

Figure 6. (Up) Geometrical features of the internal layers of the 8 elastomeric bearings and their plan views.
(Down) Detailed FE mesh of the elastomeric bearings located at the heads of the two RC piers.

Figure 7. Numerical data related to the middle bearings as they resulted from Eqs 1-7 [66].

In order to assess the mechanical behavior of the RC bridge preliminary design the following procedure was implemented: a. The elastomeric bearings were modeled separately
through the use of 3D detailed numerical model and were assessed so as to determine their
maximum carrying capacity (Fig. 6) b. The complete FE mesh of the bridge was solved
through the use of both ReConAn and SAP2000 so as to derive the mechanical response of
the bridge by assuming an elastic behavior for all material models and by applying only the
self-weight of the structure. c. The complete 3D detailed model with embedded rebar elements was solved for the self-weight of the structure so as to determine the numerical response thus assess the mechanical behavior of the preliminary design of the structure. d. The
3D detailed model is used to perform nonlinear limit state analysis to determine the seismic
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carrying capacity of the RC bridge after redesigning. The numerical findings of the above
steps will be presented below.
3.2 Steel Reinforced Elastomeric Bearings
All elastomeric bearings were discretized by using both 8-noded (Hexa8) and 20-noded
(Hexa20) hexahedral elements (see mesh for middle bearing in Fig. 8). The scope of performing this numerical investigation was to determine the carrying capacity of the bearings’ initial
design while parametrically investigate the mechanical behavior of the composite material of
the reinforced elastomeric bearings under compression and shear loading. Newhouse et al. [63]
performed 3D detailed analysis by using a hyper-elastic material model for the elastomer, so
as to determine the deformation that occurs when bearings are positioned with a superelevation through the use of ANSYS [43]. As it was mentioned in their work, the numerical results
were in a good comparison with the experimental data while they concluded that analysis
through the use of solid FEs can be an effective research tool.
For the case of the two middle bearings that connect the piers with the deck of the at hand
RC bridge, when assuming a 30 MPa ultimate stress their ultimate carrying load is 555 tons.
This ultimate value is larger than the 300 tons proposed by the producer VSL [67], which is
the ultimate load of a similar elastomeric bearing (400x500mm). According to the VSL specifications, by applying a load of 300 tons the bearing develops a 150 kg/cm2. Accounting for
the fact that the ultimate stress is 300 kg/cm2 (30 MPa) then the required vertical load so as
for the elastomer to reach the ultimate stress will be approximately double (600 tons). Therefore, numerically the model will fail when the rubber material reaches its maximum stress
thus mechanically the elastomer will not be able to carry additional loads.
In this work, in order to simplify the analysis in terms of material complexity and computational demand, a typical von Mises material model is used to simulate the mechanical behavior of the elastomer and the steel plates. For this reason a numerical investigation was
performed to determine the appropriate Young modulus of elasticity of the elastomer so as to
derive realistic deformations according to the applied load. In addition to that, it is well
known that for static loads the strain field within the bearing volume is mainly compressive in
nature [63], with exceptions of tensile areas near the external elastomeric layers of the bearing
(assuming that only a vertical load is implemented), thus the above assumption will not result
significant differences. After performing the parametric investigation, which foresees the
comparison between link elements (springs with stiffnesses equal to those given in Fig. 7) and
the 3D detailed proposed model, it was found that when the elastomer is assigned a Young
modulus of elasticity equal to 12 MPa, the two models derive similar results.
After the completion of the above parametric investigation, several analyses were performed in order to further study the numerical behavior of the model (for the middle bearings),
which were mainly divided into two main categories. The first assumes that the load applied
on the top steel plate of the bearing is a vertical load of 600 tons (so as to derive the ultimate
carrying load Vu) and the second assumes four combinations of 18.5% (100 tons), 29.6% (160
tons), 37% (200 tons) and 50% (270 tons) of the derived ultimate vertical load Vu and a Hu =
20 tons horizontal nonlinear load. All analyses were performed by using both hexa8 and
hexa20 FEs.
Fig. 8 shows the deformed shape of the Hexa20 FE mesh where the resulted vertical deformation for a vertical load of 540 tons (30 MPa ultimate stress was developed in the elastomeric material) was found to be equal to 30.4 mm which is 22.3% larger than the 24.8 mm
that derived when using the Hexa8 FE. This is attributed to the more flexible numerical formulation of the Hexa20. It is evident that the elastomer expands vertically due to the excessive compression that is implemented at the external steel plate, where the laminated steel
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plates constrain this lateral expansion. As Fig. 8 shows, the elastomer material at the external
layer expands laterally due to the compression thus a folding type of deformation develops
due to the steel plate reinforcement. A similar type of folding is noted in Fig. 9 in a real bearing specimen tested by Newhouse et al. [63] where the loading type was a combination of
compression and horizontal load that derived from the pad’s superelevation.

Figure 8. Hexa20 model. Deformed shape for V = 540 tons or 5.4MN.

Figure 9. (Left) Deformed shape after tension debonding of reinforced elastomeric bearing with steel plates [63]
and (Right) Deformed shape of bearing as it resulted from the Hexa20 model (50% Vu + 100% Hu).

Load
Combination

Linear Vertical
Dead Load V
(tons / a%Vu)

1
2
3
4

100 / 18.5
160 / 29.6
200 / 37.0
270 / 50.0

Max. Vertical
Displ. at the 1st
load step
(mm)
Hexa8
4.87
7.76
9.70
13.1

Hexa20
5.71
9.11
11.4
15.3

H Load for which
zz-tension occurs
at the elastomeric
layer at the base
(tons)
Hexa8 Hexa20
28
44
44
68
56
84
72
112

Maximum
Horizontal
Displ. for
(mm)
Hexa8
45.6
46.1
46.6
47.5

Hexa20
46.8
47.6
48.2
49.5

Max. vertical
expansion of the
elastomeric layer at the base
(mm)
Hexa8 Hexa20
0.15
0.22
0.1
0.16
0.07
0.13
0.04
0.08

Table 3. Numerical results as they derived from the analysis, when applying different load combinations.

After the completion of the first set of analyses (only vertical loads), the next set of numerical results derived by assuming different levels of vertical loads (which are assumed to be
dead linear loads that are implemented at the first loading increment) and a horizontal load of
20 tons that was applied incrementally at the top external steel plate. The derived numerical
results are summarized in Table 3. From the resulted numerical output, it can be concluded
that the bearing’s deformation is controlled mainly by the horizontal load given that its compressive stiffness is much larger than the corresponding shear. Fig. 10 shows the deformed
shape and z-displacement contour of the Hexa20 model for the load combination 1. As it results, tension develops at the external elastomeric layer and the lower area of the bearing (1 st
elastomeric layer at the base and the bottom steel plate), which eventually tends to lift up.
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Therefore, the larger the vertical load applied the smaller is the vertical lift up due to the horizontal loading.

Figure 10. Deformed shape and translation contour along the z-axis of the elastomeric bearing due to the load
combination 1 (Hexa20 FE model – Load Combination 1).

3.3 Linear Elastic Solution without Embedded Rebars
The next stage of assessing the numerical model and the overall mechanical behavior of
the under study bridge was to linearly analyze the complete hexahedral model (Hexa8) by assuming only the self-weight of the structure. The results of this analysis were compared with
the results that derived from the simplified SAP2000 FE model (Fig. 11) for which a mesh
sensitivity analysis was performed in order to determine an optimum FE mesh size which will
provide an acceptable accuracy and computational efficiency. Three FE sizes were tested (130
cm, 70 cm, 30 cm) and it was found that when discretizing the bridge by using rectangular FE
shells with an edge size of 70 cm the numerical response of the mesh satisfied the above demands. Fig. 12 shows the z-axis translation contour as it derived from the Hexa8 FE mesh,
where it results that the maximum deflection of the bridge is located at the left span of the
deck and it is equal to 53.7 mm. The corresponding maximum deflection that resulted from
the simplified model was 47 mm (Fig. 11) which is smaller. It was also found that the compressive deformation due to the bearings at the piers was 21 mm and 26.5 mm for the simplified and the detailed model, respectively. Therefore the difference in the maximum deflection
results from the deformation of the elastomeric bearings. One of the reasons that the bearing’s
displacement for the case of the Hexa8 model is larger than the corresponding simplified
model is the fact that ReConAn increases the nominal weight of concrete by 1.03 so as to account for the reinforcement self-weight. By representing the axial force that develops due to
the self-weight of the structure at the top surface of each pier, according to SAP2000, the resulted compressive force equals to 5.83 MN. This level of compression exceeds the ultimate
carrying capacity of the bearings (5.55 MN) that connect the piers to the deck thus redesigning will be required (increase of the bearings area). Fig. 13 shows the deformed shapes of the
bearings at the middle and the abutments as they resulted from the Hexa8 model. It was found
that the longitudinal x-translation of the left abutment was equal to 6.9 mm, while the simplified model derived a corresponding 3.1 mm. This finding confirms that the selected material
properties for the case of the elastomer result a more flexible numerical behavior in comparison to the link element used in the simplified model.
It must be noted that the deflection differences, regarding the deck mechanical response,
would have been larger if the shell FE mesh was enriched with kinematic constraints at the
middle vertical diaphragm which has a total thickness of 2 m. This structural member induces
additional stiffness in the deck’s mechanical behavior thus when discretizing with shell FEs
the actual stiffness contribution in the middle of the bridge cannot be captured realistically.
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The same phenomenon applies for the 1 m thick vertical diaphragms located at the two ends
of the bridge’s trapezoidal deck.

Figure 11. SAP2000 (Shell FEs). Deformed shape and translation contour along the z-axis of the RC bridge due
to the self-weight.

Figure 12. ReConAn (Hexa8 FEs). Deformed shape and translation contour along the z-axis of the RC bridge
due to the self-weight.

Figure 13. von Mises strain contour of the middle and left abutment elastomeric bearings.

An additional finding that resulted from this linear analysis is that the areas where the elastomeric bearings are connected with the deck develop stress concentrations, which are higher
in the case of the simplified model due to the assumption that the bearings are modeled
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through the use of link elements. The link elements are connected to the deck at a single node
which contributes to this numerical phenomenon. Fig. 14 shows the solid von Mises stress
contours for both models as they derived from the analysis. As it can be seen, the simplified
model derives an 18.1 MPa von Mises stress at the connection areas of the bearing with the
deck, while the 3D model results a 14.7 MPa von Mises stress. The deformed shape of the
bearings can be seen in Fig. 13, where the solid von Mises strain contour is visualized.

Figure 14. von Mises stress contours. (Up) Sap2000 and (Down) ReConAn.

The next assessment stage is to determine whether the RC bridge develops any cracks due
to its self-weight thus the use of a pretension system will be required. The resulted maximum
deflection from the linear analysis for the self-weight of the structure revealed that the behavior of the deck is relatively flexible given that pretension was not assumed.
3.4 Nonlinear Solution of the Complete 3D Detailed Model
In this section the numerical results that derived from the nonlinear solution of the complete 3D detailed model with embedded rebars will be presented. The FE mesh of Fig. 5 is
used so as to simulate and investigate the mechanical behavior of the RC bridge under its selfweight. The aim of this numerical analysis is to investigate any stress concentrations and potential cracking development that eventually will reveal the weak areas of the bridge according to its preliminary design. The current model does not foresee any posttensioning thus
cracks may develop.
After performing the analysis, the numerical results revealed that the RC bridge is not capable of carrying its self-weight without the development of cracks, therefore if we had assumed the service loads, the deck would have developed larger cracks. As it can be seen in
Fig. 15, due to the relatively long spans of the bridge the lower area of the deck located at the
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right span of the bridge develops horizontal cracks which are attributed to the stress field derived from bending and shear forces that are developed at the connection area between the
vertical walls and the lower slab of the RC deck (Fig. 15c). At the left span of the bridge
cracking was developed at the vertical diaphragm and at the middle area of the vertical walls
(Figs. 15a and 15b, respectively).
Fig. 16 shows the von Mises stress contour that derived from the numerical analysis for the
self-weight of the bridge at the pier’s head, where the transfer of the compressive loads of the
deck can be visualized. So as to represent the stress distribution that derives from the above
procedure in a more revealing way, Fig. 16 shows the section cut of the model at the pier’s
bearing. The two bearings at the piers were found to be under designed (elastomeric material
exceeded significantly the 50% of its ultimate stress) thus an increase of their plan view area
was required.

a.
b.
c.
Figure 15. Crack patterns of the deck due to the self-weight load at the a. left support, b. middle of the left
span and c. near the right support.

Figure 16. von Mises stress contour at the connection between the pier and the deck (section).

The maximum displacement of the bridge was found to be equal to 30.4 mm (middle nodes
of the left span of the bridge). The stiffer behavior in comparison to the previous two models
is attributed to the reinforcement that is modeled through the use of embedded rebar elements.
It is evident that for this case, the reinforcement increases the stiffness of the deck in terms of
the material behavior and the resulted maximum deflection was found to be decreased and
smaller than both models that were presented in the previous section.
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3.5 Redesign of the RC Bridge and Nonlinear Push Over Analysis
In this section the numerical results that were computed by using the modified FE mesh
will be presented. As it was presented above, it was found that the bridge’s mechanical response was not satisfactory for two main reasons: a. it develops relatively large deflections
and b. cracks when the self-weight of the structure is applied. The relatively large deflections
develop due to the soft behavior of the bearings located at the piers and the design of the
deck’s section. So as to alleviate these design issues, the elastomeric bearings at the piers
were redesigned and their new dimensions are increased to 70x70cm, while the deck was reinforced with a posttensioning system which can be depicted in Fig. 17. The vertical walls are
reinforced with three posttension cables that are modeled as embedded reinforcement with
prestressing properties.

Figure 17. Material properties and FE Mesh of the posttensioned cables.

Figure 18. Define posttensioning force for an embedded rebar property.

It is generally accepted that pre- and post- tensioning can be modeled by applying temperature change or a set of axial and distributed loads [42] on the RC structural member which is
under compression (due to the pre- or post- tensioning). For the needs of this research work,
ReConAn was integrated with the numerical ability of accounting pre- and post- tensioning
forces applied directly at the cables that are modeled as embedded rebar elements. Fig. 18
shows the SMAD Custom Properties software developed by Stavroulakis [68], through which
the pre- or post- tension force is defined as a custom property.
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The algorithm that was developed so as to account the compression induced to concrete
hexahedral elements at the material level, foresees the calculation of the initial stress
and
strain developed internally in the embedded posttensioned cable by using Eq. 8, while the
internal force of the embedded cable
is transformed through the use of the kinematic
expression given in Eq. 9, into a hexahedral internal force matrix
that is defined as the
initial force condition of the hexahedral element. Then the internal force matrix of the hexahedral element that incorporates the corresponding embedded cable element is converted into
an external load matrix
through the use of Eq. 10, and applied to the corresponding
hexahedral nodes. The numerical implementation of the posttensioning effect takes place in
the first load increment where the computation of the initial stress state of the numerical model takes place. After the completion of the first load increment the nonlinear load is applied
incrementally until complete failure, while the new stresses and strains are computed according to Eq. 11.
(8)
⏟

⏟
⏟

⏟

⏟

⏟

(9)
(10)
(11)

A parametric investigation was performed in order to verify the numerical performance of
the proposed algorithm which explicitly models the posttensioning system. Fig. 19 shows two
of the FE models that were developed in order to investigate the developed algorithm. The
two RC beams foresee two different cable geometries through which the posttensioning force
will be applied to the RC beams. Both models have 2 cables of 28 mm in diameter, while the
first model assumes a straight cable placed at a 63 mm distance from the lower cord of the
beam and the second model uses a curved cable geometry. The total applied posttensioning
force was 100 kN per cable which was set so as to avoid any cracking in the concrete given
that the beams are assumed to be weightless in an attempt to investigate the mechanical behavior induced from the posttensioning cable. The cable’s yielding stress was equal to 555
MPa thus the 100 kN force represents only a 30% of the yielding force of the cable. The concrete’s uniaxial compressive strength was set to 22.5 MPa.

Figure 19. RC beam models with straight and curved posttensioning cables.

After analyzing the two models the derived uplifting maximum displacements were equal
to 0.483 mm and 0.45 mm, for the first and second model, respectively. Fig. 20 illustrates the
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deformed shapes of the two models and the XX stress contours as they resulted from the analysis. As it can be seen the contour levels that are used in both models are the same so as to
compare the resulted stress fields in terms of compression and tension that results along the
longitudinal axis of the beam. It is obvious that the posttensioned cable generates a compressive stress field at the lower level of the beam in both cases, while a tension is developed at
the top cord of the two beams. In addition to that, the second model has a part of the top cord
under tension (approximately 60% of the top cord is under tension) while the rest of the upper
cord is under compression along the longitudinal axis of the beam. This is attributed to the
curved geometry of the cable, which foresees the two ends of the cable to be located above
the centroid of the two end sections located at the supports (see Fig. 19). Fig. 21 shows the
deformed shape of the second model when the self-weight of the beam is accounted for.

Figure 20. XX stress contour and deformed shape of the two RC beam models due to the posttensioning force
(self-weight of the beam is neglected in both FE models).

An ultimate limit state analysis was performed for the case of the second model by applying a uniform distributed load on the top cord of the beam’s section. Fig. 22 shows the resulted P-δ curve as it derived from the numerical analysis. As it can be seen, the beam has a
negative displacement (uplift due to posttension) until the total vertical applied load reaches
the 80 kN of magnitude. The P-δ curve shows that the first cracking occurs for a total load of
213.2 kN and that the beam fails for a total load of 754.5 kN and a 15.2 mm maximum deflection. The same RC beam was analyzed but without assuming any posttensioning (see P-δ
curve in Fig. 22), so as to compare the mechanical behaviors of the same beam geometries
and reinforcement, where one beam was prestressed and the other was not. The beam without
posttension, cracks from the first load increment, while it fails for a smaller load. Fig. 23
shows the deformed shapes and the crack patterns for characteristic load levels as they resulted from the analysis of the beam with posttension.

Figure 21. XX stress contour and deformed shape of the RC beam model with the curved cable (self-weight of
the beam is accounted for).
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Figure 22. P-δ curve for the case of the second model (curved cable with posttension).

Figure 23. Deformed shapes and crack patterns for the case of the second model (curved cable with posttension).

After the parametric investigation of the posttensioning algorithm the numerical model of
the RC bridge was solved by neglecting the self-weight and any other gravitational loads so as
to investigate the overall behavior of the bridge due to the posttension. It is important to note
that each cable element is assumed to have a circular section of 90 mm in diameter, while for
this first full-scale posttensioning analysis it was assumed that the applied prestress force was
equal to 250 kN (5% of the final applied prestress force).

Figure 24. Deformed shape of the RC bridge due to posttensioning (self-weight is not accounted).

Fig. 24 shows the resulted deformed shape due to the prestress force applied in the 12 posttensioned cables embedded in the four vertical walls of the RC deck. As it can be seen the two
spans uplift while the middle elastomeric bearing is under compression due to the negative
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moment developed at the area where the deck connects with the piers (posttensioned cables
have a negative eccentricity, see Fig. 17). This numerical finding points out that the posttensioning system results an additional vertical load that is transferred to the bearings connecting
the piers with the deck. The same observation was made by applying the prestress in the simplified model in SAP2000 by assigning negative strain at the shell elements of the deck that
incorporate the prestress cables.

Figure 25. Deformed shape and von Mises stress distribution for service loads.

Given that the purpose of this work is to assess the seismic capacity of the bridge, presenting the posttensioning system’s assessment will not take place below. It is important to note
that the final model used to perform the push over analysis assumes a prestress force of Pp =
5000 kN per cable. Fig. 25 shows the von Mises stress distribution of the bridge as it resulted
from the analysis by assuming the service loads (self-weight of the bridge, self-weight of the
asphalt layer and the live load). According to the analysis the maximum deflection (including
body translation) of the longest span of the deck, was equal to 12.6 mm, its maximum deflection relative to the supports, was equal to 5.8 mm, while the corresponding compressive deformation of the elastomeric bearings at the piers was 8 mm (Fig. 25).
a/a

Parameter

Value

1
2
3
4
5

Ground Type
B
Soil Factor S
1.2
Importance Factor γ
1.3
Acceleration ag
0.2g
Behavior Factor q
1.0
Limit of the constant spectral
6
0.5 seconds
acceleration branch TC
7
Mode along the Y-axis T
1.36 seconds
Design Spectrum Acceleration
8
0.191g
⁄
⁄
Sd(T) =
9
Total Base Shear VS
7.66 MN
Table 4. Seismic parameters assumed for the computation of the total base shear according to EC8.

The final step before performing the push over analysis was to calculate the total quasistatic seismic load and apply it on the model. As it is described in [3], one of the most commonly used methods to perform nonlinear analysis for the derived seismic loads is the Modal
Push over Analysis (MPA), which is the method adopted in this work. The total seismic load
was calculated according to EC8 [1] by using the type I response spectrum. The assumptions
made for the calculation of the design spectrum acceleration and total base shear are given in
Table 4.
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After performing the modal analysis through the use of SAP2000, it was found that the under study bridge has its two first modes being translational oscillations along the X and Y axes, respectively. Given that the Y axis is the lateral axis of the model, the push over analysis
was performed by applying the horizontal seismic load on the deck’s vertical wall along the Y
global axis (2nd dominant mode, see Fig. 26).

Figure 26. Mode shapes as they derived from SAP2000 (simplified model).
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Failed to Converge

Numerical Error (10-4)

A total of 15MN were applied on the vertical wall of the deck through the use of 10 load
increments. The work convergence criterion was set equal to 10-4 while it is relaxed to a
10-3 in the case that the required internal iterations were more than 10, in an attempt to decrease the computational time and retain an acceptable numerical accuracy. It is important to
note here that when solving a hexahedral mesh with more than 100,000 elements the numerical errors that are generated due to the accuracy of the calculations used in the algorithm
alone, are significant given the large number of elements, thus using a numerically unstable
material model that releases significant unbalanced forces during each iteration especially
when cracking occurs, achieving convergence becomes a numerically cumbersome task. The
corresponding derived errors for the under study model are shown in Fig. 27.

10

Load Increment
Figure 27. Numerical errors per load increment as they resulted from the nonlinear analysis.

The numerical results from the nonlinear analysis showed that the deformed shape of the
under study bridge due to the horizontal load was similar to the 2nd modal shape while the
elastomeric bearings were the structural members that developed significant deformations. As
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it can be seen in Fig. 28, point β which is located at a distance of 39 m from point α, exhibits
the maximum horizontal displacement, while the deck behaves as a beam under bending. In
addition to that, the left span (which is the longest one) transfers a larger load to its left support (point α) and this is the reason why the horizontal displacement of the deck at the left
support is larger than that of the right support (point δ). Fig. 29 shows the resulted P-δ curves
for the four monitored points (α, β, γ & δ) shown in Fig. 28 and the corresponding curves of
the top nodes of the two piers. As it can be observed from Fig. 29, the two piers do not exhibit
the same horizontal displacement given the rotation of the deck about the Z global axis (Fig.
30), thus the overall deformation of the bridge was asymmetric.

Figure 28. Deformed shape at load increment 3 (Total applied horizontal load 4.5 MN).
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Figure 29. P-δ curves.

It is evident that the failure mechanism is controlled by the elastomeric bearing while the
deck of the bridge does not develop any significant cracks prior to complete failure (Vmax =
13.5 MN). The final model of the RC bridge is capable of carrying the code’s design base
shear demand (7.66 MN) and the piers manage to resist to the developed bending moments at
their base. The maximum horizontal displacement prior to failure was found to be equal to
157.4 mm which is attributed to the use of elastomeric bearings that decouple the mechanical
behavior of the deck and the piers thus modify significantly the stiffness of the bridge. It is
evident that the piers and the deck does not deform significantly so as to develop rebar failures or even in this case rebar yielding.
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Figure 30. Deck’s rotation due to the horizontal loading.

(A)

(B)
Figure 31. Crack patterns developed prior to failure. (A) Deck and (B) Piers of the bridge.
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Figure 32. von Mises strain contours of the (Up) piers and middle vertical diaphragm and (Down) upper slab of
the deck (seismic load direction: Y-axis).

As it can be seen in Fig. 31 the cracks that developed prior to failure are mainly located at
the base and head of the piers, and the upper slab of the deck that is under tension due to the
out-of-plane bending of the deck. Tensile cracks were also developed at the lower slab of the
deck in a similar pattern as that shown in Fig. 31a & 32. The cracks that developed at the base
of the piers are attributed to the bending moments that are generated due to the horizontal
loads transferred from the bearings to the piers, while the diagonal cracks at the head of the
two piers are attributed to shear and torsional deformations. This numerical finding illustrates
the importance of using sufficient shear reinforcement so as to avoid any future vulnerability
of these structural members (Fig. 32) during an earthquake excitation. For this reason many
designers increase the diameter of the head of the piers so as to increase the shear resistance
and avoid any local cracking. In this case, an increase of the piers heads is also proposed.
From the computational point of view, the total required computational time required to
complete all numerical procedure was 46 hours and 30 minutes. 2.3% of the total computational time was attributed to the mesh generation procedure, while 26.5% was attributed to the
output data writing process. As it can be depicted from Table 5, the nonlinear solution procedure requires almost 71% of the total computational time thus it is evident that it is the numerical procedure that derives the highest computation demands (mainly due to the stiffness
inversion procedure – total number of stored stiffness matrix elements 798,697,535). It is also
important to note here that the 33 hours required for the nonlinear solution procedure correspond to the numerical solution of a total of 100 internal iterations thus for the solution of
each internal iteration it was required 19 minutes and 48 seconds.
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a/a
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Number of Hexahedral Elements
Number of Nodes (hexa8 only)
Number of Macro-Elements
Total Number of Embedded Rebar FEs Generated
Total Number of Short Embedded Rebar FEs that
were Discarded by the Filter Algorithm
6 Required Embedded Mesh Generation Time
7 Required RAM for the Stiffness Matrix
8 Max Required RAM Allocated by the Software
9 Computational Time for Solving 10 Load Increment
10 Computational Time for Writing the Output Data
11 Total Computational Time

Value
109,338
177,149
49,172
529,332
887
65 m 5 s
5.95 Gb
20.65 Gb
33 hrs
12 hrs 20m
46 hrs 30m

Table 5. General numerical details that derived after the nonlinear analysis of the complete FE model.

4

CONCLUSIONS
 The numerical investigation of the mechanical behavior of a full-scale RC bridge was
performed through the use of 3D detailed analysis.
 The detailed mesh of the bridge was constructed through the use of 8-noded hexahedral
elements that treat the cracking phenomenon through the smeared crack approach. The
reinforcement grid is modeled through the use of embedded rod elements inside the hexahedral mesh.
 After performing the embedded mesh generation method [60] the derived results underline the importance of having a computationally efficient embedded rebar mesh generation techniques that will allocate large numbers of embedded rebars inside hexahedral
meshes.
 A parametric investigation and a numerical calibration of the elastomeric bearings were
performed so as to derive the optimum material parameters in modeling the exact geometry of the isolation system of the under study bridge.
 A simplified model was also constructed in SAP2000 so as to perform linear analysis and
compare the numerical results that derived from the detailed model. As it was shown the
deflection that resulted from the two models were close.
 Prestress was included in the 3D detailed model by incorporating an algorithm that provides the ability of assigning the posttension force at the tendons (which are also modeled as embedded rebar elements) as an initial force condition. The requirement in
prestress resulted after performing a static nonlinear analysis for the dead loads of the 3D
detailed model. Further investigation is required so as to verify the numerical performance of the prestress algorithm (comparison with experimental results of prestress
beams, which will be the subject of future research work).
 The preliminary analysis revealed that the elastomeric bearings at the piers were underdesigned thus an increase of the initial area was proposed.
 The RC bridge was seismically assessed according to EC8, were it was found that the
code’s demand was satisfied. In addition to that, it was found that the bearings at the two
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piers controled the failure mechanism of the bridge given that they are the structural
members that fail first.
 Regarding the derived deformed shape and crack pattern of the bridge, it was found that
the deck behaves in a similar manner to a beam that is under bending while rotation of
the deck about the gravity axis (Z-axis) occurs due to the uneven spans. This rotation affects the deform shape of the piers, which crack at the base due to bending but develop
shear deformations at the heads due to both shear forces and torsion that results from the
deck’s rotation. Avoiding the development of shear cracks at the heads of the piers during an earthquake excitation, an increase of the piers head’s diameter is proposed.
 From the computational point of view, it was found that the nonlinear solution is the
most computationally demanding procedure (71%), while the I/O for writing the output
data required 26.5% of the total operational time. This illustrates the computational efficiency of the embedded mesh generation method (2.3%) thus underlines the requirement
of using parallel processing for the computationally demanding stages of the at hand numerical problem. Nevertheless, the overall computational response of the software, illustrates the potential of solving this type of numerical problems in a very short period of
time given the future advances in both hardware and compiling technology.
 The numerical limitations of using 3D detailed FE models, for analyzing the mechanical
behavior of RC bridges, have been investigated. The numerical findings underline the
importance of optimum algorithmic design and the use of accurate but efficient numerical models that will alleviate the significant problem of the computational demand when
dealing with large-scale FE meshes. This type of modeling approach is ideal for assessing the design of any type of RC structures and the seismic or carrying capacity of
existing RC structures. Given that the FEs used above can model any type of 3D geometry, the interaction with soil can also be accounted for.
 Future research work foresees the incorporation of a parallel solution algorithm for the
nonlinear procedure, which was found to be the most time consuming numerical process.
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Abstract. In the imminent future the design of concrete structures in Europe will be governed
by the application of Eurocode 2 (EC2). In particular, EC2 – Part 1-1 [1] deals with the general rules and rules for concrete buildings. An important aspect of the design is specifying the
necessary tensile (and compressive, if needed) steel reinforcement required for a Reinforced
Concrete (RC) section, in order to ensure that the RC member will be able to resist the design
loads.
According to EC2-Part 1-1 three different simplified diagrams for the stress-strain behavior
of concrete for RC sections design can be assumed: (a) the equivalent rectangular stress
block, (b) the parabolic-rectangular stress-strain relation and (c) the bi-linear stress-strain
relation as a simplification of the parabolic-rectangular case. In this study the three approaches suggested by EC2-Part 1-1 are investigated for the design of rectangular RC crosssections with tensile steel reinforcement to resist loading due to bending moment and axial
force. The tensile strength of concrete is neglected and concrete is supposed to work only in
compression. For each case analytical relations are extracted in detail with a step-by-step
detailed procedure, the relevant assumptions are highlighted and results for four beam design
examples are finally presented.
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1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Rosca and Petru [2] study the design of a reinforced concrete section subjected to bending using the two stress–strain relationships mentioned in EC2, namely the parabola-rectangle stress
distribution and the rectangular distribution, and the differences are underlined. Two dimensionless quantities are used to convert the parabola-rectangle stress distribution to an equivalent concentrated force for the concrete in compression. Also analytical relations which
determine the limit between single reinforcement (only tensile) and double reinforcement
(tensile and compressive) are provided. The results drawn from the use of these two stress distributions, namely, parabola–rectangle and rectangle, showed that the differences between the
amounts of reinforcement are less than 1% for singly reinforced sections and less than 2% for
doubly reinforced sections.
Dulinskas and Zabulionis in [3] and [4] propose a method for the substitution of the nonlinear stress diagram with descending branch with an equivalent rectangular stress block when
the non-linear stress-strain relationship for concrete in compression is described according to
EC2. Analytical relationships in explicit form for area, the first moment of area, the coordinate of centroid of the nonlinear stress diagram with descending branch, the ratio between the
depth of the rectangular stress block and that of the equivalent nonlinear stress diagram with
descending branch in respect to the concrete strength are given. Coefficients suitable for the
substitution of parabola stress diagram with descending branch given in EC2 with an equivalent rectangular stress block are presented. These coefficients have to ensure that the substitution is equivalent, i.e. the carrying capacity of the compression zone calculated using either of
the two stress diagrams should be the same.
Židonis in [5] tries to replace the nonlinear stress-strain diagram of concrete adopted by
EC2 for structural analysis by another more general curvilinear diagram which relates stress
and strain of concrete. The new stress-strain diagram permits direct integration without the
need to discretize the stress-strain curve. Thus it makes the integration easier and can be applied to the concrete classes from C8/10 up to C90/105. Analytical stress-strain relations are
presented for concrete which can fit the stress-strain curves specified in EC2 within an error
of 1.5%. Finally, examples of application of the proposed stress-strain diagram are illustrated.
In [6] a method is presented and formulas are provided for application of non-linear concrete stress diagram for cross-section strength calculation in accordance with the limit state
(partial factors) method. Commonly reinforced concrete flexural members with rectangular
compression zone and the neutral axis within the cross-section are considered (beam-type
members); the effect of the descendant part of stress-strain diagram on strength of crosssections of beam type members is investigated and the limit between commonly and abundantly reinforced concrete beams is determined. Finally the results of the new method are
compared with those of EC2, where rectangular compression zone stress diagram for concrete
is assumed. A table is extracted in which all necessary information needed to perform design
for bending of a reinforced concrete section for all concrete strength classes are shown.
Although the above studies deal with the application of the most suitable stress-strain diagram for concrete for the “optimal” design of cross sections using different approaches, to the
authors’ knowledge, there is no study in which explicit formulas and/or graphs are provided
to achieve the design of RC concrete sections according to EC2-Part 1-1 for all the three
stress-strain relations provided. In the present study, the three suggested stress-strain diagrams
of EC2 are investigated and analytical formulas are given for the step-by-step design or RC
sections according to any one of the three design approaches.
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2

DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS

The following design assumptions are made:






3

Design is based on characteristic concrete cylinder strengths, not cube strengths.
Plane sections remain plane.
Strain in the bonded reinforcement, whether in tension or compression, is the same as
that in the surrounding concrete.
Tensile strength of the concrete is ignored.
Concrete stress distribution is considered according to the three cases of Eurocode 2,
as will be shown in detail in the next paragraphs.
Stress in steel reinforcement is considered according to the stress-strain relation of Eurocode 2 for steel, as will be shown in detail in the next paragraphs.

CONCRETE PROPERTIES

According to EC2-1-1 the compressive strength of concrete is denoted by concrete strength
classes which relate to the characteristic (5%) cylinder strength fck, or cube strength fck,cube, in
accordance with EN 206-1. Higher strengths of concrete are covered by Eurocode 2, up to
class C90/105. The strength classes for concrete are presented in the table below.
fck
(MPa)
fck,cube
(MPa)

12

16

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

70

80

90

15

20

25

30

37

45

50

55

60

67

75

85

95

105

Table 1. Strength classes for concrete.

where fck is the characteristic compressive cylinder strength of concrete at 28 days and fck,cube,
is the corresponding cube strength. The value of the design compressive strength is defined as

f cd  acc

f ck

c

(1)

where:
 γc is the partial safety factor for concrete at the Ultimate Limit State, which is given in
Table 2.1N of EC2-1-1. For persistent and transient design situations, γc=1.5
 acc is the coefficient taking account of long term effects on the compressive strength
and of unfavourable effects resulting from the way the load is applied. The value of acc
for use in a country should lie between 0.8 and 1.0 and may be found in its National
Annex. The recommended value is 1.
It should be noted that higher concrete strength shows more brittle behavior, reflected by
shorter horizontal branch, as will be shown in the stress-strain relations, later.
4

CONCRETE STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF CROSSSECTIONS

Eurocode 2 Part 1-1 suggests the use of three approaches for the stress-strain relations of concrete for the design of cross sections:
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Parabola-rectangle diagram (more detailed)
Bi-linear stress-strain relation (less detailed)
Rectangular stress distribution (simplest)





The three above approaches will be described in detail in the following sections.
4.1

Parabola-rectangle diagram for concrete under compression

According to EC2-1-1 (Paragraph 3.1.7), for the design of cross-sections, the following stressstrain relationship may be used:


 f
 c   cd



   n 
1  1  c  
   c 2  

for 0   c   c 2

(2)

for  c 2   c   cu 2

f cd

where:


n is the exponent given by

2.0


4
n
 90  f ck 
1.4  23.4  100 





f ck  50MPa

for 50  f ck  90MPa

(3)

εc2 is the strain at reaching the maximum strength given by




 c 2 (‰)  

2.0

for


2.0  0.085  fck  50 



for

0.53

fck  50MPa

for 50  fck  90MPa

(4)

εcu2 is the ultimate strain given by

3.5


4
 cu 2 (‰)  
 90  f ck 
2.6  35  100 




for

f ck  50MPa

for 50  f ck  90MPa

(5)

The above equation is depicted in the following figure, where compressive stresses (and
strains) are shown as positive.
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Figure 1: Parabola-rectangle diagram for concrete under compression.

4.2

Bi-linear stress-strain relation

According to Paragraph 3.1.7(2) of EC2-1-1, other simplified stress-strain relationships may
be used if equivalent or more conservative than the one defined in Eq. (2), for instance bilinear according to the following figure, where again compressive stress and shortening strain
are shown as absolute values.

Figure 2: Bi-linear stress-strain relation.

where the values of εc3 and εcu3 are given by

1.75
for fck  50MPa


 c3 (‰)  
f  50
1.75  0.55  ck
for 50  fck  90MPa

40
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3.5
for f ck  50MPa


4
 cu 3 (‰)  
 90  f ck 
2.6  35  100  for 50  f ck  90MPa



4.3

(7)

Rectangular stress distribution

According to Paragraph 3.1.7(3) of EC2-1-1, a rectangular stress distribution may be assumed
for concrete, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 3: Rectangular stress distribution.

where:
 d is the effective depth of a cross-section
 x is the neutral axis depth
 As is the cross sectional area of the tensile steel reinforcement
 Fc is the concrete force (compressive, positive, as in the figure)
 Fs is the steel reinforcement force (tensile, positive, as in the figure)
 The factor λ defining the effective height of the compression zone and the factor η defining the effective strength, are calculated from:

0.8
for fck  50MPa



fck  50
for 50  fck  90MPa
0.8  400

(8)

1.0
for fck  50MPa


 
fck  50
for 50  fck  90MPa
1.0  200

(9)

Note: If the width of the compression zone decreases in the direction of the extreme compression fibre, the value η∙fcd should be reduced by 10%.
5

STEEL PROPERTIES

The design strength for steel is given by

f yd 

f yk

s

(10)

where:
 γs is the partial safety factor for steel at the Ultimate Limit State, which is given in Table 2.1N of EC2-1-1. For persistent and transient design situations, γs=1.15
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fyk is the characteristic yield strength of steel reinforcement.

Table C.1 of Annex C of EC2-1-1 gives the properties of reinforcement suitable for use with
the Eurocode. The properties are valid for temperatures between -40ºC and 100ºC for the reinforcement in the finished structure. Any bending and welding of reinforcement carried out on
site should be further restricted to the temperature range as permitted by EN 13670.

Table 2. Properties of steel reinforcement (Table C.1 of Annex C of EC2-1-1).

The application rules for design and detailing in Eurocode 2 are valid for a specified yield
strength range, fyk from 400 to 600 MPa. The yield strength fyk is defined as the characteristic
value of the yield load divided by the nominal cross sectional area. The reinforcement shall
have adequate ductility as defined by the ratio of tensile strength to the yield stress, (ft/fy)k and
the elongation at maximum force, εuk.
5.1

Steel stress-strain relations for the design of cross-sections

For normal design, either of the following assumptions may be made for the stress-strain relation for steel (see figure below):
1. An inclined top branch with a strain limit of εud and a maximum stress of k∙fyk/γs at εuk,
where k=(ft/fy)k (see the above Table 2).
2. A horizontal top branch without the need to check the strain limit.
The value of εud for use in a country may be found in its National Annex. The recommended
value is 0.9εuk. The design value of the steel modulus of elasticity Es may be assumed to be
200 GPa.
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Figure 4: Idealised and design stress-strain diagrams for reinforcing steel (for tension and compression)

In the present study we will use the second approach, assuming a horizontal top branch for the
steel stress-strain relation, but also limiting the maximum strain to εud, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 5: Design stress-strain diagram for reinforcing steel (for tension and compression) used in the present
study.
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6

INVESTIGATION OF
DISTRIBUTION CASE

THE

SIMPLIFIED

RECTANGULAR

STRESS

The figure below shows a typical rectangular cross section and the distribution of strains and
stresses (forces).
ηfcd

εc

h

Fc

λx

x

Fc

yN

Nd (tensile)

Μd

d

z
ys

As
d1

εs

Fs

Fs

b
Section

Strains

Forces

Equilibrium

Figure 6: Cross section, strain and forces distribution and section equilibrium.

In the above figure:











h is the height of the rectangular section
d1 is the distance from the lower edge of the section to the center of the reinforcement
εs is the tensile strain in the steel reinforcement
εc is the compressive strain in the concrete upper edge
λ is a factor defining the effective height of the compression zone
η is a factor defining the effective strength of the compression zone
Md is the applied external bending moment (puts the lower edge of the section in tension if positive)
Nd is the applied external axial force (tensile for the section if positive), applied at a
position yN measured from the top of the section towards the lower edge of it. Note: If
we have central tension, then yn=h/2
ys is the distance from the steel reinforcement to the position of the external applied
axial force
z is the distance of the concrete force Fc from the steel reinforcement.

The goal of the design is to calculate the needed cross sectional area of steel reinforcement As.
In order to calculate As, we need first to calculate the unknown quantities x and z. We move
the external force Nd to the position of the steel reinforcement and we have the figure below.
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Fc

Fc
yN

Nd (tensile)
Μd

z
ys

Μsd=Md – Nd ys
Fs

Fs

Equilibrium

Nd

Equilibrium

Figure 7: Equilibrium after moving the external force Nd to the position of the steel reinforcement.

From the equilibrium of the section in the x-direction, we have:

Fx  0  Fc  Nd  Fs  0  Fs  Fc  Nd

(11)

ys  yn  d  ys  d  yn

(12)

M sd  M d  Nd  ys

(13)

We have also:
The effective bending moment is:

From the geometry of the section, we have:

z

x
2

d zd

x
2

(14)

The concrete force is given by:

Fc   x  nfcd  b

(15)

From the equilibrium of moments at the position of the steel reinforcement (Figure 7) we
have (clockwise moment taken as positive):

M steel  0  Fc  z  M sd  0  M sd  Fc  z

(16)

By substituting Eq. (15) in Eq. (16), we have:

M sd   x  nfcd  b  z

(17)

By substituting Eq. (14) in Eq.(17), we have:


x 
2 

M sd   x  nfcd  b   d    x     nf cd  b  d   x 2   nf cd  b   
2 
2 



(18)

 nfcd  b   2  2

  x     nfcd  b  d   x  M sd  0
2



(19)

The above equation can be written as:
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where

Ax 2  Bx  C  0

(20)

nfcd  b   2
A
, B      nfcd  b  d  , C  M sd
2

(21)

The above quantities A, B and C are all known, so by solving the quadratic Eq. (20) we can
determine the quantity x. The discriminant of the quadratic equation is:

  B2  4 A  C     nfcd  b  d   2nf cd  b   2  M sd
2

(22)

The solution of the quadratic equation is:


d

x1  

B   d


 2A
x1,2 
 

2A
 2A 
d

 x2    2 A

(23)

Given the requirement that 0≤x≤d and the fact that λ=0.80 for fck≤50 MPa and λ<0.80 for
50<fck≤90 MPa, it is obvious that d/λ>d, and as a result x2>d which is not acceptable. So the
only acceptable solution is x=x1 and thus:

x

d






2A

(24)

After calculating x, it is easy to calculate also z with Eq. (14), Fc with Eq. (15) and Fs with Eq.
(11). We have also:

Fs  As   s  As 

Fs

s

(25)

In the above equations, σs is the steel stress at the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) of the section.
The yield strain εys for steel is:

 ys 

f yd
Es

(26)

where

f yd 

f yk

s

(27)

if εs≥εys then the steel works in full stress and σs=fyd. Otherwise, if εs<εys then the steel does
not work in full stress and σs<fyd. In general, the steel stress σs is given by:

s

 f yd    Es   s if 0 < ε s   ys
s  
ys

f yd
if ε s   ys


(28)

In order to determine the area of steel reinforcement As, we need to determine the steel
stress σs and thus we should determine the steel strain εs. In order to determine εs given the
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value of x, we first need to know if the steel reinforcement or the concrete is critical (at the
ultimate strain) at the Ultimate Limit State of the section.
In the present study, the steel reinforcement is limited to εud. If the steel reinforcement is
critical, then εs=εud and εc<εcu3. Otherwise, if the concrete is critical, then εc=εcu3 and εs<εud. In
the special case where both materials are critical, then εs=εud and εc=εcu3. These three possible
states are presented in detail in the figure below.
εc<εcu3

εcu3
x<xult

xult

εc=εcu3

xult

xult

x>xult

d

εud

εs=εud

εs<εud

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 8: Three possible states of the strains of the cross section.
(a) Both materials are at the ultimate strain, (b) Steel at the ultimate strain, (c) Concrete at the ultimate strain.

In order to find out if the concrete or the steel is critical, we first calculate xult which is the
neutral axis depth for the special case of both materials being critical, as in the figure above –
Case (a). It should be noted that this is only a theoretical case and it does not correspond to
equilibrium of the cross section. Using similar triangles, we have:

 cu 3
xult



 cu 3   ud

 xult 

d

 cu 3
d
 cu 3   ud

(29)

Then we have 2 cases:
Case 1: x < xult, as shown in Figure 8 (b)
The steel reinforcement is at the critical strain, εs=εud, while εc<εcu3. In this case, it is ensured
that the steel works in full stress, and thus

 s  f yd

(30)

And the steel area is given by:

As 

Fs

s



Fs
f yd

(31)

The concrete strain εc in this case can be calculated by:

c
x



 c   ud
d

 c 
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x
 c   ud 
d
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Case 2: x > xult, as in shown in Figure 8 (c)
The concrete zone is at the critical strain, εc=εcu3 while εs<εud. The steel strain εs can be calculated by:

s
dx



 cu 3   s
d

 x
  s  1    cu 3   s 
 d

(33)

In this case, it is not sure whether the steel works in full stress or not. The steel strain εs has to
be checked if it is above or below the steel yield strain εys as follows:
 Case 2a: The steel works in full stress, εs≥εys
The steel reinforcement works in full stress, above the yield strain and as a result the steel area can be calculated by Eq. (31).
 Case 2b: The steel does not work in full stress, εs<εys
The steel reinforcement does not work in full stress, as it works below the yield strain. The
steel stress σs can be calculated by Eq. (28) and the steel area can be calculated by Eq. (25).
In this case, although the reinforcement area can be calculated, the design with only tensile
reinforcement is not economic. Either compressive reinforcement should be considered, or an
increase in the effective depth of the cross-section d.
6.1

Comment on the above cases

Eurocode 2 allows the designer to not limit the ultimate strain for steel when a horizontal top
branch is assumed for the stress-strain diagram for steel. In this case, the concrete zone is assumed to be at the ultimate strain at all times at the ULS of the section under any design loads
and the steel strain can take any value, without any limitation. If this is the case, then in the
above investigation we have to set xult=0 and we have always the case of Figure 8(c) where
the concrete zone is at the ultimate strain for all design cases.
This assumption can make things simpler and the calculations much easier. For reasons of
completeness, in the present study we will continue to assume that the ultimate strain for steel
is limited to εud. This is done in order for the proposed methodology to be able to be extended
also in the case where not a horizontal, but an inclined top branch is assumed for the steel
stress-strain relation, with a maximum stress of k∙fyk/γs at εuk, where k=(ft/fy)k. In this case Eurocode 2-Part 1-1 enforces the use of the strain limit of εud for steel.
If the designer uses the proposed methodology and sets εud=∞, then we have the case of
forcing the concrete zone to the ultimate strain and letting the steel take any strain value, as
suggested by the Eurocode for the case of horizontal top branch stress-strain diagram. This
will be illustrated also in the numerical examples section.
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7

INVESTIGATION OF THE BI-LINEAR STRESS-STRAIN RELATION CASE
εc
x

h

fcd

x1
εc3

Fc1

Fc1
Fc2

yN

d

z2
As

Nd (tensile)

z1

Μd

ys

Fs

εs

d1

Fc2

x-x1

Fs

b
Section

Strains

Forces

Equilibrium

Figure 9: Cross section, strain and forces distribution and section equilibrium for the bi-linear stress-strain relation case, assuming εc>εc3.

The goal of the design is again to calculate the needed cross sectional area of steel reinforcement As. In order to calculate As, we need first to calculate the unknown quantities x, z1 and z2.
We move again the external force Nd to the position of the steel reinforcement and we have
the figure below.
Fc1

Fc1

Fc2

Fc2

Nd (tensile)

Μd
z2

ys

z1

Μsd=Md – Nd ys
Fs
Nd

Fs

Equilibrium

Equilibrium

Figure 10: Equilibrium after moving the external force Nd to the position of the steel reinforcement.

We need to determine if at the ULS the concrete zone or the steel is at the critical strain.
Again, first we put both materials at the ultimate strain, so we have:

 cu 3
x



 ud   cu 3
d

 c   cu3

(34)

 s   ud

(35)

 cu 3

x

d
 ud   cu 3
 cu 3   c3 


x1
 x   cu 3   c3  d
 1  ud   cu 3
Fc1  x1  fcd  b
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z1  d 
Fc 2 

x1
2

(38)

1
 x  x1   fcd  b
2

z2  d  x1 

(39)

x  x1
x  2 x1
d
3
3

(40)
(41)

Fc  Fc1  Fc 2

We will calculate the sum of moments at the steel reinforcement position. The sign of the sum
of moments will show us whether the concrete zone or the steel is at the ultimate strain at the
ULS. The sum of moments is (clockwise positive):
(42)

M steel  Fc1  z1  Fc 2  z2  M sd
We have then two cases:

Case 1. ΣΜ≥0
The concrete force has to be decreased for the equilibrium of the cross section. The steel stays
at the ultimate strain (εs=εud), while for concrete εc≤εcu3, as shown in the figure below.
εc εcu3

εcu3
xult

d

εud

εs=εud

Figure 11: (b) Case 1: ΣΜ≥0, Steel at the ultimate strain.

Case 2. ΣΜ<0
The concrete force has to be increased for the equilibrium of the cross section. Concrete stays
at the ultimate strain (εc=εcu3), while for steel εs<εud, as shown in the figure below.
εcu3

εc=εcu3

xult

d

εud

εs<εud

Figure 12: Case 2: ΣΜ<0, concrete zone at the ultimate strain.

For both cases, we need to determine the value of x that satisfies the equilibrium of the
cross section. After having determined x, we can then proceed with the other calculations and
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finally end up with the needed reinforcement area As. The value of x can be determined by
using trial and error iterations, or by using some kind of optimization in order to achieve section equilibrium. Good tools for this are MS Excel (Goal Seek or Solver functions) and also
Matlab with its built-in root-finding and optimization tools. In the present study, we have used
three equivalent approaches, (a) Solver function of MS Excel, (b) Matlab and (c) a homemade code which finds x by performing iterations, dividing the allowable height of the section
by two at each iteration until convergence (equilibrium). All three approaches provide the
same results at the end, as expected.
In the next sections, we will assume a value for x and we will end up with the equilibrium
equation, i.e. the sum of moments at the steel reinforcement position which has to be zero at
the equilibrium.
Case 1. ΣΜ≥0, Steel at the ultimate strain
We assume an initial value for x and we use the following equations:

 s   ud
c
x



 ud
dx

 c 

(43)

x
  ud
dx

(44)

 Case 1a: If εc>εc3
In this case we have the triangular diagram plus a rectangular diagram for the concrete zone
and the upmost fiber of the concrete section works at the ultimate stress fcd. From the similar
triangles we have:

 
x1
d

 x1  c c3  d
 c   c3  c   s
c  s

(45)

Fc1  x1  fcd  b

(46)

z1  d 
Fc 2 

x1
2

1
 x  x1   fcd  b
2

z2  d  x1 

x  x1
2x  x
d 1
3
3

(47)
(48)
(49)

Fc  Fc1  Fc 2

(50)

M steel  Fc1  z1  Fc 2  z2  M sd

(51)

After we reach the equilibrium (ΣΜsteel=0), and given that the steel reinforcement works in
full stress, above the yield strain, the steel area can be easily calculated by Eq. (31).
 Case 1b: If εc≤εc3
In this case we have only the triangular diagram for the concrete zone, there is no rectangular
part for the stresses and the upmost fiber of concrete works at stress σc≤fcd, as follows:

c 

c
 f  fcd
 c3 cd
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Fc 2 

1
x  c  b
2

z2  d 

x
3

(53)
(54)

Fc  Fc 2

(55)

M steel  Fc 2  z2  M sd

(56)

Again, after we reach the equilibrium (ΣΜsteel=0), and given that the steel reinforcement
works in full stress, above the yield strain, the steel area can be calculated by Eq. (31).
Case 2. ΣΜ<0, concrete zone at the ultimate strain
We assume an initial value for x and we use the following equations:

 c   cu3

(57)

dx

  cu 3
s 

x
 cu 3
s
 cu 3   c3 



x
dx
x1
 x1   cu 3   c3  d
 cu 3   s


(58)

Fc1  x1  fcd  b

(59)

z1  d 
Fc 2 

x1
2

1
 x  x1   fcd  b
2

z2  d  x1 

x  x1
2x  x
d 1
3
3

(60)
(61)
(62)

Fc  Fc1  Fc 2

(63)

M steel  Fc1  z1  Fc 2  z2  M sd

(64)

 Case 2a: εs≥εys
The steel reinforcement works in full stress, above the yield strain and as a result the steel area can be calculated by Eq. (31).
 Case 2b: εs<εys
The steel reinforcement does not work in full stress, as it works below the yield strain. The
steel stress σs can be calculated by Eq. (28) and the steel area can be calculated by Eq. (25).
8

INVESTIGATION OF THE PARABOLIC-RECTANGULAR STRESS-STRAIN
RELATION CASE

For the parabolic-rectangle stress-strain relation case, we use the same methodology as in the
case of the bilinear stress-strain relation. The only difference is the shape of the concrete
stress distribution where the triangular section becomes now parabolic, and also the ultimate
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strain and the strain corresponding to the start of the rectangular section which become εcu2
(instead of εcu3) and εc2 (instead of εc3), respectively, as shown in the figure below.
εc
x

h

fcd

x1
εc2

Fc1

Fc1
Fc2

x-x1

yN

x2

d

z2
As

Nd (tensile)

z1

Μd

ys

Fs

εs

d1

Fc2

Fs

b
Section

Strains

Forces

Equilibrium

Figure 13: Cross section, strain and forces distribution and section equilibrium for the parabolic-rectangular
stress-strain relation case, assuming εc>εc2.

In the above figure, x2 is the distance from the neutral axis to the centroid of the parabolic
section. The parabolic section is “full” in the figure, as εc>εc2. In the bi-linear case, the calculation of the area and centroid of the non-rectangular part was obvious, because of the triangular shape, but for the parabolic case, integration has to be used, as will be described in detail
later.
Again, we need to determine if at the ULS the concrete zone or the steel is at the critical
strain. First, we put both materials at the ultimate strain, so we have:

 cu 2
x



 ud   cu 2
d



 c   cu 2

(65)

 s   ud

(66)

 cu 2   c 2
x1

 cu 2

 x    d

ud
cu 2

 x   cu 2   c 2  d
 1  ud   cu 2

(67)

(68)

Fc1  x1  fcd  b
z1  d 

x1
2

(69)

The above equations are almost the same as the ones used in the bi-linear case, but of course
in the parabolic-rectangle case we use εc2 and εcu2 instead of εc3 and εcu3. Yet, this time in order to calculate Fc2 we need to integrate Eq. (2) to calculate the area of the parabolic part. For
the parabolic part of the stress, i.e. for strains εc in the region [0, εc2], we have the indefinite
integral:
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Thus the area E1 of the full parabolic part [0, εc2] is given by the definite integral:

E1 

c 2

  d
c

c



0

n
 c 2 fcd
n 1

(71)

The area E1 of the full parabolic part is shown in the figure below in black color.

Figure 14: Area E1 of the full parabolic part (for strains up to εc2) in black color.

If the integration is done on the cross section height, for the strain εc2 the corresponding height
of the section is (x-x1) and as a result the corresponding area of the full parabolic part A1 is
given by:

A1 

n
 x  x1  fcd
n 1

(72)

The area A1 of the full parabolic part is shown in the figure below in black color.
εc=εcu2
x

fcd

x1
εc2

Fc1
Fc2

x-x1

x2

z2

z1

Fs

εs=εud

Figure 15: Strain and forces distribution.
The area A1 of the full parabolic part is shown in black color.

The concrete force Fc2 is given by:

Fc 2  A1  b 

n
 x  x1  fcd  b
n 1

(73)

In order to calculate z2 we need to calculate the distance x2 defining the centroid of the A1 area.
In terms of strains, the centroid εcentroid of the E1 area is given by the definite integral:
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The indefinite integral in this case is given by:
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Thus the centroid of the full parabolic part is given by:

1
 centroid1 
E1

c 2
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c

c
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 c2
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(76)

If the integration is done on the section height, for the strain εc2 the corresponding height of
the cross section is (x-x1) and as a result the corresponding centroid of the full parabolic part
x2 is given by:

x2 

 centroid1
n3
  x  x1  
  x  x1 
c2
2  n  2

(77)

Then we have

z2  d  x  x2

(78)

Fc  Fc1  Fc 2

(79)

Again, we will calculate the sum of moments at the steel reinforcement position. The sign of
the sum of moments will show us whether the concrete zone or the steel is at the ultimate
strain at the ULS. The sum of moments is (clockwise positive):
(80)

M steel  Fc1  z1  Fc 2  z2  M sd
We then have again two cases:

Case 1. ΣΜ≥0
The concrete force has to be decreased for the equilibrium of the cross section. The steel stays
at the ultimate strain (εs=εud), while εc≤εcu2.
εc εcu2

εcu2
xult

d

εud

εs=εud

Figure 16: (b) Case 1: ΣΜ≥0, Steel at the ultimate strain.
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Case 2. ΣΜ<0
The concrete force has to be increased for the equilibrium of the cross section. The concrete
stays at the ultimate strain (εc=εcu2), while εs<εud.
εcu2

εc=εcu2

xult

d

εud

εs<εud

Figure 17: Case 2: ΣΜ<0, concrete zone at the ultimate strain.

The methodology is exactly the same as the one of the bi-linear case. To start, we assume a
value for x and we should change it until we reach the final equilibrium. The equations below
end up with the calculation of the sum of moments which has to be zero at the equilibrium.
Case 1. ΣΜ≥0, Steel at the ultimate strain
We assume an initial value for x and we use the following equations:

 s   ud
c
x



 ud
dx

 c 

(81)

x
  ud
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(82)

 Case 1a: If εc>εc2
In this case we have the parabolic diagram plus a rectangular diagram and the upmost fiber of
concrete works at the ultimate stress fcd. From the similar triangles we have:
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In a similar way as previously (integrations), and since we have again a full parabolic part, we
have:

Fc 2 

n
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n 1

(86)
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z2  d  x  x2
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Fc  Fc1  Fc 2

(89)
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M  Fc1  z1  Fc 2  z2  M sd

(90)

After we reach the equilibrium (ΣΜ=0), and given that the steel reinforcement works in full
stress, above the yield strain, the steel area can be easily calculated by Eq. (31).
 Case 1b: If εc≤εc2
In this case we have only part of the parabolic diagram, there is no rectangular diagram and
the upmost fiber of concrete works at stress σc≤fcd.

c 

c
 f  fcd
 c 2 cd

(91)

Τhis time in order to calculate Fc2 we need to integrate Eq. (2) to calculate the area of the parabolic part, not for the full parabola (up to εc2), but for the region [0, εc] where εc≤εc2. Using
the indefinite integral of Eq. (70) we can calculate the corresponding area E2 of the parabolic
part for the region [0, εc] where εc≤εc2 as a definite integral as follows:
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(92)

The area E2 of the parabolic part for the region [0, εc] is shown in the figure below in black
color.

Figure 18: Area E2 of the parabolic part for the region [0, εc] where εc<εc2, in black color.

If the integration is done on the section height, for a strain εc<εc2 the corresponding height of
the cross section is x while for the theoretical strain εc2 the corresponding height of the cross
section would be x∙εc2/εc and as a result the corresponding area of the parabolic part A2 is given by:
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(93)

The area A2 of the parabolic part in this case is shown in the figure below in black color.
σc<fcd F
c2

εC<εc2
x

x2

z2

Fs

εs=εud

Strains

Forces

Figure 19: Strains and forces distribution.
The area A2 of the parabolic part (for strains up to εc<εc2) is shown in black color.

The concrete force Fc2 is given by:

     n1  
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(94)

The calculation of z2 for this case is the most difficult part. In order to calculate z2 we need to
calculate the distance x2 defining the centroid of the A2 area, as shown in Figure 19. In terms
of strains, the centroid εcentroid2 of the E2 area is given by the following formula:
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can be calculated from the indefinite integral of Eq. (75) as

0

follows:
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If the integration is done on the section height, for the strain εc the corresponding height of the
cross section is x and as a result the corresponding centroid of the full parabolic part x2 is given by:
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(99)

x2 
Then we have

Again, we will calculate the sum of moments at the steel reinforcement position. The sign of
the sum of moments will show us whether the concrete zone or the steel is at the ultimate
strain at the ULS. The sum of moments is (clockwise positive):

M steel  Fc 2  z2  M sd

(100)

Case 2. ΣΜ<0, concrete zone at the ultimate strain
We assume an initial value for x and we use the following equations:
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 Case 2a: εs≥εys
The steel reinforcement works in full stress, above the yield strain and as a result the steel area can be calculated by Eq. (31).
 Case 2b: εs<εys
The steel reinforcement does not work in full stress, as it works below the yield strain. The
steel stress σs can be calculated by Eq. (28) and the steel area can be calculated by Eq. (25).
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9

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Four concrete sections will be examined in total. All three approaches for the stress-strain relations of concrete for the design of cross sections will be examined:




Rectangular stress distribution
Bi-linear stress-strain relation
Parabola-rectangle diagram

Below are the common properties for all numerical examples:



9.1

Steel class B500C (fyk=500 MPa)
Es=200 GPa
γc=1.50, γs=1.15





εuk=75 ‰
εud=0.9∙εuk
acc=1

Numerical example 1

The section of the first numerical example has the following properties:





Concrete class C20/25
Height h=50 cm
Width b=25 cm
d1=5 cm




Md=60 kNm
Nd=0

Below are the results of the design, for each of the three approaches for the stress-strain relations of concrete.
As (cm2)
εc (‰)
εs (‰)
x (m)
Critical material

Rectangular
3.22
3.5
26.5
0.052
Concrete

Bilinear
3.22
3.5
24.6
0.056
Concrete

Parabola-rectangle
3.22
3.5
26.8
0.052
Concrete

Table 3. Design results for the 1st numerical example.

It is clear that all three approaches give the same final result for the needed steel reinforcement area. Only minor differences can be found in the strains and the concrete zone height x.
9.2

Numerical example 2

The section of the second numerical example has the following properties:





Concrete class C30/37
Height h=60 cm
Width b=30 cm
d1=5 cm





Md=100 kNm
Nd=50 kN
yN=h/2

Below are the results of the design, for each of the three approaches for the stress-strain relations of concrete.
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As (cm2)
εc (‰)
εs (‰)
x (m)
Critical material

Rectangular
4.90
3.5
53.1
0.034
Concrete

Bilinear
4.91
3.5
49.6
0.036
Concrete

Parabola-rectangle
4.90
3.5
53.8
0.034
Concrete

Table 4. Design results for the 2nd numerical example.

The three approaches give again almost the same final result for the needed steel reinforcement area. Again minor differences can be found in the strains and the concrete zone height x.
9.3

Numerical example 3

The section of the third numerical example has the following properties:





Concrete class C70/85
Height h=70 cm
Width b=30 cm
d1=5 cm





Md=150 kNm
Nd=100 kN
yN=h/2

Below are the results of the design, for each of the three approaches for the stress-strain relations of concrete.
2

As (cm )
εc (‰)
εs (‰)
x (m)
Critical material

Rectangular
6.60
2.1
67.5
0.020
Steel

Bilinear
6.60
2.4
67.5
0.023
Steel

Parabola-rectangle
6.60
2.3
67.5
0.023
Steel

Table 5. Design results for the 3rd numerical example.

Again, the results are the same for all three cases. This time the steel is the critical material
(at the ultimate strain) at the section equilibrium. The results above are calculated assuming a
horizontal top branch for the steel stress-strain relation, but also limiting the maximum strain
to εud. Eurocode 2 allows the designer to not limit the ultimate strain for steel when a horizontal top branch is assumed for the stress-strain diagram for steel. In this case, the concrete zone
is assumed to be at the ultimate strain at all times at the ULS and the steel strain can take any
value, without any limitation. If we set εud=∞ (a very big number), then we have the results of
the following table.
2

As (cm )
εc (‰)
εs (‰)
x (m)
Critical material

Rectangular
6.60
2.7
84.7
0.020
Concrete

Bilinear
6.60
2.7
77.4
0.022
Concrete

Parabola-rectangle
6.60
2.7
78.4
0.021
Concrete

Table 6. Design results for the 3rd numerical example – No limitation for the steel strain.
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We see that there is no difference in the required area of reinforcement As for the two cases,
the results are exactly the same and only the reported material strains change. Of course, this
time the critical material is the concrete zone, not the steel reinforcement.
9.4

Numerical example 4

The section of the fourth numerical example has the following properties:





Concrete class C30/37
Height h=50 cm
Width b=25 cm
d1=5 cm




Md=378 kNm
Nd=0

Below are the results of the design, for each of the three approaches for the stress-strain relations of concrete.
2

As (cm )
εc (‰)
εs (‰)
x (m)
Critical material
εs/εys

Rectangular
26.14
3.5
2.14
0.279
Concrete
0.98

Bilinear
33.78
3.5
1.69
0.304
Concrete
0.78

Parabola-rectangle
26.67
3.5
2.13
0.280
Concrete
0.98

Table 7. Design results for the 4rd numerical example.

This time the results are different and in the bilinear case the difference is big. Taking a
careful look at the results we can see that in this example, for all cases, εs<εys which means
that the steel reinforcement works below the yield strain and as a result the steel cannot work
in its full potential (fyd stress). These are cases where the design is poor and not economic and
the designer should either increase the height of the section or add compressive reinforcement,
also.
In such cases with εs<εys, the exact value of the steel strain εs is significant in the calculation of the final required reinforcement area as it affects directly the steel stress. In the bilinear
case, εs is calculated as 1.69 ‰, lower than in the other two cases, and that affects the required
reinforcement which is 33.78 cm2, much more than in the other two cases.
The difference is big, but these cases are theoretical since in practical cases we would never design a section in such a way that the steel reinforcement would work below the yield
strain.
10 CONCLUSIONS
 Eurocode 2-Part 1-1 gives us new tools in order to design concrete cross sections. Three
approaches may be used for the stress-strain relation of concrete and another two approaches for the stress-strain relation of steel reinforcement. The simplest approach for
concrete is the use of the Rectangular stress distribution. The other two approaches use
the Bi-linear stress-strain relation and the Parabola-rectangle diagram, respectively.
 This paper presents a detailed methodology for the design of rectangular cross sections
with tensile reinforcement, for all the three cases and for all concrete classes, covering all
concrete classes, from C12/15 to C90/105. The methodology is general and all other Eu-
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rocode parameters, such as γc, γs, acc, and others can be adjusted according to the preferences of the designer, without any limitation.
 The three approaches for concrete give almost the same results with each other for all
“normal” cases examined. The differences are very slight and not significant from an engineering point of view. Big differences may occur in some “abnormal” cases where the
effective moment is big for the section and as a result the steel reinforcement works below the yield strain εys. In any case, these cases have to do with bad section design and
they should be avoided. The best solution for these cases is to add height to the concrete
section, and/or add compressive reinforcement also.
 Eurocode 2 allows the designer to not limit the ultimate strain for steel when a horizontal
top branch is assumed for the stress-strain diagram for steel. In this case, the concrete
zone is assumed to be at the ultimate strain at all times at the ULS and the steel strain can
take any value, without any limitation. In the proposed methodology this can be achieved
by setting εud=∞ (a very big number) for the allowed steel strain. This was investigated in
a numerical example where the steel was the critical material and the result showed that it
made no difference in the final steel reinforcement area.
 A more detailed investigation has to be made regarding the three stress-strain approaches
for concrete in order to check if there are cases where the three approaches can lead to
different results. The next research step should be to use the proposed methodology in
order to generate dimensionless charts showing the required reinforcement for any loading and any section. In this way, a general direct comparison of the three cases can be
performed.
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Abstract. The paper deals with numerical analysis of the process of cross roll straightening
of circular bars in a seven-roll straightening machine. In this machine, initially curved bar
rotates along its axis as it progresses through laterally staggered rolls, being loaded by a
fluctuating bending moment beyond its elastic limit. To simulate the process efficiently, special program was developed, based on a beam-type finite element, Euler scheme of material
flow along the straightened bar and nonlinear iterative solution of the elasto plastic material
behavior. Based on the input data, process characteristics like roller loading, product deflection, curvature and plasticization can be quickly obtained. With reliable solution of the direct
problem, optimal intermeshing of rollers for given input data can be found in an iterative
process. The paper describes main features of the algorithm and examples of its application.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the process of cross roll straightening, initially curved circular bar rotates along its axis
as it progresses through laterally staggered rolls, being loaded by a fluctuating bending moment beyond its elastic limit (Fig. 1). Resulting redistribution of residual stress is aimed at
minimization of both curvature and residual stress. The principal problem is to choose optimal
roll intermeshing strategy to minimize residual stress and curvature for given input parameters - initial bar curvature, its diameter, yield stress and material hardening.
In previous years such strategies were based mainly on empirical experience combined
with elementary analytical approaches [1]. With the advent of the Finite Element Method,
more complex computational models can be created and many phenomena of the cross roll
straightening are being solved. Nevertheless, there are still limitations to apply the FEM for
straightening process in the industrial practice due to its capacity and time demands [2]. This
is the reason to use simpler and quick computational models. Generally they are based on the
integration of the curvature of the leveled product [3]-[5].
In this paper we suggest a reversed procedure, starting from the suggested roll staggering.
Fast algorithm is then used to evaluate curvatures along the leveled product, bending moments, roll loadings, together with full stress/strain history in each material point, residual
stress distribution and final curvature. The program in MATLAB is based on FEM using a
simple beam element with Euler description of material flow through the leveling machine.
With fast and reliable solution of the problem, optimal setting of the leveling rolls can be
found in an iterative process. In the paper we shall present suggested algorithm and our experience with its stability and general effectiveness.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the leveling process.

2

GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS OF THE PROCESS SIMULATION

In Fig. 1 we show schematic representation of the 7-roller cross roll leveling machine. Material of the bar is moving through the machine from the left side, rotating along its longitudinal axis on rollers which are skewed by 30 degrees. The three bottom supporting rollers are
the driving rollers, vertically fixed, whereas the four top rollers are adjustable to obtain optimal bending to straighten the product.
The algorithm is based on several basic assumptions:
1. The bar deflection, slope and curvature can be described by bending theory of beams
with one dimensional state of stress.
2. Simple point contacts with fixed pitch exist between the rollers and the bar.
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3.
4.

Stationary situation with constant value of input curvature of the bar is supposed.
Material model is characterized by bilinear σ−ε curve with linear elastic and linear
plastic hardening part, and kinematic hardening rule.

Input parameters are represented by the bar diameter, modulus of elasticity E, yield stress
σy, hardening ET, input curvature and by vertical intermeshing of the adjustable rollers. Output parameters are the deflection, slope and curvature along the bar, distribution of bending
moments, shear forces and roller reactions and distribution of axial stress, elastic, plastic and
total strain in any cross section along the beam, including residual stress and curvature at the
end (Figs. 4, 5).
3

BASIC EQUATIONS AND SOLUTION ALGORITHM
The algorithm is based on iterative solution of a linearized equation
K T ,i −1 ⋅ ∆U i = R i −1 ,

(1)

U i = ∆U i + U i −1 ,

(2)

where KT is global tangential stiffness matrix composed of 120 two-node FE beam elements (see Fig. 2, ref. [6]) with two degrees of freedom, displacement and slope, in each node.
R is a matrix of residual nodal shear forces and bending moments, U global matrix of nodal
displacements and slopes. The beam element according to Fig. 2 has four degrees of freedom
in the matrix δ

 w1 
 w′ 
E⋅J
δ =  1  and the element stiffness matrix k = 3
 w2 
L
 
 w′2 

6⋅L
− 12
6⋅ L 
 12
6 ⋅ L 4 ⋅ L2 − 6 ⋅ L 2 ⋅ L2 

⋅
− 12 − 6 ⋅ L
12
− 6 ⋅ L


2
− 6 ⋅ L 4 ⋅ L2 
6 ⋅ L 2 ⋅ L

(3)

where E is the elastic modulus, J the area moment of inertia and L the element length.

Figure 2: Beam element.

Figure 3: Cross section of the bar.

During every iteration, correction for nonlinear material behavior is realized. It is based on
the computation of curvature in each element,

w′′ = B ⋅ δ
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where δ is obtained for each element from actual displacements Ui, and B is the curvature approximation matrix [6]
4 6⋅ x
 6 12 ⋅ x
B = − 2 + 3 , − + 2 ,
L
L L
 L

6 12 ⋅ x
2 6⋅ x
− 3 , − + 2 .
2
L
L
L L 

(6)

To simulate the movement of the bar through the leveling machine, Euler-type scheme is
adopted. The material then moves through the beam elements, which have fixed positions in
space. Development of the plastic deformation linked with the history of stress distribution
over the bar cross section is always tracked from the first node on the left side of the beam in
the loop over j-index from j = 2 to 121, until the last node is reached. First, the curvature increment between two subsequent nodes is evaluated

∆w′′j = w′′j − w′′j −1 .

(6)

Next, the strain increment in any point A of the cross section, caused by axial displacement is
obtained from

∆ε as = ∆w′′j .z ,

(7)

and the strain increment caused by rotation

∆ε r = w′′j .∆z .

(8)

In eqs. (7) and (8), z is the distance of each point of the cross section from the neutral axis of
bending and ∆z the change of this distance caused by rotation between the points j-1 and j, as
can be seen in Fig. 3.
Total strain increment is
∆ε = ∆ε as + ∆ε r

(9)

σ j = σ j −1 + E .∆ε

(10)

and testing stress

where σj-1 is the stress distribution over the cross section in the previous nodal point. For the
first node, the initial stress distribution connected with the initial curvature of the bar is taken
into account. Similarly, the state in the last node for converged solution then corresponds to
residual stress and curvature of the beam leaving the leveling machine.
Correction of the testing stress according to plastic behavior of material together with correct distribution of elastic and plastic component of total strain is realized by algorithm published elsewhere [6], [7]. Typical distribution of stress over the cross section can be seen in
Fig. 4.
Nonlinear distribution of stress according to Fig. 4 results in correction of bending moment,
which is modified according to
M m = ∫∫ σ ( z ) ⋅ z dS ,

(11)

where z is the vertical coordinate and S the cross section area. From the modified moment,
equivalent nodal loading matrix f is easily computed for each element
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L

f = ∫ B( x) ⋅ M m ( x ) ⋅ d x ,
0

(12)

where B(x) is the curvature approximation matrix according to Eq.(5), L is the element length
and Mm(x) is a linear approximation of the modified bending moment along the finite element,
obtained from the values in nodal points. Global matrix of equivalent nodal loads Fi is then
obtained by contributions from all finite elements and matrix of residual loads for the next
iteration is Ri = - Fi .

a) initial state

b) intermediate state at roll D
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c) residual stress after leveling
Figure 4: Distribution of elastic plastic bending stress σ.

In case of growing plastic strain, i.e. for active plastic loading, also the stiffness matrix
must be modified. It is realized by changing the beam flexural rigidity according to
( EJ ) m = ∫∫ E m ( z ) ⋅ z 2 dS , where

E 
E ⋅ ET

Em = E ⋅  1 −
.
 and H =
E − ET
 E+H 

(13)
(14)

E, ET is the modulus of elasticity and tangential hardening modulus, respectively – see [7].
Modified flexural rigidity according to Eq. (13) enters the stiffness matrix (3) of each plasticized element. It results in a new tangential stiffness matrix KTi prepared for the next iteration.
Finally, the convergence criteria are checked and the procedure is either stopped or returned back to Eq.1 with iteration number i increased by one.
4

PROGRAM VERIFICATION

The algorithm presented above was programmed in MATLAB and verified by specific
tests. Its performance was compared with full time-consuming FE analysis and with simple
analytical models of our industrial partner with acceptable results. It can be illustrated by the
following testing example: Circular cross section bar with diameter of 70 mm is moved
through the leveling machine with subsequent intermeshing of adjustable rollers: 0, 12, 10
and 0 mm. Material is characterized by yield stress of 500 MPa and no hardening. In Fig. 5
we show the deflection, slope, curvature, bending moment, shear force and maximal bending
stress along the length of the leveled bar. Fig. 4c) shows the distribution of residual stress
over the cross section of the bar after leaving the machine. Maximal value of residual stress
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after straightening is 240 MPa. Initial radius of curvature 10 m was straightened to final value
of 182 m. Loading of leveling rollers A-G (Fig. 1) is 16.5 kN, 60.9 kN, 101.1 kN, 111.6 kN,
95.5 kN, 55.0 kN and 14.4kN.
The results correspond to detailed FEM analysis
analysis realized by ANSYS, the solution procedure is stable and very fast in comparison to multipurpose FEM package. Presented example
was solved in 60 iterations with total running time 8 min on a standard PC. This performance,
together with user friendly interface
interface makes our program an ideal tool for optimization of the
leveling process.

moment, shear force and maximal
Figure 5: Results of the testing example: deflection, slope, curvature, bending moment,
bending stress along the leveled bar.

5

CONCLUSIONS

User friendly and fast program for direct solution of cross roll leveling process of circular
bars was developed and tested. The algorithm is based on simple FE beam element with Euler
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scheme material flow and nonlinear iterative solution of the final equations using NewtonRaphson scheme. It was created with the aim to gain a user friendly and fast tool for analysis
of practical industrial problems, applicable for engineering optimization of leveling schemes.
Modular structure of the program is prepared to enhance its applicability to other similar processes like plate leveling, tensile leveling of thin sheets, cross roll straightening of tubes, etc.
Some improvements are being prepared also in precise evaluation of position of the contact
point between the rollers and product. Other improvements should include the influence of
shear force to product deflection or better modelling of material. Especially the cyclic hardening/softening of material can have a substantial influence on the results. This will be the main
direction of further development with strong accent to practical industrial applicability of the
results.
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Abstract. Modeling of reinforced concrete structures through the use of 3D detailed models
derives significant numerical issues especially when dealing with large-scale meshes that incorporate large numbers of reinforcement bars embedded in the hexahedral mesh. In 3D detailed reinforced concrete simulations, mapping the reinforcement grid inside the concrete
hexahedral finite elements is performed by using the end-point coordinates of the rebar macro-elements. This procedure is computationally demanding when dealing with large-scale
models, where the required computational time for the reinforcement mesh generation can be
excessive. This research work investigates the numerical robustness and computational efficiency of the embedded rebar mesh generation method proposed by Markou [14] that was an
extension of the Markou and Papadrakakis [8] research work. The under study embedded rebar mesh generation method foresees the automatic allocation and generation of embedded
steel reinforcement inside hexahedral finite elements for 32-bit and 64-bit windows based applications. In order to investigate the numerical and computational performance of the embedded rebar mesh generation method, a full-scale model of the RC frame of the Alhosn
University Campus in Abu Dhabi and a RC bridge are constructed and used so as to allocate
and generate the embedded rebar finite elements. The numerical results that derived from the
ReConAn FEA solver for the at hand numerical implementations are briefly presented.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Modeling of reinforced concrete (RC) structures with the use of 3D detailed models is usually performed by research teams [1-5] or by large consultancy companies [6-7] that foresee
the thorough investigation of the mechanical behavior of geometrically complicated RC structures. Researchers have been using this modeling type so as to verify experimental results or
develop new constitutive models in an attempt to derive a numerically objective modeling
method that will eventually provide the ability of performing assessment analysis for any type
of RC structure geometry and design.
As it was described in [8], when modeling 3D RC structures with the finite element (FE)
method, three main approaches are available for the simulation of reinforcement: smeared,
discrete, and embedded [9-11]. The smeared and discrete formulations have been found to be
unsuitable for complicated reinforcement grid geometries thus undergo several restrictions
when implemented. On the other hand, the embedded reinforcement formulation provides the
ability of representing the grid’s geometry in an exact manner without the need of modifying
the actual arrangement of rebars to conform with the concrete FE mesh [12-13].
In order to optimize the performance of the Barzegar and Maddipudi [9] embedded mesh
generation method, which is an extension of the work of Elwi and Hrudey [10], Markou and
Papadrakakis [8] proposed the introduction of a geometrical constraint in order to decrease the
computational effort for generating the input data of the embedded rebar elements, particularly when dealing with relatively large-scale numerical models. Their proposed method (Fig. 1)
was incorporated in ReConAn FEA [5] which was developed and built to run in a 32-bit operating systems.
The purpose of this research work is to present the numerical performance of the embedded mesh generation method proposed by Markou [14] in the case of large-scale RC numerical simulations.
2

GENERATING REINFORCEMENT INSIDE HEXAHEDRAL ELEMENTS

The under study embedded mesh generation method considers arbitrary positioning of the
rebars inside the concrete elements [8], as shown in Fig. 2, while avoiding a nonlinear search
procedure for the calculation of the natural coordinates of the embedded reinforcement nodes
in the corresponding prismatic hexahedral elements. By separating the mesh generation algorithm into to two main parts (Fig. 1), the geometry of each hexahedral element is categorized
(prismatic or non-prismatic) and accordingly treated in order to compute the natural coordinates of its containing embedded rebar elements. For the detailed description of this method,
refer to the relative reference [8].
The embedded reinforcement mesh generation method proposed in [8], was integrated and
built in for a 64-bit operating system so as to overcome the problem that rises related to the
physical memory allocation issue, which in the case of the 32-bit architecture is limited to 2
Gb. In addition to that the method was integrated with a filtering algorithm [14] that provides
the ability to allocate relatively short embedded rebar finite elements, during the mesh allocation procedure. This filtering procedure provides the ability to control the mesh quality of the
embedded rebar elements thus avoiding the numerical phenomenon of the local stiffness concentration due to the relatively short embedded rebar finite element length (Fig. 3). The
flowchart diagram of the integrated embedded reinforcement mesh generation algorithm can
be seen in Fig. 4.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the embedded rebar mesh generation method [14].
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Figure 2. Embedded reinforcement rebars inside hexahedral elements [8].

As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the updated algorithm foresees the scanning of the rebar mesh
so as to allocate short embedded elements that might result due to the irregular hexahedral
mesh during the embedded rebar allocation procedure. In this case the embedded rebar mesh
generation algorithm has the ability to filter the embedded rebar elements that have a very
short length (see Fig. 3), while it controls the quality of the derived embedded mesh.

Figure 3. Hexahedral and embedded rebar elements of a RC bridge’s vertical diaphragm. Short embedded rebar
element case.

3

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

In order to assess the embedded mesh generation method, the Alhosn University’s Male
Campus and a RC bridge are used for constructing two 3D detailed meshes. The results from
the embedded mesh generation procedures are discussed and the numerical results that derived from the solutions of the two models will be shortly presented. It must be noted that all
numerical tests were performed on a 64-bit windows operating system (3.3GHz CPU).
3.1

RC Building

The RC building (Alhosn University Male Campus) that was used so as to construct the 3D
mesh is shown in Fig. 5, while the geometry of its RC frame is given in Fig. 6. As it can be
seen, the building has a total width of 20.45m and a 25.6m length. The total height of the
building is 13.2m (Ground floor, 1st-3rd floor), while the basement of the structure is also accounted for in the under study model (Fig. 7).
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Figure 4. Flow chart of the updated embedded rebar element mesh generation method [14].
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Figure 5. Alhosn University’s Male Campus in Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Figure 6. Reinforcement details of the slab (Ground – 3rd Floor).

In the UAE, the most common framing system used is that of the flat slabs, which is also
the framing system adopted in this research work. As it can be depicted in Fig. 6, the shear
wall of the elevator is located in the center of the structure, while a total of 16 columns are
placed symmetrically about the structure’s core. The geometry of the columns’ sections are
40x40cm and 60x60cm. The thickness of the slab is assumed to be equal to 30cm while the
reinforcement details are shown in Figs. 6 & 8. The 40x40cm columns are reinforced with
8Ø20mm longitudinal rebars and two hoops Ø8mm@10cm as stirrups, while the 60x60cm
columns are reinforced with 12Ø22mm longitudinal rebars and three hoops Ø10mm@10cm
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as stirrups. For the case of the shear wall, 72Ø18mm longitudinal rebars are used and
Ø8mm@10cm as stirrups (Fig. 8).
Regarding the foundation type, it is assumed that the building is based on a general foundation slab which is 80cm thick. The foundation slab is reinforced with 14mm rebars every
10cm along the X and Y directions, while the foundation soil is also discretized with hexahedral elements in an attempt to make the numerical model more realistic. A retaining wall (Fig.
7) is foreseen at the perimeter of the basement which has a thickness of 20cm, which is reinforced with 12mm rebars at every 15cm as the principal reinforcement and 8mm rebars at
every 15cm as the secondary reinforcement.
3.1.1. Construction and Management of the Hexahedral Mesh
ReConAn FEA uses Femap [15] through which the initial mesh is constructed, while the
input file is exported into a text file (.neu  neutral file) that is used to generate the FE numerical model during the analysis of the numerical problem. For controlling the mesh quality
the “Analysis by Parts” approach is used, which foresees the division of the mesh during the
construction procedure into parts, while for each part an independent solution is performed to
check for any mesh inconsistencies. Following the completion of this procedure all parts are
combined and connected into the final mesh that is used to simulate the complete geometry of
the structure. Fig. 9 shows the final mesh of the 75,080 8-noded hexahedral elements as it resulted from the mesh construction phase. The details related to the mesh are given in Table 1
and as it can be seen, the total number of concrete elements is 43,250, while the total number
of nodes (excluding the embedded rebar macro-elements’ nodes) is 119,232. The hexahedral
edge size that was used to construct the concrete FE mesh of the RC frame was between 2040 cm.

Figure 7. Section a-a of the building.
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Figure 8. Reinforcement details of the columns and shear wall.

Figure 9. FE mesh of the 8-noded hexahedral elements.

The hexahedral mesh of the building was divided into 6 groups where each group was assigned with the corresponding Layers (a total of 25 layers). Fig. 10 shows the groups of Lay-
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ers used during the hexahedral mesh construction procedure so as to manage graphically each
part of the model. After the completion of the hexahedral mesh construction, the model was
analyzed for the self-weight loads so as to ensure that the resulted numerical model was ready
to be processed to the next stage which was the embedded rebar macro-element mesh construction. Fig. 11 shows the deformed shape and the von Mises stress distribution as it resulted from the Convergence Analysis stage (linear elastic analysis for the self-weight of the
structure).
a/a
1
2

3
4

Description
Hexa8 total number of Soil elements
Hexa8 Concrete elements
2.1 Foundation Slab
2.2 Retaining Wall
2.3 Slabs
2.4 Columns 40x40
2.5 Columns 60x60
2.6 Shear Wall
Total
Total number of Hexa8 elements
Total number of Hexa8 nodes

Value
31,830
4,810
3,630
23,410
2,400
5,400
3,600
43,250
75,080
119,232

Table 1. FE mesh data related to the 8-noded hexahedral mesh.

Figure 10. Layer organization chart of the hexahedral mesh.

3.1.2. Constructing, Managing and Verifying the Embedded Reinforcement FE Mesh
As it is shown in Fig. 12, the embedded rebar mesh was divided into 22 Layers according to
the RC frame’s geometrical features. Furthermore, after the completion of the construction of
the embedded rebar macro-element mesh for each structural member of the basement’s frame,
a convergence analysis was performed (foundation slab, basement columns/shear
wall/retaining wall/slab, see Figs. 13-14) so as to assess the derived FE mesh. After the successful completion of the convergence analysis, the embedded rebar macro-elements of the
basement’s frame were replicated to the rest of the floors deriving the final embedded rebar
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macro-element mesh (see Table 2). Fig. 15 shows the final embedded reinforcement macroelements as they resulted from the mesh construction procedure.

Figure 11. Deformed shape and von Mises stress distribution of the hexahedral mesh as it resulted from the Convergence Analysis stage.

a/a

Structural Member

1
2
3
4
5
6

Foundation Slab
Retaining Wall
Columns 40x40
Columns 60x60
Shear Wall
Slabs

i
ii
ii
iii
iv

Basement with Foundation Slab
Ground Floor
1st Floor
2nd Floor
3rd Floor

c
20
3
3
3
3
20
Total:

-

MacroElements
9,712
14,304
13,824
20,736
18,180
53,503
130,259
46,750
20,990
20,990
20,990
20,539

Table 2. Embedded rebar macro-elements that derived from the mesh construction procedure.

3.1.3. Solution of the Complete Model
At this stage the complete model (Fig. 15) is going to be analyzed in order to allocate and
generate the final embedded rebar mesh through the use of the under study embedded rebar
mesh generation method. It must be noted at this point that the geometric constraint c [8] for
the embedded rebar mesh generation procedure inside the vertical and horizontal structural
members was set equal to 3 and 20, respectively, as it can be seen in Table 2. For the columns
and shear walls the geometric constraint parameter c was set to 3 and for the rest of the frame
equal to 20. Table 3 shows the details of the resulted FE mesh, the total required time for generating the embedded rebar elements and the numerical details related to the solution of the
FE model.
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Figure 12. Layer organization chart of the embedded rebar macro-element mesh.

Figure 13. Macro-element rebar mesh construction phase. Hexahedral and macro-elements (Basement and Foundation Slab).

Figure 14. Macro-element rebar mesh of the Basement and the Foundation Slab (46,750 macro-elements).
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Figure 15. Macro-element rebar mesh of the RC frame of the building (130,259 macro-elements).

a/a
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Number of Hexahedral Elements
Number of Nodes (hexa8 only)
Number of Macro-Elements
Total Number of Embedded Rebar FEs Generated
Total Number of Short Embedded Rebar FEs that
were Discarded by the Filter Algorithm
6 Required Embedded Mesh Generation Time
7 Required RAM for the Stiffness Matrix
8 Number of Stiffness Matrix Elements
9 Total Required RAM for the Solution Procedure
10 Computational Time for Solving 1 Load Increment
11 Computational Time for Writing the Output Data
12 Total Computational Time:
i. Read/Initialize Problem
ii. Generate Embedded Mesh
iii. Solve the System of Equations for 1 Load Increment / 1 Internal Iteration
iv. Write Output Data (out.txt file size: 645 Mb)
v. Other

Value
75,080
119,232
130,259
532,311
5,408
75 min
10.73 Gb
1,440,509,266
22.73 Gb
52 min
172 min

324 min

Table 3. Numerical and computational results that derived after the solution of the complete FE model.

As it can be seen from Table 3, the total required time for the embedded mesh generation
procedure was 75 minutes. The total number of generated embedded rebar FEs was 532,311
while the total number of short embedded rebar FEs that were discarded due to their small
length was 5,408 (short length rebar criterion lmin = 5 mm). The deformed shape of the embedded rebar mesh resulted by applying only the self-weight of the structure (Figs. 16-17).
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Figure 16. Deformed shape of the embedded rebar FE mesh.
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Figure 17. Deformed shape and von Mises strain distribution of the concrete elements.

In order to solve the numerical model for a single load increment, ReConAn required 52
minutes, while the total computational time was 324 minutes. The required embedded rebar
mesh generation time represents 23.15% of the total computational time. The resulted computational ratio is relatively small given that the at hand numerical problem was solved for a
single load increment, thus for the case of a nonlinear solution procedure with several load
increments and internal iterations, the computational time of the actual nonlinear solution procedure would have been significantly larger. This is also verified through the next numerical
implementation presented in this section. The requirements in RAM according to Table 3,
shows that the allocation of the stiffness matrix requires the largest amount of physical
memory than any other matrix used during the solution procedure. As it resulted the total required RAM for allocating the stiffness matrix for the at hand model was 10.73 Gb and to
solve this numerical implementation a total of 22.73 Gb of RAM were required.
Fig. 16 shows the deformed shape of the embedded rebar mesh as it resulted from the
analysis. The displacements are scaled so as to graphically represent the deformed shape of
the frame (scale factors used in Fig. 16: x200-x2000). The deformed shape of the embedded
rebar elements illustrate the robustness of the proposed embedded mesh generation method
that manages to successfully allocate and generate more than half a million embedded rebar
elements that are used to simulate the complete reinforcement grid of the under study RC
structure. The deformed shape of the embedded rebar elements shows that their displacements, which are controlled by the hexahedral nodes’ displacements, follow the concrete element mesh (Fig. 17) deformed shape. Fig. 17 shows the deformed shape and the von Mises
strain distribution for the hexahedral elements as they resulted from the analysis procedure
that was executed for the complete FE model. As it was expected, the superstructure undergoes a larger deformation in relation to the basement and the foundation soil that did not develop significant deformations (Fig. 17). Strain concentrations were mainly observed at the
column-slab joints of the flat-slab framing system of the RC structure.
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3.2

RC Arc-Shaped Bridge

This numerical test was chosen in order to illustrate the actual limitations of the embedded
mesh generation method when dealing with large-scale implementations. The different stages
until the solution of the full-scale model are described bellow.
3.2.1. Geometrical Features and Reinforcement Details of the RC Bridge
The geometry of the under study RC bridge is shown in Fig. 18. As it can be seen, the
bridge has an effective span of 99.1 m, of which 51.55 m is the left span’s length and 47.55 m
is the right span’s length. The total height of the two pylons is 5.1 m and the spacing between
them is 5 m. A typical section of the bridge is given in Fig. 19, where the geometrical features
can be depicted. The technical drawings show that the total width of the deck is 10.4 m and it
has a height of 2.3 m. The different thicknesses of each structural component of the bridge’s
deck are given in Table. 4.

Figure 18. RC Bridge. View of elevations.

Figure 19. RC Bridge. Geometry of the section of the deck (dimensions in mm).

The reinforcement details of the Pylons are shown in Fig. 20, where it can be seen that 26
rebars of Ø32 mm are used and the stirrups have a diameter of Ø12 mm. Fig. 21 shows the
reinforcement details of the pile cap. It is important to note that the model will assume fixed
supports at the base of the pile cap, thus the 6 piles and the soil will not be included in the FE
mesh.
Fig. 22 shows a typical deck section reinforcement detailing which foresees the use of 12,
16 and 20 mm rebars, while the geometry of the reinforcement arrangement of the support
diaphragms can be depicted in Figs. 23 & 24.
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a/a

Structural component

Thickness in cm

1

Upper Deck

25

2

Lower Deck

22

3

Overhangs

20

4

Vertical Walls

40

5

Vertical Diaphragms

30

6

Vertical Diaphragms at Supports

100

7

Vertical Diaphragm above Pylons

200

Table 4. RC Bridge. Thicknesses of different structural components of the deck.

Figure 20. RC Bridge. Reinforcement details of the Pylon’s section.

Figure 21. RC Bridge. Reinforcement details of the pile cap.

Figure 22. RC Bridge. Reinforcement details of a typical deck section.
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Figure 23. RC Bridge. Reinforcement details of the middle diaphragm.

Figure 24. RC Bridge. Reinforcement details of the diaphragms at the left and right supports.

3.2.2. Constructing, Managing and Verifying the Hexahedral FE Mesh
Fig. 25 shows the final mesh of the 102,934 hexahedral elements (8-noded). The details related to the mesh are given in Table 5 and as it can be seen, the total number of concrete elements is 102,622, while the total number of nodes (excluding the embedded rebar macroelements) is 168,400. The average hexahedral edge size used to derive the FE mesh of the RC
bridge was 20 cm.
a/a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Structural Member
Opening O1 Deck + Left Support Diaphragm
Opening O2 Deck
Opening O3 Deck
Opening O4 Deck + Half of the Middle Diaphragm
Opening O5 Deck + Half of the Middle Diaphragm
Opening O6 Deck
Opening O7 Deck
Opening O8 Deck + Right Support Diaphragm
Two Pylons
Pile Cap
Elastomeric Bearings + Steel Plates
Total
Table 5. RC Bridge. Hexahedral element distribution.
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13,824
11,254
11,254
12,662
12,432
10,558
10,558
11,800
3,080
5,200
312
102,934
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Figure 25. RC Bridge. FE mesh of 8-noded hexahedral elements.

Figure 26. RC Bridge. Hexahedral mesh Layer organization chart.

Figure 27. RC Bridge. Hexahedral mesh of the 1st Deck Opening O1. Graphical activation and deactivation of
Layers.

The proposed logic behind the topological sorting of the Layers (Fig. 26) is based on the
assumption that the hexahedral mesh of the bridge will be divided into four main groups of
Layers (a. Deck Span, b. Bearing Supports, c. Support Diaphragms and d. Pylons/foundation),
while in each main group of Layers the mesh of all structural members (Upper Deck, Vertical
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Walls, etc.), which belong to a specific opening of the bridge, will be assigned into the designated Layer. The graphical illustration of the 56 Layers used in order to manage the hexahedral elements’ mesh is shown in Fig. 26 and the use of Layers is demonstrated in Fig. 27 for
the case of the deck opening O1.
The distribution of the hexahedral elements, according to the assumed Layers for the management of the hexahedral elements’ mesh, are given in Table 5. It is evident that the largest
number of hexahedral elements is located at the deck of the RC bridge. After the completion
of the mesh convergence investigation, the resulted FE mesh consisted of 102,934 from which
102,622 are concrete hexahedral elements. The “Analysis by Parts” method was also implemented in order to verify that each part of the under construction hexahedral FE mesh (Fig. 28)
was consistent, thus avoiding inducing numerical instabilities during the embedded mesh generation procedure and the analysis procedure of the complete model.

Figure 28. RC Bridge. Models used for the mesh convergence analysis procedure (“Convergence Analysis by
Parts”).

Figure 29. RC Bridge. Deformed shape and von Mises Stress contour. (Left) View of the full model and (Right)
Internal view of the vertical and diaphragmatic walls.

The hexahedral mesh construction was finalized by performing the analysis of the complete hexa8 FE mesh by applying the self-weight of the structure. The deformed shape and the
von Mises Stress distribution as they derived from the analysis are shown in Fig. 29. It must
be noted here that the total number of unknowns for the case of the final hexahedral FE mesh
was 502,478, the total number of the stiffness matrix elements was 657,655,263 and the re-
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quired physical memory for solving the numerical model without the embedded reinforcement
was 7.6 Gb.
3.2.3. Constructing, Managing and Verifying the Embedded Reinforcement FE Mesh
Given the fact that the required computational time for the analysis of this model will be
significant, any mesh irregularities will induce numerical instabilities forcing the nonlinear
analysis to terminate, while the size of the mesh will make it time-consuming if any mesh
modification issues arise. For this reason the same mesh managing approach illustrated in the
previous section was adopted in order to control the resulted embedded rebar mesh in a stepby-step logic (Layers and Analysis by Parts).
As it is shown in Fig. 30, the embedded rebar mesh was divided into 48 Layers according
to the RC bridge’s geometry. The 48 Layers were divided into 3 main groups so as to optimize the viewing procedure and the allocation of each reinforcement arrangement according
to its positioning inside the structure. Furthermore, after the completion of the construction of
the embedded rebar macro-element mesh for each structural member (see Table 6) of the
bridge, a convergence analysis was performed so as to assess the derived FE model for each
structural part of the bridge’s model.
The embedded rebar mesh construction began by constructing and testing the Pylon/Pile
Cap mesh (Fig. 31). The geometry of the hexahedral mesh of these structural members is irregular and mainly non-prismatic due to the circular sections of the pylons, while the embedded rebar mesh construction of the embedded rebar macro-elements was performed by using
long macro-elements that intersect more than 15 hexahedral elements. In some areas of the
Pile Cap mesh, rebar macro-elements penetrate up to 20 hexahedral elements.
a/a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Structural Member

c

Span O1 Deck + Left Support Diaphragm (Fig. 41)
Span O2 Deck (Fig. 42)
Span O3 Deck (Fig. 43)
Span O4 Deck (Fig. 44)
Middle Diaphragm (Fig. 45)
Span O5 Deck (Fig. 46)
Span O6 Deck (Fig. 47)
Span O7 Deck (Fig. 48)
Span O8 Deck + Right Support Diaphragm (Fig. 49)
Two Pylons and Pile Cap (Figs. 38 & 39)
5

15
15
15
15
30
15
15
15
15
15
Total

MacroElements
6,721
5,092
5,100
4,046
1,656
4,601
4,805
4,818
5,546
5,454
47,839

Embedded
Rebar FEs
70,614
61,476
62,954
50,401
25,172
52,673
56,416
55,693
63,504
21,721
520,624

Table 6. RC Bridge. Embedded rebar macro-elements and resulted embedded rebar FEs that derived from the
procedure of the convergence analysis by parts.

After the completion of the embedded rebar macro-element mesh of the Pylons and the
Pile Cap, the model was analyzed in order to assess the resulted FE mesh. During the embedded mesh generation procedure, for the case of the Pile Cap, the incremental parameter c was
set equal to 15 and for the case of the Pylons, equal to 5. The total number of the embedded
rebar elements that were generated was 21,721.
Fig. 32 shows the deformed shape of the embedded rebar mesh as it derived from the analysis of the model. As it can be seen, the mesh generation procedure managed to allocate the
embedded rebar elements without any numerical instabilities, while the irregular geometry of
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the hexahedral elements did not result any numerical issues during the mesh generation procedure. The deformed shape and stress contour shown in Fig. 32 resulted by applying the selfweight of the structure and a distributed load of 1 kN/node at the tip of each Pylon.
Table 6 shows the distribution of the total number of the embedded rebar macro-elements
used to construct the reinforcement grid of the RC bridge. As it can be depicted, the total
number of embedded rebar macro-elements used was 47,839 and the total number of embedded rebars that were generated through the Analysis by Parts procedure was 520,624. It must
be noted here that the parameter c was set between 5-30 (Table 6) given that the macroelements were constructed so as to penetrate between 1-30 hexahedral elements.

Figure 30. RC Bridge. Embedded rebar mesh Layer organization chart.

Figure 31. RC Bridge. Embedded rebar mesh of the Pylons and Pile Cap (5,454 embedded rebar macroelements).
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Figure 32. RC Bridge. (Left) von Mises Stress contour and (Right) Deformed shape of the embedded rebar
elements of the two Pylons and the Pile Cap (21,721 embedded rebar elements generated).

3.2.4. Solution of the Complete Model
At this stage the complete model (Fig. 33) can be used so as to allocate and generate the final embedded rebar mesh through the use of the integrated embedded mesh generation method. Table 7 shows the details of the resulted FE mesh, the total required time for generating
the embedded rebar elements and numerical details related to the solution of the FE model.
a/a
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Number of Hexahedral Elements
Number of Nodes (hexa8 only)
Number of Macro-Elements
Total Number of Embedded Rebar FEs Generated
Total Number of Short Embedded Rebar FEs that
were Discarded by the Filter Algorithm
6 Required Embedded Mesh Generation Time
7 Required RAM for the Embedded Mesh Generation
8 Required RAM for the Stiffness Matrix
9 Max Required RAM Allocated by the Software
10 Computational Time for Solving 1 Load Increment
11 Computational Time for Writing the Output Data
12 Total Computational Time:
i.
Read/Initialize Problem
ii. Generate Embedded Mesh
iii. Solve the System of Equations for 1 Load Increment / 1 Internal Iteration
iv. Write Output Data (out.txt file size: 475 Mb)

Value
102,934
168,400
47,839
520,624
1,439
42 m 22 s
2 Gb
5.225 Gb
11.5 Gb
18 m
53 m

118 m

Table 7. RC Bridge. General numerical details that derived after the solution of the complete FE model.

As it can be seen from Table 7, the total required time for the embedded mesh generation
procedure was 42 minutes 22 seconds and the corresponding required RAM allocated for this
task was 2 Gb. The total number of generated embedded rebar FEs was 520,624 while the total number of short embedded rebar FEs that were discarded due to their small length was
1,439. The deformed shape of the embedded rebar mesh (Fig. 34), resulted by applying only
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the self-weight of the structure. The solution of the complete model required a total of 11.5
Gb of RAM from which the 5.225 Gb was required for the stiffness matrix allocation. So as to
solve the model for a single load increment, ReConAn required 18 minutes, while the total
computational time for reading, initializing, generating the embedded mesh, solving the system of equations (for 1 load step and 1 internal iteration) and writing the output data, was 118
minutes. The required embedded mesh generation time represents 36% of the total operation
time. This ratio is relatively small given that the numerical problem foresees the solution of 1
load increment and 1 internal iteration. In addition to that, the numerical results illustrate the
significance of having a computationally robust and efficient embedded mesh generation procedure.
As it can be seen in Fig. 34, the deformed shape of the embedded rebar mesh was graphically illustrated by increasing the derived displacements 500 times. The deformed shape
shows that the embedded rebar mesh follows the sinusoidal deformed shape of the bridge’s
deck as it resulted from the numerical solution procedure.

Figure 33. RC Bridge. Macro-element rebar mesh.

Figure 34. RC Bridge. Deformed shape of the embedded rebar FE mesh.

After applying a vertical nonlinear load of 135,125MN, which was distributed uniformly
along the area of the deck, the numerical problem was solved and the resulted crack pattern
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for 60% of the total applied load is shown in Fig. 35. The solution procedure failed to converge when 90% of the total nonlinear load was applied. For solving the 8 load increments the
solver required 24 hours and to write the output data 8 hours. This means that the required
embedded rebar mesh generation procedure requires less than 3% of the total computational
time illustrating the numerical efficiency of the embedded rebar mesh generation method.

Figure 35. RC Bridge. Crack pattern for 60% of the total applied load.

3.2.5. Double Deck Model
In an attempt to increase the previous FE mesh so as to further investigate the numerical
performance of the under study mesh generation method, the numerical model that was presented in Fig. 33 is increased by replicating the bridge one time. Fig. 36 shows the new mesh,
while in Table 8 the numerical details related to the mesh can be depicted.
Table 8 shows the numerical details that derived after the solution of the increased mesh,
where it can be seen that the total number of embedded rebar elements that were generated
was 1,052,892. If the number of generated embedded rebar elements is compared with the one
that resulted from the previous section, then it will result that an additional 11,644 embedded
rebar elements were generated. This is attributed to the connection beam that connects the two
pile caps as shown in Fig. 36. The embedded mesh generation procedure managed to complete the embedded rebar allocation/generation procedure in 304 minutes and 5 seconds.

Figure 36. Double Deck RC Bridge. FE mesh of 8-noded hexahedral elements.

The required computational time for the embedded rebar mesh generation procedure represents the10.48% of the total computational time. An important observation that derives by
comparing the new ratio with that resulted in the previous section (36%), is that the computational performance of the under study method maintained its efficiency in relation to the solution algorithm that required an excessive time so as to solve a single load increment. This also
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underlines the need of using a parallel solver that will significantly reduce the computational
time for solving the system of equations.
Fig. 37 shows the deformed shape of the model as it resulted from the numerical analysis.
As it can be seen, the embedded rebar elements have the same deformed shape thus follow the
deformation of the concrete domain.
a/a
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Number of Hexahedral Elements
Number of Nodes (hexa8 only)
Number of Macro-Elements
Total Number of Embedded Rebar FEs Generated
Total Number of Short Embedded Rebar FEs that
were Discarded by the Filter Algorithm
6 Required Embedded Mesh Generation Time
7 Required RAM for the Stiffness Matrix
8 Max Required RAM Allocated by the Software
9 Computational Time for Solving 1 Load Increment
10 Computational Time for Writing the Output Data
11 Total Computational Time:
i. Read/Initialize Problem
ii. Generate Embedded Mesh
iii. Solve the System of Equations for 1 Load Increment / 1 Internal Iteration
iv. Write Output Data (out.txt file size: 970 Mb)

Value
205,928
336,908
95,082
1,052,892
2,878
304 m 5 s
19.52 Gb
30.0 Gb
27 hr
10 hr 32 min

48 hr 29 min

Table 8. Double Deck RC Bridge. General numerical details that derived after the solution of the complete
FE model.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The integrated embedded mesh generation method, which is an extension of the Markou
and Papadrakakis method [8], was used to generate the embedded rebar mesh of a RC building and a RC bridge. The parametric investigation performed for the required computational
time in generating the embedded rebar elements, in a 64-bit operating system, verifies the
computational robustness and efficiency of the method in generating embedded rebar finite
elements inside regular and irregular hexahedral meshes.
For the case of the RC building, the FE mesh that was used consisted of 75,080 hexahedral
elements and 130,259 embedded rebar macro-elements. After performing the analysis for this
numerical implementation it derived that the embedded rebar mesh generation method managed to allocate 537,719 embedded rebar elements from which 5,804 had a length shorter than
5 mm and were excluded from the analysis procedure. The mesh generation procedure required 75 minutes.
In order to further investigate the performance of the integrated embedded rebar mesh generation method, a full-scale model of a RC bridge was constructed and analyzed. The construction of the model eventually derived a total number of 102,934 hexahedral elements and
47,839 embedded rebar macro-elements. After mesh generation procedure, the derived RC
bridge numerical model consisted of 623,576 finite elements from which 102,622 are hexahedral concrete FEs that treat the cracking phenomenon with the smeared crack approach. Solving a FE model that incorporated a numerically unstable material formulation with numerical
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discontinuities is by default a cumbersome procedure even for benchmark problems that assume a limited number of hexahedral elements (100-1000 hexahedral elements). Dealing with
a large-scale numerical simulation, controlling the resulted FE mesh from the embedded rebar
mesh generation level is of significant importance given that it controls the numerical outcome of the embedded mesh generation and solution procedures. The mesh generation procedure required 42 minutes 22 seconds, which illustrates the computational efficiency of the
method, while the limitations of the embedded mesh generation algorithm were not practically
reached.

Figure 37. Double Deck RC Bridge. Deformed shape of the hexahedral and embedded rebar FE meshes.
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In order to further investigate the computational performance of the under study method,
the mesh of the RC Bridge was increased by 2. After the numerical analysis of the increased
FE model, which consisted of 205,928 hexahedral concrete FEs and 95,082 embedded rebar
macro-elements, the algorithm managed to generate 1,055,770 embedded rebar elements from
which 2,878 had a length shorter than 5 mm and were excluded from the analysis procedure.
The required computational time for the generation of the embedded rebar elements was 304
minutes and 5 seconds. The numerical investigation demonstrates the numerical efficiency of
the under study numerical method.
Finally, it is important to state that modeling RC structures through the use of 3D detailed
modeling that discretize the reinforcement grid with embedded rebar elements, has a drawback that relates to the construction of the embedded rebar macro-element mesh, especially in
cases where the geometry of the structure has an irregular geometry. This procedure requires a
significant effort which makes it prohibitive to be used for commercial purposes. So as to address this issue, an automatic mesh generation algorithm is required to be developed for generating the embedded rebar macro-element mesh inside the hexahedral elements in order to
optimize (in terms of time) the embedded rebar macro-element mesh construction procedure.
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Abstract. Masonry is a material that exhibits distinct directional properties because the mortar joints act as planes of weakness. To define failure under biaxial stress, a threedimensional surface in terms of the two normal stresses and shear stress, or the two principal
stresses and their orientation to the bed joints, is required.
Researchers have long been aware of the significance of the bed joint angle to the applied
load and many experimental tests have been carried out on brick masonry discs to produce
indirect tensile stresses on joints inclined at various angles to the vertical compressive load.
The highest strength of the masonry has been observed for the cases when the compressive
load was perpendicular to the bed joints or when the principal tensile stress at the center of
the disc was parallel to the bed joints. In this case failure occurred through bricks and perpendicular joints. The lowest strength has been observed when the compressive load was parallel to the bed joints or when the principal tensile stress at the center of the disc was
perpendicular to the bed joints. In this case failure occurred along the interface of brick and
mortar joint.
In the present study, the preliminary results of an ongoing research on the failure of brittle
anisotropic materials are presented. In particular, Neural Networks (NNs) are used in order
to approximate the experimental failure curves of a brittle anisotropic material such as masonry, that has been investigated in depth by Page [1]. For each angle θ (0º, 22.5º, 45º), a
Neural Network is trained with the experimental data of Page as inputs. Then the NN is asked
to produce the whole failure curve for each angle as its output, filling also the gaps between
the experimental points with appropriate approximations. The results show the great potential
of using NN for the approximation of the masonry failure under biaxial compressive stress.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that masonry is one of the oldest structural materials and, actually, the
main element in monumental structures such as churches, castles, mosques etc., our
knowledge regarding its mechanical behavior is not as thorough as it should be and many aspects of its behavior remain to be investigated. One reason for this lack of extensive studies is
the highly anisotropic brittle nature of masonry, which makes complicated, difficult and expensive, the realization of reliable experimental tests under conditions of biaxial stress, and,
even more, under conditions of biaxial tension or heterosemous stress. Taking into account
the numerous uncertainties of the problem, a computational model, describing the masonry
failure surface in a simple manner should be an efficient tool for the investigation of the behavior of masonry structures. Many analytical criteria for masonry structures have been already proposed [2-7]. Experimental investigations can also be considered as an important
support to the aforementioned efforts [1, 8, 9, 10].
In the present study, we use the experimental data reported by Page [1], referring to a total
of 102 panels, that have been already used by many other researchers [2, 3, 11]. Ratios of vertical compressive stress σ1 to horizontal compressive stress σ2 of  (uniaxial σ1), 10, 4, 2 and
1 have been used in conjunction with a bed joint angle θ with respect to the σ1, in directions
of 0, 22.5, 45, 67.5 and 90. A minimum of four tests were performed for each combination of σ1,σ2 and θ. The aim of the present paper is to introduce an anisotropic (orthotropic)
Neural Network – generated failure surface under biaxial stress for masonry.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Masonry exhibits distinct directional properties due to the influence of the mortar joints.
Depending upon the orientation of the joints to the stress directions, failure can occur in the
joints alone or simultaneously in the joints and the blocks. The failure of masonry under uniaxial and biaxial stress state has been studied experimentally in the past by many researchers
but to the authors' knowledge there has not been any attempt to apply a Neural Network for
such a prediction.
Only a few studies incorporate the use of Neural Networks (NNs) for the approximation of
masonry behavior in general. Zhang et al. in [12] apply artificial intelligent techniques for directly predicting the cracking patterns of masonry wallets, subjected to vertical loading. The
von Neumann neighborhood model and the Moore neighborhood model of cellular automata
(CA) are used to establish the CA numerical model for masonry wallets. Techniques for the
analysis of wallets whose bed courses have different angles with the horizontal bottom edges
are also introduced. Two criteria are used to match zone similarity between a “base wallet”
and any new “unseen” wallets. This zone similarity information is used to predict the cracks
in unseen wallets. A back-propagation neural network is also used for predicting the cracking
pattern of a wallet based on the CA model of the wallet and some data of recorded cracking at
zones.
El-Shafie et al. [13] propose a model based on radial basis function neural networks
(RBFNN) for predicting creep in concrete and masonry structures and is compared to a multilayer perceptron neural network (MLPNN). Accurate prediction of creep is achieved due to
the simple architecture and fast training procedure of RBFNN model especially when compared to MLPNN model. The RBFNN model shows good agreement with experimental creep
data from brickwork assemblages.
Zhou et al. [14] propose an artificial intelligent technique for predicting the failure/cracking loads of laterally loaded masonry wall panels based on their corresponding failure/cracking patterns derived from the laboratory experiments. The numerical modes of
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failure/cracking patterns of experimental wall panels and the corresponding normalized failure/cracking loads are used as the input and output for the NN training. Three types of NN
models for predicting the failure/cracking load of the unseen wall panel are achieved by repeatedly training and adjusting to optimize its parameters.
Mathew et al. [15] propose the use of NN for solving complex nonlinear problems for the
analysis of masonry panels under biaxial bending. A Neural Network, trained with the use of
a set of data, which is representative of the problem domain, is shown to be successful in
solving new problems with reasonable accuracy. The experimental results obtained from the
testing of panels are analyzed, and the method that gives good correlation between the theoretical prediction and the experimental result is recommended for other panels of similar
properties and boundary conditions. An artificial intelligence based technology, the casebased reasoning (CBR), has been used to solve new problems by adapting solutions to similar
problems solved in the past, which are stored in the case library. A hybrid system is described
that utilizes the capabilities of both ANNs and CBR.
3

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experimental data of Page [1] have been used as inputs for the NN model in the present study. The figures below show the original data together with the mean curves for each
bed joint angle that attempt to fit these data.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Failure of Brickwork under Biaxial Compression, (a) θ=0°, (b) θ=22.5° [1].

Figure 2: Failure of Brickwork under Biaxial Compression, θ=45° [1].
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It should be noted that the data for θ=45° are symmetric to the 45° line (σ1=σ2), due to the
nature of the loading, while the cases θ=67.5° and θ=90° are equivalent to the cases θ=22.5°
and θ=0°, respectively and will not be examined separately. The table below shows the analytical data for the θ=0° case.
σI (MPa)

σII (MPa)

σI/fwc

σII/fwc

3.53
4.14
4.66
4.96
9.59
9.70
10.11
10.37
9.46
9.85
9.92
10.15
9.33
9.62
9.74
11.15
7.84
7.89
8.20
8.72
4.16
4.55
4.66
4.74
2.12
2.21
2.32
2.63
0.76
0.76
0.87
0.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.85
0.87
0.90
1.01
2.26
2.43
2.30
2.45
4.67
5.01
4.95
5.48
7.76
7.91
8.10
8.67
7.95
8.57
8.84
8.81
8.34
8.67
9.21
9.32
7.55
8.42
8.42
8.93
7.15
7.27
7.69
8.12

0.47
0.55
0.62
0.66
1.27
1.28
1.34
1.37
1.25
1.30
1.31
1.34
1.23
1.27
1.29
1.48
1.04
1.04
1.09
1.15
0.55
0.60
0.62
0.63
0.28
0.29
0.31
0.35
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.30
0.32
0.30
0.32
0.62
0.66
0.65
0.72
1.03
1.05
1.07
1.15
1.05
1.13
1.17
1.17
1.10
1.15
1.22
1.23
1.00
1.11
1.11
1.18
0.95
0.96
1.02
1.07

Average
σI/fwc

Average
σII/fwc

Angle φ =
Atan(σΙΙ/σΙ)

Radius r

0.57

0.00

0.0000

0.5717

1.32

0.12

0.0909

1.3210

1.30

0.31

0.2353

1.3398

1.32

0.66

0.4672

1.4761

1.08

1.07

0.7820

1.5222

0.60

1.13

1.0836

1.2792

0.31

1.18

1.3156

1.2148

0.11

1.10

1.4737

1.1074

0.00

1.00

1.5708

1.0000

Table 1. Failure of Brickwork under Biaxial Compression, θ=0° [1] and relevant calculations.

The first two columns of the table contain the original experimental data, namely the failure principal stresses σΙ and σII in MPa. For every loading case, four tests have been conducted. The next two columns contain the same data in a dimensionless form where the stresses
have been divided with the stress fwc which is the masonry strength for the case σΙ=0 (last four
rows of the table). The value of fwc has been calculated as the average of the four values (high-
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lighted in bold in the above table) as 7.56 MPa. The next two columns are the averages of the
four tests for each loading case.
For the data to be suitable for the Neural Network training, a conversion to polar coordinates (r, φ) has been taken place, where the radius r is given by

r   I ,aver 2   II ,aver 2

(1)

where σI,aver and σII,aver are the average stresses for each loading case (columns 5, 6). The polar
angle φ (column 7) is given by

  II 

 I 

  Arc tan 

(2)

The polar radius r is given in the last column (column 8) of the above table. For each angle
θ case (θ=0°, 22.5°, 45°), a Neural Network is trained with the angle φ as its input and the radius r as its output. The figure below shows the data of the above table, where also the average values (used for the NN training) have been highlighted with red rectangles.

Figure 3: Normalized experimental data and average values for the θ=0° case.

The tables and figures below show the corresponding data for the other two cases (θ=22.5°
and θ=45°).
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σI (MPa)

σII (MPa)

σI/fwc

σII/fwc

2.37
2.50
3.19
3.28
4.79
5.24
5.22
5.38
8.26
8.47
9.44
9.47
9.84
9.95
10.33
11.56
7.57
8.22
8.35
8.46
3.91
4.12
4.98
5.43
2.06
1.95
2.15
2.20
0.76
0.89
0.93
0.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.60
0.78
0.71
0.71
2.08
2.12
2.18
2.27
4.96
5.22
5.65
6.10
7.89
8.31
8.53
8.35
7.83
8.37
9.54
10.65
7.59
7.84
8.27
8.65
7.23
7.53
7.80
8.89
4.87
5.39
5.59
6.85

0.31
0.33
0.42
0.43
0.63
0.69
0.69
0.71
1.09
1.12
1.25
1.25
1.30
1.32
1.37
1.53
1.00
1.09
1.10
1.12
0.52
0.54
0.66
0.72
0.27
0.26
0.28
0.29
0.10
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.66
0.69
0.75
0.81
1.04
1.10
1.13
1.10
1.04
1.11
1.26
1.41
1.00
1.04
1.09
1.14
0.96
1.00
1.03
1.18
0.64
0.71
0.74
0.91

Average
σI/fwc

Average
σII/fwc

Angle φ =
Atan(σΙΙ/σΙ)

Radius r

0.38

0.00

0.0000

0.3752

0.68

0.09

0.1352

0.6890

1.18

0.29

0.2382

1.2132

1.38

0.73

0.4843

1.5581

1.08

1.09

0.7927

1.5359

0.61

1.20

1.1018

1.3493

0.28

1.07

1.3178

1.1053

0.12

1.04

1.4580

1.0467

0.00

0.75

1.5708

0.7508

Table 2. Failure of Brickwork under Biaxial Compression, θ=22.5° [1] and relevant calculations.
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σI
(MPa)

σII (MPa)

σI/fwc

σII/fwc

4.09
4.56
5.14
5.29
6.11
6.99
7.52
7.52
7.76
7.54
8.19
8.27
9.50
8.71
8.83
8.94
9.80
8.14
8.41
8.59
9.32
7.64
8.05
8.22
8.61
4.32
4.70
4.45
4.86
1.88
1.88
1.85
2.24
0.77
0.72
0.80
0.74
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.77
0.72
0.80
0.74
1.88
1.88
1.85
2.24
4.32
4.70
4.45
4.86
7.64
8.05
8.22
8.61
8.14
8.41
8.59
9.32
8.71
8.83
8.94
9.80
7.54
8.19
8.27
9.50
6.99
7.52
7.52
7.76
4.09
4.56
5.14
5.29
6.11

0.54
0.60
0.68
0.70
0.81
0.93
0.99
0.99
1.03
1.00
1.08
1.09
1.26
1.15
1.17
1.18
1.30
1.08
1.11
1.14
1.23
1.01
1.07
1.09
1.14
0.57
0.62
0.59
0.64
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.30
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.30
0.57
0.62
0.59
0.64
1.01
1.07
1.09
1.14
1.08
1.11
1.14
1.23
1.15
1.17
1.18
1.30
1.00
1.08
1.09
1.26
0.93
0.99
0.99
1.03
0.54
0.60
0.68
0.70
0.81

Average
σI/fwc

Average
σII/fwc

Angle φ =
Atan(σΙΙ/σΙ)

Radius r

0.67

0.00

0.0000

0.6666

0.99

0.10

0.1012

0.9905

1.11

0.26

0.2301

1.1379

1.20

0.61

0.4677

1.3446

1.14

1.08

0.7565

1.5675

1.08

1.14

0.8143

1.5675

0.61

1.20

1.1031

1.3446

0.26

1.11

1.3407

1.1379

0.10

0.99

1.4696

0.9905

0.00

0.67

1.5708

0.6666

Table 3. Failure of Brickwork under Biaxial Compression, θ=45° [1] and relevant calculations.
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Figure 4: Normalized experimental data and average values for the θ=22.5° case.

Figure 5: Normalized experimental data and average values for the θ=45° case.

4

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

The development of artificial neural networks was initially inspired and motivated by insights into how biological brains – and in particular mammalian brains – function. It was
found that mammalian brains learn as connections between neurons are strengthened – the
result of electrochemical processes triggered by external or internal stimuli (experiences). As
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in biological systems, learning involves adjustments to the synaptic connections that exist between the neurons. NNs, like human beings, learn by example.
Although parallels with biological systems are often described, there is still so little known
(even at the lowest cell level) about biological systems, that the models that are being used for
artificial neural systems seem to introduce an oversimplification of the 'biological' models.
The real, biological nervous system is highly complex and includes some features that may
seem superfluous based on an understanding of artificial networks.
In the first work on the processing of neural networks [16], it was shown theoretically that
networks of artificial neurons could implement logical, arithmetic, and symbolic functions.
Simplified models of biological neurons were set up, now usually called perceptrons or artificial neurons. These simple models accounted for neural summation, i.e. potentials at the postsynaptic membrane would sum in the cell body. Later models also provided for excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic transmission.
Artificial Neural Networks are made up of fully or partially interconnecting artificial neurons (programming constructs that mimic the properties of biological neurons). Artificial neural networks may either be used to gain an understanding of biological neural networks, or for
solving artificial intelligence problems without necessarily creating a model of a real biological system. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cognitive modeling try to simulate some properties
of neural networks. While similar in their techniques, AI has the aim of solving particular
tasks, while cognitive modeling aims to build mathematical models of biological neural systems. In the AI field, artificial neural networks have been trained to perform complex functions in various scientific fields and have been applied successfully to identification,
classification, simulation, inverse simulation, speech recognition, pattern recognition, image
analysis and adaptive control, and also in order to construct software agents (in computer
games) or autonomous robots.
5

NEURAL NETWORKS ARCHITECTURE

In the present study, we use a Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). Here, the output values are compared with the correct answer to compute the value of a predefined errorfunction. By various techniques, the error is then fed back through the network. Using this
information, the algorithm adjusts the weights of each connection in order to reduce the value
of the error function by some small amount. After repeating this process for a sufficiently
large number of training cycles, the network will usually converge to some state where the
error of the calculations is small. In this case, one would say that the network has learned a
certain target function. As the algorithm's name implies, the errors propagate backwards from
the output nodes to the inner nodes. So technically speaking, back-propagation is used to calculate the gradient of the error of the network with respect to the network's modifiable
weights. To adjust weights properly, one applies a general method for non-linear optimization
that is called gradient descent. In order to minimize the error, the derivative of the error function with respect to the network weights is calculated, and the weights are then changed such
that the error decreases (thus going downhill on the surface of the error function). For this reason, back-propagation can only be applied on networks with differentiable activation functions. Back-propagation usually allows quick convergence on satisfactory local minima for
error in the kind of networks to which it is suited.
A BPNN is a feed-forward, multilayer network of standard structure, i.e. neurons are not
connected in the layer but they join the layer neuron with all the neurons of previous and subsequent layers, respectively. A BPNN has a standard structure that can be written in short as

N  H1  H2 
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where N is the number of inputs, Hl is the number of neurons in the l-th hidden layer, NL is
the number of layers (including the output layer) and M is the number of output neurons. Figure 6 depicts an example of a BPNN composed of an input layer with 4 neurons, two hidden
layers with 3 neurons each and an output layer with 2 neurons, i.e. a 4-3-3-2 BPNN.
Forward direction of signals

x

y

Input
Layer

Hidden
Layers

Output
Layer

Back-propagation of errors

Figure 6: A three-layer 4-3-3-2 BPNN (input not counted as a layer).

In the present study, we use a Back-Propagation Neural Network with two hidden layers,
one input layer and one output layer. The input layer has one node (neuron) which corresponds to the angle φ, while the output layer has also one node which corresponds to the radius r. The two hidden layers have 8 nodes each, ending in a 1-8-8-1 BPNN architecture, for the
first two cases (θ=0° and θ=22.5°). For the third case (θ=45°) the two hidden layers have 12
nodes each, ending in a 1-12-12-1 BPNN architecture. The input and output values are normalized before the NN training and the inverse normalization is done in order to take the NN
results for other data afterwards.
A single node (neuron) of a hidden layer, with a single R-element input vector is shown below.
Input

p1
p2
p3
pR

Neuron with vector input

W1,1
(n)

Σ
W1,R

f

(a)

b
1
a=f(Wp+b)

Figure 7: A neuron with a single R-element input vector.
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For each node, the individual element inputs p1, …, pR are multiplied by weights w1,1, …,
w1,R and the weighted values are fed to the summing junction. The sum is Wp, the dot product of the (single row) matrix W = [w1,1, …, w1,R] and the vector p = [p1, …, pR]T. The neuron has
a bias b, which is summed with the weighted inputs to form the net input n which is the argument of the transfer function f:

n  w1,1 p1  w1,2 p2 

 w1,R pR  b  W  p  b

(4)

In the above case, p is a column vector (R×1), W is a row vector (1×R) and b is a scalar.
5.1

Transfer function

The transfer function used is the hyperbolic tangent function, the same for all the hidden
and the input layer, while the transfer function for the output layer is a linear function. The
output of the hyperbolic tangent function and its derivative are given by
a  f (n) 

f '(n)  4

e2 n  1
 i  tan( i x)
e2 n  1

(5)

e2n
 1  a2
(e2n  1)2

(6)

This function yields output values in the interval [-1, 1], while its derivative yields output
values in the interval [0, 1]. The graphical representations of the hyperbolic tangent function
and its derivative are shown in the figure below.
Derivative of hyperbolic tangent

Hyperbolic tangent

1
0.5

0
-0.5

-1
-4

-2

0
n

2

4

1
0.5

0
-0.5

-1
-4

-2

0
n

2

4

(a)
(b)
Figure 8: (a) Hyperbolic tangent function, (b) Its derivative.

6

NEURAL NETWORK APPROXIMATION RESULTS

We train the three NNs with the input and output data of Tables 1, 2, 3 (last two columns)
and then each NN is asked to produce the full curves for each bed joint angle, for a set of 64
points. The results are shown in the figures below.
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Theta=0
1.6
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1.6

Figure 9: NN approximation result for the case θ=0°.
Theta=22.5
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Figure 10: NN approximation result for the case θ=22.5°.
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Theta=45
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Figure 11: NN approximation result for the case θ=45°.

In the above figures, the black dots denote the input data, i.e. the data corresponding to the
last two columns of Tables 1, 2, 3. The blue curve denotes the NN prediction of the fitting
curve.
We can see that the NN manages to fit all the training data with excellent accuracy, while
the approximation between the training data points appears to be adequate. An important
characteristic is that for the third case (θ=45°) the NN manages to produce results that are
symmetric (with good accuracy) to the line of 45° (σΙ=σΙΙ), an expected outcome due to the
symmetry that masonry exhibits with respect to the 45° degrees axis.
7

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, preliminary results of an ongoing research project, on the failure of
anisotropic brittle material such as masonry are presented. In particular, Neural Networks are
used in order to approximate the experimental results for masonry failure [1]. For each angle
θ a NN is trained with the experimental data as inputs and then each NN is asked to produce
the whole failure curve for each angle as its output, filling also the gaps between the experimental points.
The NNs showed great performance in fitting the experimental input data, while they manages to fit all the training data with very good accuracy, also producing results that are symmetric (with good accuracy) to the line of 45° (σΙ=σΙΙ) for the third case (θ=45°). This is in
very good agreement to the characteristic symmetry of the masonry. The results show the
great potential of using NN for the approximation of the masonry failure under biaxial compressive stress.
A more detailed investigation has to be made regarding the use of NN for the generation of
the failure surface for any angle θ. The next research step would be to try to combine the results of the three separate NNs into a single NN that would also take the angle θ as its input.
The trained NN should be then able to produce the whole 3D failure surface for any angle θ.
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Abstract. In recent years, the Finite-Volume Method (FVM), being one of the most widely
applied techniques in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), has gained some popularity in
solving radiative heat transfer problems. In order to avoid excessive amounts of false scattering and improve the accuracy of this method, two techniques, well established in CFD scientific field, were developed for a parallelized algorithm using FVM for the prediction of
radiative heat transfer for absorbing, emitting and scattering gray media in hybrid unstructured grids. The first one considers a second order accurate spatial/temporal scheme for the
calculation of radiative heat fluxes, while the second one uses a grid adaptation technique
during the progress of the solution. The second order spatial scheme is based on the Monotonic Upstream Scheme for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) reconstruction of the radiative intensities, using additionally a slope limiter to control the total variation of the reconstructed
field. A second order in time Runge-Kutta method is utilized for the solution of the time dependent Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE), avoiding the oscillations derived from the coupling of the higher order spatial scheme and the standard iterative solution of the non timedependent RTE. The second technique is the h-refinement, which enhances the algorithm with
the capability of local grid adaptation, based on the splitting of the existing elements into new
ones. Special treatment is needed for hybrid grids, due to the variety of element types (tetrahedral, prismatic and pyramidical) and their division alternatives. The algorithm is validated
against benchmark test cases, proving its potential for improving the accuracy with the implementation of the afore-mentioned techniques.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As radiative heat transfer is a major mode of heat transfer in many engineering and industrial applications, many researchers have been devoted in the development of computational
methods for the prediction of heat transfer due to radiation. Among the developed ones, the
Finite-Volume Method (FVM), initially proposed by Raithby and Chui [1], has gained some
popularity solving radiative heat transfer problems, because of its simplicity and its ability to
be implemented in complex geometries. Considering these characteristics, this method has
been widely employed in the prediction of radiative heat transfer in various shapes of enclosures, described by structured or unstructured tetrahedral (triangular for 2D), hybrid or polygonal grids and cartesian or cylindrical coordinates [2-12]. Additionally, it possesses another
attractive feature, the treatment of radiation in a similar to flow way, as the formulation and
the solution of the discrete equations is a common procedure for fluid flow and radiation [2,
11, 12, 13]. Therefore, it proves to be especially familiar for Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) scientists, compared for example with Monte-Carlo method, which is based on view
factors, requiring as such additional knowledge and experience [12, 13]. Nevertheless, two
shortcomings of the FVM have been mainly identified, reducing the accuracy of its results,
namely, the ray effect and false scattering [14-16]. The first is associated with the angular discretization, while its effects can be mitigated by the utilization of more finite control angles
[14]. The second one, studied in this work, is associated with the spatial discretization and
corresponds to the false or numerical diffusion in CFD [15], while its effects can be subdued
in general by using finer grids or more accurate spatial schemes [16].
Considerable efforts have been exerted for the development of algorithms, encountering effectively the false scattering by employing higher order accurate spatial schemes [15, 16]. Although such a practice is common in the computation of the convective fluxes of the NavierStokes equations in CFD, it is rarely implemented for the evaluation of the radiative heat
fluxes [16]. For a first order scheme, the evaluation of the numerical fluxes in each face of a
control volume, which corresponds to an edge connecting adjacent nodes in the node-centered
scheme, is based on the values at these end-points. On the contrary, a second order scheme
takes into account the values of more mesh nodes, by reconstructing the values of the two
end-nodes with the Taylor series expansions, such as in the MUSCL (Monotonic Upstream
Scheme for Conservation Laws) technique [17]. In addition, a slope limiter, such as Van Albada-Van Leer [17, 18] and Min-mod [17, 19], should accompany the higher order scheme in
order to control the total variation of the reconstructed field and assure the monotonicity between the two states of the interface of the control volumes. Moreover, a second order scheme
can sometimes derive negative unphysical values of radiative intensity, which are usually mitigated by a fix-up procedure [16]. However, such a remedy along with the common practice
solving the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) with simple iterative approximations [11, 12]
can lead to oscillations or even to the failure of the solution. In order to face this deficiency,
the time-dependent RTE [20-22] can be employed for a pseudo-transient simulation in conjunction with a more accurate temporal scheme, such as the Runge-Kutta method [23], considering that a higher order spatial scheme shall be accompanied by an also higher order
temporal method.
As stated already, the mitigation of false scattering can be succeeded with the utilization of
finer grids, requiring increased computational effort. Considering that for many practical
problems some phenomena are sufficiently localized, grid adaptation can be employed to increase the spatial resolution and consequently the accuracy of the results in a specific region,
without increasing significantly the memory and computational requirements [24-27]. In general, grid adaptation methods can be divided in two categories, namely redistribution and re-
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finement [27]. In the first category of methods, the nodes are repositioned in order a finer discretization to be succeeded in selected regions. Despite the conservation of the total node
number, these methods encounter difficulties in cases including complex geometries. The methods of the second category are based on the addition of degrees of freedom following predefined rules, as the h-refinement, implemented in this study. The mesh is enriched by dividing the existing elements into new ones; the procedure begins with the selection of the area
for enrichment, using appropriate criterions, and continues with the division of the corresponding edges, faces and elements of this area. Special treatment is needed for hybrid meshes,
due to the variety of the element types (hexahedral, tetrahedral, prismatic and pyramidical)
and their division alternatives. Except for the previous categorization, mesh adaptation methods can be divided according to the type of the grid (hybrid or tetrahedral) [24, 27] or the
type of the computational system (serial or parallel) [26].
In this study, a second order accurate spatial/temporal scheme along with the h-refinement
technique is developed to enhance a parallelized node-centered finite-volume algorithm for
the prediction of radiative heat transfer in three-dimensional unstructured hybrid grids, including absorbing-emitting and scattering mediums [11, 12]. Our main aim is to improve the accuracy of the algorithm in relatively coarse meshes, in which a first order accurate spatial
scheme imports non-negligible false scattering amounts. As such, a second order spatial
scheme, based on the MUSCL reconstruction of the radiative intensity values, along with the
Van Albada-Van Leer and the Min-mod slope limiters, is incorporated. In order to avoid oscillations, derived by the second order spatial scheme in conjunction with the fix-up procedure and the standard iterative solution of the non time-dependent RTE, a second order
accurate in time Runge-Kutta method is employed for the solution of the corresponding timedependent equation. In addition, the h-refinement technique is included to increase the spatial
resolution locally in selected areas of unstructured hybrid grids, including tetrahedral, prismatic, and pyramidical elements (the latter utilized only in the transition region of the grid
from the prismatic to the tetrahedral elements). The relatively increased requirements for
memory and computational effort, derived from the previous methods, are subdued by the utilization of an edge-based data structure along with a parallelized implementation, based on
the domain decomposition approach and MPI (Message Passing Interface) [11, 12]. Finally,
the proposed numerical approach is validated against benchmark test cases, confirming its capability to mitigate false scattering and consequently improve the accuracy of the solution in
coarse computational grids. This feature makes relatively negligible the increase of the computational requirements, derived by the incorporation of the second order accurate spatial/temporal scheme and the h-refinement method.
2
2.1

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Governing equation and discretization

The radiative intensity for an absorbing, emitting and scattering gray medium at any node

P in position r along a path ŝ can be calculated either for steady-state or transient simulations by the time-dependent RTE [20] as:


1 dI P ( r , sˆ ) dI P ( r , sˆ )

 σ

(1)
+
=
− β I P ( r , sˆ ) + kα I b ( r ) + s ∫ I P ' ( r , sˆi ') Φ ( sˆ, sˆi ') d ω
c
dt
ds
4π 4π
where IP is the radiative intensity of node P, c is the propagation speed of radiation in the medium, β (β=kα+σs) is the extinction coefficient, kα is the absorption coefficient, σs is the scattering coefficient and Ib is the black body intensity, based on the temperature of the medium
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in the position r . As such, the left hand side terms of the RTE express the rate of change of

the intensity in time t and in position/direction r , ŝ , the latter defined in this study by the polar and azimuthal angles θ and φ, respectively. The first right hand side term expresses the
attenuation by absorption and scattering to other directions, while the second one the black
body emission. Finally, the third term, which is described by the Scattering Phase Function
(SPF) Φ ( sˆ, sˆi ') , represents the radiation obtained by scattering from the other directions [11,
12, 13].
As far as the discretization is concerned, the RTE has to be solved for a discrete number of
finite solid angles (angular discretization) and a discrete number of finite control volumes
(spatial discretization). The finite solid angles, in which the directional domain is divided for
the angular discretization, are defined usually by lines of constant longitude and constant latitude on the surface of a sphere (Figure 1) [11, 13]. For the spatial discretization, a nodecentered scheme is utilized in this study, in accordance with which the median control volume
of a node is constructed by connecting lines defined by edge midpoints, barycenters of faces
and barycenters of elements, sharing this node [11, 28]; the contributions to the control volume of a node P from different types of elements (prismatic, pyramidical and tetrahedral) adjacent to this node are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Angular discretization.

Figure 2: Contributions of three different types of elements (prismatic, pyramidical and tetrahedral) to the control volume of a node P.

2.2

Formulation of discrete equations

Considering the discretization schemes (spatial and angular) of the previous paragraph, the
RTE is integrated for a node P over its spatial finite control volume VP and over a finite solid
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angle Ω mn , while subsequently (with the implementation of the divergence theorem) it is formulated as:

∆I Pmn

VP ∆Ω mn
+ ∑ I imn Dcimn ∆Ai =  − β I Pmn + S Rmn  VP ∆Ω mn
c∆t
i

(2)

where Dcimn is the directional weight of the solid angle mn and the surface i of the control volume, while S Rmn is the sum of the emissive and in-scattering terms, which are defined as [6,
11]:
θ m+ ϕ n+

mn
ci

=
D

∫ ∫ ( sˆ ⋅ nˆ ) sin θ dθ dϕ

(3)

i

θ

m−

ϕ

n−

sˆ = sin θ cos ϕ eˆx + sin θ sin ϕ eˆy + cos θ eˆz

(4)

nˆi = nx eˆx + n y eˆy + nz eˆz

(5)

∆Ω

mn

θ m+ ϕ n+

=

∫ ∫ sin θ dθ dϕ

(6)

θ m− ϕ n−
mn
S=
kα I b +
R

σs
4π

I Pm′n′ Φ ( m′n′, mn ) =
d ω kα

∫π

4

σT 4 σ s
+
π
4π

N θ Nϕ

∑∑I

=i′ 1 =
m
ni′ 1

mi′ni′
P

Φ ( mi′ni′, mn ) ∆Ω mi′ni′

(7)

Quantity Φ ( mi′ni′, mn ) is the average scattering phase function, expressing the scattering contribution of the control angle mi′ni′ (incident angle) to the control angle mn (in-scattering angle) [11]; for isotropic scattering it is assumed equal to unity, while for anisotropic one its
value depends on the utilized model (i.e. Legendre polynomials) [11, 29, 30, 31]. Though the
angles θ m and ϕ n can be defined arbitrarily, they are obtained from the equal division of the
4π steradians into Nθ × Nϕ directions, such that ∆θ m = θ m + − θ m − = π Nθ and
∆ϕ n = ϕ n + − ϕ n − = 2π Nϕ [6, 11]. Considering this angular discretization, the directional

weight Dcimn and the discrete control angle ∆Ω mn can be evaluated as:
mn
ci

D

mn
ci , x

=D

mn
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+D

mn
ci , z

+D

θ m+ ϕ n+

=

∫ ∫ ( sˆ n eˆ

x x

θ
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ϕ
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+ sˆ n y eˆy + sˆ nz eˆz ) sin θ dθ dϕ

nx
( sin ϕ n+ − sin ϕ n− ) (θ m+ − θ m− ) − ( cos θ m+ sin θ m+ − cos θ m− sin θ m− )
2
ny
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(
2
n
z
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2
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D
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∆Ω
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d ϕ (ϕ
∫ ∫ sin θ dθ =

n+

θ m− ϕ n−
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By applying the step scheme, which resembles a simple upwind scheme in CFD, the value
of the radiative intensity of a downstream face is set equal to that of the upstream node [6, 11,
12], resulting in the following expression for the second left hand side term of equation (2):

=
I imn Dcimn I Pmn Dcimn,out + I Qmn Dcimn,in

(10)

In structured meshes the application of the previous equation is straightforward, as the angular discretization is selected to match exactly with the control volumes’ faces. On the contrary, in unstructured grids the control angles are inevitably overlapped [6, 11, 12], requiring
appropriate manipulation for a more accurate solution, such as the bold approximation and the
pixelation method. According to the first approximation, an overhang solid angle is considered wholly either outgoing or incoming, depending on the sign of its directional weight [11]
(Figure 3a-b). Considering this remedy for the overhang problem, the directional weights of
equation (10) are defined as:
Dcimn,out ,bold = α cimn,bold ( Dcimn )
Dcimn,in ,bold =
− (1 − α cimn,bold ) ( Dcimn )

(11)

1 if Dcimn ≥ 0
mn
 0 if Dci < 0

α cimn,bold = 

where α cimn,bold is the approach coefficient for the directional weight Dcimn . Respectively, in the
pixelation approach each control angle is divided in smaller ones, for which the bold approximation is employed [6] (Figure 3c), resulting in the following expressions for the directional
weights:
N

m

Nn

Dcimn,out , pix = α cimn, pix ∑ ∑ Dcimi ni
=i 1 =
m
ni 1

N

Nn

Dcimn,in , pix =
− (1 − α cimn, pix ) ∑ ∑ Dcimi ni
m

(12)

=i 1 =
m
ni 1

N

α

mn
ci , pix

=

Nn

∑ ∑ max ( D
m

=i 1 =
m
ni 1
N m Nn

mi ni
ci

,0

)

∑∑ D

=i 1 =
m
ni 1

mi ni
ci

where α cimn, pix is the corresponding approach coefficient, calculated by the sum of the positive
subangles’ directional weights, divided by the sum of the absolute values of them. Although
this approximation is usually applied only in the overhang control angles of the nodes [2, 6],
in this study it is implemented to all the nodes and control angles in a pre-computation stage.
As the values of those coefficients and directional weights do not vary during the iterative solution of the RTE, they are evaluated before the beginning of the procedure, assuring a reduced computation time per iteration. As such, the RTE is reformulated independently of the
employed approximation as:

∆I Pmn

VP ∆Ω mn
=  − β I Pmn + S Rmn  VP ∆Ω mn − ∑ I Pmn Dcimn,out ∆Ai − ∑ I Qmn Dcimn,in ∆Ai
c∆t
i
i
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Figure 3: a) Schematic of the control angle overhang problem. b) Implementation of the bold approximation. c)
Implementation of the pixelation method.

Boundaries’ contributions have also to be considered in the corresponding nodes’ flux balances, in order their equation sets to be admissible for solution. The boundary conditions in
radiative heat transfer concern walls, inlets, outlets and symmetric planes; the first three types
are managed in the same way, as opaque and diffuse surfaces, while for the last one a slightly
different manipulation is required. As such, the wall boundary conditions are usually implemented in an explicit way (Dirichlet), assigning to the boundary nodes intensity values, computed as the sum of their blackbody intensity, due to their temperature, and the reflection of
the incoming intensities [2, 6, 11, 12]. Despite the common practice, these boundary conditions are applied implicitly in this study, implementing the step scheme between the boundary
node and a “ghost” node outside the grid. Considering this manipulation, equation (13) for a
boundary node P is defined as:
VP ∆Ω mn
∆I
=  − β I Pmn + S Rmn  VP ∆Ω mn
c∆t
mn
−∑ I P ( Dcimn,out ∆Ai + Dcimn,out , w ∆Aw ) − ∑ ( I Qmn Dcimn,in ∆Ai + I wmn Dcimn,in , w ∆Aw ) =
RPmn
mn
P

i

(14)

i

where Dcimn,out , w is the directional weight going outward of the control volume of node P and
Dcimn,in , w is the corresponding directional weight coming inwards to the same control volume.
Depending on the employed bold or pixelation scheme, such directional weights are calculated using either equation (11) or (12). For the computation of the radiative intensity of the
“ghost” node, I wmn , which appears in the previous equation, the following equation is utilized:

I
=
ε w Ib,P +
mn
w

1− εw

π

N θ Nϕ

∑∑I

=i 1 =
m
ni 1

mi ni
P

ni
Dcim,iout
,w

(15)

As far as the symmetry boundary conditions are concerned, the same implicit scheme is
applied, evaluating radiative intensity of the “ghost” node, I wmn , such as the net heat flux become zero at the symmetry plane, resembling in that way a specularly reflecting wall [32].
Therefore, the intensities of such a boundary node, going out of its control volume to the
symmetry plane, are placed as incoming in its control volume in the mirroring direction. Employing mirroring boundary conditions, which is commonly met in CFD, results in reduced
memory and computational requirements, due to the smaller utilized mesh. Nevertheless, for
its implementation, the angular discretization should be appropriately performed, in order the
mirroring plane to coincide with a discrete solid angle limit; otherwise an interpolation
scheme should be employed [32].
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2.3

Time integration

An explicit scheme, using a four stage Runge-Kutta (RK(4)) method, is implemented for
the time integration of the RTE and its iterative solution as follows [17, 23]:
∆I Pmn

VP ∆Ω mn
RPmn
=
c∆t P

(I )

mn l +1,0
P

(I )

mn l +1, k
P

(I )

mn l +1
P

= ( I Pmn )

l

(16)
c∆t P
mn
mn l +1, k −1
, k=
1,..., 4
=
( I ) + α k V ∆Ωmn RP ( I P )
P

(

mn l
P

= ( I Pmn )

)

l +1,4

where α1, α2, α3 and α4 are the constants of the method with values 0.11, 0.26, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively, attributing the procedure with a second order accuracy in time [17, 23]. The term l
is the current external iteration number, k is the current Runge-Kutta iteration number and ΔtP
is the local pseudo-time step [17, 33], based on the length αedge,P of the shortest edge of the
grid connected to the node P, which is defined for a steady-state simulation as [17, 20]:
c∆t P ≤

1
min(α edge, P )
2

(17)

Employing the local pseudo-time stepping scheme, a common practice in steady-state
CFD simulations, accelerates the convergence of the iterative solution, as for each node the
maximum permissible time step is utilized [17]. Nevertheless, for transient-unsteady simulations a global time step should be applied instead, computed as the smaller of the local ones.
In case the iterative procedure derives a negative unphysical value of intensity (usually in the
initial iterations along with a higher order spatial scheme), a fix-up procedure is implemented,
setting this value equal to zero [16]. Once the new intensity values are calculated, they should
be exchanged between the adjacent subdomains for a parallelized implementation of the algorithm [11, 12].
3

HIGH ORDER SPATIAL SCHEME

For a first order accurate spatial scheme the left and right states of a face of a control volume of a node P, which coincides with an edge PQ in the node-centered scheme, are approximated by the values at the end-points of the edge. However, for a higher order scheme, these
states are defined by the reconstructed values of the same nodes implementing the Taylor series expansions; the MUSCL scheme is employed in this study, accompanied with a slope limiter to control the total variation of the reconstructed field [17, 18, 19, 34]. Considering this
approximation, the left and right values at the midpoint of an edge PQ are defined as [17, 34]:

(I )

mn L
PQ

(I )

mn R
PQ

1

∇I mn ) rPQ
(
P
2
1

= I Qmn − ( ∇I mn ) rPQ
Q
2

= I Pmn +

(18)


where rPQ is the vector connecting the end-nodes P and Q. For the calculation of the extrapo-

lation gradients (∇I mn ) P and (∇I mn )Q at these end-points, the Green-Gauss linear representation method is employed, described as [17, 34]:
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=
( ∇I mn )
P


1 
1 mn
I P + I Qmn ) nˆi ∆Ai + ∑ I Pmn ⋅ nˆi , w ∆Aw 
(
 ∑
VP  i ,edge PQ 2
i , P − wall


(19)

where the last term of the equation is activated only in case the node P is a boundary one.
Once these gradients are computed, they should be exchanged between the adjacent subdomains for a parallelized implementation of the algorithm [11, 12, 35, 36, 37]. Considering equation (18), equation (10), describing the step scheme, is reformulated as:
=
I imn Dcimn

(I )

mn L
PQ

mn
Dcimn,out + ( I PQ
) Dcimn,in
R

(20)

As stated before, a slope limiter is required, in order the total variation in the reconstructed
field to be minimized; the Van Albada-Van Leer (VLVA) [17, 18] and the Min-mod [17, 19]

mn
are included in the present study. They are both based on the centered ( ∇I PQ
) and the upc

wind ( ∇I Pmn ) , ( ∇I Qmn ) gradients, defined as [18, 19]:
u

u

mn c
PQ


⋅ rPQ = I Qmn − I Pmn

mn u
P

mn
= 2 ( ∇I Pmn ) − ( ∇I PQ
)

mn u
Q

mn
= 2 ( ∇I Qmn ) − ( ∇I PQ
)

( ∇I )
( ∇I )
( ∇I )

u

c

(21)
c

while their utilization transforms equation (18), which derives the reconstructed values of the
left and right states of the examined edge PQ, as follows:
1
= I Pmn + ⋅ X
2
R
( I PQmn ) = IQmn − 12 ⋅ X

(I )

mn L
PQ

( ( ∇I
( ( ∇I

)


mn c 
⋅ rPQ , ( ∇I PQ
) ⋅ rPQ

)


mn c 
⋅ rPQ , ( ∇I PQ
) ⋅ rPQ

mn u
P
mn u
Q

)
)

(22)

where X is the limiter function, defined for the Van Albada-Van Leer limiter as [18]:
 (a 2 + e)b + (b 2 + e)a

X ( a, b) = 
a 2 + b 2 + 2e

0


ab > 0

(23)

ab ≤ 0

and for the Min-mod limiter as [19]:
a if a < b and ab > 0

X ( a, b) =
b if b < a and ab > 0
0
if ab ≤ 0


(24)

where e is a very small number with a typical value of 10-16 to prevent division by zero. If the
second order scheme derives a negative unphysical intensity (usually in the initial iterations),
the first order scheme is employed instead. By utilizing a higher order spatial scheme, the R/H
side term of equation (14) is defined as:
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RPmn =  − β I Pmn + S Rmn  VP ∆Ω mn
mn
−∑ ( I PQ
)
i

4

L

(D

mn
ci , out

(

mn
∆Ai + Dcimn,out , w ∆Aw ) − ∑ ( I PQ
) Dcimn,in ∆Ai + I wmn Dcimn,in,w∆Aw
i

R

)

(25)

GRID ADAPTATION

Except for the second order accurate schemes, false scattering can be reduced by utilizing
finer grids, which however call for increased memory requirements and computational effort.
Local grid refinement techniques can be applied during the solution procedure to increase the
accuracy in preselected regions along with significant computational savings, as they avoid
the generation of new meshes from scratch. Such methods are widely employed in CFD simulations, especially in cases including sufficiently localized phenomena as shocks or in cases
encountered for the first time in which no previous knowledge exists about the necessary spatial accuracy. Considering the above states the serial h-refinement method is incorporated in
the present algorithm, which concerns the enrichment of the grid with new nodes as midpoints
of the edges positioned in the targeted area, along with the division of those edges and the
corresponding faces and elements.
The h-refinement technique can be divided basically in three main steps: a) The detection
of the desired areas for adaptation and the marking of the corresponding edges for division,
which is succeeded by defining appropriate criterions, targeting usually regions of the field
with high gradients of a specific variable or regions with a specific characteristic. b) The
spread of marking information to the neighboring edges, as the marking derived by the first
step cannot lead to an admissible refinement pattern for the construction of the new mesh; the
neighboring edges to the marked ones have to be examined by looping several times over the
elements of the mesh [27]. This edge-based structure makes h-refinement particularly attractive for implementation in hybrid grids, including various types of elements. c) The embedding of new nodes as midpoints of the marked edges and the division of these edges; the
corresponding faces and elements are divided then accordingly [27]. The whole procedure is
based on some predefined rules, which are described as follows:
1. Every new, embedded as midpoint of an edge, node of the grid is a common point
of all the neighbouring faces and elements.
2. Every new edge is a common edge of all the neighbouring elements.
3. There are five permitted ways for the division of a tetrahedron (Figure 4), resulting
in [24, 25, 26, 27]: a) two new tetrahedrons, b) four new tetrahedrons, c) eight new tetrahedrons, d) two new tetrahedrons, one new pyramid and one new prism and e) one new tetrahedron and one new pyramid. The last two ways (d and e) are required only in the transitional
region of the grid, from the prismatic to the tetrahedral elements [11, 12], while the third division type c can be implemented in three possible ways, depending on the selection of the internal diagonal edge; the shortest one should always be chosen in order not to produce
distorted tetrahedrons [27].
4. There are two permitted ways for the division of a prism (Figure 5), resulting in two
and four new prisms respectively [24, 25, 26].
5. There are three permitted ways for the division of a pyramid (Figure 6), producing
[24, 25, 26]: a) two new pyramids, b) three new prisms and a new pyramid and c) a new prism
and a new pyramid.
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Figure 4: Permitted ways for the division of tetrahedrons.

Figure 5: Permitted ways for the division of prisms.

Figure 6: Permitted ways for the division of pyramids.

6. A triangular face can be divided in two or four new triangular faces, while a rectangular one can be divided only in two new rectangular faces [27].
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7. The coordinates and the variables associated with a new node are defined as the
arithmetic averages of the respective values at the two end-points of the edge.
5

EVALUATION

The present algorithm has been validated against benchmark test cases, comparing its results with the corresponding ones of reference solvers. The comparison is succeeded via the

distributions of dimensionless incident radiative heat flux Q* ( r ) of the present and the reference solvers, defined as [38]:

I ( r , sˆ ) ⋅ ( sˆ ⋅ nˆi ) d ω

∫
Q (r )
* 
(26)
Q=
( r ) = 4π
Ε
σT 4


where Q ( r ) is the incident radiative heat flux in position r , while E is the initial radiative
energy, responsible for the heat transfer [11, 12]. The numerical results were obtained after
the radiative intensity residual is decreased at least four orders of magnitude, computed as:
N P N θ Nϕ

∑∑∑ I

res = =P 1 =m 1 =n 1

mn ,l +1
P

− I Pmn ,l

NP

(27)

where NP is the number of nodes of the whole mesh. In the next paragraphs evaluation cases
including radiative heat transfer via an isothermal gray medium in a hexahedral, a J-shaped
and a baffled cubic enclosure are presented.
5.1

A hexahedral enclosure with trapezoidal bases

The first quasi-3D benchmark test case considers radiative heat transfer in a hexahedral enclosure with trapezoidal bases, as illustrated in Figure 7. Two subproblems were encountered
for this enclosure on a DELL(R) T7400 workstation with 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5410 4-core processors at 2.33GHz.

Figure 7: Dimensions of the hexahedral enclosure with trapezoidal bases.

For the first subcase, the enclosure is assumed to be composed by radiatively black (ε=1)
and cold walls (Tw=0 K), except for the two trapezoidal bases (z=0 and z=1), in which symme-
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try boundary conditions are imposed. The included medium is considered absorbing and emitting, but no scattering (σ=0 m-1), maintained at constant temperature (Tm=100 K) with an absorbing coefficient equal to unity (kα=1 m-1). The utilized initial mesh includes 8,507 nodes,
12,608 tetrahedrons 10,754 prisms and 28 pyramids, while for parallelization it is decomposed in two subdomains (Figure 8). For angular discretization, the “sphere” is divided in 16
azimuthal - 4 polar angles, along with the pixelation method. In Figure 9 the distributions of
dimensionless incident radiative heat flux along the A-B (left) and the B-C (right) lines of the
mesh for all the available spatial schemes are illustrated, compared with the exact ones of
Murthy and Mathur [39], while in Figure 10 the distributions along the C-D (left) and the D-A
(right) lines are shown. The above mentioned solutions are obtained after the radiative intensity residual is decreased at least four orders of magnitude, requiring approximately two seconds per iteration for the first order spatial scheme and five seconds per iteration for the
second order ones. As far as the effectiveness of the spatial schemes is concerned, the second
order ones extract more accurate results comparing with the first order one; as expected the
schemes jointed with limiters derive better distributions as the simple second order scheme
seems to overpredict the intensity flux near the cold wall boundaries.

Figure 8: Utilized mesh (left) and mesh density on the face with z=0 (right) for the hexahedral enclosure.

Figure 9: Distributions of dimensionless incident radiative heat flux along the A-B (left) and the B-C line (right).
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Figure 10: Distributions of dimensionless incident radiative heat flux along the C-D (left) and the D-A line
(right).

In the second subcase the same conditions are imposed for the medium and the walls, except for the absorption coefficient, which takes three different values (kα=0.1 m-1, kα=1 m-1,
kα=10 m-1). The utilized mesh consists of 22,788 nodes, 53,692 tetrahedrons and 23,184
prisms, while for parallelization it is decomposed in two partitions, as illustrated in Figure 11.
For angular discretization 20 azimuthal and 8 polar angles are employed along with the pixelation method. The attention in this subcase is towards the evaluation of the improvement,
derived by the grid adaptation. As such the current mesh is refined, utilizing a criterion which
targets the region up to 0.1 m away from the cold boundaries, resulting in a new grid, consisted of 83,305 nodes, 184,522 tetrahedrons and 92,736 prisms (Figure 12). Due to that the
solution, derived by the refined mesh for the case with absorption coefficient equal to 10,
didn’t reach the respective reference one at the regions near the cold boundaries, a second grid
adaptation was performed targeting the region of these solid angles, resulting in a new mesh,
composed of 190,771 nodes, 428,159 tetrahedrons and 217,812 prisms (Figure 12). All the
solutions were obtained after the radiative intensity residual is decreased at least five orders of
magnitude, requiring approximately twelve seconds per iteration for the initial mesh, thirty
seconds for the one after the first refinement and sixty seconds for the final grid. In Figure 13
the distributions of dimensionless incident radiative heat flux along the A-B line of the initial
and the refined meshes for the three absorption coefficients, are presented, compared with the
corresponding exact ones of Murthy and Mathur [39].

Figure 11: Utilized mesh for the hexahedral enclosure.
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Figure 12: Mesh density on the face with z=0 before refinement, after the first refinement and after the second
one.

Figure 13: Distributions of dimensionless incident radiative heat flux along the A-B line for three different values of absorption coefficient, utilizing the initial and the refined meshes.

For the simulation with absorption coefficient equal to 0.1 there isn’t any obvious improvement. On the contrary for the other subcases, the difference between the initial and the
refined grids is evident, revealing the ability of h-refinement to derive more accurate solutions, without the need to start from the beginning the generation of a new finer grid. Although the improvement, provided by grid adaptation, isn’t so important, compared to the one
derived by the second order accurate schemes, it can be proved helpful, depending on the examined problem.
5.2

A J-shaped enclosure

The second test case concerns radiative heat transfer in a J-shaped enclosure, as illustrated
in Figure 14. It includes an absorbing and emitting cold medium (Tm=0 K), while all the walls
are considered black (ε=1) and cold (Tw=0 K), except for the upper one at y=2.4 maintained at
constant temperature equal to 100K and the two bases (z=0 and z=1), in which symmetry
boundary conditions are imposed. The utilized mesh is composed of 4,040 nodes, 11,132 tetrahedrons, and 2,800 prisms, while for its parallelized simulation it is divided in two partitions (Figure 15). A quite dense angular discretization of 30 azimuthal and 4 polar angles was
utilized along with the pixelation approach, due to the significant ray effect, which was encountered. A value of 0.01 m-1 is assigned to the absorption coefficient, while the scattering
coefficient remains equal to zero (σs=0). In Figure 16 the dimensionless incident radiative
heat flux distributions along the ABCD line for all the available spatial schemes are illustrated,
compared with the computed ones of Man Young Kim et al. [9]. The results were obtained
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after radiative intensity residual was decreased at least four orders of magnitude, while the
simulation for the first order scheme lasted about 5 minutes and for the second order ones
about 14 minutes on the same to the previous case workstation. A deviation between the results of the first order scheme and the second order ones is clearly distinguished in the areas
near the points A, B and C, proving the potential of the latter schemes for more accurate predictions even in relatively coarse grids. In addition, the simple second order scheme seems to
mispredict slightly the radiative intensity fluxes in specific regions (i.e. point B), comparing
its results with these of the schemes enhanced with limiters.

Figure 14: Dimensions of the J-shaped enclosure.

Figure 15: Utilized mesh (left) and mesh density on the face with z=0 (right).

Figure 16: Distributions of dimensionless incident radiative heat flux along the ABCD line.
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5.3

A cubic enclosure with three baffles

A cubic enclosure with three baffles (Figure 17), including an absorbing and emitting medium, maintaining a constant heating power Em=10W/m2 is examined in this case. All the
walls, including the three baffles, are considered black (ε=1) with a constant emissive power
Ew=1W/m2, except for the two bases (z=0 and z=1), in which symmetry boundary conditions
are imposed. The utilized mesh includes 21,228 nodes, 28,212 tetrahedrons and 29,016
prisms, while for parallelization it is divided in two subdomains (Figure 18). For angular discretization 24 azimuthal and 4 polar angles are employed along with the pixelation method.
The results were extracted after radiative intensity residual was decreased at least six orders of
magnitude, requiring (on a PC with an AMD FX(tm)-8120 Eight-Core Processor at 3.10
GHz) approximately five seconds per iteration for the first order scheme and fourteen seconds
per iteration for the second order ones. In Figure 19 the distributions of incident radiative heat
flux (Q in kW/m2) along the ABCD line for the four available spatial schemes are illustrated,
compared to the corresponding computed with Z-M (Zone-Method) ones of Coelho et al. [40].
As expected, a significant improvement to the accuracy of the computed fluxes implementing
the second order schemes is identified; a slight overestimation by the simple second order
scheme is observed again, unlike the schemes coupled with the limiters, due to the unbounded
reconstructed values of radiative intensity.

Figure 17: Dimensions of the cubic enclosure with the three baffles.

Figure 18: Utilized mesh (left) and mesh density on the face with z=0 (right).
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Figure 19: Distributions of incident radiative heat flux along the ABCD line for the initial mesh with black enclosures.

In order to assure that the differentiation between the first and the second order spatial
schemes originates indeed from the upgrading of the spatial resolution, a twice dense mesh
was utilized, including 46,198 nodes, 58,624 tetrahedrons and 66,024 prisms, in which all the
available schemes were implemented again. A slight improvement is noticed for the first and
the simple second order scheme in the region between 0.2m and 0.4m, while for the schemes
enhanced with limiters no difference can be identified (Figure 20).

Figure 20: Distributions of incident radiative heat flux along the ABCD line for the twice dense mesh with black
enclosures.

An additional case was encountered with grey walls instead, considering an emissivity
value equal to 0.8 for the walls and 0.6 for the baffles. In Figure 21 the corresponding distributions of incident radiative heat flux are presented, all closely compared to the ones computed with Z-M (Zone-Method) of Coelho et al. [40].
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Figure 21: Distributions of incident radiative heat flux along the ABCD line for the initial mesh, with gray enclosures.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this study an algorithm using a second order scheme in space and time, along with the hrefinement technique and a precomputational pixelation method is developed to improve the
accuracy of radiative heat transfer predictions in three-dimensional unstructured hybrid grids.
Though the previous methods are well established methodologies in CFD, they are rarely implemented in the prediction of radiative heat transfer. As the numerical results reveal, the
higher order spatial schemes, especially these jointed with slope limiters, mitigate sufficiently
the false scattering, derived by the finite spatial discretization. Their employment along with a
second order in time method for the iterative solution of the time dependent RTE prevents the
development of oscillations during the simulation, which is usually met when the second order spatial scheme is coupled to the standard iterative solution of the RTE [11, 12]. In addition, h-refinement technique revealed its potential to improve the accuracy of the algorithm
during the progress of the solution, when the utilized mesh isn’t fine enough, avoiding the
generation of a finer mesh from the beginning. Although their employment increases the
computational and memory requirements, they can be assumed relatively negligible, considering the accuracy improvement succeeded in coarse grids.
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Abstract. In the present work we investigate the main pumping parameters that influence a
fluid driven fracture in both cohesive poroelastic and poroelastoplastic weak formations.
These parameters include the fluid viscosity and the injection rate.
The fracture is driven in weak permeable porous formation by injecting an incompressible
viscous fluid at the fracture inlet assuming plane strain conditions. Fluid flow in the fracture
is modeled by lubrication theory. Pore fluid movement in the porous formation is based on the
Darcy law. The coupling follows the Biot theory while the irreversible rock deformation is
modeled with the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion with associative flow rule. Fracture propagation criterion is based on the cohesive zone approach. Leak-off is also considered. The investigation is performed numerically with the finite element method to obtain the fracture length,
opening and propagation pressure vs time.
We demonstrate that the pumping parameters are influencing the fracture geometry in weak
formations through the diffusion which creates back stresses and large plastic zones. It is
shown that the back stresses act as a barrier and larger net pressures are needed to propagate the fracture. This effect in the poroelastoplastic formation is responsible for the creation
of larger plastic zones. These influences for large viscosity or high injection rates result in
larger fracture profiles and propagation pressures. These findings may explain partially the
discrepancies in net-pressures between field measurements and conventional model predictions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The hydraulic fracturing process has been employed widely and successfully by the industry to enhance the production of oil and gas from underground reservoirs for many years.
Lately the need for new environmental friendly fuels has oriented the research in exploiting
unconventional gas reservoirs utilizing novel hydraulic fracturing techniques. Furthermore,
based on the applicability of the technique it not surprising that it’s one of the most attractive
subjects for research by many disciplines. Among the most successful applications of the hydraulic fracturing technique is the preconditioning of ore rock to promote caving, the determination of the insitu stress in rock, the formation of barriers to block contamination, stimulate
geothermal reservoirs for heat production and recently the underground storage of carbon dioxide. Hydraulic fracturing is not only a man-made technique, there are also physical processes that present similarities like the magma-driven fractures and the turbulent water flow
driving basal fracture in glacier beds [1, 2]. Recently, some research works have showed that
industrial numerical models rely on the ability to simulate fracture propagation under realistic
non-uniform insitu conditions so as to predict accurately the complicated fracture geometry
with the even more complicated fracture fluid rheology. There is no existing methodology to
accurately measure fracture geometry during and after the process thus numerical modelling
is of great importance [3,4].
A large number of studies in hydraulic fracturing have been devoted to the theoretical understanding the near tip effects [4-6]. These contributions have helped in the establishment of
scaling framework by formulating mathematically the fluid driven problem to obtain analytical and semi analytical solutions. The focus of their work was based on the injection of incompressible Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids in elastic impermeable and permeable
formations for simple fracturing geometries like the plane strain KGD or the PKN and the axisymmetric penny shape models. The asymptotic solutions obtained for these idealized models serve as a benchmark for numerical simulations. These research works have identified two
competing energy dissipation mechanisms and two competing storage mechanisms. In the
first case, energy is dissipated in creating and extending the fracture in the porous formation
and by viscous flow inside the fracture. In the second case, the storage mechanisms are the
fluid leak-off stored in the porous formation and the fluid stored in the fracture. Asymptotic
solutions of such processes generally correspond to a fracture driven under limiting conditions
or when one of the energy dissipation mechanisms associated with the viscous fluid flow, the
toughness of the material, the fluid storage in the formation or the fluid storage in the fracture
can be neglected when another dominates. These asymptotic regimes are as follows [4]: (i)
storage toughness, (ii) storage viscosity, (iii) leak-off toughness (iv) leak-off viscosity. Nonetheless, due to the significant limitations of the analytical models listed above, numerical
models are utilized to overcome the rigorous mathematical difficulties that are associated with
the existence of the singularity at the fracture tip and the fluid lag region of the fracture by
using the cohesive zone approach. The cohesive fracture growth has been extensively used to
model fracture growth in porous and non-porous materials.
The usual parameter that is available and can be measured in the field is the wellbore pressure and it is not surprising that many contributors have devoted effort in its accurate prediction during a treatment. Standard fracture simulators usually underestimate this parameter as
they do not account for irreversible effects (poroelastoplastic). A research on net pressures
(difference between fracturing fluid pressure and the far-field confining stress) indicated that
the net pressures encountered in the field can be 50-70% higher than the predicted ones [7].
This dictates the importance of the poroelastoplastic behavior of weak rocks in hydraulic fracturing. Recently, a research work based on numerical studies has showed that accounting for
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poroelastoplasticity in the simulations, the fracture width is 22.25% wider than the elastic
fracture and 15.2% wider than the poroelastic. Accordingly, the pressure needed to propagate
a poroelastoplastic fracture, at wellbore, is 20.9% higher from a poroelastic and 31.8% higher
from the elastic fracture [8]. All these studies had ignored the influence of the pumping parameters and its effects on the porous rock deformations.
In this research work we extend the recent work of [8] in order to evaluate the influence of
the pumping parameters of the diffusion process in fluid driven fractures for both poroelastic
and poroelastoplastic conditions. The yielding mechanism used in the present work is associated with frictional sliding, either along particles or micro-cracks. The rock is modeled by the
Mohr-Coulomb flow theory, the fracture propagation criterion used is the cohesive zone law,
the fluid flow inside the fracture is described by lubrication theory and the pore fluid movement inside the porous domain is successfully modeled with the Darcy law. With the solution
of the numerical model described above we have found that the pumping parameters affect
the diffusion process in the cases examined, poroelastic and poroelastoplastic. The diffusion
process which is a major mechanism in hydraulic fracture operations influences further the
obtained results on the fluid pressures, fracture dimensions and plastic yielding. Furthermore
results are also influenced by the transition from the fracture toughness dominated regime to
the viscosity dominated regime. This is another important feature of our numerical model for
predicting fractures in both fracture toughness and viscosity dominated regimes. The results
obtained are important for improving numerical simulators of modeling hydraulic fracturing
in particular. We focused on short fractures in weak formations as such fractures can be used
for sand control applications. Furthermore, these results can be used in the prediction of vertical fractures and containment in shale-natural gas stimulations where there are serious environmental concerns on the risk of ground-water contamination.
This paper is organized as follows: in the second part, we describe the governing equations that are involved in the physical processes: the fluid flow, the rock deformation, the fracture propagation, the methodology that was adopted in the numerical model and the scaling of
the plastic zones. In the third part, we present and critically evaluate the numerical results and
highlight the conclusions on the important parameters.
2

MODELING METHODOLOGY

In a typical hydraulic fracturing treatment, the fracturing fluid is blended with proppant
material and injected into the wellbore that is appropriately cased and perforated so as to fracture the porous reservoir in preferential paths. When the injection of the fracture blend is performed at high rates, the pressure that is build up splits and drives the fracture hydraulically in
the direction where the energy needed to create newly surface is minimized and usually this
direction is perpendicular to the minimum insitu stress [1,8]. The construction of numerical
models that will describe accurately the aforementioned process calls for understanding the
involved four important coupled processes [9,3,4]. These coupled phenomena include: (i) fluid flow inside the fracture pressurizes the fracture faces and the porous formation deforms; (ii)
viscous fluid flow inside the fracture; (iii) fracture and porous formation exchange fluids; and
(iv) fracture propagation is a moving boundary problem. Therefore, simulating the above processes requires the solution of a system of non-linear partial differential equations that are associated with the above coupled processes.
The objective of this research work is to investigate the main parameters influencing the
diffusion process when the fracture dominated regime goes from toughness to viscosity dominance and furthermore how the diffusion process caused from this situation affects the development of the plastic zones. The leak-off is treated as unidirectional (1D-isotropic) and the
scope is to investigate any effects associated with the coupled processes such as changes in
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the deformation due to diffusion of fracture and pore fluid and how the flow and pressure is
influenced by mechanical deformation. Additionally, the fluid losses that surround the fracture tip area and the bulk of the fracture are capable to generate back stresses. This effect cannot be ignored in hydraulic fracture operations as these non-linear mechanisms are capable to
generate excessive pore pressures or alter the fluid characteristics of the fracturing fluids. Furthermore, they may explain the differences observed in net-pressures between field measurements and model predictions.
2.1

Cohesive zone model

There are few studies utilizing the cohesive zone model in fluid driven fractures. Some important studies in this area include the important work of [10] in which they used the cohesive
zone approach to model the fracture process in impermeable and permeable rocks. Other important contributions are those of Papanastasiou [11,12] in which he has successfully modeled
coupled fluid-solid driven fractures and linked the net pressures with plastic yielding associated with the fracture process. Hydraulic conductivity from the fracture towards the formation
was analyzed by [13] which they proposed the influence of the transversal conductivity with
the aim of applying these elements in hydro-mechanical diffusion problems. Recently, [14,15]
have performed numerical simulations based on a variable stiffness bilinear traction separation model to investigate the influence of the cohesive zone in hydraulic fracturing in both,
porous and non porous weak formations. In another study, [16] used the cohesive zone model
to analyze viscosity dominated plane strain and penny shape hydraulic fractures. An enhanced
three nodded cohesive element was developed by [17] to model hydraulic fractures in permeable formations. They further analyzed the influence of permeability, fracture fluid viscosity
and leak-off on a poroelastic fracture and validated their model with asymptotic solutions.
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Figure 1: Representation of the cohesive fracture process
As stated in the abundant literature, the concept of the cohesive zone is laid on the fact that
the tractions can be transferred through the fictitious fracture faces in the cohesive zone, also
called process zone (Figure 1). If analyzed in the micro-mechanical scale, this process zone is
the local zone ahead of the fracture tip where micro voids and micro cracks initiate and grown
until coalesce with the main body of the fracture.
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The transferred normal traction is a function of the separation and falls to zero at a critical
opening and then the fracture propagates. The evolution of the fracture is governed by energy
balance between the work of the external loads and the sum of the bulk energy of the unfractured part and the energy dissipated in the fracture process (figure 1). The constitutive behavior of the cohesive zone is defined by the traction-separation relation derived from laboratory
tests. The traction-separation constitutive relation for the surface is such that with increasing
separation, the traction across this cohesive surface reaches a peak value and then decreases
and eventually vanishes, permitting for a complete separation.
Simple cohesive zone models can be described by two independent parameters which
are usually, for mode-I plane strain, the normal work of separation or the fracture energy GIC
and either the tensile strength σt or the complete separation length δIC. An additional parameter in these models is the slope of the initial loading which may define a range from rigidsoftening to elastic-softening response under tensile stress-state. The area under the tractionseparation curve equals with fracture energy GIC which is the work needed to create a unit area of fully developed fracture. Rice has showed that the critical value J-integral can be
equivalent with the critical value of the fracture energy JIC = GIC, when the size of the cohesive zone is small compared to the fracture length. For elastic solids this energy is related to
the rock fracture toughness KIC through [18]:
K IC  GIC .E *

(1)

where E* is the plain strain modulus E/(1-ν2). The rock fracture toughness can be calculated
from laboratory tests. For the case of the rigid-softening behavior the traction-separation relation is uniquely determined by:

   t (1    IC )

(2)

where σt is the uniaxial tensile strength of the rock and δIC is the critical opening displacement
at which σ falls to zero. The value of δIC is given by:

 IC 

2
2 K IC
(1  2 )
 t

(3)

For the case of the elastic loading the cohesive constitutive relations were augmented and
modified to take into account the initial part of the curve as follows [8]:
σ  σ t  δ δel 

(4)

With the limit of elastic deformation is given by:

δel  σ t k n

(5)

where kn is the stiffness of the traction-separation relation in the loading regime with units of
[MPa/m]. In the post-peak softening regime the cohesive constitutive relation is given by:

 δ  δel  
σ  σ t 1 

  δ IC  δ el  
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The assumption that the cohesive zone localizes, due to its softening behavior, into a narrow band ahead of the visible fracture is very convenient for finite element analysis where the
softening behavior can be modeled by cohesive zone elements [8, 14, 15].
2.2

Governing equations of fluid flow

The mechanical response of porous formations is usually complicated by irreversible deformation coupled with diffusion of pore fluid. However, minimizing the effect of the pore
fluid diffusion to investigate the influence of the irreversible deformations represents only a
small part of the problem. Furthermore, the fluid driven problem in an inelastic saturated porous media further complicates the analysis as the diffusion of the fracturing fluid in the rock
formation introduces some rate-dependency in the overall solution and behavior of the numerical model. Thus it is necessary to develop an appropriate numerical model to further investigate the coupling of pore pressure diffusion with non-linear rock deformation and damage
criteria.
The type of flow constitutive response comprises as longitudinal and transversal flow
along the fracture walls [13, 19]. The numerical model for the fluid flow is constructed for the
complete length of the predetermined fracture path. There is one to one correspondence between the plane strain “flow” and “domain” elements at the corner nodes along the fracture
path, ensuring that the fluid mass is conserved across their surface. The lubrication theory assumes laminar flow (uniformly viscous incompressible Newtonian) and it accounts for the
time dependent rate of the fracture opening. The continuity equation which imposes the conservation of mass in one dimensional flow in the longitudinal direction is as follows:

w q

 qi  Q
t x

(7)

where q is the mass flow rate along fracture length x, qi is the fluid transverse loss in the rock
mass, w is the fracture opening and Q is the injection rate (B.C).
For a fluid flow between parallel plates the lubrication equation relates the pressure
gradient to the fracture width for a Newtonian fluid of viscosity μ, yields from the conservation of momentum balance:
q = v.w = -

w3 ¶p
12m ¶x

(8)

where p denotes the fluid pressure and v the average velocity of the fluid on a cross-section in
the fracture. At this point the effective channel viscosity μ* can be defined related to the fluid
viscosity through the relation μ* = 12 μ. Equation (8) determines the pressure profile along
the fracture from the local width and local flow rate.
The transverse flow which describes the leak-off from the fracture to the surrounding formation is evaluated as a localized potential drop by using a six node cohesive element (figure
1). In these elements, the boundary nodes are shared with the nodes of the adjacent continuum
formation so that the nodes of the continuum elements represent the potentials in the pore system on each side of the cohesive interface. The central nodes of the cohesive elements represent the average potential of the fluid in the fracture considered as a channel. According to
this distribution of hydraulic head within the cohesive elements, two different potential drops
exist as [13]:

qtu = ktu (hu - hi ) qtd = ktd (h d - hi )
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where qi is the transversal fluid loss, kt is the transversal transmissivity, hi is the hydraulic
head inside the fracture. The superscript u and d stand for up and down element faces respectively. Combining equations (7-9) we obtain the Reynolds lubrication equation as [20]:
w u u
1  w3p 
 kt (h  hi )  ktd (h d  hi ) 

Q
t
12  x 

(10)

The terms hi, hu and hd are uniquely related to the fluid pressure gradients that are actually the
tractions acting on the open surfaces of the cohesive elements. According to equation (10) as
the cohesive elements undergo complete failure, the cohesive tractions vanish and there is no
contribution from the cohesive elements on the open part of the fracture. The fluid pressure
which opens the fracture is balanced by the far field stress acting across the cohesive zone and
by the cohesive tractions still acting on that zone thus effectively avoiding the singularity at
the fracture tip. The only constrain in equation (10) is that the tractions acting on the entire
fracture and cohesive zone must be in equilibrium [16].
For the numerical solution we define a nominal small initial width and a small initial
length as initial conditions. Generally, the pressure along the fracture in not known a priori
and it is a part of the solution. The position of the fluid-front is defined by the mass conservation in the fracture. The behavior of the fluid movement thought the saturated porous formation with respect to the solid, is assumed that obeys the Darcy law. This classical transport
law for isotropic porous media relates q to the gradient of the fluid pressure p according to:
q    k   p  f 

(11)

where q is the fluid flux, k is the intrinsic permeability (assumed to be constant),  is the
gradient operator and f are the fluid volume forces. Note that we assume that the fluid in the
fracture is identical rheologically to the pore fluid.
2.3

Rock deformation

The inelastic rock behavior is a function of the material parameters and loading conditions.
Examining the near tip area of the fracture, due to the high stress concentration, solutions
from LEFM cannot accurately analyze the fracture process. In conventional rock mechanics,
failure of rock formations is analyzed for dry domains (i.e. no pore pressure acting in the system). However, the usual assumption when analyzing failure of rocks in poromechanical systems is that the rock is fluid saturated. Since the formations in petroleum related rock
mechanics are generally saturated, this assumption is quite valid and it is important to investigate how saturation influences the failure process. The total stresses σij are related to the effective stresses σ’ij through:
si j = sij' - ap

(12)

where p is the fluid pressure, α is the poroelastic constant a = 1- ( K f K s ) , Kf is the fluid
bulk modulus the Ks is the solid grain bulk modulus. The effective stresses govern the deformation and failure of the rock. In this case the failure criterion is modified to account the fluid
pressure constrain by introducing the effective stress into the dry form of the failure criterion.
The modified Mohr-Coulomb criterion describing failure in porous conditions is [15]:

1  p f  2 c

cos 
1  sin 
  3  p f 
1  sin 
1  sin 
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where σ1 is the maximum insitu stress, σ3 is the maximum insitu stress, pf is the pore pressure
acting in the system, c is the material cohesion and φ is the material friction angle. The sign
convention adopted here is according to classical mechanics i.e compression is negative.
The only extra parameters that are needed to model the inelastic behavior of the porous
continuum as described above are the material cohesion c, the material friction angle φ and
the dilation angle ψ, that controls the volumetric change due to yielding and dilation of the
material. However, in order to keep the parameters to a minimum, we have assumed associative plasticity theory which justifies the equivalence of the material friction angle with the dilation angle. Furthermore, in the hydraulic fracturing problem, the initial in-situ mean
pressure in the near area of the fracture tip decreases during propagation and under such conditions it is reasonable to assume an associative behaviour. Summarizing, the rock mass remote from the fracture is initially elastic, then deforms plastically and then unloads elastically
after the fracture has advanced.

2.4

Propagation regimes and plastic zone scaling

The fluid driven problem with leak-off in a poroelastoplastic formation is characterized by
the four controlling parameters. (i) the volumetric injection rate Q, (ii) the fluid viscosity μ,
(iii) the leak off coefficient C and (iv) the plane strain modulus E. Furthermore, the leak off
coefficient is influenced by the minimum insitu stress σ0 through [17]:
CL 

k 0
 c

(19)

Where k is the intrinsic permeability, μ is the fluid viscosity, σ0 is the minimum insitu stress
and c is the poroelastic intrinsic diffusion coefficient which is a function of the Biot modulus
M, shear modulus G, drained K and undrained Ku bulk modulus. Equation (19) implies that
large insitu stress and permeabilities will result in high fluid losses in the formation. In a similar way small values of fluid viscosity will also result in high fluid losses. According to [6]
the fracture propagation is governed by two energy dissipation mechanisms (rock splitting
and viscous fluid flow) and two storage mechanisms (inside the fracture and in the porous
formation). The relative magnitude of the dissipation processes is characterized by the dimensionless toughness Kd and reflects the ratio of energy rate expended in fracturing the rock to
viscous dissipation. The dimensionless toughness is linked to the dimensionless viscosity Md
and reflects the energy expended in the viscous fluid flow [6, 4].
1/4



8
1
 ,
Kd 
kic 
3
2


2
 12 Qo  E 1   

M d   Kd 

4

(20)

From the above relations we can determine whether the fracture is driven in the toughness
Kd >1 or viscosity Md >1 dominated regime.
The characteristic length of a fracture driven in an elastoplastic formation that relates the
material properties and the fluid rheology parameters with the size of the plastic zones is given by [21]:

p 

E 2   v 

 T3

(21)

where E’ is the plane strain modulus, μ is the fluid viscosity, v is the propagation velocity and
σΤ is the tensile yield strength. According to this characteristic length, high values of elastic
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modulus, viscosity, propagation velocity and low values of rock strength will lead to higher
stress concentrations near the tip and higher plastic zones are expected to develop. The dominant term in the viscous fluid flow is   v  and is the aim of our investigation with regarding
the influence of the pumping parameters on the resulting plastic zone development.

3

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The system of equations describing the fluid driven problem was solved with the finite element method. A sufficient fine mesh around the predefined fracture path was used to ensure
numerical accuracy from the sharp changes that are created in the geometry of the propagating tip. The theoretical bounds for the cohesive element size was originally discussed by [18]
and improved by [22]. According to their work, two main factors influence the element size.
First is the cohesive zone size dz and has to be small enough to accurately resolve the stress
distributions in the cohesive process zone around the fracture tip. The cohesive zone is an inherent length scale determined by material parameters and it is a very small length scale in
most cases. The second factor is the macroscopic stiffness reduction due to the cohesive separation along element boundaries if the initial stiffness of the cohesive surfaces is finite. The
cohesive element size must be chosen to ensure element size independency from the aforementioned factors in fracture propagation simulations. The allowable range of element size dz
in plane strain conditions is given by:
d z 

9 GIC E '
2
32 Tmax

(22)

where GIC is the fracture energy for mode-I separation, E’ is the plane strain modulus, Tmax is
the maximum traction.
Calculations were carried out in Abaqus (2010), a nonlinear finite element code suit of
programs. The usual 4-node, plane strain, isoparametric elements were used to model the domain and 6-node cohesive elements to model the fluid flow in the fracture and the fracturing
process. Both types of elements, additionally from their u, v translation degree of freedom
(D.O.F), are equipped with a pore pressure D.O.F to account for the fluid diffusion in the porous domain. The two additional nodes in the cohesive elements, positioned in their center,
are used to simulate the longitudinal and transversal fluid flow during propagation. The
descritized domain was considered to be 30x30 m and the predefined path of the fracture was
defined to be 11 m only (cohesive elements) in order to save computational time. The wellbore location is at the left-lower corner and the fracture is assumed to grow in both directions
along the axis-x. For a long fracture the size of the wellbore is negligible and is usually ignored in the modeling. This remark, along with the condition that the wellbore is cased, cemented and fully bonded with the rock formation, justifies the use of symmetry conditions
within a reasonable accuracy. Symmetry conditions were imposed at the bottom (dy=0, fixed
displacements) and at the left (dx=0, fixed displacements) side of the models. The in-situ
stresses were generated as initial stresses and by applying the equilibrium load at the far end
edges. At the top edge the value of σ3 (MPa) was considered as the minimum in situ stress and
at the right side of the models the value of σ1 (MPa) was considered as the maximum in situ
stress. An initial condition is also required for defining an initial fracture length for the flow.
This length was considered 0.1 m which is approximately equal with the perforation length.
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3.1

Model validation

The first part of this investigation is devoted to the presentation of the results from the
analysis of the fluid driven problem propagating in a poroelastic formation with fluid losses to
demonstrate the fully coupled solution. We have performed comparisons with the asymptotic
solution of [9] and the numerical computations of [17] when the fracture is driven in a fracture toughness dominant regime. We have also compared with the asymptotic solution of [6]
and the numerical computations of [17] when the fracture is driven in a viscosity dominant
regime. The parameters of the numerical computations to be consistent with the numerical
results of [17] are as follows: Young modulus, 17 GPa; Poisson ratio, 0.2; Fracture energy for
mode-I separation, 120 Pa.m; Critical separation traction, 1.25 MPa; Injection rate, 0.001
m2/sec; Permeability, 10-15 m2; fluid viscosity, 0.0001 Pa.sec; compressive far field stress, 3.7
MPa; Porosity, 0.2; Leak-off coefficient, 6.28x10-5 m.sec-1/2. The difference between our numerical model and the numerical model of [17] is that we introduce an initial stiffness to the
cohesive surfaces that is characterized by an independent parameter. Therefore, the cohesive
zone model adopted by [17] here can be regarded as a special case with initially rigid-linear
softening bilinear law.

Figure 2: Validation of toughness K-dominated and viscosity M-dominated fractures

Figure (2a) presents the numerical solution of the fracture aperture at wellbore versus time
in comparison with the near-K analytical solution of [9] and the numerical solution of [17].
The fracture was left to propagate for 8 seconds (approximately 5m long). From the comparison that is performed, it is seen that the agreement between the near-K analytical and the numerical results is very good. Figure (2b) shows the numerical solution of the fracture aperture
at wellbore versus time in comparison with the analytical solution of [6] and the numerical
solution of [17]. The fracture was left to propagate for 12 seconds (approximately 5m long).
The fluid viscosity was raised to 0.1 Pa.sec. The results from this simulation are in good
agreement between the numerical results of [17] but not so good with the M-analytical solution. The reason for this disagreement is that the analytical solution is based on the assumption of LEFM fracture propagation and leak-off is governed by Carter’s law. In the numerical
solution, fracture propagation based on the cohesive zone assumption and fluid losses are
based on the diffusion equation (equation 10) which is more accurate to the author’s opinion.
The losses demonstrate the action of back-stresses which induce a negative stress on the fracture walls causing the fracture to close. This effect is in agreement with the numerical numerical solution presented by [17]. A small discrepancy is also observed for early times (0-3 sec)
within acceptable limits due to the fracture loading (pumping schedule considered as boundary condition), and the high value of fluid viscosity. The apparent discontinuities that are ob-
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served on the numerical solution are attributed to the mesh resolution. However, no refinement it needed as seen from the convergence with the other solutions presented.
From the above analysis we have showed that our model is capable of simulating fluid
driven fractures in both, the fracture toughness and viscosity dominated regimes under poroelastic conditions. We will extend the applicability of the numerical model to account for the
poroplastic zone development according to the scaling presented in equation (21).

3.2

Computational results

This section presents the computations that were performed to analyze the fluid driven
fracture propagating in poroelastic and poroelastoplastic weak formations. The purpose of this
investigation is the link of the pumping parameters (fluid viscosity and injection rate) with the
plastic zone development while the fracture is driven in both K-dominated and M-dominated
regimes. The input parameters which the numerical computations were performed are given in
Table 1. These parameters include the rock properties, the pumping parameters, and cohesive
zone properties. For the poroelastic case it is assumed that any compressibility effects will not
affect the fracture geometry or the fluid pressure (i.e incompressible formations). In both cases we consider an initial pore pressure exist in the formation and is assumed to have a uniform
value of 1.85 MPa. For the poroelastoplastic case, the only extra parameters that are needed to
consider porous deformation and propagation the material cohesion c, and friction angle φ.
The cohesive zone is assumed to have a unit normal and anti-plane thickness. The effective
insitu stress field was considered as σ1, 14 MPa; σ2, 9 MPa; σ3, 3.7 MPa. As initial conditions,
we have used a void ratio equal to 0.333 and an initial gap (perforation length) equal to 0.1m.
Variable
Elastic Rock Properties
Young modulus, E (MPa)
Poisson ratio, ν
Domain hydraulic conductivity, k (m/sec)
Inelastic Rock Properties
Cohesion, c (MPa)
Friction and dilation angle , φ0= ψ0
Cohesive zone properties
Maximum Traction, σt (MPa)
Cohesive stiffness, Kn (MPa)
Cohesive energy, JIC = GIC (kPa.m)
Transverse conductivity ktu , ktd (m/sec)
Pumping Parameters
Viscosity, μ (Poise)
Injection rate, Q (E-03 m2/sec)

Value
16200
0.3
2.421E-10
1.515
28
0.5
162E+3
0.112
2.421E-10
1 / 5 / 10 / 50 / 100
0.5 / 5.0 / 10.0 / 15.0 / 20.0

Table 1: Input parameters and material properties

The fluid pressure responsible for splitting the formation and driving hydraulically the
fracture are generated from the injection rate and is expressed as the fluid loading inside the
fracture. For convergence reasons, the injection rate was set to climb its final flow rate value
at the first 0.05 seconds of the injection time. This introduces an initial slope in the pumping
schedule used; however its effect is considered negligible. The computational results presented next correspond are divided into two categories: influence of injection flow rate and influence of fluid viscosity under poroelastic and poroelastoplastic conditions.
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3.3

Influence of the injection flow rate
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As explained before, when driving hydraulically a fracture in a porous formation there are
four asymptotic regimes. In order to suppress the significant influence of the leak-off toughnees and leak-off viscosity and to study the fracturing process in the toughness and viscosity
dominated regimes, we have performed all simulations with a very small value of transversal
conductivity and for early times to ensure that the scaling will remain in the near storage regimes (equation 20). At the first part of this investigation, we have kept a constant value of
viscosity (1 Poise) and perform simulations for different injection rates ranging from 0.5E-03
to 20.0E-03 that correspond to different propagation velocities ranging from slow to fast fracture propagation respectively. According to the scaling of equations (20), this ensures that the
fracture will propagate under the toughness dominated regime. This investigation raises the
possibility to investigate the parameters affecting the diffusion process in hydraulic operations.
All comparisons are made after the fractures where left to reach 1.5m long.
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Figure 3: Influence of flow rate under poroelastic conditions

Figure (3a-c) presents the parametric analysis performed for the investigation of the influence of the flow rate under poroelastic conditions. Figure (3a) presents the fracture profiles
for the different values of injection rates. It is seen that the fracture is significantly wider
when is driven with fast propagation velocity while the aperture is significantly narrow (3
times) when the propagation velocity is slow. This is explained from the small fluid leak-off
that is permitted in the models. For the fast propagation case (figure 3b) it is seen that the fluid pressures turn highly non-uniform and rise inside the fracture as a result of the small diffusion predicted by the model. Accordingly, large loading is observed at the fracture inlet and
smaller loading at the fracture tip. This is responsible for the wider profiles. For the slow
propagation case, the fluid pressure inside the fracture is practically uniform allowing for
larger fluid leak-off and the created back stresses become significant thus producing narrower
fracture profiles. Figure (3c) presents the fluid net-pressures. It is showed that the net pressure
with the slow propagation velocity after the formation breakdown decreases to a constant val-
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ue as expected. As the fracture is driven with higher flow rates, leak-off is minimized causing
the net-pressure to increase. We conclude that the obtained results are a direct result of the
time scale difference between the diffusion process and the pumping schedule imposed with
the different flow rates.
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Figure 4: Influence of flow rate under poroelastoplastic conditions

Figure (4a-d) presents the parametric analysis performed for the investigation of the influence of the flow rate under poroelastoplastic conditions. Figure (4a) presents the fracture profiles for the different values of injection rates. It is seen that the fracture is significantly wider
when the injection rate is large corresponding to fast propagation velocity. The fracture aperture is significantly narrow when the propagation velocity is slow. This behaviour, as in the
poroelastic case, is explained from the small fluid leak-off that is permitted in the models.
When the poroelastoplastic fracture is compared with the poroelastic for each injection flow
rate it is seen the poroelastoplastic fracture is always wider. This is explained by the action of
plastic yielding that the fracture is experiencing. Figure (4b) presents the fluid pressure inside
the propagating fracture. For the fast propagation case it is seen that the fluid pressure as
showed in the poroelastic fracture is highly non-uniform. The value is significantly higher and
is observed at the fracture inlet while is smaller at the fracture tip. This action explains the
wider profiles. For the slow propagation case, the fluid pressure inside the fracture is practically uniform allowing for larger fluid leak-off and the created back stresses become significant thus producing narrower fracture profiles. When the fluid pressures are compared
between the poroelastoplastic and the poroelastic formations, it is seen that in the poroelastoplastic case are always larger as expected due to the influence of plasticity. Figure (4c) presents the fluid net-pressures for the fracture profiles of figure (4a). It is seen that just after the
injection starts, pressure starts to build up. This is pressure built up is associated with the plastic zone development. After the plastic zones have fully developed, the pressure starts to decay. This behavior is similar for all cases of injection rates examined. The predicted net
pressure with the slow propagation velocity after the formation breakdown decreases to a constant value as expected. As the fracture is driven with higher flow rates, leak-off is minimized
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causing the net-pressure to increase. This is once again a result of the limited diffusion causing the fluid pressure to become non-uniform resulting in wider fracture profiles. As explained earlier, this is a result of the time scale difference between the diffusion process and
the pumping schedule. From the elevated net pressures predicted from the numerical model
the energy that is dissipated due to plastic yielding versus time for all the cases examined is
showed in figure (4d). It is showed that with high injection rates significantly larger plastic
dissipation is created in the numerical models. For small injection rates, more time is needed
to reach the desired length (1.5m) however smaller plastic yielding is created. This result suggest that it is better to propagate a fluid driven fracture with small injection rate in expense of
the propagation time because the created hydraulic pressure is uniform and any unnecessary
plastic yielding associated with high injection rate to create non-uniform loading inside the
fracture is avoided.

3.4

Influence of the fracture fluid viscosity
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The second part of this investigation is concerned with the influence of the fluid viscosity
in the diffusion process and how the plastic zone development is affected when the fracture is
driven in the viscosity dominated regime (equation 20). In order to analyze the results we
have kept a constant value of injection rate (0.5E-03) and perform simulations for different
values of fluid viscosity ranging from 1 to 100 Poise. These values of fluid viscosity correspond from small to highly viscous fluid flow. Such values of fluid viscosity (100 Poise) actually confirm a fracture driven in the viscosity dominated regime. We have used the value of
the smallest injection rate to minimize any interaction effects between the fluid viscosity and
the injection rate scaling term (μ.ν) for the investigation of the plastic zone length as showed
in the scaling of equation (21). As in the previous investigation (section 3.3) all comparisons
are made after the fractures where left to reach 1.5m long.
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Figure 5: Influence of viscosity under poroelastic conditions
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Figure (5a-c) presents the numerical solution for a viscosity dominated fracture which is
driven under poroelastic conditions. The investigated variable is the fluid viscosity. Figure (5a)
shows the fracture profiles for the different values of fluid viscosities. From figure (5a) it is
seen that for small values of fluid viscosity (1-10 Poise) the action of the viscous fluid flow
does not present any significant effects on the fracture profiles. In fact the fractures present
similar profile. However, the fracture is significantly wider when is driven with highly viscous fluid while the aperture is narrower (2 times) when fracturing is performed with a low
viscosity fluid. This is explained from the small fluid leak-off that is permitted in the models
through the transverse hydraulic conductivity (filter cake) and the action of the viscous fluid
flow. For the case where the fracture is driven with a highly viscous fluid (figure 5b) it is seen
that the fluid pressures turn highly non-uniform with the larger loading values observed at the
fracture inlet and smaller loading at the fracture tip. This is responsible for the wider profiles.
For the other case, where the fracture is driven with a less viscous fluid, the fluid pressure inside the fracture is practically uniform therefore allowing for larger fluid leak-off and as a result the created back stresses become significant resulting in narrow fracture profiles. Figure
(5c) presents the fluid net-pressures obtained for the fracture profiles of figure (5a). From this
figure (5c) it is showed that the net pressure predicted with the less viscous fluids after the
formation breakdown decreases to a constant value as expected. When the fracture is driven
with highly viscous fluid, leak-off is minimized causing the net-pressure to increase. We conclude that the obtained results are a direct result of the action of the viscous fluid flow. This
means that higher net and fluid pressures are created and the resulting fracture profiles are
wider when the fracture is driven in the viscosity dominated regime. Furthermore, this phenomenon is amplified with the time scale difference between the diffusion process and the
pumping schedule imposed with the different flow rates.
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Figure 6: Influence of viscosity under poroelastoplastic conditions

Figure (6a-d) presents the computational results for a viscosity dominated fracture which is
driven under poroelastoplastic conditions. Figure (6a) shows the fracture profiles for the different values of fluid viscosities. From figure (6a) it is seen that for small values of fluid vis-
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cosity (1-10 Poise) the action of the viscous fluid flow does not present any significant effect
on the fracture profiles. These observations are the same as the poroelastic case. This can be
attributed to the set of parameters chosen for these simulations. The fracture is significantly
wider when is driven with highly viscous fluid while the aperture is narrower when fracturing
is performed with a low viscosity fluid. This behaviour is explained once again, due to the
small fluid leak-off that is permitted in the models through the transverse hydraulic conductivity (filter cake) and the action of the viscous fluid flow. When the fractures are compared for
all the viscosity cases between the poroelastic and poroelastoplastic fractures, the fractures are
always significantly wider in the poroelastoplastic cases. This demonstrates that when irreversible effects are considered, the fracture profile is enlarged by both the action of the viscosity dominated regime and plastic yielding.
This is result is supported by figure (6b) that presents the fluid pressures inside the fracture.
Higher fluid pressures are observed, presenting highly non-uniform profile with the larger
loading values being at the fracture inlet and smaller loading at the fracture tip. This type of
fluid loading has a direct effect on the elliptic shape of the fracture. This behaviour is responsible for wider profiles.
When examining the net pressures of figure (6c), a small increase is created just after the
injection starts suggesting pressure build up. This pressure is associated with the plastic zone
development. After the plastic zones have developed, the pressure starts to decay. This behavior is similar for all cases examined with different values of fluid viscosity. Immediately after
formation breakdown, the net pressures evaluated from the highly viscous cases tend to elevate. For small viscosities, the fluid diffuses freely in the formation and the pressure tends to a
constant value. For high viscosities the diffusion process is affected and the pressure increases.
This behaviour is explained by the fact that the fracture is driven in the viscosity dominated
regime and furthermore from the plasticity considered in the models.
Figure (6d) shows the energy that is dissipated from plasticity versus time for all the cases
examined. It is showed that more time is needed to propagate the fracture to a certain extend
(1.5m in length) when is driven with highly viscous fluids. The plastic dissipation curves follow the same path. From this plot we show that when the fracture is driven with highly viscous fluids, larger plastic zones are obtained as a result of the viscosity dominated fracture.
For small fluid viscosity the plastic dissipation is almost the same and reaches the same fracture length at the same time.
We conclude that the obtained results are a direct result of the action of the viscous fluid
flow which in turn affects the plastic zone development resulting in wider fracture profiles
and larger fluid pressures compared to the poroelastic case. Furthermore, this phenomenon is
amplified with the time scale difference between the diffusion process and the pumping
schedule imposed with the highly viscous fluids used.

4

CONCLUSIONS
 A set of fully coupled poroelastic and poroplastic models have been presented.
 From the comparison with asymptotic solutions and other numerical studies we have
demonstrated that our models are capable for predicting fluid driven fractures in toughness dominated and viscosity dominated regimes with excellent accuracy.
 When the fractures are driven with high flow rates under poroelastic conditions the fluid
pressures turn non-uniform inside the fracture because the time scale of the fracture fluid
diffusion is significantly different from the time scale of the fluid injection. As a result of
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the small diffusion that is allowed from the fracture towards the formation the obtained
fracture profiles are wider and the net pressures after breakdown increase.
 When the fractures are driven with high flow rates under poroelastoplastic conditions the
fluid pressures preserve their non-uniform profile inside the fracture for the same reason
as the poroelastic case. As a result larger plastic yielding is created when the fracture is
driven with high flow rates suppressing even more the diffusion process. The fracture
profiles obtained under poroelastoplastic conditions are wider from the poroelastic case.
Furthermore, the fluid pressures needed to extend the fracture are larger and the net pressures after break down increase as a result of the diffusion process.
 Hydraulic fracturing in the viscosity dominated regime under poroelastic conditions present similar behavior. When the fractures are driven with highly viscous fluids under poroelastic conditions the fluid pressures turn non-uniform inside the fracture. This is done
because of the action of the viscous fluid flow. This type of flow affects the diffusion and
the fluid is not allowed to diffuse properly in the formation thus increasing the pressure
at the fracture inlet and decreasing the pressure near the tip area. This has a direct result
over the elliptic shape of the fracture. As a result of the small diffusion that is allowed
from the fracture towards the formation the obtained fracture profiles are wider and the
net pressures after breakdown increase.
 Hydraulic fracturing in the viscosity dominated regime under poroelastoplastic conditions influence even further the results. When the fractures are driven with highly viscous
fluids under poroelastoplastic conditions the fluid pressures turn non-uniform inside the
fracture as a result of the action of the viscous fluid flow. This type of flow affects the
diffusion and the fluid is not allowed to diffuse properly in the formation thus increasing
the pressure at the fracture inlet and decreasing the pressure near the tip area. This nonuniform pressure creates larger plastic zones which in turn affects the elliptic shape of the
fracture. The resulting fracture profiles are wider, the fluid and net pressures are larger
from the poroelastic case. Furthermore, the net pressures increase after breakdown as a
result of the action of the highly viscous fluid flow.
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Abstract. In this work we adress the problem of structural and multi-functional shape and
topology optimization using several elastic materials in a fixed working domain. The description and the evolution of the interfaces between the different phases is done using the level-set
method. We use a smooth Hooke’s tensor, instead of a discontinuous one. The continuous case
can be seen as an approximation of the sharp interface case, and in this context, the signed distance function corresponding to each interface is used for modeling the smooth Hooke’s tensor.
A directional shape derivative is calculated for the objective function to minimize. We show
2d results for compliance minimization, as well as an example of multi-functional optimization,
coupling structural and thermal problems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Shape and topology optimization methods have become quite known among engineers and
researchers during the last decades. They reduce significantly the amount of time needed for
the design of a new mechanical part, help to optime existing designs, or even provide solutions to problems where intuition is very limited. Such a case is the optimal distribution of
several materials, possibly having much different mechanical properties, in order to treat a
multi-functionality criterion (e.g. stiffness and thermal isolation).
The modeling of a multi-material structure is usually done via a discontinuous Hooke’s tensor. However, this choice can introduce severe complications in the numerical calculation of a
shape derivative [2, 3, 8] and thus a smooth interpolation scheme is often preferable [3]. Moreover, a regularized Hooke’s tensor seems to be more appropriate for some applications [14].
Many articles have been published on this topic in the framework of the SIMP (Solid Isotropic
Material with Penalization) method (see [10, 11, 16] and the references therein). Several interpolation schemes have been proposed for the construction of the smooth Hooke’s tensor and the
penalization of intermediate densities. In the framework of the phase-field method for topology
optimization, Zhou et al. [15] used a generalized Cahn-Hilliard model of multiphase transition
to perform multimaterial structural optimization.
In the framework of the level set method for shape and topology optimization [1, 12], Mei
et al. [5] and Wang et al. [13] were the first to present a regularized model for the Hooke’s
tensor using a multi-phase level-set method. In [3], Allaire et al. have used the same level-set
representation and the signed-distance function to construct a smooth interpolation scheme for
the Hooke’s tensor. A directional shape derivative has been calculated and it has been shown
that the problem converges to the one of sharp interface when the interpolation width tends to
zero.
In this work, we adress the problem of structural and multi-functional shape and topology
optimization. The same level-set representation and shape derivation as in [3] has been used.
The method is first applied on a structural problem, where a single phase is substituted by two
and three phases. Finally, a multi-functional problem is presented considering a structural and
a thermal problem and two materials with much different mechanical properties.
2

SETTING OF THE PROBLEM

Without loss of generality, we limit ourselves with the description of the problem of compliance minimization using two materials. The extension to more phases is described in section
5.
We search to optimize the position of the interface Γ of two materials, 0 and 1, occupying two
domains Ω0 and Ω1 . Instead of assuming a sharp interface between the two materials, we work
with a continuous and differentiable Hooke’s tensor A. We assume that the material properties
are smoothly interpolated in a region of width 2 around the initial sharp interface, represented
by the zero level set of a function ψ.
We introduce a working domain D (a bounded domain of Rd , (d = 2or3)) which contains
all admissible shapes, i.e. Ω0 ∪ Ω1 ⊆ D. The volume and surface loads are given as two vectorvalued functions defined on D, f ∈ L2 (D)d and g ∈ H 1 (D)d . The displacement field u is the
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unique solution in H 1 (D)d to the linearized elasticity system


 −div A(dΩ1 (x)) e(u) = f in D
u = 0 on ΓD

A(dΩ1 (x)) e(u) n = g on ΓN ,

(1)

where e(u) is the strain tensor, equal to the symmetrized gradient of u, ΓD ∪ ΓN ⊂ ∂D and
dΩ1 (x) is the signed-distance function to Ω1 .
We remind that if Ω ⊂ Rd is a bounded domain, then the signed distance function to Ω is
the function Rd 3 x 7→ dΩ (x) defined by :

 −d(x, ∂Ω) if x ∈ Ω
0
if x ∈ ∂Ω ,
dΩ (x) =
(2)

c
d(x, ∂Ω)
if x ∈ Ω
where d(·, ∂Ω) is the usual Euclidean distance.
The Hooke’s tensor A is of the general form

, if
 A1
f (dΩ (x)) , if
A(dΩ (x)) =

A0
, if

dΩ (x) < −,
−  ≤ dΩ (x) ≤ +,
dΩ (x) > +,

(3)

where f (dΩ (x)) is a smooth interpolation function. For example, a simple choice is to consider

A1
, if dΩ (x) < −,


 A1 +A0 (A1 −A0 )dΩ (x)
−
2
2
A(dΩ (x)) =
(4)
A
−A
1

− 2π 0 sin( πdΩ(x) )
, if −  ≤ dΩ (x) ≤ +,


A0
, if dΩ (x) > +.
Remark 2.1 In 4 we have made a simple choice for the interpolation of the material properties
between the two materials. Of course, one can choose any type of smooth interpolation. Moreover, the interpolation function can contain parameters that are also subject to optimization
(f.e. the interpolation width ) and a geometric and parametric optimization can be combined
using a method of alternating directions.
A classical choice for the objective function J(Ω) to be minimized is the compliance (the work
done by the loads)
Z
Z
Z
1
J(Ω ) =
f · udx +
g · uds =
A(dΩ1 (x))e(u) : e(u)dx.
(5)
D

3

ΓN

D

SHAPE DERIVATIVE

In order to find a descent direction for advecting the shape, we compute a shape derivative for
the objective function (5). The notion of the shape derivative dates back, at least, to Hadamard
and there has been more contributions to its development. In this work, we follow the approach
of Murat and Simon for shape derivation [6]. Starting from a smooth reference open set Ω, we
consider domains of the type

Ωθ = Id + θ (Ω),
with θ ∈ W 1,∞ (Rd , Rd ). It is well known that, for sufficiently small θ, (Id + θ) is a diffeomorphism in Rd .
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1,∞
d
d
Definition 3.1 The shape derivative of J(Ω)
 at Ω is defined as the Fréchet derivative in W (R , R )
at 0 of the application θ → J (Id + θ)(Ω) , i.e.


J (Id + θ)(Ω) = J(Ω) + J 0 (Ω)(θ) + o(θ)

with

|o(θ)|
=0,
θ→0 kθk
lim

(6)

where J 0 (Ω) is a continuous linear form on W 1,∞ (Rd , Rd ).
Hadamard’s structure theorem assures that the shape derivative of a functional can be written in
the form
Z
0
J (Ω)(θ) =
V (s)θ(s) · n(s)ds,
(7)
∂Ω

where V is the integrand of the shape derivative that depends on the specific objective function. Then, a descent direction can be found by advecting the shape in the direction θ(s) =
−tV (s)n(s) for a small enough descent step t > 0. For the new shape Ωt = ( Id + tθ) Ω, we
can formally write
Z
V 2 ds + O(t2 ),

J (Ωt ) = J (Ω) − t

(8)

∂Ω

which guarantees a descent direction.
Remark 3.1 A weaker notion of differentiability is that of the directional derivative of a functional J(Ω) at Ω in the direction θ ∈ V , V being a banach space, which is defined as the limit
in R (if it exists)
J((Id + δθ)(Ω)) − J(Ω)
J 0 (Ω)(θ) = lim
.
(9)
δ→0
δ
Moreover, if the directional derivative at Ω exists for all θ ∈ Ω and if θ → J 0 (Ω)(θ) is a
continuous linear application from V in R, then we say that J is differentiable in the sense of
Gâteaux at Ω.
The shape derivative of (5) has been calculated in [3] and we refer to this article for all
technical details. The main difference with [5, 13] is that we calculate a shape derivative of the
signed-distance function dΩ1 , which should not be confused with the level-set function ψ used
to describe and advect the shape, instead of performing variations of ψ.
Denoting rayΓ (x) ⊂ Rd the set of points y such that dΩ1 is differentiable at y, and whose
projection on Γ is x (pΓ (y) = x), κi (i = 1, ..., d − 1) the principal curvatures of Γ at point
pΓ (x), the shape derivative reads
Z
0
J (Γ)(θ) = − θ(x) · n1 (x)[f1 (x) + f0 (x)]dx,
(10)
Γ

where

(11)

rayΓ (x)∩Ω1

d−1
Y
∂A
e(u) : e(u)
(1 + dΩ1 (s)κi (x))ds
∂dΩ1
i=1

(12)

rayΓ (x)∩Ω0

d−1
Y
∂A
e(u) : e(u)
(1 + dΩ1 (s)κi (x))ds.
∂dΩ1
i=1

Z
f1 (x) =
and
Z
f0 (x) =

A descent direction (a notion of a shape gradient) is then revealed as
θ(x) = n1 (x)[f1 (x) + f0 (x)] ∀x ∈ Γ.
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4

LEVEL-SET REPRESENTATION

We favor an Eulerian approach and use the level-set method [7] to capture the subdomains
Ω0 and Ω1 on a fixed mesh. Then, the boundary of Ω0 and Ω1 is defined by means of a level set
function ψ such that (see Fig.(1))

 ψ(x) = 0 ⇔ x ∈ ∂Ω0 ∩ ∂Ω1 ∩ D,
ψ(x) < 0 ⇔ x ∈ Ω1 ,
(13)

0
ψ(x) > 0 ⇔ x ∈ Ω .

Figure 1: Level-set representation of the domains Ω0 and Ω1 .

During the optimization process the shape is being advected with a velocity V (x) derived
from shape differentiation, as we will see in the sequel. The advection is described in the levelset framework by introducing a pseudo-time t ∈ R+ and solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
∂ψ
+ V |∇ψ| = 0,
∂t

(14)

using an explicit upwind scheme [9].
5

EXTENSION TO MORE THAN 2 MATERIALS

The method presented above can be easily extended to multi-materials (see also [13]). In
fact, in order to represent m materials, we need n = log2 m level-set functions. To simplify
the exposition we discuss the case of m = 4 phases which can be represented by two level set
functions ψ1 and ψ0 corresponding to two ”super-domains” O1 and O0 (see Fig.(2)).
More precisely, we define Ω1 = O1 ∩ O0c , Ω2 = O1c ∩ O0 , Ω3 = O1 ∩ O0 , Ω4 = O1c ∩ O0c ,
where Oic denotes the complementary of Oi . There are many ways of regularizing the Hooke’s
tensor A for this new problem. For example, one can use a regularized version of the Heaviside
functions H1 and H0 of the super-domains O1 and O0 , defined for i = 0, 1 as

if di < −,
 0
di
πdi
1
1
Hi (di ) =
+ + sin(  ) if −  ≤ di ≤ +,
 2 2 2π
1
if di > +,
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Figure 2: Two level-set functions defined on the same domain (top) and the four domains derived from combinations of their values (down).

where di is the signed-distance function to the super-domain Oi and then define the Hooke’s
tensor A as
A(d1 , d0 ) = +A1 (1 − H1 (d1 ))H0 (d0 ) + A2 (1 − H0 (d0 ))H1 (d1 )
+A3 (1 − H1 (d1 ))(1 − H0 (d0 )) + A4 H0 (d0 )H1 (d1 ).
Moreover, as the regularizing parameter  → 0, the problem will converge to a problem of
multi-materials with a sharp interface.
In this last case, the total compliance takes the form:
Z
J(d1 , d0 ) =
A(d1 , d0 )e(u) : e(u).
(15)
D

We can consider two seperate vector fields θ1 and θ0 for the advection of the domains O1 and O0 .
Then, we caculate the shape derivative of the objective function (15) for each vector field separately and advect each of the domains O1 and O0 using their corresponding advection velocity
(see [3]).
6
6.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Structural example

The first example is a 2 × 1 structure, clamped at the right and left part of its boundary and
with a unit force applied at the middle of its lower part (see Fig.(3)). First, we minimize the
compliance of Rthe structure using one material with normalized Young modulus E 1 = 1, under
the constraint Ω dx = |D| /2, where |D| is the total volume of the domain D. The second
material has E 2 = eps << 1 and simulates void. A simple augmented lagrangian algorithm is
applied to enforce the volume constraint. The initialization and the optimized shape are shown
in Fig.(4).
Suppose now that we want to replace half of this material with a weaker (but probably
cheaper) material. In this case, we need to use three different phases, i.e. we need two
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Figure 3: Boundary conditions.

Figure 4: Initialization (left) and optimized shape (right) using one material.

level-set functions. Using two level-set functions we define four phases with Young modu3
4
lus E 1 = 1, E 2 = eps,
R E = 0.5 and E =
R eps, i.e. materials 2, 4 represent void. The volume
constraints read now Ω1 dx = |D| /4 and Ω3 dx = |D| /4. The initialization and the optimized
shape are shown in Fig.(5).

Figure 5: Initialization (left) and optimized shape (right) using two materials.

Using always two level-set functions we can optimize structures with up to threeR distinct
1
2
3
4
phases and
R void. Choosing ER = 1, E = eps, E = 0.7 and E = 0.5 and imposing Ω1 dx =
|D| /8, Ω3 dx = |D| /4 and Ω4 dx = |D| /8, a local minimum is shown in Fig.(6).
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Figure 6: Initialization (left) and optimized shape (right) using three materials.

6.2

Multi-functional example

The second example couples a stuctural and a thermal problem. A 6 × 1 structure is considered (see Fig.(7)), having two non-optimizable areas (in blue) at the upper and lower part,
occupied by material 1. The structure is subjected to two uncoupled mechanical problems. For
the structural load case, the shape is considered clamped at its right and left boundary and a load
is applied at the middle of the lower part. For the thermal load case, homogeneous Dirichlet
conditions are considered for the lower part and the structure i subjected to a thermal flux either
”in-plane” (Φ2 ) or ”out-of-plane” (Φ1 ). The PDE describing the thermal problem reads


1 (x)) ∇T
−div
k(d
= 0
in D,

Ω


T = 0
on ΓD ,
(16)
∂T
k(dΩ1 (x)) ∂n = Φi on ΓN ,



∂T
= 0
on Γ0 ,
∂n
where i = 1 or 2. Our goal is to distribute in an optimal way two materials with different
properties, so as to create a structure that is stiff and thermally isolating at the same time.
Material 1 has normalized Young modulus and thermal conductivity E 1 = k 1 = 1, while
material 2 has E 2 = k 2 = 0.1, i.e. material 1 is stiffer but thermally more conductive than
material 2.
As objective function to minimize, we will adopt the following choice presented in [4]
R
( D A(dΩ1 (x))e(u)e(u)dx)1−a
1
, a ∈ [0, 1].
(17)
J(Ω ) = R
( D k(dΩ1 (x))∇T · ∇T dx)a
The term in the nominator is the mechanical compliance, while the term in the denominator is
the thermal compliance. The parameter ”a” is chosen so as to highlight the importance of one
or the other load case. For a = 0 the problems turns to the minimization of the mechanical
compliance and thus all the optimisable area will be covered with the stiff material 1, while for
a = 1 the problem is to minimize the thermal compliance, i.e. maximize the thermal isolation,
and therefore the material 2 will be chosen. For intermediate values of ”a”, the algorithm will
search for an optimal mixture of the two materials.
We consider both the case of ”out-of-plane” and ”in-plane” flux. The initialization for both
cases is shown in Fig.(8). The optimized shape and the convergence diagram for ”out-of-plane”
flux and a = 0.3 is depicted in Fig.(9). In this figure we can see clearly that material 1 (in blue)
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Figure 7: Boundary conditions.”Out-of-plane” flux corresponds to Φ1 6= 0, Φ2 = 0, while ”in-plane” flux corresponds to Φ2 6= 0, Φ1 = 0.

Figure 8: Initialization.

is placed so as to bear the structural load, whereas material 2 (in red) tries to prevent the thermal
flux.
The case of ”in-plane” flux is shown in Fig.(10) for a = 0.5. In this case, material 2 tries to
isolate thermally the structure by being concentrated around the place that the flux is applied.
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Abstract. This paper presents an implementation of Eurocode load cases for discrete global
optimization algorithm for planar and space structures based on the principles of finite element methods and genetic algorithms. The final optimal design is obtained using IPE sections
chosen as feasible by the algorithm, from the available steel sections from industry, used for
ease of comparison with benchmarks. The algorithm is tested on several planar steel frames
and a truss from the literature, with good results.
1

INTRODUCTION

In all engineering fields, designers attempt to find solutions that combine performance and
satisfaction of critical requirements. But these techniques and requirements are subject to constant change. The oldest surviving books on engineering are two thousand year old - Ten
Books on Architecture by Vitruvius. These demonstrate that the way engineers thought about
design in ancient times appears to have been fundamentally the same as how we think today,
and the problems faced at the time and in that technological context, just as complex as those
we face today. So, for the past two thousand years, engineers have been tackling design problems defined by competing goals and bounded by technical, aesthetic and economic constraints. Architects and engineers have always had to be masters of a wide variety of
knowledge and skill, to be broadly interdisciplinary people. The design of structures in ancient times was based on geometry, and, to whichever form was used for buildings, ancient
engineers found limits of use defined by failure. And, just as the ancient Greeks and Romans
learned by the method of trial and error and deduced rules of thumb, accumulating knowledge
and engineering advances today guides us in extending the state of the art towards new limits.
Though engineers may not be building now ancient monuments, our contemporary masterpieces of engineering design and technology have their origins in the same type of conceptu-
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alization processes. A design with loose constraints might float off into irrelevance. Constraint offers an opportunity for growth and innovation. Designers can obtain the optimum
within the imposed conditions by using optimization techniques. In the field of structural engineering, structures designed in this way are safer, more reliable and less expensive than the
traditional designed ones, where the success of the design is based solely on the experience of
the engineer. Optimization techniques require some expertise, but with the implementation of
these algorithms in computer aided design software it can become a very powerful tool in the
hands of engineers. In general, the optimization techniques used in structural design can be
categorized into classical and heuristic search methods.
Classical optimization methods such as linear programming, nonlinear programming and
optimality criteria often require substantial gradient information. In these methods the final
results depend on the initially selected points and the number of computational operations increases as the size of the structure increases. The solution in these methods does not necessarily correspond to the global optimum. Many engineering design problems are too complex
to be handled with mathematical programming methods. In comparison, heuristic search
methods do not require the data as in the conventional mathematical programming and have
better global search abilities than the classical optimization algorithms [1]. For the past 60
years a new branch of optimization techniques was continuously developed, which mimics the
design methods existing in nature. Genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and evolutionary
strategies are among such algorithms that are used in the design optimization of structures.
Among these, genetic algorithms, are a search method that is based on the principal of the
survival of the fittest and adaptation. They operate on a population of design variables sets.
Each population consists of individuals that are potential solutions to the design problem. A
fitness value is calculated for each individual using the objective function and constraints as a
measure of performance of the design variables. If the individual is fit, it is selected as candidate to take part in the construction of the next population, if not then it is discarded. The solution to a general optimization process can be associated with this system behavior. The
genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the best-known heuristic methods; it has been used to solve
structural optimization problems by some researches such as Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy [2],
Saka and Kameshki [3], Camp et al. [4], Pezeshk et al. [5], Erbatur et al. [6], Shook et al. [7],
among many others.
2

PLANAR FRAME AND TRUSS OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

The structural optimization problem could be formulated as follows, for a structure that
consists of M nodes and N bars with cross-sectional areas: Ai, i=1,2,…,N. All cross-sectional
areas Ai compose the vector x of the optimization parameters:
x  [ A1 A2 ... AN ]T

(1)

The problem to be solved refers to the computation of the vector x achieving the minimum
weight W of the frame or truss
W

N

 A L

i i

(2)

i 1

for given stress- and deflection-constraints (dis-placement-constrained trusses):
 i   0i

1 i  N

u i  u 0i

1 i  M

(3)
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In equation (3), s0i and u0i denote the allowable stress and displacement upper limits, respectively.
3

EUROCODE PROVISIONS

Constraints regarding material strength and stability are taken from “EN 1993: Design of
steel structures” [8] and implemented in the algorithm. Resistance must be checked by verification by the partial factor method. The design resistance for cross-sections is:

N c , Rd 

Af y

M0

The design should satisfy the requirements under the most unfavorable loading cases considered. Elastic analysis is routinely used to obtain member forces for subsequent use in the
member checks based on the ultimate strength considerations. This is well accepted, can be
shown to lead to safe solutions, and has the great advantage that superposition of results may
be used when considering different load cases. In the Eurocodes, partial factors gMi are applied to different components in various situations to reduce their resistances from characteristic values to design values (or, in practice, to ensure that the required level of safety is
achieved). The uncertainties (material, geometry, modeling, etc.) associated with the prediction of resistance for a given case, as well as the chosen resistance model, dictate the value of
gM that is to be applied. The choice for the different loading scenarios was made considering
all the predictable conditions and situations that can appear during the construction phase and
the utilization phase of the building.
(2)
Where:
– design load
– Partial coefficient
– Permanent action
– Variable action
– Coefficient variable action

4

THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Evolutionary Computation (EC) is an enormous field of research concerned with the application of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) to complex real-world optimization problems (for a
literature review see Kicinger [9]). These methods are stochastic search algorithms modeling
the natural phenomenon of evolution, a combination of the Darwinian concept of survival of
the fittest and the inheritance of genetic material within a species. Because of their heuristic
nature they generally cannot guarantee to find a global optimum solution, however, they can
be applied to highly complex models for which standard optimization methods (e.g. gradient
based algorithms) are not applicable, and in practice they often yield promising results. The
terminology of EC is inspired by the resemblance to biological processes and lots of terms are
borrowed from genetics and cellular biology. A candidate design solution is called an individual and a set of such solutions is called population. The representation (parameterization, encoding) of an individual is called a genome consisting of a series of genes. For some
algorithms the search space (genotype space) is explicitly separated from the solution space
(phenotype space) and a link between the two is made by a mapping procedure that codes
(phenotype to genotype space) and decodes (genotype to phenotype space) the candidate solutions. Producing new solutions by modifying individual solutions is referred to as mating or
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breeding and the resulting solutions are called offspring. A fitness value is assigned to each
individual indicating its quality in the context of the given problem in order to compare different candidate solutions. Selection is then used in order to determine which of the parents
and the offspring survive and are transferred to the new population, which is typically called a
new generation. Although many different implementations of EAs exist, the basic concept of
the so-called canonical EA forms the basis of all of them. The canonical EA can be understood as a search process in which a population experiences gradual changes and consists of
the following steps:
Canonical EA
1: t=0
2: Initialize the population
3: Evaluate the entire population
4: while (not termination condition) do
5: t=t+1
6: Mating selection
7: Apply variation operators
8:Evaluate offspring
9: Select individuals for survival
10: end while

The mating selection process favors individuals with higher fitness values over candidate
solutions with below-average fitness values, or for minimization problems a lower fitness
value indicates better quality of the candidate solution. New individuals are created by copying them and applying genetic variation operators. The most used operators are mutation and
recombination (crossover). The steps 5 to 9 of the algorithm are repeated until a given termination condition, e.g. a maximum number of generations or evaluations or a target fitness value is met.
Population size
Crossover parameter
Mutation parameter
Maximum number of iterations

300
0.7
0.1
100

Table 1: The specifications of the used GA method

The optimization problems addressed within this paper have a single objective, but they are
also subjected to an arbitrary number of constraints. The number of optimization parameters
defines the size of the genotype and accordingly the size of the search space. A fitness function mapping the evaluated stiffness, strength and mass measures from the FE analysis to a
unique fitness value was defined.
5

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The first example refers to nine variables (nine-bar truss), the second to eight design variables (eight-element frame), and finally the third to 105 variables (105-bar truss).
In total, 20 program runs were performed, of which 5 are presented.
The profiles used in the optimization procedures are presented bellow
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5.1 The first optimization problem : frame 8 bars 8 nodes

Figure 1: Structure no. 1 – 8 bars

The problem has 8 variables represented by cross sections of the elements.
Bar
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Uniformly distributed load
Live Loads
S now Loads
X
Z
X
Z
0
0
0
0
0
-15
0
-6
0
0
0
0
0
-15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-15
0
-6

Permanent loads
X
Z
0
0
0
-10
0
0
0
-10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-10

Wind Loads
X
Z
-2.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-5
0
-5
0
-2.5
0
0
0

Table 2: Loads used for problem 1.

Bar
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total weight

Run 1
IPE 120
IPE 180
IPE 330
IPE 140
IPE 330
IPE 140
IPE 200
IPE 330
1193.9

Run 2
IPE 140
IPE 200
IPE 270
IPE 180
IPE 330
IPE 140
IPE 200
IPE 330
1200.4

Profiles
Run 3
IPE 120
IPE 180
IPE 330
IPE 180
IPE 330
IPE 140
IPE 200
IPE 330
1217.5

Run 4
IPE 140
IPE 200
IPE 300
IPE 140
IPE 330
IPE 120
IPE 180
IPE 330
1152.5

Table 3: Profiles chosen by algorithm
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Run 5
IPE 120
IPE 160
IPE 360
IPE 140
IPE 330
IPE 120
IPE 160
IPE 390
1240.7
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Figure 2: Best individual

Figure 3: Convergence of algorithm

The structure was also optimized using Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis. By employing
this software a total weight of 1466 Kg by comparison with the 1152Kg solution obtained
when using the Matlab code.
5.2 The second optimization problem: truss 9 bars 6 nodes

Figure 4: Structure no. 2 – 9 bars

The problem has 9 variables represented by cross sections of the elements.
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Nodes
1
2
3
4
5
6

Permanent
Loads
Z
0
-50
0
-75
0
-25

Live
loads
Z
0
-75
0
-112.50
0
-37.5

Snow
loads
Z
0
-30
0
-45
0
-15

Table 4: Loads on structure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Run 1
IPE 80
IPE 80
IPE 300
IPE 300
IPE 180
IPE 300
IPE 180
IPE 300
IPE 180

Run 2
IPE 80
IPE 80
IPE 300
IPE 330
IPE 180
IPE 300
IPE 140
IPE 300
IPE 220

Profiles
Run 3
IPE 80
IPE 80
IPE 300
IPE 300
IPE 140
IPE 300
IPE 140
IPE 300
IPE 140

Total weight

1402.25

1456.0

1402.25

Bar

Table 5: Profiles chosen by algorithm

Figure 5: Convergence of algorithm
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Run 4
IPE 80
IPE 80
IPE 300
IPE 300
IPE 140
IPE 300
IPE 200
IPE 300
IPE 160

Run 5
IPE 80
IPE 80
IPE 300
IPE 330
IPE 140
IPE 300
IPE 140
IPE 300
IPE 140

1414.6

1436.8
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Figure 6: Best individual

The structure was also optimized using Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis. By employing this software a total weight of 1403 kg was obtained, close to the 1402 Kg solution obtained when using the algorithm developed in Matlab.
5.3 The third optimization problem: truss 120 bars 49 nodes

Figure 7: Structure no. 3 – 120 bars

The problem has 120 variables represented by cross sections of the elements.
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Bar
Total
weight

Profiles
Run 3

Run 1

Run 2

14008.1

15080.4

14941.6

Run 4

Run 5

14466.9

14953.9

Table 7: Profiles chosen by algorithm

Figure 8: Convergence of the algorithm

Figure 9: Best individual

6

CONCLUSIONS

Structural Optimization, while very interesting, is a tricky class of optimization problems,
usually being characterized by a large number of variables that represent the shape of the design and the stiffness of the available materials. In any practical problem, the researcher deals
with a unique combination of mentioned factors and has to decide what numerical tools to use
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or modify to reach the final goal. Therefore, the optimization of a structure always relies on
both creativity and intuition, it is said that optimization combines both science and art.
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Abstract. Almost every real world problem involves simultaneous optimization of several incommensurable and often competing objectives which constitutes a multi-objective optimization problem. In
multi-objective optimization problems the optimal solution is not unique as in single-objective optimization problems. In this paper, a multi-objective shape design optimization is implemented within the
context of Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM). Two objective functions dealing with maximum
service life (represented by maximizing the number of fatigue cycles), and minimum weight subjected
to specified minimum service life and an upper limit on volume are considered. Structural performance entities are selected as constraints and geometrical data are employed as shape design variables. Nature inspired optimization techniques have been proven to be quantitatively appealing, since
they have been proved to be robust and efficient even for the most complex problems examined. These
methods, also known as metaheuristics, are used for combinatorial optimization problems. Special
techniques with parallel processing for solving nested XFEM propagation problem are considered, in
order to reduce the total computational cost.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Gradient-based optimizers capture very fast the right path to the nearest optimum, irrespective if it is a local or a global optimum but it cannot assure that the global optimum can be
found. On the other hand metaheuristics, due to their random search, are being considered
more robust in terms of global convergence; they may suffer, however, from a slow rate of
convergence towards the global optimum. When metaheuristics are adopted to perform the
optimization, the solution of the finite element equations is of paramount importance since
more than 95% of the total computing time is spent for the solution of the finite element equilibrium equations [1]. A second characteristic is that in place of a single design point metaheuristics work simultaneously with a population of design points in the space of design
variables. This allows for a natural implementation of the evolution procedure in parallel
computer environments.
In single-objective optimization problems the optimal solution is usually clearly defined
since it is the minimum or maximum value of the objective function. This does not hold in
real world problems where multiple and conflicting objectives frequently exist. Instead of a
single optimal solution, there is usually a set of alternative solutions, generally denoted as the
set of Pareto optimal solutions. These solutions are optimal in the wider sense since no other
solution in the search space is superior to them when all objectives are considered. In the absence of preference information, none of the corresponding trade-offs can be said to be better
than the others. On the other hand, the search space can be too large and too complex, which
is the usual case of real world problems, hence the implementation of gradient based optimizers for this type of problems becomes even more cumber-some. Thus, efficient optimization
strategies are required able to deal with the presence of multiple objectives and the complexity of the search space. Metaheuristics and in particular EA have several characteristics that are
desirable for this kind of problems and most frequently outperform the deterministic optimizers such as gradient based optimization algorithms. In sizing optimization the aim is to minimize the objective function which is usually the weight or the cost of the structure under
certain restrictions imposed by the design codes when the characteristics of the cross-sections
of the members are under investigation.
The aim of this paper is to couple a multi-objective shape design optimization within context of Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) [2]. To this purpose, two objective functions dealing with (a) maximum service life (by maximizing the number of fatigue cycles),
and (b) minimum weight subjected to specified minimum service life and an upper limit on
volume. Metaheuristic optimization methods and in particular algorithms based on evolution
strategies are implemented for the solution of the problem at hand. After a brief review of
XFEM procedure, the problem formulation and the optimization algorithm used is described.
2

X-FEM CONCEPTS IN BRIEF

Since its first introduced by Moës et al. [2], eXtended Finite Element Element Method
(XFEM) has gained a significant interest of researchers and became a powerful tool to simulate crack propagation phenomena [3]. Based on the concept of partition of unity, X-FEM allows special local enrichment functions to be incorporated into a standard finite element
approximation, while preserving the classical displacement variational settings and meshing
concepts. Hence, mesh does not need to conform to the problem geometry due to discontinuous enrichment functions and remeshing techniques are not required during crack propagation.
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2.1

Basic Formulation

For solid mechanics problems, the equation to be solved is usually on the displacement u
of the body. The discretization of displacement field in order to model crack surfaces and
crack tips, then reads:

u h (x)  u(x)  u H (x)  u tip (x)

(1)

where the approximate displacement function uh can be expressed in terms of the standard u,
crack-split uH and crack-tip utip, or more explicitly:
 4

u h   ui N i   b j N jH  f (x)    N k   clk Fl ( x) 
iI
jJ
kK
 l 1


 


standard part

(2)

enriched part

In (2) the last two terms on the right part, are the terms associated to enrichment functions.
The function H (Heaviside function) is the jump function and is used to introduce discontinuity in crack faces. It has the following formulation:
1
H( )  sign( )  
 1

 0
 0

(3)

Also, f(x) showing the side of the crack where x is located and can be the signed distance
function to the crack, N are the standard shape functions and bj, ck are the vectors of additional degrees of nodal freedom for modeling crack faces and crack tips respectively. I is the set
of all nodes in the mesh, J is the set of nodes in the mesh whose shape function support is
completely cut by the crack and K is the set of nodes enriched by the crack tip enrichment
functions which are inside a specific zone around crack tip. Fl are tip enrichment functions
(branch functions) used to increases the accuracy of the numerical solution around crack tip
and their formulation is dependent on the nature of the problem to be solved. In this study,
crack propagation problem was solved within the linear elastic fracture mechanics framework
(LEFM), in which the size of the plastic zone around the crack tip is very small compared to
the structure size. So, these functions are chosen based on the asymptotic behavior of the displacement field at the crack tip:

θ
θ
θ
θ 

Fl (r,θ)   r sin , r cos , r sin θ sin , r sin θ cos , 
2
2
2
2 


(4)

where (r,θ) is a polar co-ordinate system with its origin at the crack tip and θ=0 tangent to the
crack at its tip.

2.2

Fracture parameters calculation

The introduction of the discrete approximation (2) into the principle of virtual work leads
to a system of linear equations. The stress intensity factors (SIFs) KI and KII for modes I and
II, respectively, are computed using the domain form of the J-integral as described in [4].
Once SIFs are obtained, fracture parameters such as ΔΝ and θc can be easily computed from
(5, 7):
 

α
C( eq ) m
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where ΔΝ is the total cycles for crack to grows by length Δα. Usually the crack growth Δα is
very small and in this study is predetermined equal to a/10, where α is the initial crack length.
C and m are material constants. For general mixed mode loading, ΔΚeq is given by:
 eq   2   2

(6)

where ΔΚ = Kmax – Kmin is the SIF range. The direction in which the crack will propagate
from its current tip, θc, is obtained using the maximum hoop stress criteria [2]. The angle θc
depends on the stress intensity factors, KΙ and KΙΙ, and is given by:
2


 KI 
1  KI
,
θ c  2 arctan
 

8


4  K II
K
 II 



2.3

 π  θc  π

(7)

Level Set Method for modeling crack

Level Set Method (LSM) offers an elegant way of modeling discontinuities. Is a numerical
technique for tracking the motion of interfaces and has been successfully applied for modeling
cracks. The key point in modeling of crack and any discontinuity using level set method is to
represent the discontinuity as a zero level set function. For the modeling of crack we define
the level set function as a signed distance function. As the crack is a discontinuity which does
not divide the domain into two distinct parts completely, rather a portion of the domain is divided, hence to fully characterize a crack we define two level set functions (i) a normal level
set function φ and a tangential level set function ψ (see Figure 1). Both the two level set functions are defined as a signed distance functions. According to Figure 1, φ is the distance of
points from the tangent line to the crack face (lsn) and ψ is the distance from the line perpendicular to the crack at the crack tip (lst). The crack is then defined as the set of the points for
which lsn = 0 and lst ≤ 0 and the crack tip is defined the point for which lsn = lst = 0. Such representation of crack is suitable for coupling LSM with XFEM, where enrichment functions
are used, since it makes it also easy to obtain polar coordinates of points with respect to crack
tip according to:
r  lst2  lsn2

l 
θ  arctan  st 
 lsn 

(8)

Also, level sets are used for selection of enriched nodes. To determine whether a node lies
above or below the crack, one simply needs to retrieve sign of ψ at that point. So, if the crack
cuts through an element, then φ ≤ 0 and ψminψmax ≤ 0, where ψmin and ψmax are the minimum
and maximum values of ψ at the nodes of this element. Through the XFEM process the new
crack tip is computed and the a new crack segment is added to the current crack path taking
into account only the level set function update. Thus, no need for re-meshing is required.
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Figure 1: Nodal enrichment and level set functions in crack tip for the node j.

3

THE STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Structural optimization problems are characterized by various objective and constraint
functions that are generally non-linear functions of the design variables. These functions are
usually implicit, discontinuous and non-convex. The mathematical formulation of structural
optimization problems with respect to the design variables, the objective and constraint functions depend on the type of the application. However, all optimization problems can be expressed in standard mathematical terms as a non-linear programming problem (NLP), which
in general form can be stated as follows:

min
subject to

F(s)
g j (s)  0 j=1,...,k
s

low
i

 si  s ,
up
i

(9)

i=1,...,n

where s is the vector of design variables, F(s) is the objective function to be minimized, g j ( s )
are the behavioural constraints, silow and siup are the lower and the upper bounds of the ith design variable.
There are mainly three classes of structural optimization problems: sizing, shape and topology or layout. Initially structural optimization was focused on sizing optimization, such as
optimizing cross sectional areas of truss and frame structures, or the thickness of plates and
shells. The next step was to consider finding optimum boundaries of a structure, and therefore
to optimize its shape. In the former case the structural domain is fixed, while in the latter case
it is not fixed but it has a predefined topology. In both cases a non-optimal starting topology
can lead to sub-optimal results. To overcome this deficiency structural topology optimization
needs to be employed, which allows the designer to optimize the layout or the topology of a
structure by detecting and removing the low-stressed material in the structure which is not
used effectively.
In structural shape optimization problems the aim is to improve the performance of the
structure by modifying its boundaries. This can be numerically achieved by minimizing an
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objective function subjected to certain constraints [5]. All functions are related to the design
variables, which are some of the coordinates of the key points in the boundary of the structure. The shape optimization methodology proceeds with the following steps: (i) At the outset
of the optimization, the geometry of the structure under investigation has to be defined. The
boundaries of the structure are modelled using cubic B-splines that, in turn, are defined by a
set of key points. Some of the coordinates of these key points will be the design variables
which may or may not be independent to each other. (ii) An automatic mesh generator is used
to create a valid and complete finite element model. A finite element analysis is then carried
out and the displacements and stresses are evaluated. In order to increase the accuracy of the
analysis an h-type adaptivity analysis may be incorporated in this stage. (iii) If a gradientbased optimizer is used then the sensitivities of the constraints and the objective function to
small changes of the design variables are computed either with the finite difference, or with
the semi-analytical method. (iv) The optimization problem is solved; the design variables are
being optimized and the new shape of the structure is defined. If the convergence criteria for
the optimization algorithm are satisfied, then the optimum solution has been found and the
process is terminated, else a new geometry is defined and the whole process is repeated from
step (ii).
4

MULTI-OBJECTIVE STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION

In practical applications of structural optimization the material weight or the structural cost
rarely gives a representative measure of the performance of the structure. In fact, several conflicting and incommensurable criteria usually exist in real-life design problems that have to be
dealt with simultaneously. This situation forces the designer to look for a good compromise
design between the conflicting requirements. This kind of problems is called optimization
problems with many objectives. The consideration of multi-objective optimization in its present sense originated towards the end of the 19th century when Pareto presented the optimality
concept in economic problems with several competing criteria (Pareto, 1897). Since then, although many techniques have been developed in order to deal with multi-objective optimization problems the corresponding applications were confined strictly to mathematical functions.
The first applications in the field of structural optimization with multiple objectives appeared
at the end of the seventies.
4.1

Criteria and conflict

The designer looking for the optimum design of a structure is faced with the question of selecting the most suitable criteria for measuring the economy, the strength, the serviceability or
any other factor that affects the performance of a structure. Any quantity that has a direct influence on the performance of the structure can be considered as a criterion. On the other hand,
those quantities that must satisfy some imposed only requirements are not criteria but they can
be treated as constraints. Most of the structural optimization problems are treated with one
single-objective usually the weight of the structure, subjected to some strength constraints.
These constraints are set as equality or inequality constraints using some upper and lower limits. When there is a difficulty in selecting these limits, then these parameters are better treated
as criteria.
One important basic property in the multi-criterion formulation is the conflict that may or
may not exist between the criteria. Only those quantities that are competing should be treated
as independent criteria whereas the others can be combined into a single criterion to represent
the whole group. The local conflict between two criteria can be defined as follows: The functions fi and fj are called locally collinear with no conflict at point s if there is c > 0 such that
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fi(s)=cfj(s). Otherwise, the functions are called locally conflicting at s. According to this
definition any two criteria are locally conflicting at a point of the design space if their maximum improvement is achieved in different directions. The global conflict between two criteria
can be defined as follows: The functions fi and fj are called globally conflicting in the feasible
region F of the design space when the two optimization problems minsF fi(s) and minsF fj(s)
have different optimal solutions.

4.2

Formulation of a multiple objective optimization problem

In formulating an optimization problem the choice of the design variables, criteria and constraints represents undoubtedly the most important decision made by the engineer. In general
the mathematical formulation of a multi-objective problem includes a set of n design variables,
a set of m objective functions and a set of k constraint functions and can be defined as follows:
min sF

[f1 (s),f 2 (s), ,f m (s)]T

subject to

g j (s)  0 j=1,...,k
si  R d ,

(10)

i=1,...,n

where the vector s = [s1 s2 ... sn]T represents a design variable vector and F is the feasible set
in design space Rn. It is defined as the set of design variables that satisfy the constraint functions g(s) in the form:

F  s  R n | g(s)  0

(11)

Usually there exists no unique point which would give an optimum for all m criteria simultaneously. Thus the common optimality condition used in single-objective optimization must be
replaced by a new concept the so called Pareto optimum: A design vector s*  F is Pareto
optimal for the problem of Eq. (10) if and only if there exists no other design vector s  F
such that:
f i (s)  f i (s* ) for i  1, 2,..., m

(12)

with fj(s) < fj(s*) for at least one objective j. The solutions of optimization problems with multiple objectives constitute the set of the Pareto optimum solutions. The problem of Eq. (10)
can be regarded, as being solved after the set of Pareto optimal solutions has been determined.
In practical applications, however, the designer seeks for a unique final solution. Thus a compromise should be made among the available Pareto optimal solutions.
5

METAHEURISTICS

Nature has been solving various problems over millions or even billions of years. Only the
best and robust solutions remain based on the principle of the survival of the fittest. Similarly,
heuristic algorithms use the trial-and-error, learning and adaptation to solve problems. Modern metaheuristic algorithms are almost guaranteed to an efficient performance for a wide
range of combinatorial optimization problems. The main aim of research in optimization and
algorithm development is to design and/or choose the most suitable and efficient algorithms
for a given optimization problem. In this section metaheuristics based on evolution strategies
implemented for solving single-objective and multi-objective optimization problems are presented.
Several methods have been proposed in the past for treating structural multi-objective optimization problems [6, 7]. In this study two algorithms are used in order to handle the two-
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objective optimization problem at hand. The first one is based on the nondomination sort genetic algorithm (NSGA) developed by Deb et al. [9] while the second one is based on the
strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA) developed by Zitzler et al. [9]. The evolution
strategies method has been proved very efficient for solving single objective structural optimization problems [10, 11], therefore ES method is combined with the philosophies of the
first two multi-objective optimization methods (NSGA and SPEA). The resulting multiobjective optimization algorithms are denoted as NSES(μ+/,λ) and SPES(μ+/,λ).
5.1

Nondominated Sorting Evolution Strategies (NSES)

The main part of the NSES algorithm is the Fast-Nondomination-Sort procedure according
to which a population is sorted in non-dominated fronts and it is based on the work by Deb et
al. [8]. This algorithm identifies nondominated individuals in the population, at each generation, to form Pareto fronts, based on the concept of nondominance. After this step, the basic
operators of ES are implemented. In the ranking procedure, the nondominated individuals in
the current population are first identified. Then, these individuals are assumed to constitute
the first nondominated front assigning a large dummy fitness value to each one. All these solutions have an equal reproductive potential. In order to maintain population diversity, these
nondominated solutions are then shared with their dummy fitness value. Afterward, the individuals of the first front are ignored temporarily, and the rest of the population is processed in
the same way to identify individuals for the second nondominated front. They are also assigned a dummy fitness value, which is a little smaller than the worst shared fitness value observed in the solutions of the first nondominated front. This process continues until the whole
population is classified into nondominated fronts. Since the nondominated fronts are defined,
the population is then reproduced according to the dummy fitness value.
5.2

Strength Pareto Evolution Strategies (SPES)

The basic option of SPES(μ+/,λ) algorithm was proposed in [9] as an approach that incorporates several of the desirable features of other well-known multiobjective evolutionary algorithms. SPES(μ+/,λ) implements elitism through the maintenance of an external set of best
solutions found during the whole iteration loop. Elitism, when applied by an evolutionary algorithm, guarantees that the solutions with higher fitness will not be eliminated during the execution of the optimization algorithm. The nondominated solutions in the external set are used
to determine the fitness of the current population (set of solutions) and also take part in the
selection process for reproduction. In SPES(μ+/,λ), the fitness of a solution in the population
depends on the best solutions in the external set but is independent of the number of solutions.
This solution dominates, or is dominated, within the population. The most important aspects
of this algorithm are the fitness assignments and the clustering procedure. In each iteration, a
(g)
population of individuals Bp is obtained, and the nondominated solutions of this population
are copied to A(g) (external population). Next, the solutions of A(g) that are dominated by other
solutions are eliminated, obtaining the front of Pareto of A(g). In SPES(μ+/,λ), the number of
externally stored nondominated solutions is limited to λ. If the number of solutions of the Pareto front is greater than λ, it is necessary to reduce the external population by some means of
clustering.
6

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

For numerical purposes in order to illustrate the efficiency of coupling the aforementioned
methods and for testing the efficiency of the ES-based metaheuristics employed for solving
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the multi-objective optimization problem, we used the example of Figure 2 that shows crack
growth inside a fillet in a structural member. The detailed configuration of the problem can be
found in [3]. Four design variables were selected, while Table 1 shows the upper, lower
bounds as well as the increment in each step of optimization process. For the multi-objective
problem the two objectives considered are: (a) maximum service life (by maximizing the
number of fatigue cycles), and (b) minimum weight subjected to specified minimum service
life and an upper limit on volume. Two types of constraints are considered: (i) stress and (ii)
displacement constraints.
Design
Variable

Upper
Bound

Lower
Bound

Step

b1
b2
r3
t4

100.0
100.0
30.0
7.0

50.0
50.0
10.0
3.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5

Table 1: Design variables with upper, lower and step. All dimensions in mm.

Figure 2: Selected design variables of specimen.

For the multi-objective optimization methods the simple yet effective, multiple linear segment penalty function is used in this study for handling the constraints. According to this
technique if no violation is detected, then no penalty is imposed on the objective function. If
any of the constraints is violated, a penalty, relative to the maximum degree of constraints’
violation, is applied to the objective functions, while the optimization schemes used are
NSES(10+10) and SPES(10+10). The resultant Pareto front curve is depicted in Figure 3,
with the volume of the structure and the number of fatigue cycles on the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. The Pareto front curve shows a strong conflict between the two objective functions in question. In order to assess the two methods the Pareto front curves obtained
after 50 and 500 generations are compared (see Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively). As it can
be seen a good quality Pareto front curve is obtained for all three methods. As can be seen, 50
generations are sufficient to obtain a good quality Pareto front curve for both methods adopted.
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Pareto front after 50 generations
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5
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3.50E+05

(a)

Pareto front after 500 generations
55
NSES
SPES

Number of fatigue cycles

45

35
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15

5
5.00E+04

1.00E+05

1.50E+05

2.00E+05
Volume [mm3]

2.50E+05

3.00E+05

3.50E+05

(b)
Figure 3: Pareto front curves after: (a) 50 and (b) 500 generations

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this study successful implementation of metaheuristics is presented for solving multiobjective structural shape optimization problem in an extended finite element method framework. Multi-objective evolution strategies based optimization methods in particular the non-
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dominated sorting evolution strategies and the strength Pareto evolution strategies methods
are used.
Comparing the two algorithms it can be said that evolution strategies based algorithms can
be considered as efficient tools for multi-objective design optimization of structural problems
such as shape optimization. In terms of computational efficiency it appears that all three
methods considered require similar computational effort with approximately the same number
of generation steps. In both problems, a large number of solutions need to be found and evaluated in search of the optimum one. The metaheuristics employed in this study have been
found efficient in finding an optimized solution, overcoming excessive computational effort,
local optima while they are capable dealing with discrete variables when needed.
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Abstract. The ultrasonic residual stresses evaluation is based on the acoustoelastic effect
that refers to the velocity change of the elastic waves when propagating in a stressed media.
The experimental method using the longitudinal critically refracted (LCR) waves requires an
acoustoelastic calibration and an accurate measurement of the time-of-flight on both stressed
and unstressed media. This paper evaluates welding residual stresses in welded pipe-pipe
joint of austenitic stainless steel. The residual stresses in inner and outer surface of pipes
were evaluated by LCR ultrasonic waves by using 1 Mhz, 2 Mhz, 4 Mhz and 5 Mhz transducers.
It has been shown that the difference in residual stresses between inner and outer surfaces of
pipes and also between base metal and welded zone can be inspected by LCR waves.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Residual stresses are present in materials without any external pressure, and normally result from deformation heterogeneities appearing in the material. They have very important
role in the strength and service life of structures. Welding is an assembly process often used in
different industries, especially in the pressure vessel industry. According to the process and
temperatures reached during this operation, dangerous thermo-mechanical stresses may appear in the welded joint. To achieve a proper design of structure and control their mechanical
strength in service, it is very important to determine the residual stress levels with a nondestructive method. The high industry request for the stress measurement techniques encouraged development of several methods like X-ray diffraction, incremental hole drilling, and the
ultrasonic waves methods. Many studies showed that there is no universal or absolute method
that gives complete satisfaction in the non-destructive stress monitoring of the mechanical
components. Many parameters such as material, geometry, surface quality, cost, and accuracy
of the measurement, etc., must be taken into account in choosing an adequate technique.
The ultrasonic technique was selected for stress measurement because it is non-destructive,
easy to use, and relatively inexpensive. However, it is slightly sensitive to the microstructure
effects (grains size [1], [2], [3], carbon rate [4], [5], texture [6], [7], [8], [9], and structure [10],
[11], [12]) and to the operating conditions (temperature [13], [14], coupling [15], [16], etc.).
The ultrasonic estimation of the residual stresses requires separation between the microstructure and the acoustoelastic effects.
2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Within the elastic limit, the ultrasonic stress evaluating technique relies on a linear relationship between the stress and the travel time change, i.e. the acoustoelastic effect [17], [18].
The LCR technique uses a special longitudinal bulk wave mode, as shown in Figure 1, which
travels parallel to the surface, particularly propagating beneath the surface at a certain depth.
The LCR waves are also called surface skimming longitudinal waves (SSLW) by some authors.
Brekhovskii [19], Basatskaya and Ermolov [20], Junghans and Bray [21], Langenberg et al.
[22] had some detailed discussions on the characteristics of the LCR.

Figure 1: LCR probe for PMMA (Plexiglas) wedge on steel.

Ultrasonic stress measurement techniques are based on the relationship of wave speed in
different directions with stress. Figure 2 shows elements of a bar under tension where the ultrasonic wave propagates in three perpendicular directions.
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Figure 2: Velocity of plane wave and stress field in orthogonal directions [23].

The first index in the velocities represents the propagation direction for the ultrasonic wave
and the second represents the direction of the movement of the particles. In Figure 2a the
wave propagates parallel to the load and V11 represents the velocity of the particles in the
same direction (longitudinal wave), meanwhile V12 and V13 represents the velocity in a perpendicular plane (shear waves).
In Figure 2b and Figure 2c the waves propagating in the other directions and the velocities
are shown. The V22 velocity is for longitudinal waves propagating perpendicular to the stress
direction. The sensitivity of these waves to the strain has been established by Egle and Bray
[17] in tensile and compressive load tests for a bar of rail steel. The waves with particle motion in the direction of the stress fields showed the greatest sensitivity to stress, and those with
particle motions perpendicular to the stress field showed the least. The most considerable variation in travel time with the strain was found for longitudinal waves, followed by the shear
waves when the particles vibrate in the direction of the load. The other waves do not show
significant sensitivity to the strain. The velocities of the longitudinal plane waves traveling
parallel to load can be related to the strain (α) by the following expressions:

0V112    2  (2l   )  (4m  4  10 )1

(1)

where ρo is the initial density; V11 is the velocity of waves in the direction 1 with particle displacement in the direction 1; λ, μ the second order elastic constants (Lame’s constants); l, m, n
are the third order elastic constants;   1   2   3 which  1 ,  2 and  3 are components of
the homogeneous triaxial principal strains. For a state of uniaxial stress, α1=ε, α2=α3=-υ×ε,
where ε is the strain in the direction 1 and υ is the Poisson’s ratio. Using these values, Eq. (1)
becomes:
 0V11 2    2  [4(  2 )  2(  2m)  (1 

2



)].

(2)

The relative sensitivity is the variation of the velocity with the strain and can be calculated
by Eq. (3). In this equation, L11 is the dimensionless acoustoelastic constant for LCR waves.
dV11 / V11
(   2m)  v (1  2l /  )
2
 L11
d
  2
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The values of acoustoelastic constants for the other directions can be obtained in the same
way. The variation in the v11 velocity, controlled by the coefficient L11, is much greater than
the other ones, indicating that these waves are the best candidates to be used in the stress
evaluation. Stress can be calculated by the one-dimensional application of the stress–strain
relations in elastic solids. Eq. (3) can be rearranged to give the stress variation in terms timeof-flight (dt/to), as shown in the Eq. (4), where t0 is the time for the wave to go through a
stress free path in the material being investigated.
d 

E (dV11 / V11 )
E

dt
L11
L11t0

(4)

where dσ is the stress variation (MPa) and E is the elasticity modulus (MPa). The same equation can be used for the other directions of the waves, provided the value of the acoustoelastic
coefficient L is changed. For a fixed probe distance, the travel time of the longitudinal wave
decreases in a compressive stress field and increases in a tensile field. The acoustoelastic constant (L) functionally links the stress and the velocity or travel time change.
3
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Sample Description

The materials tested (TP304L) are commonly used for pressure vessel applications. Two
passes butt-weld joint geometry without gap was performed. Two 12inch pipes with thickness
of 11 mm and 34 cm length were welded in V-groove (90° included angle). Two rectangular
tension test specimens were extracted from A240-TP304L plate with the same thickness and
chemical composition of two pipes to determine the acoustoelastic constant.
3.2

Measurement Device

The measurement device, shown in Figure 3, includes an Ultrasonic box with integrated
pulser and receiver, computer and three normal transducers assembled on a united wedge. A
three-probe arrangement was used, with one sender and two receivers in order to eliminate
environment temperature effect to the travel time. Twelve transducers in four different frequencies were used which their nominal frequencies were 1 Mhz, 2 Mhz, 4 Mhz and 5 Mhz.
Using different frequencies helps to evaluate residual stresses through the thickness of the
pipes. The diameter of all the piezoelectric elements were 6 mm. Transducers was assembled
on a united PMMA wedge. The ultrasonic box is a 100 Mhz ultrasonic testing device which
has a synchronization between the pulser signal and the internal clock, that controls the A/D
converter. This allows very precise measurements of the time of flight – better than 1 ns.
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Figure 3: Measurement Devices.

3.3

Determination of LCR Depth

When the LCR technique is applied to an application with limited wall thickness, the depth
of the LCR wave penetration is expected to be somehow a function of frequency, with the low
frequencies penetrating deeper than the high frequencies. Four different frequencies have
been used in this work to evaluate the residual stress through the thickness of the pipes.
Therefore depth of any frequencies should be exactly measured. The setup which is shown in
Figure 4 is used here to measure the depth of the LCR wave. Two transducers as sender and
receiver with the same frequency are used to produce LCR wave. A slot is performed between
the transducers by milling tool to cut the LCR wave. The depth of the slot is increased step by
step and the amplitude of the LCR wave is measured in each step. When the amplitude of the
LCR wave is equal to the noise, milling process is stopped and the depth of slot is announced as
the depth of the LCR waves for the tested frequency. The material used here is the same of the
welded pipes. The results of this measurement are shown in Table 1. From this table it can be
concluded that depth of LCR wave is 5 mm, 2 mm, 1.5 mm and 1mm for transducer with nominal frequencies of 1 Mhz, 2 Mhz, 4 Mhz and 5 Mhz respectively.

Figure 4: Experimental setup to measure depth of LCR wave.
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Table 1. The results of LCR depth measurement

D

1 Mhz
A

D

2 Mhz
A

T

0

0.75

13.09

T

0

0.55

10.91

0.5

0.66

13.1

1

0.6

13.14

0.5

0.5

10.93

1

0.42

10.98

1.5

0.54

13.18

1.5

0.4

11.02

2

0.49

13.21

2

0.34

11.06

2.5

0.47

13.26

2.5

noise

-

3

0.43

13.29

3.5

0.42

13.33

4

0.4

13.37

4.5

0.33

13.37

5

0.2

13.37

5.5

noise

-

D

4 Mhz
A

T

1

0.35

10.58

1.5

0.3

10.6

2

noise

-

D

5 Mhz
A

T

1

0.28

10.6

1.5

noise

-

*D: Depth of Machining (mm); A: Amplitude; T: Time of Flight (µs)

3.4

Evaluation of the Calibration Constants

To evaluate the calibration constants (acoustoelastic constant, free stress time-of-flight),
the calibration samples were taken from a stainless steel 304L plate with exactly the same
thickness and chemical composition of the pipes. Two rectangular tension test specimens
were extracted to determine acoustoelastic constant (L11) with average of the results. To evaluate the residual stress from Eq.(4), the value t0 is measured directly from the stress-free samples and the acoustoelastic constant is deduced experimentally from a uniaxial tensile test
associated with an ultrasonic measurement (Figure 5). Acoustoelastic constant represents the
slope of the relative variation curve of the time-of-flight and the applied stress, as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 5: Tensile test to evaluate acoustoelastic constant (L11).
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Figure 6: Result of Tensile test to evaluate acoustoelastic constant.

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the ultrasonic measurement concerns the residual stresses through the thickness of welded pipes. The measurements were parallel to the weld axis therefore the hoop residual stress of pipes is evaluated. The values of the residual stresses relating to each weld
zone were calculated from the equations (1-4) and the results are shown in Figure 7 - Figure
10.
The characteristics of welding residual stress distribution in the stainless pipe are very complex especially for hoop stresses. Hoop residual stresses distribution which is shown in Figure
11-Figure 12 and has been extracted from D. Deng [24] is more popular in the references.

Figure 7: Ultrasonic stress measurement results by 1Mhz LCR wave.
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Figure 8: Ultrasonic stress measurement results by 2 Mhz LCR wave.

Figure 9: Ultrasonic stress measurement results by 4 Mhz LCR wave.

Figure 10: Ultrasonic stress measurement results by 5 Mhz LCR wave.
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Figure 11: Hoop stress distribution on the inside surface of pipes (extracted from [24]).

Figure 12: Hoop stress distribution on the outside surface of pipes (extracted from [24]).

Figure 11 shows that, on the inside surface, tensile hoop stresses are generated at the weld
zone and its vicinity, and compressive stresses are produced away from the weld centerline
[24]. But Figure 12 shows the distribution of the hoop stress on the outside surface is very
complex. From the simulation and experiment results of D. Deng [24], it can be found that the
shape is “like a wave and very sensitive to the distance from the weld centerline”.
Comparing Figure 11 and Figure 12 with residual stress results of this paper, shows reasonable agreement. It can be noticed that the results of 1 Mhz measurement (which is done in
5mm from the surface) is similar to the average of the inside and outside surfaces of the pipes.
Because, the thickness of the pipes is 11 mm and 1 Mhz LCR wave travels in the half of the
thickness approximately. Also, it is obvious from Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 that with
increasing the frequency (so decreasing the distance from the surface) residual stress distribution is became more similar to the hoop stress distribution on the outside surface of the pipes.
In these frequencies, tensile stress exactly on the weld centerline is less than its vicinity and
their difference considerably increase in high frequencies.
Therefore the ultrasonic residual stress measurement used in this paper, is capable of inspecting the welding residual stresses through the thickness of the stainless steel pipes.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper confirms the potential of the ultrasonic residual stress measurement in inspecting the welding residual stresses through the thickness of the stainless steel pipes. It has been
shown that the hoop residual stress of the pipes is very complex and very sensitive to the distance from the weld centerline on the outside surface of the pipes. Near the surface of the
pipes, tensile stress exactly on the weld centerline is less than its vicinity and their difference
considerably increase in high frequencies. However, the LCR waves can nondestructively
measure the welding residual stresses of pipes.
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Abstract. This work studies the nonlinear dynamics of a one-dimensional elastic bar,
attached to discrete elements, with viscous damping, random elastic modulus, and subjected to a Gaussian white-noise distributed external force. The system analysis uses the
maximum entropy principle to specify the elastic modulus (gamma) probability distribution and uses Monte Carlo simulations to compute the propagation of uncertainty in this
discrete–continuous system. After describing the deterministic and the stochastic modeling
of the system, some configurations of the model are analyzed in order to characterize the
effect of a lumped mass in the overall behavior of this dynamical system. The simulation
results show that the system response presents multimodal probability distribution, irregular distribution of energy throughout the spectrum of frequencies, and a limit behavior,
for large values of the lumped mass, similar to a mass-spring system.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of a mechanical system depends on some parameters such as physical
and geometrical properties, constraints, external and internal loading, initial and boundary conditions. Most of the theoretical models used to describe the behavior of a mechanical system assume nominal values for these parameters, such that the model gives
one response for a given particular input. In this case the system is deterministic and its
behavior is described by a single set of differential equations. However, in real systems
they do not have a fixed value since they are subjected to uncertainties of measurement,
imperfections in manufacturing processes, change of properties, etc. This variability in
the set of system parameters leads to a large number of possible system responses for a
given particular input. Now the system is stochastic and there is a family of differential
equations sets (one for each realization of the random parameters) associated to it.
In order to quantify variability of the responses of mechanical systems which are of
interest in engineering applications, several recent works have been applying techniques
of stochastic modeling, to take into account the inaccuracies due to model and data
uncertainty, and uncertainty quantification, to compute the propagation of incertitude of
the random parameters through the system. For instance, the reader can see [14, 11, 10],
in the context of drillstring dynamics, as well as the work of [19] in hydraulic fracturing.
Other studies applying stochastic techniques to describe the random dynamics of flexible
structures are [12, 13] and [3]. The analysis of the stochastic dynamics of a highly nonlinear
system, with three degrees of freedom, can be seen in [6]. The readers interested in
structures built by heterogeneous hyperelastic materials is encouraged to consult [2]. To
see the latest theoretical advances of stochastic modeling in structural dynamics, the
reader is encouraged to consult the work of [18].
This work aims to conduct a purely theoretical study of the propagation of uncertainty
in the dynamics of a nonlinear continuos random system with discrete elements attached
to it. This theoretical study aims to illustrate a consistent methodology to analyze the
stochastic dynamics of nonlinear mechanical systems. In this sense, this work considers
a one-dimensional elastic bar, with random elastic modulus, fixed on the left extreme
and with a lumped mass and two springs (one linear and another nonlinear) on the right
extreme (fixed-mass-spring bar), subjected to an external force which is proportional to
a Gaussian white-noise.
This paper is an extension of work done in [3, 4], which includes additional results and
a deeper analysis of the original results. It is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
deterministic modeling of the problem, the discretization procedure and the algorithm
used to solve the equation of interest. The stochastic modeling of the problem is shown in
section 3, as well as the construction of a probability distribution for the elastic modulus,
using the maximum entropy principle, and a brief discussion on the Monte Carlo method.
In section 4, some configurations of the model are analyzed in order to characterize the
effect of lumped mass in the system dynamical behavior. Finally, in section 5, the main
conclusions are emphasized.
2

DETERMINISTIC APPROACH

The system of interest in this study case is the elastic bar fixed at a rigid wall, on the
left side, and attached to a lumped mass and two springs (one linear and one nonlinear),
on the right side, such as illustrated in Figure 1. From now on, the fixed-mass-spring bar.
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u(x, t)
k
m

kN L

x
L

Figure 1: Sketch of a bar fixed at one and attached to two springs and a lumped mass on the other
extreme.

2.1

Strong Formulation

The physical quantity of interest is the bar is its displacement field u, which depends
on the position x and the time t, and evolves, for all (x, t) ∈ (0, L) × (0, T ), according to
the following partial differential equation
∂u
∂
∂ 2u
−
ρA 2 + c
∂t
∂t
∂x



∂u
EA
+
∂x

∂ 2u
ku + kN L u3 + m 2
∂t

!
δ(x − L) = f (x, t),

(1)

where ρ is mass density, A is the cross section area, c is the damping coefficient, E is the
elastic modulus, k is the stiffness of the linear spring, kN L is the stiffness of the nonlinear
spring, m is the lumped mass, and f is a distributed external force, which depends on x
and t. The symbol δ(x − L) denotes the delta of Dirac distribution at x = L.
The boundary conditions for this problem are given by
∂u
(L, t) = 0.
∂x
The initial position and the initial velocity of the bar are respectively given by
u(0, t) = 0, and EA

(2)

∂u
(x, 0) = v0 (x),
(3)
∂t
where u0 and v0 are known functions of x, defined for 0 ≤ x ≤ L.
Moreover, it is noteworthy that u is assumed to be as regular as needed for the initial–
boundary value problem of Eqs.(1), (2), and (3) to be well posed.
u(x, 0) = u0 (x), and

2.2

Weak Formulation

Let Ut be the class of (time dependent) basis functions and W be the class of weight
functions. These sets are chosen as the space of functions with square integrable spatial
derivative, which satisfy the essential boundary condition defined by Eq.(2).
The weak formulation of the problem under study says that one wants to find u ∈ Ut
that satisfy, for all w ∈ W, the weak equation of motion given by
M(ü, w) + C(u̇, w) + K(u, w) = F(w) + FN L (u, w),
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where M is the mass operator, C is the damping operator, K is the stiffness operator, F
is the distributed external force operator, and FN L is the nonlinear force operator. These
operators are, respectively, defined as
Z

L

M(ü, w) =

ρAü(x, t)w(x)dx + mü(L, t)w(L),

(5)

cu̇(x, t)w(x)dx,

(6)

EAu0 (x, t)w0 (x)dx + ku(L, t)w(L),

(7)

0

Z

L

C(u̇, w) =
0

Z

L

K(u, w) =
0

Z

L

f (x, t)w(x)dx,
3
FN L (u, w) = −kN L u(L, t) w(L),
F(w) =

(8)

0

(9)

where ˙ is an abbreviation for temporal derivative and 0 is an abbreviation for spatial
derivative.
The weak formulations for the initial conditions of Eq.(3), which are valid for all w ∈ W,
are respectively given by
f
f 0 , w),
M(u(·,
0), w) = M(u

(10)

f u̇(·, 0), w) = M(v
f 0 , w),
M(

(11)

and

f is the associated mass operator, defined as
where M
Z L
f w) =
M(u,
ρAu(x, t)w(x)dx.

(12)

0

2.3

Galerkin Formulation

To approximate the solution of the variational problem given by Eqs.(4) to (11), the
Galerkin method [5] is employed, which approximates the displacement field u by a linear
combination of the form
u(x, t) ≈

N
X

un (t)φn (x),

(13)

n=1

where the basis functions φn are the orthogonal modes of the conservative and non-forced
dynamical system associated to the fixed-mass-spring bar, and the coefficients un are
time-dependent functions. This results in the following system of ordinary differential
equations

[M ] ü(t) + [C] u̇(t) + [K] u(t) = f (t) + fN L u̇(t) ,

(14)

supplemented by the following pair of initial conditions
u(0) = u0

and
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where u(t) is the vector of RN in which the n-th component is the un (t), [M ] is themass
matrix, [C] is the damping matrix, [K] is the stiffness matrix. Also, f (t), fN L u(t) , u0 ,
and v0 are vectors of RN , which respectively represent the external force, the nonlinear
force, the initial position, and the initial velocity. The initial value problem of Eqs.(14)
and (15) has its solution approximated by Newmark method [5].
3

STOCHASTIC APPROACH

3.1

Probabilistic Model

Consider a probability space (Θ, A, P), where Θ is sample space, A is a σ-field over Θ
and P is a probability measure. In this probabilistic space, the elastic modulus is assumed
to be a random variable E : Θ → R that associates to each event θ ∈ Θ a real number
E(θ). Also, the distributed external force acting on the system is given by the random
field F : [0, L] × [0, T ] × Θ → R such that
F (x, t, θ) = σφ1 (x)N (t, θ),

(16)

external force at x = L (k N )

where σ is the force amplitude, and N (t, θ) is a Gaussian white-noise with zero mean
and unit variance. A white-noise is a random process which all instants of time are
uncorrelated. In other words, the behavior of the process at any given instant of time
has no influence on the other instants. A typical realization of the random external force,
given by Eq.(16), for fixed position, is shown in Figure 2.
20

10

0

−10

−20
0

2

4
6
time (ms)

8

10

Figure 2: This figure illustrates a realization of the random external force.

3.2

Elastic Modulus Distribution

The elastic modulus cannot be negative, so it is reasonable to assume the support of
random variable E as the interval (0, ∞). Therefore, the probability density function
(PDF) of E is a nonnegative function pE : (0, ∞) → R, which respects the following
normalization condition
Z ∞
pE (ξ)dξ = 1.
(17)
0

Also, the mean value of E is known real number µE , i.e.,
E [E] = µE ,
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where the expected value operator of E is defined as
Z ∞
E [E] =
E(ξ)pE (ξ)dξ

(19)

0

Finally, one also wants E to have a finite variance, i.e.,
h
i
E (E − µE )2 < ∞,

(20)

which is possible [17], for example, if


E ln (E) < ∞.

(21)

Following the suggestion of [17], the maximum entropy principle is employed in order
to consistently specify pE . This methodology chooses for E the PDF which maximizes
the differential entropy function, defined by
Z ∞

pE (ξ) ln pE (ξ) dξ,
(22)
S [pE ] = −
0

subjected to (17), (18), and (21), the restrictions that effectively define the known information about E.
Respecting the constraints imposed by (17), (18), and (21), the PDF that maximizes
Eq.(22) is given by


1
! 1 
!



− 1
2
δE2
1
ξ
ξ
1
δE
exp − 2
,
δE2
Γ(1/δE2 ) µE
δE µE


pE (ξ) = 1(0,∞)

1
µE



(23)

where 1(0,∞) denotes the indicator function of the interval (0, ∞), δE is the dispersion
factor of E, and Γ indicates the gamma function. This PDF characterizes a gamma
distribution.
3.3

Stochastic Equation of Motion

As a consequence of the randomness of F and E, the displacement of the bar becomes a
random field U : [0, L] × [0, T ] × Θ → R, which evolves according the following stochastic
partial differential equation
!


2
∂U
∂
∂U
∂ U
∂ U
−
EA
+ kU + kN L U 3 + m 2 δ(x − L) = F (x, t, θ), (24)
ρA 2 + c
∂t
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂t
2

being the partial derivatives now defined in the mean square sense [9]. This problem has
boundary and initial conditions similar to those defined in Eqs.(2) and (3), by changing
u for U only.
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3.4

Stochastic Solver: Monte Carlo Method

Uncertainty propagation in the stochastic dynamics of the discrete–continuous system
under study is computed by Monte Carlo (MC) method [7, 16, 15]. This stochastic solver
uses a Mersenne twister pseudorandom number generator [8], to obtain many realizations
of E and F . Each one of these realizations defines a new Eq.(4), so that a new weak
problem is obtained. After that, these new weak problems are solved deterministically,
such as in section 2.3. All the MC simulations reported in this work use 4096 samples to
access the random system.
4

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The numerical experiments presented in this section adopt the following deterministic
parameters for the studied system: ρ = 7900 kg/m3 , c = 5 kN s/m, A = 625π mm2 ,
k = 650 N/m, kN L = 650 × 1013 N/m3 , L = 1 m, σ = 5 kN and T = 10 ms. The random
variable E, is characterized by µE = 203 GP a and δE = 10%. The initial conditions for
displacement and velocity are respectively given by
u0 (x) = α1 φ3 (x) + α2 x,

and

v0 (x) = 0,

(25)

where α1 = 0.1 mm and α2 = 0.5 × 10−3 . Note that u0 reaches the maximum value at
x = L. This function is used to “activate” the spring cubic nonlinearity, which depends on
the displacement at x = L. A parametric study, with m∗ = 0.1, 1, 10, 50, is performed to
investigate the effect of the end mass on the bar dynamics, where the discrete–continuous
mass ratio is defined as
m∗ =
4.1

m
.
ρAL

(26)

Displacement, Velocity, and Phase Space

The mean value of displacement U (L, ·, ·) and an envelope of reliability, wherein a
realization of the stochastic system has 98% of probability of being contained, are shown,
for different values of m∗ , in Figure 3. By observing this figure one can note that, as the
value of lumped mass increases, the decay of the system displacement amplitude decreases
significantly. This indicates that this system is not much influenced by damping for large
values of m∗ .
Furthermore, for all values of m∗ , the amplitude of the confidence interval increases
with time. This indicates that the uncertainty of the system is greater in the stationary
regime. This greater uncertainty in the stationary response of the system is due to whitenoise forcing. As the initial conditions do not affect the steady state, the response in this
regime is subjected to greater variability. This statement can also be checked if the reader
look at Figure 4, which shows information similar to the one presented in Figure 3, but
now for velocity U̇ (L, ·, ·).
The mean phase space of the fixed-mass-spring bar at x = L is shown, for different
values of m∗ , in Figure 5. The observation made in the previous paragraphs can be
confirmed by analyzing this figure, since the system mean orbit tends from a stable focus
to an ellipse as m∗ increases. In other words, the limiting behavior of the system when
m∗ → ∞ is a mass-spring system.
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Figure 3: This figure illustrates the mean value (blue line) and a 98% of probability interval of confidence
(grey shadow) for the random process U (L, ·, ·), for several values of the discrete–continuous mass ratio.
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Figure 4: This figure illustrates the mean value (blue line) and a 98% of probability interval of confidence
(grey shadow) for the random process U̇ (L, ·, ·), for several values of the discrete–continuous mass ratio.
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This limit behavior, which tends to a conservative system, occurs because, with the
increasing of m∗ , most of the mass of the system becomes concentrated at the right
extreme of the bar. Thus, the bar behaves like a massless spring. Also, as the damping
is distributed along the bar and the mass of it became negligible, the viscous dissipation
becomes ineffective.
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Figure 5: This figure illustrates the mean value of the fixed-mass-spring bar phase space at x = L, for
several values of the discrete–continuous mass ratio.

4.2

Probability Density Function

The difference between the system dynamical behavior, for different values of m∗ , is
even clearer if one looks to the PDF estimations1 of the normalized2 random variable
U (L, T, ·), which are presented in Figure 6.
For m∗ = 0.1, the distribution is approximately symmetric around the mean, with
three modes. The central mode slightly displaced to the left of the mean. The other two
modes are symmetrical around the first mode. This symmetry implies in a symmetrical
behavior around the mean for the displacement at (x, t) = (L, T ), that can be observed
in Figure 3.
On the other hand, when m∗ = 1 or 10 the distribution still is multimodal, however
asymmetrical around the mean. This asymmetry implies that the most frequent value of
the realizations is not the mean value. Note in the Figure 3 that the displacements are
not uniformly distributed around the mean.
1
2

These estimates were obtained using a kernel smooth density technique [1].
In this context normalized means a random variable with zero mean and unit standard deviation.
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1

probability density function

probability density function

Furthermore, it can be noted that, when m∗ = 50, the distribution is unimodal and approximately symmetrical around the mean. Thus, the greatest probability occurs around
the mean value of U (L, T, ·). Thus, the dispersion around the mean is very small, which
can be verified in the confidence interval shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 6: This figure illustrates estimations to the PDF of the (normalized) random variable U (L, T, ·),
for several values of the discrete–continuous mass ratio.

4.3

Power Spectral Density

The energy distribution of the bar through the frequency spectrum can be seen in
Figure 7, which shows the power spectral density (PSD) function of the bar velocity at
x = L.
It may be noted that, when the value of m∗ is changed, the energy is irregular redistributed along the spectrum of frequencies. This behavior can be explained by the
presence of the spring cubic nonlinearity, and by the white-noise forcing, that excites the
mechanical system at all frequencies of the spectrum.
Also, it can be noted that, large values of m∗ have a greater number of peaks in higher
frequencies. However, in all cases analyzed, the peaks with greater height, and thus, the
more energy, appears at the lower frequencies of the spectrum.
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work presents a model to describe the nonlinear dynamics of a elastic bar, attached
to discrete elements, with viscous damping, random elastic modulus, and subjected to
a Gaussian white-noise distributed external force is presented. The elastic modulus is
modeled as a random variable with gamma distribution, being the probability distribution
of this parameter obtained by the use of the maximum entropy principle.
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Figure 7: This figure illustrates estimations to the PSD of the random process U̇ (L, ·, ·), for several values
of the discrete–continuous mass ratio.

Several configurations of the model are analyzed in to order to characterize the effect of
the lumped mass in the overall behavior of the random dynamical system. This analysis
shows that the dynamics of the random system is significantly altered when the values of
the lumped mass are varied. It is observed that this system behaves, in the limiting case
where the lumped mass is very large, such as a spring mass system. Furthermore, it can
be noticed probability distributions for the bar displacement with multimodal behavior,
and an irregular redistribution of energy in the power spectrum of velocity.
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